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FOREWORD

by Karl G. Harr, Jr.

President, Aerospace Industries Association

T h e 1966 ed ition of the era pace Year Boo k ma rks the
r ·su mp ti on of pub lica tio n of the indu ·rr y's a n n u r~ l hi storv
afte r r~ th ree-yea r lapse.
.
'
Th e indu st ry's technological goals, respon sibiliti es, product
li nes a nd o utlook h a ve d ra maticall y b road ened a nd expand ed
in t he bri ef period s ince the 196:... edition of t he Y ear Buo k .
T his is rc ff ec tccl in t he co ntents ~mel orga nizahon:tl format.
C over:t ge of the aeros pace ind ustry's prod uct line h as
do ub led , and a Svs tcms Section has been ad ded wh ich
incl u d es more th an' 100 ma jor syste ms ra nging from a fu el
cel l to a complete g rou nd r:~ da r. T he Space Secti on is
p rom ine nt in th e 1966 edition; in the 1962 Y ear Boo k , space
activities w e re re ported as part of the Rt:'sea rch a nd D evelopm e nt Section .
Th e p rogress m ade in t he th ree years since the las t Y ear
Book was pub li sh ed solicllv unde rsco res the mome ntum a nd
th e d yna mic n a ture of the aerospace ind ustry. F or example :

• T he Atlas ( int ercontin ental b allisti c missile) \\·ea pons
were placed in ha rclc necl sites (s ilos ) in 196 1. By 1965,
th ese w ea pons h ad been supplanted by a third "genera tion"
of IC BMs-th e Titan II an d th e :1\!inutema n II. T he Atlas
m issil es have b een completely retired from th e USA F mi ssile
inve ntory . New ge n<?ra tions of th e va rious '' fa mili es" of
mi ss iles-air-to-air, surface-to-surface, su rfa ce-to-ai r and airto-surface-were in operat ional status in 1965 . Ad v:m ced
versi ons of. th e submarine-bu nch ed Pola ri s missile w ere on
sta tion in 1965.
• Hevenu e ton-miles ( passengers and cargo) of the U.S.
scheduled airlin es in l 96 1 am ounted to about 5.4 billion ,
a nd th e C<lrrie rs th at vea r sh owed a n et loss of nearl y $38
million. In 1965, the 'airlines fl ew 9.3 billion ton-mil~s and
earned profits of a b out $346 million. This was hugely d ue to
th e operatin g e ffi ciency and conveni ence of jet transportation.
• Production of utility a ircraft in 196 1 was 6,778 units
w ith a re tail value of $16.5 million . In 1965, 11 ,852 utility
aircraft were produced wi th a retail value of $422 million .
In prod uction during 1965 w ere seven models of turbojeta nd turboprop-powe red utility aircraft . There was one
m odel in 1961.
• Th ere w ere 1,179 h elicopters in civil u se in th e U .S .
and Canada in 1961 ; in 1965, there were 2,053 The numb er of opera tors doubled durin g the sam e p eriod. In Vie t
Na m opera tions in 1965 , the Arm y doubled its fl eet of h elicopters in six months .
These are onl y brief highlights of the aerosp ace industry's
gaim in the p ast three yea rs. Com parisons of p rogress, b y
an y m easurem ent, are n early endless. In one field-a pplication of aerospace systems analysis tech n iques to such
socio-economic problems as high -sp eed intra- and inter-city
transportation and wa ter a nd a ir pollution-a compa rison is
not p ossible. In 1965, the realization at national and st ate
government levels of th e capabilities of the aerospace industry b eyond aviati on a nd sp ace b ecam e clearl y evident . Th is
is a p art of the distingui shing p attern of the aerosp ace
industry's growth through innovation a nd imagina tion .
The futur e, as it should, beckons attractively t o the
aerosp ace industry.

• I n l!::l6 l. As tronaut Ala n B. Sh epard , Jr. b ecam e th e
firs t Am erica n in space w he n h e made a sub -orbital fli ght of
15 minutes a nd 22 secon ds in a lV!erc ury cap sule. In 1965,
Astrona uts Frank Borm an and Jam es Lovell in a Gemini
capsul e orbited th e eart h 206 tim es in a Hi ght lasting 330
hours and 35 minu tes. During their 14-day journey, they
achi eved a re nd ezvous in space w ith a nother two-man
Gemi ni capsul e .
• Ra n ger I was la unched into a low e;trth orbit in 196 1.
Rangers 8 a nd 9 in 1965 toge th er trans mi t ted 12,000 highq u ality televised ph otographs of th e moon's surface ; :1\•lariner
4 , a ft e r an eight-m onth fli ght , reached the vicin ity of M ars
and t ransm itted across 134 m illion m il es the first TV photographs of the Heel Plane t ; and th e Early Bird satellite started
comm ercial com mu n ica tions service .
• T h e largest m ilitary transport in development in 1961
could carry 70,000 poun ds of cargo across a 3,600-mile
range . Contracts were let in 1965 for a logistics t ransport
a ircraft which w ill ca rry nea rly 250,000 pounds across th E
same range .
• A world speed record for a fighter plane of 1,600 miles
p er h o ur was set in 1961. An op erational aircraft in 1965
fl ew at more tha n 2, 000 mph .
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The·-~ highlights

of the Aerospace Year,
including major developments involving
Aerospace People and Equipment and
the Aircraft, Missiles, Spacecraft,
Engines and Systems which passed
notable milestones in 1965.

2

GEMINI

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration's manned space flight program moved into high
gear in 1965 with 6 highly successful flights, 5 of
them carrying manned crews. After the second
unmanned checkout flight in January, the first U.S.
two-man mission was launched on March 23.
Gemini 3, with astronauts Virgil Grissom and J olm
Young aboard, made a 3-orbit flight which include d
the first manned orbital maneuvers. Launched on
June 3, James McDivitt and Edward White flew
Gemini 4 for 62 orbits; White made the first
extravehicular experiment in history, "flying" outside the spacecraft for 21 minutes. L. Gordon
Cooper and Charles Conrad recaptured the space
duration record from the USSR with a 190.9 hour
flight August 21-29 in Gemini 5. In December
came the historic dual Gemini mission. Gemini 7,
containing astronauts Frank Borman and James
Lovell, was launched on December 4. On December 15, Gemini 6, carrying Walter Schirra and
Thomas Stafford, took off from the same p ad at
Cape Kennedy. A few hours later it "caught up"
with Gemini 7 for the world's first space rendezvous. Gemini 6 landed the following day after
a 25 hour 52 minute flight. Gemini 7 remained in
orbit until December 18, completing a planned 2week mission. Major contractors contributing to
the year's Gemini successes were McDonnell Aircraft (spacecraft), Martin Company (launch vehicle), AiResearch (environmental control), General Electric (fuel cell) , IBM (guidance system and
computer) and \iVestinghouse (rendezvous radar).
In photos: 1 ) pre-laun ch view; 2) the rendezvous ;
.3 ) the principals of the Gemini 7/ 6 mission .
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Thomas Stafford

Frank Borman

James Lovell
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SPACECRAFT

MANNED ORBITING LABORATORY
In August, the Department of Defense gave form~l
approval to hardware development of the USAF s
Manned Orbiting L aboratory, d esign ed to invest~
gate the utility of military man in space. MOL 1s
to consist of a modified Gemini re-entry vehicle
together with a 41-foot laboratory canister. The
sp acecraft will b e initially capable of 30-day missions and it will first fly in 1969. Douglas Aircraft
was named prime contractor; General Electric was
assigned res ponsibility for integration of on-board
ex.periments and Aerospace Corporation charged
w1th technical managem ent.

APOLLO
The spacecraft portion of NASA's lunar landing
project progressed on schedule during th e year.
North Am erican Aviation and its subcontractors
com plete d work on the first flight model Apollo,
Spacecraft 009, and d elivered it to Cape Kennedy.
The command and service modules were scheduled
for a test fli ght in F ebruary, 1966. In photo, Avco
technicians apply pl as ti c a blative m aterial to the
crew compartment section of 009.

SPACECRAFT

MARINER
The most dramatic unm anned space event of the
year took place on July 14, when Mariner IV
reached the vicinity of 1\tl ars after a 228-day,
325,000,000-mile flight and started sending to earth
TV pictures of the Reel Planet. Over the next 10
days, Mariner r etumecl 21 photos and part of a
22ncl, together with telemeterecl scientific data on
Mars. NASA's prime contractor for the Mariner
project, \vhich will continue into 1969, is Jet Propulsion Laboratory .

RANGER
On .rvlarch 24, Ranger IX impacted the moon ·within
3 miles of its target spot within the crater Alphonsus, after having sent almost 6,000 close-up photos
of earth's satellite. Earlier, on February 17, Ranger
VIII had concluded a similar mission which produced more than 7,000 photos. The two 1965 flights
concluded the Ranger program which, including
1964's Ranger VII, provided scientists with more
than 17,000 valuable pictures. Major Ranger
contractors included Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(prime), Northrop (support), Hercules Powder
( retro-rockets) and RCA (television system).
Photo sho·ws assembly of the 6-camera TV system.
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TIROS
Two additional sp acecra ft of the NA SA/ v\ ea ther
Bureau Tiros seri es of m e teorological satellites we re
laun ched durin g the year , Tixos I X on Janu ary 22
and Tiros X on Jul y 2. Both ,.vere successful , g iving
Tiros a p erfect record through 1965 of 10 successes
in 10 a ttempts. RCA is prime sp acecraft contractor
for the Tiros project, which ' 'viii include 4 ad d ition al laun ch es for an interim n ati onal operati on al
system.

NIMBUS
The second generation weathersat Nimbus I,
launched in 1964, continued to transmit data until
September 23, 1965, when it quit after more than
13 months' operation. The e arth-stabilized, polarorbiting Nimbus provides greater coverage than
Tiros. A second spacecraft was being readied for
1966 launch. Goddard Space Flight Center serves
as prime contractor, RCA builds the cameras and
General Electric handles integration and testing.

EARLY BIRD
The

first commercial communications satellite,
Ear~y Bird, was launched April 6 into synchronous
orbit over the Atlantic. It continued to transmit
between t~e U.S. and Europe throughout the year.
Hu_g hes Aircraft built the spacecraft for Communicatwns Satellite Corporation.

ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY
The
cond spacecraft of th Orbiting Solar Obr vator ' s ri es ' as law1ched successfull on Februa r 2 . A third OSO was laun ch ed August 25,
but it fa ile d to ac hi e e orbit. The fomth in the
s ri
of 9 ' a sch dul e d for arl · 1966 launch,
Ball Brothe rs js · ASA s prim con tractor.

PEGASUS
ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL

The large meteoroid
successfully orbited
Launch of Pegasus
program. Fairchild

OBSERVATORY
The Orbiting Geophysical Observatory program
scored a partial success ·w ith OGO II, launched
October 14. The spacecraft, d esigned to investigate
a wide variety of scientific areas, transmitted until
October 24, when it was silenced by an electrical
power failure. TRW Systems is NASA's prime
contractor.
7

detection satellite Pegasus was
three times during the year.
III on July 30 concluded the
Hiller built the spacecraft.

SPACECRAFT

GEOS
A geodetic satellite equipped with flashing light
beacons, electronic beacons, optical and radar reflectors, GEOS I was launched successfully on
November 6 into a 700/900 mile orbit. Prime contractor is Johns Hopkins Applied Physics L a boratory.

BIOSA TELLIT£
Construction started on a new type spacecraft, the
Biosatellite, being developed by General Electric
for NASA in a program designed to demonstrate
the effects of prolonged space travel on plants,
animals and other biological specimens. GE is
building six spacecraft, the first scheduled for 1966
launch.

SNAPSHOT
Snapshot, launched April 3, was a joint USAF I
Atomic Energy Commission mission designed to
test the SNAP-lOA space nuclear power unit, built
by North American Aviation's Atomics International
Division. The reactor operated at more than 500
watts for 43 days. In photo, AI technicians check
out the SNAP-lOA.

SPACECRAFT

PIONEER
The fiTSt of a new series of Pioneer interplanetary
probes \\as successfully launched December 16,
C<u-rying fiv e . experiments and communications
equipment making it possible to transmit to earth
from a distance of 90,000,000 miles. TRv\ Systems
built the spacecraft.
.

VOYAGER
In 1965, NASA formally initiated the Voyager
program, aimed at development of a spacecraft bus
capable of orbiting Mars and carrying a landing
capsule for investigation of the lVIartian strrface.
A follow-on to :tviariner, Voyager will first be
launched in 1973. Selection of contractors was
expected in 1966.

SECOR
An Army satellite built by ITT Federal Laboratories and Cubic Corporation, SECOR is a geodetic
satellite employed in a precision earth-mapping
program. Fifth of the series was launched on
August 10.

9

TITAN 111-C

TITAN II

Initial flights of the Titan lll-C, Air Force heav
dut_Y. booster, highlighted .the year's military spac~
activity. The launch veh1cle made its first flight
completely successful, on June 18. There were tw~
additional flights on October 15 and December 21
successful in the boost stage but with partial fail~
ures of the transtage, or topmost stage. Principal
contractors are Aerospace Corporation (technical
direction) , Martin (core, upper stage and systems
integration), United Technology (solid boosters)
and Aerojet-General (liquid-fuel engines).

The Air Force-developed Titan II had a perfect
record in the NASA Gemini program during 1965,
with six launches, including the unmanned GT -.2
and five manned missions. Martin Company 1s
Titan II prime contractor, Aerospace Corporation
. provides technical direction. Photo, an unusual
view of the booster from the top down.
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tLAUI!lCH

CENTAUR

SATURN I

The Centaur, which consists of an Atlas basic stage
and a high en ergy ~upp er stage composed of 2
liquid hydrogen engin es, completed a highly successful flight on August 11 following a failure in
March. Seventh test in the series \Vas scheduled
for early 1966, and later in 1966 Centaur was to
boost the first Surveyor moon flight. General
Dynamics/ Convair is prime contractor, propulsion
is provided by Rocketdyne and Pratt & vVhitney
and Honey\ve11 builds the guidance system.

One of the most successful of all U.S. space programs concluded on July 30 with the lOth launch
of Saturn I and a success score of 10 for 10. On its
last three flights, Saturn I carried Pegasus meteoroid detection satellites. iVIarshall Space Flight
Center and Chrysler Corporation built the basic
stage, Douglas the upper stage; power systems were
supplied by Rocketclyne and Pratt & \iVhitney. In
photo, the last launch.

11

LAUNCH VfHICLRS
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MISSILES

SATURN 18
Follow- on booster to Saturn I the Saturn IB \\as
in ad anced ground test status durina 1965. The
v hicl is a 2-stage booster, with
ngines producing 1,600,000 pounds thrust in the b asic stage
and a sin gle liquid hydrogen ngine providing
upper stage thrust of 200,000 pounds (in photo, the
S-IVB upper stag in a successful prellight test ).
First fljaht
booster of the Sa turn IB s ries was
0
d elivered to Cape Kennedy late in 1965, ,, h ere it
was being ch eked out prior to first launch in
F ebru ary 1966. Chrysler and D ouglas built the
stages, Rocketdyne provides po\ ·er plan t for both
stages.

SATURN V
NASA's moon-booster, Saturn V, was in component
test status during_ 1965, and considerable progress
in 1967 ·
w a S 1nade toward a targeted first fuaht
o
A notable step was completion and delivery to
NASA's tlississippi T est Facility of the S-II, the
econd of the 3 Saturn V stages. S-II ( photo ) was
~lated for static firing test early in 1966. The
1 ,000,000 pound thrust stage is built by North
American's Space and Information Systems Division; Boeing produces the b asic 7,500,000 pound
thrust S-IC stage, Douglas the topmost S-IVB and
Rocketdyne builds the engines for all stages.

MINUTEMAN

SRAM (Short Range Attack Missile)
Late in 1965, the Department of Defense authorized the USAF to begin hardware development of
the SRAM, a short range air-to-surface "stand off"
missile designed for use with the F-111 and B-52
aircraft. No contractors were selected by year-end,
but Boeing and Martin were working on studies.

By mid-year, the USAF had emplaced 800 Minuteman I ICBM's and was starting the process of
replacing them with the more advanced Minuteman
II. The latter weapon has far greater accuracy
than its predecessor, and it also offers increased
range and payload. By the end of 1965, the USAF
had completed almost half of the test shots in a
36-flight Minuteman II program, and the new
ICBM was expected to be fully operational early
in 1966. Late in 1965 the Air Force was authorized
to proceed with development of an even more
advanced system with a more effective re-entry
vehicle, Minuteman III. Contractors in the Minuteman l / 11 programs include Boeing (prime ), TR\V
Systems (technical direction), Autonetics ( guidance), Avco (re-entry vehicle) and Thiokol, Aerojet-General, H ercules Powder (propulsion for the
3 stages).
13

MISSILES

SPRINT
The high-acceleration member of the Army's Nike
X antimissile system ( Nike Zeus is the complementary weapon), Sprint made its first test flights
during 1965, including a silo launch in November.
Martin-Orlando is prime contractor, Hercules
Power and Lockheed Propulsion Company build
the power plants and Bell Telephone Laboratories
provides the guidance system.

POSEIDON

SA M-D

The Navy started development of Poseidon, an offshoot of the Polaris family with the same range as
the Polaris A-3 ( 2,500 nautical miles) but with
greater payload and accuracy. Lockheed is prime
contractor, Hercules Powder and Thiokol will
supply propulsion systems.

In 1965, the Department of Defense authorized fu~l
development of SAM-D, an advanced surface-to-au
missile designed to fill both the battlefield a~d
continental air defense requirement. SAM-D 1ll
also have a limited capability against tactl?al
missiles. It will eventually replace Hawk and N1ke
Hercules. No contractors were named.

:V
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MISSILES

CHAPARRAL
In test status during the year, Chaparral was
ordered into production for use b y the Army as a ·
forward area air defense weapon. Chaparral is a
surface-to-air adaptation of the 1 avy's air-to-air
Side·winder. Prime contractor is Philco's Aeronutronic Division.

LANCE
A highly successful flight test program in 1965
resulted in a decision by the Department of Defense to procure the Lance missile system in
quantity. An Army division support weapon, Lance
is designed to replace Honest John and Lacrosse.
DoD also provided funding for a Navy investigation of the shipboard utility of the Lance. Prime
contractor is LTV Aerospace.

STANDARD
The Navy was authorized to proceed with production of the Standard, a new fleet air defense weapon
capable of handling the functions of the Tartar
and Terrier in a single system. Standard will be
built in 2 versions, a short range ( 10 nautical miles)
system and a 30-mile weapon, the latter equipped
with an extra booster. No conb·actors were
announced.
15

AIRCRAFT

SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS
In mid-1965, the U . S. prog ram for d eve lopme nt of a
commercial supersonic tra nsport entered a steppedup, 18-month desi g n and test phase aimed at certification of an SST by 1974 or earlier. Th e two airframe competitors are The Boeing Company with a
variable sweep wing desi g n (upper le ft ), and the
Lockheed Aircraft Corp. design which features a
double delta wing (middle left).

LOCKHEED C-5A

DOUGLAS DC-3

In October,. the D epartment of Defense directed
the USAF to initiate development of a super transport, the C-5A, which will gross more than 700,000
pounds and have a p ayload capability up to 220,000
pounds. D evelopment and production contract,
awarded to Lockheed, involves some $2 billion for
58 airplanes.

The "Grand Old Lady" of air transportation marked
.the 30th anniversary of her first flight, which took
place December 17, 1935, at Clover _Fiel~ (now
Santa Monica Municipal Airport) , Cahforma. The
DC-3 and its military counterpart, the C-47, were
still very active in 1965, even b eing used as an
armed "fighter" in Viet Nam.
16

AIRCRAFT

DOUGLAS DC-9
The short-to-medium range D ouglas DC-9 made
its first fli g ht on Februar, 25 fr om L ong Beach
C aliforni a, funi cipaJ Airport, remainino- aloft for
2 hours and 13 minutes. Th pl an e was in full
produ cti on at ear- end and first commercial s rvic
was schedul ed for 1966.

_______
- - ----__::_
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BOEING 737
Boeing's new entry in the short range jetliner
category is the twin-engine 737. Producti on goahead was given earl y in H.J65.

DOUGLAS DC-8
In April, Douglas announced plans to build three
new and greatly advanced versions of the DC-8.
First of the new planes is the Model 61, some 37
feet longer than the standard Series 50 DC-8 and
capable of carrying 251 passengers in an all-coach
configuration. The l'vlodel 61 was scheduled for
roll-out early in 1966. Model 62, designed as an
ultra long-range transport, will have 6 additional
feet of wing span and a fuselage extension 80 inches
longer than the Series 50. It was scheduled for
May, 1966, roll-out. The Model 63 will combine
the high density of the 61 and the range of the 62.
In photo, model comparison of the Model 61
(foreground) with the Series 50.
17
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AIRCRAFT

GENERAL DYNAMICS F-111
In February, the General Dynamics' Fort Worth
Division F-Ill demonstrated its wing-sweep capability in flight for the first time and by year-end 6
Air Force F-IllA's and 2 Navy F-lllB's had logged
more than 300 test hours. The plane was in largescale production for the two U.S. services and the
Royal Australian Air Force . Late in the year, the
Department of Defense announced plans for a
born ber version designated FB-lll.
In photo,
F-IllA at full sweep of 72.5 degrees.

LING-TEMCO-VOUGHT A-7A
At the Ling-Temco-Vought facility n ear Dallas,
Texas, the Navy's A-7A Corsair II successfully completed its first flight on September 27. The plane
was ordered into quantity production.

NORTH AMERICAN XB-70A
On October I9, the USAF's experimental North
American XB-70A bomber exceeded for the first
time its design speed of Mach 3 in a flight from
Edwards AFB, California.

18

AIRCRAFT

NORTH AMERICAN OV-lOA
The North American OV-10A completed its first
test Bight at the company's Columbus, Ohio, Division on July 16. A twin-engine turboprop, the
OV-10A is specifically designed for counterinsurgency operations. The original contract called for 7
prototypes, to be e\ aluated by the Air Force,
Army, Na' y and Marine Corps.

DOUGLAS TA-4£

I

A new Navy jet trainer, the TA-4E made its first
flight on June 30. The plane was adapted from the
the A-4E attack craft and, in ~ ddition to its primary
role as a trainer, it will retain the A-4E's combat
capability with bombs, rockets, missiles and guns.
First deliveries to the Navy were scheduled for
February, 1966.

I

NORTH AMERICAN T-28
On May 21, the T-2B Buckeye twin-jet trainer took
to the air for the first time. A production aircraft,
the T -2B will be used by the Navy in the Basic
Training Command.

19

AIRCRAFT

TURBO COMMANDER
The first Turbo Commander rolled off the lin e on
April 27 and deliveri es started in the second h alf of
the year. The execu tive aircraft is built by Ae ro
Commander.

LEAR JET MODEL 24
In October, Lear Jet announced a new Model 24 ,
sister ship to the Model 23 in production, with a
number of improvements, including a 500-pound
increase in gross weight.

HILLER HELl-PORTER
Fairchild Hiller placed in production its HeliPorter, a versatile STOL aircraft seating up to 8
and adaptable to either military or commercial
operations.

CESSNA AGWAGON
Cessna's Agwagon, shown here in a test of its
"quick dump" valve, first flew on February 19. The
agricultural plane was scheduled to go into production in 1966.

AIRCRAFT

BELL JET RANGER
T extron's B ll Helicop ter Compan · compl t d an d
w as readying for 1966 introdu ti on th £\ -place
turbi ne pO\\·ered Jet Ran g r \\·hich wil.l h a\ a
sp e d of mar th an 140 m il s p er hour.

HILLER 1100
Early in the ear, F airchild HilJ r tart d producLion of the FH-1100 comm rcial h h copter. The
turbine-powered 4-place craft f atur
ease of
m aintenance and low cost p er fli uht hour.

SIKORSKY CH-53A
Sikorsky started deliveries to the Marin e Corps of
its CH-53A assault helicopter. During the year, the
38-troop h elicopter was undergoing Navy/ Marine
evaluation tests.

ENSTROM F-28
A new entry in the helicopter field was the F-28,
built by R. J. Enstrom Corporation. Production
started in 1965 on the basic 3-place craft, a trainer
version and an "executive sedan." A single-place
agricultural version was to follow.

AIRCRAFT

PIASECKI PATHFINDER II

GYRODYNE DASH DRONE

The Piasecki 16H-1A Path£nder II compound helicopter made its first flights in November. The craft
features a unique "ring tail" which replaces the
conventional helicopter tail rotor.

Gyrodyne introduced a new model of its Navy
Dash antisubmarine dron e helicopter, the QH-50D.
It made its initial flight on F ebru ary 20. The drone
was scheduled to replace the fle et's "C" model in
1966.

SIKORSKY SKYCRANE

BELL X-22A

Sikorsky continued development of the Army
YCH-54A Skycrane and :Hew tests with a detachable
van used for hauling cargo and troops . The mammoth helicopter was introduced to combat service
in Viet· Nam.

The first of two Bell Aerosystems X-22A rotating
ducted-propeller VTOL research aircraft was d elivered in May for h·i-service evaluation. Flight
testing was scheduled to begin in 1966.
22
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NORTH AMERICAN X-15
The 3 X-15's continued to pro ide data on manned
h ·p ersonic flight . Dming 1965, the · completed 32
flights , the greatest number in any calendar ·ear,
in studies of boundar · laver skin friction and noise,
horizontal tail loads, ultraviolet stellar photograph ·,
microm eteorite collection, horizon scanners, inha.red eaxth and sb scanners and a reaction control system. Also b eing studied were various
ablati' e coatings, in an effort to £ncl one suitable
for Mach 8 flights planned for 1966.

NORTHROP M2-F2

NORTHROP HL-10

NASA's M2-F2 lifting body research vehicle, built
by Northrop, was delivered in June. Shown h~re
mated to its B-52 carrier, the craft was undergomg
ground tests preparatory to 1966 flights.

Companion craft to the M2-F2, the Northrop-built
HL-10 was completed late in the year. Plans called
for delivery of the lifting body vehicle early in
January and first flights in mid-1966.
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ENGINES

GENERAL ELECTRIC YJ93
General Electric's YJ93 30,000-pound-thrust turbojet
powered the XB-70A to a speed of more than 2,000
miles per hour during the year. The huge engine
has a thrust to weight ratio of better than 5 to 1.

GENERAL ELECTRIC GEl
General Electric unveiled the GEl turbojet at the
1965 Paris Air Show. The GEl is a "building block"
engine; "add-on" components allow its use for a
broad variety of aircraft, cutting down on long
development time.

GENERAL ELECTRIC GE4/J5
At Paris, GE displayed its proposed engine for the
U.S. commercial supersonic transport. The GE4/J5
is 25 feet long, nearly 6 feet in diameter and produces thrust in the neighborhood of 50,000 pounds.

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT JTBD
The Pratt & Whitn e y JT ' D fir t e nt red s rvic in
I· e brua ry, 196-l ,,·ith th e Boe ing - 2- . The ng in
a lso powe r th e Dou g las D C -9, th e ud Sup r a rave ll e and ,,·ill po,,·e r th e ne w Boeing -3~ twin transpo rt'.

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT JT3D
The Pratt & V/ hitn ey JT3D turbofa n e ngine en tered
com me rci a l se rvice in March, 1961. H is th e powe rp la nt for th e Doug las DC-8, th e Boe ing ~07 and th e
720B. The ta keoff thrust is 18,000 pounds.

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT TF30P-1
T he advanced TF30P-l turbofan, designed and
built by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, completed official ground endurance tests required for its military
qualification in July. The engine powers the
USAF / Navy F-111.

ENGINES

AEROJET- GENERAL 260-INCH
SOLID ROCKET
Smoke cloud climbs thousands of feet into the sky
during the September firing of Aerojet-General's
260-inch diamet~r solid motor. The motor generated 3,500,000 pounds thrust. A second firing was
scheduled for early 1966.

UNITED TECHNOLOGY 120-INCH
SOLID ROCKET
United Technology C enter's 1:20-inch diam e te r solid
rocket made its Hight d ebut as auxiliary booster for
the Titan III-c launch vehicl e . The 75-foot motor
produces 1,000,000 pounds thrust.

ROCKETDYNE J-2
At year-end, the Rocketdyne J-2 hydrogen-fueled
engine had virtually completed its qualification
tests. In some tests, the engine ran 8 times as long
as it will be required to on Apollo missions. At the
end of the year, the J-2 had amassed more than
100,000 seconds of firing time. In photo, J-2 is
tested at simulated altitude of 60,000 fee t in a
vacuum chamber.
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ROCKETDYNE GEMINI
THRUSTER
The smaU Gemini rocket thruster went into service
aboard the 5 manned spacecraft launched during
the ·ear. In photo, the engine is checked out in a
Rocketclyn e clean room. Two groups of thrusters
prO\ ide propulsion to maneuver Gemini.

AEROJET- GENERAL
APOLLO ENGINE

MARQUARDT CONTROL ENGINE
The Marquardt Corporation delivered the Rrst
rocket engines used for attitude and ullage control
on the Apollo service module. Fired in microsecond bursts, 16 of the 100-pound-thrust rockets
make possible pitch-over and spacecraft flight path
maneuvers.

Aerojet-General delivered the initial Apollo service
module propulsion system, to be flight tested early
in 1966. The engine develops 21,900 pounds thrust.
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SYSTEMS

The term .. systems" is used here to cover equipment developed by the aerospace industry other than
primary products, like aircraft, missiles and spacecraft. The systems shown here are representative
of developments throughout the industry.

WESTINGHOUSE RENDEZVOUS
RADAR
The ·westinghouse rendezvous radar figured prominently in the first space rendezvous mission, made
by Gemini 7I 6 in December. The radar is used to
guide astronauts to its target when the rendezvousing spacecraft are about 250 miles apart. The
system was scheduled for further test in the 1966
Gemini/ Agena series of rendezvous missions.

RCA RECORDER
Radio Corporation of America made a March
delive? to the Advanced Research Projects Agency
of a g1ant tape recorder to be used by ARPA in
its PRESS (Pacific Range Electromagnetic Signature Study) program. The machine will record
signals obtained from ballistic missiles. Its huge
reels hold 7 miles of tape which hurtles through
its guides at a speed of more than 60 miles per
hour.
28

PRATT & WHITNEY FUEL CELL

BELL AEROSYSTEMS MFS

Pratt & \Vhitney Aircraft designed and developed
a new fuel cell for the Apollo spacecraft . The
power plant will supply on-board power and
drinking water for three astronauts on a lunar landing mission. Electrical power is produced directly
from an elech·ochemical reaction of hydrogen and
oxygen; potable water is a by-product of the reaction. The fuel cell has a range of 563 to 2,295 watts
of electrical power and each Apollo spacecraft will
have three power plants.

Textron's Bell Aerosystems designed for NASA a
Manned Flying System in which future astronauts
may explore the moon's surface. Shown here in
mock-up, the MFS weighs 400 pounds and is
powered by a cluster of five 100-pound-thrust
rockets at the base of the vehicle. Small reaction
control rockets steer the MFS, which has a range
of 15 miles. The system is being studied by NASA
for possible inclusion in the Apollo Applications
program.
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SYSTEMS

USAF PARASAIL
The Air Force Flight D ynamics L abo ra tory d e veloped a 51-foot di a m e te r p a rasail parachute for high
altitude cargo drop s. The p a rasa il can b e g uid e d
automatically or m a nually into a n impac t zo ne b y
a guidance and control unit on th e p ar achute \·\ hic h
homes on a signal fr om a ground h·ansmitte r.
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APPROAC H CONTROL PANEL
5. AIRSPEED IND. (AUTOTHROTTLE CONTROL )
APPROACH PROGRESS DISPLAY
6 . LOW RANGE RADIO ALTIMETER No.2
LOW RANGE RAD IO AL TIMETER No. 1
AUTO PI LOT & AUTOTHROTTLE WARNING LIGHTS

BENDIX LANDING SYSTEM

WESTINGHOUSE OXYGEN MAKER

A major step toward all-weather operation in
scheduled air service was Federal Aviation Agency
approval for automatic landings with the Precision
Approach and Landing System, developed by
Eclipse Pioneer Division of The Bendix Corporation. In photo, the PALS installation on a Boeing
720B jetliner.

An offshoot of the fuel cell is Westinghouse Research Laboratories' oxygen maker, which can generate ~ure oxygen from the waste products of
breathing. The process involves essentially a reversal of the fuel cell operation, or the use of
electrical power to generate oxygen instead of
burning it up. The system has utility in long duration space missions.
30
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SYSTEMS
BELL AIR CUSHION VEHICLE
In line with its program of product di\ ersification,
the aerosp ce industr was acti\ e in a number of
n onaerospac fi elds. Typical was Bell Aeros stems'
SK-5 Air Cushion Vehicle, w hich " as introduced to
schedu1 d passenger service in
ugus t b etween
Oakland and San Franci co International Airports.

AEROJET- GENERAL PROBE
Aerojet-Gen eral developed ~ c~·yogen!c p robe
shown h ere in use by a neur os u.Igeon ~~.a brain
. ti·on . Tip of the probe appli es preCision conopeia
trolled freezing temperature to a carefull defined
trea tment area.

WESTINGHOUSE DEEPSTAR
A submersible designed to dive to 4 000 feet the
.
'
'
man Deepstar-4000 was delivered to Annapolis,
~~ary!and, for test. Assembled in France for the
estmghouse Underseas Division it was the sec0~1d in a series of vehicles scheduled for use by
e ·w estinghouse World 'Vide Chm:ter Facilities
1
lat provide complete diving services for scientific
commercial a n d m1·1·1tary app1·1cahons.
·
,~·v7 estmg•
'
ho
ti usefplans to develop vehicles with dive capabilies 0 20,000 feet.
3-

!
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PEOPLE

AlA LEADERSHIP
In November, Karl G. Harr, Jr., (top) was reelected president of Aerospace Industries Association. J. S. Parker (lower left), vice president and
group executive of General Electric Company with
responsibility for the Aerospace and Defense
Group, was named chairman of the board for 1966.
He succeeded J. L. Atwood, president of North
American Aviation, Inc.
32

RECORD.S

LOCKHEED YF-12A RECORDS
On May 1, the USAF's Lockheed YF-1 2A fighter
set a series of official world records, including 2,070
miles per hour over a straight course and an absolute sustained altih1de of 80,258 feet.

WASHINGTON-NEW YORK
RECORD
FAA Administrator General vVilliam F. McKee set
an unofficial downtown-to-downtown \~Tashington
New York record. Departing from the rooftop heliport of the FAA building, he flew by helicopter to
vVashington National Airport, by the FAA's JetStar
to Kenn edy International Airport, then to the rooftop heliport atop the Pan Am building in downtown New York. Total elapsed time was 1 hour 3
minutes. In photo, General McKee (right) in New
York Airways h elicopter en route to the Pan Am
building.

WORLD RECORDS

WORLD RECORDS
The National Aeronautic Association, which represents th e United States in the F e d eration Aeronau ti que
Internationale, sanctions, certifies and registers all re cord a tte mpts w ithjn th e U.S. in order th a t th ey b e
officially recognized by other nations . NAA's C ontes t Board compile d thi s list of r ecords comple te d in
the U.S. during 1965.

CLASS

DATE

AIRCRAFT

PILOT

RECORD DESCRIPTION

RECORD

WORLD RECORDS (Absolute)
MANNED SPACECRAFT
C*

8/ 21-29/65

Gemini 5

C*

B/ 21-29/ 65

Gemini 5

c•

12/4-18/ 65

Gemini 7

C*

12 / 4-18/65

Gemini 7

Duration in Earth orbit

190 hrs.,

Distance in Earth orbit

3,312,997 miles

Fronk Borman
James A. lovell, Jr.

Duration in Earth orbit

330 hrs.,
35 mins . , 04 sec.s.

Frank Borman

Distance in Earth orbit

5,713,977 miles

2,070 . 101 MPH

l. Gordon Cooper

55 mins., 14 sec.s .

Charles Conrad
l. Gordon Cooper

Charles Conrad

James A. lovell, Jr.

AIRCRAFT
5 / 1/ 65

lockheed YF-12A

Col. R. l. Stephens, USAF

Speed over a straight course

5/1/65

lockheed YF-12A

Maj. Wolter F. Daniel, USAF

Speed over a clos e d circuit

1,688.880 MPH

5/1 / 65

lockheed YF-12A

Col. R. l. Stephens, USAF

Altitude in horizontal flight

80,257.86 ft.

Gemini 6

Wolter M. Schirro and
Thomas P. Stafford-Gemini 6

Duration in group flight

20 hrs., 22 min.

Distance in group flight

358,189.4 miles

WORLD "CLASS" RECORDS
K-MANNED SPACECRAFT
K*

12/ 15-16/ 65

Gemini 7

Frank Borman and

James A. lovell-Gemini 7
K*

12/ 15-16/65

Gemini 6

Walter M. Schirro and
Thomas P. Stafford-Gemini 6

Gemini 7

Frank Borman and
James A. lovell-Gemini 7

JET AIRPLANES (Unrestricted Weight)
C-1

5/ 1/ 65

lockheed YF-12A

Col. R. L. Stephens, USAF

Altitude in horizontal flight

80,257.86 ft.

C-1

5/1/65

lockheed YF-12A

Col. R. l. Stephens, USAF

Speed over a 15/25 kilometer course

2,070 . 101 MPH

C-1

5/1 / 65

lockheed YF-12A

Maj. Walter F. Daniel, USAF

Speed in a 500 km. closed circuit

1,643.041 MPH

C-1

5/ 1/ 65

lockheed YF-12A

Maj. Wolter F. Daniel, USAF

Speed in a 1000 km. closed circuit

1,689.889 MPH

C-1

5/ 1/ 65

lockheed YF-12A

Maj. Wolter F. Daniel , USAF

Speed in a 1000 km. closed circuit
with 1000 k i lograms payload

1,689.889 MPH

C-1

5/ 1/ 65

lockheed YF-12A

Maj . Wolter F. Daniel, USAF

Speed in a 1000 km. closed circuit
with 2000 kilograms payload

1,689.889 MPH

C-1*

11/14-17/ 65

Boeing 707 /320C

Jack l. Martin; Fred l. Austin;
Harrison Finch; Robert N. Buck;
James R. Gannett

Speed around the world

414.43 MPH

C-1 *

11 / 17/ 65

Boeing 707 / 320C

Jock l. Martin; Fred l. Austin ·
Harrison Finch; Rob e rt N. Buck;
James R. Gannett

Buenos Aires/Christchurch, N.Z .

430.52 MPH

C-1*

11 / 17/ 65

Boeing 707 /320C

Jack l. Martin; Fred L. Austin;
Harrison Finch; Robert N. Buck;
James R. Gannett

Christchurch/Honolulu

538.63 MPH

C-1 *

11 / 15/ 65

Boeing 707 / 320C

Jock l. Martin; Fred l. Austin;
Harrison Finch; Robert N . Buck;
James R. Gannett

Honolulu / london

520.20 MPH

C-1 *

11 / 16/ 65

Boe ing 707 / 320C

Jack l. Martin; Fred l. Austin;
Harrison Finch; Robert N. Buck;
James R. Gannett

Lisbon / Buenos Aires

.496.08 MPH

C-1 *

11 / 16 / 65

Boeing 707 j 320C

Jock l. Martin; Fred l. Austin ·
Harrison Finch; Robe rt N. Buck;
James R. Gannett

london / Buenos Aires

415.33 MPH

C-1 •

11 / 16 / 65

Boeing 707 j 320C

Jack L. Martin; Fred l. Austin ;
Harrison Finch; Robert N . Buck;
James R. Gannett

london / lisbon

413.92 MPH

C-1 *

11 / 15- 17/ 65

Boeing 707 / 320C

Jack l. Martin; Fred l. Austin;
Harrison Finch; Robert N . Buck;
James R. Gannett

North Pole / South Pole

356.72 MPH

Speed over Recognized Courses:

., Certification pending.
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WORLD RECORDS

CLASS

DATE

AIRCRAFT

PILOT

RECORD DESCRIPTION

RECORD

BUSINESS JET AIRPLANES (Light )

C-l.e (6,61 4 to 13,227 lbs .)
C-l.e'

12 / 14 / 65

Lear J et , Mode l 23

Henr y G . Beaird

Time to climb to 12,000 meters

7 mins. , 21 sees.

Speed over Recognized Courses:
C-l.e

5/ 21 / 65

Lear J e t, Model 23

Jo hn M. Con roy

Los Angeles/ New York

478.47 MPH

C-l. e

5/ 21 / 65

Lear Jet, Model 23

Jo hn M. Conroy

New York / Los Angeles

428.68 MPH

C-l. e

5/ 21 / 65

Lear Je t, Model 23

John M. Conroy

Los Angeles/ New York/ los Angeles

424.18 MPH

Aero Command e r 200

Geraldine l. Mock

Speed in a 500 km . closed circuit

206.73 MPH

Cessna 210

Marvin G. Smith

Altitude

35,070.8 ft.

PISTON ENGINE LIGHT AIRCRAFT

C-l.b (1,102 to 2,20 4 lbs. )
C-l.b

9/ 28/ 63

C-1.c (2,2 04 to 3,858 lbs. )
C-l.c

7 / 20/ 65

HELICOPTERS (Unrestricted Weight)

E-1

3 / 6-7 / 65

Sikorsky SH-3A

Cdr. J. R. Williford, USN

Distance in a straight line

2,105.49 miles

E-1

4/ 24/ 65

Sikorsky CH-54A

Maj. T. J. Clark, USA

Altitude with
payload of 1,000 kilograms

29,340.5 ft.

E-1

4/ 24/ 65

Sikorsky CH-54A

WO U. V. Brow n, USA

Altitude with
payload of 2,000 kilograms

28,743.4 ft.

E-1

4/ 24/ 65

Sikorsky CH-54A

Ma j. T. J. Clark, USA

Altitude with
pnyload of 5,000 kilograms

21,370 ft.

Brenda Bogan

Altitude

9,770 ft.

Donald l. Piccard

Altitude

15,691 ft.

HOT AIR BALLOONS

AX-3 (400 to 600 cubic meters capacit y )
AX-3
9/ 3 / 65
AX-6 (1 ,200 to 1,600 cubic meters capacity)
AX-6

10/ 5/ 65

U. S. NATIONAL RECORDS (Commercial)

Comm.

4/ 29/ 65

Boeing 707

Speed on a Commercial Air Route:
Georg e C. Dent
( Amer ican Airlines)

Comm.

2/ 16/ 65

Convair 990

Al den Young
( Am e rican A irlines )

Boston / los Angeles

562.57 MPH

Chicago/ Boston

692.28 MPH

Chicago/ Ft. Worth

548.85 MPH

4/ 20/ 6 5

Boei ng 727

Comm.

4/ 9/ 65

Boeing 707

P. G. Cook
(A me rican Air lines)

Chicago/ Indianapolis

494.93 MPH

Comm.

8/2 1/ 65

Boein g 727

W. J. Callahan
(Amer ica n Airlines)

Chicago / New York

624.85 MPH

Comm.

10/28/ 65

Boein g 727

W . J . Callahan
(America n Ai rlines)

Chicago/ New York

644.36 MPH

Comm .

1/ 29/65

Boe in g 727

Warren Julliard
(American A irlines)

Chicago/ Rochester

601 .70 MPH

Comm.

2/ 3/65

lockh ee d Ele ctra L-188

A. B. Perriello
(American Ai rlines)

Chicago/ Washington

510.58 MPH

Comm.

1/ 27/65

Boeing 727

J. J as lrab
(American Airlines)

Cincinnati/ New York

619.81 MPH

Comm.

9/28/65

Boeing 707

E. H. Reish
(American Airlines)

Cleveland/ Boston

577 .00 MPH

Comm.

4/ 5/ 65

Boeing 727

Kenneth B. Nace
(American Airlines)

C Ieve Ia nd / C i nci nnat i

439.52 MPH

Comm.

1/ 29/ 65

Boeing 727

R. 0 . Robbins
(American Airlines)

Cleveland / New York

570.61 MPH

Comm .

10/ 28 / 65

Boeing 727

James F. Bell
(American Airlines)

Cleveland/ New York

599.50 MPH

Comm.

3 / 12/65

Boeing 707

James B. Smay
(American Airlines)

Dallas / Baltimore

647.96 MPH

Comm.

Gl e n l. Stockwell
( Am er ican Airlines)

WORLD RECORDS

CLASS

DATE

AIRCRAFT

PILOT

RECORD DESCRIPTION

RECORD

Sp eed over Recognized Courses:
Comm.

2/ 25/ 65

Boeing 707

E. 0 . Medlin
(American Airlin es )

Dallas / EI Paso

495.54 MPH

Comm .

7/ 6/ 65

Boe ing 727

A. B. DeSalvo
(Am e rican Airlines)

Dallas/ Little Rode·

504.50 MPH

Comm.

2/ 19/ 65

Bo ei ng 707

W. W . Gosnell
(American Airlines )

Dallas / lo s Angeles

614 .B9 MPH

Comm.

3/ 8/ 65

Convair BBO

Earl R. Epperson
{Delta Air lines)

Dallas / Orlando

664.59 MPH

Comm .

3/ 12/ 65

Boe ing 707

William F. Bonne ll
(American Airlines)

Dallas / New York

6B6.73 MPH

Comm .

2/ 18/ 65

Boe ing 707

W. R. Swain
(American Airl ines )

Dalla s/ San Franc isco

5B0.46 MPH

Comm.

3/ 12/ 65

Boe ing 707

W. T. Fleming
(American Airlines)

Dallas / Washington, D.C.

643.06 MPH

Comm .

2/ 3/ 65

Boe ing 727

Lawrence B. Hau se r
(American Airlines )

Detroit/ Newark

607 .B9 MPH

Comm .

2/ 4/ 65

Boe ing 727

John Clark
(American Airlines )

Detro it / New York

577.62 MPH

Comm.

7/ 6/ 65

Boe ing 727

A. B. DeSalvo
(American Airlines)

little Rock / Memphis

3B4.22 MPH

Comm.

11 / 26/ 65

Boei ng 707

S. P. Bittner
(American Airline s)

lo s Angel e s/ Boston

666 .61 MPH

Comm .

4/ 5/ 65

Boe ing 707

George Dent
(American Airline s)

los Angeles / Cleveland

620 .2B MPH

Comm.

11 / 23/ 65

Boe ing 707

W . W. Go s ne ll
(American Airlines)

los Angeles / Cleve land

674.31 MPH

Comm .

3/ 8/ 65

Boeing 707

0 . J. Feroe
(American Airline s)

los Angeles / Dallas

637.02 MPH

Comm .

3/ 9/ 65

Boeing 707

W . R. Hunt
(American Airlin es)

Los Angeles/ Dallas

6B9.00 MPH

Comm .

3/ 9/ 65

Boe ing 707

P. F. Willis
(American Airlines)

Los Angeles / Memphis

692.82 MPH

Comm.

2/ 21 / 65

Convair 990

0. P. Brunsvold

los Angeles / Nashvi lie

576.86 MPH

(American Airlines)
Comm.

11 / 25/ 65

Boeing 707

Conway F. Candler
(American Airline s)

los Angeles / Newark

673.13 MPH

Comm .

9/ 28/ 65

Boeing 727

R. 0 . Robbins
(American Airlines)

los Angeles / Oklahoma City

633.98 MPH

Comm.

4/ 13/ 65

Boe ing 727

George B. Fell
(American Airlines)

los Angeles/ St. louis

648.82 MPH

Comm .

1/ 6/ 65

Boei ng 707

E. M. Kruse
(Am e rican Airlines)

los Ang e les / Wash., · D.C.

637 .52 MPH

Co mm .

3/ 13/ 65

Boeing 707

L. E. Burns

los Angeles/ Wash ., D.C.

667 .33 MPH

(American Airline s)
Comm .

3/ 13/ 65

Bo e ing 707

R. M. Sanderson
(American Airlines)

louisville/ New York

567.90 MPH

Comm .

7 / 6/ 65

Boe ing 727

A. B. DeSalvo
(American Airlines)

Memphis / Ne w York

566 .28 MPH

Comm .

7/ 14/ 65

Boe ing 707

Nashville/ los Angeles

491 .40 MPH

Comm .

2/ 22 / 65

James W . Knight
(American Airlines)

Con vair 990

Nashville/ San Francisco

492 .80 MPH

Comm .

7/ 23 / 65

0 . P. Brunsvold
(American Airline s)

Convair 880

J . W. Bishop
(Delta Air lines)

New York / Houston

570.70 MPH

Comm .

7/ 6/ 65

Boe ing 727

A. B. DeSalvo
(American Airline s)

New York / Me mphis

549.21 MPH

Comm.

3/ 24/ 65

Con vair 990

James F. Bell
(American Airlines )

Phoenix / Chicago

634 .75 MPH

Comm .

6/ 12/ 65

Boe ing 727

C. P. Evans
(American Airl ines )

Toronto / N e w York

527.40 MPH

Comm .

2/ 25/ 65

Boe in g 707

E. 0 . Me dlin
(Ame rican A irline s )

Tucson / los Ang e les

486 .10 MPH

Comm .

2/ 17/ 6 5

Bo e ing 727

Arthur Duffe y, Jr .
(Am e rican Airlines)

Tulsa / New York

537 .91 MPH

Comm.

4/ 1/ 65

Boe ing 707

W . T. Fleming
(American Airlines )

Wash ., D.C. / Dallas

567 .97 MPH
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WRIGHT BROTHERS
MEMORIAL TROPHY
Th \Vright Broth rs . 'lemorial Troph
administ r d b the Na ti onal A ronautic s ciation was
pres nt d to Jerom e L ederer, xecuti dir ctor of
the Flig ht Safe t) Foundation. Th tr ph a '~ arded
annuall) for "s ignificant public s n i of nduring
value to aviation in the nited Stat ", was presented at the v\ ri ght . tlemorial Banquet in \ ashington , D. C. , on D ecember 17. Led r r \o\as cited
for more than 35 years of pioneering effort in the
field of air safety.

COLLIER TROPHY
General Curtis E. LeMay (USAF, Ret.) was 1965
recipient of the Collier Trophy, aaministered by
NAA and sponsored by LOOK magazine. The
award was presented by Vice President Hubert H.
Humphrey on October 21 in the vVhite House
Executive Offices. General Letvlay retired on F ebruary 1 after 35 years' service.
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BREWER TROPHY
The Frank G. Brewer Trophy, for outstand in g
achievement in the field of aviation education, was
awarded to Dr. Gill Robb \Vilson, retired aviation
writer and publisher. Lieutenant General vVilliam
K. Martin, Inspector General, USAF, made the
presentation on June 26, during the Ninth Annual
Conference on Aerospace Education, sponsored by
the National Aerospace Education Council. John
F. Loosbrock of the Air Force Association accepted
the trophy in hehalf of Dr. \Vilson.

HARMON TROPHIES
The Harmon International Aviator's Trophy for
1965 went to Max Conrad for his 7,878-mile solo
flight in a Piper Twin Comanche from Capetown,
South Africa, to St. Petersburg, Florida. The
Aviatrix Trophy was awarded to the late Joan
Merriam Smith, who made an equatorial round-theworld solo flight in a Piper Apache. The trophies
were presented on December 14 by Vice President
Humphrey. In photo, left to right: Edward F. X.
Ryan, Harmon trustee ; Lieutenant Commander
Jack Smith, USN, who accepted his wife's award;
the Vice President; Max Conrad; Mary V. Bronsnahan and Ansel E. Talbert, Harmon trustees.

1
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AWARDS

AMERICAN HELICOPTER
SOCIETY A WARDS
The American H elicopter Soci ety's H onorary F ellowships, awarded for distin guished service, were
presented to H erbert .M. Toomey of the F ederal
Avia ti on Agency and ChaTl es \\ . Kuehne of Air
Force Sys tems C ommand ( Photo A ) . Other awards,
presented at the AHS Honors Night Dinn er in
vVas hin gton, D. C. , on May 14, included: the
Fred erick L. F ein b erg Awa rd, to Colonel George
P . Seneff, USA ( Photo B ), Director of Army Aviati on , "for his p ersonal efforts in developing and
testing flight techn iq ues of the 11th Aviation
Group"; the Dr. Ale;.;an der Kemin Award, to
E lliot Daland ( Ph oto C ) of Piasecki Aircraft Corporati on , "for his con tinu ous contributions to the
helicopter industry for more than two decades";
and th e Captain \tViJliam J. Kassler Award, jointly
to the USAF, Army, Navy, !viarine Corps, Coast
Guard and civilian organi zations for their participation in rescue and supply missions during the
December, 1964, floods in the U.S. northwest.

B
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AWARDS

ARMY AVIATION A WARDS
The Army Aviation Asso<:iation of America presented its James H. McClellan Aviation Safety
Award to Ralph B. Greenway, air safety specialist
in the office of the Director of Army Aviation. In
photo, Greenway (le ft) accepts the award from
Brigadier General 0. Glenn Goodhand, USA
(Ret.), AAAA president. Other awards presented
at the association's Honors Luncheon on October 29
included: Army A via tor of the Year, to Major Paul
A. Bloom(juist, USA; Aviation Soldier of the Year,
to Master Sergeant Cyril G. Manning; and Outstanding Army Aviation Unit, to the 13th Aviation
Battalion serving in VietNam .

AIAA AWARDS
Turbojet pioneer Sir Frank Whittle (photo) was
the 1965 recipient of the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics Goddard Award for
his "imagin ation, skill, p ersistence and courage in
pioneering the gas turbine ." Other major AIAA
awards included: the Sylvanus Albert Reed Award,
to Arthur E. Raymond, for "numerous and distinguished contributions to the aeronautical sciences";
the Research Award, to vVallace D. Hayes; the
Space Science Award, to Eugene N . Parker; and
the Louis 'vV. Hill Space Transportation Award, to
'vVernher von Braun.
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Aircraft have engines, wings
and
two-gyro central reference systems
made by LSI

Why? Because no other gyro reference system has been built in such quantity
to provide comparable accuracy and cost effectiveness.
The LSI gyro reference is used
on the F-4, F -105, F-106, A-4,
A-7, P-3 and other fixed-wing
and rotary-wing aircraft in the field or in development. • Whether you know it as AN/ASN-50 or
AF I A24G-1A, or as the central reference for the
ANjAJB-3, -3A, -7A and ASN-73, more than
8,000 of th ese thoroughly proven, highly dependable and easily maintainable systems are on order

or in service throughout the world. • Consider
the total cost effectiveness of this central gyro
reference system in your applications. As we said,
no other two-gyro reference system will give you
comparable accuracy and cost effectivenes.;;.
For detailed technical data on these
reference systems write : R. R. Coyner

LEAR SIEGLER, INC.
INSTRUMEN T DIVISION
4141 EAS T ERN 1\ VENUE, S . E .
GRAND RAPI DS, MI CHIGAN 49508

Gulfstream 1: success
• Over 160 sold.
• Of the 130 leading corporations who own Gulfstreams, 25 operate
two, three, or four of these aircraft. The U.S. Coast Guard, FAA and NASA,
also operate Gulfstream I's.
• Safe design, reliability, low maintenance, and operational flexibility characterize Gulfstream I.
Backed by the reputation of the company that has produced more than 25,000 aircraft of all types.
• Grumman continues to improve Gulfstream I. Performance has been improved in such areas as
increased takeoff power, more cruise power, and higher maximum gross weight.
When you have a good thing, you keep making it better; it's not surprising that Gulfstream 1
continues to set the standard among corporate aircraft.

---- -

~- - -

Gulfstream ll: successor
• Of the deposits already received on Gulfstream II, all but one are from Gulfstream I
operators-proof that the new fan-jet version is a worthy successor to Gulfstream I.
• Transoceanic capability. Nonstop New York to Los Angeles against a continuous 90-knot
headwind, and with full legal reserves.
• Fastest corporate aircraft in the world. Cruise speed 585 mph, yet has the same
short-field capability as Gulfstream I.
• Rolls Royce Spey fan jets in service with BAC-111 and Trident airliners.
• Man-sized interior, walk-around comfort.
• Optimum safety, comfort, convenience, and performance. A realistic aircraft, engineered
specifically for the corporate market, it will take to the skies from Bethpage, N.Y. mid-1966.

GRUMMAN

Aircraft Engineering Corporation, Bethpage, Long Island, New York

For dem onstrations , con/act: Atlantic Aviation, Wilmington, Del. • AiResearch Aviation Service Company, Los Angeles 45 • Timmins A l'iation, !11ontreal, Canada.
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F-48

Commonality is a product characteris-

tic sought after by defense planners.
Commonality permits plann e rs to
meet economically and effectively the
multiple mission weapon requiremen ts
of multiple se~vices. Commonality is
a characteristic of the Phantom.
The McDonnell engineering team that
designed commonality into the multiple-mission Phantom has proved that
commonality can be achieved without
performance compromises. This team
is now designing even more advanced

fighters in which commonality will be
a fundamental characteristic.

/MCDONNELL
ST. LOUIS

JANUARY
•Jan u ary 5
Pan Ameri can vVo rld Ainvays announces it set new passe nger
and ca.rgo reco rds in 1964 . Th e airline Hew 8,187,149,000 passenger miles, an in crease of 17.5 percent. Cargo to n-miles totalled
264 ,673 .000, up 34.6 percent. a.nd making PAA the first ai rline to
top 200.000,000 ton-m iles a year.

William Greer Knapp, retired Navy officer and holder of Nav y
Helicopter Certificate No. 1, dies at Bethesda Naval Hospital.
Cessna Aircraft Company reports record sales for 1964, the ninth
consecutive year the company has produced more airplanes than
an y other manufacturer in the world. Cessna produced 4,188 new
business and personal aircraft in 1964, an increase of 20 percent
over the 1963 total of 3,456.

RKO-Gen e rn l, Inc., wholl y owned subsidiary of General Tire &
Rubbe r C ompan)•, assu mes majorit stock owne rship of Frontier
Ai rli nes.
•Janu a ry 6
\ a ri ab le sweep wing of th e General D ynamics F-IllA (form e r!}'
TFX ) success full y demonstrated in a o ne ho ur, two minute Big ht
a t Carswe ll AFB, Texas.
NASi\ a nn o un ces it will negotiatt: a contract wi th Lockh eed Missiles & Space Com pan y to modify fi ve Age na-D ve hicles for use
in th e Lun a r Orbiter program. The incenti ve contract" is e xpected
to total about 86.000.000. First of the moo n- circli ng A.ights is
schedu led fo r 1966.
•J a nu a ry 7
Th e Civil Ae ro na utics Board a nn ounces the pa se nger fatalit y
ra te per 100-million passe nge r-mil es flown b . . S. certifica ted
ro ute a ir ca rri e rs was 0.27 in 1964-tbe 13 th consecuti ve year
th e figure has been less th a n o ne per 100-m.illion passe nger-miles.
Supplemental airlines had a ze ro passenger fatalit y rat e for the
third consec uti ve yea r.

Th e trisonic F-lllA
•J a nuar y 8
C urtiss-W ri g ht' s X-19 V/ STOL completes its first in-fug ht conve rsio n tes ts. The tri-service ai rcra ft made a ver tica l ta keoff, flew
fonva rd by tilting its propelle rs, re turned a.nd lan ded ve rticall y.

Stlccessft~lly

demonstrates its variable
sweep wing.

•January 14
Alan S. Boyd is reappointed chairman of the Civil Aeronautics
Boa rd.

FAA a nn o unces that 18 pe rce nt more peop le took private pilots'
lice nse exa mina ti o ns in 1964 than in 1963. Tota l was a reco rd
51 ,548, of which about tw o-thirds passed th e exam.

American Airlines announces it flew 8,158,961,000 revenue passe nger miles in 1964, an increase of 13.2 percent over 1963. The
number of passengers was 10,131 ,000-ll percent more than the
previous year. AA set a new domestic industry record for air
freight ton-miles with a 190,057.000 ton-mile total-14 .7 percent
better than 1963.

•January 11
Robert A. Bailey is named vice presiden t of Lockheed Aircraft
Corporation and manager of the company' s supersonic transport
program .

•January 15
The U. S. Air Force launches a TAT-Agena D with a classified
payload from the Western Test Range at Vandenberg AFB, California.

NASA announces that the contract for th e interrogation recording and location sys tem(IRLS ) to be tested on Nim bus B me teorological satellite will go to Radiation, Inc., of Melbourne,
Florida.

The U. S. Air Force launches a Thor-Altair with a classified payload from Vandenberg AFB, California. It is the first use of the
Thor-Altair launch vehicle.

Dr. Walter J. Hesse is named program director of Ling-TemcoVought's XC-142A V/ STOL program .

The Boeing Company announces it is considering three new
commercial subsonic jet transports. They are the Model 737
short haul plane; the Model 707-620, a 330,000-pound extended
fuselage version of the 707 intercontinental series; and the
Model 707-820, described as "a new airplane with a larger wing
area and many other changes."

•January 12
First Douglas DC-9 twin jet transport rolls off th e assembly line
a month ahead of schedule.
•January 13
NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas, discloses it
received approximately 1,500 applications a nd lette rs of interest
from potential scientist/ astronauts by the Decem ber ~1 deadline.
From 20 to 25 percent matched up to NASA qualifications.

Hughes Aircraft Company is awarded a $13,042,000 Navy contract for continued work on the Phoenix air-to-air missile.
•January 19
President Johnson, in a defense message to Congress, announces
two" new missile systems" -Poseidon , an improved Polaris, and
SRAM(Short Range Attack Missile).

The XC-142A, largest vertical takeoff and landing airplane in
existence makes flawless first transition flight-taking off vertically like a helicopter, lowering its tiltable wing to fly fonvard
like a conventional airplane, and then reversing the process for a
vertical landing, at the LTV plant at Dallas, Texas.

NASA launches GT-2, the last of the unmanned tests preparatory
to the first manned Gemini fli g ht, from Cape Ke nn edy.
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FEBRUARY

Sikorsky Aircraft says its twin turbine CH-53A helicopter has
reached speeds as high as 170 knots as gross weights up to
35,000 pounds, making it the world's fastest production helicopter.

•February I
The International Air Transport Association announces that airline traffic in 1964 passed the three million passt•nger mark for
the first time. lATA airlines carried 3,551,188 passengers-a 25.2
percent increase over 196.'3. North Atlantic scheduled car)!;O traffic also increased-22 percent-to 121,284 tons.

•January20
Kaman Aircratt Company s high-speed compound UH-2 helicopter makes its first flight. The UH-2 has a J-58 engine mounted
on one side of the fuselage to provide amdliary thrust, supplementing the aircraft's regular T -58 powerplant, and stub wings.
Speeds up to 200 knots are expected.

Lieutenant General William H. Blanchard, Air Force Deputy
Chief of Staff for Plans and Operations, is nominated by President Johnson to be the new Vice Chief of ·staff. with four star
rank. He fills the vacancy created when General John P. 1\teConnell moved up upon the retirement of General Curtis E. LeMav.

•January21
Nominations of Paul Ignatius, former Under Secretary of the
Army, as Assistant Secretary of Defense for Installations and Logistics, and General John P. McConnell as Air Force Chief of
Staff are approved by the Senate Armed Services Committee.

•February 2
Lieutenant General \V. A. Davis, Vice Commander of the Air
Force Systems Command, reveals that one of the advantages of
Minuteman II missile will he its capability of being launched by
radio signal from an airborne command post. Minuteman II also
will have increased payload, ranF,e, target flexibility, and attack
invulnerability.

•January 22
The first of the" cartwheel'' configuration ot Tiros weather satellites is launched from Cape Kennedy into an elliptical polar orbit.
The Weather Bureau says it plans to launch six more of the cartwheels in its Tiros Operational System(TOS).

Aerojet-General Corporation is given a $10,000,000-plus contract
for liquid hydrogen, regeneratively cooled exhaust nozzles for
the Phoebus nuclear rocket test program.

Thirty of 31 firms invited to submit proposals on the Voyager
Mars probe attend a bidders conference at the Je~ Propulsion
Laboratories, Pasadena, California.

Lockheed Aircraft Corporation receives a 826,601,966 Navy contract for research and development on a reentry system for Polaris missiles.

•January25
Details of a new side-looking radar capable of penetrating heavy
cloud cover are revealed by the Navy. Designated AN/ APD-7,
the all-weather radar can "photograph" wide areas on either side
of an aircraft in flight.

eFebruary3
Orbiting Solar Observatory 2 is launched from Cape Kennedy
atop a Delta launch vehicle, is returning good solar X-ray,
gamma ray and ultraviolet data.

NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland,
signs a $9,347,450 contract with Dynatronics, Inc., Orlando,
Florida, for equipment to be used in the Manned Space Flight
Network to decommutate pulse code modulation (PCM) signals
received from Apollo spacecraft.

eFebruary4
Lyman C. Josephs Ill, veteran designer of high performance jet
and V/STOL aircraft, is named director of aircraft development
for the Martin Company. He formerly was program director of
Ling-Temco-Vought' s XC-142 tilt-wing transport.

•January 26
President Johnson presents a $99.3 billion FY 1966 budget to
Congress, and discloses that three major space programs are
casualties of governmental belt-tightening. They are the 1.5 million pound thrust M-1 engine, the 260-inch solid propellant
booster, and the SNAP-8 nuclear reactor system. FY 1966 space
programs total $6.89 billion, with allocation as follows: NASA,
$5.03 billion; DOD, $1.61 billion; AEC, 227.9 million; Weather
Bureau, $16.6 million, and National Science Foundation $3.6
million. In the aviation field the President proposes an end of the
helicopter subsidy as of December 31, 1965, increased "user"
charges, a 100 percent increase in the aviation gasoline tax to
four cents a gallon, a two-cent a gallon tax on kerosene, a two
percent waybill tax on air freight and charges for the issuance of
pilots' licenses and aircraft certificates.

NASA's Langley Research Center issues proposal request for the
Mars probe/lander study. The probe/lander will (1) obtain information on the Martian atmosphere, and (2) obtain data on
surface characteristics of Mars.
First public flight demonstration of the Ling-Temco-Vought XC142A V/STOL transport is conducted at the Dallas (Texas) Naval
Air Station. Five of the aircraft have been built.
eFebruary5
Hughes Tool Company proposes commercial helicopters using
its hot-cycle propulsion system as a solution to the intercity
transport problem. A 50-passenger version could be operated at
costs comparable with the "most economical fixed-wing snort
haul aircraft," the company says. The hot-cycle concept involves
ducting high energy gases from the turbojet engines to the rotor
tips.

Igor I. Sikorsky and Michael Gluhareff, pioneer helicopter developers, are awarded the Elmer A. Sperry Award.
•January 29
General Dynamics Corporation reports net earnings of $42,611,105, equal to $3.77 a share, and announces it will pay its first cash
dividend in four years.

•February 8
Formation of a Voyager Mars probe project office at the Jet Propulsion Laboratories in Pasadena, California, is announced by
A. R. Luedecke, JPL deputy director, who also announced the
appointment of Dr. Donald P. Burcham as Voyager project manager and Geoffrey Robillard as deputy manager,

•January 31
Two prototypes of the XV-5A V/STOL are accepted by the Army
for a six-month flight evaluation program.
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eFebruary 9
ASA picks astronauts Gordon Cooper a.nd Charles Conrad as
primary crew for GT-5-the third manned Gemini flightplanned for later this yea.r.

•February 15
Mrs. Gay Maher becomes the first woman to complete a solo
transcontinental Hight in a helicopter. She ferried a Hughes 300
from Culver City, California to Medford, New Jersey.

Harding L Lawre nce resigns as executive vice president of Contine ntal Ai.r Lines to become presid ent and chief executive officer
of Braniff Airwa ys. Lawrence, 44, succeeds Charles E. Beard, 64,
who is retiring after 30 years with Braniff.

•February 16
The Pegasus I meteoroid detection satellite is launched by a Saturn I booster from Cape Kennedy. The satellite wilJ gather data
on meteoroid distribution, size and velocity.

Preside nt Johnson nominates Kenn eth E. BeLieu to succeed
Paul B. Fay as nder Secretary of the avy. BeLieu has been
Assistant Secretary of th e Navy for Installatio ns and Logistics.

New York Airways receives FAA authorization to use the Decca
navigator system in its Boeing V-107 helicopters for fu]J instrument operations. Use of the system is expected to result in the
lowering of fanding minimums from 500 feet and one mile to 200
feet and a half mile.

•February 10
Admiral Arthur C. Dav ies, S1 (Ret. ). who was la.rgely responsible for th e development of the 1 ord en bomb sight , dies at the
Naval Medical Center, Bethesda , ~·lary lan d .

Comsat Corporation issues invitations to companies to bid on procurement of 24 satellites for its proposed Department of Defense
satellite communications system.

eFebruary 11
LES-1 , an ex perime ntal communication satell.ite on a Titan III-A
booster, is launched b y the Air Force from Cape Kenned y. Feature of the Hight is transtage ignition which puts the satellite in
three different orbits at prescribed intervals.

•February 17
The Ranger VIII lunar probe is launched from Cape Kennedy,
using an Atlas-Agena B booster. Photograpaic target of Ranger
VIII is the moon's Sea of Tranquillity.

A complicated series of te lemetry comm ands from the Goldstone, California, tracking station re move the cover from the
telev ision camera in Mariner IV. now speeding toward a Jul y
14 photographic rendezvous with Ma.rs .

Mrs. Joan Merriam Smith, who in 1964 Hew her small plane
around the world, and Trixie Anne Schubert, pilot and aviation
writer, are killed in the crash of their Cessna 180 on a California
mountain.

The Federal Aviation Agency reports that about 80 percent of
the sonic boom m easurements made during th e six-month tests
at Oklahoma Cit y were lowe r than predicted .

•February 19
Pan American World Airways discloses its 1964 net profit was
$37,140,000-a new record for the airline industry.

•February 12
Bendix Corporation purchases the Transponder Division of
Transco Products, Inc., Venice, Calif. , including all rig hts and
patents for air traffic control transponders and militar y IFF(Identification, Friend and Foe) developments by Transco, and a new
transponder which Bendix will manufacture and market to the
general aviation field .

Dr. Homer Newell, NASA associate director, tells House Space
Committee that Voyager will be NASA's basic tool for unmanned scientific exploration of the solar system for at least a
decade and a half. Mars is the prime target, then Venus, he
says.
eFebruary 20
Ranger VIII impacts on the moon-in the Sea of Tranquillityafter returning 7,162 photos of the lunar terrain.
eFebruary 22
Ranger IX spacecraft arrives at Cape Kennedy even as scientists
study the 7,162 moon pictures obtained by Ranger VIII.

Hugh es Tool Company's hot-cycle propulsion system concept
involves ducting high energy gases from engines to rotor tips.

•February 23
USAF launches delta-winged ASSET reentry vehicle from Cape
Kennedy. The craft carries a wide variety of metals and ablative
materials to be tested for reentry effects.
eFebruary 24
The Defense Department rejects Comsat Corporation' s proposal
to run a defense satellite communications system.
eFebruary 25
President Johnson visits NASA headquarters and is briefed on the
progress of Mariner IV, now en route to Mars on a photographic mission.
•February 26
Colonel John H. Glenn, Jr. is sworn in as a NASA consultant by
Administrator James E. Webb.
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MARCH
March 1
A Minuteman ICBM is successfully launched from an
underground silo 10 miles north of Newell, South Dakota. It is
the first ICBM to be launched from any point other than Cape
Kennedy or Vandenberg AFB.
The U. S. Air Force announces that preliminary desi g n studies
on the Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL) will be carried out
by four companies-Boeing, Douglas, General Electric and Lockheed.
San Francisco-Oakland Helicopter Airlines, Inc., begins using its
new Oakland rooftop heliport located atop the Alameda County
Parking Garage.

Technicians monitor signals from Ranger IX.

•March 2
Rear Admiral Ignatius J. Galantin is named Chief of Naval Materiel and nominated for promotion to vice admiral. He succeeds
Vice Admiral William A. Schoech, who retired March l.

The F-I I I hi-service fighter makes its ninth fli g ht, and its first at
supersonic speed, over Fort Worth, Texas. The aircraft hit Mach
1.2 at 30,000 feet after pilot R. L. Johnson swept the wings back
to their most extreme 72.5-degree angle.

An AC-5 Atlas/Centaur blows up on its pad at Cape Kennedy.
It is the first Atlas booster failure, after 28 perfect flights.

•March 8
NASA begins launching sounding rockets from the deck of the
USNA Croatan off the coast of South America. The program calls
for one or more launchings a day for the next hvo months.

Wiley R. Wright, retired military and civilian aviation official,
dies at his home in Washington, D.C. He organized the aviation
development section of the CAA, and served as executive secretary of the Aviation Development Advisory Committee until his
retirement.

General Curtis E. LeMay, retired Air Force Chief of Staff and
one of the world's most famous military pilots, receives his private pilot license from FAA.

•March 3
General Bernard A. Schriever, head of the USAF Systems Command, reveals first details of ST ART(Spacecraft Technology and
Advanced Reentry Tests). The Air Force's newest space shape
will be a wingless, V-shaped plane with a flat bottom, rounded
top, and vertical tail fins. It will explore hypersonic flight regimes
from orbital altitudes through the earth's atmosphere.

The USAF launches the first eight-payload vehicle from Vandenberg AFB via a Thor Agena-D booster. Payloads include a solar
radiation satellite, a gradient stabilization experiment, geodetic
satellite, amateur radio satellite, surveillance calibration satellite and spasur calibration satellite.
•March 10
Successful hydrostatic pressure testing of a 206-inch solid chamber is conducted by Aerojet General Corporation.

The U. S. Navy endorses "airfields in the round" as a result of
tests at the General Motors circular test track at Mesa, Arizona.
The Navy found in the Arizona tests that a 32,000-foot-circumference circle, parabolically banked so an aircraft steers itself,
would result in substantial space saving for airports.

•March 11
A joint Army-Air Force sponsored geodetic satellite is placed in
orbit by a Thor-Able booster fired at Vandenberg AFB.

A. Carl Kotchian is named executive vice president of Lockheed
Aircraft Corp. The position has been vacant since organizational
changes following the death in 1961 of Robert E. Gross. Kotchian
has been with Lockheed for 24 years.

•March 12
The USAF launches an Atlas-Agena-D with a classified payload
from Vandenberg AFB.

New York Airways starts demonstration and qualification flights
from the Pan American Building rooftop heliport in New York
City.

•March 13
The U. S. Army announces that its Bell YUH-1B compound research helicopter, equipped with a new four-blade rigid rotor,
has flown 225 miles per hour in level flight.

eMarch 5
Signal strength of Mariner IV is increased by 40 times in preparation for its July 14 fly-by of Mars. The switch from the omnidirectional antenna to the high gain fixed antenna was made
automatically from commands stored in the spacecraft's central
computer and sequencer.

eMarch 16
First firing of the Army's mobile Lance surface-to-surface division support missile is conducted at the White Sands Missile
Range, New Mexico. The system is carried on a modified armored vehicle.

The Department of Defense announces that Lockheed Aircraft
Corporation, for the third successive year, was the largest defense contractor in 1964. Lockheed received $1,455,400,000, or
5.8 percent of the total. Boeing was second with $1,365,200,000;
McDonnell Aircraft jumped from ninth to third, with $I,157,
400,000.

A $1.5 million study contract in the project definition phase of
the Advanced Aerial Fire Support System (AAFSS) is awarded
the Sikorsky Aircraft Division of United Aircraft Corporation by
the Army Transportation Research Command.
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The 'SAF launches a TAT- Agena D with a classified payload
from Vande nberg AFB.

•:\larc h 17
Th e · AF bu nc hes a Thor- lt a.i r wi th a cl ass ified pay load from
Va nd e nbe rg AFB.

•March 26
First successful fli g ht test of the.Arm y' s Sprint antimissil e missile
is conducted at the White Sands Missile Range, 'ew Mexico.

el\l a rc h I
Ground is broke n a t \Va llop tat ion. \ ' ir ini a, fo r a S4 million
a nt enn a th a t will beco me part f th \. ea th er Burea u·s Tiros
o 1 e rnti ona l Sys te m(T O ). Th in ta llatio n wi ll receive dat a
fr o m Tiros sate llite a nd tra n m it th e informat:i n to th . ati o na l
W ea th e r Sa te llite Ce nt e r in\\ a hing ton . D. C.

•March 29
John E. Steiner, chief project engineer on the Boeing -27 tri-jet,
is named Seattle' s Aviation Man of the Year.

eMarch 19
Pa n America n
C ha rl es A. Lindbe rg h is e le ted to the board
\• 'o riel Airways. Th e fa med pilo t has been a tec hni ca l ad vise r to
Pa n Am fo r 26 ~ ·e ar s .

•March 30
A four-st age Blue Scout (SLV-18 ) is launched bv the USAF from
Cape Ke nned y in a cosmic radiation probe.

el'l·tar c h 20
Jo hn G. Adam s. c hi ef e nfor e me nt offi ce r of thp C i il Ae rona uti cs Board. is nominate d by Pre ident J h nso n to memb ership o n
th e C AB. succeeding C ha n Gurney.

•April!
A tri-nation test of VTOL aircraft begins in England . The U.S. ,
Great Britain and West German y are participating in a study of
the concept of VTOL with combat troops in the field.

eMnrch 21
•
Ran ge r IX spacec raft is la un ched f-rom Ca pe Ke nn ed y on a lunar
pho to mission. with th e Atlas- Age na-0 la un ch ve hicl e performing pe rfectlv.

eApril2
FAA certificates a new version of the Fairchild Hiller TurboPorter STOL aircraft.

APRIL

eApril3
Snapshot , the Atomic Energ y Commission's SNAP-lOA nuclear
reactor, is successfully orbited b y an Atlas-Agena booster from
Vandenberg AFB.

eM arch 23
Ge mini 3 , first U. S. tw o-ma n space fli g ht , is blas ted off at Cape
Kenn ed v after an a lmost flawl ess -!20-minute co untd own. Crew
of th e GT-3 on its three orbit missi on is \ irg il " Gus·· Grissom and
John Young. Anothe r " first" was accomplished when GT-3
chan ged orbit during th e mi ssion.

NASA narrows to three the field of competition in the hypersonic
ramjet experiment. Garrett Corporation, General Electric, and
the Marquardt Corporation each will get contracts in the conceptual and preliminary design phase.

NASA unv e ils a ne w satellite prog ram . to be kn own as the Optical T echnology Sa tellite (OTS). to prove out th e technology of
lase r operation in space.

eApril6
The Communications Satellite Corporation' s Early Bird, commercial communications satellite, is launched from Cape Kenned y and placed in synchronous equatorial orbit over the Atlantic Ocean.

Bell Helicopter Compan y ann o un ces a new aircraft design capable of vertical takeoff and la nding, hove rin g, and leve l flight at
jet aircraft speed . Helicopte r-t vpe rotor blades mounted at the
wing tips would fold in flight.
eMarch 24
Range r IX impacts on the moon afte r ta king a nd transmitting
to earth 6, 150 .. excellent" photog ra phs of th e crat er Alphonsus
and surrounding lunar terrain.
Douglas Aircraft reports a surge in aircraft ord ers has pushed its
commercial backlog to $799,000,000, a n all-tim e Douglas high
for the jet era.
The North American XB-70 reaches and sustains a speed of
Mach 2.1 for one hour and 20 minutes during its sixth flight
from Edwards AFB, California.
eMarch 25
NASA Administrator James E. Webb reports to President Johnson that Ranger IX pictures indicate the moon· s surface is strong
enough to support the manned Apollo landing.
FAA reports that for the second year in a row 1964 aircraft operations increased 10 percent over the previous year, and set a new
record.
Dr. Wolfgang B. Klemperer, 72, pioneer zeppelin expert and a
Douglas Aircraft scientist since 1936, died at his home in Los
Angeles, Calif.

Model of Early Bird commercial comsat.
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United Air Lines signs orders for the largest commercial transport program in industry history, with 144 aircraft to be purchased, optioned or leased. Orders in the $750,000,000 program
are 40 Boeing 737 short haul jets, plus options for 30 additional;
six Douglas DC-8-61 's, and options for three more; six quickchange passenger/cargo Boeing 727's; four regular Douglas
DC-B's; and 20 Boeing 727's.

•April 20
North American Aviation's XB-70 reaches an altitude of 58.000
feet, and a speed of ~lach 2.3, on its lOth flight at Edwards
AFB, California.

The House passes a $2,100,000,000 supplemental appropriation
bill which eliminates the helicopter subsidy for the balance of
the fiscal year.

eApril21
Lieutenant General L. F. Chapman, Jr., Marine Corps Chief of
Staff, says the Corps will transfer its main transport needs to
VTO L by 191i.5.

Cessna Aircraft Corporation delivers its I O.OOOth \lode! 172
Skyhawk to an Elaine. Arkansas, flying club.

A Bell compound helicopter, Army designation YUH-lB. flies
250 miles per hour in level flight during a test at Fort Worth,
Texas.

eApril2:3
Comsat Corporation successfully eonducts two-way tPic\'ision
transmission via its Early Bird sa!Pllite between the Andover
Ground Station and ground terminals in England, France and
\Vest Germany.

eApril8
James H. Binger is elected chairman, and Stephen F. Keating
president of Honeywell Inc. Binger replaces Paul B. Wishart,
who is retiring. Keating has been executive vice president.

eApril24
First five-engine cluster ignition ll'st of the Saturn \' second
stage-the hydrogen powered S-11-is conducted at North
American Aviation's test facility in the Santa Susana Mountains.
California.

NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center awards a $4,600,000 contract to RCA for an RFQ-6 radar beacon at Bermuda which will
be the first to pick up signals from the Saturn V/Apollo flight.

•April 27
In a major reshuffle of government aviation posts President
Johnson nominates CAB Chairman Alan S. Boyd as Under
Secretary of Commerce for Transportation, and names Charles
S. Murphy, Under Secretary of Agriculture, to succeed Boyd at
CAB. The President also appoints General William F. McKee
as the new administrator of the Federal Aviation Agency to replace Najeeb E. Halaby.

•April 9
Members of the International Air Transport Association vote to
eliminate in-flight movies.
The USAF launches a Scout missile carrying a scientific payload intended to assess biological hazards of natural space radiation.
•April 12
Major General Clifton F. von Kann, who retired in February as
commanding general of the Armv Aviation Center Fort Rucker
Alabama, is named vice presid~nt-operations and cngincerin~
of the Air Transport Association.

•April 28
The Senate confirms John G. Adams as a member of the Civil
Aeronautics Board to replace Chan Gurney, retired.
The crawler-transporter which will carry the Saturn V /Apollo
from the Vehicle Assembly Building to the launch pad at Merritt Island, Florida, makes its first demonstration run successfully.

•April14
The $100,000,000 525-foot high Saturn V /Apollo vertical Assembly Building at NASA's new launch complex at Merritt
Island, Florida, is "topped off" in ceremonies attended by government and industry executives.

•April 29
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, IJ,c., officially changes its name to
TRW, Inc. because, officials sa}. the company is getting better
known by its initials than by its full legal name.

April IS
Bendix Corporation names A. P. Fontain as chairman and chief
executive officer, and G. E. Stoll as president. M. P. Ferguson,
who has served as president and chief executive officer since
1946, is elected chairman of a newly organized finance committee.

Explorer XXVII geodetic and ionosphere research satellite is
orbited from NASA's Wallops Island ( Md.) facility.
•April 30
Eastern Air Lines celebrates the fourth anniversary of its Washington-New York-Boston shuttle service, and announces that
more than li,OOO,OOO passengers have been carried thus far.

The first of four Air Force Stellar Acquisition Feasibility Flights
(STAFF) ends in failure 7.'3 seconds after launch at Cape Kennedy.

MAY

A series of tests on the Apollo Lunar Excursion Module (LEM)
ascent engine is begun at White Sands Missile Range New
M~~

eMav l
The Lockheed YF-12 sets a series of new records at Edwards
AFB, California: I ,642 miles per hour around a 500-kilometer
closed course; I ,688 miles per hour around a I ,000-kilometer
closed course, and 2,062 miles per hour on a straight course.

,

•April 16
FAA . certificates. the British-built BAC - Ill t Wl!lJe
· · t air
· 1·mer, an d
~ramff InternatiO,nal Airways announces it will inaugurate ser-

eMay6
Western Air Lines seeks to liberalize the traditional 40-pound
baggage allowance for air travelers.

VIce w1th the BAC-1 11 on April 25.
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eMay 19
The Mi nutema n II missile will have a kiU capa bility eig ht times
SAF
tha t of Minute ma n I, Major Gene ral E. B. Le Baill y,
chief of informat io n, tells th e San Francisco chapter of the
Aviation/ Space W rite rs Associa tion.
NASA successfull y launches a "m oth e r-d a ug hte r·· sounding experim ent fr om \Va llops Island . T wo pa yloads a re sent to a 605mile altitude to meas ure elect ron densities a nd io n composition
of the ionosphe re.
eMay 22
NASA completes its FIRE program wi th a second successful reentry tes t. Laun ched from Cape Kenned y by an Atlas booster,
th e 200-pound FIRE payload came down nea r Asce nsio n Isla nd
aft e r transmitting da ta on heat transfer, ma te ri als be hav ior and
radi o attenuation during re-e ntry a t a ve loci ty of 37,000 feet per
second.
The second Pegasus meteoroid satellite is launched from Cape
Kenned y in the ninth co nsecutive successful Saturn I (SA-8 )
test.

Titan III-A undergoes pre-launch ch ecks.

el\·l ay 25
Bell Ae rosystems' X-22A tri-service V/ STOL is rolled out at
Buffalo, New York. Four Ge neral Electric YT~58-8D turboshaft
engines power the dual-ta ndem ducted propeller craft.

A T ita n III-A is la un ched from Cape Ke nned v in a four-burn
tes t of the transtage uppe r stage. The booster carrie an ex perime nt al LES-2 sa tellite and a n LC aluminum sp here desigmfd
to se rve as an orb itin g ca li b ra ti o n ta rget for wo rldwid e rada r
sta ti o ns.
eMay8
Lockheed's '' ri gid rotor·· XH-5 1:\ heli co pter fli es 259 miles per
hou r durin g it s Arm y tes t prog ram .

el\•lay 26
Hug hes Tool Company's Aircraft Division is officially named the
winner of the Arm y' s lo ng LOH (Light Observation Helicopter)
competition.

eMay 10
The Northrop F-5 comple tes a vea r of opera ti ons with the 44 1st
CCTS, Williams AFB, Arizona. without an accide nt of a ny kind .

eMay28
NASA issues RFPs-Requests for Proposal-to 40 firms for its
proposed Optical Technology Satellite (OTS ).

Shipboard firin gs to eva lu a te Seaspar, a surface -to-ai r a nti-ai rcra ft missile, are begun from a n LST (Landing-S hip-Ta nk ) off
Point Mugu, Californi a.

The Civil Ae ronauti cs Board g ra nts a one- year a uthorit y to
San Francisco & Oakland Helicopte r Ai rlines to operate air
cushion ve hicles in th e bay area.

eMa y ll
The F-111 B-N avy ve rsio n of the TFX-is rolled out a t the
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corpo ra ti on pla nt.

eMay 29
Explorer XXVIII , NASA' s new Inte rplane tary Monitoring Platform (IMP), is launched from Cape Ke nned y by a Delta booster
and is re turning data on magnetic fields and radiation . It is
traveling the longest earth orbit to date- an apogee of 158,000
miles, and a perigee of 117 miles.

eMa y 12
Com sa t Corporation receives sole res ponsibility from the Federa l
Co mmunica tions Com mission for des ign. constru ct ion and opera tion of th e initial ground stations in th e global communi ca ti ons
sate llite system.

JUNE

NASA awards a $15,000.000 co ntract to Grumm a n Aircraft Engineering Corporation for a fourth O rbitin g Astronomical Obse rvatory (OAO).

Tune 1
Alan S. Boyd a nd Charles Murph y are sworn in as Under
Secretary of Commerce for Transporta tion a nd Chairman of the
CAB, respecti vely, a t the White House.

A fo ur-stage Blue Scout (S LU- 1 B) la un ches a cosmic radiation
ex pe riment from Cape Ken ned y.

•June 2
Scramjet-Supersonic Combustion Ramjet Engine-is the most
promising approach to sustained hype rsonic flight, Genera.J
Bernard A. Schriever tells a retired officers luncheo n at Bolling
AFB, Washington, D. C.

eMay 16
SNAP-lOA, the Atomic Energy Commission"s first orbitin g
space nuclea r reactor power system, mys teri ously stops ope rating after producing more tha n 500,000 watt-hou rs of electrici ty
durin g its six weeks of life .

Storer Broadcas ting Company, Miami , Florida, agrees to purchase the 55 perce nt Hughes Tool Compan y stock holdings in
Northeast Airlines for $6.30 a share. Hughes holds 973,226
shares of Northeast stock.

eMay 18
The Navy F-lllB successfully comple tes its first flight , with its
variable sweep wing and low speed landing characteristics demonstrated durin g the one ho ur a nd 20 minute test.
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•June 14
The Mariner IV spacecraft successfully performs its final tracking co rrecti on preparatory to its Jul y 14 photo fl>•-by of ~\•I a rs.
The correction is made on a pre- programmed command in
Mariner's central co mpute r and sequencer.
Carl L. No rd e n, 85, inve ntor of th e Norden bombsi g ht used in
World War II. di es at hi s home in Zurich. Switzerland.
•June 16
The second of four scheduled fli g hts in th e 'SAF's Stellar
Acquisition Feasibility Flight (STAFF) program is la unch ed
from Ca pe Kennedy by a modified Polaris booster.
Defe nse Sec retary Robert McNamara announces o rgan iza ti on
of a new airmobile Army division comprising 15.787 me n a nd
434 aircraft. It will be designat ed th e I st Cava lr y Divisi o n
(Airmobile).

•1 un e 18
Titan III- C is launch ed from Cape Ke nn edy and places what is
be li eved to be th e heav ies t payload-21.400 pounds-in a circular orbit. It is th e mai den fli g ht of Titan III- C, which develops
2,500,000 pounds of thrust.
•June 19
NASA Administrator James E. Webb rep orts to Preside nt
John so n th at a re nd ezvo us in space between a Gemini spacecraft and an Agena will be mad e this yea r.

STAFF vehicle in final tMsembly.

Gemini IV, with astronauts Jam es McDivitt and Edward H.
White aboard, is launched by a Titan II booste r from Cape
Kennedy. Astronaut White also becomes the first American to
step into space, spending approximately 2I minutes outside the
capsule. A scheduled docking maneuver with the spent Titan I I
second stage is cancelled when McDivitt and White are unable
to maneuver the spacecraft close enough with the available fuel.

•June2I
Athena re-en tr y tes ts are resumed by th e USAF with two
launc hes from Gree n River, Utah. into th e White Sands Missile
Ran ge, New Mexico.
The first of two six-million-pound crawler-transporters designed
to carry th e Saturn V/ Apollo to its launch pad makes its maid e n
test trip at Merritt Island, Florida.

•June 4
The Aero Club of New England names Robert C. Seamans, Jr. ,
associate administrator of NASA, the recipient of the Godfrey L.
Cabot Award for his contributions to aeronautics.

•June 23
Nomination of General William F. McKee as FAA Administrator is sent to the Senate Commerce Committee by President
Johnson following passage of a bill which allows McKee to retain his Air Force status and retired pay while occupying th e
civilian post.

•June 7
The Gemini IV spacecraft carrying astronauts James McDivitt
and Edward H. White -splashes down in the Atlantic 400 miles
west of Bermuda after completing 63 orbits of the earth in 97.9
hours.

•June 24
The 100th firing in the F-1 engine program is accomplished at
NASA's Rocket Engine Test Site near Edwards, California.

•June 9
First trans-Atlantic record transmissions are made via Early Bird
satellite.
Involved are tests of telegraphy, facsimile, telex,
photos and other data.

The Navy's Bureau of Weapons orbits a navigational satellite
from Vandenberg AFB.

Pan American World Airways conducts a 90-minute demonstration using the Early Bird satellite for alternate voice-data communication with a reg ularl y sched ul ed London to New York
flight.

•June 27
The Air Defense Command marks its 15th anniversary of continuous air alert.

•June 10
The 50,000-pound-thrust engine General Electric proposes for
the supersonic transport is unveiled at the Paris Air Show.

•June 28
Comsat Corporation inaugurates commercial satellite communications service between the U . S. and Europe.

•June l l
NASA succeeds in its second at tempt to static fire th e Saturn V
S-IC stage for 90 seconds at th e Marshall Space Fli g ht Center,
Huntsville, Alabama . A previous attempt failed because of a
faulty transducer signal.

Dr. Eugene G. Fubini resigns as assistant secretary of defense,
effective July 15, to become a vice president of IBM Corporation.
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•July 14
Mariner IV, after a flight of 228 da ys and 325 million miles,
begins photographing the surface of Mars. O ver the next IO
days 22 photographs are to b e transmitted back to earth b y
Ma.riner' s cameras.

•Jun c29
A sma ll SNA P rad ioisotope genera tor completes its fourth year
of operati on in space aboa.rd th e ! avy· s experimental na vigationa l satellite 4-A. The S A P-3, built for th e AEC b y the
Ma rtin Com pan y. was launched Ju ne 29, 1961 , to supply supplem entary powe r for th e 175-pound sa tellite.

Under Secretary of Commerce LeRo y Collins presents the President's "E" Award to the Aerospace Industries Association for
excellence in export promotion. Karl G. Harr, Jr., AlA president,
accepts the award on behalf of the association.

•Jun e 30
Th e nation· s in ve ntory of 800 Min uteman I ICBM ' s is offi ciall y d eclared operational ' ith th e turnover of the Fifth Wing
to th e Strategic Air Command at \-\ arren A.FB, \.l,lyoming.

Bell Helicopter Compan y receives a $100,000,000 Arm y order for
720 U H-1 Iroquois helicopters.

J ULY
•Jul y 1
Preside nt j ohnson says he wi ll ask Congress for a Sl40,000,000
suppleme ntal appropriation to fina nce th e nex t phase of the
mpersonic transport program-I S months of stud y and tes ts of
proposed e ngine and airframe d esigns.
The North American XB-70 co mpletes its 14th test Bight from
Edwards AFB. reaching a speed of Mach 2. and an a ltitude
of 68,000 fee t.
The Navy· s F-Ill B(TFX ) Hies superson ic for the first time on· its
fifth Aig ht, reaching a speed of Mach 1.2.
•Jul y 2
Tiros X, th e first satellite fund ed b y th e Weat her Bureau, is
laun ched from Cape Kennedy b y a Delta boos ter. It is prog ra mmed to take 400 weather photos dail y.
NASA di scloses that th e Pegas us II meteoroid satellite has report ed 73 m eteo roid penetrations since its laun ch on Ma y 25.
•Jul y 5
Four of th e Nav y's new Grumman A-6A Intruders make their
first combat strike in Vie t Nam. Fl ying from th e carrier Indepe nde nce, the aircraft dropped eig ht tons of bombs on two
bridges.

Th e OV-lOA COIN aircraft successfully completes its first
-flight.
•July 15
The CAB approves a proposal b y the airlines to liberalize the
free baggage allowance. The new system is based on the number and size of pieces of luggage rather than weight.

•J ul y 6
Fairchild Hiller Corporation announces th e start of production
of its single engine, turbine-powered Turbo-Porter STOL airplane. It is being produced under a license agree ment with
Pilatus of Switzerland.

•July 16
First Aight of the OV-IOA counterinsurgency (COIN) aircraft is conducted successfully at North American Aviation's
Columbus plant.

•Jul y 7
North American Aviation un veils the first of seven prototype
OV-IOA counterinsurgency (CO IN) aircraft during ceremonies
at Columbus, Ohio.
.

•July 19
The U. S. and West Germany announce agreement to cooperate
on launch of a radiation belt monitoring satellite. First of three
proposed satellite launches is scheduled for 1968.

•July 8
Paul Mantz, 61, fam ed movie stunt Hier and race pilot, di es in
the crash of a rebuilt plane during the filming of a movie a t
Yuma, Arizona.

•July 20
NASA announces that the eight-day GT-5 Gemini Aight is set
for 19 August. During the mission as tronauts Gordon Cooper
and Charles Conrad will attempt to maneuver their spacecraft
to within a few feet of a Re ndezvous Evaluation Pod in preparation for a docking exercise later on the GT-6 mission.

•July 9
Test of the Northrop F-5 fighter in actual combat in VietNam is
approved by Defe nse Secretar y Robert McNamara .
First of five Vought-Hiller-Ryan tri-service XC-142A V/ STOL
aircraft arrives at Edwards AFB for Aight test and evaluation.

•July 21
Fourth test firing of the Lance missile is conducted b y the
Defe nse Department at White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico.

•July 10
Dr. Harold Brown is named Secre tary of the Air Force to succeed Eugene M. Zuckert, and Norman S. Paul to replace
Unde r Secretary Brockway McMillan. Brown has been Director of Defense Research and Engineering.
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•August 11
NASA launches the AC-6 C e ntaur a nd puts a 2, 100-po und
dummy Surveyor satellite into almost perfec t orbit.

•July 27
The Air Transport Association reports that the 11 U. S. trunk
airlines in the first six months of this year Aew 593.4 million tonmiles of cargo-23 percent more than in the same period in
1964.
•July 28
Brigadier General Joseph S. Bleymaier, deputy commander for
Manned Systems, Air Force Systems Command , is cited by
President Johnson for cost reduction efforts on the Titan III
space booster program.
•July 30
The final Saturn I, carrying Pegasus C-the last in a series of
micrometeoroid detection satellites-is launched from Cape
Kennedy.
•July 31
First live television program from the Soviet Union, showing the
U . .S.-Soviet track meet in Kiev , is transmitted to the U. S. via
Early Bird satellite.

AUGUST
•August 3
Comsat Corporation issues Request for Proposals to 11 firms for
synchronous satellites and transportable ground stations for use
in space exploration programs.

Centaur stage is readied for mating with Atlas booster.

The Navy's new Simplified Inertial Guidance System (SICS) is
successfully tested aboard a Sergeant missile fired at White
Sands Missile Range, New Mexico.
•August 5
The destroyer escort Brunby, equipped with Drone Anti Submarine Helicopter (DASH), Anti Submarine Rockets (ASROC)
and anti submarine rock e t launchers, is commissioned at Charleston , South Carolina.

Northeast Airlines announces purchase of 22 ne w jet transports
valued at more th a n $100,000,000.
eAugust 12
President Johnson formally asks C o ng ress for a $140,000,000
supplemental appropriation to carry the supersonic transport
research program through the current fiscal year.

First test firing of the Lance surface-to-surface missile from a
tactical version of a self-propelled launcher vehicle is conducted
at White Sands Missile Range.

eAugust 1:3
The Navy's Bureau of Naval Weapons orbits a second navigational satellite from Vandenberg AFB to augment its all-weather
satellite system and allow for more frequent position fixes by
ships at sea.

First full duration test firing of the Saturn V booster is conducted
at the Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama. The
five motors produced 7.5 million pounds of thrust.
•August 6

•August 16
Clarence N. "Clancy" Sayen, president of tlie Air Line Pilots
Association and the International Federation of Air Line Pilots
from 1951 through 1962, is killed in the crash of a United Air
Lines airliner in Lake Michigan.

Dulles International Airport, the Federal governments, $110,000,000 jetport near Washington, logs its 2,000,000th passenger.
Dulles was opened in November, 1962.
•August 7
General Electric Company is chosen by the Air Force to produce
the engines for the giant C-5A transport.

eAugust 17
The Air Force's Minuteman II is successfully launched for the
first time from an operationally configured underground silo at
Vandenberg AFB.

•August 9
First full duration firing of the S-11 second stage of the Saturn V
launch vehicle is conducted at North American Aviation' s Santa
Susana, California, facility .

•August 18
A Lance missile is successfully launched from a tactical mobile
launcher at White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico.

•August 10
Initial flight of the uprated Scout Evaluation Vehicle (SEV) from
Wallops Island , Virginia, is a complete success, and provides a
bonus by placing an Army Secor sattellite in orbit.

eAugust 19
Technical difficulties-a telemetry problem in the spacecraft
and a power surge on the launch complex-necessitate scrubbing of the GT-5launch.
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e Aug ust 20
Aero pa celines· ··\ ery Preg nan t Gup p y,"" a Boeing 3-- modifi ed
and e nla rge<! to ca rry outsize ca rgo-the Doug las-built S-1 ·B
third stage of th e Sa turn V la unch ve hi cle. fo r ins ta nce-is rolled
o ut a t Va n Nu ys, Cali forn ia.
• Aug ust 2 1
Ge mini 5, wi th as tr ona ut s L. Go rd o n Coope r and C har les .. Pe te""
Conrad ab a rd , is la un c hed from Ca pe Ken ne<l y.

The Vanguard, Apollo i-nstrumentation ship, is floated out of
its construction basin.

eAu g us t 23
Th e first 1\·lac h 2 fli g ht in th e f- Ill prog ra m is accomp lished a t
40.000 fee t ove r fort\ o rth. Texas.

SEPTEMBER

Ge mini 5 is m a nipula ted in space to successfull y re nd ezvo us with
a phantom .'\gena uppe r stage.
Brigadier Ge ne ral Jewe ll C. Maxwell is selected to head FAA' s
supe rso ni c transport d evelopm e nt program .

•September 1
Samuel F. Pryor, Jr. , 67, vice president of Pan American World
Airways and one of the most widely known aviation figures,
retires afte r 25 years' service.

•Augu st 24
Astronauts Cooper a nd Co nrad. orbitin g earth in Gemini 5, repo rt th ev saw a Minuteman firin g at Vand e nberg FB.

NASA launches a Nike-Apache vehicle carrying a pa yload to
measure electron and ion densities and temperatures from \.Vallops Island, Virginia.

A N ike-Apache sounding rock e t is launc hed fr om\ allops Isla nd,
Virginia , in th e first of a series of cooperative la un ches by the
. S. and Brazil.

The USAF fires an Athena missile from Green River, Utah, to
White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico .
•September 2
Brigadie r General Joseph S. Bleymaier is named commander of
the Air Force' s Western Test Range, Vandenberg AFB, California , succeeding Brigadier General Jewell C. Maxwell, who
was named recentl y to be director of FAA's supersonic transport
de velopment program.

Major Gene ral Orvil A. Anderson, -o, who in 1935 piloted a
balloon to a world altitude reco rd of 72 ,395 feet, di es at Montgomery, Alabama. His altitude reco rd stood unt·ill951.
eAug ust 25
The third Orbiting Solar Obse rva to ry (OSO ) is la un ched from
Cape Kennedy but fails to achieve orbit beca use of premature
ignition of its third stage.

•September 3
FAA announces it has allocated $84,500,000 in federal matching
funds for the fiscal year 1966 Federal Airport Aid Program, the
largest alloca tion on record. Approximately 445 civil airports will
benefit.

•August 26
President Johnson announces that th e Defe nse Depa rtment has
ordered development of th e Manned Orbiting Laboratory b y
Douglas Aircraft Company. Ge neral Electric Compan y will plan
and develop the MOL experiments.

•September 8
The Small Business Administration cites Martin Company
and 11 subcontracting firms for their work on the Gemini program .

The X-15 rocket aircraft reach es a speed of 3,409 miles an hour
(Mach 4.66) and an altitude of 240,000 fee t in a test fli g ht by
Major Robert Rushworth, USAF, at Edward s AFB, Ca lifornia.

•September 9
Astronauts L. Gordon Cooper and Charles .. Pete" Conrad, Jr.,
after 11 days of debriefing by NASA scientists, medical experts
and engineers, make their first public appearance in Houston,
Texas, since their record eight-day GT-5 spaceflight.

eAugust 28
Ellen Church Marshall, San Francisco nurse who became the
nation· s first airline stewardess (United Air Lines), dies of injuries sustained in a horseback riding mishap.

The Defense Department announces that small business firms
received $5,035,000,000 or 20.3 percent of all defense prime contract awards during Fiscal Year 1965. This was $463,000,000
more than in FY 1964.

•August 29
GT-5 splashed down in the Atlantic 300 nautical miles southwest
of Bermuda after setting new space records for the U. S. , which
now leads Russia in space flight hours.

The first Apollo instrumentation ship, the Vanguard, is floated
out of the General Dynamics building basin at Quincy, Massachusetts. The Vanguard will track the Apollo spacecraft on its
first leg of the journey to the moon.

•August 31
General Bernard A. Schriever is designated director of the
Manned Orbiting Laboratory program in addition to his duties
as commander of the Air Force Systems Command. He will
report directly to the Secretary of the Air Force.

•Septe mber 10
FAA announces that 90,935 civil aircraft were in use at the end
of 1965. Of these, 2,193 belong to airlines.
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•September 25
Aerojet-General' s 260-inch solid rocket engine is static fired and
generates a peak thrust of 3,570,000 pounds.

NASA announces it is recruiting another crop of pilot-astronauts
to report for duty in the summer of 1966.
NASA completes the first exercise of the Inter-American Experimental Meteorological Rocket Network, in which 15 sounding
rockets were fired during a 39-hour period.

•September 26
NASA's Relay II communications satellite launched January 21.
1964, makes its final demonstration for the opening of a textile
exposition in Atlantic City. The Mojave Tracking Station, only
U. S. ground station able to send and receive via relay, is being
closed down to be modified for usc in the Application Technology Satellite program.

•September 13
President Johnson announces he will nominate Whitney Gillilland for a second six-year term on the Civil Aeronautics Board.
A Republican, Gillilland was appointed originally by former
President Eisenhower.

•September 27
The Navy's new A-7 A Corsair makes its first flight at the LingTemco-Vought facility near Dallas.

•September 14
The Army claims it has the nation's second busiest airportLowe Army Field at Fort Rucker, Alabama. It has 424,248 landings, compared with 462,227 at Chicago's front-running O'Hare
International Airport.

First flight model S-IC booster stage for Saturn Vis rolled out at
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama. After
static tests it will be shipped to Cape Kennedy to prepare for
launching of the first Saturn V/Apollo combination.

Najeeb E. Halaby, former FAA Administrator, is elected a vice
president and member of the board of Pan American World
Airways.

•September 29
J. R. Dempsey resigns as president of the Convair Dh;ision of
General Dynamics. He is replaced by Jack L. Bowers as general
manager of the division.

•September 15
The Pratt & Whitney TF-30 engine used in the F-Ill and the
General Dynamics Charger counterinsurgency aircraft are
shown publicly for the first time at the Air Force Association fall
meeting in Washington.

•September 30
Ceremonies honoring departing Air Force Secretary Eugene M.
Zuckert-including a Ay-by of late model USAF aircraft-are
conducted at the Pentagon. Zuckert is being succeeded by Dr.
Harold Brown.

NASA announces that Mariner IV continues to send back
scientific measurements of cosmic dust, magnetic fields, cosmic
rays and radiation as it passes its 400,000,000th mile in space.
Mariner IV has exceeded its design mission lifetime by more
than 500 hours.

Defense Secretary Robert McNamara announces that Lockheed
Aircraft Corporation has been selected to develop and produce
the C-5A heavy logistics transport-a $2,000,000,000 program.

•September 17
The first of 10 OV-1 Air Force research satellites is launched from
Vandenberg AFB aboard an Atlas booster. The satellite will
measure ambient radiation environment and also detect radiation attenuated by various thicknesses of shielding material.

OCTOBER
eOctober I
Robert H. Charles, Assistant Air Force Secretary for Installations
and Logistics, announces the Air Force has options to buy up to
115 of the new giant C-5A heavy transports.

•September 21
NASA announces that H. Julian Allen will become director of
the Ames Research Laboratory, California, when Dr. Smith J.
DeFrance retires on October 13.

eOctober 7
The first of two OV2 research satellites is launched from Cape
Kennedy atop a Titan III-C. The OV2 will assess biological
hazards of travel through the Van Allen radiation belt.

•September 22
Trans World Airlines directors authorize the purchase of 23
Boeing fanjet aircraft at a cost, including spares, of approximately $160,000,000.

New and additional space investigations will keep the X-15 research airplane flying at least through 1968, it is disclosed at the
fourth X-15 Technical Conference at Edwards AFB, California.

Lieutenant General James H. Doolittle (USAF, Ret.) is elected
vice chairman of the board of trustees and chairman of the executive committee of Aerospace Corporation.

Comsat Corporation receives a go-ahead from the Federal Communications Commission to construct a ground station in Hawaii.
eOctober 11
NASA discloses its hypersonic research plans call for a delta-wing
configuration of the X-15 airplane.

Ling-Temco-Vought, Dallas, Texas, is selected by NASA to
negotiate a contract to provide engineering support services at
White Sands Test Facility, New Mexico. The facility is used
to test propulsion systems of Apollo modules.

eOctober 12
FAA estimates a market potential for the supersonic transport at
between 400 and 800 aircraft, according to testimony before
the House Appropriations Committee released today.

•September 23
Lockheed-California Company announces it will flight test a
prototype supersonic combustion ramjet (Scramjet) engine in a
research program sponsored by the USAF. The Scramjet will
by mounted atop a rocket booster for the test.

An Air Transport Association survey shows U. S. airlines have
ordered 704 new turbojet and turboprop aircraft worth more
than :j;:3, 700,000,000 for delivery between 1965 and 1969.
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eOctober 1-1
O GO II , ero nd p lar Orbiting Geop hysical Observatory. is
launched successfully fr om\ an denbe rg AFB.

NOVEMBER
•November 1
Gemini 7 Astronauts Frank Borman and James Lovell disclose at
a press briefing in Houston that the y will doff their space suits for
10 da ys durin g th ei r two-wP.e k space mission . The as tronauts also
will be subjected to numerous medical tests and experiments
during the Aight.

Doug las Ai rcra ft Compa ny un vei ls a business version of its DC-9
t r.~nspo rt a t th e
a ti onal Busin ess Ai rcraft Associa ti on co nve nti on in Los Ange les.
eOctobe r 15
Maj o r Gene ral Ja mes McCo rm ack SAF (Re t. ), i elected
chairm a n a nd c hief exec uti ve officer of the Communications
Sa te llite Corporati on, effective Decembe r I.

e November2
The 1avy unveils the new Ling-Temco-Vought A-7A Corsair II
in Dallas. The aircraft, £!own 26 da ys ahead of schedule, is a
heavily armed subsonic "truck" capable of carrying 20,000
pounds of weapons.

Seco nd tes t la un ch of th e SA F' s Titan 111 -C is co ndu cted success fullv a t Ca pe Ke nnedv.
Lockheed-Georgia Compa ny dedicates it new S3.500.000 resea rc h labo rat o rv at Mariett;. Georgia .

North American Aviation, Inc., successfullv conducts a one-man
parag lider flight. A two-man Aight is exp~cted to be attempted
soon, the company says.

Majo r General Do n R. Ostrander. head of th e Air Force Office
of Aerospace Resea rch , re tires aft e r 28 vears· service. H e is succeeded b y Brigadier General Ernest
Pinson, deputy command e r of OAR.

e November3
Lockh eed-California Compan y is announced the winner in the
Arm y' s Advanced Aerial Fire Support System (AAFSS ) competition.

•October 19
The FAA re ports operating costs of ·. S. jet passenger transports declined for four yea rs a nd in 196-1 stabi lized a t close to
1963 levels. Cost for f~ur-engine jets averaged 1.5 cents per
seat mile.

e November 6
A blinking beacon satellite, the GEOS-1 Geode tic Explorer, is
orbited from Cape Kenned y b y the new thrust-augmented (fat
tank ) Delta launch vehicle. The new Delta is capable of putting
a 1,400-pound pa yload in earth orbit, as compared with the BOOpound capability of earlier models. The GEOS satellite will be
used as a precision marker in space to aid scientists to more accurately map the earth.

A.

The USAF announces that the XB-70 has exceeded Mach 3 for
the first time. The speed was regist ered in a 1,900-mile circular
Aight from Edwards AFB lasting one hour, 43 minutes.

eNovember8
A $22,000,000 follow-on contract is awarded Avco Corporation to
fabri ca te ablative heat shield material for Apollo spacecraft. The
heat shield will protect the three astronauts from fiery temperatures encountered when the vehicle re-enters the earth's atmosphere.

The Milita ry Air Tra nsport Service (MATS ) a nnounces it airlifted almost 50 million pounds of cargo and 95,000 passengers,
across the Pacific during jul y, August and Septe mber-a new
record.
eOctober 21
General Curtis E. LeMay, who retired rece ntl y as U. S. Air
Force Chief of Staff, is presented the Collier Trophy, one of av iation's highest honors.

Dr. Harry A. Goett, former director of NASA' s Goddard Space
Flight Center, begins new duties as director of advanced technolog y for plans and programs at the Western Development
Laboratories of Philco Corporation.

eOctober 25
Gemini 6 is scrubbed after th e modifi ed Agena space vehiclescheduled for a docking maneuver in space-fails to orbit.

Frederick H . Rohr, 69, veteran aerospace executive and chairman
and chief executive officer of the Rohr Corporation, dies of a
stroke.

eOctober 26
Kraft Ehricke, pioneer rocket and space scientist, is named ass istant director of astrionics at North American Aviation , Inc ..
Autonetics Division. He formerly was director of adva nced
studies at General Dynamics.

eNovember 11
The Federal Communications Commission authorizes the Comsat Corporation to construct four communications satellites for
use with the Apollo Project.

NASA announces that in view of yesterda y' s failure of GT-6 it
will advance the date of GT-7, originally scheduled for the first
quarter of 1966.

eNovember 12
The fourth of the USAF' s Stellar Acquisition Feasibility Flight
(STAFF) is launched from Cape Kenned y b y a Polaris A-1
launch vehicle.

•October 28
Thirty-se ven representatives of the International Air Transport
Association, meeting in Vienna, reach agreement permitting the
showing of movies aboard airliners. The decision is subject to
ratification by all84 lATA members.

eNovember 14
First round-the-world polar £light starts from Palm Springs,
California. A Boeing 707 jetliner is carrying a group of scientists
on the 27,000-mile £light.
The USAF discloses that the venerable DC-3 (C-47) is b eing
used as a fighte r in VietNam. A squadron of 16 aircraft-vintage
1933-are armed with three "minigun" pods •.

NASA and the White House announce that GT-6 and GT-7 will
be combined and will attempt a space rendezvous with each
other.
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DECEMBER

•November 16
NASA fires the first of two sounding rockets from the White
Sands Missile Range in an effort to capture some of the meteoroids from the current annual Leonid shower. The second
rocket will be fired November 17.

eDecember2
Dr. Hugh L. Dryden, Deputy Administrator of the National :\!'ronautics and Space Administration, dies of cancer.
President johnson announces appointment of Dr. Finn J. Larsen,
corporate vice president of Honeywell Inc., as Principal Deputy
of Defense Research and Engineering.

•November 17
The Army awards a contract to Hughes Tool Company for preliminary design for a hot cycle helicopter that converts in flight
to a 400-mile an hour jet airplane.

eDeccmber4
Gemini 7, carrying astronauts Frank Borman and James Lovell,
launched from Cape Kennedy to start record-breaking 14-day
mission.

The first round-the-world polar flight ends at Burbank, California, claiming five new world records: fastest time from pole to
pole, around the world, Honolulu to London, Buenos Aires to
Christchurch, and Christchurch to Honolulu.

•December 8
NASA completes the sixth and last test of the Apollo launch
escape system at White Sands Missile Range.

•November 18
A Naval Research Laboratory solar monitoring satellite is
launched from Wallops Island, Virginia. Known as the IQSY
(International Quiet Sun Year) Solar Explorer, the satellite will
measure solar X-ray emissions.

eDeccmber 10
Defense Secretary McNamara announces plans for development
and production of a bomber version of the General Dynamics
F-Ill fighter.

•November 19
The Army announces that its Sprint antimissile missile has been
launched successfully from an underground cell at White Sands
Missiie Range.

NASA announces cancellation of the Advanced Orbiting Solar
Observatory, which was to have been operational in 1969.
•December 12
Dr. William Randolph Lovelace, president of the Lovelace
Foundation in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and director of space
medicine for NASA, is killed in a plane crash ncar Aspen,
Colorado.

•November 22
Lockheed-Georgia Company, prime contractor for the world's
biggest airplane-the C-5A-tells 25 top aviation firms bidding
for subcontracts on the project that the "total package" concept
will be carried through the subcontractor level. Under the concept each contractor submits a price for development, production
and support of his product.

•December 14
Lockheed Propulsion Company fires the first flight prototype of
its 156-inch diameter solid propellant rocket's stage one. At the
company's Petrcro, California facility, the motor developed
3,000,000 pounds thrust for one minute.

•November 23
The Defense Department announces that Lockheed Aircraft Corporation heads the list of DOD prime contractors for the fourth
consecutive year.

eDeccmbcr 15
Gemini 6, with astronauts Walter Schirra and Thomas Stafford
aboard, is launched. Later, Gemini 6 "catches up" with Gemini
7 and the pair effect the world's first space rendezvous, coming as
close as three feet.

NASA asks industry to submit proposals for a study of the possibility of building a space satellite able to broadcast directly to
home or short wave radios.
•November 24
Comsat Corporation awards a $11,700,000 contract to Hughes
Aircraft Company to build four new communications satellites
which will link two-thirds of the world by telephone and television. The new satellites also will provide voice contact between
the Apollo moon astronauts and ground stations.

eDecembcr 16
Gemini 6 lands.
eDecembcr 18
Gemini 7 lands after 330 hours and 35 minutes in space. The
record flight gave the U. S. a total of 1,352 man-hours in space
as compared with 507 man-hours for the Soviet Union.

•November 28
Two scientific satellites-a Canadian Alouette and aU. S. Direct
Measurements Explorer (DME-A)-are put into polar orbitf
from Vandenberg AFB by a single Thor-Agena B. The double
launch project, known as ISIS-X, is the first in a cooperative program for International Satellites for Ionospheric Studies.

eDecembcr 20
The Navy starts sea trials of the USS Brooke, first of a new class
of guided missile escort carriers, three of which are to be built
by Lockheed Shipbuilding and Construction Company. The
ships are armed with Tartar missiles, Asroc ASW weapons and
the DASH drone helicopter.

•November 29
Delta Air Lines puts first certificated Douglas DC-9 in service as
an extra section to its Atlanta-Memphis-Kansas City flight.

eDeccmber 21
Tital III-C launch vehicle, built by Martin Company, launches
four satellites simultaneously. Malfunction of transtage causes
loss of OV2-3 environment sensor, but LES-3 and LES-4 advance comsat technique explorers and a ham radio satellite go
into orbit.

•November 30
The Airways Club, organization of regular air travelers, announces that a survey discloses slightly over 50 percent of airlines passengers do not want inflight movies or recorded music.
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BEHIND TODAY'S
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF
/

Beech "lmaginuity"
.. . A BROAD RANGE OF FAST-GROWING CAPABILIItEs FOR TOMORROW
Long known for its achievements as a producer of outstanding aircraft for corporate, personal and military
use, Beech Aircraft Corporation is a leader today in many
areas of activity. Beech capabilities now include nearly
the entire spectrum of research , development and manufacture in aircraft, flight equipment, aerospace and
related fields. The wide range of Beech capabilities is
illustrated by Beech activities in such fields as ...
• Business Aircraft. Beginning with the first Beechcraft
ever built, Beechcraft airplanes have always been meticulously engineered for the most d~sira ble combination of
quality, comfort, usefulness, efficiency and performance.
Today, there are 15 different Beechcraft models available.
These extend from the speedy pressuri zed twin-turboprop
Beechcraft King Air which seats 7 to 10 people, to the
popular single-engine Beechc:aft "3 Musketeers" which
ffer 3 power choices and seatmg for 2 or 4 people.
~ Military Aircraft. Since 1940, B~~ch off-t~e~shelf airlanes have continuously served mihta~y aVJat 10? needs.
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• Management. Beech also offers complete systems management capabilities which have been t~sted and ~roved
through a wide variety of assignments m many diverse
areas.
Added to all this is Beech "Jmaginuity"- perhaps the

~eatest capability of them all. It's the creative ima~n~
tion to penetrate to the heart of a problem that didn t
~ven e:Kist yesterday-plus the knowled~e, talent and
mgenuity required for a satisfactory solutiOn.
Whatever field your project may involve, it will pay
you to "take a look at Beech." We will be happy to discuss
with you how we may put Beech capabilities to work
for you.

~eech ~Sfxlcf!f7Jwmh%
BEECH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

•

WICHITA, KANSAS 67201

BEECH "IMAGINUITY" AT WORK:

For Lockheed, Beech builds several wing sections, nose landing
gear doors and emergency exit doors for the huge new U. S. Air
Force C-141A "StarLifter" turbofan jet transport. This massive
military cargo aircraft has speeds up to 550 mph.

For McDonnell, Beech builds wing sections, fl a ps, a il erons ,
speed bra kes, spoilers , la nding gear doors a nd nose gear doors
for the 1,500 mph Navy I USAF "Phantom II " jet fighter, considered one of the most versatile 'fighter-bombe r-in te rceptors
ever built.

MAY WE BE YOUR
"PARTNER", TOO?
For NASA's Project Gemini, Beech was chosen by McDonnell

to design, develop and build the ground support equipment that
supplies liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen for the reactant
supply system and the environmental control system aboard the
Gemini spacecraft. Beech equipment is used at 11 vital points.

Beech's facilities, people and
experience are ready now
for you to use as your own
on vital projects of any size.

The U.S. Air Force F-105 "Thunderchief" jet fighter-bomber,

For the LEM, Grumman selected Beech to assure complete

which can deliver weapons at twice the speed of sound, flies on
Beech-built ailerons and aft fuselage assemblies. Beech has
built major components for virtually every Century-series
fighter.

systems responsibility for the design, development, fabrication,
and testing of equipment required for storage, transfer, and loading of liquid helium - used aboard LEM to pressurize propellant
tanks to assure proper flow in weightless environment.

For Bell , Beech builds m eta l bonded fu s elage pa n e ls which contribu te to t he exception a l structura l - tre ngth of the U.S. Air
Army HU -lD "Iroquois" jet-powered h el icopte r. One of the
fastest a.nd most effective rotary-winged ai rcraft in our military
services, the "Iroquois" also has Air Force and .1arine use.

Chosen by North American to develop and build the Cryogenic
Storage Subsystem to supply "shirtsleeves" atmosphere to the
astronauts and generate electrical power for the Apollo command
module. A cryogenics pioneer, Beech has made vital contributions
in weight reduction and mission duration for space vehicles.

On these pages are just a few examples of how Beech's
?road _ran ge of capabilities h e lp many of America's leadInf5_pnme contractors fulfill their respons ibilities for vital
mihtary and aerospace projec ts.
Beech's extensive experience si nce the early days of
WB·ld W,ar II in meeting prime contractor's requiren:ents
· · · eech s repu tation as a d eve loper of new techmques
· ··and Beech's exte n s ive facilities ... have earned the
respec~ of such outstanding industry leaders as Bell,
C. onvau-, Lockheed, McDonnell , North American, Repub1Ic, and others.
In addition , Beech has the ability to assume complete
systems manage ment responsibility for a wide range of
space-a.ge projects . An example is the U. S. Navy AQM3 7 A ffilssi!e target system- the first mi ssi le target system to match the performance of the fastest enemy jets.
A Beech proJect from concept to hardware, it is also the
first supersonic target system ever to be designed, developed, tested and put into production by one company.
Among other special advantages that make Beech a
preferred choice for any type of assignment are:
• Unusually quick adaptability to your processes and
systems. No wasteful "break in" period while we learn.
In f~ct, Beecl;t ,so closely .synchr~niz es with yo.ur own operatH?n. t.hat Its almost hke havmg another highly capable divisiOn of your own .. . overni ght!
• Immediate "go to work" capabil ity. Beech has pio-

neered in the development of new techniques of m~u
facture and is capable of applying them. to your proJects
"right now. " For example:
1. The forming and welding of tit~nium. and other ~xotic
metals-a relatively new field m which Beech IS an
"old hand."
2. Beech helped pioneer chemical. milling methods for
aluminum and stainless steel. Th1s enables large and
complex shapes to be milled more accurately and economically than by conventional methods.
3. Metal bonding facilities are outstanding ~t Beechand experienced Beech craftsmen have exceptwnal capabilities in this field.
Beech "lmaginuity" in research, devel_opment and technical fabrication is already being utll,Ized .byt leadmgd
·
pnme
contractors on many of today s mi 11 ary an
aerospace projects.
.
Beech Aerospace Division projects mclude_ R & D on
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.
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and
.
1. A large staff of engmeers,
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tdesigners
·
technical specialists are ready for Importan assignments
of any size.

For full info rmation about how you may take advantage of Beech's experience m systems m anagemen~ and proven capabilities in designing, developing, manufactunn~ and testmg of components for aviation and aer?space
projects, wnte, wire or phone Contract Administration Beech Aircraft
Corporation , Wichita, Kansas 67201, U.S. A.
'

BEECH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
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WICHITA,

KANSAS 67201

HELPING BUSINESS GROW FASTER. Only Beechcraft offers such a complete line

EXECUTIVES: Write today for free booklet, "'Answers To The 19

of planes with so much speed, range, comfort and quiet to help business multiply
the money-making decisions that each top man can make. Thafs how thousands of
Beec hcratts have paid for themselves.

Most Asked Questions About Business Flying.'" It could point the
way to major new profits for your company. Address Beech Aircraft
Corp., Marketmg Services, Wichita, Kansas 67201, u.S . A.

Beechcraft's General Office at Plant I in Wichita, Kansas .

Beechcraft's Plant I production facility at Wichita.

Extensive Beech facilities include 2,000,000 sq. feet
of plant production, research and development areas
REFLECTING the steady growth of Beech
Aircraft Corporation, are three major
plants located at Wichita along with the company's general offices and landing facilities.
Other Beech engineering and manufacturing
facilities are located at Liberal, Kansas and
at Boulder, Colorado.
Also at Boulder, Beech has space environment simulation facilities that are among the

finest and most advanced in industry. Environments that may be simulated include
vibration, vacuum, shock, acceleration, gravity forces, temperature extremes, and solar
radiation.
In addition to its physical facilities, Beechcraft has more than 8,000 employees with a
wide range of space age skills.
Beech is ready- and able- to accept new
project responsibilities now. May we help you?
Write, wire or phone Contract Administration,
Beech Aircraft Corporation, Wichita, Kansas
67201.

~~--- - - -::::;:::..;;;:=:.::::::::::::::=-:-::::=
Beechcraft Plant II production facility, located at Wichita.

,_.......

Beechcraft Plant Ill, home of Beech Aerospace Division at Wichita.

· eech ~~"Pa--m~
BEECH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

Boulder Divi sion administration and engineering
building, hub of Beech's space R&D operations.

•

WICHITA, KANSAS 67201

Beech has a wide range
of sophisticated testing
equipment at Boulder.

Part of the 1,230,000 square feet of production area
at Beechcraft's Wichita Plant I. Shown in production
are Beechcraft King Airs, Queen Airs and Super HIS's.

Garrett's Total Integrated
Pneumatic System concept can save
several millions of dollars on
the C-5A and SST programs.
Here's how:

Garrett's Total Integrated Pneumatic System (TIPS) approach
for major aircraft programs combines all air-using subsystems and
secondary power in the airplane as
a single system. Garrett is totally
responsible to the customer for all
phases of system design , development, manufacture and support.
Garrett-AiResearch's complete
capability in the management of
environmental and anti-ice control, secondary power generation,

including engine starting and
auxiliary power, is integrated for
optimum total performance rather
than as separate subsystems.
Equipment costs less. There is
less of it. 'Ii:ade-off within the system gives lowest cost solution.
Procurement time costs less.
Lead time is shorter. Communication channels are shorter. Fewer
people are required. Administrative, testing and support activities
are simplified. Response to customer requirements is quicker.
Aircraft operation costs less.
Aircraft performance penalties are

CUSTOMER REQUIREMENT

ts
design

Garrett
•
•
zs experience

•

AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions
Los Angeles • Phoenix

support
development

less. Component details are standard for less expensive support.
Single comprehensive system
approach gives lower maintenance
and higher reliability.
The aircraft user gets world
wide service and support through
Garrett's complete system responsibility.
For more information on how
the TIPS concept can save money
on your major aircraft programs,
write to The Garrett Corporation, 9851 Sepulveda Blvd., Los
Angeles, California 90009.

Also, at ABL, Hercules now develops and
manufactures miniature packaged energy
in many forms, including squibs, detonators, piston actuators, explosives actuators,
switches, primers, explosives bolts, gas
generators, igniters, ignition pellets, fuse
assemblies, bellows actuators. Hercules
produces over 1,500 types of these devices.
Other miniature Hercules products are tiny
"spin" rockets for satellites, such as those
shown below.

As Hercules broadens its capabilities, its
technological and product developments
meet more effectively the challenges of the
aerospace industry.
Recent contributions to defense include
solid propulsion systems for the Army's
SPRINT and the Navy's POSEIDON.
In addition to its Spiralloy 0 production activities at Bacchus, Utah, Hercules recently
expanded the company's propulsion facilities at Rocket Center, West Virginia to include the development of Spiralloy 0 filament-wound glass cases for solid-fueled
rockets and miniature electromechanical
energy devices. Here, at Allegany Ballistics
Laboratory, Spiralloy structures with superior strength-to-weight ratio are manufactured-utilizing the Hercules-developed
techniques that have won repeated success
in outer space. Below, a typical Spiralloy
case is shown being wound.

SOUD PROPEllANTS

•

ROCKET MOTORS

There are rewarding aerospace careers at
Hercules for those who qualify. Applicants
should address career inquiries to Manager,
Technical Recruitment, Explosives & Chemical Propulsion Department.
xP••-3

HERCULES POWDER COMPANY
INCORPORATED

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 19899
"Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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ROCKET CASES
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ACTUATORS AND INITIATORS

The Mach 3 XB-70

he XB-70-250 tons of man
and machine that moves faster
than a one-ounce projectile fired
from a high-powered rifle.

T

It has flown 2,000 mph-three times the
speed of sound-at 70,000 feet.
Today, with more than a score of test
flights in the record book , the XB-70 is
an important national asset.
As a flying research laboratory, it is a
vital contributor to America's future
leadership in · high-speed , high-altitude

with the XB-70 represents a major
advance in the science of aircraft
and systems design.
The XB-70 is the heaviest and largest aircraft designed to cruise at
Mach 3 and above over long /.\~
distances.
~.o~ ~
Another remarkable accomplishment is the
control of temperatur es within safe
limits throughout

military and commercial flight. .~
. _ -.. ~
The combination of range,
,
~r
speed, and payload
~·
· ,..
being achieved
_· .,
'

North American

iO

the structure and
equipment installatiOns when the outside
skin temperatures reach as
high as 630°F. For example,
the cabin temperature is maintained at a comfortable 80°F.
throughout the operating range of
the aircraft.
The XB-70 represents a number of outstanding engineering, manufacturing,
and technological achievements. It was
built for the U.S. Air Force by North
American Aviation and a nationwide
team of suppliers.
The Federal Aviation Agency, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration,
and U.S. Air Force are participating,
contributing, and benefiting from the
flight test program.

Aviation-z~::r-

Atomics International, Autonetics, Columbus, Los Angeles, Rocketdyne, Science Center, Space & Information Systems

What we do.
Aerial Target Systems
Rocker-powered drone aircraft; propellerdriven drones; scoring systems; command
and data link components research; altitude
control systems.
Aeronautical Research
Laminar Flow Control; subsonic, supersonic, and hypersonic environments; vertical take-off and landing aircraft; instrumentation; vehicle flight dynamics; structural dynamics; vehicle flight controls.
Architectural Systems
Window walls; pre-stressed entrance doors;
store fronts; aluminum and other decorative architectural metals; sunshade control
systems.
Automatic Test
and Checkout Equipment
Tape-controlled and computer-controlled
automatic checkout systems for missiles,
spacecraft, radar, ultra high frequency communications, inertial guidance, propulsion,
fire control, and reconnaissance, navigation,
defensive and strategic aircraft, and naval
combat vessels.
Chemicals
Propellants, explosives, pyrotechnics, commercial chemicals.
Combat Surveillance Systems
Propeller-driven, autogyro, and turboprop
drones.
Communications Systems
Intercontinental tropospheric and ionospheric scatter systems; ring antennas;
microwave, VHF systems; antenna research;
relay stations; telecommunications networks; traffic analysis; site survey and selection; construction, installation, operation;
maintenance; training; satellite terminals.
Computers
Analog, digital, airborne stabilization and
pre-launch computers; special purpose
computers; airborne general purpose computers; solid-stare electronics research; thinfilm microcircuit development.
Countermeasures
and Ordnance Systems
Explosive ordnance research; chaff rockets;
rocket launchers; Hawk missile launcher;
aerial delivery and dispensing systems; advanced anti-personnel munitions; penetration aids.
Electronic and Electromechanical
Systems and Equipment
Aircraft and spacecraft air data sensors;
voice warning systems; high-noise environment communication systems; automatic
flight stability systems; remote handling
devices; pressure switches; frequency
meters; servos.
Ground Support Equipment
Multi-purpose ·ordnance vehicles; aircraft
equipment carts.

Guidance, Tracking,
and Navigation Systems
Astro-inertial guidance systems; ships
inertial navigation systems; advanced
inertial platforms; space vehicle guidance
and control electronics; precision Vidicon
tracker; long-range VLF navigation system
components; tracking and sensor systems
research; daytime star-tracking.
Industrial Equipment
Electro-mechanical equipment for industrial process and control in fiber, textile,
and plastics industries.
Inertial Systems and Components
Rare and integrating gyroscopes and accelerometers; stabilized platforms; gas-bearing gyros; precision miniature gyros.
International Activities
Product licensing; overseas investments;
marketing programs; market surveys;
Organization for Development Assistance
Programs ( ORDAP): Operations research,
systems analysis and management science
support to military planning, national
development, and industrial operations.
Life Sciences
Bioastronautics; biochemistry; biodynamics; behavioral sciences; human engineering; biotechnology.
Management Systems
Performance and Cost Evaluation (PACE);
Integrated Management Systems (Automated Operations Control; Al!romated
Material, Logistics, and ProductiOn Planning Systems); Value Analysis; Target
Cost; Quality Assurance; Procurement
Control; Integrated Cost Control.
Manned Aircraft
Supersonic trainers; supersonic tactical
fighters; combat trainers; Laminar Flow
Control demonstration aircraft; V/STOL
development.
Marine Equipment
Ships automation systems; anti-submarine
warfare command and control systems;
periscopes and periscope drive ~ystem~;
automatic plotting equipment; radwmet~Ic
sextant; navigation monitor systems; shipborne gyro stabilizers and stabilization
computers; speed and indicating systems;
hydrostatic bearings; oceanography and
underseas technology.
Materials Research
and Fabrication Techniques
Plastics; reinforced plastics; honeycomb;
titanium; brazing; bonding; welding; steel
and beryllium extrusions.
Missile Systems
Air-to-ground missiles; sea-launch concepts
research; missile structures; instrumenta-

tion systems; tactical ballistic missile
research; trajectory optimization; supersonic and hypersonic How field analysis.
Nuclear Sciences
Transient radiation effects; radiochemistry;
space radiation research; research reactor
operation; nuclear materials handling
equipment.
Optical Systems
Command and conrrol display systems;
rangefinding, sighting, and tracking instruments; stereometric comparison viewers;
viewer-computers; ballistic cameras; precision information display projectors; phowgrammetric systems; ultra violet systems.
Physical Sciences
Theoretical physics; plasma physics (diagnostics, acceleration, and power generation); electro-magnetics; space materials
research (sealants and structures; meteoroid
impact protection; spacecraft materials and
fabrication); zero-gravity research; planetary physics and chemistry; geophysical
research.
Precision Mounts and Directors
Multi-mode tracking mounts; launch phase
simulator; tracking and antenna mounts.
Propulsion Systems
Development and production of propulsion systems and subsystems; controllable
solid rockets.
Recovery, Escape, Survival,
Re-Entry and Landing Systems
Manned satellite and spacecraft landing
systems; re-entry test vehicle recovery and
flotation system; escape capsule parachutes;
brake parachutes; spacecraft retrorocket
landing decelerator; controlled descent
parachutes; location aids.
Space Systems Development
Advanced systems and subsystems (propulsion, power, thermal contr.ol, structu.res, and
support equipment) desig~ and .mtegration; space environment si~ulauon and
analysis; lunar, cislunar, ~nd mterplanetary
spacecraft research; satellite research.
Subcontract Production
KC-135, Boeing 707 and 720 outer w~ng
and aft fuselage panels and subassemblies;
s- 7 o brazed panels; industrial metal fabrication.
Support Services
Missile site activation; space center support; test range support! complete target
flight operation and mam~enance; op~ra
tions and systems analys1s; engmeenng
services.
Underseas Services and Equipment
Communications cables; underwater
communications networks; underwater
repeaters; surveying, cable laying, and
maintenance.
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Where we do it.
DIVISIONS, ORGANIZATIONS, FACILITIES

DISTRICT OFFICES

Northrop Corporation 9744 \"Xlilshire Boulevard, Beverly
Hills, California 90212 (Corporate Offices) (Area Code 213)
27·i-8061

Boston District Office 442 Marrett Road, Suite 5, Lexington,
Massachusetts 0217 3 (Area Code 617) 862-0570

Northrop International Division 9744 \\filshire Boulevard, Beverly Hills, California 90212
(Area Code 213)
274-8061
Northrop Norair Division 3901 West Broadway, Hawthorne, California 90250 (Area Code 213) 675-4611
Flight Test Facility, P.O. Box 278, Edwards, California 93523
(Area Code 805) 258-2111
Production Flight Facility, P.O. Box 215, Palmdale, CaliforrArea Code 805) 947-5611
nia 93550
Materiel Facility, 2031 E. Mariposa Avenue, El Segundo,
California 90245 (Area Code 213) 678-0411
Northrop Space Laboratories, 3401 West Broadway, Hawthorne, California 90250 (Area Code 213) 675-4611

Cape Kennedy District Office Holiday Office Center, 1325
N. Atlantic, P. 0. Box 1208, Cocoa Beach, Florida 32931
(Area Code 305) 783-4880
Houston District Office 1730 NASA Boulevard, Houston,
Texas 77058 (Area Code 713) 928-5476,929-2560
Huntsville District Office Holiday Office Center, Suite 39,
3322 Memorial Parkway, S.W., Huntsville, Alabama 35801
(Area Code 205) 881-2141
Rocky Mountain District Office Swanson Building, Suite
17,8401 \'\fest Dodge Road, Omaha, Nebraska 68114 (Area
Code 402) 391-7474
BRANCH OFFICES
Paris Office 12 Rue Hamelin, Paris 16e, France
727-13-39

Phone:

Northrop Space Laboratories, Huntsville Department, 6025
Technology Drive, P.O. Box 1484,Huntsville,Alabama 35805
(Area Code 205) 837-0580

Tokyo Office 803 Palace Building, 10-1 chome, Marunouchi,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan Phone: 211-6764

Northrop Nortronics Division 1 Research Park, Palos
Verdes Peninsula, California 90274
(Area Code 213)
772-2321

SUBSIDIARIES

2301 West 120 Street, Hawthorne, California 90250
Code 213) 678-9111

(Area

500 East Orangethorpe Ave., Anaheim, California 92801
(Area Code 714) 871-5000
Applied Research Department, 2323 Teller Road, Newbury
Park, California 91320 (Area Code 805) 498-4531

Northrop Architectural Systems 999 South Hatcher, City
of Industry, California 91745
(Area Code 213) 686-1950,
964-6511
Pacific Curtainwall, Inc. 600 West 15 Street, Long Beach,
(Area Code 213) 775-1752
California 90813
Northrop Carolina, Inc. P.O. Box 3049, Asheville, North
(Area Code 704) 298-7941
Carolina 28802

Marine Equipment Department 66 B Street Needham
Heights, Massachusetts 02194
(Area Code 61l) 449-0400

Page Communications Engineers, Inc. 3300 Whitehaven
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007 (Area Code 202)
337-7600

Precision Products Department, 100 Morse Street, Norwood,
(Area Code 617) 762-5300
Massachusetts 02062

Northrop/SA 12 bis Place St. Francois, Lausanne, Switzerland Phone: 23.66.22

Northrop Ventura Division 1515 Rancho Conejo Boule(Area Code 805)
vard, Newbury Park, California 91320
498-3131

AFFILIATES

REGIONAL OFFICES

United States Underseas Cable Corporation 3900 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20016
(Area
Code 202) 362-2700

Ea~tern Regional Office Riddell Building, Suite 905, 1730
K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006 (Area Code 202)
338-8282

Central Regional Office 349 West First Street, Dayton, Ohio
45402
(Area Code 513) 222-8606
Southeastern Regional Office Holiday Office Center, Suite
39, 3322 Memorial Parkway, S.W., Huntsville, Alabama
35801
(Area Code 205) 881-2141
Western Regional Office 9744 Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly
(Area Code 213) 274-8061
Hills, California 90212
Pacific Area Office 12tl0 Ala Moana.Boulevard, Room 414,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814 (Area Code 808) 513-746

Societe d'Etudes et de Prefabrication 1 Rue des Lilas,
Genlis (Cote d'Or), France Phone: 34.70.86
Construcciones Aeronauticas, S.A. Calle del Rey Francisco,
4, Madrid 8, Spain Phone: 24.72.500
Edison-Page S.p.A. Via Liszt (EUR), Rome, Italy
59.44.41

Phone:

Shinko-Northrop Company, Ltd. Yokohama-Ginko Building, No. 2, 2-chome, Nihonbashi-Edobashi, Chuo-ko Tokyo,
Japan Phone: 271-1431

NORTHROP

High-voltage cable test laboratory

ling Altec "Giant Voice" speakers

A-7A Corsair II

ABC 3

THE HORIZON IS WHERE WE PUT IT
... And our horizon is never at our
elbows.
A highly diversified, advanced-technology company, Ling-Temco-Vought,
Inc., is engaged in the design, development and fabrication of numerous products in such vital fields as aeronautics,
missiles and space, electronics, acoustics and high-power electrical wire and
cable.
Planned for growth and flexibility,
LTV consists of four major subsidiaries.
Three of these- LTV Aerospace Corporation, LTV Electrosystems, Inc., and
LTV Ling Altec, Inc. -were formed late
in 1964 as part of "Project Redeployment," a dramatic move undertaken by
LTV to further advance it to a greater
leadership position in today's swiftmoving electronics/aerospace industry.
Through Project Redeployment, 11 experienced operating divisions were consolidated into three strong publicly
owned subsidiaries in which LTV holds
a substantial interest. The fourth sub-
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sidiary, The Okonite Company, an
established leader in the field of electric wire and cable, was acquired in
1966 by the purchase of its assets and
is wholly owned by LTV.
Project Redeployment is a continuing program within LTV. Subsequent
phases will lead to further selective
acquisitions by LTV that will add both
financial and technical strength, and at
the same time, combine with growth
performance from within- to further
shape the destiny of LTV.
At sea, on land, in the air and in
outer space, LTV forges ahead -meeting problems with startling new concepts ... challenge with innovation. The
super-power NATO fleet communica tions station near Anthorn, England
. .. the installation of 245 modulators
for Stanford University's two-mile long
atomic particle accelerator ... Pacific
missile range operations and management ... rocket-powered SCOUT launch
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LTV COMPUTER CENTER
ARLINGTON, TEXAS
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vehicles for NASA and DOD ... A-7A
Corsair II, the Navy's new light attack
aircraft . .. ABC3-Airborne Battlefield
Command and Control Center ... display
systems that graphically chart NASA
spacecraft ... electronic shipboard instrumentation for Apollo Re-Entry Ships
... astronaut maneuvering units (AMU)
for the Air Force ... XM561 high-mobility vehicles designed to go anywhere
the Army fights ... LANCE, the Army's
newest battlefield missile ... XC-142A
tri-service transport, the world's largest
flying V/STOL. These brief descriptions
highlight only a few of the diverse
products and activities in which LTV is
engaged today.
To meet the needs of tomorrow, LTV
invests substantially in Research and
Development. At its corporate LTV Research Center and in each of its subsidiaries, scientists, engineers and
technicians are charged daily with the
challenging task of forging their own
and . the company's future.
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LTV RESEARCH CENTER
DALLAS, TEXAS ANAHEIM, CALIF.
HONOLULU. HAWAII
. -
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LTV AEROSPACE CORPORATION

LTV ELECTROSYSTEMS, INC.

LTV LING ALTEC.INC.

THE OKONITE COMPANY

A Subsidiary of Ling- Temco-Vought, Inc .

A Subsidiary of Ling- Temco-Vought, Inc .

A Subsidiary of Ling- Tem co-Vough t, Inc.

A Subs1d1ary of Ling -Temco-Vought, Inc .

LTV Aerospace Corporation is
engaged primarily in the de s ign,
development and production of
a ircraft, mis s iles, space maneuvering systems, ground vehicles, management of ran ge and
launch operations a nd providing
support services. It is composed
o f four divisions-Vought Aeronautics, Astronautics, Michigan
and Range Systems- and one
subsid iary , Kentron Hawaii , Ltd.
C u stomers in c lude the major
military serv i ces and NASA.
Corporate h ea dquarter s : Dalla s .

LTV Electrosystems, Inc., is a
primary source for total cap ability in many vital phases of
defense electronics, including
recon naissa nee and su rvei II a nee
systems; command a nd control
systems; high-power radar and
radio; information display systerns; commercial radio transmitters, and guida nc e s y ste ms.
Facilities:
Dallas, Garland,
Greenville and Arlington, Texas;
Greenville, S.C. Corporate headquarters: Greenvi lie, Texas.

Composed of four divi s ion s Ling Electronics, Altec Lansing,
Peerless Products, and University Sound- and two subsidiaries- Altec Service Corp.
and Gonset, Inc.-LTV Ling
AI tee, Inc., is an acknowledged
leader in the field of acoustics.
Products include vibration test
eq uipment; high -f idelity sound
units; commercial sound systems; transformers and modulators. Facilitie s: Anaheim,
Calif . ; Oklahoma City, Okla. and
Winchester, Mass. Corporate
headquarters: An aheim.

The Okonite Company, a wholly
owned subsidiary of LTV, is one
of the leading developers and
manufacturers of high-voltage
electrical wire and cable. Its
customers include many of the
nation's leading pow e r utilities,
large industrial companies
which install their own power
distribution networks, and independent telephone companies. Facilities: Passaic,
Paterson and North Brunswick,
N . J., and Providence, R. I.
Corporate headquarters: Passaic.

Douglas researchers look into
the eyeball of a pigeon to improve the
weather eye of a satellite.
This intriguing research project at Douglas deals with ·analysis and
electronic simulation of a pigeon's eye to learn how optical
information is processed. One application is a super realistic radar
for satellites and interplanetary craft. The ultimate goal is to develop
an advanced computer technology from a knowledge of the
biological computer -the brain. This program is typical of Douglas
research capability, which involves hundreds of projects and
embraces virtually every branch of science. DOUGLAS gets_thmgs
. done

INDUSTRY
The aerospace industr~·. in 1965, achieved new records in such economic categories as sales, backlog
and civil aircraft deliveries, and continued to make significant gains along a broad technological front of
national defense, space exploration and civil aircraft projects.
Sales and Profits
Industry sales amounted to 820.9 billion, the highest in history, and 1965 marked the third successive year that sales had exceeded 820 billion.
Profits of the industry. as a percentage of sales, reached 3.1 percent, the highest in recent years. This
compares with a profit of 5.5 percent for other manufacturing industries.
Sales to the Department of Defense declined II percent in 1965, but this was offset by sales increases
of 22 percent to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and 39 percent in commercial
aerospace sales.
Exports
Aerospace exports in 1965 amounted to 81.-! billion, a 15.5 percent increase over the previous year.
Commercial transport exports accounted for $31-!,000,000 and other civil aircraft exports $121,000,000;
militarv aircraft amounted to $290.000.000; exports of aircraft engines and parts reached $230,000,000.
Aircraf.t flight instruments. missile engines and a wide variety of ground handling and support equipment
for aerospace products accounted for another 8162,000,000. This leaves $288,000,000 in a miscellaneous
"other" category which includes such items as aircraft landing gear, aircraft engine instruments and
other parts and accessories.
Employment and \Vages
In December, 1965. the industry employed 1,190,000 persons, a gain of 64,000 over the same month
in 1964. Production workers increased to 59-!,000, accounting for 31,000 of the total gain over 1964.
The balance of 33,000 is largely made up of scientists, engineers and technicians, reflecting the technological character of the aerospace industry.
Average weekly earnings in the aerospace industry was $130.32 in 1965 compared with $124.40 in
1964. Average weekly hours increased to -!1.3 in 1965 from 40.7 in 1964. Total payroll of the aerospace
industry in 1965 was nearly $9 billion, an increase of about $330,000,000 over 1964
Backlog
Backlog of the aerospace industry, at the end of the third quarter of 1965, was $18.6 billion, more than
$3 billion higher than 1964. The backlog was made up of $12.3 billion in government orders and $6.3
in commercial orders. The commercial backlog for 1965 was nearly 80 percent higher than it was at
the comparable time in 1964.
Capital Expenditures
Expenditures for f-acilities and equipment in the aerospace industry, which are paid for from earnings, were estimated at $360,000.000 for 1965. However, these expenditures were expected to increase
nearly 50 percent in 1966, to $530,000,000.
Commercial Aircraft Deliveries and Orders
The aerospace industry delivered an estimated 12,332 civil aircraft in HJ65 valued at about $1.7
billion. This represents an increase of 23 percent in units and 38 percent in value over 1964. Deliveries
and value break out to: 232 turbine-powered transports (up 19 percent) valued at $1.13 billion (up 44
percent); 11,700 utility and executive aircraft (up 25 percent) valued at $304,000,000 (up 53 percent);
400 helicopters (down 27 percent).
Industry gains would continue in 1966, according to Karl G. Harr, Jr., President of Aerospace Industries Association, with commercial sales providing the largest increment. He estimated that 1966
sales would exceed $22 billion. He predicted that the 1966 average employment of production workers
would be about 1,220,000 with a peak in December of about 1,250,000.
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THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
AEROJET-GENERAL CORPORATIO N
While maintaining its traditi o na l p ositi o n as o ne
of the nation ' s foremost produ ce rs o f rocke t pro pulsion systems. Aerojet-Ge neral C o rpo rati o n mad e
great strides in dive rsification durin g 1965. Co ntinued vigorous efforts to see k new applica tion s fo r
the skills of its technolog ical staff broad e ne d th e
compan y's areas of activities si g nificantl y.
In its principal field , a numb e r o f note w o rth y
events in liquid, solid and nuclear rocke tr y hi g hlig hted the Aerojet year:
September brought th e spe ctacularly succe ssful
firing of the nation ' s bigg est (80 fee t lon g, 260inches in diameter ) solid rock e t moto r. It was th e
first of two ide ntical motors to be tes ted in a N ASA
program to d e termine suitability of ve ry large so lid
systems for future space launch es.
The flawless perfo rm a nce of the Ge mini Titan II
first and second stage e ng ines which se nt a pair o f
U. S. astronauts into orbit for th e first tim e a lso
marked the debut of Ae roj e t propulsion in th e
manned space flight progra m. By th e e nd of th e
year, five manned Gemini fli g hts had bee n comple ted, and 10 Ae roje t e ngin e s had powe red 10 m e n
through some 10,000,000 miles of orbital flight.
C o ntinu ed progress o n d e ve lopme nt o f NERYA
(Nuclear Engine for Rocket Ve hicle Application)
was demonstrated by successful test results obtaine d
during the year. Aerojet' s position in nuclear propulsion '"::as further strengthened by award of a
Space Nuclear Propulsion Office contract for design and development of three nozzles for the Phoe bus nuclear rocket reactor:
The Air Force announced plans to replace 800
Minuteman I ICBM ' s with the greatly improve d
Minuteman II. Aerojet is building the advanced
second stage, which is largely responsible for substantial increases in range and payload capabilitie s
of Minuteman II.
The Air Force also chose Aerojet for pre-developmental work on ARES, a concept for a high chamber pressure engine using liquid storable hypergolic
propellants.
Advanced rocket propulsion technology from
Aerojet research and development projects was
d e monstrated in such areas as dual thrust and multipulse solids, pulsing hybrids, controlled thrust toroidal so lid s.
M e anwhile, development and production continued in other major rocket programs such as
Polaris, Titan, Delta, Apollo, Sparrow and numerous
o thers.

1\ rmiJ S p ecial Fo rces office r tri es o n Ae roje t" s n e w lig ht w e ig ht
armored ves t.

A most sig nificant div e rsification mil esto ne in 1965
was Ae roj e t' s e m e rge nce as maj or produce r of
torpedoes when the company was selected as prime
production contractor for the Nav y's Mark 46
antisubmarine torpedo. Fueled by rocket propella nt
and equipped with highl y sophisticated guidance,
the Mark 46 can seek out, overtake and destro y the
fastest submersibles known to be operating, including nuclear powered submarines.
Investigation of Aerojet' s reverse osmosis water
purification process was carried on vigorousl y during
1965, under Department of the Interior programs
to perfect the technique. Both the Army and the
Navy we re conducting pilot programs testing small
reverse osmosis systems in the field; Aerojet was exploring commercial applications of the technique.
The State of California chose Aerojet to appl y
space age systems engineering approaches to the
study of socio-economic problems in waste management and in prevention and control of crime and
delinquency.
From technology developed to chill infrared systems sensors, Aerojet scientists produced a cryogenic
surgical probe which was used successfully for delicate brain operations . In another medically oriented
program, the company began work on a computerized mannikin for student training which will
realistically simulate symptoms of a human patient.
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The quickcm•d tempo of l'. S. military actions in
\"il't '\am gt•rH•rated a hea\·~ demand for inlTt'ased production and delin·ry of :\erojet's light'' t•itdtt armor for protedion of :\nny helicopter
cn·wmt•rt. Tht• armor. of a new l'omposill' material.
is installed around helicopter seats and in light''dght \ests. The company was also called on for
sll•pJwd-up produdion of ach·anced ordnance equipnwnt for the forces in \"it'! '\am.
Din•rsification al'li,·ities \H'rt' conducted also in
such fil'lds as fissiochemistry: radioisotopt' power
s~ stems for grorrnd and underwater applications:
systt•ms martag<'llH'nt for hospitals and lahoratoril's:
produl'lion and rnarkl'linc: of l'll'l'lrical and dt•ctroni<: t•quipnH'nt for commt•r<:ial usl'.

CORPORATIO~

Aerospace Corporation completed five vears of
technical and scientific endeavor in the natlonal interl•st contributing to more than 50 programs and
projects for the LT. S. Air Foret.• in the areas of military space and advanced ballistic missile systems.
\\'hen formed in 1960. Articles of Incorporation of
the company set forth its purpose·· ... to engage in.
assist and contribute to the support of scientific
acth·ities and projects for. and to perform and engage in research. de,·elopment and advisory services
to or for. the l'nited States Go,·ernment." To facilitate success in this mission. the company was set up
as a nonprofit corporation. under the supervision of a
Board of Trustees made up of distinguished, publicspirited citizens .
During 1965, the fiscal and management policy
and control of Aerospace Corporation was studied
by the Subcommittee for Special Inn•stigations of
the Committee on :\rmed Services of the House of
lkprescntatives. Hearings were held in ~lay. and
in August tht• Subcommittee issued its report containing recommendations on ways for the Corporation to increase its administrative efficiencv and
fiscal control. The Board of Trustees and corporate
management are studying the report most carefulh·.
and are continuing to work with the Air Force in
reviewing management policies and fiscal controls.
During the hearings and a~ain when the report
was issued, the Air Force commented on the role of
the company. "The continued need for the unique
capabilities represented by the Aerospace Corporation has been reemphasized and revalidated many
times over hy events subsequent to its formation .. ·.
the objectivity and across-the-board technical competence of Aerospace are more essential than ever."
said General B. A. Schriever, Commander of the
Air Force Systems Command. He continued: ··It is
essential that the combined talents of a broad spectrum of this country's scientific-industry capabilities
bt.• brought to bear on such an undertaking (as the
Manned Orbiting Laboratory). No single company
has the know-how for such a program. The Aerospace Corporation provides the vital link between
the Air Force and the scientific and industrial
organization-it is the center or hub of these widespread, tremendously complex technical efforts."
In the MOL pro~ram, during 1965. Aerospace
Corporation aided in formulation of general specifications for the system and decisions regarding types
of experiments to be performed. The companv will
serve as general s~·stems engineer and tt.·cl~nical
director during future phases of tlw program, and it

.-\EHO'\C:\ \1:\'\ l"F.\ClTHI'\G COHPOH.\TIO'\
During I BG.'J, :\t.•ronca continued ttl strengthen its
.. dl'ft.•rrst• produl'ls mi\·· position with Ill'\\. and follow-on produl'lion contracts at its thrt't' divisions.
:\ continuing important program during 1965 was
the produdion of brazed ~tainless stl'd honeycomb
panels for tht• heat shielf of till' :\polio command
module.
For this program :kronca is a first tier
subcontractor to '\orth :\nwrican :\\·iation.
To
strengthen its position as a major producers of stainless steel hora·~ comb panels. :\eronca acquired facilities to prodlll't' hone\·comb core at its i\liddletmnt
plant. and started fal;ricating its own stainless steel
honeycomb.
In 196.5 Aeronca neared completion of three 60foot diameter antenna systems.
Two are under
prime contracts from the li. S. Navy for communications. satPIIite tracking and dPep-space resean:h, while the third is a prime contract from
NASA.
During the n•ar. development work was done for
a filwrglas m.ine case for the Navy· s Mark 57
mine. Production of till' mine cases started in the
last quarter of the n•ar.
Additional foll~nv-on orders were received for
50 gallon win.g tip external fuel tanks and 150 gallon underwing external fuel tanks for the Northrop
F-5 airplane. A.t.•ronca also continued production
ofblast panels and brazed honeyeomb stainless steel
stahilators for the F -lC Ph an tom II.
Follow-on
orders for the pylons for the same aircraft were also
received. For Boeing's comnH·rcial aircraft, Aeronca
was producing various airframe assemblies.
At the annual meeting of the Board of Directors
in April, 1965, A. G. Handschumacher was elected
Chairman of the Board of Directors and Chief Executive Officer of Aeronca.
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also has responsibilities for th e man-rating of th e
G e mini Titan II booste r and the pilot sa fe t y prog ram , a n o utg row th of similar duti es in Proj ect
Mercur v.
Oth e ~ program s o n which Aerospace Corporation
was active in 1965 includ e: th e Titan III famil y of
versatile, powe rful boosters; Atlas and Th or Stand a rd Launch Vehicles; the Advanced Ba lli sti c Re en trv Svstems program ; re-e ntr y systems fo r Minute ~an ; th e Spacecraft T echn o logy a nd Adv anced
Re-e ntry T es ts (S TART ) progra m ; a nd th e Ste lla r
Acq ui sitio n Feasibility Flight (STAFF ) program .
Am o ng satellite sys te m s on which co rpo ra te
scienti sts and engineers were concentrating effo rts
were th e Ve la Nucl ea r D e tecti o n Satellites an d a n
ex p e rim e ntal Defe nse Commun ications Satellite
Prog ra m.
Aerospace Corporation plann e rs were w o rkin g in
the areas of future la unch vehicles, large solid roc ke t
motors and advanced b a llistic mi ssile concepts.
In order to contribute to th e Nation ' s scie ntifi c
progress and to mainta in th e Corporation' s ability to
assess the potential of the late st discove ri es, th e
company maintained active researc~ and ex pe rim e ntation programs in fi e lds p e rtinent to ballistic
missile and space systems. Th ese include : work o n
prope rties of the space e nvironment, fl ying ex p e rim e nts " piggy-back" on various Air Force satellites;
evolutio n of g round tes t d evices to he lp d eve lop
mane u vering lifting -bod y vehicles; and expe rim e nts
with millimeter waves advancing toward practi ca l
use of this little exploited region of the radio fre quency spectrum.
At year-end, th e company employe d some 400
p ersons , including approximately 1800 scientists
and engineers. Compan y genera l offices and its E l
Segundo Technical Ope rations and Labora to ry
Operations are in El Segundo, California, adjacent
to Los Angeles Inte rnati o na l Airport. Another m a jor
installation is the San Be rnardino (California) Ope rati ons located in that city. Field offices a re mainta ined at th e three nationa l missile test ran ges a nd
in the nation 's capital.

ALLISON DI V ISI0;\1 OF GE:'I!ERAL MOTORS
Marking its 50th a nni vc rsa rv and sta rting producti o n o f th e T6:3 turb os haft e ng in e for th e Arm y's ne \\'
Lig ht 0 bse rva ti o n H e li cop te r were t\\'o of 1965's
m ajor mil es ton es for th e Alli so n Di visio n of Gene ra l
Motors. At th e same tim e, Alli son re ported a substa nti a l ga in in sa les o f th e la rge r milita ry a nd co mm e rcial gas turbin e aircraft and indu stri a l eng ines.
Significant adva nces also were re ported in th e d eve lopm e nt o f regenera ti ve engines and li g ht,,·e ig ht lift
and lift-c rui se gas turbines .
To speed a ll phases of d esign a nd d eve lopme nt
as we ll as production and to reduce cos ts whe reve r
possible , Allison ina ug ura ted a ha rdhittin g Zero
De fects prog ram bu ilt a round th e co ncep t of d oing
eve ry job ri g ht th e first tim e .
Production of th e T63-A-5 A fo r th e Arm y' s
Hughes OH-6A Lig ht Observation H e licopte r
started in November und e r an initial $4.4 miUi o n
contract. Combined militar y and co mm e rcial producti o n was ex pected to reach 100 eng ines a m o nth
b y ea rl y 1967. This same 317-horse powe r, 136pound e ng ine that produces 2.3 horse powe r for eac h
pound o f e ngin e weight a lso will powe r three new
four-pl ace commercial he licopte rs now being m a rke ted w orldwid e.
The co mm e rcial craft includ e th e Be ll Je t Range r,
the Hille r FH-1100 and th e Hughes 500. The initia l
Hille r o rd e r for 100 engines marked th e aviation
industry' s larges t single purchase of small comm e rci a l turbines . The Federal Aviation Agency in
Octobe r awarded Allison a type certificate for
comme rcial use of the engine and approved 750
hours operating tim e betwee n overhau ls.
During 1965, Allison became the first U .S. gas
turbin e manufacturer to b egin full- scale production
of aircraft e ng ines incorporating a ir-cooled turbin e
b lades and vanes for greater e ffici ency and high e r
horse pow er.
The Allison T56-A-15 turboprop , the first such
engine eve r to successfully complete an officia l 150hour military qualification test, was in quantity pro-

Laid out on tables in the Allison Research and Engineering Center are the several thousand components
of the company's T56 -A-15 engin e.
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temperature. three hours at military rated temperature and five hours of propeller control system compatibility testing. This was a continuation of the
regenerative testing program which started in
March with the highly-successful initial run of the
first engine.

duction for the l"S:\F Lockheed HC-1:3011 Hercules
search-rescue-recon•ry aircraft.
Hated at -!.910
horsepower. the :\-15 is :30 per cent mort• powerful
than the original T.'J(i
:\ :\a,·y \Tr~ion of the engine. tlw T56-A-1-!. was
also in production and was embarked on an extcnsin• Hight test program in a P:3A :\S\\" plane at Lockheed's Burbank facility. The :\-1-! is a follow-on
engine to the Allison T56-:\-IO\\. "·hich presently
pmn:•rs the P:3.-\.

Extending further the horsepower growth of current T56 Series engines is the T56-A-18 being developed with Navy funds and now logging time on an
Allison test stand. Equipped with air-cooled blades
and vanes in its first two turbine stages, the A-18 at
a ratin);!: of 5,325 equivalent shaft horsepower will be
approximately 350 pounds lighter and 30 inches
shorter than air-cooled engines which entered production in 1965. The first in a planned series of unofficial 50-hour tests was scheduled for completion
by year· send.

Air-cooled blades and vanes. capable of operating
in tcmperaturl'S :200 degrees iF\ hotter than similar
uncooled components. permit the turbine to operate
in higlwr temperatures for better <werall performance. Thesl' new techniques for turbine cooling
wt•re de,·elopl'd jointly by :\llison and the military.
The t\\·o air-cooled engines n.•Hect the stt'adily incrt'asing power impro~·ements that han· boosted
horsepower ratings from :3.750 horsepnwt'f to -!.91 0
horsepower while retaining essentially the same
dimensions and weight. Lower-rated engines of the
T56 Series continuc~l in use in the C-130 Hercules.
the Grumman E:2A Airborne Early \Varning plane
and the cargo version. the C2A.
Sales of 501-013 propjet engines for the Convair
580 conversion program and industrial gas turbines
for stationarv installations also showed an appreciable increas~· during 1965. Allegheny Airlines in
announcing a Sl 0.250,000 modernization program
became the third local sen·ice carrier to convert its
piston-powered Cnm·air 3-!0/-!-!0 airliners to Allison propjets. Coinciding with Allison's 50th Anniversary was the delivery of the 50th Convair conversion. Seventeen additional conversions were on
order and options covered 23 more.
Bv vear end. three airlines. 1-! corporate operators
and .the Federal Aviation Agency had logged 250,000
engine Hight hours on converted Convairs. Overall,
Allison militarv and commt'fcial propjets had accumulated nea1:ly 18,000.000 hours in the air.
The first four industrial gas turbines to become
operational had compiled 25,000 operating hours by
the end of the ,·ear. Nine additional compressor sets
were scheduled for operation by late December,
pumping natural gas for four major pipeline companies. The first of the compact. lightweight Allison
industrial generator sets-a rooftop installation at
a major telephone company in California-began
operation in November.
In the dt>velopment stage. a prototype regenerative gas turbine engine equipped with a test propeller attached to a unique new unitized gear box ran
for 30 hours. The test run, a complete success, included 22 hours of operation at normal rated

Allison in 1965 began running lift-engine component demonstrators evoh·ing from gas turbine
technology studies aimed at the design of lightweight lift, lift-cruise and cruise turbines for
V/STOL and VTOL transports and fighter aircraft.
This program, which was expected to show additional significant developments by the end of the
year, is funded jointly by Allison and the government.
Aerospace pressure vessels continued in production for the Minuteman, Apollo and Titan 111-C
programs.
The division also was exploring new
fields were its extensive experience in metalworkingand the development of such new technologies as
electron-beam welding-might be put to productive use.
Emphasis in pure research continued to be on
power and propulsion systems that will come into
use during the next decade in a variety of space and
ground applications. Allison recorded a major milestone late in the year as scientists successfully ran for
more than 100 hours an electrochemical cell designed to convert chemical energy directly into
electrical energy. !\lore than 8-!00 watt hours were
delivered during the test which included 19
charge-discharge cycles. Potential applications for
such a cell include electric-powered militarv vehicles, missile auxiliary power systems and u-nderwater primary propulsion systems.
Also in development was a radiant energy converter utilizing photovoltaic cells to convert light
directly into electrical energy. This radioisotopefueled direct energy conversion system is designed
for applications requiring low power in re~lOtl'
areas for extended periods. The project is sponsored
by the Atomic Energy Commission.
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Allison scientists also were at work on phases of a
nuclear-powered energy depot covered by three
contracts from the U.S. Army. Energy depot is a
proposed fuel-yroducing system where heat from a
nuclear reactor would be used with an electrolysis
unit to produce, from air and water, ammonia for
use in vehicles. An electrolysis unit using full-scale
components had been run 1,200 hours by the end of
the year. Development of the ammonia fuel production system was proceeding on schedule. In September scientists completed a series of concept
studies involving energy depot systems of three different power sizes.
The year marked Allison's entry into a significant
new field-production of military tracklaying \'Chicles-as the division assumed jurisdiction of the
Cleveland Army Tank-Automotive Plant. In 1966.
Allison was to start building the M-109 selfpropelled !.55-millimeter howitzer and the XM-551
General Sheridan, an armored assault reconnaissance
vehicle that can be air-dropped by Allison-powered
C-130's.
Both vehicle are equipped with Allison
military transmissions.
Employment continued on the increase during the
year as Allison reported new business gains. Nearly
15,000 employes were on the Allison payroll at
Indianapolis and Cleveland bv vear end.

to build a multi-million dollar rollin!.! mill at Lebanon, Pennsylvania.
Aluminum Compan~· of America's Pntr~ into the
titanium forging fidel was n·n·;.ded in plans for a
multi-million dollar expansion of forging lacilities.
Specialized equipment to process rndal at ele\·ated
fabricating t<•mperaturcs will he installed adjacent
to two of the free world" s larg<•st forging presses at
Alcoa's Clen•land (Ohio) \\'orks. The :35.000- ami
50.000-ton units are operated by :\leoa for the :\ir
Force. Th<• multi-million dollar :\lena expenditun·
primarily will prm·ide new furnm·<·s ami auxiliar~
equipment essential to tilt' fabrication of titanium.
which n•quin·s forging temperatures approximate!~
twic<· as high as those employed with aluminum
alloys. Commercial product ion of large ti !ani um
forgings was expected to be underway by mid-1961.
A militarv vehicle with hull structure contours
more typical of sports cars than thundering tanks
made its debut in 196.5 in a COIH.'l'pl design unveiled by Alcoa. The rakish curves an• achieved by
forging the vehicle's aluminum armor, instead of
assembling aluminum plate, the com·entional approach. The result will he military \'ehicl<•s with
better personnel protection at lower cost.
\Vith
Army cooperation, Alcoa developed large, heattreated, forged aluminum armor plate conventionally used in key areas of armored vehicle hulls.
Their use presents such advantages for personnel
carriers, reconnaisance cars, tanks, and similar
vehicles as hull sections with unique, smooth-flowing
compound curves that remove the need for box-like
designs now standard with plate construction; substantial reduction of the extensive welding required
to construct military vehicles employing conventional armor plate; greater resistance than plate to
penetration by firepower because of higher strength.
and the bullet-deflecting properties of curved surfaces; savings made possible by economies inherent
in good forging design and production efficiency.
Packed like the circus midgets who emerge unendingly from a compact car, 200 miles of Alcoa
aluminum tube crammed into an aluminum shell
less than one hundred feet long today is wringing
helium from natural gas. Once used only to inflate
balloons and blimps, helium now has assumed an
ever-increasing number of critical defense and industrial roles, from shielding joint areas during arc
welding to pressurizing liquid fuel systems in missiles and rockets. The jam-packed 6 1/2-foot diameter tube-in-shell aluminum structure, used to extract helium, is regarded as the world's largest
cryogenic heat exchanger. Thirty such exchangers
are in operation at three new helium-producing
plants. It also is the first commercial application

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA
Aluminum Company of America, during 1965,
announced: a multi-million dollar expansion of
forging facilities preparatory to entering the titanium
forging field; forged aluminum armor components
representing a new concept for armored vehicles;
production of aluminum components employed in
the world's largest cryogenic heat exchanger used to
extract helium from natural gas for defense and
aerospace applications; providing aluminum plate,
tube, and foil for Pegasus satellites; development
of an aluminum impact extrusion for "Snakeye"
slowly-falling bombs; production of extruded shapes,
forgings, plate, and missile skin sheet for Gemini's
Titan II launch vehicle; installation of a new mechanical press to increase the size range of aerospace
forgings; start-up of a new potline producing primary metal at its Warrick (Indiana) Operations;
groundbreaking for the second building in the new
Alcoa Technical Center; supplying special aluminum
forgings for the X-22A V/STOL; development of a
new temper that guards against exfoliation; the first
aircraft designed to use extensive quantities of Alcoadeveloped alloy 7075-T73; dedication of a South
American aluminum producing complex; and plans
78
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of aluminum in a so-called ··wound'' heat exchan~er.
Aluminum was st'lt'cted mer traditionally used copper and stainless stell tor this "'kin~-sized .. unit primarily because its use slashes wei~ht drastically
from 15;) tons down to .=:;.=:; tons. .-\luminum qualifies
for thl' application because its stren~th increases and
it dol's not lwconw brittle at the ultra-cold temperatures im·oln.•d (down to minus :320 de~rees F) thus
insuring its ability to withstand required operatin~
pressures of 600 pounds pt•r square inch.

integrally a structural shell for mounting to the
bomb, and the body supporting the retarder's retractable "wings." The device is carried collapsed.
Upon release of the bomb from the aircraft, the tail
assembly assumes a retarding configuration if the
pilot elects to use this feature. This gives him the
option of using it as a regular bomb for targets which
need penetration, or as a retarded bomb for improved accuracy or new tactics.
The tremendous Gemini journey of Astronauts
Grissom and Young climaxed a magnificent first
performance bv an aluminum rocket as launch
vehicle for manned orbital flight.
The Gemini
spacecraft was carried safely into orbit by a Titan
I I-an essentially all-aluminum launch vehicle. The
smooth-working rocket was enclosed in aluminum
sheet and supported internally by high-strength
aluminum structural
members produced by
Aluminum Company of America, Its success has
important implications for the future, since aluminum now is the primary structural. material employed by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in its massive advanced launch vehicles.
Alcoa supplied extruded shapes, forgings, plate, and
missile skin sheet for the Titan II.

A modern n·rsion of Pegasus-mytholo~y· !' ~rt:•at
Hying horst•-now soars overhead on ··wings·· of
Alcoa aluminum. One of the lar~est man-made
satellites (third in sizt' behind Echo I and .-\lcoa
foil-wrappt•d Echo II) Pegasus is a hu~e rectangle.
96 feet lon~ and 1-l feet high. Its mission i~ to swct.'p
across the hea\'ens as a tar~et for solid particles of
matter Hying through space. The particles (nwteoroids) range from microsc(lpic motes to substantial
chunks that may pose a hazard to be on·rcnme in
the desi~n of manned spacecraft expost>d for lon~
periods to meteoroid bombardment.
A giant
aluminum-sheathed Saturn I launch \·ehicle. fabricated of sheet. plate. castin~s. and for~in~s supplied
bv Alcoa, placed the 3200-pound satellite in orbit.
E.lectric motors Hipped the accordion-folded wing
panels from a 7 -foot furled packagt• to their full
length, giving Pegasus a 96-foot win~spread. \Vin~
panel framework, and the satellite center structure
housing vital electronic equipment. are fabricated
of aluminum plate and square and rectan~ular drawn
tube supplied by Alcoa's Davenport (Iowa) and
Lafavette (Indiana) operations. The huge expanse
of Pe~asus' wings is divided and subdivided by
aluminum members into more than 200 miniature
rectangles.
Each openin~ is covered with Alcoa
foil, backed by a copper-coated plastic film, and
"wired for sound"' to record and radio to earth
each meteroid hid and the force of impact.

A new 6,000-ton press-largest mechanical press
yet used to forge aluminum-started operations at
Alcoa's \'ern on (California) \\'arks. Installation of
the press and related components was accomplished at a cost exceeding $1,000,000. Auxiliary
equipment includes two stock preheating furnaces
and a 12,240 square-foot building extension to house
the new forging facility. The decision to add the
big press recognizes a need in the aerospace industry
for aluminum forgings in a greater range of sizes.
Installation of the 6,000-ton mechanical press is
part of an over-all program to improve and expand
Alcoa's Vernon forging facilities, which include
other mechanical presses up to 3,000-ton capacity,
and hydraulic presses up to 8,000-ton capacity.

Conventional 250- and 500-pound bombs are
converted economicallv. to "Snakeve"'
models with
.
a unique retardation mechanism that permits lowlevel delivery without danger to the aircraft. Basic
structural component of the initial (250-pound
bomb) retarder is a 25-inch Alcoa aluminum impact extrusion. The "Snakeye" impact design was
developed by Aluminum Company of America
engineers and tested at the Naval Ordnance Test
Station, China Lake, Calif. A single blow on an
Alcoa impact press creates this piece in highstrength 7075-T6 alloy-formed to close wall thickness ~nd concentricity tolerances, eliminating subsequent internal machining. The impact combines

Alcoa placed in operation in 1965 a new second
potline for the production of primary metal at its
Warrick Operations smelting \\;orks. Energizing of
the new unit was to be followed by the start of a
third potline. The two additions to Warrick's initial
potline, which has been operating since June, 1960,
were made necessary to meet the metal requirements
of an adjacent new sheet rolling operation, now
nearing completion, with sheet finishing capacity in
excess of 240 million pounds annually.
Ground was broken in the summer of 1965 for the
second building in the new Alcoa Technical Center.
The new building will house fabricating metallurgy
79
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7178-T76 are -lOOO to 7000 pounds J1l'r square inch
higher than thost• of alloy 707.5-T/:3. while fatigut•
and fracture toughness characteristics are essentially equal to those of ,,·idely used alloy 707.5-T6.
The new -T76 temper resulted from a program of
several years' duration by Alcoa Hesearch Laboratories, during which time Alcoa also den•loped the
new method of tt'sting aluminum alloys for Pxfoliation susceptibility. The new test. which utilizes
intermittent exposure to hot (B.5 degrees Fl acidified
salt spray. is much fastern than previous prol·edures, gives excellent correlation with tests in seacoast or salt spray environments. and prm·ides a
wide degree of freedom in choice of speci nwn size
and shape.

research and equipment development activities,
and will provide additional space for pilot operations of new fabricating processes and equipment.
The aluminum-clad building will be approximately
200 by 800 feet.
Much of the building will lw
factory-type space, open from foundation to roof
to permit movement of cranes and equipment. The
remainder will be divided into three floors to provide
office space for the Fabricating Metallurgy Division of Alcoa Research Laboratories, and the Alcoa
Equipment Development Division. All told, about
150 research and other personnel now at New Kensingtion and Cleveland will be involved.
The
present fabricating metallurgy facilities are used
mainly for alloy development and, to a lesser extent.
for investigating metalworking processes such as
rolling, extruding, and drawing.
At Merwin.
fabricating activities will be enlarged and many
items of new equipment will be provided, so that
research personnel can investigate metalworking
operations performed by Alcoa.
Flown for the first time in 196.5 was a prototype
X-22A aircraft which utilizes ducts of Alcoa aluminum to increase the thrust of its turbine-driven propellers. Equipped to take off straight up, cruise in a
conventional manner, and land straight down the
unique plane was designed and built for the U. S.
Navy by Thxtron' s Bell Aerosystems Company. Designated the X-22A, the vertical/short take off and
landing research plane will explore mechanical and
aerodynamic characteristics of dual-tandem, ductedpropeller planes, and evaluate their military potential. Key structural members of the essentiallly allaluminum craft are formed of high strength alloy
7079-T6 hand forgings produced by Aluminum
Company of America's Cleveland Works. Included
are the main supporting members for the wings and
the four propeller-enclosing ducts. The ducts will
be positioned vertically for take off, and will be
tilted to a horizontal position for forward flight.
They will provide lift in level flight and increase the
thrust of the seven-foot propellers.

The first air craft designed to use extensin· quantities of Alcoa-developed aluminum alloy 7075-T7:3.
the OV -lOA light armed reconnaissance and logistics
airplane, \vas unveiled in 196.5 by Columbus Division of North American Aviation, Inc. North Anwrican made extensive use of metal supplied by
Aluminum Company of America in building ruggedness, simplicity of operation, and low cost into
this aircraft, while combining the requirements
for weapons deliverv, reconnaissance, and light
transport. Alcoa's aluminum alloy 707.5 in the -T73
temper was chosen for its combination of high mechanical properties and corrosion resistance. Providing strong resistance to both stress corrosion and
exfoliation, 707.5-T73 also exhibits good fracture
toughness, which inhibits failure resulting from a
notch or crack. Key structural parts of the OV -1 OA
aircraft provided by Alcoa include: the main wing
spar, extruded on a 14,000-ton press at Alcoa's Lafayette Works; die-forged members for main wing to
boom attachments; stress-relieved hand forgings for
fittings and supports; sheet and plate; and forged
components for the extremely rugged tricycle landing gear assembly and wheels. All forgings were
made at Alcoa's Cleveland Works; the sheet and
plate were rolled at the Davenport Works.

Development of a metallurgical treatment that
immunizes high-strength aluminum allov 7178
against exfoliation-leafing or blistering fr~m subsurface corrosive attack-was announced by Alcoa.
The new Alcoa process is designated the -T76 temper. Its availability virtually eliminates exfoliation
as a possible problem source in critical applications
of high-strength aluminum alloys. Evaluations of
7178-T76 in a seacoast atmosphere, and by a new
rapid test, have revealed a level of protection nearly
equal to that afforded alloy 707.5 by the Alcoa-developed -T73 temper. Tensile strengths of alloy

A South American aluminum producing complex-the world's first to incorporate the mining
and refining of bauxite and the smelting of metal at
a single plant site- was dedicated bv rovaltv in the
rapidly developing country of Surin~me·. Built by
Suriname Aluminum Company, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Aluminum Company of America, the
operation was opened officially by Queen Juliana of
The Netherlands. Her husband , Prince Bernhard '
and 800 dignitaries from Suriname, Holland and
the United States looked on as the queen observed
the pouring of Suriname's first aluminum. Located
80
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at Paranam. :30 miles south of Surinanw"s capital
city of Paramaribo. the production complex includes
a 60.000-ton aluminum smelter and a plant for refinin~ bauxite on• into alumina. the oxide of alumirnun. with a projected capacity of 800.000 tons.
Power for the smelter is transmitted from :\fobaka.
-t.':) miles south of Paranam. when• Suralco built a
dam on the Suriname Rin·r with an installed capacit~· of lSO.OOO kilowatts.
:\koa announced plans to build a multi-million
dollar aluminum foil rolling mill at Lebanon.
Pt.•nnsyh-ania. Construction of the new fabricating
operation began imnwdiatel~·. with first production
scheduled to start late in 1966. Simultaneously.
Alcoa disclosed it will phase out its -!9-year-old
Edgewater (\ew Jersey) \\"orks over the next two
years. and. during the same period. make major
capital t.'XJ)t.'nditures at its 7-t-year-old \:ew Kensingtion \\'orks to realign and re,·italize manufacturing
operations there. Tlw new Ll'i)anon mill will encompass approximately 600.000 square feet of building an•a and initially will prm·ide about :!50 jobs.
:\t the outset. plant equipment wll include foil rolling mills. and later shct.'t rolling mills may be
added. This will depend largely on the development
of potential markets to support added capacity for
sheet production.
Al"IERICA:_\; BHAKE SHOE

CO,lPA~Y

mature, and carries off heat that is generated during
the operation. This enables aircraft engineers to install this electric motor driven pump in areas where
cooling air is not available and also saves considerable weight when compared with conventional aircooled electric motors. This unit is being used by
many domestic and international airline operators on
the Boeing Model 727 aircraft.
During 1965 substantial shipments of the Aerospace Division's electro-hydraulic servovah-es were
made to the \'ertol Division of The Boeing Company
for use on the U.S. Army CH-47 "Chinook" helicopter and on the Marine Corps CH-46 "'Sea Knight"'
helicopter. Several of these electro-hydraulic servovalves are used on each aircraft for the stability augmentation system. Electrical signals are received by
the servovalve from the auto-pilot system. These
signals are converted by the valve into controlled
flow of hydraulic fluid so that the hydraulic power
can be used for maintaining stability of the helicopter during flight. This same servovalve is also used
on the helicopter for controlling the direction of the
nose wheel on the landing gear so that the pilot can
steer the aircraft while moving on the ground.
The Abex Research Center continued its support
of the Pershing program by supplying high-strength,
low-alloy !>tee! castings for a major component. In
addition, work was started on an Air Force sponsored
program to develop manufacturing methods for large
(100 pounds-plus) superalloy castings. This program
will involve some of the largest vacuum melted
structural castings ever produced.
An Air Force program on heat-resistant, glassreinforced resins resulted in approximately a tenfold
improvement over the original product. A continuation contract was awarded and the work was in progress at year-end.
Brake Shoe's Denison Division continued to support the space program by furnishing hydraulic
power and controls to activate missile erectors and
space launch equipment. The Division also supplied
hydraulic equipment for the many test stands used
by the Air Force in ground support.
Jarry Division designed and supplied the wing
actuator mechanism for the F -111 aircraft and it
proved itself in preliminary flight tests on the plane.
Jarry continued to supply wing spoiler controls for
the C-141 aircraft and received a contract in excess
of $500,000 to supply main landing gear for the new
Boeing 737 jet airliner. This contract was the first
ever awarded a Canadian firm for landing gear on a
commercial airliner manufactured in the U.S.
Dynisco Division announced a new blast pressure
transducer known as Model PT119H, originally de-

(ABEX)

During 1965, the Aerospace Division of American
Brake Shoe Company was furnishing all of the hydraulic equipment on the Lockheed-Georgia C-l41A
"Starlifter," the new all-jet cargo aircraft being manufactured for the U. S. Air Force. A unique feature
of the electric motor driven auxiliary pumping equipment is the high energy produced for the low weight
of the package (32 pounds). This unit contains a
110/220 volt electric motor operating on 400 A.C.
current which consumes 3.-!2 horsepower while
pumping 8 gallons per minute at 2,200 pounds per
square inch. Another feature of this installation is
its ability to use less electrical horsepower at high
pressures where the aircraft system demands a
smaller flow of 6 gallons per minute at 2,950 pounds
per square inch. This is due to the incorporation of a
special horsepower limiter in the hydraulic pump.
The division also introduced an electric motor
package to the commercial airline industry which
contains a special provision for cooling the electric
motor. The hydraulic Huid that is used for power to
retract the landing gear and actuate Hight controls
is also used to cool the electric motor. The hydraulic
fiuid Hows into the electric motor, surrounds the ar81
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Nam. Much of the :\rmy"s forces. including the majority of the 1st Candry Airmobile Di,·ision"s airborne t•quipment. is powered by Lycoming gas
turhiiH' t'n).dnes.
The :\rnl\:S Bell l 1ll-l lu•licopter. main battle
helicopter in both troop carrying and arnH'd escort
roles. is powered by the Lycoming T5:3 engine.
which has eamed for itsself a n·ry creditable record
of performance. It dt•monstrated its original design
criteria of rugged ness and ability to operate in n·ry
hostile t•nvironments, including sustaining severe
battle damage in many instances without loss of
power.
The T.53 is also used in the fixed wing twin engine
Grumman 0\"-l observation aircraft, also deployed
in VietNam, and is the powcrplant in the :\ir Force· s
Kaman H H--!.3 helicopter. main air n·scm• vehicle
for returning downed airmen.
Also deployed in Viet Nam since the arrival of the
I st Cavalry Division is the more powcrfu I T5.5, two
of which power each of the new Chinook transport
helicopters. These helicopters are capable of carrying
in excess of 3.5 fully armed troops.
Ne\v applications for Lycoming gas turbine engines during the year included the Bell HueyCobra,
an experimental high speed development of the
U H-1 helicopter, designed for interim use as an
armed helicopter. The HueyCohra is powered by a
T.53-L-l3 and is capable of high speeds while fully
loaded with a large assortment of fire power.
Boeing also unveiled an armed version of the
Chinook helicopter, using two T55-L-7 engines
weighted at 2650 shaft horsepower. A quantity of
these aircraft was being produced for military evaluation.
Shortly before the end of the fiscal year, Kaman
announced a new design it is proposing to the military also for the armed helicopter mission. This aircraft utilizes a down-rated version of the T55.
Production of Mark llA re-entry vehicles for the
Minuteman II intercontinental ballistic missile continued at a stable level during the year as did production of other space and missile hardware including rocket chambers, airframe components and other
related equipment.
Contracts were also received for additional production of constant speed drives for the Douglas A4E
and TA4E aircraft and for the tilt wing XC-142
V/STOL aircraft.
While Lycoming is still almost wholly a producer
for the government, it has been steadily expanding
its commercial activities throughout the world, primarily through the use of the T53 in the Bell 204
commercial helicopter. A total of 15 commerical

veloped for test stand use at Marshall Space Flight
Center and since proven on major rocket test facilities. A high-accuracy, bonded strain gage instrument, the PTll9H provides infinite resolution and
ultrastable operation under the most severe conditions of temperature, vibration and shock met in
rocket test work.

AVCO

CORPORATIO~-LYCO.l\H:\"G

DIVISIO:\"
The selection of Avco Corporation's Lycoming
Division by the Army Tank Automotive Command
as the winner in a competition for the development
of a new gas turbine engine for tank and other vehicular applications highlighted the division" s research and development activities during this past
year.
The selection was significant in that Lycoming
was awarded the contract over 15 major companies.
Taking advantage of its wealth of experience in gas
turbines, the division's design incorporates many advances in technology and for the first time will make
the gas turbine engine truly competitive with the
diesel engine.
Known as the AGT-1.500, this new engine will be
smaller and lighter than the most modern diesel engine and will offer performance characteristics much
advanced over any existing diesel.
The $11,500,000 contract covers only the development of the engine and the fabrication of 25 prototype units for field testing, but the program has a
long range potential for sustained high levels of production.
Lycoming also continued development activities
in its T53 and T55 series of engines, and early in the
year received a contract for the development of the
T53-L-l3, a 1,400 shaft horsepower version of its current high production model. The L-13 is slated for
full qualification in mid-1966 and will enter volume
production immediately.
Development work on a higher powered version
of the T55 also continued as it did on the high bypass turbofan engine, a program that might have
significant application for future generation vertical
takeoff aircraft.
Other research activities also continued, in specialized areas related to general gas turbine technology advancement, and in such areas as mechanical
servoactuators, an outgrowth of the company's constant speed drive program.
Production rate for Lycoming's prime product,
gas turbine engines, virtually doubled during 1965,
primarily as a result of the increased activity in Viet
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cu tome rs in 13 co untri e wer utilizing L ycom ing
ptm·e re d he li cop te r at vea r- nd. T h sa le of comrncrica l e ngin es ,,·ith re la t d spa r parts a nd supporting eq uipm e nt in clu ding trai ni ng, was running
in exce s of S-LOOO,OOO per y a r.
Li ce nse ag ree me nts with bo th Klockn er-H umbo ldtDe ut z in Germany a nd Piaggio in Ita h w re finalized du rin g the ~-e ar and both a reem nt \ve re exp ec te d to open new mark e t a rea thr ug ho ut E urop .

Tra velair GmbH of German y in 1965 paced the
entire Beech re tail sales organization, both domestic
and ex port, exemplif. ·ing the continued stead y
grow th in the European market. Notable expansion
was also taking place in Australia.
Export sales activit} included an order exceeding
$2 ,500,000 from the Peru vian Air Force for a number of Quee n Air A80' s to be delivered between
September, 1965, and January, 1966.
Lufthansa
Germ a n Airlines selected the C33 Debonair as its
newes t pilot traine r aircraft and placed an order for
fi ve of the single-engine airplanes. Additional Lufthansa orders are anticipated.
Recog nizin g the impact of imag inati ve new concepts and th e promise held forth b y a burgeoning
aircraft marke t, Beech Aircraft in October adopted a
vital, imag inative, new format-the Sales Spectacula r-to provide a showcase for the compan y' s line of
15 airplanes for the international retail sales personne l attending the annual m ee ting.
T o meet the expanding requirements for greater
business marketing, Beech in Octobe r introduced six
models ranging from the latest additions to the
Queen Air line-the pressurized Quee n Air 88 and
the Queen Air 880-to the high performance C55
Baron , the new V35 Bonanza and its turbo-supercharged mate, the V35TC Bonanza, the high-powered
C33A Debonair, and three new Musketeers, the
two-place Sport III , th e Custom III and the Super
III.
In the domestic markets in 1965, sales were in
excess of $56,000,000, following the forecasted trend .
Highlights of the year' s acceptance of the Beechcraft product line include: Sales of the single-engine

BEE CH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Beec h Aircraft Co rp orat ion in 1965 expe ri enced
its bigges t p eace-tim e yea r, with to ta l co rp ra t sa le
exceeding $122 ,000,000 to surpas th up\\ a rd -tr nd
proj ec ti o ns of a yea r a go.
In creased ea rnin gs, an increa e in tota l c rpo ra te
sa les, con tinu ed production on maj o r a rospace prog ram s, introduction of new Beech raft bu iness airplan es for th e commercial a ircraft ma rk e t, and th e
achieve m en t of th e larges t vo lume of co mm e rcia l
sales in th e compan y' s thirty-three year histor y hig hlig hte d th e compan y's 1965 acti' ities.
Th e a ll-tim e hi g h in sa les of commercia l and bu siness products exceed ed $74,000,000 for th e fiscal
year e nded September 30, 1965 represe nting an inc rease of 37 perce nt over th e co mm e rcia l sales total
fo r fiscal 1964. Military-aeros pace sa les amoun ted
to m o re than $48,000,000.
During th e yea r, additional firm militan' contrac ts were secured for a total of more th a n $44,000,000 ; in addition , negotiations were in process for
work programs with rega rd to in creased defense
spending.
Comparing the growth in to ta l co rpora te sa les of
$72 ,000,000 in fiscal '61 to $122 ,000,000 in fi sca l
'65, it is anticipated that the nex t fiv e yea rs wi ll provide growth in tota l sales from $140,000,000 forecas t
for fiscal ' 66 to $200,000,000 proj ected for fisca l ' 70.
These substantial forecas ted corpo ra te sa les are
the res ult of increasing acceptance of th e privately
and company-owned airplane as a produ ctive working tool in today' s dynamic m arke t si tu a ti o n, a nd th e
company's accelerated and aggressive activi ti es in
the div e rsified fields of aerospace .
Sa les in th e inte rnational marke t also co ntinu ed to
grow at a rap id pace . The acce lera tio n of industrial
growth throughout the free world is a prime factor
in th e projected growth in future sales of Beechcraft
airplanes. Export sales for 1965 in excess of $17,000,000 are a positive indica tion of th e increased sales
volume being ge ne ra te d by the company the world
ove r.

Whit e room facilities at Beech Aircraft's Boulder Division ins u-re
contamination control on space projects.
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Bonanza, Debonair and Musketeer models exceeded
$15,000,000; sales of the Baron and Travel Air lighttwin Beech craft models exceeded $ 1:3.000,000; sales
of the world-famous Super H 18 held steady at more
than $.5,000,000; sales of the two Queen Air models
grew to $12,000,000.
The dynamic character of the company's commercial sales year was underscored by the unprecedented customer enthusiasm for the turbine-powered,
pressurized King Air. Production of the twin-engine
King Air was increased to over 100 units a year, and
another substantial production inerease was being
considered. Deliveries to owners at the end of calendar 196.5 exceeded 100.
In late November, a King Air-designated \'C-6A
-was delivered to the U.S. Air Force for the
Military Air Transport Service's (MATS) 12.5-lth
Special Air Missions (SAM) fieet. Carrying the
United States fJag on its stabilizer, the USAF's
first VC-6A joins Air Force One and the other aircraft assigned to the Special Air Missions fieet headquartered at Andrews AFB, Maryland.
The 8,000th Bonanza rolled from the Beechcraft
assembly line during the year, marking the 20th
year of production for the "V -tailed" Beechcraft.
The first Bonanza Model 35 took to the air on December 22, 1945.

tions in weight reduction and longer mtsston duration capability for space ,·chicle applieation. Beech
eontracts total 828.000.000 on the Apollo program.
For the Lunar Excursion Module ( LE\t l. Grumman Aireraft Engineering Corporation awarded the
company a significant contract in exeess of S 1.000.000 to build aerospaec ground support equipment
for till' LE~t's deseent propellant pressurization
system that will be a vital support factor for the mission's weightless en,·ironnwnt.
For Project Gemini. Beech was chosen by \tcDonncll to design. develop ami build the propellant system that supplies liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen
for the spacecraft's environmental control system.
The Beech system performed successfully on each
of the manned Gemini missions.
A pioneer in cryogenics research and development.
Beeeh' s Boulder Division observed its lOth anniversary during the year. Established in 19.5.5 to study the
feasibility of liquid hydrogen storage systems, Boulder's creative engineering and management group is
now loeatcd on a I ,.500-acre test site and is engaged
in the design, development and fabrication of highly
sophisticated spacecraft systems and subsystems.
In Fcbruan·, the U. S. Army selceted the B5.5
Baron as win~er of its competition for a fixed-wing
twin-engine instrument trainer and awarded the
company a production contract totaling more than
$2,500,000. Designated T -42A, the Baron will be
used as a primary twin-engine instrument trainer by
the Army Aviation School Instrument Training Division at Fort Rucker, Alabama. The secondary mission is the twin-engine transition of single-engine
rated Army aviators.
During the year, three new contracts were awarded
Bcechcraft bv the Armv for continued support of
remote cont~olled, V-tailed Beech Model 1025
"Cardinal" Target Missile operations. These support
contracts continued the Beech-furnished technical
assistance at Fort Bliss where factory specialists provide target missile operation service.
One of the contracts, a first for Beech, provided
for flight service support of Cardinal target missiles
at the White Sands Missile Range. The propellerdriven target has served the Army and Navy since
1959.
Under research, development and testing at yearend was a turbojet version of the Model 1025 capable of providing advanced training for the Hawk,
Nike, Mauler and Red-Eye missile systems.
As an associate study contractor with the Radio
Corporation of America (RCA), Beech is responsible
for the SAM-D weapon system missile airframe,
flight control system, propulsion system, and launch-

Under the supervision of the Beechcraft Technical
Training Program, Beech established a King Air
school for the pilots and mechanics who will be associated with the turbine-powered airplane. Staffed
with multi-engine professionals, the King Air school
accommodated ove~ 200 pilots and 250 service personnel in its program of insuring customer satisfaction with the airplane's operations in the field.
Classes included men and women from the world
over.
Beech Aircraft's Aerospace Division, formed in
1961 to administer the company's expanding research, development and production activities, increased its scope for the implementation and performance of new programs relating to the space sciences as well as to the development and support of
new weapons systems.
Beechcraft at year-end was actively associated
with a wide range of space projects, including
Gemini, Apollo, and the Lunar Excursion Module
(LEM) at its Boulder Division, Boulder, Colorado,
an expanding engineering, testing and research and
development complex.
Chosen by North American Aviation, Inc., Space
and Information Systems Division, to develop and
build the cryogenic storage subsystem for NASA's
Apollo spacecraft system, Beech made vital contribu84
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ing co nta ine r. In prepa ra ti o n for nn aJ des ig n and
fab ri ca ti o n of th e SAM -D svs te m . Beec h Aircra ft ' s
feas ib ility stud y was c mple ted und e r a n Army
co ntrac t, a nd a t vea r-e nd th e co mpa n:· was engaged
in fo ll o\\·-o n d eve lopm e nt wo rk .
Duri ng th e yea r, Beec h co ntinu cl to p rfo rm o n
co ntrac t to b uild major asse m b li s of th na ti o n' s
top milita ry je t a ircra ft m a nufac tur r . nd e r co ntrac ts to ta ling ove r $44,000,000 th e co m pa n y ma nu fac tured asse mbli es for
SAF"s L ckh d
-1 41
·· Sta r Lifter" turbo fa n je t tran sport . Be ch wa building und e r co ntrac ts to ta ling $49,000.000 major asse m b li es for t c Do nn e ll" s tri- se rvi e ·· Phan t m II"
fig ht e r. In Fe bru a ry, McD o nn e ll awa rd ed B ec h a
fo ll ow- o n co ntrac t of m o re th a n $10,000,000 for Pha ntom I I produ cti o n wo rk . Beec h wac: also building
key co mpo ne nts fo r th e Arm y' s · H-1 seri of turb oje t he li co pte rs und e r co ntrac t to Tex tron s Be ll
H e li co pte r Co mpa n y, a nd Be ll awa rd ed Beech a
contrac t in Ma rc h e xceeding $2, 500,000 fo r co ntinu ed .. Iroqu ois" produ cti o n bring ing to m ore th a n
$9,000,000 th e to tal co ntracts assig ned to B ec h on
the je t-powe red he licopte r.
At th e end of 1965, Beech Aircra ft was ngaged in
more than 100 hi g hl y di ve rsifi ed projec ts. ra ng ing
fr om classined co ntracts re la tin g to new weap ons
syste m s a nd space explorati o n to importan t sub contracts fo r o th e r m ajor airfra m e m a nufacture rs.

ca n ca rr.: as trona uts on exploration or reconnaissance mission s. It can also be use d for surve ying,
photog raph y or mappin g missions on th e moo n.
In addition to the LF\ , Be ll was w orkin g during
the year on a manned fl ying syste m '' hich w ill ca rry
a n astronau t-scie ntist ove r th e m oo n' s surfa ce o n
missions similar to those of th e LFV onl v with m o re
e mph as is o n exploration ~apabiliti es .fo r 50-mil e
journ evs from a luna r ba se.
\n o th er m oo n transporta tion concept B e ll studied
in 1965 is a luna r rocke t b e lt for propelling man
above th e m oo n' s surface. This d evice is similar In
prin ci ple to the rocke t be lt which Be ll Ae ros yste ms
has de m o nstra ted around th e wo rld.
In th e
nited Sta tes space e ffort to get m a n to
the m oo n a nd back to ea rth , Be ll was also pla ying
a n import a nt role. F or its part in Proj e ct Apollo, Be ll
in 1965 was ,e ngaged in progra ms in vo lving propulsion S) Stems, positi ve ex pulsion ta nks for propellants
and other liquids, a nd training of astronauts.

BELL AEROSYSTEMS CO M PA NY
Bell Aeros ystems Compan y in 1965 m arked its
30th anni versary of research and hard wa re co ntributions to the ne lds of aviation, avi onics, space a nd
transportation.
Bell, o ne of th e diversified m a nu fact uring operations of Textron Inc., is headed b y Preside n t W illia·m
G. Gise l, an exe cutive with 25 years of se n ice in th e
ae rospace industry. Compan y headqu arters and m ain
plant are located adjace nt to Niaga ra Fal ls Inte rn ational Airport, New York.
Employment throughout th e year averaged 4,300
at Bell's main plant and at a n avionics instrum e nt
laborato ry in Cleveland , Ohio, and at electronics
research facilitie~ in Tucson and Fort Hu achu ca,
Arizona .
Several of Bell's research programs involve transportation of astronauts and scientists over the moon' s
surface for follow-on efforts to th e nation's Project
Apollo. One such vehicle on which Bell has don e
preliminary research and de signs for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration is the Lunar
Flying Vehicle (LFV), a rocket powered de vice which

Bell' s air cushion vehicle w ent into regular passenger service
be tween Oakland and San Fran cisco Intema t'ional Airports.

Be ll was d eveloping for Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation and for NASA the asce nt rocke t
e ngine w hich will power the Lunar Excursion Modul e for launch from the lunar surface into a trajectory
leading to a rend ezvous with the orbiting Apollo
Command and Service modules. This engine was
be ing tested b y NAS A at its White Sands facilit y.
In the fi e ld of positi ve ex pulsio n prop e llant tanks,
Bell was providing a varie ty of ta nks for Proj e ct
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Apollo and for several other space programs. Bell's
extensive research in this field has made the company
the U.S. leader in the development of this highly
specialized equipment.
A contract was awarded Bell in 196.5 for the positive expulsion propellant tanks for the auxiliary propulsion system of the Saturn S-IVB stage, the third
stage of the Saturn V booster. Bell's other tank
assignments included the Apollo Command, Service
and Lunar Excursion Modules. Other programs
were the Lunar Orbiter, the Centaur spacecraft, the
Agena target vehicle for Project Gemini and an Air
Force satellite program. Bell also has Air Force
contracts to develop advanced propellant tankage
expulsion methods.
To support Bell's position in positive expulsion
tanks the company in 196.5 constructed a new "clean
room" where tanks are assembled and checked. The
room also is used for assembling the LEM ascent
engine.
To train astronauts in landing on the moon, Bell
built two Lunar Landing Research Vehicles for
NASA. The space agency recently completed several
successful simulated moon landings with the LLRV
at its Edwards, California, Flight Research Center.
In rocket propulsion, Bell's reliable Agena engine
continued its outstanding performance with successful participation in such programs as the Ranger and
Mariner space probes to the moon, Venus and
Mars and satellites including the Nimbus weather
satellite; Echo 2, the passive communications satellite; Alouette, the U. S.-Canadian topside sounder
satellite; and others.
By year-end, Agena had more than 200 successful
space firings to its credit and a reliability record
exceeding 99 percent.
Bell's Agena engine on board the target vehicle
for Project Gemini rendezvous missions was scheduled to perform in space for the Gemini 8-12 missions. Early in 1965, the U.S. Air Force designated
Bell Aerosystems an associate prime contractor to
supply the Agena rocket engine.
In August, Bell Aerosystems was selected to provide the propulsion subsystem for the Air Force
Minuteman Post Boost Control System being developed by North American Aviation's Autonetics
Division. The small rocket motors and associated
propellant tankage and controls to be built and
tested by Bell will provide Minuteman II with an
attitude and velocity control capability following
thrust termination of the third stage rocket motor.
Although space programs made up a considerable
portion of Bell's activity, much of 1965's work was
conducted closer to earth.

A IH.'\\. and gro\\"ing field in \\·hich Bt>ll is a pionet•r
is in vertical, short tah•off ami landing (\. STOLl
aircraft. The latest Bell conlrib11tion to a\·iation is
the dual-tandem dueled-propeller aircraft. the
X-22A. \\"hich \\"as rolled out :-.Jay :2.') at the company's main plant.
The X-22A. designed and built under a Na\·ymanagcd contract. will investigate problems of
V/STOL Hight, particularly in the an•as of stability
and control of these \'l•hicles.
Another ne\\" and fast-expanding field \\"here Bell
is exhibiting its leadership is with air cushion \·ehides
(AC\'s). Following successful dcn·lopment of the
U.S. Navy's :)0-ton Hydroskimmer ami the small
company-buill 1-1/2 ton Carabao, Bell acquired
rights to build and sell \Vcstland Aircraft Limited's
ACVs. Most prominent among them is a mediumsized, 7 -ton ve hick iden tiHed by Bell as the S K-.5.
Two of these vehicles, modified \\·ith American
engines and navigation equipment. on August 10 began the first United States' scheduled passenger sen·ice using ACVs. Called Jet-Skimmers, these SK-5s
skim across San Francisco Bay between ~ll'tropoli
tan Oakland International Airport, San Francisco
International Airport and downtown San Francisco.
During the year, Bell delivered three SK-5 air
cushion vehicles to the U.S. Navy, marking the first
United States military application of this new means
of transportation. The first Navy crews were being
trained in the operation and maintenance of ACVs
at Bell's Lake Erie test base at Buffalo.
The U.S. Army Electronic Proving Cround at
Fort Huachuca, Arizona, awarded Bell the prime
contract for the operation, maintenance, future development and modernization of field test facilities in
Arizona. These operations include the Electromagnetic Environmental Test Facility, which is engaged
in the evaluation of existing and potential radio
interference, and the Systems Test Facility, a huge
drone test range on the Arizona desert.
In other product lines, Bell's AN/SPN-10 allweather aircraft landing system was performing
aboard several U.S. aircraft carriers to automatically
land returning aircraft.
First delivery of a Bell-designed and developed
stabilized sight for the SS-11 antitank missile was
made to the Armv·
. , it will be installed in Bell UH-1B
helicopters. Another sophisticated sight-the Stabilized Optical Tracking Device (SOTD)-was being
developed by Bell for the Army. This also will provide helicopter gunners a magnified view of targets
free from vibrations.
Some of Bell's research work, originally done for
government defense and space programs, evolved
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into
mm e rcial a1 plication . A chi f exampl of
thi is th e Be ll acce le rome t r. o ri aina ll~, cl signed
for u c in militar~· an d space na ,·igati o n sys t m and
now be ing us d a a n int g ra l part f a na igation
y te rn ·i n Pan m e ri can \ oriel · irway ntire fle e t
of Bo ing -o7 je t a irlin e r . Ace I rom ter pre ·i ·e ly
se nse acce le rat ion o r ra t of c hang of ve l ocit~ of th e
a ircraf t.

BELL HELICOPTER CO.

·IPA~Y

The ~ · ea r 1965 was o ne of th e b usi est in th hi tory
of Textron 's Bell Helicopter Company. Th F rt
\ o rth . Te.\as manufac ture r co ntinu d t produ
its famed
H-1 Se ri es of milita ry h li e pt r a t an
accelerated pace. Three · H-1 mod I " r op rati ona l in \ iet Nam comba t. and B II c ntinu d to
rece ive additional ord e rs for eac h mod e l throug hout
the vear.
Be ll o n Fehruar~' 28 co mpl e t d 100 co n cuti e
month s of on -sch ed ul e deli' e ri es of aircraft to th e
U. S. gove rnment, a record believed t be unprecedented in th e a ircraft indu strv.
Two new production faciliti es were op n d in
1965. Emplo~·ment increased to more than - ,000, an
all-time high .
Be ll e ngin ee rs revea led that th ey had design d a
unique ''Trailing Rotor Aircraft," a m ac hin e that
would take off and perform with th e man euve rability
of a he licopter and fly at je t a ircra ft speeds a t a ltitud e.
The H ue yCobra, a powe rful, streamlined machine
utilizing the d ynamic components of the UH -lB
Iroquoi s, was flown for th e first tim e. This is a twoplace aircraft d esigned for maximum speed. arm am e nt pa yload and crew e ffecti veness.

Another ne\\ model, the Bell Jet Ranger, was announced for Bell's 1965 commercial line. The Jet
Range r is a hi g h-performance, five-place, turbinepowered aircraft.
Prog ress continued in other resea rch and development progra ms. Bell's first twin-turbin e model, a
H-10 equipped with the first single power plant
combining h\ o turbines, was flown April27.
The com pan) ' s experimental YU H-1 B Hig h Performance Compound Helicopte r on April 6 flew 250
miles per hour in level fli g ht fastest speed attained
b y any rotorcraft at that time.
\•Ves t Ge rman y announced approval of Bell's
H-10 for purchase for its air ground and na va l
forces. German officials announced th a t 406 UH-1D
mod e ls '' ould be purchased at an approximate cost
of $125,000,000.
Th e 1ew Zea la nd Ministr~ of D e fense announced
that it had govermental approval for the purchase of
five U H-1 and six· 47G-3B-l Bell he licopters-the
first he licopters to be purchased for use b-., its military forces.
General Hamilton H. Howze, after a disting uish ed 39-year career in the U. S. Army, joined Bell
as vice president for product planning.
Although the bulk of Bell's 1965 production was
U H-1B and L H-ID Iroquois models for the Armv
the company continued to turn out Marine Corp~
H-IE and Ai r Force UH-IF mod e ls in quantity.
The U H-lB, UH-ID and UH-1E were operational
in\ iet Nam .
Two smaller mod e ls, the three-place OH-13S and
two-place TH-13T instrument train er, also were in
production for th e Army.
Commercial production included t\vo three-place
models, the 47G-4 and 47G-3B-l , one four-place
model, the 47J-2A, and the 10-place 204B, civilian
version of the UH-1 Series.
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At year-end, Bell helicopters he ld 27 world records
in speed, altitude, distance and time-to-climb categories, more than the combined total of all helicopter
records held by foreign nations. The U H-1 Seri es
holds 21 world helicopter records, more world records
than the total held by any other military aircraft.
Bell helicopters, since 1946 when a Bell 47B was
granted the world's first commercial helicopter license, had logged more than 9,500,000 hours, equivalent to more than 1,084 years in the air, through
1965.
For 1966 Bell planned to manufacture the same
military models that it produced in 1965. Six commercial aircraft, including three new models, were to
be produced in 1966. Bell Helicopter Company is
an operating division of Bell Aerospace Corporation,
a wholly owned subsidiary of Textron, Inc. of Providence, Rhode Island.

and Beech. Produ ct improve me nt programs we re
in process to furth e r impro ve th e performance of
the inj ec tor.
Des ign e ffort continued on freo n inj ec ti o n sys te m s
for thrust vector controls for such advanced mi ss iles
as th e Pose idon C3.
During 1965, th e Bendix Products Aerospace Di vision began production on th e wheels and brakes for
the Boe ing 737 aircraft. Th e yea r also saw co ntinuance of service programs for th e DC -8 and Boe ing
707 airliners. Bendix wh ee ls and brakes will be used
on th e new Douglas mod e ls CD-8-61 and 62.
Some major airlines selected Be ndix for a wheel
and brake retrofit program on the Boe ing 720, and
the BAC-111 equipped with Bendix wheels and
brakes entered service in this country.
During the year, major research and d eve lopment programs we re conducted in such areas as
brake cooling, improved mate rials and d es igns
aimed at increasing the pe rformance and efficiency
of Bendix aircraft wh ee ls and brakes.
In the manufacturing and development of aircraft landing gear, 1965 was a productive year for
the division . Production was begun on nose struts
for the F-111 B and the Boeing 737. In addition , th e
division's engineers continued with programs to improve struts in a variety of commercial and military
aircraft. Promising studies were conducted into th e
application of new mate rials which would permit
important weight savings. In the manufacturing
facilities , several multi-axis numerical controlled
machines were added to the division ' s equipment.

THE BENDIX CORPORATION
BENDIX PRODUCTS AEROSPACE DIVISION

During 1965, Bendix Products Aerospace Division
was supplying propulsion control systems for many
large gas turbine engines, including such significant
new programs as the Pratt & Whitney engines used
in the F-111 and A-7A aircraft.
Study and development programs were be ing
carried out on a fuel control system being considered
for use on the Pratt & Whitney SST Engine, and
new compact, lightweight, prototype fuel control
systems were built and were being evaluated for
future Allison turbo-propeller engines.
After an extensive development effort, control
systems designed to operate in severe high temperature environmental conditions were being supptied
for high Mach number aircraft.
Basic research effort was being applied in the gas
turbine control field to advance the state-of-the-art
of control system performance, optimum reliability,
low weight, and a more competitive price.
Rapid expansion was occurring in the lightweight
fuel control systems for small gas turbine-powered
aircraft. The year's programs included such aircraft
as the Beech "King Air," the LO H helicopter and
the DASH helicopter.
Initial control programs were getting underway
for industrial gas turbine engines which will include
vehicular and stationary applications.
Programs were expanding on fuel injection systems
for general aviation, reciprocating engine-power
aircraft. Aircraft with Bendix injection include products of Piper, Mooney, Riley, Aero Commander,

Liquid-floated accelerometers, key units of the Minuteman missile's guidance and control system, are assembled under glass at
Eclipse-Pioneer.
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867,000,000 which airlines lose annuallY bY cancelled, diverted and delayed flights at w~ather
bound U. S. airports. By year's end more than a
dozen of the world's airlines had ordered the system
for installation in new 107 and 120 aircraft on order
with Boeing, and more than se,·en major airlines
had ordered it to retrofit aircraft presently in service.
Also in the all-weather field, the first installation
of Eclipse-Pioneer's new t\ticrovision visual landing
aid was begun at Atlantic City, New Jersey, for the
F:\:\, which will test and eYaluate the svstem under
actual operational conditions. The M ic~ovision system permits a pilot to "see" the runwav through obscure weather and visually monitor his a.pproach.
In the aircraft instrumentation systems line, central air data computers and wrtical scale indicators
were produced for both USAF's F-IllA and Nan-'s
F-Ill B versions of the variable-sweep wing sup~r
sonic fighter. The CADC proYides such flight data
as pressure altitude, Mach number, dynamic pressure and other information Yital to the operation of
aircraft systems and related equipment. The compact vertical scale indicators register flight information such as \·ertical speed, Mach number, and indicated airspeed on easily read moving tapes. EclipsePioneer also produced the automatic, tape-controlled
programmer which serves as the heart of the F-111
shop automatic testing complex.
The Division's PB-60 automatic flight control svstems and central air data computers continued. in
production for USAF's giant C-141 Star Lifter. FAA
certification of the autopilot for commercial use was
granted in July.
The PB-60 was also contracted for by Mohawk
Airlines for its FH-227 passenger aircraft. It has already been ordered for the Japanese YS-11 turboprop aircraft, the Italian-built Piaggio- Douglas
PD-808 twinjet and the American Jet Commander.
The versatile system was as equally suited to large
commercial and military aircraft as to executive and
feeder-line type aircraft.
Engineering development of the automatic flight
control system for the Anglo-French Concorde supersonic airliner continued during the year. Working
with Elliot Automation of England and SFENA of
France, Eclipse-Pioneer was contracted to furnish
complete technical support during the development
program.
Also, Eclipse-Pioneer began producing automatic
flight control systems for the Navy's TA-4E aircraft.
For use with its automatic flight control system on
USAF's B-58 Hustler bomber, a yaw damper system
was developed and ordered.
During the year, both the Navy and Air Force

The ,,·ork of den·loping new design concepts for
extraterrestrial landing gear progressed during the
year "ith scn·ral major den~lopment contracts. The
Bendix Products .-\erospace Di,·ision's capability and
facilit~ for this ,-ital work has become recognized as
among the foremost in the industry. This background permits the study of dynamic phenomena
associated with omnidirectional landings of aerospace or spacecraft.
Lightweight. high strength. tension torsion tie
bars. consisting of a rectangular package of corrosimJ-resistant steel wire wound o\·er steel bushings
and encapsulated in elastonwric polyurethane. attained high production \·olullll' in 1965. Thi!' rapid
production increase was expected to continue in 1966
and following years.
In high temperature material research, de,·elopment and e\·aluation continued on chromium composite materials for gas turbine engine parts. leading
edges. and other applications in oxidizing temperature environments from :2000 degrees to 3000 degrees
F. Emphasis was being placed on improwd high
temperature strength, ,,·bile retaining existing
ductilitv and oxidation resistance. Successful application of more refractory ingredients in aircraft
brake friction materials promises satisfactory operation at temperatures up to 2500 degrees F .. or 500
degrees above production materials.
ECLIPSE-PIONEER Dl\'1510:\

In 1965, activities and products of The Bendix
Corporation's Eclipse-Pioneer Division spanned the
free world's aerospace industry. Equipment ranged
from relatively simple instruments and devices to
complex electronic navigation and control systems
for missile, space and military aviation programs.
Although follow-on contracts accounted for the
bulk of activities in the aviation field, se,·eral research and development projects were launched,
and an important "first" in all-weather landing,
which not onlv stimulated automatic flight control
production but also augured well for the weatherharried airline passenger, was credited to Bendix.
When the Federal Aviation Agency approved
Eclipse-Pioneer Division's automatic approach and
landing system on March 18, it became the first
system to win FAA certification to make fully automatic landings in scheduled service. A month later,
the system won another first when the FAA certified
the automatic system for use in Category II weather
conditions-weather affording only 100-foot ceilings
and 1 I 4-mile forward visibility. This cut previous
weather landing restrictions in half and paved the
way for eliminating some 60 percent of the estimated
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were gas-floated: for the ~linuteman missile the\
were liquid-floated. Indicative of the Didsion's H'rsatility and capabilities in this field. Eclipse-Piolll'l'r
is believed to be the only company with production
contracts for both gas- and liquid-floated components.
The Division also provided a security system for
Minuteman that is used with the missile's electronic launch system to prevent unauthorized firings.
This system is composed of two components. a
launch enable execute decoder (LEED) and a digital
safety control switch (DSCS).
Eclipse-Pioneer continued work on its guided
missile systems radar simulator stations for the Army
Missile Command. This equipment supplies simulated targets and an electronic countermeasures
environment which is used for training Army personnel assigned to Nike missile installations.
Follow-on contracts were issued for EclipsePioneer's AN/GJQ-9 general purpose programmercomparator which is used on 15 different defense
and space programs. Typical was the USAF's HO\\'
NOW project which determined the reliability of
re-entry vehicles and associated equipment installed
on space vehicles. On another project, the highly
adaptable and versatile "Q-9" early in the year
passed its lO,OOOth hour of operational service in
checking out Agena D space vehicles.
Activity in the U. S. space program included the
development of a range display indicator for NASA's
lunar excur~ion module. The range indicator will
provide the LEM astronauts with altitude and
rate of altitude change information during descent
from the Apollo command and service module to
the lunar surface. On return to the mother ship,
the indicator will show separation distance and rate
of closure between the two vehicles. The indicator
features the latest techniques in digitized display
tapes and integrated microcircuitry.
Eclipse-Pioneer continued its work on the LEM
throttle actuator, an electromechanical device that
will provide precise positioning of the LEM ascentdescent engine as the vehicle descends to the moon.
Reflecting the increased activity, employment
figures at Eclipse-Pioneer rose to more than 10,000
during 1965.

ordered automatic dead reckoning systems from the
Division. The Air Force ordered the system for the
F-4C, RF-4C and RF-4B fighter aircraft; the Navy,
for the F-4B aircraft and EA-6A attack aircraft.
These systems continuously compute, transmit and
display essential information needed by the pilot in
the navigation of his aircraft.
The Division also provided Bendix wind memory
computers for the Navy's A-4E attack aircraft. The
computer continuously transmits the aircraft's ground
speed and ground track to the vehicle's automatic
dead reckoning navigation computer. This eliminates the time consuming necessity of the pilot's
manually setting in the wind parameters.
Also for the Navy's A-4E attack aircraft, EclipsePioneer designed an aircraft weapons release system which enables the pilot to program automatic
release of bomb load in quantity and drop interval
he selects.
Because of its long experience in automatic flight
controls, Eclipse-Pioneer was selected to provide a
stability augmentation system for the FH E-400
DeHaviland hydrofoil boat, being evaluated by the
Royal Canadian Navy for antisubmarine warfare.
The system is to provide stability control during
both hull-borne and foil-borne operations.
Missile and space programs at Eclipse-Pioneer
centered mainly on inertial guidance systems and
equipment for the Saturn, Pershing and Minuteman.
In its 8th year on the Army's Pershing missile program, the Division continued to produce inertial
guidance systems for the 2-stage selective range
solid propellant missile.
When the lOth and last of NASA's successful
Saturn I rockets was launched on July 30th, it was
guided by Eclipse-Pioneer's stable platform, as it
had been on the four previous flights. The platform
generated velocity and acceleration information that
determined accuracy of pitch programming and
final insertion of payload into orbit. The Division's
platforms were scheduled to be aboard the Saturn
IB vehicles when that program is launched early in
1966 and on the Saturn V Apollo vehicle when it
carries man to the moon.
Eclipse-Pioneer also continued to supply liquidfloated pendulous integrating Gyro Accelerometers
(PICA) for USAF's Minuteman II missile. As key
acceleration-sensing units in the missile's guidance
and control system, the PICA has been described
as providing one of the most accurate velocity measuring systems in existence.

PIONEER-CENTRAL DIVISION

The years 1962 through 1965 were used most effectively by the Pioneer-Central Division to further
solidify its position in the aerospace field. The basic
product lines of life support equipment, cryogenic,
aerospace, and propellant control instrumentation,

Those gyros and accelerometers which the Division
produced for the Saturn and Pershing programs
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aircraft Hi~ht instrumentation and oxygen systems
Wl're material!~ chan~ed and enlar~t.·d.
Sen•ral of the additions made were ~lach \\'arning Switches. \"ertic<d \"elocity Indicators. Temperature Compensated Oscillators and Solid State Amplifiers. Probably the most important indi,·idual product
developnwnt was the :\irhornt.• Altitude Computer
used for the :\ir Traffic Control Radar &aeon System. This computer is designed for use in hi~h p('rfomlance subsonic and supersonic aircraft to maximum altitudes of 80,000 feet and SJll't.'ds of !\lach

single and twin engine executive aircraft. Brushless
and self-excited, the units ha,·e built-in excitation
and regulation. and the aircraft's battery is not used
to start generator operation. Designed for low cost,
the generators will also provide high reliability, long
operating life and low maintenance.
Several other new DC generators and starter
generators were also developed during the year.
:\mong these was a conventional, brush-type 30-volt,
-lOO-amp unit scheduled for use in several of the
new executh·e jets.
In power conversion, Red Bank added several
new multipurpose units to its line of inverters. These
new inverters, controlled by a solid-state device, fit
several different MS requirements and may be used
in both new and retrofit applications.
In this field, Red Bank's 1500 VA static inverter
continued to win awards for its contributions to the
Gemini space program. One of 5-l critical parts in
the program. the static inverter produces AC power
for guidance equipment installed in the Titan
booster.

-
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Two new products were den•loped and at year-t•nd
were under test. These are the Cryo~enic Flowmeter
and the Cryo~enic Densitometer. The Cryog('nic
Flowmeter accurately measures mass rate of How of
cryogenic liquids. while the Cryogenic Densitometer
measures the density of cryo~enic liquids under dynamic conditions.
Some of the Pioneer-Central products pn.•viously
used on missiles were adapted successful~\- for various ~round based applications and spa~e vehicle
launch boosters. :'\otable amon~ thest• were optical
type liquid sensors. amplifiers and capacitanc(' probes
used in lar~e quantities by NAS:\. for measuremt'nt
of liquid levels during ground test runs. and on
launch boosters. Tlwse systems were used for a variety of liquids such as RP-1 fuel. liquid hydrogen,
liquid oxygen and water.
The year 1965 also marked the completion and
initial use of a new 3250 square foot Class III white
room. This room is completely equipped for instrument and component assembly and test, and includes
the latest in Sonic Cleaning equipment, also manufactured by Pioneer-Central. The room is designed
to handle not only small instrument assemblies but
also larger components up to -lO feet in length.

BENDIX SYSTEMS DIVISION

The Bendix Corporation continued during 1965
to be a leader in the field of lunar exploration.
Bendix experience in automotive, electronics and
aerospace systems, a combination unique in industry
today, has made this leadership possible.
The Bendix Systems Division, Ann Arbor, Michigan, is the corporate focal point for the development
of extraterrestrial exploration systems. Contract
activity there is directly involved with extensive investigation of the moon's surface and structure following the Apollo program. This next step, known
as the Apollo Applications Program (AAP), will
provide our astronauts with the means to travel the
lunar surface and the instruments to obtain scientific and engineering data on the nature of the moon
and its environment. Systems Division was awarded a
contract by the Marshall Space Flight Center of
NASA to design a lunar surface vehicle known as the
Local Scientific Survey Module (LSSM ). It will
carry the astronaut, in his space suit, over a range
of 175 miles and carry up to 600 pounds of scientific equipment. In 1965, Systems Division was also
performing for NASA a study of the specific scientific missions which can be accomplished with the
LSSM and other lunar vehicles. This effort includes
the detailed description of scientific instrumentation,
the selection of five lunar sites and the precise
method of exploration.
Another contract at Systems Division, performed
for the Manned Spacecraft Center of NASA, is a

RED BANK DIVISION

During 1965, Bendix Red Bank continued to expand its line of brushless AC generating systems by
adding to it a complete family of environmentalfree systems. These systems, rated from 15 KV A to
60 KV A, utilize engine oil as a coolant, and therefore
do not depend on ambient air for cooling. The units
also utilize Red Bank's brushless generator design
with flight-proven reliability, long operating life and
low maintenance. The addition of these units to the
current line of AC systems gives Red Bank the most
complete line of AC generating systems available to
the aircraft industry.
Development of a new line of small, brushless DC
generating systems was also initiated during 1965.
These units are designed especially for use in light
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ment. The York Division designed and produced the
Talos Tactical Test Equipment (TATTE) a go-no-go
test set utilized to test the entire Talos missile system.
Because of the Division's im·olvement in many
military electronics programs, support capabilities
have been developed in many areas. The York Division is a producer of custom high quality, high reliability printed circuit boards and a variety of radar
components have been supplied on a custom basis.
These include antennas, RF front ends, IF amplifit•rs.
video processing circuitry, transformers. etc. The
Division was also working toward further development of lighter weight, smaller volume and higher
reliability electronic systems for missile and space
applications.

study of the changes which might occur in mineral
samples collected on the moon when they are returned to the earth's surface for laboratorY examination. The program makes use of a Bendix Time-ofFlight Mass Spectrometer.
The design of vehicles to travel on the lunar surface has been an objective of The Bendix Corporation
since 1960. In 1965, Systems Division was selected by
NASA to design, build and test a full-scale lunar
vehicle to evaluate various mobility concepts of
proposed lunar vehicles for post-Apollo exploration.
This contract will provide the Marshall Space
Flight Center with a 25 foot long, 1,750 pound
vehicle capable of being driven by an on-board
operator or remotely controlled. Field tests \vith the
vehicle will determine soft soil performance, slope
climbing, obstacle and crevice crossing and turning
characteristics, and energy consumption.
In recognition of Bendix capability in scientific
lunar exploration, NASA selected the Systems Division as one of three contractors to receive awards to
design an Apollo Lunar Surface Experiment Package
(ALSEP). After a six-month study phase, one of the
three contractors will be awarded a multimillion
dollar contract to build an instrument package
which will be set up by the Apollo astronauts before
they return to earth. The unit will operate by itself
for a year, measuring and sending back to earth
data on the moon's structure, surface characteristics,
atmosphere, solar winds, radiation and micrometeorite impact.

TilE BOEI:\G COl\lPA:\Y
Record sales and deliveries of The Boeing Company's family of commercial jetliners highlighted
the company's worldwide activities during 1965.
By mid-December, Boeing had sold 417 jet airliners in 196.5, raising the overall sales total to 1,112.
Deliveries totaled 158 early in December and were
scheduled to reach 177 by year's end. Included in
196.5 sales were orders from six airlines for 86 shortrange Model 737' s, which went into production in
February. Thirteen new customers for Boeing jetliners were added during the year.
The substantial number of new orders received
for all Boeing commercial jetliner models further increased the company's backlog of commercial business in comparison with military aircraft and missile
and space programs. At the end of September,
approximately 70 per cent of the company's backlog
of $3,031,000,000 was for commercial programs.
Increased emphasis was being placed on supersonic transport development during the last half of
1965, following the summer announcement by President Johnson of an 18-month extension of SST
studies. In addition, the Commercial Airplane Division was studying numerous designs for a large
subsonic commercial transport under the general engineering designation of 747.
Boeing is one of three companies involved in design studies of the proposed Voyager spacecraft. Preliminary designs were submitted to Jet Propulsion
Laboratory and studies were to continue in 1966.
Plans called for selection of a single contractor in
mid-1966. The Boeing Missile Division was working under a $2,500,000 contract to define the proposed Air Force short-range attack missile.
Continued work in connection with the advanced
Minuteman II intercontinental ballistic missile, the

During the year, Systems Division continued
studies toward the projected exploration of Mars.
Consideration was being given to vehicle designs,
communications, instrumentation and data processing requirements, environments and surface characteristics in order to define exploration system requirements and operations to be performed on early
probes to the Martian surface. The methods of
determining the existence of any life forms is an important part of the studies.
YORK DIVISION

During 1965, York Division continued its traditional activity of research, development and production of complex electronic fuzing systems, from a
background which involved participation in the
Sparrow I, Honest John, Little John, Lacrosse,
Redstone, Bomarc, Pershing, Genie, GAR-9, Eagle,
Lance, Mauler, and Phoenix programs. The Division was also engaged, during the year, in study contracts for advanced weapons systems.
In conjunction with the fuzing programs, the York
Division continued to develop, design and produce
evaluation test equipment and tactical test equip92
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ti ona l Associa tion of Machinists was settled in earl y
October.
AIRPLAN E GRO U P

The additi on of th e 737 to Boeing' s famil y of commerci al jetliners was announced Februa ry 19. At
the sa me time Lufthansa Germa n Airlines placed an
initia l order for 21 of th e new 737' s. U nited Aj r
Lines la ter ordered 40 twin-j et ~3 7 s as part of th e
largest order ever made b y a commercial airline.
In a nn oun cing the 737 constructi on go-ahead ,
Boeing said its decision was made only after it was
convinced the - 37 desig n ''as clearly superior to
those a lre ad~ b eing offered in the short-range jet
market. A corpora te version, the 737E, was offered
later in the year. Rollout of the first 737 was schedul ed for la te 1966, "ith deli very of the first certificated airliner to take place in la te 1967.
New mode ls of the 727, the most widel y sold je tliner in the \\Orld , were ann ounced. The 727-QC,
for " Quick Change. " was un veiled in April. The QC
versi on can be con ·erted to an y passenger-cargo confi gura ti on within 30 minutes. The 737 is also available in the regular cargo or co nvertible passe ngercargo ve rsions.
A longer 727 model, the 727-200, was ann ounced
in Au gust. This version, 20 feet longer than the
orig ina l 727, will carry up to 170 passengers .
The record je tliner sales for 1965 included
707/ 720, 127 airpla nes ; 720B, 7; 727, 197; and 737,
86.
Except for B-52 fleet modernization and modification performed at the Wichita, Kansas, Branch of
the Military Airplane Division, Boeing' s fi xed-wing
airplane work was chiefly in th e commercial field .
The last of 732 KC-135A jet aerial tankers was delivered to the Air Force January 12 in Sea ttle. Between 1956 and 1965, 820 KC-135s, C-135s and
variants were built.
Several other mileston es were record ed b y the
Airplane Group. In January, th e SOOth Boeing commercial jetliner was deli vered ; in Se ptembe r, Boe ing
jet airliners carried . their 100,000,000th passenger ;
also in September, orders for Boeing jetline rs passed
the 1,000 mark ; and in Novembe r, the 200th Boe ing ·
727 was delivered.
By mid- year, Boeing B-52 bombers had chalked
up
years of operational duty with the Air Force
Strategic Air Comma nd . Late models of the B-52
have been earmarked for service into the 1970' s.
The B-52 also we nt into operati on over Vie tN am .
The Boeing je t transport prototype, 11 years old
on Jul y 15, was fl own und er NASA contract as a
simulator to stud y the low-speed fl ying qua lities of
supe rso nic transport desig ns.

La rgest oJll vacuum chambe rs in tl le pace en uiro nm ent laborato ry at Boeing Spa ce Ce nte r is th is 50-foot g iant . T he new ce nter
was ded1 cated in October.

S-IC booster for the N a ti onal Ae ronautics a nd Space
Administra ti o n .a~d t.he Lunar Orbite r spacecraft provid ed major acti v it~' m th e Ae ros pace Group.
. On e hundre~ . pe r cen~ acce le ra ti on in th e produ cti on of two military he licopte rs be ing built a t Boeing' s Verto l Di vision in Pe nnsylva nia was ord e red
b y the De partme nt of Defe nse. At th e Turbine Division in Seattle, producti on sta rted on a new 330h orsepower he licopter eng ine, a nd pla ns for a new
industria l g as turbin e eng ine were announced .
Unde r the direction of Boe ing Interna ti onal Corp orati o n, the compa ny' s Airplane Group product d eve lopm e nt organization entered into a contract with
Entwicklung sring Sud (EWR ) of Ge rman y to assi st
in the ir desig n ana lysis of a Ge rman supers~ ni c strike
fighte r aircraft. EWR is owned jointly b y Messerschmitt a nd Boelkow. Boeing has a one-third interest
in Boelkow GmbH , the Southern German ae rospace
firm .
Administrative organization of the company was
changed b y the establishment of "group" designations . In January, the Airplane Group was formed
with two operating divisions, th e Military Airplane
Division and the Commercial Airplane Division. In
Jul y, th e compan y a nnounced formation of an Aerospace Group with two separate operating divisions,
the Space Division and Missile Division . The name
of th e Missile Division was cha nged to the Missile and Information Systems Division in December.
A 19-day strike against Boeing b y th e Interna-

io
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shall for four months of intensiH' checkout before
static testing lwgins next February.
In September. the Air Force announced it was
awarding a 86,.500.000 contract to Boeing's Space
Division to develop a highly reliable, low-cost upper
stage (called Burner II) for placing small- and
medium-sized payloads in orbit.

AEROSPACE GROUP

In May, it was announced that Boeing's portion of
the more than $1,000,000,000 Air Force program for
replacement of Minuteman I missiles with the advanced Minuteman II would total more than
$400,000,000. Boeing's role as weapon systems integrator involves the replacing of 800 Minuteman I
missiles now on operational alert.
Work was also in progress on emplacing 150 advanced Minuteman II missiles in the vicinity of
Grand Forks Air Force Base, North Dakota. Installation of a 50-missile Minuteman I I squadron at
Malmstrom AFB, Montana, was to begin in 1966.
A successful Minuteman II program was inclicated in August when a Minuteman II was
launched at Vandenberg AFB, California, from an
underground silo for the first time. On July 31 the
first operational Minuteman II was shipped from
the assembly plant at Ogden, Utah, to Grand Forks
AFB.
Other Boeing missile activity included work on
HiBEX, a high acceleration experimental missile
booster. HiBEX was fired from an underground cell
for the first time on October 28.
As the first Lunar Orbiter mission in mid-1966 approached, Boeing activity on the program intensified.
The first spacecraft built to exact flight specifications was rolled from a company .. clean room" in
Seattle late in the year. It will be tested in a huge
vacuum chamber at Boeing's Kent Space Center to
see how it operates in a space environment. This
spacecraft is one of three being built for ground
tests. Five flight models are being built by Boeing
for NASA.
Work on the mammoth S-IC first-stage booster
for the Saturn V moon-rocket successfully passed a
milestone August 5 when the S-IC-T test stage was
ground-tested for full flight burning time of 2-1/2
minutes at NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center,
Huntsville, Alabama. Fourteen firings of the S-IC-T
had taken place through December 9. Most major
components of the first stage were built by Boeing
at the Michoud Assembly Facility in New Orleans
and the company's Wichita Branch. Boeing has a
contract to build eight S-IC flight units, and two
ground test vehicles.
The S-IC-D, first Saturn V booster to be completed at New Orleans, was shipped October 7 to
Huntsville for a series of ground tests which are designed to prove the rocket's structural strength.
The first flight vehicle, the S-IC-1, was rolled
out at Marshall Space Flight Center on September 27. The booster was turned over to NASA's
quality and reliability assurance laboratory at Mar-

\'ERTOL DI\'ISIO:\

Production was the kcnwte at the \'ertol Division
in 1965. Two of the largest helicopter programs in
the free world. the CH--!6:\ Sea Knights for the
l'vtarine Corps and the CH--!7 A Chinook for the
Armv, were under way at the \'ertol Division. The
Chi~ook went into action in VietNam in late 1965.
In July, the Department of Defense instructed the
division to increasl' Chinook production by 100 per
cent, and two months later the same increase went
into effect for the Sea Knights.
The first armored Chinook, one of four being built
bv Vertol for Arm v evaluation, was rolled out and
fl~wn for the first. time in late 1965. It was being
tested at year's end.
Vertol Division signed a supplementary licensing
agreement with Kawasaki Aircraft Company, Ltd.,
of Japan, giving the firm worldwide sales rights to
the Vertol .107 helicopter. The original agreement,
signed with Kawasaki in 1961, granted the Japanese
firm exclusive sales and service rights in Japan.
Kawasaki-built 107' s are in service with the Japanese
Maritime Self-Defense Force, the government of
Thailand and Kanki Airlines of Japan, and will soon
be in service with the Japanese Ground Self-Defense
Force.
TURBINE DIVISION

The Boeing Turbine Division began production of
the T50-B0-10 engine, an advanced 330-horsepower
turbine for the Navy's QH-50D antisubmarine helicopter. A new industrial gas turbine, the model 551,
was announced early in 1965. It has a power rating
of 360 horsepower, and will be marketed for industrial application in the petroleum, vehicular and
marine fields.
The Royal Swedish Army revealed in September
two additional applications of Boeing gas turbines:
as boost power for a giant self-propelled 155 millimeter gun and a fast reacting self-propelled anti-aircraft weapon equipped with two automatic guns.
During the year, a Boeing turbine completed more
than 15,000 operating hours before overhaul, marking the first time any small turbine has ever attempted an operating record of such length.
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Turbine sa les a nd m a nufa cturing activity inased stead ily a t the firm of F. -Boe ing Turbines
.A . in Belgium.

reach of more people who alread y want to fl y, and
its relat ed advertising and marketing campaign has
broug ht fl ying to the attention of more potential
Aye rs.
Cessna realized that the ke) to the success of the
150 program la y in the hands of the dealers who
would ha ve the most direct contact with the customers. so the dealers' reaction to the program was
watche.d careful! ·. The enthusiasm of their words
at area dealer m~etings was soon matched '~ ith firm
orders-more than 2,500 of them in less than four
months.
Closely linked to the 150 program ''as Cessna' s
learn-to-A ) campaign, which began in January 1965
and continued through the year at an accelerating
pace. The 150 is widely used as a trainer, so the
150 and learn-to-fl y programs go hand in hand.
Cessna' s learn-to-fly program was being supported internationally b y the largest single advertising campaign in the company' s his tor). Full-page
advertisements appeared in Life, Time and Fl)ing
magazines in the United States and in Reader' s Digest overseas.
The purpose of the learn-to-fly campaign is to
broaden the aircraft market, as well as to stimulate
the fli g ht training business. Cessna's market research
studies revealed that only a small portion of the potential learn-to-fly market was being developed. The
studies also showed a direct relationship between the
number of persons learning to fl y and the number of
airplanes sold. To develop the potential of the aircraft and learn-to-fl y markets, Cessna estimated that
the number of flight students would have to be
tripled by 1968.

NEW FACILITIES

\ ith co mm ercial airplane mtd military he licopte r
production both increas ing , th e co mpa ny ke pt
pace with m a n) sig nificant new facility pla ns. Also,
mplonnent was o n th e upswing with m ore than
55,000 in th e Sea ttle a rea and m o r than 95,000
throu g hout th e company in Dece mbe r.
Expansion at the Co mm e rcial Airpl ane Di vis ion in
Rent o n , \ ·as hin g to n. included a ne w maste r m od e l
building for -37 pa rt s too ling , additi on to th e maj or
and subasse mbl y manufac turing buildings and p a int
facilit y modifi ca tion s, va lu ed at $6,000,000 ; e ng inee ring labo ratory, $3,000,000 ; final assembly building ,
$17,800,000 ; and a new office building.
At \ e rtol, the compan~ purchased an ex isting
facilit y in suburban Philade lphia which contained
3 ,000,000 square fee t of a rea under cover and 550
ac res. A new helicop ter wind tunn e l was announced
in November.
Th e $20,000,000 Boe ing Space Center, in Ke nt ,
vVashin g ton , under construction for more than a
year, was officially dedicated in October. A 1,500man office building was under construction and
scheduled to house Boeing' s Space Di vision on comple tion in 1966.
Late in the yea r, work began on a new central
fabrication plant at Auburn, \ Vas hing ton, nea r
Seattle. The new plant will support manufacturing
operations at Boeing's Seattle-based divisions.
CESSNA AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Cessna Aircraft Company grew at full throttle in
all areas during 1965. New products, sales and
earnings records, plant additions and record employm ent all were packed into a banner year.
The largest single proj e ct b eg un during the yea r,
and the greates t effort ever undertaken b y Cessna,
was the 150 program. In June the company announced that it would build 3,000 Model 150' s
during the 1966 model year-nearl y four times the
number built during the preceding model year. The
mass production techniques made possible b y this
volume allowed Cessna to cut the 150' s price b y
more than · 10 perce nt and still add man y improvem e nts in the new model.
Motivating Cessna's decision to launch the 150
program was a firm belief, based on market trends
and surveys, that the base of the general avia tion
aircraft market must be broadened to permit the inc! us tr y to deve lop to its full potential. The 150 program put aircraft ownership within the economic

The hig h degree of activity at Cessna is apparent here. Th e company was producing, at one tim e during 1965, one airplane every
23minutes of the eight-hour working day.
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Cessna developed the learn-to-fly campaign on the
international and national level, and the company's
authorized dealers merchandised the campaign on
the local level-both keyed to $.5 introductory flight
lessons to acquaint prospective students with Hying.
Within four months the success of the campaign
could be measured in dollars and cents, with more
than $10,000,000 in business already generated
within Cessna's worldwide dealership network.
In the midst of new programs, the results of previous efforts were reflected in the form of sales and
earnings records. The company's fiscal year, ending
September .'30, brought all-time high sales and earnings.

tirely different market, made its first flight the same
month the -t 11 went on the market. Cessna's first
on-purpose aerial application plane. the :\gwagon.
Hew for the first time February 19. ?\oting that more
than 30 percent of today' s agricultural fleet is 20 or
more years old, Cessna designed the Agwagon to fit
the specific needs revealed by a sur\'ey of agricultural application operators. Later in the year the Agwagon went to selected operators for testing under
actual field conditions to insure unit~· between the
Agwagon design and its prospective buyers' needs.
Agwagon production is expected to begin in I 966.
Also in the new product area, Cessna scored an industry first with the introduction of turhocharging in
a production single-engine plane. The turbocharged
Super Skywagon brought to the single-engine pilot
many of the performance advantages previously
available only in twins like the Skyknight and -t 11.
Although Cessna's big surge was in commercial aircraft, military aircraft sales also were significant.
Orders continued to come in for the T-37 twin-jet
trainer, primary jet trainer for all Air Force jet pilots
and for many U. S. allies. Delivery was completed
in August on an order for 170 T--t1A (military version of the 172) trainers for the Air Force's new prejet flight training program.
Seventy-seven U-17 A's (military version of the
185 Skywagon) were delivered to overseas nations
through the U. S. Military Assistance Program. In
Viet Nam, the Cessna 0-1 "Bird Dog" played a key
role as a spotter aircraft in action against the Viet
Cong.
To handle the production demands of these expanding markets, Cessna increased its work force to
9,800 persons, a company record. Facilities also
were expanded to include a new service parts center, and more than 200,000 square feet of plant space
in the U. S. and 100,000 square feet overseas.

Consolidated sales totaled $148,000,000, an increase of $2.5,000,000 over fiscal 1964 sales. Preliminary figures indicated earnings of at least $3.2.5 per
share, compared with $2.27 per share the previous
year.
Commercial aircraft showed the greatest growth,
with sales of $9.'3,000,000, $21,000,000 more than the
preceding year. All of Cessna's other operationsIndustrial Product Division, Military Aircraft Division, Aircraft Radio Corporation, National Aero
Finance Corporation and the McCauley Divisionalso had sales increases during the year.
Cessna delivered 5,038 business and private aircraft during fiscal 1965 for a 2.5 per cent increase
over the previous year's sales. Although much of the
increase in unit volume came from single-engine aircraft, Cessna's twin sales increased 49 percent over
fiscal1964.
The end of the 1965 fiscal year also marked the
tenth consecutive year Cessna produced more commercial aircraft than any other manufacturer in the
world and the eighth straight year the company has
led in dollar volume. Two major milestones also
came during the year. In April Cessna delivered its
10,000th Model 172/Skyhawk, which was purchased by Elaine Flying Club, Inc., a group of farmers and businessmen in Elaine, Arkansas. In August
Cessna delivered its 60,000th airplane, a model 150.
It was purchased by a Safeway store manager who
was learning to fly in Alva, Oklahoma, just a few
miles from the site of Clyde V. Cessna's first flight
in 1911.

CONTINENTAL MOTORS CORPORATION

MILITARY PISTON ENGINE DIVISION

Of the total new business received in 1965, about
one-half involved contracts awarded Continental
Motors for products with military applications.
Largest of these was a $36,300,000 contract for
approximately 16,000 LDS-465 six-cylinder, turbocharged compression-ignition multifuel engines for
the U. S. Army's 5-ton truck series. Initial deliveries
under this three-year multiyear procurement contract will begin early in 1966.
The LDS-465 is a supercharged version of Con-

In February the Model 411 executive twin went
on the market. This turbocharged, six-to-eight-place
aircraft took its place at the top of Cessna's 14-model
line. Sales quickly proved that Cessna has spotted a
potentially strong market. Within a few months the
411' s production schedule had to be revised upward
to me~t the market demand for the $108,950 craft.
Another new Cessna, this one designed for an en96
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tinental"s LD-465 multifuel engine in volume production for the Arnn-'s 2-1 2 ton truck series under
a contract CO\'ering a three-year pt.•riod, and funded
for approximately 857.000.000.
The multifuel family of en~incs desi~ned and developed for the :\rmy by Continental \lotors employs one of the most ad\'anced combustion systems
in the automotive industry. These engines are
capable of operating on all types of petroleum products, ranging from kerosene and diesel fuel to gasoline. or any combination of these fuels. They have
also compiled outstanding performance records in
field tests under the most gruel:ng conditions, including operating in temperatures ranging from 65
degrees below zero to 115 degrees above.
Another major award during the year was a
three-year contract totaling S1 1.900.000 for production of 28,000 engines for the :\rm~-'s M-151 quarter-ton military utility tactical trucks.
Year-end contracts called for continuing production of Continental :\ \"DS-1790-2 750-horsepower
compression-ignition engines for the Army's l\·1-60
tank through 1966. Continental 1\lotors also received contracts for modification kits to convert 150
gasoline-powered \1-48 series tanks into vehicles
with Continental AVDS-1790-2A supercharged diesel engines; for approximately 1.600 modification kits
to update AVDS-1790 tank en~ines to the latest
Army configuration; and for an n\'erhaul and retrofit program on AVSI-1790-6 and -6:\ engim•s utilized
in the Army's M-88 Tank Recovery Vehicles.
0\'er 40.000 enginges were manufactured during
the year under the Military Standard Engine Program, virtually completing the production run called
for by existing contracts.
AIRCRAFT ENGINE

with major customers being Cessna Aircraft Company and Beech Aircraft Corporation. Continental
Motors also supplies engines for certain models of
aircraft manufactured by such firms as Aero Commander, Champion Aircraft Corporation, Maule
Aircraft Corporation and Alon, Inc.
Because of proven product excellence and dependability, Continental power packages were selected for many of the new aircraft models introduced by U. S. airframe manufacturers last year.
Of particular significance was the new twin engine
Cessna 411, powered by Continental GTSIO 520
engines, and the turbo supercharged Beechcraft Bonanza, which features the Continental TSIO 520
engine.
The growing interest in business and personal
Hying was also quite evident abroad, and several
new aircraft powered by Continental engines supplied by Rolls-Royce Limited in Crewe, England,
were introduced during the year. Continental Motors has a licensing agreement with Rolls-Royce, under which that British firm manufactures Continental engines for airplane producers in Europe and
elsewhere in the free world.
MILITARY APPLICATIONS

Numerous Continental-powered aircraft of the
business and personal type were in action with
American fighting men in VietNam and other world
trouble spots, and in military pilot training programs.
Cessna Model 0-1 single-engine propeller planes,
for example, were being used extensively in Viet
Nam on low level missions to search out targets too
cleverly camouflaged to be noticed by pilots of
fast-moving jets, to make pinpoint aerial supply
drops, and for photo reconnaissance.
Other Cessna aircraft in use by the military include the U. S. Air Force U-3 light cargo and administrative airplane; the U-17A, supplied through
the Air Force to 14 different free-world countries
under the Military Assistance Program; and the
T-41A Air Force trainer in which all student pilots
receive their first 30 hours of flight indoctrination.
In addition, the Cessna T -37 twin jet, used by the
Air Force for advanced flight training, is powered by
two }69 turbojets manufactured by the company's
Continental Aviation and Engineering subsidiary.

DIVISIO~

Extensive, highly effective "Learn to Fly"' promotion programs initiated by major aircraft manufacturers played an extremely important role in the continued expansion of public interest in business and
personal flying in 1965. Authoritative industry
sources estimated that in 1965 approximately 85,000
persons were taking flying instructions in the U. S.
alone, and this figure is expected to more than double
by 1968.
The sharp increase in sales of Continental aircraft engines and service parts during the 1965
fiscal year reflected this expanded interest, and there
is every reason to believe further substantial increases will be recorded in the vears immediately
ahead.
Continental engines power the majority of business
and personal aircraft produced in the United States,

INDUSTRIAL-AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE 01\'ISION

The demand for Continental liquid-cooled engines in the industrial and automotive product area
continued strong during 1965. With close to 200 different applications. these engines constantly serve
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nificant to note the multiplicity of leading independent boat manufacturers who an• long-time customers of Gra\· !\Iarine. including Century. Trojan.
Lvman, Tolh:craft. Luhrs. Ulrichsen. Aluminum
C.misers, Belicraft, Grady-\Vhitl'. Inland Seas, and
Correct Craft.
Largest volume producers among the basic engines comprising the Gray Marine line Wl're the \'8
models ranging from 185- to 280-horsepower. which
can be used either singly or in pairs. Substantial
gains also were made during the year in shipments
of auxiliary engines for sail boats. currently experiencing a boom in popularity throughout the
countrv.
Of particular significance was the I H65 introduction of an important new !50-horsepower six-cylinder
engine with stern drive-the Gray ivlarine Model
232-Continental' s entry into the fast growing market for inboard-outboard installations. This engine
was being marketed as a complete "package" for
such inboard-outboard installation, and conws complete with an installation kit with all necessary
through-hull fittings and an instrument panel with
electric tachometer. The Model 232 is also available
for conventional inboard installation and in "bobtail'' model for turbine drive in jet boats.
Continental was also proceeding with development work on a new "family" of diesel marine engines, the first of which, a supercharged diesel in the
250-horsepower range, was undergoing boat tests
and was scheduled for introduction the latter part of
1966.

the American public and industry in a wide variety
of ways.
Continental"s new series of L--t78 and LD-471
engines was entering the final testing phase. This
family of 478 cubic inch engines, when fully developed, will offer models in the 130- to 180horsepower range which can burn diesel, gasoline,
LPG, natural gas and other fuels. This familv feature
is of great interest to generator, truck, far~1 implement, and other industrial equipment manufacturers. With the interchangeability of engine models,
industrial equipment manufacturers need design a
specific piece of equipment only once in order to
meet various end-use customer requirements for
different types of fuel. Completed field tests of these
models resulted in substantial production orders for
their use in various industrial equipment in 1966.
MATERIAL HANDLING ENGINE DIVISION

Continued growth in the material handling equipment field during 1965 was reflected by the substantial increase in the total number of Continental engines, specifically designed to power this type of
equipment, that were ordered during 1965. Total
material handling engine units ordered exceeded by
approximately 25 per cent the number of such units
ordered by Continental customers in 1964.
During 1965 Continental Motors introduced a
new four- and six- cylinder "F" series engine line
which incorporates features designed to meet the
increasingly complex requirements of the growing
material handling equipment industry. These features include a new valve arrangement with springs,
tappets and guides, and a crankshaft with bearing
arrangement specifically designed for lift truck type
applications. This new "F" series also maintains a
high degree of parts interchangeability between engines, including flywheel, flywheel housing, water
pumps and pulleys, and gear covers.
Continental-powered material handling equipment can be found all over the world in hundreds of
diverse settings-in air terminals, alongside docks
and in the holds of ships, in logging camps, factories and warehouses, fruit orchards, mines, steel
mills-any situation requiring the lifting, transporting, or special handling and packaging of material.

BRANCH PLANT OPERATIONS

As in past years, branch plant operations made a
significant contribution to total 1965 business volume through their flexible and diversified services
to Continental distributors and customers.
A new branch plant was opened during the year in
the Chicago area, augmenting Continental's network
of strategic branch locations. The 91,500 square
foot leased facility was fully operational by year-end,
and was equipped to handle engine and spare parts
sales and service requirements, and engine overhaul
and rebuilding for Continental customers and distributors in the Midwestern and East Coast states,
and in certain areas abroad.

GRAY MARINE ENGINE DIVISION

Continental's Gray Marine engine division maintained its share of the marine engine market during
the 1965 fiscal year, a year in which a number of
mergers between engine and boat manufacturers occurred in the boating industry. While several boat
manufacturers produce their own engines, it is sig-

CURTISS-WRIGHT CORPORATION
While continuing the development and manufacture of a wide variety of aerospace products, the Curtiss-Wright Corporation during 1965 concentrated
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si~nificant

tors, Hap drive and weapons bay actuation and drive
systems for helicopters and aircraft and variable exhaust nozzle controls (forT -38 and F -5 aircraft).
In addition to research and development of special
purpose clutches and power transmission systems,
the Curtiss Division also made considerable progress
in the sonics field, the most notable example of
which was the diagnostic engine analyzer. Several
models of the analyzer were developed or under development, with one version undergoing a highly
successful test program at the Marine Corps :\ir
Station at Cherry Point, North Carolina, during
1965. The sonic engine analyzer appears to offer
great promise to both military and commercial aviation interests, as a diagnostic tool in maintenance
and in-use test procedures.
Another 1965 milestone for Curtiss-Wright was
the creation of the \"TOL Systems Division, lending greater emphasis to the company's interest in
V/STOL research and development, begun in 1958.
During the year, while a number of study efforts in
basic V/STOL engineering were being pursued, extensive flight testing was done on the tilt-propeller
X-19 aircraft. Funded under the Tri-Service program. data acquired during the year substantiated
engineering design criteria and the soundness of the
radial force, tilt-propeller concept of V/STOL flight.
In the electronics area, the company, through the
Electronics Division, concentrated on two principal
areas: special purpose equipment and simulators.
Among the activities worthy of note were the initial
delivery of weapon systems trainers incorporating
sophisticated passive countermeasure simulation devices, and design of special purpose radar sets, to
be used for ground control approach in forward combat areas.
The Electronics Division also continued as a
prime supplier of nuclear reactor instrumentation
and control systems for installation aboard nuclearpowered submarines and surface ships of the Navy.
In the simulator field, the division began development of a unit related to the Navy's training program in maintenance of airborne fire control systems.
In metallurgy, the company's interests ranged
from basic investigations of properties of so-called
"exotic" materials, to the rapidly developing technology of powdered metals.
Among the more important efforts, conducted by
the Metals Processing Division, were research programs on liquid metal corrosion, composite materials, microstrain behavior, pressure effects in super
alloys, wear-resistant coatings and studies of lowcycle fatigue, high-strength, low-density materials,
and thin films.

efrnrt on research and den'lopment
oriented tcm ard future applications.
In t'IH!irw tech no log\·. considerable progress was
made on an Air Fore~· program to develop a basic
gas gerwrator ~ystem. designed to sern' as a building
block for a family of related turbojet and turbofan
engines for subsonic. supersonic and \" -'STOL applications.
Engi nt•ers at \ \"right Aeronautical Division. for
example. were sucn·ssful in operating a test engine
at 2.7.')0 degrees Fahrenheit as part of this devt.>lopnwnt effort. a first in engine technology.
:\ :\a,·y program. al~o lll'ing conducted at \\'right
:\eronautical Division. called for the devdnpment.
test and demonstration of a turbofan engine. which.
whilt.• functioning under a basic gas turbine cycle.
uniquely cmnhir~es a sin~le-sta~t'. axial-How supersonic t•ompn•ssor and a radial inflow. axial-exit turbine on a singlt• rotor disc.
Compom•;tt rest'arch focused on lightweight highperformance combustion chambers; transpirationcooled turbine blades; nozzles: exhaust noise suppressors: engine accessories and liquid metal regenerator
tt•chnolog\".
Anoth~; major effort under way was directed to
the further dt:,·elopment and perfection of the rotating combustion engine. Considerable design work.
with ,accompanying t~st programs. was done in 1965.
with the objective of readying a series of light. compact power. plants. for application in the aircraft.
vehicular, industrial. marine and auxiliary power
unit fields. Both liquid and air-cooled versions of
this basic engine type were being developed. with
ratings up to 1,500 horsepower. Single and multifuel versions were also under development.
The company initiated \Vork on several Armyfunded contracts for advanced vehicular engine component technology, and other engine component
research and development for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
.
In the aerospace propulsion field, the company s
activities ranged from liquid rocket engines with up
to 10,000 pounds thrust to solid pulse rocket engines
under development to provide attitude and spin control for advanced meteorological and communications satellites requiring precise control systems.
As a result of a product diversification mlH"e previouslv made, the Curtiss Division in 1965 showed an
entireiy different face from the days of exclusive
propeller production.
\Vhile continuing to perfect the design and manufacture of special types of propellers, the division developed an improved missile steering control systt>m
while delivering a wide variety of actuation systems
and subsystems. Among these were rotor fold actua99
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By year-end , 19 of th e world's a irlin es had ordered, leased or taken options 0n more th a n 300
DC-9's.
Douglas was building th e Series 10 DC -9, th e
larger Series 30 DC-9 and a convertible passengercargo model. A business version was also being

Work in the powdered metal field was large ly concentrated on expanding the company' s leading position in forming and fabricating pre-alloy powders,
including metal, cermet, carbide and ceramics. This
effort was largely geared to the design and fabrication problems anticipated in advanced space craft
and supersonic aircraft.
The Metals Processing Division continued production of precision blades for use in a variety of
components in jet engines, and large extruded steel
structurals for aircraft carrier construction as well as
other steel extrusions for everything from submarine
hulls to steam catapults.
Among other activities of the company in 1965
was the continued production of such diverse items
as aircraft windshield wipe rs (produced at the Marquette Division, the largest supplier in the industr y)
and a variety of special-purpose tools, air compressors, automotive service equipment, motor generator
sets, and pumping units, most of the latter through
Canadian Curtiss- Wright, Ltd.

offered.
A major d eve lopment in air commerce was th e
announcement by Douglas in April that it will build
three new, enlarged ve rsions of its successful DC-8
je tliner, ordered b y 30 airlines. Th e new DC-8' s,
the Models 61 , 62 and 63, are d esigned to m ee t airline growth requirements on high-passe nge r-d e nsit y
long-range flights . Concurrentlv in production with
these three are the Series 50 and Jet Trad e r (co mbination passenger-cargo) DC-8' s.
Model 61 , with its fuselag e lengthened almost 37
feet, will carry 251 passengers , 62 more than any
previous DC-8. It was scheduled to roll off the assembly line early in 1966.
Model 62, an ultralong range transport, will
transport payloads of 40,000 pounds ~onstop from
central Europe to the west coast of th e United
States. First flight was expected in mid-1966, two
months after roll-out.
The Model 63 will combine the full fuselage extension of Model 61 with the extended wing and
newly designed engine pods and pylons of the Model 62. Its first flight was scheduled for Dece mb e r,
1966. Studies indicated the Model 63 will provid e
an earning potential nearly double that of any current large passenger or cargo-carrying jet transport.
The new DC-8' s also will be available with convertible interiors to handle all-freight, all-passenger
or combination freight-passenger loads, similar to
the capability of the current DC-8F Jet Trader.
In its military aircraft programs, Douglas was
awarded a contract by the Navy to design and build
the T A-4E, an advanced jet trainer version of its
versatile A-4E Skyhawk attack bomber now in service over Viet Nam. The two-seat TA-4E made its
maiden flight June 30, 1965, two months ahead of
schedule and only 9 months and 23 days from the
start of the program . The TA-4E also has combat
capabilities.
Aircraft Group, to assure a continuing supply of
proficient structural assemblers, sponsored a training program with the cooperation of the Department
of Labor. Unskilled workers graduate from the 16week course as skilled assemblers and with knowledge of basic blueprint reading and mathematics.

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC.
First flights of new commercial and military jet aircraft; substantially increased sales of passenger and
cargo airliners; continued prominence in missile and
space programs, including design and production responsibilities for the nation' s first manned orbiting
laboratory, and entry into the nuclear field were
among the signficant 1965 highlights of the Douglas
Aircraft Company.
AIRCRAFT GROUP

The new DC-9 short-to-medium range twinjet
transport completed its first flight February 25, 1965.
First of the DC-9' s was accepted by Delta Air Lines
in September, three months ahead of schedule.
Nearing completion at Douglas Space Systems Center are two
Saturn S-IVB propellant tanks.

MISSILE & SPACE SYSTEMS GROUP

Noteworthy this year was the announcement by
President Lyndon B. Johnson that Douglas had been
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and fuel fabrication facilities at Richland, Washington.
Douglas United Nuclear, jointly owned by
Douglas and the V nit eel Nuclear Corporation, assumed operating: responsibility in November, 1965.
Other noteworthy accomplishments included continued studies for ~ASA of the proposed ~lanned
Orbital Research Laboratory (MORL) and extensive research in biotechnology and other aspects of
future manned space flight, including designing high
temperature battery cells and investigations of flybys
of the planet ~vlars.
Research and development continued on the Zeus
missile, part of the Army's Nike-X antirnissile system being developed to engage and destroy enemy
intercontinental ballistic missiles and submarinelaunched ballistic missiles. In September, the Army
announced that development of an advanced Zeus,
a longer range version, was under way. Douglas is
Zeus airframe subcontractor to \V estern Electric
and Bell Telephone Laboratories.

selected to design and develop the Air Force's
\tanned Orbiting Laboratory. Work on the ~IOL
project !..!;Ot under wa~· at the company's Space Systems Center in Huntington Beach. California.
The company's highly successful Saturn S-1\. program carne to a successful conclusion with the orbiting of the Pegasus I I I meteoroid detection satellite on July :30. 1965. This was the third Pegasus orbited in 1965. the final launch of ~:\SA's Saturn I
rocket and its lOth success in lO launches. The liquid
hydrogen-liquid oxygen-powered S-1\" was the second stage of the Saturn I.
Progress on the S-1\'B upper stage of the Saturn
rocket. a more powerful ,·ersion of the S-1\', continued on schedule with :'\ :\S:\ taking delivery of
the first flight stage on .-\ugust 31 following static
firing at the company's Sacramento Test Center,
Sacramento. California. The S-1\'B will pro\'ide the
final thrust to propel the manned Apollo spacecraft
toward the moon during this decade. As third stage
of the Saturn \' moon rocket. it ,,·ill inject the Apollo
into orbit about the earth. coast in orbit and then restart its liquid hydrogen-liquid oxygen-fueled engine. propelling the Apollo on its lunar voyage.
NASA has ordered 27 S-I\'B's.
Another Douglas vehicle is the dependable Delta
space booster which in 1965 orbited the Orbiting
Solar Observatory I I. Tiros IX and X weather satellites, Explorer X\'III interplanetary monitoring
probe and the Early Bird for an over-all record of
30 successes in 33 firings since 1960.
Early Bird, the world's first commercial communications satellite, was launched into synchronous orbit atop a Thrust Augmented Delta (TAD), which
has three solid propellant engines strapped onto the
Thor rocket, the Delta first stage.
An improved version of the Delta, with a larger
second stage having a restart capability and a longer
burn time, was ordered by NASA. Douglas is Delta
prime contractor to NASA. s Goddard Space Flight
Center.
The company also is prime contractor to the Air
Force for the reliable Thor rocket. During 1965 the
USAF continued to use the Thor in combination
with Agena and other upper stages in classified
launches from Vandenberg Air Force Base, California.
Douglas also continued to build the nuclear-tipped
Genie air-to-air rocket for the Air Force. The highvelocity Genie was in its ninth year of production.
In the nuclear energy field, the tvlissile & Space
Systems Group supplied key personnel to Douglas
United Nuclear, Inc., the firm selected by the
Atomic Energy Commission to operate its reactor

NEW FACILITIES AND EXPANSIONS

At the Space Systems Center, the company opened
two 180,000-square-foot engineering administration
buildings and constructed a 600,000-square-foot adclition to the assembly building and a nearly
100,000-square-foot addition to the laboratorv complex. The new buildings and the additions brought
the Douglas investment at the 245-acre site to more
than $35,000,000.
An advanced Research Laboratory, which will
house Douglas scientists engaged in basic research,
was being built at the Space Systems Center and
was scheduled to begin operations in January 1966.
A second research facility, the Donald \V. Douglas
Laboratories, was to be built on 117 acres of land
purchased by Douglas in Richland, \Vashington. At
this facility, expected to be operational in 1966, research and development will be conducted in areas
of nuclear energy applications to space vehicles and
in energy-com·ersion systems.
A new three-level. 300,000-square-foot technical
office building at Aircraft Group, Long Beach, California, to accommodate the expanding force of office
and technical employes engaged on the DC-9 and
DC-8 programs, was occupied in October.
Work force at Douglas is now approximateh·
57,000 at all locations from California to Cape Ken·nedy, up 15,000 from December 1, 1964.
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Construction started on Fairchild I-I iller's Sherman Fairchild T echnology C e nter,
scheduled for completion in late 1966.

FAIR CHILD HILLER CORPORATION

laboratory fac iliti es for three of th e com pan v's seve n
ope rating di visio ns. Th ese includ e Space Syste m s,
Hille r Aircraft and Elec tronics & Information Systems. Manufacturing operations for Hill e r Aircraft
will re main in Hagerstown, a nd th e ma nufacturing
faciliti es for the E lectronics & Information Syste m s
Divi sion will co ntinu e in Winston-Sale m.
Th e T e chnology Cente r will b e serviced b y a
uniqu e 600-foot, on-site air strip for rapid liaison
b etw ee n customers and other Fairchild Hille r facilities, provid ed b y th e company's H e li-Porte r and
Hille r H e licopte rs.

Fairchild Hille r Corporation's tim e tabl e of g rowth
passed another major milestone with the acquisition
September 30, 196.5, of operating assets of Re public
Aviation Corporation. The newly named Re public
Aviation Division with its 80-acre facilit y located at
Farmingdale, Long Island, New York, added another
significant capability to the company.
At year-end, hundreds of products of Fairchild
Hiller, ranging from large transport aircraft to miniaturize d missile compon e nts, we re b e ing d e ve loped
and manufactured by 10,000 employees in a 14-plant
complex in five states. Stretching from corporate
headquarters and the Aircraft-Missiles Division at
Hagerstown, Maryland, were the Space Systems
Division at Rockville, Maryland; Electronics &
Information Systems Division at Bladensburg,
Maryland, and Winston-Salem, North Carolina;
Hiller Aircraft Division at Rockville, Maryland, and
Palo Alto, California; Aircraft Service Division at St.
Augustine, St. Petersburg and Cres tview, Florida;
Republic Aviation Division at Farmingdale , Long
Island , New York; Stratos Division at Bay Shore,
Long Island , N e w York, and Winston-Sale m, North
Carolina; and Stratos- Western at Manhattan Beach,
California. The company had more than 4-million
square feet of plant area situated on over 1200 acres.
Th e company's long-range faciliti es plan was
furth e r impleme nte d during 1965 with th e start of
construction on the 165-acre Sherman Fairchild
Technology Center. The first building was to be
completed August 15, 1966, with an additional
buildin g scheduled for completion eac h two w ee ks
the reaft e r. One of the buildings will se rve as the
company's corporate h eadquart ers, with th e others
d esigned to house administrative, e ngin ee ring and

AIR C RAFT-MISSILES DIVISION

Activiti es of th e division during 1965 cente red
around the new FH-227 and the F-27J turboprop
transport aircraft. Orde r backlog at year' s e nd for
these aircraft stood at .55, high est in the se ve n year
history of th e program.
Th e FH-227 is a 300. mile-pe r-hour high wing
aircraft backed by 500,000 miles of operations. The
aircraft, longer than its F-27 counterpart, can carry
up to 52 passengers and is readily convertible for
cargo carrying.
An order from Mohawk Airlines for 18 FH-227' s
-th e larges t single equipment order eve r placed by
a regional airline and the largest commercial aircraft contract ever negotiated by Fairchild Hillerwas soon followed by an even large r 21 aircraft,
$32 ,000,000 order from Ozark Airlines. Another
orde r for 6 transport aircraft was won from Northe ast Airline s.
Othe r significant comme rcial aircraft sales included 11 F -27's to Alleghen y Airlines and Bonanza
Airline s. In addition, the company maintained sales
of th ese aircraft to the corporate marke t. Produc102
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tinn was l'Xpected to increase from three aircraft per
month to fin· durin~ 1966.
~tajor subcontract work performed by the
:\ircraft-\lissiles Di,·ision during 1965 included substantial numbers of wing pylons for l'SAF F-105
fighter-bombers. l\lodification work continued on
tail st>ctions for tlw Strate~ic Air Command's
B-52 bombers. Fuselage panels were manufactured
for Belll'H-1 helicopters.
The Fairchild Hiller-built C-123 transports. operating in \'iet :\am. continued to receive spare parts
support by tlw division.

E& IS was producing auxiliary data annotation
sets (ADAS ), designed and developed for the supersonic reconnaissance aircraft. This equipment provides frame-by-frame film and annotation essential
to intelligence interpretation of aerial reconnaissance
photographs.
On the space frontier, the division designed and
was manufacturing automatic picture transmission
systems (APTS), which permit advanced meteorological satellites to scan the earth's cloud cover, transmitting photographs to inexpensive ground stations
throughout the world.
Also under development was an airborne central
data tape recorder, a magnetic recorder designed to
accept and store reconnaissance data as encoded by
the di\'ision' s ADAS. The recorder will store and
reproduce this information in a format compatible
with ground-based magnetic tape readers.
The division was developing equipment to pro\'ide ground photo interpretation units with extremely rapid access to flight data information.
Character data generator systems were also being
manufactured by the Electronics & Information Systems Division. The generator was being used in the
USQ-28 geodetic mapping system.

AIHCH:\FT SEH\'JCE DI\'ISIO'

Fairchild Hiller Corporation's .-\ircraft Service
Division has expanded in recent years into one of
the largest aircraft modification centers for all types
of military and commercial aircraft.
Programs under way at St . .-\ugustine in 1965 includl'd: C-119 twin-engine cargo aircraft overhaul,
T -33 jet trainer modification. l' -10 observation aircraft inspection and repair, C-121 special mission
aircraft outfitting. C-118 cargo transport modification
and P5tvt Aving boat 0\·erhaul.
During i 96EJ, a new seaplane base was completed,
with approved sealanes. ramps and beaching facilities to sen·e the largest operational seaplanes.
The St. Petersburg facility was performing modification and overhaul on the C-130 Hercules trausport aircraft for the Air Force and Coast Guard.
The Crestview facility. organized primarily as a
jet maintenance base with long runways, harriers
and support equipment, was also being utilized to
modify and overhaul conventional aircraft. Large
numbers of Republic F-105's were undergoing modification and up-dating. C-123 Providers were also
undergoing modification.
The three facilities reconditioned hundreds of
aircraft during the year. including electronics repair,
corrosion control, fuel cell reconditioning. dope and
fabric work, and precision spare parts manufacturing.
ELECTRONICS &

INFOR~viATION

HILLER AIRCRAFT DIVISION

The Hiller Aircraft Division was relocated virtually intact during the year with manufacturing
moving to Hagerstown and administration and engineering to a new facility at Rockville, Maryland.
The division is charged with the responsibility for
development and manufacture for the corporation
of all light aircraft.
In 1965 production were an initial quantity of 100
Heli-Porters, a unique eight-place light aircraft with
short field performance. The division was also manufacturing its first 100 FH-1HX)' s, a commercial
turbine-powered light helicopter, as well as six other
helicopter models, including SL-fs, L4's and 12E's.
Two of the 7 models were being produced in military versions for three nations.
During the year, manufacturing was phased out
on the Army's OH-23 light observation helicopters.
More than 1,400 of these three and four-place aircraft were built for the military during the 15 year
program.
Field trials began during the year for the unique,
tri-service XC-142A V/STOL aircraft. Designed and
manufactured by a three-company team (LTVHiller-Ryan), the XC-142A is the first United
States V/STOL aircraft built for operational evaluation. It is an outgrowth of an earlier Hiller X-18

SYSTE\·IS DIVISION

Fairchild Hiller's Electronics & Information Systems Division evolved from the merger, during 1965,
of the company's Electronic Systems Division and
Republic Aviation's Electronic Products Division.
The division was engaged in expanding technologies in meteorological systems, advanced communications systems, satellite power systems, missile
guidance systems, electronic reconnaissance, data
acquisition and annotation, special purpose computers and surveillance and countermeasures equipment.
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ing almost 100 feet in length and weighing over
3,000 pounds. the spacecraft prodded important
data on the hazards of micromL'teoroids in space to
future manned travel.
The Air Force" s mighty Titan II I space boosters
carried payload fairings designed ami developed by
the division. Fabricated in two half shells, the honeycomb structures, measuring 10 feet in diameter and
18 feet in !wight, shield Titan Ill payloads from
heat and buffeting as the vehicles are sent into outer
space.
Space Systems Division also developed trailermounted microwave data acquisition systems for usc
in test phases of the Titan III project.
The project FIRE reentry vehicle program was
successfully completed, following the second test of
a vehicle which reentered the earth's atmosphere at
25,000 miles per hour. The vehicle withstood tlw
most severe temperature and acceleration loads
ever subjected to a spacecraft and provided soughtafter scientific data.
Space Systems Division was developing an advanced solar array for the Nimbus meteorological
satellites which has 19,500 solar cells. Additional
contracts won during 1965 included design and
fabrication of honeycomb solar cell paddles for the
Interplanetary Monitoring Platform (IMP), thermionic diode controlled power systems, deployable
solar arrays, and lightweight solar panels.
The division was also providing major support
service under contract to NASA's Marshall and
Goddard Space Flight Centers.
Research, development and design activity was
initiated on deployment mechanisms and extremely
long structures for future space programs. These
structures, planned to be stored in compact form
during spacecraft launch, can be deployed in orbit
to hundreds of feet to perform as gravity gradient
booms and antennas; These and other activities of
Space Systems Division were aimed at future spacecraft systems engineering and integration, large
space erectable structures, and technologies associated with large space erectable booms.

aircraft design. Five of these aircraft were built for
evaluation during 1965 and 1966.
REPUBLIC AVIATION DIVISION

Republic Aviation, newest member of the Fairchild
Hiller aerospace complex, became the seventh operating division during 1965. Republic's modern,
fully equipped manufacturing and engineering
facility at Farmingdale contained some 1,375,000
square feet of floor space located on approximately
80 acres of land.
In 196.5, the division was manufacturing major
subassemblies for the McDonnell F-4 Phantom
jet fighter, including aft fuselages with fins, rudders,
and tail cones, as well as stabilator assemblies and
engine access doors.
The world's first government contract for a study
on the feasibility of developing a .. safety car" was
awarded by New York State to Republic. Involved
was the eventual submission of two auto designs
and recommendations pertaining to performance
tests and safety levels. The contract also included a
study on how to produce such cars.
Republic Aviation Division was one of 4 U. S. and
2 German aerospace companies which were awarded
study contracts in the joint United States/Federal
Republic of Germany vertical-short take-off and
landing tactical fighter aircraft program. Upon conclusion of the initial studies, one U. S. firm and one
German firm will be awarded a contract for joint
development of this advanced fighter aircraft.
The division won from the U. S. Marine Corps a
contract to produce the Bikini surveillance system.
The entire Bikini system (including two drones,
launcher, radio control equipment, and photographic
film processor) fits into a jeep-drawn M-100 trailer.
Two men can have the system operational in less
than 10 minutes and have developed film less than
15 minutes after drone recovery.
Republic-built
F-105
Thunderchief
fighterbombers continued to fly more than 75 percent of
the support missions in the air war over North Viet
Nam.

STRATOS DIVISION
SPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION

Specializing in the development and manufacture
of aerospace industrial compressors, heat exchangers,
high-speed turbo machinery and high temperature
pneumatic valves and controls, Fairchild Hiller's
Stratos Division provided this equipment to many of
the nation's aircraft and missile programs during
1965.
The division was developing a family of 11 low
silhouette air conditioners for use in the Army's

Less than three years old, Fairchild Hiller's Space
Systems Division scored marked successes with the
launching during 1965 of 3 Pegasus meteoroid detection satellites.
Designed and developed for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Pegasus satellites were the largest structured spacecraft ever to
be placed into orbit by the United States. Measur104
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m echanize d equipment. Other contracts included
apor c ycle cooling systems for the Navy's E-2A early
' a.rning aircraft and air turbin e drives for the C-130
H ercul es cargo transports.
In addition, air conditioning units to cool electronics and other aircraft compartments were being
manufactured for the Na . 's A-SA, the RF-48 and
RF-4C reconnaissance aircraft, the F-105 fighterbombe r, the F-106 advanced de lta fighters and for
Fairchild Hiller's own F-2~ and FH-227 prop-jet
transports .
The division also held contracts to pro ide cooling
for F-111 va riable wing fight e r aircraft for both the
Navy and Air Force, as well as s sterns for man y of
the nation 's business aircraft including the Pan
American Falcon jet, the Lockheed JetStar, and the
Aero-Commander.
Products for the nation's space effort included
waste disposal locks for the Apollo manned space
vehicles and ground pre-launch cooling units for
the Gemini manned spacecraft.

Under the brand names Governnaire Pneumatic
Controls, Specon Multi-Speed Transmissions and
Kendall Pressure Regulators, the Industrial Products
Branch was producing equipment for industries including mining, tobacco, textile, paper, printing,
chemicals, petroleum, rubber, steel, transportation
equipment and metal working machinery.

THE GARRETT CORPORATION
At the close of 1965 The Garrett Corporation could
reflect on its 29th year as the culmination of another
new era of progress in research, development and
manufacture of commercial, military and space
systems.
In fact , the year 1965 proved to be the best in
Garrett's history. Sales, shipments, plant expansion
and production backlog, all showed marked increases
over the previous record year 1964. Employment
by year-end had risen to more than 10,500 employees representing an addition of more than 800 since
January 1, 1965.
Garrett's 1965 organization was composed of seven
divisions and two subsidiaries. While the company's
activities were widely diversified, Garrett's principal
and traditional business continued to be the development and manufacture of subsystems for military
and commercial aircraft. Environmental controls,
Garrett's forte in the aircraft industry since the first
pressurized production aircraft, the B-29, served as
the springboard for the company's entry into spacecraft systems.
The highly successful Mercury program with life
sustaining Garrett environmental control systems
on board established the company' s leadership in
the field . Garrett engineers were then given a new
challenge : to design and build an even more advanced system for Gemini. Even as Gemini established new records in space, Garrett was perfecting
systems for the next step, Project Apollo.

STRATOS- WESTER

Stratos-Western, located in Manhattan Beach,
California, was designing , de eloping and manufacturing intricate valves and regulators required for
the nation 's space vehicles. The facility was providing helium check valves and pressure reg ulator systems and disconnects for the Apollo spacecraft; propellant disconnects for Gemini ; helium press ure regulators for the Lunar Excursion Module ; helium injection check valves for the Saturn S-II; drain and
fill valve disconnects, helium pressure co ntrol modules and fill modules for the Saturn S-IVB; and other
components for the Atlas intercontinental ballastic
missiles.
The division was also building four major components for the U. S. Air Force's Titan III space vehicles.
Stratos- Western was the major producer of sanabuoy launch systems and und e rwater sound source
dispensers for the Navy' s antisubmarine warfare aircraft.

Artist's conception of the 400-bed MUST (M edical Units, Selfcontained, Tmnsportable )hospital d eveloped by Garrett and built
by three of the company's divisions.

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

Stratos Divi-sion 's Industrial Products Branch was
manufacturing nationally known products for over
2,000 industrial companies.
Specialized components ranging from speed control transmissions and differential gearing for printing presses, rubber processing equipment, glass
making machinery, and radio telescopes to air regulators, relays and volume boosters for paper making
machinery were developed by the organization.
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generation of manned and unmanned space missions.

Garrett's leadership continued in traditional product lines such as heat transfer, central air data computers, small gas turbines, auxiliary power units,
high speed electrical systems and turbo-machinery.
Garrett's AiResearch Manufacturing Division in
Phoenix, the world's largest producer of small gas
turbine engines, set a new growth record for the
year. Less then 10 months after its new turboprop
engine, the TPE-3.'31, received certification from the
Federal Aviation Agency in March, AiResearch
was producing aircraft engines at the rate of 40 per
month. By year's end, three prototype counterinsurgency aircraft developed by North American
Aviation for the Department of Defense and powered
by military versions of the engine were being
readied for evaluation by the U. S. Navy early in
1966. An initial order for 257 of the twin engine
aircraft was expected to follow a favorable evaluation report.
General aviation too demonstrated ready acceptance for the TPE-331. By year end Aero Commander had placed sizable orders for the engine to
power its new Turbo-Commander. Mitsubishi selected it for its new MU-2. Fairchild Hiller, Helio
Aircraft and Volpar Incorporated also placed orders
for the new turboprop.
In the field of airborne gas turbine auxiliary power
units AiResearch Phoenix maintained its leadership
with installations aboard the new Boeing 727, the
Douglas DC-9, Grumman Gulfstream II, Hawker
Siddeley DH125, the BAC One-Eleven, as well as
the longer established Lockheed P3A and Convair
Dart conversion aircraft.
In other product lines, a new engine-mounted
Jet Fuel Starter, capable of starting any of the large
jet and turboprop aircraft engines was introduced.
AiResearch Poenix also was continuing refinement of its MUST (Medical Units, Self-Contained,
Transportable) field hospital developed for the Army
Medical Service. An additional contract for development of a dental surgery and a clinical laboratory
was nearing the hardware stage. The 400 bed
MUST hospital provides sanitary, air conditioned
surroundings for patients and doctors equal to that
found in any permanent base hospital. The unit was
first demonstrated to military and civil defense
groups in 1964.

Garrett" s AiHesearch i\ 1anu facturi ng Division in
Los Angeles, the company's largest di\"ision, continued to be the pace setter for the entire company
in 196.5. Sales for the division advanced by approximately 20 per cent with resulting increases in production and shipments. In addition to continued
success in the field of spacecraft environmental
control systems, giant strides were made in related
areas such as cryogenic storage of expendables in
space. AiHesearch' s Heactants Supply System ( HSS)
provided the Gemini fuel cells with oxygen and
hydrogen insuring adequate electrical po\\"er for long
duration missions.
Military and commercial airframe builders continued to be major customers for AiResearch.
Garrett-AiHcsearch components and systems were
being used in the entire Boeing transport series. the
Convair 880 and 990, Douglas DC-8 and DC-9,
Grumman Gulfstream, Sud Caravclle, and Fokker
F-28. Military aircraft such as the McDonnell
Phantom II, Lockheed F-104 and Republic F-105
were relying heavily on AiResearch-produced systems
and components. Other military aircraft in production in I 965, for which AiResearch was a major
supplier, included the F-111, A3J, A6A and A7A
and C-141.
AiHesearch also was heavily engaged in developing systems for future aircraft such as the huge jet
transport C-.SA and the supersonic transport.
Garrett made significant inroads with new applications of its products in nonaerospace fields. Being
developed for delivery in early 1966 was a revolutionary electrical rapid transit propulsion system to
be evaluated by the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid
Transit District. Garrett's system employs high speed
alternating current electrical equipment, a concept
previously thought impossible for train propulsion.
AiResearch Los Angeles and Phoenix developed
gas turbine and electrical propulsion systems for
commuter trains and intercity rail cars. The first gas
.turbine-propelled rail car was scheduled to be evaluated on the Long Island Railroad in the summer of
1966. In addition to AiResearch gas turbines, this
car was to be the first to incorporate lightweight
aircraft type air conditioning built by AiResearch.

Achievement in space power also was notable in
1965 with successful operation of turbine and heat
exchanger components both in the Rankine cycle and
closed gas turbine power system. These power conversion systems, integrated with a reactor or radioisotope heat source, will provide electrical power in
space for periods of one to five years for the next

Other product lines which offered substantial
dollar value to Garrett were flight electronics and
electromechanical systems for aircraft. A newly
developed turbojet engine analyzing system which
continually monitors and records vital engine performance during flight was evaluated by the Air
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In New Jerse y, Air Cruisers Di vision sales continued to be primarily inflatables for the air transport industry. Sales and backlog reached the highest
mark in its history. Programs included retrofitting
the entire United Airlines fleet with e vacuation
slides, inflatable floats for helicopters and life rafts
for commercial jet airliners. Air Cruisers production
for the military included flotation de vices for aircraft and missiles and inflatable shelters for field
hospitals.
Garrett Manufacturing Limited of Canada reported continued development of new products for
the world military and commercial aircraft market.
Temperature control systems, solid state static inverters, pneumatic signal generators, aerospace
ground support equipment and radio emergency
beacons headed the product list.

Force in 1965. By year-end AiResearch had received
a no th e r contract to equip approximatel y 40 F-4's
a nd F-105' s to continue s_.stem evaluation.
A co mm e rcial ve rsion of thi s syste m, called Airc raft Integrated Data S. stem , which monitors other
aircraft subs stems in addition to primar; engines,
was d e e lo ped for airline use.
Ai Research Industrial Division leading producer
of e xhaust-driven super-charge rs for diesel and gas
engi ne s, in 1965 introduced produ cti on quantities of
turb oc ha rge rs for lig ht aircraft. These turbochargers
not onl y turb ocha rge th e e ng ine but a lso pro\ ide
a ir for pressurizing the a ircraft ca bin .
A new lo'' cost turb ocharge r desig ned specificall y
fo r farm tractors was d eveloped in 1965. These units
are now b e ing tes ted b ) tractor engin manufacture rs .
Ai Resea rch Aviation Ser ice Division continued to
b e one of th e busie r faciliti es a t Los Angeles International Airport. Engaged in airc raft modification
and mainte nance, the di vision branched into aircraft sales . Distributor franchis es for the Grumman
Gulfstream I and II , together with the de Havilland
125, caused Aviation Service to expand by adding a
new aircraft sales facilit y a t Long Beach Airport.
Garrett' s original division , Garre tt Supply, set an
all time sales record in 1965. New industrial customers and new lines of office furniture added to its
100 Famous Brands of industrial supplies helped
set the record pace. Just before year end th e division
announced major expansion plans and broke ground
for a 50,000 square foot building in th e Los Angeles
area.

GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATIO N
CONVAIR DI VISION

Spectacular space launches, a new Atlas flight reliability record , evaluation of a new aircraft, successful flight of a new satellite, and operational status
for a high-energ y upper stage highlighted the year
for the Convair Division of General Dynamics.
Atlas space launch vehicles completed a record 28
consecutive -successes for space missions of the Air
Force and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The 28th consecutive success \vas the
launch of Ranger VIII atop an Atlas-Agena. This
launch and the last of the Ranger series, the Ranger
IX flight , produced spectacular close-up photos of
the surface of the moon. Atlas space launch vehicles
also successfully boosted a SNAP nuclear system and
Vela nuclear detection satellite payloads into orbit
during the year, plus the last of the Project Fire vehicle launches in tests of atmospheric re-entry at
moon-to-earth velocities.
Atlas boosters participated in launches for the
Nike-Target and ABRES (Advanced Ballistic ReEntry Systems) programs from the Western Test
Range . An Atlas launched a Convair-produced OVl
satellite in a dual pod and a side-mounted scientific
passenger pod. The OVl achieved orbit with all systems performing successfully.
Atlas vehicles were also used during 1965 to
launch Centaur high-energy upper stage ve hicles
for NASA. The second launch of Centaur for the
year-the sixth in the Atlas-Centaur series-resulted
in the hydrogen-powered uppe r stage being d eclared
operational b y NASA . The AC-6 vehicle pe rform ed
flawlessl y in a full-sca le re hea rsal for th e operational Surveyor fli g hts schedules to soft-land instruments on the moon prior to manned landings. The

Convair-built Atlas booster starts Ranger \III m oo nward, 28 th
consecutive success for th e laun ch vehicle.
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ability begun in 1962 with hea\·y concentration in
communications equipment and systems, aerospace
tracking systems. aerospace ground support cq u ipment and antisubmarine warfare devices.
Production of high-frequency singll•-sideband
equipment such as AN/CHC-10() for tlw Army and
AN/WHC-1 for the Navy hit an all-time high.
This equipment incorporates unique all-electronic
digital tuning techniques developed over a pl'riod
of Sl'veral years by the Electronics Di\·ision. Den·lopment and production were started on a large procurement of AN/MRC-107 Communications Central Equipment to be used by the Tactical Air
Command in the 407L Forward Air Control System.
Each unit of this equipment is highly mobile and
consists of radio transmitters and receivers operated
from a gasoline engine-driven generator. The entire
system is carried by a jeep and a traill'r.
A $45,000,000 contract was received in June
from the Arm\· Electronics Command for the design
and fabricatio-n of digital subscriber terminals to be
used as part of the AUTODIN (Automatic Digital
Network) svstem. AUTODIN is a worldwide digital commu~ication system which will he extended to
all branches of the armed forces under the administration of the Defense Communications Agency.
Early in the year, another link in the Air Force
chain of global tracking stations was completed at
Pretoria, South Africa, under the GLOTRAC tracking station program and was successfully used to
track space vehicles on the Eastern Test Range of
the Air Force. This station, like previous GLOTRAC
stations, provides sensitive electronic tracking and
data processing equipment housed in a mobile, airconditioned van for ease of transportation to a
tracking site by air, sea or land. Economical and extremely precise in its metric tracking capability,
GLOTRAC is designed to track vehicles more than
23,000 miles into space; determine velocity to better
than six inches per second, and pinpoint location to
within 100 feet.
The nation's first of three Apollo Instrumentation
Ships, the Vanguard, was floated out of the building basin at the General Dynamics Quincy Shipyard
on September 9 to begin the final phase of its conversion from a World War II oil tanker to a floating
electronic island which will assist in the tracking of
astronauts to the moon. The completed ship was to
be delivered in February 1966, and ready for participation in the initial phases of the Apollo program in
June, 1966. Two other ships, the Redstone and the
MercurY, were to follow in succession later in 1966.
Work under the contract for these three ships was
being performed by four divisions of General Dynamics: Electronics Division, prime contractor with

Centaur vehicle successfully placed a dynamic model
of the Surveyor on a trajectory toward a "paper..
moon, simulating operational flights to come in ever~·
way except for actual landing on the moon.
The AC-6 launch was the .'3Hth successful Atlas
space launch vehicle flight in the last 41 attempts.
Two Convair 600 prototypes made their first flights
in 1965 and both were scheduled to receive Federal
Aviation Agency certification by the end of the year.
The Convair 600/440 prototype, a blend of RollsRoyce Dart 10 engines with Convair 240 airframes,
made its maiden flight May 20. Central Airlines of
Forth Worth, Texas, took delivery of the first
600/240 on September 17, then launched a program
of pilot training and route proving with the aircraft.
The Convair 600/440 prototype, which combines
the Rolls-Royce Dart engines with either Convair
340 or 440 airframes, made a successful one hour
and .'30 minute first flight August 20, then started
precertification flight testing.
Four airlines, Central, Trans-Texas, Caribair and
Hawaiian, had contracted with Convair for a total
of 52 Convair 600s by early October. Compared with
the piston powered Convair-Liners, the 600s feature
a payload increase of up to 2,8.50 pounds and a cruising speed increase of .50 miles an hour.
On July 28, 1965, the Convair Division successfully concluded a two-year program of design and
production of a life support system capable of keeping four men in space for a year with 90-day resupply of certain expendables. The system was produced for the Langley Research Center.
Little Joe II, the solid-fueled booster built by Convair for suborbital space missions, continued its work
for the Apollo program in launches of Apollo abort
systems at the White Sands, New Mexico, Test
Range. The most powerful solid-propelled booster in
the t.J. S. space stable, Little Joe II compiled a
record of .'3 successes in 4 flights. The 4th flight was
partiall v successfu I.
During 196.5, two divisions of General Dvnamics
merged under the name Convair. In Febru~ry, the
Convair Division and the Astronautics Division of
General Dynamics merged to become the Convair
Division under one management. In late September,
J. R. Dempsey, president of the division, resigned.
Jack L. Bowers, director of electronic systems fur
General Dynamics and a veteran of mo;e than 19
years in aircraft and space system engineering and
management, was named general manager of the
Convair Division.
ELECTRONICS DIVISION

During 1965, the Electronics Division of General
Dynamics sustained the pattern of growth and profit108
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responsibilit~·

for complete systems integration: Electric Rnat Di,·ision. ship construction: Com·air Di' ision. large antenna structures: and StrombergCarlson Corporation. a subsidiar~· of General Dynamics. teiPphnne and intercommunication equipment.
Initial prototype quantities of aerospace ground
equipment (:\GE) WPre built and deliverPd to the
:\ir Force in support of the ,·arious a,·ionics systems
on the F-111 aircraft. This equipment embraces a
new approach to electronic testing using a modular
configuration with an optimized mixture of manual
and automatic testing capabilities. The ne\\· concept.
which has been dubbed T:\SC. an acronym for Total :hionics Support Capability. pro,·ides the tlexibilih· to make it applicable to all ad,·anced avionics
s~·st~ms on other proposed aircraft as well as to meet
the F-111 aircraft requirements.
This advanced aerospace ground equipment is the
result of a considerable in,·estment by both the Air
Force and General Dn1arnics in the future of support
svstems capable of .providing dynamic automated
testing of advanced avionics equipment. Test stations
can be computer-controlled by an inexpensive gPneral purpose digital computer, in the same way that
many other routine operations are being controlled
todav.
In the antisubmarine warfare area, several designs of underwater hydro-acoustic transducers, employing the principle of controlled generation of
acoustic energy from the flow of hydraulic tluids
under pressure, \vere delivered to the Na,·y. In addition, an extensive program co,·ering the development of acoustic arrays, conformal to the shape of a
ship's hull, was undertaken.
Designs of terrain following radar equipment intended for fast low-flving aircraft were completed
and successfully, flight t~st~d on appropriate aircraft.
A large microelectronic facility was established to
permit the adoption of integrated circuits into all
types of electronic equipment produced by the Electronics Division and thus achieve more reliable, more
compact, and less power-consuming designs.
At year-end, about 4,500 people were employed
b,· the Electronics Division. !\: earlv 85 per cent were
lc;cated at the main plant in RociH:'ster, New York,
while the remainder were employed in a subsidiary
operation in San Diego, Califomia. Heavy concentration on research and developnwnt was indicated
by the fact that about 1,600, or nearly a third, of the
employees were professional people.

production and a new program was born during
1965 at the Pomona Division of General Dynamics.
Redeye, the unique shoulder-fired guided missile
designed to protect the infantryman from low-altitude flying enemy aircraft, went into production for
the V. S. Army and r..tarine Corps. The 28-pound
missile system was also under consideration for use
by many NATO countries and Australia.
The new program was the Standard Missile system, under development for the U. S. Navy. A development and pilot line production contract was
awarded to the Pomona Division early in 1965.
Standard Missile implements the Navy's concept of
a standardized shipboard missile system for defense
of the fleet against surface and aerial threats. To the
Na,·y surface-to-air potentiaL Standard Missile adds
increased tactical effecth·eness. Primary objective in
attaining the performance improvements are maximum reliability and overall economy, all to be
achieved with simplified logistics and compatibility
with existing Terrier/Tartar handling and shipboard
weapon systems.
There are two versions of Standard ~fissile
extended range and medium range. The principal
difference between the two is in the propulsion systems. The extended range version has a separable
booster and a sustainer rocket motor. r..tedium
range has an integral dual thrust level rocket motor.
Interchangeability of hardware between the two versions is being emphasized in the development program.
Despite a demonstration of technical feasibility,
the l'vlauler weapon system was cancelled because of
insufficient funds for continuation of the development program.
Another new contract awarded the Pomona Division was for retrofit and modernization of Terrier/
Tartar guided missiles for the Navy. Although eventually to be replaced by Standard Missile, the
Terrier and Tartar missiles continued in production.
The two missiles now arm 60 ships of the U. S. Navy
in addition to ships of France, Italy, the Netherlands,
Japan, Australia and Germany. New ships commissioned during the year included the carrier USS
America (Terrier), the USS josephus Daniels (Terrier) and the HMAS Perth (Tartar).
Another technical highlight of the year was the
first successful demonstration of the accuracy of
supersonic missile guidance against a target illuminated bv a laser beam. The flight, conducted as part
of a pri~ately sponsored effort of the Pomona Division known as "Operation Hot Spot," resulted in a
direct hit. The techniques demonstratt'd are applicable to interception of both surface and air targets.

POMONA DIVISION

One major tactical missile program went into full
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I.S feet longer and capable of earning 1'->9 passengcr~
trans-Atlantic. l'pon deliw·n· in \larch. H)(i(i, lct·lamlic \\"aS to return its t\\·o original C:L--t-ts for conversion to the "-tOO" config11ration.

Along with rapid advances in laser technology, the
test foreshadowed an entire!~- m·w series of tactical
weapon applications.
All facilities at the Pomona Division previousl~
had been owned by the U. S. Navy and operated by
General Dynamics. During l96.S, hm,-eYer. a ne\\$2,000,000 engineering hui ld i ng was completed
with corporate fu nels. The m·w building permits
greater expansion of research and development as
well as engineering administratin• facilities.

Considerable interest ,,-as shown In scn·ral \!ll\ernments in the CL--t l G. a multi role jet aircraft
based on the successful C:L--t 1.\ Tutor pilot traint'L
It was dew•lopcd to perform \\Tapom training. border patrol, light attack. reconnaissance and othl'r
tactical missions. while retaining its capabilil\· as a
primary. basic or proficiency trainer. The -tIC t'a11
carry up to:),.')()() pounds of standard ordnanc<' stores.
which can include general-purpose and napal111
bombs. machine-.gun pods, air-to-surface missiles.
clusters of folding-fin aircraft rockets, and e\lra fuel
tanks.

CAN ADAIR LIMITED, A SliBSif)fAHY OF
GENERAL DY:'IIAMICS

There was great activity in many fields at Canadair during 196.5 as its policy of diversification continued under its new president, Frederick H. Kearns,
former executive vice president. Kearns succeeded
J. Geoffrey Notman, who became chairman of the
board, in Februar}-.
Rapid development of the company's CL-H-l Dynavert tilt-wing V ISTOL aircraft continued with the
first vertical flight taking place on May 7, considerably ahead of schedule. After a second series of
flights in the hover and slow-speed regimes, necessary ground testing took place.
Flight testing resumed in October and transitional flights from the vertical to horizontal were
conducted in mid-November, again well ahead of
schedule.
In July, the Canadian Government awarded a
contract to Canadair to build approximately 12.5
Northrop F-5 fighters for the Canadian Defence
Force, where it will be known as the C.5-.5, plus the
necessary spares and support equipment.
Under development was the CL-21.5, the first aircraft to be designed specificallv as a water bomber
to protect valuable forest areas against the ravages
of fire. Simplicity of operation and maintainability
of this amphibious aircraft are prime factors of its
design.
The CL-215, in its water bomber role, can carry
I ,440 U. S. gallons and with water tanks removed,
there is unobstructed cargo space for loads of 7,800
lbs. Interest in this aircraft has led to additional
configurations which enable it to be employed to advantage as a transport or cargo carrier, for crop dusting and spraying, general agriculture, forest fertilizing, air sea rescue or maritime patrol.
Two "stretched" versions of the CL-44 turboprop
airliner were sold to Loft Ieider I Icelandic Airlines,
the new version known as the Canadair "400," being

Under cle,-clopment for the Canadian and British
Armies was the CL-H9 (XCI) short range reconnaissance drone system designed for day and night target acquisition and battlefield surveillance. It is a
self-contained mobile system that carries sensor
equipment for taking pictures and is recoverable. as
it returns and lands by parachute with air hags to
cushion ground impact. The drone is then available
for further missions. At year-end, the system was
completing its firing tests at the Army Yuma Proving
Ground, in Arizona.
The companv also designed and manufactured a
Transportable Control Tower, which can be completely equipped and used as a permanent traffic
control center at secondarv airfields or in undeveloped areas, as a temp~rary center at airfields
pending installation of permanent equipment, as a
temporary center at small airfields whenever an
~mergency results in heavy traffic, or as a support
for the rapid deployment of military forces in small
airfields or airstrips.
Canadair was also manufacturing 33 prefabricated airport traffic control tower cabs for the United
States Federal Aviation Agency.
The company designed and manufactured a 30foot dish antenna for the Canadian Government Defence Hesearch Telecommunications Establishment
with the capability of tracking artificial earth satellites, aircraft and celestial bodies.
Canadair' s Research & Development facilitv was
working on escape systems for flight vehicles, <;perations research survivability I vulnerability studies, and
doing medical research on a venous blood pressure
recording system.
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DEFEl\SE ELECT RO N ICS 01 "IS IO N

Th Ge ne ra l Electric Compan _' Defe nse Electroni cs Di visio n continu ed to be in 1965 a I adin g researc h a nd d eve lo pme nt or a ni za tion as well as a
m ajo r suppli e r o f e lectroni c to th e d fe nse and
a rospace marke t. Th maj or proa ram s included
.S. mann ed orbital
radi o g uidance for a ll th e
fli g hts, b oth th e Mercury a nd Ge mini programs ;
g uid ance a nd fire control for th e Polari fl ee t ba llistic mi ss ile ; fli g ht co ntrols for th F-4 a nd F-111 a ircraft ; adva nced radar and sonar d tecti on equipm e nt, a nd a \\"id e va rie ty of advanced c mpute rs.
v ith headqu a rte rs in tica. N. Y. th e di vision
includ es th e H eavy Military E lectronics De partm e nt a nd Radi o Guidance Opera ti on in 5) racuse,
N ew York ; Lig ht Military Electroni cs Departme nt
in U tica and Jo hnson Cit)", New Yo rk ; Ordna nce
D epa rtm e nt in Pittsfi e ld , Massachusetts, and th e
Electronics La bora tor y in Syracuse.
More th a n
16,000 person s, including 3 ,500 co llege graduates
with technical degrees, were e mplo~ ed a t the six
locations, generally in the Northeast. Research,
d e velopme nt and manufacturing faciliti es covered
more than 4 ,000,000 square fee t of flo or space.

GE designed this 18 -po!md microelectronic compute r, capable of
performing more than 16,000 operations a second, for d ef e nse and
other aerospace uses.

detection system to d e te rmine the prese nce of ce rtain chemical agents in the atmosphe re.
HEAVY MILITARY ELECTRO N ICS DEPARTMENT

The Heav y Military Electronics Department,
which developed the giant BMEWS radar for the
Air Force, was working on major equipment for
unde rsea warfare, air defense, missile and space defen se, and tactical warfare applications.
The major contracts included the SQS-26 shipboard sonar, the largest in the Navy ; mine-locating
and experimental sonars; long range search radar ;
array radars and close support radar.
The Army awarded a contract to the d e partme nt
for production of a mobile radar coiled HIPAR
(High Power Acquisition Radar ). HIPAR will operate in conjunction with the Nike-Hercules antiaircraft missile. The mobile unit will consist of a 43foot-wide antenna hauled on five semitrailers.
A microminiaturized radar scope with broad air,
sea and land applications was also announced . The
new radar displa y, called MIRAGE for microelectronic radar indicator for ground equipment, was
assembled under an Air Force contract. It uses less
power than a 100-watt light bulb and is as compact
as a portable television set. Advanced solid state
circuits and construction techniques used in M IRAGE are expected to have broad applications
ranging from a tactical radar indicator to a hi g h
performance radar indicator for air traffic control.

ELECTRONICS LABORATO RY

Th e Electronics Laboratory was e ngaged in applied research , ad vanced de ve lopme nt and support
activities in electronics and related fi e lds.
Investigation under way at the laboratory include d e lectronic applications of advanced circuits,
control and instrumentation, data recording and display and signal detection. Other areas included
optoelectronic and microwave devices, solid state
mate rials, guidance te chniques and information
processing.
The laboratory developed a computed display
which converts aircraft instrument readings into
simulated landscapes by which a pilot can maneuver
his plane. NASA was using th e concept to simulate
moon landing vehicles.
Work continued on a " lea rning" computer called
BIPAD II which will be the forerunner of machines
that can repair themselves without affecting their
output. A small laser ranger, mounted like a rifle,
was developed at the laboratory. The 30-pound device has an accuracy of plus or minus one foot over
a 250-50,000 foot range.
The laboratory also developed low light level
television techniques to view objects which are not
visible to the human eye and an infrared chemical

LIGHT MILITARY ELECTRONICS DEPARTM ENT

The Light Military Electronics De partme nt continu ed to design and manufacture airborne eq uipment for a variety of mission requirements including
detection, countermeas ures, navigation and flight
control, guidance, computing and data processing.
The departme nt rece ived the first produ c ti on
lll
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orders for the F-Ill radar, flight control and optical
sight. Significant firsts went into the design of the
airborne equipment for the revolutionary variablesweep aircraft now undergoing test flights.
G. E.'s flight control will be used on both the Air
Force's F-lllA and the Navy's F-lllB. The attack
radar and optical sight were being evaluated in aircraft and will be installed on the F-IllA later. The
new flight control system was developed from experience and technical knowledge gained by G. E.
in designing and producing flight controls for the
F-4 Phantom II, F-3H Demon, F-105 Thunderchief, F-104 Starfighter and F-101 Voodoo.
The attack radar system, designated the AN/ APQ
113, is the latest in a long line of radars developed
and manufactured by G. E. The attack radar allows
the crew of the two-man aircraft to fire at a target
without actually seeing it. In addition, it updates
the information utilized in the navigation subsystem.
Extensive use has been made of microelectronics
and solid state circuitry in the attack radar to conform to the stringent size and weight requirements
for the system.
The lead computing optical display set provides
accurate gun or missile firing control. The optical
display projects the pilot's sight aiming reference on
to a combining glass mounted inside the windscreen.
The pilot simply holds the aiming pip on the target and fires when he reaches the proper range.
The optical display also presents information required to perform pre-programmed dive bombing
maneuvers, navigation to the target and blind
landings.
Autopilots for the HS Victoria, a 75-passenger
hydrofoil under development, were designed by the
department using techniques developed for the
high performance aircraft automatic flight controls.
A lightweight, ultrafast microelectronic data
processing unit was developed for the computer
industry. The 18-pound digital computer, designated A-212, is no larger than an office typewriter. It requires only 750 cubic inches of space.
Power requirements are 67 watts.
The A-212 can perform more than 166,000 operations per second. Advanced models of the microelectronic set will have a computational rate of
nearly one-half million calculations per second. The
A-212 is a solid-state, general purpose digital computer for real-time control and data processing in
aerospace systems.
Frequency agility techniques were developed to
provide airborne radar systems with improved
radar picture fidelity and immunity to countermeasures.

The major program underway at the General
Electric Ordnance Department was inertial guidance and fire control for the Polaris Heet ballistic
missile. The l\lk2 inertial guidanel' system and
the Mk84 fire control are both second generation
svstems.
· Work was under way on study programs for the
Poseidon missile guidance and fire control.
The Ordnance Department gave close industrial
support to the l\lassachusetts Institute of Technology in developing the Mk2 guidance. The
guidance package in the Polaris missile itself
weighs 80 pounds, the smallest of its type in use in
ballistic missiles today.
The Mk84 fire control
keeps track of constant changes of the Polaris submarine, continuously updating the missile target instructions until the moment of firing. The fire control can simultaneously make ready for firing all 16
missiles aboard a Polaris submarine.
The department was also engaged in research
and development work on equipment such as antennas, power drives, underwater ordnance, remote
handling and electro-optics.

HADIO GUIDANCE OPEHATION

The Radio Guidance Operation produced, designed and developed radio guidance and control
systems, missile and space range instrumentation,
military computer systems and data transmission
systems. G. E. radio guidance systems have been
used in all the major U.S. space programs, including
Gemini, Mercury, Ranger and Mariner.
RGO, in cooperation with the Air Force and
NASA, was working on newer and more precise
radio tracking techniques which will considerablv
enhance the state-of-the-art in guidance and instrumentation technology.
Major installations during the year included impact prediction and range safety computer for the
NASA station at Wallops Island, Virginia, and system engineering and peripheral equipment for
NASA's computer complex at Merritt Island
Florida.
The installations included the GE-600
series computer which is applicable to real time
data processing and handling applications.
RGO pioneered in the development of gallium
arsenide transmission systems. Tests of the system
have shown that it can operate without interference
in almost all but the most severe weather. The
gallium arsenide beam can be transmitted through a
pipe, either straight or curved, with 100 per cent
transmission reliability or security.
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engines for V/STOLs.
\Vi thin the organization
other groups were active in the research and development of hypersonic propulsion to meet future
aviation needs.

FLIGHT PROPl"LSIO:'\ DIYISIO:'\
TilE :\D\.:\:'\CED E:'\Gir\E
TECII:'\OLOGY DEP:\RT~IE:'\T

Three new, major jet propulsion systems and
an improved V/STOL lift fan system under development at the Advanced Engine and Technolo~y
Department were announced in 1965. In June, the
50,000 pounds thrust class General Electric Company turbojet en~ine proposed for America· s Supersonic Transport (SST) was unveiled. De,·elopment
of the au~rnented GE-l/j5 turbojet for the SST was
based on several concepts derived from G. E." s
~·tach 2 j/9 turbojet, the CJ805 commercial version of the j/9, and from the company" s Mach 3
turbojet, the J93. Extensive tests of the SST engine
components were conducted. G. E. predicted the
GE-l/J5 could be ready for an SST prototype flight
test in three years, and could complete type certification in five years.

LARGE JET ENGINE DEPARTMENT

On the morning of October 14, 1965, the USAF
North American XB-70 experimental aircraft,
powered by six General Electric YJ93 turbojet engines, completed Phase II of flight tests at Edwards
Air Force Base, California, by successfully flying at
three times the speed of sound.
The YJ93 engine, a lightweight high performance
afterbuming turbojet manufactured at LJED is in
the 30,000 pound thrust class. It was designed for a
wide range of flight conditions from sea level static
to sustained cruise at Mach 3 at altitudes over
70,000 feet. Each time the aircraft flies it provides
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) with 14 special basic measurements in supersonic transport research.
While the J93 was achieving initial Mach 3 flight
successes, the department was moving ahead with
initial production of ]79-10 engines for the supersonic USN Phantom II's and J79-17's for the USAF
F -4 aircraft. The advanced versions of the ]79
develop 17,900 pounds of thrust at takeoff with afterburner, six percent more than the ]79-8 and -15
used in the McDonnell F-4 and 13 percent more
than the ]79-llA used in the Lockheed F-104 Starfighter aircraft.
The ]79 engine reached three aviation milestones
during the fourth quarter of the year. It marked its
two-millionth engine flight hour, the tenth anniversary of the shipment of the first J79 from the Large
Jet Engine Department, and the delivery of the sixthousandth ]79 to the military.
Nonaviation applications of G. E.'s jet engines
included propulsion for high speed surface transportation such as hydrofoils, air cushion vehicles and
military patrol gun motorboats, and base or auxiliary
power for land-based aircraft catapults, diesel locomotives, and electrical generation units.
A new concept in domestic water transportation,
the commercial hydrofoil Victoria was launched in
July and scheduled to complete its sea trials and begin operation between Seattle, Washington, and
Victoria, British Columbia, before the end of the
year. The 75-passenger hydrofoil, capable of speeds
up to 45 miles-per-hour, is propelled by two LM 100
General Electric gas turbines rated at 1,000 horsepower each. The turbines are derivatives of the
widely used T58 helicopter and V/STOL engines.

The announcement of another new high performance turbojet and a new approach to jet engine
development was made by General Electric in 1965.
The new GEl turbojet is in the same thrust class as
the well kno\\'n General Electric J-l7 engine, but is
approximately half the length and one-quarter the
volume of the j-l7. The Building Block Concept, a
new propulsion approach used with the GEL provides for .. add-on" components which are mated to
the common gas generator to permit the en~ine to
be tailored to different aircraft mission requirements.
In September, a USAF contract for approximately
$500,000,000 went to General Electric for turbofan
engines to power Lockheed Aircraft Corporation's
C-5A heavy logistics transport. The GE1/6 high
bypass ratio turbofans for the C-5A will deliver
about twice the thrust of current turbofan engines
in commercial airline service and will have a fuel
consumption significantly lower than present engines. G. E. has already successfully tested a 2/3
scale GEl/6.
Meanwhile, the unique General Electric lift fan
system for V/STOL aircraft has been advanced to
the point where fans nearly 13 feet in diameter are
envisioned. G. E.'s LF2 advanced lift fan system on
test developed more lift, more thrust and was lighter
in weight than the company's first generation lift
fan, the X353-5B used in the Army's XV-5A experimental V/STOL aircraft.
In general, the department was also active in the
area of lift cruise, direct thrust and deflected thrust
113
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rated 4,300-JXHmd thrust J8.5-l5 power plants
started Hight testing during the summer. In a related J85 development. General Electric started delivery of six J8.5-l3 afterbuming turbojets to the
Fiat Company, Turin, Italy. for the Fiat G91 Y
tactical fighter prototypes now being built there.
Growth of the T6-l turboshaft/turboprop from
2,8.50 to 3,080 shaft horsepower reached the test
stand stage of development during the last twch·c
months. With preliminary test results at :3,080 shaft
horsepower the T6-f s growth potential to :3,-tOO
shaft horsepower and beyond was initiated. Earlier
in the Yl'ar, the 2,8.50 shaft horsepower T6-! for
helicopter and \' /STOL aircraft was certificated by
the Federal Aviation Agency. The department also
negotiated with lshikawajima-llarima Heavy Industries Company, Ltd., for the manufacture of T64
engines in Japan.
The first shipments of the T58-l0, 1,400 shaft
horsepower engine, a growth derivative of the T58
power plant for \' /STO Ls, was made in the second
half of the year. Also of significance was the rollout of two T58-powered V/STOL aircraft this year;
the Bell Aerosystem' s X-22A tri-service research
aircraft and the Piasecki 16H-1A compound helicopter. The X-22A utilizes four T58 1,250 shaft
horsepower engines and the Piasecki Pathfinder I I
is powered by one engine.

In Las Vegas, Nevada, the world's largest gas
turbine-powered ore hauling truck was unveiled at
the American Mining Congress exhibit in October.
The LMIOO-powered truck, capable of hauling
more than 100 tons of ore, will be used in a 12month demonstration and evaluation program.
Elsewhere on the marine front, the nation's first
Air Cushion Vehicle passenger service was inaugurated on San Francisco Bay. The Bell Aerosystems ACV, employed to speed airline travelers and
other passengers between city-center and airport,
can skim across both land and water on a thick
cushion of air generated by an LM 100 gas turbinepowered fan.
Besides the new commercial application of
LM 100 gas turbines, the Navy launched the
G.E. LM1500 gas turbine-powered USS Plainview,
and two Patrol Gun Motorboats (P.G. M.-84 and
-8.5) that utilize LM1500's as boost power at high
speeds. LM 1.500 gas turbines are derivatives of the
]79 family of commercial and military jet engines
that have logged over 3,000,000 engine flight hours.
Three other unique nonaviation applications of
. jet engines went into service in 1965. The U.S.
·Marine Corps LM 1500-powered aircraft catapult
system gained operational status, an LM 100 aircraft-type gas turbine was used for the first time as
boost power for a West German railroad locomotive, and ten LM 1500 gas generators were operated for the first time to produce 100,000 kilowatts
of reserve electrical power for the Cincinnati Gas
& Electric Company.

COMMEHCIAL ENGINE DEPAHTMENT

The Commercial Engine Department assumed additional responsibilities this year when the business
and marketing activities for the CF700 and CJ 10
business aircraft jet engines were transferred from the
Small Aircraft Engine Department. The shift also
included the CT58 turboshafts for Sikorsky S-61 and
S-62 helicopters and Boeing-Vertol V-107 helicopters.
The transfer was a major step in the consolidation
of General Electric's commercial aviation business
within the Commercial Engine Department.
With the transfer of the CF700 and CJ610 power
plants to CED, a broad scope sales and support
program for these engines was undertaken. The
company offered a flat price for engine overhaul in
addition to an engine loan plan and a newly adopted
engine exchange plan. The CJ610 turbojet powers
the Aero Commander Jet 1121, Lear Jet and HFB
320 Hansa, and the CF700 engines are used on Pan
American's Fan Jet Falcon.
Commercial Engine Department reported progress
in achieving the objectives of the G. E. Fleet Leader
Program in 1965. Improved TBO's (Time-BetweenOverhauls) and increased parts life were noted for
its CJ805-3 turbojets in operational service in the

SMALL AIRCRAFT ENGINE DEPARTMENT

The growth of small aircraft engines to higher
power levels gained new momentum in 1965. The
department's J85 afterburning turbojet, the T64
turboshaft/turboprop, and the T58 turboshaft all
have growth developments to their credit.
A significant development in the J85 engine program was achieved when a test stand version of the
modified J85-13 produced 5,000 pounds of thrust.
The J85/J1A advanced turbojet is a proposed growth
version of G.E.'s 4,080-pound thrust J85-13. The
higher thrust obtained in the J85/J1A resulted from
the addition of a compressor stage to increase airflow.
The G.E. J85-powered F-5 Freedom Fighter being deployed around the world under the Military
Assistance Program added Canada to a list of allies
from Europe and Asia who have chosen the supersonic tactical fighter.
Meanwhile, an improved
version of the Northrop F-5, powered by two up114
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GEOS, the Geophysical Observatory Satellite successfulh- orbited in November. GEOS was the first
NASA spacecraft to use graYity gradient stabilization.

Con\ air SHO and the CJ8fJ.3-:2:3 aft-fan version in the
Convair 990.
:\n imprm·cd worldwide engineering sen·ice for
users of C. I·:. jet engines and a realignment of marketing operations within the company"s Flight Proptdsion Di\·ision \H'rt' also a!IIIOUlll'ed during the
n•ar. The marketing realignment streamlined the
~livision"s marketing scn·iccs and strengthened relations with and support of G.E. customers world-

The U.S. Air Force also awarded the department
a contract to develop and manufacture two Gravity
Gradient Test Satellites, and \\·ork continued on the
deYelopment of gravity gradient control and stabilization systems for NASA's Applications Technology Satellites.

\\·idt•.

The department's newly acquired commercial
helicopter engine. CT.38-l-to-L was certificated by
the Federal :\viation :\gency at mid-year.
The
engine. with a l.-!00 shaft horsepower takeoff rating.
is a grm,·th w·rsion of the CT.38-ll0 engine in Sl'n·ice ~,·ith the major turbine-powered helicopter airlines throughout the world.

The Nimbus weather satellite, a flight-proven
earth orbiter that is one of the most complex vehicles ever launched, was another major project.
The Spacecraft Department is the major industrial
contractor for Nimbus, and also developed the satellite's unique stabilization and control system.
Nimbus I was launched in 1964 and two other Nimbus vehicles were in assembly and design stages at
the Space Technology Center, to be launched in
1966 and 1967.

\IISSILE :\:\D SI':\CE DI\"ISIO:\

The General Electric Company's Missile and
Space Division, responsible for exploring and applying the technologies associated with missiles and
space vehicles. made significant progress in 1965.
The division remained vitally in\·olved in major
space programs, capped by its selection by the Air
Force as prime contractor for planning. developing
and integrating the experiments for the i\lanned
Orbiting Laboratory.
About 18,000 people were employed b~- the Missile and Space Division. including about 9,500 in
the Philadelphia area. Thirty-one percent of all
division employees were professional engineers and
scientists, compared with 16 percent for the aerospace industry as a whole.
Division headquarters were located at the Valley
Forge Space Technology Center 17 miles west of
Philadelphia.
This facility is the largest center
owned and operated by priYate industry for space
research and development. Research, design, development. test and manufacturing activity were
under wav in about 3 ..300,000 square feet of floor
space at . Valley Forge, Philadelphia, Burlington,
Vermont; Bav St. Louis, Mississippi; Daytona Beach,
Florida; Hun-tsville, Alabama; and Houston, Texas.

NASA's Orbiting Astronomical Observatory also
involved extensive deYelopment work by the department. G.E. engineers and scientists developed
an extremely accurate stabilization and control system with the capability of pointing the orbiting
telescope at any position in space within one-tenth
second of arc for periods of to 150 minutes.
Growing participation in the development of
nuclear power systems was another G. E. accomplishment during the year.
A SNAP 19 Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator system will augment the primarv solar batten·
power supply aboard Nimbus B. G-eneral Electri~
made plans _to build appropriate storage and handling facilities for this and future nuclear power
projects.
In October, the Atomic Energy Commission selected G. E. to develop and build the first nuclear
power system for operation on the surface of the
moon. The system, designated SNAP 27, will use
Plutonium 238 as the heat source to produce 50 watts
of thermoelectric power. It will provide electric
power to send back selected measurements from an
experiment package left on the moon by the Apollo
astronauts.

SPACECRAFT DEPARH.IENT

G. E. engineers also performed study and design
work on a SNAP system for NASA's Surveyor spacecraft. for a military satellite and for larger units in
the kilowatt power range intended for manned space
vehicles.

The Spacecraft Department, located at Valley
Forge, moved ahead with development of unmanned satellites and space systems.
The General Electric gravity gradient stabilization svstem was one of the department's major success stories of 1965. The Spacecraft Department developed and built gravity gradient systems for

Activities during 1965 helped add to the General
Electric record of space accomplishments, which include the development and manufacture of all, or a
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D£'velopment work continued on the \tark 12
re-entry system which will he used as part of the
Air Force ~vt inuteman II weapon system.
A major part of the department's efforts
during the year was devoted to the development of
a family of test and research re-entry vehicll'S for
the Air Force, including the Nike Zeus test vehicle
and the He-entry ivteasurement Vehicle.
These
Hight vehicles and other research programs such as
CHESS provide new basic data on the phenomenon
of re-entry, and lead to future, advanced operation
vehicles.
Development continued on tlw Maneuvering
Ballistic He-entry Vehicle.
Another major area of activity was the study of entry and lander systems for other planets and the basic
technologies that are required. This included studies
on the Voyager program for NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratories.
It has also included extensive NASA and company-funded work in the sterilization of spacecraft
and their components. One of the greatest technical challenges to the aerospace industry is the development of complete space-vehicle systems that can
he thermally sterilized or .. cooked" at several
hundred degrees for clays and then function reliably
in space.
Advanced research was carried forward on a variety of "exotic" structural and re-cntrv materials
and their applications. Major materia.ls developments that occurred during the year were:
-Flight testing on the X-15 research aircraft of a
series of silicone rubber compounds. This was part
of a program to determine whether the aircraft can
use re-entry type materials as heat protection for
very high speeds.
Called ESM (for Elastomeric
Shield Material) the material also seems well suited
for orbital re-entry and planetary entry.
-Development of a process for permanentlv
treating the surface of metals such as aluminum with
a variety of colors. This process appeared to be
hea.ded for major commercial application "spunoff from the space age. Although it was conceived
~s a method to control space vehicle temperatures,
It shows promise of treating building materials and
metal bodies.

critical or substantial part of, 38 percent of all
satellites launched by the United States.
MOL DEPARTMENT

General Electric formed a new department in
October to spearhead the company's work on
the Air Force's Manned Orbiting Laboratorv
program. Headquarters for the MOL Department
is located at the Valley Forge Space Technology
Center.
The Air Force selected the General Electric Company on August 2.5 to plan and develop the space
experiments for the $1.5 billion MOL program.
Although the total impact of the MOL award could
not immediately be estimated, company officials
said the G. E. part of the program should represent
a sizable portion of the over-all project.
At the time of the award, the G. E. MOL team
totaled more than 300 engineers and supporting
personnel but a considerable expansion was expected.
RE-ENTRY SYSTEMS DEPARTME:"JT

The Re-entry Systems Department, with headquarters in Philadelphia, highlighted its 1965 activities by completing production of the Mark 6 reentry vehicle for the Air Force Titan II ICBM.
The Titan II is the largest missile re-entry vehicle
in the nation's arsenal. The Re-entry Systems Department is responsible for the research, development and production of vehicles and systems which
survive re-entry into the earth's atmosphere or entry
into the atmosphere of other planets. It also is responsible for support equipment and services for
such re-entry systems, for dynamic nuclear power
conversion systems, electric propulsion systems and
the research and development of undersea systems.
The department contains 600,000 square feet of
manufacturing, test facilities and offices. About
3,350 people were at work in Philadelphia during
1965, and 1,560 more were employed at other locations throughout the country.
Development of the Biosatellite continued in 1965,
resulting in the complete assembly of the first vehicle prototype. This prototype, an exact duplicate
of the "flight hardware," was scheduled to begin an
extensive round of qualification tests in January,
1966. The Biosatellite, developed for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's Ames Research Center, will study the effects of long-duration
space flight on terrestrial life. The orbital flights will
last from three to thirty days and experiments will
be conducted on a variety of life forms ranging from
amoebas to primates.

-Development of a process for electroforming
thin pieces of aluminum with optically accurate
surfaces. This may provide future mirrors and collectors for spacecraft that combine light weight and
accuracy with freedom from magnetic effects.
Continuing research was carried on in biosciences
lasers and special applications of electronics.
'
Research leading to development of liquid metal
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systems, and a navigation lock, bascule bridge and
seven-mile man-made canal system was begun .
Associated new responsibilities included operation
of specially designed and constructed barges for
transport of cryogenic fuels such as liquid hydrogen
and liquid oxygen. MTSD also began operation
and maintenance of high-pressure gas and cryogenics systems (air, helium, nitrogen, hydrogen ) requiring miles of special piping, new welding techniques, fabrication of special valves and creation of
intricate warning and monitoring devices.
Simultaneously, personnel of MTSD were engaged in provision of air, surface and water transportation, security services, pest control programs,
library, medical, mail, reproduction, food , telephone,
radio and facsimile services, as well as custodial.
Others were checking out, operating or maintaining
complex systems for data acquisition and data reduction; electronics, materials, photographic, instrumentation, acoustical, measurement standards
and meteorology laboratories and status monitoring
and test warning systems.
Engineers and technicians of MTSD continued
to assist NASA and Corps of Engineers personnel
in assuring new buildings and structures under construction were completed, equipped, instrumented
and ready for beneficial occupancy on schedule.
The Mississippi Test Facility, one of the most
important links in the nation' s manned lunar landing program, neared operational readiness for initial
static tests, scheduled for early 1966, of the S-II-T
test model and subsequently of S-II flight stages.
Testing of the larger and more powerful (160,000,000 horsepower) booster stages for the Saturn V was
scheduled to begin later in 1966 upon completion
of the dual-position S-IC test stand, which will
tower nearly 40 stories high. The Mississippi Test
Support Department had more than 1,400 employees
in 1965.

Ge ne ral Electric's elec tronic compute r ystem pro id s hig h speed,
acc r.n ate arrd reliable checkout f or Apollo equip m ent .

vap or turbin e systems for producincr e lectricit) from
nuclear power continued, and ' ·as highlig hted by
the successful pe rformance of a h a-stage potassium
turbine during a 250 hour endurance test.
In 1965, the 100th satellite reco,er) vehicle produced by the Re-entry S) stems Depa.rtment was
successfully recovered from orbit.
MISSISSIPPI TEST SUPPORT DEPARTMENT

The Mississippi Test Support Department, a
company operation since 1963, became a department
in 1965.
It was formed when NASA determined that industry support should be acquired for the activation and operation of the Mississippi Test Facility,
to be built as a proving ground for booster and
second stages of Saturn-Apollo space exploration
vehicles. These tasks were first assigned to General
Electric as an extension of its Apollo support contract, and the company then formed the Mississippi
Test Support Operation to accomplish them . MTSD
is headquartered at Bay St. Louis, Mississippi.
MTF, a facility of NASA's Marshall Space Flight
Center in Huntsville, Alabama, is located on a
13,500-acre forest and marshland site in Hancock
County, Mississippi .
General Electric, as prime contractor to NASA,
provides through its Mississippi Test Support Department activation and operational support in two
major areas: plant and test support operations and
technical support and technical systems.
During 1965, MTSD assumed responsibility for
operating many of the facilities and systems in the
test, laboratory and engineering and industrial complexes at the test site, and for the diverse functions
required to support its development as the second
largest construction project in the nation. Operation of electrical substations, a central heating
plant, natural gas, sewage and potable water

APOLLO SUPPORT DEPARTMENT

The Apollo Support Department, headquartered
at Daytona Beach, Florida, kept pace with the fastmoving Apollo moon program during the year.
The department was under contract to NASA to
develop acceptance checkout equipment to automatically test subsystems for the Apollo spacecraft, and
then to check the mating of the assembled vehicle
with its Saturn booster.
The department at year-end had about 2, 700
employees at Daytona Beach and another 1,350
worked in Huntsville.
There were additionally
about 675 in Cocoa Beach and some 500 in Houston.
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The department provides engineering support in
the areas of reliability and integration, directed at
the development of methods, procedures and techniques required to assure a safe and successful
mission for the Apollo program.
The department's reliability work included th e
development of an over-all mathematical model,
techniques, and methods for use by NASA for the
assurance of mission success and flight safety.
ASD was also working in the area of failure mode
effects analysis, and on the development of methods
for use by NASA in the review of reliability and
quality program planning.
ASD' s integration work may be defined as assistance to NASA in its efforts to assure the compatibility of the major system elements with each other
and with the system objectives. This is basically a
problem in communications in the broadest sense.
In turn, General Electric is assisting in the development of documentation.
ASD was developing and producing for NASA
much of the Apollo hardware, the kind of equipment which is seen in the blockhouses and control
centers at Cape Kennedy.
For the Command ,
Service, and Lunar Excursion Modules, this. is referred to as ACE-S / C or Acceptance Checkout
Equipment-Spacecraft. For the Saturn launch vehicle s, it is referred to as ESE, or Electrical Support
Equipment. For the checkout of th e launch facilities, it is usually referred to generally as Launch
Support Equipment, or · specificall y by the function
of the facility with which it is used. This includes
such ·. hardware as Propellant Tanking Computer
System,
Measurements
Calibration
System,
Telemetry Ground Support Equipment, and Radio
Frequency Test Equipment.

1965 with the award of seve ra l new Arm y co ntra cts.
Pods containing these weapon systems, fo r attachment to helicopters and Air Force combat aircraft,
also were produced.
Contracts also were rece ived for a he licopte r grenade launcher which fires more than 200 highexplosive grenades a minute, and for a Minigun
system to be mounted on helicopters in units which
also contain rocke t launchers.
The year's activities also included advanced d eve lopment work on General Electric's new Thin-Film
distillation process for producing potable water from
sea or brackish water.

GE N ERAL PRECISION. INC.
Gene ral Precision , Inc. has, throu g h a planned
program of selective diversification and selective
new-product development, continued during 1965
to establish itself as a major producer of e lectronic,
electromechanical, optical and other precision-made
products for the military, government and industry.
The company consists of the Aerospace Group in
Little Falls, New Jersey; Librascope Group,
Glendale, California; and Link Group, Binghamton , New York, and employed at year-end more
than 11,000 people in plant space of about 2,500,000 square feet .
AEROSPACE GROUP
Virtually every major aircraft, missile and space
vehicle serving the country's national defense and
the space program incorporates General Precision
Aerospace equipment produced by its Systems, Kearfott and GPL divisions . Products range from inertial
navigation and guidance equipment, high-precision
components and gyrodynamic devices and Doppler
navigation systems .to data-handling systems and
closed-circuit television for military and generalpurpose industrial and educational applications.

MISSILE AND ARMAMENT DEPARTMENT

The Missile and Armament Department at Burlington, Vermont, continued in 1965 as the company's manufacturing facility for the production of
re-entry vehicles and development of aircraft armament and special weapons.
In addition to its production work on Mark 6 nose
cones and aerospace ground equipment for the
Atlas, Thor and Titan ballistic missiles, the department was conducting research and development
and design activities on materials and equipment
for space and satellite programs .
Production of the world 's fastest firing guns, the
20 millimeter Vulcan cannon and the 7 .62 millimeter Minigun-a six-barrel system capable of
firing up to 6,000 rounds a minute-increased in

The world's larges t space mission simulator was built for the USAF
by General Precision / Link.
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In 196.5. under Air Force direction. General Precision :\erospace conducted a flight test program of
its n<'w st<:'llar inertial guidance system. The new
syst<'m is designed to lock on to stars aft<'r a missile
launch to ascertain the missile's location: it then
guides thl' missile to its target.
Sensitive gyroscopl'S and actuators produced by
Aerospace Group were used in the vital midcourse
maneuver of tlw 196-t-6.5 ~lariner 1\. spacecraft on
its trip to ~Iars and put it right on target.
To maintain its leadership position in its principal
fields. the Group organized its Aerospace Hesearch
Center. The center. staffed by outstanding scientists.
was studying in such areas as lasers. thin films. interplanetary navigation aids. gyro-less inertial systems.
celestial tracking techniques. strap-down guidance
and optical communications.
LI~K

On the other side of the coin, Link was engaged
in the production of industrial products and svstems
to control material on the move. The Industrial
Controls Division is the world's largest supplier of
safety-pressure gauges and controls and conservation fittings and gauges for tank farms and fluid
blending facilities.
Similarly, there is hardly a blast furnace or steel
mill that isn't equipped with the company's controls to provide power, speed and accuracy for the
steel-making process. Controls are also supplied to
the nonmetallic materials manufacturers including
producers of packaging and printing materials,
paper, plastic fiber and textiles.

LIBRASCOPE GROUP

GROL"P

Computers for command-and-control, antisubmarine-warfare and fire-control systems were part of
the product mb.: that the Librascope Group provided
to decision makers during the year, to help solve the
problems of gathering, processing and displaying
information.
The company was also producing a line of components and peripheral equipment for use in its own
computers and data-processing systems and for marketing to other computer manufacturers, the government and industry. Included were magnetic-disc
memory systems, woven thin-film memory planes
and encoders. Librascope was designing and manufacturing electro-optical instruments for reconnaissance and surveillance systems, for optical tracking
and associated instrumentation and for projection
systems.
Research and development was being carried out
in the fields of basic material structure, electroluminescence, woven thin-film memory planes and
infrared and visible-light detection devices.
The family that General Precision, Inc. belongs
to also includes other subsidiaries that produce a
diversified array of products from photographic and
audiovisual equipment at GraAex, Inc., Rochester,
New York; to high-intensity light-projecting equipment for theatres and arenas, airport runways and
photomechanical reproduction at The Strong Electric Corporation, Toledo, Ohio; to theatre l'quipment
and community-antenna TV systems at National
Theatre Supply Company, Tarrytown, New York.
In line with its selective diversification program,
changes in defenst' procurements have been m('t by
the company developing competence in many
areas and selt'ctively choosing those areas that promised the greatest opportunitil's for continued profits and growth. This concept of selective diversi-

:\t the Link Group the 1965 emphasis was on sim-

ulation of military aircraft, commercial aircraft and
space missions, and it included the less glamorous
but equally important automobile driver trainers.
These simulators duplicate on the ground. and in a
safe environment. the events that occur or will
occur in actual flight or on the road.
At Link's Systems Division, the famous "Blue
Box" of \Vorld War II has been replaced, for example, by highly sophisticated analog and digital
computerized simulators for the Apollo and Lem
missions, and for the new high-spet'd military and
commercial jet aircraft.
NASA's astronauts will take their first "flight" to
the moon long before their actual blast-off from
Cape Kennedy.
In fact. the Apollo and LEM
simulators will permit them to safely. and with remarkable realism, take the trip many times without ever leaving the ground.
Link also built for the Air Force the world's
largest space-mission simulator. which was installed
at Edwards Air Force Base, California. and which will
be used to train Air Force pilots for space flights.
The Group developed a growing business in information storage and retrieval devices, and it was
supplying high-accuracy, precision-measurement
equipment used in mapping operations and determining missile flight characteristics.
Other Link equipment was in use by NASA to
produce lunar and Mars photographs and by the
U. S. Weather Bureau to reproduce data acquired by
spacecraft for meteorological observation. In this
connection, it was Link equipment, to a large degree, that made it possible for photos of the moon
to be shown live on TV as the Ranger IX spacecraft
plunged toward the lunar surface.
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DASH outfitting was delin•red to the japanese
1\laritinw Self Ddense :\gene~· under the \lilitary
Assistance Program.
Under a separate contract, drone helicopters were
delivered to Pt. ~vl ugu, California. to be used as
target drones at the Pacifie Missile Hangc.
Further advances in technology were achieved
by compll'tion of programs and tedlllieal reports on
a prototype tilt-Hoat helicopter; tank tests of a gyrostabilized Hoat system for rough water amphibious
helicopters at Stevens Institute of Technology; and
a Surface Speed Sensing System for the DASH
program.
In addition. prototype model QII-.50() n•hicles
were completed and commenced flight tests at the
Naval Air Test Center. Patuxent Hivcr. 1\taryland.
The QH-.50D was to be phased in during 1966 toreplace the QH-50C fled operational model. It will
have improved payload, range and p(•rformance.
During the year new construction added approximately .50.000 square feet of factory space. Flight
test facilities were expanded and new facilities and
equipment were acquired. These additions will result in a higher rate of production and greater
efficiency. Total plant space at year-end was
more than 200,000 square feet.

fication was also carried over into the company s
expansion activities.
Most recent of these activities was the purchase
by General Precision of the business of the Rh·erdale, Maryland, plant of the Electronics Division
of A.C.F. Industries, Inc. and the leasing of the
plant. This operation employed at the end of I 96.5
over 800 people in the engineering, manufacturing
and sale of specialized electronics equipment.
Earlier in the year, General Precision, recognizing
the importance of data communications and oceanography, laid the groundwork for its participation
in these fields with the acquisition of Tcle-Signal
Corporation, Hicksville, Long Island and the joint
formation with Union Carbide Corporation of Ocean
Systems, Inc.
In addition. the company made
selective affiliations to build a diversified international operation.
In the international field, General Precision
joined with leading manufacturers in Japan, Italy
and West Germany in the organization of affiliated
companies based in those countries. In England, the
company holds a majority interest in General Precision Systems, Ltd.
Deliveries were made of Mitsubishi Precision's simulator for the Japanese F-104J aircraft and
that company opened a new plant to increase capacity for the development and production of these
and other electronic products for the Japanese market. Overseas production of aircraft simulators and
auto-driver trainers continued in England.
Recognizing the importance of reliabilitv and the
desirability of cost reduction, General . Precision
launched a company-wide Zero Defects program
aimed at improving product quality and performance. The company made use of special television programs, individual company meetings and
various communications media to explain the program to the employees with the goal in mind to
reduce costs to the taxpayer and improve quality
of weapons and systems. The program was successful in indoctrinating all employees to its chief aim,
to get the job done right the first time.

HAMILTO~ STA~DARD

Division of United Aircraft Corporation
Progress in space life support work and in the
state of propeller art, production of air inlet controls
for the General Dynamics F -111 variable-wing aircraft, and the beginning of a 365,000-square-foot
plant expansion program highlighted Hamilton
Standard's activities in 1965.
Two types of gas management assemblies were
being developed for the oxygen-nitrogen life support
system on NASA's Biosatellite, the earth-orbiting
capsule which will conduct biological experiments on
animals and plant life. Development and qualification units of the control for the three-day flight were
delivered to General Electric's Re-entry Systems
Department, and work continued on the development of the 30-day system.
First deliveries of a preproduction environmental
control for the Apollo Lunar Excursion Module
(LEM) and related ground support check out
equipment were made to Grumman Aircraft. A
water-cooled portable life support system designed
to sustain the lives of astronauts exploring the lunar
surface was delivered to NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center. Hamilton Standard continued to work
on advanced life support subsystems for earth-orbit-

THE GYRODYJ":E COMPA;.\IY OF
AMERICA, INC.
During 1965, Gyrodyne increased production of
QH-.50C drone helicopters to approximately double
the previous years' rate. The QH-50C is the weapon
carrier, and the heart of, the U. S. Navy's Anti-Submarine DASH System. In August 1965, an initial
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American Airways to operate the Hamilton Standard
fuel control on its Boeing 707' s for 6,200 hours between overhaul.
In environmental control activity, contracts were
received to develop primary, secondary and air-tofuel heat exchangers for the air conditioning system
on the Anglo-French Concorde supersonic transport and cabin pressure regulating systems for the
Boeing 737 short range jetliner. The air conditioning system for the Navy's Ling-Temco-Vought A-/A
attack plane passed its qualification tests and went
into production. In production were air conditioning units for the Northrop T-38 jet trainer and the
F-5A fighter version and the Douglas TA--tE jet
trainer, and pressure regulators for the Grumman
A-6:\. and General Dynamics F-111 military aircraft.
Porous plate sublimators for cooling electronics
equipment on the Saturn IB and V rocket boosters
were qualified and went into production. An advanced heat exchanger, the sublimator rejects heat
by exposing heat-carrying water to vacuum's low
pressure where it first freezes and then turns to vapor. Developed by Hamilton Standard, the selfregulating device is also being used in the LEM
environmental control system and life support back
pack for the Apollo moon-landing program.
Hamilton Standard's Electronics Department
produced static power supplies for the Army's Shillelagh tank-mounted missile and Northrop T-38 and
F-5A aircraft, and automatic stabilization units for
several Sikorsky helicopters. It also continued making electronic fuel controls for P & W A industrial gas
turbine engines and temperature controls for the
Grumman A-6A and Lockheed P-3A aircraft. The
autopilot for the Navy's largest hydrofoil ship, the
Plainview, was shipped, and a contract was received to produce stabilization augmentation systems for Hiller's FH-1100 four-place commercial
helicopter.
Ground support equipment built by Hamilton
Standard contributed to NASA's Gemini manned
flights and the successful launchings of the Air Force
Titan 111-C launch vehicle at Cape Kennedy, Florida. This equipment included propellant servicing
trailers for the Gemini vehicle's flight controls, electronic checkout equipment for the electrical systems
on the Titan 111-C' s solid fuel rocket boosters, and
ground air conditioners for the Titan core vehicle.
Fuel and oxidizer propellant servicing trailers for
the S-IVB stage of the Saturn moon rocket were delivered to Cape Kennedy. Ground support equipment in production included test stands for fuel
controls, propellers and environmental controls.

ing space stations and prolonged space flights. These
included the den•lnpment of equipment for reclaiming water from urine and wash water for re-use for
drinking and eating purposes. the n·mo,·al of carbon
dioxide in air-tight space cabins. and the recovery of
oxygen from carbon dioxide.
Three major propeller modds were produced for
the Lockhet.•d C-1:30E transport and HC-130H
rescue aircraft. the Lockheed P-3:\ and Grumman
S2E subhunters, de Ha,·illand C\'-:! Caribou transport and Crumman 0\'-1 reconnaisanct.• plant•. The
Buffalo transport. the turbim•-pmn·n·d n•rsion of
the Caribou being manufactured for the Royal Canadian Air Force. will be t.•quipped with a fourth
prop<' ller type. the new 6:3 E60.
Hamilton Standard's ach·anced propell{·rs underwent extensive flight tests on the Ling-Temco\'ought XC-1-!2:\ tilt-wing aircraft and wen• on the
Bell Aeros,·stcms X-22:\ ductPd-prop{•llt>r plane.
These milit~tn· \'/STOL aircraft ha,·e propellers with
similar light,~·eight. high thrust designs: fiberglass
blades and gear boxes attached directly to the propeller. Under Navy-supported programs, development continued on an integral gear box propeller
and the tandem-bladed variable camber propeller
which employs two blades as nne to achieve higher
take off and cruise performance.
Entrv into the small propeller field resulted in
Federai Aviation Agencv certification of the 33LF
propeller and the start of its production for the
Turbo Commander business aircraft. The North
American OV-lOA counterinsurgency aircraft, which
made its first flight in mid-year, is equipped with
the same propeller. Hamilton Standard also moved
into the marine propeller field as its was awarded a
contract to build titanium propellers for the U.S.
Navy's Plainview hydrofoil ship.
Hamilton Standard continued manufacturing air
inlet controls for the U. S. Air Force F-11 L<\ tactical
fighter and the Navy "B" version under contract to
General Dynamics. The control, a high precision
hvdromechanical device, automatically moves the
i~let' s cone-shaped spike to smooth the flow of air
passing through the duct to the engine despite
sudden changes in aircraft speed, altitude and engine power setting.
Fuel controls were supplied to a variety of gas
turbine engines that power commercial and military
airplanes a~d helicopters. The powerplants included
the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J52, JT3D, JT12,
JT8, JFTD12 and TF33 engines and the FT4 and
FT12 marine turbines; the General Electric J79,
T58 and T64 gas turbine engines and the Lycoming
T55. The Federal Aviation Agency authorized Pan
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Aerospace prog rams receivin g ma teri a l produced
by th e company included th e C -141 , F-4, F-5A , 727
and 737, COIN, DC-9, Gemini, Polari s A3 , and
Saturn.
With the extension of structural require me nts to
serve ne w advancements in aerospace, Harvey
planned to maintain its significant pos ition as a
produce r of me tals for defe nse and space. For example, th e compan y's ex te nsive resea rch into new
metals and alloys produced a new aerospace composite material combining aluminum and steel fib ers
in a lightwe ight, high strength form.

One of the leading manufacture rs of electron
beam we lders, Hamilton Standard continued to advance the use of this metalworking techniqu e . A
contract was received from NASA to deve lop and
build a hand-held electron beam we ld e r for me taljoining experiments in space. Machin es in production included advanced nonvacuum we lders for production of tubing and automobile parts and highpowered 25KW equipment.
Two construction proj ects for handling ex pansion
needs were announced . Erecti on of a 165,000square-foot office addition at Hamilton Standard's
main plant in Windsor Locks, Connecticut, began
in the fall. A modern plant with 200,000 square fee t
of floor space was to be constructed in Windsor
Locks during 1966, and Hamilton Standard planned
to move its electronics operations into the new
building from the existing plant in Broad Brook,
Connecticut.

HARVEY ALUMINUM
Activities at Harvey Aluminum during the year
1965 were highlighted by a maj o r expansion program
to more than triple productivity, a record production rate at the primary aluminum reduction facilities, and an increase in the fabrication of mill products in aluminum, titanium, steel alloys, and zirconium for the aerospace industry and r e late d markets.
Harvey Aluminum at year-end was undergoing a

major expansion program , including construction of
a new aluminum rolling mill in Lewisport, Kentucky; a11 alumina plant in St. Croix, Virgin Islands;
bauxite mining facilities in the Republic of Guinea,
Africa; and an aluminum smelting and fabrication
complex on the island of Karmoy in Norway.
Large extrusions, complex forgings, impact extrusions, and other wrought aluminum products
were produced by Harvey for military aircraft, aerospace vehicles, rockets and missiles, and ground support equipment. Production continued on aluminum components for SATS installations (Short Airfield for Tactical Support). Harvey designed and
developed the AM-2 landing mat for the SATS
unit, a mat standardized by the Navy and used by
the Marine Corps.
Titanium and steel shipment were made for jet
engines, jet transports, interceptors, and missiles.
Development work was conducted on th e use of
titanium for the supersonic transport program.
The company solidifi ed its position of leadership
within the industry as a suppli e r of titanium and
stee l extrusions for ae rospace applications.

A magnetohydrodynamics generator is fired at He rcules Powde r' s
Bacchus, Utah,facility.

HERCULES POWDER COMPANY
A leader in solid propellant rocket technolog y,
Hercules Powder Company increased its position in
the defense area during 1965. It was awarded contracts for the development of solid propellant
motors for the Poseidon program. Hercules was
assigned all of the work on the second stage of this
vehicle. Work on the first stage will be performed
under a joint venture with Thiokol Chemical Corporation, with Hercules as manager of the joint
venture.
Major technological breakthroughs were also
achieved in 1965 with the successful flight test of
high energy motors for Sprint and Hibex antimissile missiles , and the demonstration of a new
booster/ sustainer unit with extremely low radar attenuation characteristics.
The company continued to provide propulsion
units for Minuteman, Polaris, Honest John and
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other d efe nse mi ss (l es, as we ll as motors for man y
and va ried space app li ca ti ons such as the precision
mo tor ,,·hic h placed th e N uclea r Detection Satellites in orbit durin g 1965.
I n a noth e r fi e ld of e ne rgy, Hercul s demonstrated
the crea ti o n of e lectri ca l po' e r from a solid rocket
exha ust without th e use of con ntional turbin es
ge ne ra tors, e tc. By mea ns of rna n toh~drod y na
mic ge nerat ion, th e research g roup a t Bacchus, ta h,
was ab le to produce 1,500,000 watt of powe r for one
eco nd. usin g as a co ndu ctor th e xha ust from a
sma ll so lid prope llant motor. Ea rli e r, workin g on a
research co ntract for th e · nited Stat s ir Force
a nd in coope ra ti on with ~viHD Re ea rch, In c., a
H erc ul es subsidi a ry, th e Bacchus cr roup pump cl a
la se r by an ex plosive ly dri ven ge nera tor which
provid ed 300,000,000 watts for one te n-th ousa ndths
of a second throug h a specia l Aas h lamp. He rcules
a lso d em o nstrated hi g h- e ne rg y pulse power ge ne ra ti o n from a h~r brid motor a nd th e company was
perfect ing thi s system.

Heart. of th e gu idance pla tform in the Gemini spacecraft is th e
a.::.imuth block, here being adjusted by a Hon e ywell e ngin eer.

terns and for conducting advanced studies and research leading to new technologies and new products.
One of the first and largest projects of the new
division was developme nt and manufacture of th e
Scanner spacecraft under a contract with the La ngley Research Center of th e National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA). Scanner, scheduled for launch in 1966, is to be used in a horizon
definition experiment. Electronic equipment aboard
the vehicle was designed to take readings of the infrared radiation emitted from the earth' s atmosphere.
Under a contract with NASA' s Marshall Space
Flight Center, Systems and Research engineers
and scientists conducted extensive human factors
experiments during the summer and fall with two
men confined to a pl ywood cabin represe nting the
type of lunar roving vehicle in which tomorrow's
astronauts might drive on the moon. The experiments were aimed at determining cabin configuration that would enable men to perform within the
cramped quarters of such a vehicle. More tests
were planned for 1966.
At year's end, finishing touches were being put
on a new, multimillion-dollar Hone ywell electronics production facilit y near Tampa . Equipment
produced at the plant is classified . The 65 ,000square-foot plant, built on a 17-acre site, was sc heduled to emplo y some 900 persons and, when in full
operation, to add about $5,000,000 in new payrolls
for the Tampa Bay area.

HO NEYWELL I NC.
MILITARY PROD UC T S GROUP

For Honeywe ll Inc. , 1965 was a yea r of expansion
a nd diversification of its military a nd aeros pace
capabilities. While Honeywe ll guidance and control
equipment was pe rforming o n so me of th e yea r' s
mos t spectacular space shots, pre parations were
mov ing fonva rd for production of th e most adva nced
antisubmarine torpedoes in the nation' s arsenal.
While e lectronics remained th e mainsta y of th e
company's Military Products Group (MPG ), significant progress was made in the rapidl y d eveloping
area of fluid technolog y. The governm ent continued
to b e the largest customer for MPG products; but
several devices were introduced for th e commercial
market.
Announced in November 1964 and organized in
1965 was Honeywell's new Syste ms and Research
Division, th e fo~rth division in MPG, with headquarters in Minneapolis. (The other three divisions
a re Minneapolis Aeronautical, Ordnance and
Florida Aeronautical.) Purpose of Syste ms and Research is to strengthen Honeywe ll's ability to create
and carry out major military and space systems prog rams. Establishment of the division concentrated
in one location the systems programs formerly carried on by se veral divisions. Systems and Research
is responsible for planning, sales and advanced
development of avionics, space and weapons sys123
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tractor for the AS ROC (antisubmarine rocket) m issile. In 1965 the ASROC and the Terrier supersonic
guided missile weapons systems \\'Crt' combined to
give the Na,·y a new cor1ccpt in shipboard weaponry.
Deve lopmcn t contractor of the ASH OC port ion of
the new system was Honeywell's California Ordnance Center.
In January, announcement was made of a contract
award to the company's \Vest Coast Ordnance
operations for construction of a system to hold the
drilling platform steady for Project ~lohole, the
National Science Foundation program to penetrate
the earth's crust at a spot in the Pacific Ocean near
Hawaii.
A delicate but durable sonar device manufactured
by the Seattle Development Laboratory pinpointed
the location of sunken barge loaded with chlorine
gas and averted a potential catastrophe at Baton
Rouge, Louisiana, in September. The device is
called a precision profiling sonar set. It was installed
aboard an Army Corps of Engineers vessel to search
for the missing bargeload of gas, which had been
sunk by Hurricane Betsy in the Mississippi River.

Across the bay at the Florida Aeronautical Division in St. Petersburg, Aug. 11 was one of the brightest days of the year. It was the day a Centaur rocket,
carrying a Honeywell all-inertial guidance system
built in St. Petersburg, successfully launched a
dummy Surveyor spacecraft on a simulated trip to
the moon.
The Florida Aeronautical Division is
associate prime contractor on Centaur. Success of
the Atlas-Centaur-6 flight qualified the guidance
system for journeys into deep space-the first such
operational qualification of a launch vehicle guidance system.
The most dramatic space shots of the year were
the two-man Gemini flights. Electronic subsystems
built by Honeywell provided precision guidance and
control during these missions.
Two Honeywell
divisions build major equipment for Gemini, the
first U. S. manned spacecraft to usc inertial guidance. The Minneapolis Aeronautical Division supplies the attitude control and maneuver electronics
for the Gemini spacecraft and three-axis reference
systems for both the Gemini launch vehicle and the
Gemini Agena target vehicle. The Florida Aeronautical Division builds the spacecraft's inertial
measurement unit.

In another Seattle project, production was under
way throughout the year on the AN/UCC-1, the first
large-scale application of microelectronics to a major
Navy communications program. AN/UCC-1 is a
system that provides for simultaneous transmission
of multiple teletype signals over radio channels to
ships or stations.

Shipped to Cape Kennedy in the fall for launching early in 1966 was Apollo spacecraft 009, the
first operational model of the three-man spacecraft
being readied for a trip to the moon and back within
the decade.
Honeywell's Minneapolis Aeronautical Division manufactured the stabilization and
control system for the spacecraft.

Early in the year Charles L. Davis, vice president
in charge of MPG, predicted that the countrv' s infant fluids technology would mature into a. $250million-a-year business by 1970. Honeywell continued to lead U. S. industry in the manufacture of
fluid control systems without moving parts or
electronic components. Largest contract of 1965
was for $2,700,000, awarded by the Air Force to
Honeywell's Minneapolis Aeronautical Division for
advanced development of a fluid jet engine control
system.

Work at the Ordnance Division, headquartered in
the Minneapolis suburb of Hopkins, took on an
added dimension in July with the Navy's award of
the second-source prime contract to build Mark 46
torpedoes. Intensive efforts began immediately to
begin production. Overall program direction and
final assembly, testing and checkout of the highspeed, deep-diving antisubmarine missiles will be
at Ordnance facilities in the Twin Cities.
The
Minneapolis Aeronautical Division will build the
gyroscope pendulum assembly, heart of the torpedo's electronic guidance system. Two branches
of the Ordnance Division also will be involved: the
California Ordnance Center at West Covina will
build testing and checkout equipment, and the
Seattle Development Laboratory will build the transducer.

Among the year's new products with both militarv
and commercial potential was the ALERT, a solidstate, general-purpose digital computer combining
speed, flexibility and low cost in a small package.
~he ALERT is particularly well suited for applicatrons such as aircraft fire control systems, manned
space programs, ground and sea-based missile complexes, field command and control, airborne command and control, complex navigation problems and
reconnaissance missions. It will be used by NASA
in 1966 for energy management computation aboard
an X-15 aircraft. The Florida Aeronautical Division
developed the ALERT.

While the Mark 46 will be the first torpedo
actually manufactured by Honeywell, the company is not a newcomer to weapons systems using
torpedoes. The Ordnance Division was prime con124
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ELECTRO:\'ICS 01\'ISIOl\

Avco Electronics Division, located at Cincinnati,
Ohio, and Huntsville, Ala., during 1965 supplied
improved lightweight man-pack and vehicular communications equipment for test under combat conditions.
A growing family of Avco electronics receivers
and decoders is being used on a number of classified space programs. In addition, the division received a contract for research, development and
production of the radar segment for a detection and
weapons system against ballistic missiles launched
from submarines.
The Huntsville facility was enlarged during the
year to provide more on-site facilities and capabilities in support of NASA's Marshall Space Flight
Center.
One of the most important programs of the division
was the production of an infrared countermeasures receiving system for the Air Force F -1ll fighter
used to detect enemy missiles approaching the aircraft. The division also won a contract for new high
frequency radio receiver-transmitters for the F-lll.
Electronics provides a variety of communications
gear for missiles and space vehicles including command-destruct receivers for destroying rockets and
space boosters which stray off course.

The year I 96.5 proved to be a year of many ad\ a nces for :\erode\. Inc. Tremendous e\pansion
took place when :\erode\ acquired a ne\\. building
with :2~)6 ..59:3 sq. ft. of operating space under one
roof at the \liami International :\irport. adjacent to
its present facilities. Employment reached a peak of
:3.:200. The company retained its enviable reputation
as the world's largest aircraft engine OH'rhaul facilitv
hy completing o\·er 6.000 of the largest and mo;t
comple\ reciprocating engines in o~eration under
contracts with the l'. S. :\ir Force.
Concurrent with performance under the military
contracts. :\erode\ also completed 0\·erhaul of 0\·er
:200 \ arious types of engines tor airlines. the Federal
:\ viatiil!l Agency and pri\·ate aircraft operators in its
comnH'rcial department.
In addition to the manufacturing and operating
space. the company added :2-L 1:25 sq. ft. of test cell
capacity by adding IO new units to its bank of tl.'st
cells.
Further impron'ment is manifested in the
installation of a Cla\·ton Dn1amometer "·hich offers
laboratory type tes.ting u;1der perfec;ly controlled
conditions for engines up to and including -!,000
horsepower.
This addition becomes sign itic ant
when it is recognized as the onh· such unit i,n operation east of the Mississippi .River commercially
operated by an engine overhaul facilitv.
The complete tooling and imple;nentation of a
mechanized production line to modih· and recondi~ion e\haust manifold assemblies wa; accomplished
In 1965. Aerode\ engineered. manufactured and
put into operation completelv automatic machines
to satisfy requirements anci has deliH'recl over
16,000 valves which would otherwise ha\·e been lost
by rejection. All testing and certification was conducted during this program.

E\'ERETT RESEARCH LABORATORY

Avco Everett Research Laboratory at Everett and
Haverhill, Mass., continued reentry studies started
for the Air Force more than 10 years ago. From aircraft operating over the Pacific missile range, the
division monitored the reentry of ICBM nose cones
and also conducted classified research studies necessary for developing the Army's N ike X anti missile
defense system, using data obtained from the monitoring work.
The laboratory received an Army contract to develop a superconducting energy-storage device with
a 100,000 watt-second capability.
Working with Aerostructures Division, the Everett
Research Laboratory is supplying the first magnetohydrodynamic (MHO) generator designed and
built for other than experimental purposes to power
a hypersonic wind tunnel at the Air Force's Arnold
Engineering Development Center.
National Heart Institute awarded the division a
contract to study the medical, surgical, technological, economic, legal and social factors which must
be considered in the development of artificial
hearts. During the year the division also developed a
50-kilowatt, ultraviolet, pulsed gas laser which is
believed to have one of the highest power outputs
ever achieved.

AVCO CORPORATIO~
AEHOSTRUCTURES DIVISION

Avco Aerostructures Division's capabilities as a
manufacturer of major airframe components at
Nashville, Tenn., are employed primarily for military
purposes. However, the division last year began
production of the 35-foot wings for Grumman's jetpowered Gulfstream II, a long range corporate aircraft.
The division also manufactures structures and assemblies for space vehicles, rocket boosters, missiles,
aircraft and helicopters, aluminum and stainless steel
honeycomb panels, thermal control panels and
thrust termination tubes for rockets.
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termine damaging effects of the space environment
on thermal coatings, optical glass and metal surfaces.
The Tulsa Division was designated the Avco
Instrument Division early in 1966.

ORDNANCE DIVISION

Avco Ordnance Division at Richmond, Ind., increased its production rates during 1965 to remain
one of the nation's major suppliers of military ammunition. The Division produces conventional or
non-nuclear ammunition, air-to-ground and surfaceto-surface warheads, fuzes and related materials.
Arming and fuzing devices are produced by the
division for the Polaris, Minuteman and Titan
missiles.
RESEARCH

CHA;\iDLER EVA:'-JS, 1:'\C.
CONTROL SYSTEMS DIVISIO:"
OF COLT l;\iDUSTRIES , 1:'\C.
The Chandler Evans Control Systems Division of
Colt Industries in 1965 continued volume production
of T A-2 unitized main fuel controls for gas turbinepowered helicopters. The T A ~ontrol series is a
highly sophisticated yet compact fuel management
system for the Lycoming T-53 free turbine engine
that is seeing military service on Bell U H-1 Iroquois
he licopters in Viet Nam and elsewhere in the world .
An advanced T A-2 control also will be on the new
Bell UH-lB HueyCobra, an armed and more powerful version of the UH-1, now in production. TheTA
control encloses within one housing the main engine
fuel control, main fuel pump and free turbine governor. More than 30,000 Chandler Evans main fuel
controls have been produced, logging more than
2,000,000 service hours in Army helicopter operations-many thousands of them under jungle combat
conditions.
1965 also was Chandler Evans Control Systems
Division's ninth consecutive year of production of
main fuel pumps for gas turbine applications. To
date more than 22,000 of these positive displacement
fuel pumps have accumulated more than 28 million
service hours on Pratt & Whitney Aircraft and General Electric gas turbine engines for such notable
commercial and military aircraft as Boeing 707 commercial transports, B-52 bombers and KC-135 jet
tankers; Douglas DC-8 jet transports; Lockheed
Starlifter commercial cargo jets, and Northrop F-5

AND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

Avco Research and Development Division at
Wilmington, Lowell and Lawrence, Mass., continued work on heat shields for the Apollo command
module and several key contracts for preliminary
study phases for the unmanned Voyager scientific
exploration of Mars. Avco is studying for NASA
the feasibility of two different types of small, lightweight Mars probe vehicles, one to make atmospheric measurements and communicate information
back to earth during entry into the Martian atmosphere, the other to negotiate a survivable landing
and communicate data back to receiving stations on
earth.
The division received a contract to build and
operate a boron filament pilot plant at North Wilmington on an experimental basis. Under a NASA
contract a program was started to synthesize and
evaluate ferrohydrodynamic or highly magnetic
-fluids.
Other contracts seek ways to improve operational
capabilities of future ballistic missile weapons systems in the hostile environments generated by
active defense systems.
Early in 1966, the Research and Development
Division was divided into two separate divisions:
Avco Missile Systems Division and Avco Space
Systems Division.

Computer section of a Chandler Evans TA-2 unitized fu el control
system for Lycoming T-53 gas turbin e engine used in Bell UH-1
helicop ters. Integra ted fu el control and fuel pump package is produced at West Hartford, Conn., by Chandler Evans Control Systems Division of Colt Industries.

TULSA DIVISION

A vco Tulsa Division at Tulsa, Okla., continued
development of an airborne ground surveillance
system using company-designed magnetometers for
the Air Force.
Working under contracts from both NASA and Air
Force, Tulsa designed, developed and assembled
space radiation instruments used during last year's
globe circling flights of Gemini IV, VI and VII to
measure the radiation absorbed by human muscle
tissue. Called dosimeters, these instruments contain
a special plastic substance with the same radiation
absorption characteristics as human tissue .
Tulsa also conducted experiments for NASA to de124 B
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Freedo m Fig ht ers. C handl er Eva ns ~vlFP-90 pumps
also a re o n th e Pratt & \ hitn e~ Aircraft jet engines
th a t powe r th e Gene ra l Dynam ics' Fort \ ·orth Diviion F-111 va ri a ble-sweep wing fi g hter aircraft.
Fo r th e Co ntin e nta l J69 turb oje t eng ines on th e
Ryan Fire bee dron e aircra ft for .\ir Force, Arm y and
·avy use th e division produced th e MC series of
fue l co ntro ls.
In th e rege ne rati ve engine field the di vis ion also deve loped and produced th e IC-1 3 fuel control for a
Ford gas turbin e truck e ng ine . Like other C handler
Eva ns fu e l controls, it integ rat es fu e l pumping,
me te rin g, filt erin g, press ure reg ul ation and turbine
speed gove rnin g in a unitized package.
Anoth e r industria l control new in 1965 was th e
C ha ndl er Evans EHSV e lectroh ydraulic servo va lve
for mac hin e to o l and similar co ntrol functions .
In still a differe nt aerospace control area th e
C ha ndl e r Evans Control Systems Di vision in 1965
was activel y working on stored gas actuation s ; stems
for at leas t 18 different missile prog rams, so me of
which are in production and others of which are in
adva nced deve lopme ntal stages.
Other aerospace control components produced by
th e di vision durin g the yea r included temperature
probes, afterburner fuel flow di viders and fuel regulators, h ydraulic pumps, de-icing controls, aircraft
cabin a ir temperature systems a nd re la ted aircraft
compon e nts .

Cook Electric Engin ee r co mple tes assembly of experim ental package for Orb iting Astronom ical Laboratory. Team of engin ee rs is
cu rren tly working on second flyable unit in coopera tion with University of Wisconsin .

ignition and fuel sloshing. The Mach 20 capsules
are expected to make a number of important contributions to space progress.
During the ye ar the compan y also delivered several Mach 10 recoverable camera capsules for use in
the Apollo program.
Cook Electric scientists are also studying the
possibilities of obtaining other needed data from
astronauts in flight , including biological samples,
through the use of recoverable capsules.
.
The year also featured continued developme~t m
the fi e ld of parachute technolog y. Indicati ve of this
progress was a new type " H yperflo" parachute,. t.he
first to perform successfully at hypersonic ve locities
(Mach 6 and above). Recoveries that would have
otherwise been impossible are now being planned
and scheduled as a result of this development.
The " H yper flo " advance further enhanced ~he
company's position of leadership in d ecelerah~n
technology. Cook Electric decelera tors were used 111
the first successful space recovery, th e first full scale
ballistic missile nose cone recovery, the first ICBM
nose cone recovery, th e first full scale ICBM recovery system, and the first recov~ry,, of liv in~
creatures from space. The company s Paraloon
was the first inflatable device for stabilization,

COOK ELECTRIC COMPANY
Deve lopme nts from Cook Electric' s Tech-Center
Division once again played several key roles in
the nation's space efforts.
Contributions from the .company' s adv::tnced
e ngin ee ring and manufacturing facilities during
1965 were principall y in recovery and decele ration
systems, satellite instrumentation, communications
systems and long-range airborne direction finding
systems.
Among the company' s most prominent sources of
recog nition, and certainly one of the most exciting
current development areas, was in the fi e ld of recoverable capsules.
A contract for the d esign and manufacture of
Mach 20 camera capsules, to be used in th e U. S.
Air Force's ballistic missile program, capped more
th a n two years of feasibility studies by Cook Electric engineers.
This state-of-the-art advance will
yield for the first time photography of the activities
of multistage booste rs and missiles, showing such
critical sequences as stage separation, upper stage
124
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deceleration and flotation.
In 1965, as in previous years, Cook Electric biomedical recorders were constant companions to U.S.
astronauts in flight. These units have proven to be
highly reliable recorders of vital data on the physiological condition of astronauts during flight. Measurements include their every heartbeat, respiratory
data, blood pressure and temperature.
In one of the most significant advances of the year,
Cook Electric engineers, in cooperation with the
University of Wisconsin, completed the first experimental package for the Orbiting Astronomical
Laboratory (OAO ). Although the first launch was
ill-fated due to a battery breakdown in the vehicle
itself, the program is continuing, and hopes remain
high that the OAO will make significant contributions in man's attempt to learn more about his
environment through space explorations.
The
Cook- Wisconsin team is currently at work on a
second OAO package.
The company's success on the OAO project gave
rise to a contract with Northwestern University for
the design and fabrication of an ultraviolet spectrograph to be used in photographing star fields and
stellar emissions from aboard Apollo manned spacecraft. This joint industry /university project for the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration is
expected to yield information that cannot be discerned from the earth's surface, another major
advance toward increasing understanding of the
universe.
Models of the spectrograph have been
delivered, and a working prototype is scheduled
for completion in September, 1966.
In another highlight of 1965, the company was
awarded two major contracts for the production of
airborne direction-finding-tracker systems, to be
installed in HC-130 aircraft operated by the U. S.
Air Force's Air Rescue Service and the Space Systems Division. These advanced systems are capable
of picking up signals from several thousand miles
away from space vehicles, and from several hundred
miles from sources at the earth's surface. They are
designed for tracking space vehicles during their return, thus hastening recovery of the astronauts.
These direction-finding-tracker systems are used in
the Gemini and Apollo manned space programs.
In the field of audio systems, the company completed major contracts for installations at the Army's
White Sands Missile Range, NASA's Goddard
Space Flight Center, and the Air Force Eastern Test
Range.
In related activities over the year, the company's
Inland Testing Laboratories continued high levels of
product evaluations,. many for use in the space/defense programs, and activities continued in the fields

of electronic warfare. nucleonics and undersea warfare.
Work intensified in the field of radar and guided
missile c lcctron ic cou n tcrmeasu res.

GE~ERAL DY~A~liCS COHP.
FOHT \\'OHTII Dl\.ISIO:\

Principal effort of the Fort Worth Division of
General Dynamics Corp. was devoted to the development and production of the F-Ill.
At the end of 1965, eleven developmental F-Ills
were undergoing flight test. Eight Air Force versions
and three Navy versions had made a total of 320
flights for a total of 459 hours with 98 of the flights at
supersonic speed.
The variable-sweep wing concept, which represents a giant step in the history of aerodynamics, has
proved its validity without question. The wing system itself has worked perfectly from the first test
flights, and even in its current stage of development,
the F-Ill is one of the most versatile aircraft ever
built.
In April the Department of Defense announced
approval of a letter contract covering initial procurement of 431 F-Ill aircraft. This includes 389 for the
United States Air Force, 24 for the United States
Navy and 18 for the Royal Australian Air Force. The
Department of Defense announcement said that this
fixed-price incentive-fee contract covering multiyear procurement is expected, when definitized, to
exceed $1,500,000,000. Funds totaling $99,000,000
were obligated during 1965 to initiate the procurement of the first 69 production aircraft and long
lead time work on the remainder.
Twenty-two research and development aircraft
will be Hying by the end of 1966. Even though the
research, development, test and evaluation program
continues into 1968, tooling and other facilities for
the production run are currently being aligned at the
Fort Worth division. The first production aircraft
is scheduled for delivery to the Air Force in early
1967.
In December the Air Force was directed to proceed with the development of a reconnaissance verThis aircraft will require a
sion, the RF-lllA.
minimum of configuration changes, but will be
equipped with special systems for all-weather and
night reconnaissance operations.
Approximately
$12,000,000 was authorized for the initial development program, but no decision has been made as to
when production will be initiated.
In the same month the Department of Defense
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diameter fiberglass rocket case was completed at the
filament winding plant of Goodrich' s Aerospace and
Defense Products division at Akron, Ohio, under
subcontract to Thiokol Chemical Corporation for the
. S. Air Force. The case required more than 20,000
pounds of glass filament and resin.
Goodrich also delivered to the U. S. Navy a prototype sonar bow dome for sea trials and developed a
space-saving, foldable aircraft tire. Designed for " the
nex t generation of aircraft, " the self-folding tire was
deve loped jointly with the Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton,
Ohio. Advantage of the tire is that it takes up only
one-half to three-quarters as much space in the
wheel well of an aircraft with the landing gear retracted but unfolds to standard size for takeoffs and
landings. The development is a result of a new molding process. '' hich permits folding of the sidewalls of
the tire under the tread which has a circumference
only slightly larger than that of the wheel on which
it is· mounted . When the landing gear is lowered, the
tire is automatically inflated and expands to its
proper size.
The compan y' s foldable tire is the second de velopment in this area following radicall y new tires developed for the supersonic XB-70 aircraft. In addition to its tire research and development, Goodrich
has also supplied tires for all the large commercial
jet aircraft.
A revolutionary liquid-cooled brake has satisfactoril y completed certification tests installed on a
Boeing 727 airliner as required by the Federal Aviation Agency for commercial airline service. Described as a " giant step in aviation progress, " the
new brake is scheduled to go into regular passenger
service during 1966. It employs circulating fluid to
absorb heat and carries it away from the brake,
wheel and tire assembly thus preventing heat buildup on the braking surfaces. The new brake operates
up to 1,500 degrees cooler on the lining surfaces
than conventional brakes on jet liners, thereby helping to increase aircraft safety. The cooler operating
system results in improved life of the brakes wheels
and tires.
'
Aerospace and Defense Products division bas also
developed a forced-air cooling system for brakes designed primarily for use on short-haul jets which
make frequent landings. A special axle-mounted
electric fan blows on the brakes to speed the cooling
process between landings.
Goodrich has produced several d ynamic, highperformance adh,esives including four different
Plastilock systems measuring as thin as 8,000ths of
an inch for the variable-sweep wing USAF / Navy
F-111 tactical fighter. The adhesives are used on the

announced that it would ask Congress for authorizati o n fo r th e development, production and deplo ym e nt of a born ber version of the aircraft to be known
as th e FB-111.
The British Government also has a n option to
order F-llls.
Other manufacturing programs in the plant includ e building aft sections for General Dynamics'
Atlas space launch ve hicle. Also in the space field ,
th e Fort Worth plant is building co mpon e nts for
Centaur, high energy space ve hicles being de eloped
for the ational Aeronautics and Space Administration by the Convair Division of General D >namics .
The Fort Worth plant also modified B-57 bombers
into RB-57F reconnaissance aircraft.

B. F. GOODRICH COMP A;\Y
Significant ae rospace product deve lopmen ts by
B. I· · Goodrich Co mpan y in 1965 includ ed th e producti o n and successful hvdrostatic tes ting of the
larges t segmented glass fila-m e nt wound rocke t motor
case eve r manufacture d . The 50-foot long, 13-foot

.
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aircraft's wings, fuselage, tail and outer skin to resist
damage from temperatures at supersonic speeds and
from fuel, water, sonic fatigue and internal pressure.
Because of their thinness and lightness, the adhesives help to keep the weight of the aircraft to a
minimum.
Special wheels and brakes have been designed
and built to deliver higher torque without fade and
to permit fast, chatter-free stops for the F-111, the
XB-70 and other military aircraft as well as for larger
commercial jet aircraft such as the Boeing 707-320,
720 and 727. In the general aviation market, Goodrich expanded its dealer organization by more than
100 outlets and added to its product line tires, deicing systems, and accessories for several new models.
GOODYEAR AEROSPACE
CORPORATION
Operational evaluation of the Subroc anti-submarine missile, for which Goodyear Aerospace Corporation is prime contractor, was successfully completed in 1965 and the U. S. Navy began deploying
the potent weapon in its growing Aeet ·of nuclearpowered attack submarines.
The addition of Subroc to the Navy anti-submarine warfare inventory gives U . S. hunter-killer

S U BROC missile built hy Goodyear A e rospa ce Corporation hangs
from cran e during loading aboard submarin e for Pa cific tes ts. Mi ssile is }ired through conventional torp edo tube and tra ve ls through
wate r and air to reach objecti ve .

submarines a weapon capable of striking hostile submarine s with a nuclear punch at long range. The
company continued production of Subroc in its
Akron, Ohio facility.
This country's most advanced side looking radar
system, developed for the reconnaissance version of
the McDonnell Phantom II airplane, also attained
operational status and was used for the first time in
Southeast Asia. The radar units enable aircraft to
survey and record on film wide areas of terrain.
Among significant new programs started during
the year, Goodyear Aerospace, a subsidiary of The
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, began development and production of transporters for the Air
Force Minuteman missiles and initiated production
of air transportable photo processing and printing
modules for use in tandem with reconnaissance aircraft.
The company also revealed that it had developed
and is producing a new lightweight, non-metallic
armor plate which has been providing excellent
protection for Army helicopter and reconnaissance
crews in Vietnam. The armor consists of a ceramic
facing material which shatters the projectile and a
fiber glass backing which prevents penetration.
In electronics, Goodyear Aerospace continued to
be a major supplier of tactical Aight and weapons
systems trainers and radar classroom trainers for the

Goody ear A e rospace Corporation engineer examin es caniste r assembly that will be used to orbit a 100-foot diameter PAGEOS inflatable satellite developed by Goodyear. Satellite is to b e packed
inside canister for release once vehicle attains orbit.
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L. S. Navy, e lec tron ic co unter meas ures a nd rad a r
inte rp reta ti on devices.
Th e co mpa n y fabricated a 140-foo t diam e te r
radom e a nd e re cted it a t C lear , Alas ka to house a
<7iant BMEWS (Ballistic
ti ssi le Earl y Warning
Sys te m ) a nte nn a, a lso built b. Goodyear Aerospace
and sc hed ul ed for e rec ti on in 1966. It was th e sixth
rado m e a nd a nte nn a co mbin atio n produced by the
co mp any for th e BM E\". S prog ram.
Production co ntinu ed on a wid e ran ge of plastic
canop ies a nd rado mes fo r military and commercia l
a ircra ft a nd on th e fiber g lass filam e nt wound rocke t
m o to r cases for th e Nav y Polaris A-3 missile.
ln space-o ri e nted ac ti vities, Goodyear Aerospace
built and d e li ve red to th e Na ti ona l Ae ronautics a nd
Space Administration th e prototyp e STEM (S tay
Time Ex te nsion Modul e ) for possible use in future
moon exp lora ti o n a nd bega n production of launching
ca niste rs for th e Pageos satellite.
Project Ge mini as trona uts carri ed with the m
Good yea r Ae rospace- d eveloped Ballu tes (balloonparachutes) as p a rt o f th e ir safety eq uipm e nt a nd the
co mp a n y d eve loped Aota ti on balloons for ri g hting
th e three- m a n Proj ec t Apo llo spacecraft after splashd ow n. Work was initiated on severa l oth er d ecele rati o n a nd recove ry d evice programs, including th e
Air Force PRIME program .
Late in th e yea r, Lore n A. Murp h y, a 40- yea r
Good yea r ve te ran , succeeded re tiring T. A.
Knowles as presid e nt o f Goodyear Ae ros pace
Corpora tion .

Grumman Ag-Cat is utilized for crop du sting , sp raying , seedin g and
a host of other utility jobs.

GRUMMA:\i AIRCRAFT E.NGI;\lEERING
CORPORATIO N
In 1965, the 36- year-o ld Grumman Corporation
e njo yed a record yea r. Gross sales were up 42 perce nt ove r 19()4, and ne t incom e nearl y d oubled .
It was also a year of substantial ex pansion for
the compan y. Close to 750,000 square feet of new
a rea was occupied or under construction, and new
machinery purchases e nh a nced manufacturing capabilities. In addition to expansion at Bethpage, New
York, headquarters, 100 acres of land in Savannah,
Georg ia, were acquired and manufacturing facilities
a t Stuart, Florida, we re substantially increased .
During 1965 the company produced 149 military
a ircra ft, 20 Gulfstream I' sand 76 Ag-Cats.
Grumman's military aircraft line exte nd ed its
highl y successful ope ratio nal record as no less than
seven diffe re nt mod e ls pe rformed their various missions in Vie tnam ese combat areas. They are: A-6A
Intrude r a ll-wea ther a ttack bombe r ; E-2A Hawkeye

C-2A Gre yhound was de veloped by Grumman to m ee t U. S. Nav y
requirements fo r an improved ut·ility transport to deli ver cargo and
perso nnel to and from aircraft carders at sea.
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ity, and bee fed-up constructio n afford hi g he r pe rformance .
G rumman 's first Orbitin g Astronomi ca l Obse rva tory, a 3, 900-lb . ea rth-orbitin g ste llar resea rch sa te llite , was co mpl e ted a nd d e li ve red to Ca pe Ke nn ed y
for la unch durin g th e first quart e r o f 1966.
Th e Lun a r Excursion Modul e for th e Apollo
spacecra ft re prese nted th e co mp a n y' s largest sing le
contract. The first g round test m od e ls we re produced , and th e first fli g ht test m od e l we nt into th e
fli g ht hardware outfittin g phase .
A co ntinuin g and e xte nsi ve stud y prog ram in
Apollo e xte nsion syste ms was a lso und e rw ay
throu g hout 1965.
Grumman laid th e keel for its second ocean- g oing
h ydrofoil vesse l in 1965. The 56-to n, 90-passen ge r,
50-knot craft , nam ed Dolphin , was scheduled for
launch in th e summer of 1966. Th e Dolphin followed th e HS De nison, alre ad y operational with th e
Navy at Point Mugu , California.
Anoth e r h ydrofoil d esi g n prog ram for th e construction of a patrol g unboat (PGH) neared comple tion by th e end of the year.
Furth e r activity in und e rsea studies, especiall y in
th e manufacture of subm e rsibl e vehicles, was bein g
orga nized b y Grumman as th e year end ed.

Tu:in - turbo pro p Grumman Gulfstream I is sp ecifically d esig ned fur
th e utility and bu sin ess aircraft marke t.

and E1 B Tracer AEW aircraft ; S-2£ Tracker ASW
aircraft; HU-16 Albatross air / sea re scue aircraft;
OV-1
Mohawk, observation / reconnaissance aircraft ; and the C-1A Trader, carrie r on board delivery
aircraft.
The EA-6A , electronic countermeasures version
of the Intruder, became operational with the
Marine Corps in December and the C-2A Greyhound, a high-performance replacement for the
C-IA COD aircraft, made its initial flight.
The first flight of the F-IIIB (Navy version of the
tactical fighter ) was also successfully completed,
ahead of schedule, in 1965. Subsequently, the aircraft proved its sustained low-level supersonic flight
capability and exceeded the Mach 2 speed range.
The company's commercial aircraft programs recorded a successful year in I965.
Sales of the turboprop Gulfstream
corporate
transport reached the 165 mark at the end of the
year. The prototype of the Gulfstream II, a sweptwing, twin-jet version of the Gulfstream I, was
under construction and scheduled to fly in mid- ' 66.
This aircraft will carry 10 passange rs over 3,600
statute miles at speeds up to .585 miles per· hour.
By year-end, Grumman had received 40 firm orders
fo r th e Gulfstre am II
Se ve nty-si x Ag-Cat crop dusters were built during
1965, bringin g the total to over 400. A new model,
the Super Ag -C at, received FAA certification during
th e ye ar, and its larger engine, increased fuel capac-

Th e Grumman Gulfstream II is th e twin-je t, swe pt- w ing successor to the Gulfstream I , and is sch eduled to make its first flig ht in
mid-1966.
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tory (MORL), l'SAF Manned Orbiting Laboratory
(MOL) and NASA Orbiting Research Laboratory
(ORL).
The Space Systems Center is also responsible for
the IBM systems-computers and astronaut cockpit
instruments-in Gemini spacecraft and their integration with other elements of Gemini guidance and
ground control systems, and development and fabrication of instrument units for the NASA Saturn IB
and Saturn V launch vehicles-IBM's biggest
space contract. The instrument units, containing up
to 57 subsvstems are the control centers of these
rockets that will s;nd U.S. astronauts on lunar flights.
The instrument units are being assembled at the
division's facilitv in Huntsville, Alabama.
The Federal Svstems Center is the FSD group that
has been located in Bethesda, ~vlaryland, but with a
new name. This center will add new emphasis to its
development and implementation of ground-based
svstems for command marine, intelligence, space
o-perations support a~d management information
handling. The center, headed by Bruce G. Oldfield,
FSD vice president and general manager, includes
an engineering laboratory for design and development of specialized systems equipment, e.g., communications, display, console and similar devices
needed for total information systems.
Projects for the Federal Systems Center in 1965
included an $80 million award from NASA to continue development and systems management
responsibility for the Real Time Computer Complex,
heart of the Mission Control Center at NASA's
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston; studies of
new automatic data systems for U.S. Army forces in
the field; and development of a new Navy cost
information svstem called "Bluestreak," to help
Department of Def~nse planners do a better job of
assessing how much defense per dollar the U.S. is
buying.
Additional Federal Systems Center projects were a
new computation syste~ for NASA's Goddard Space
Flight Center, providing, in effect, special and
complex mathematics and computer instructions
needed for computing orbits and attitudes of the
scientific satellites Goddard launches (e.g., TIROS),
and continued development of an intelligence data
handling system for the Department of Defense,
involving preparation of special files of data and
processing techniques for a sophisticated information
retrieval and correlation system.
During the year IBM .engineers from this center
demonstrated an experimental electronic communications unit that can do both time division switching
and frequency division multiplexing-operations
that ordinarily require separate pieces of equipment.

DI\'ISIO,.

From the Hoor of the ocean to the far reaches of
space. IB\1 equipment and know-how helped make
history during record-shattering 1965.
Examples of the use of IB\t equipment included:
The first n1anned Gemini spacecraft. Gemini 3,
was guided in orbit on \larch 23 by its 59-pound
computt•r built by the IB\1 Federal Systems Division.
The powerful Real Time Computer Complex,
designed and implemented b,· IB\1 for ~AS:\"s
\tis~ion Control Center. Houst~n. first went operational on June :3 supporting the Hight of Gemini -l
and the "walk in space ...
Saturn I Hew its tenth perfect Hight on July 30, a
Hight that also marked the 5-lth consecutive time an
ni\t ASC-15 space computer had guided a rocket
successfully.
The first Saturn IB instrument unit, assembled in
IBivfs new Huntsville facility, was mated to the
booster on the huge Saturn pad at ~ennedy Space
Center on Dec. 1.
IB\'1 computers at NASA's Houston control center and in both spacecraft aided U.S. astronauts to
the precise and historic rendezvous of Gemini 7 and
Gemini 6 on Dec. 15.
During the year, to meet the growing needs in
the Federal Government's space and defense programs and to focus the company's capabilities in
these areas, the IBM Federal Systems Division,
headquartered in Rockville, !\'laryland, was reshaped by President Bob 0. E,·ans to concentrate
on three areas of advanced technology for Government customers-aircraft, space, and information
handling systems. The Federal Systems Division is
responsible for supplying IBI\1 advanced information svstems and technologies to l'.S. aerospace
and de.fense agencies and their prime suppliers.
A new operating center, the Space Systems
Center, was established in Bethesda, Maryland, as
part of the FSD change. This center, whose general
manager is FSD Vice President Arthur E. Cooper,
will be responsible for the division's programs in
space, which include the specially-built IBM data
processor for the NASA Orbiting Astronomical
Observatorv satellite due for launch in 1966; the
on-board digital computer and data adapter in
NASA's Saturn IB and Saturn V moon rockets; and
space station systems and research including studies
for the NASA Manned Orbital Research Labora124 I
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The unit, called ISAM for Integrated Switching
and Multiplexing, is a refrigerator-size system de\'eloped by IBM for the Air Force's Rome Air Development Center.
An experimental radio-telephone
that
can
handle hundreds of conversations at once was announced in June at the Federal Systems Center.
The battery-operated VHF transceiver permits many
calls to be transmitted on the same channel simultaneously by assigning each its own code.
The Federal Systems Center will investigate digital receiver design techniques under terms of an
$80,000 contract awarded by the U.S. Air Force
Rome Air Development Center in the summer. FSC
will explore those analog functions of communications receivers that can be performed better by a
digital computer or by a special digital device.
IBM continued to win significant laser awards,
among them a $49,.56.5 contract to develop laser arrays from NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center.
The primary goal is obtaining increased light output
power at room temperature as compared with single
lasers.
Several schemes of phasing and coupling
diode lasers are being explored.
The third FSD operating component-the Electronics Systems Center, Owego, New York-concentrates on advanced systems for aircraft, including
military helicopters, transports, fighters and bombers.
This facility will also be responsible for FSD manufacturing and for developing advanced computers
for space and defense applications. John B. Jackson
is FSD vice president and general manager of this
center.
During the year, IBM began, with Eastern Airlines, to develop a new system to improve plane
maintenance and make flying safer. A Whisperjet on
regular runs was equipped with some 40 sensing
devices that feed a continuous record of operational
data
to
on-board
data-gathering equipment.
These data are processed later on an IBM 7074 in
Eastern's Miami headquarters, to analyze flight
conditions, especially as they affect maintenance.
One goal is to develop a computer that could go
aboard airliners to process operations data during
flight.
This center, under a 1965 contract with NASA's
Kennedy Space Center, is also exploring the possibility of replacing portions of the heavy umbilicals
on launch towers with a laser communications system. The demonstration system will use eight tiny
lasers to replace 112 wires, including two voice
links.
An aerospace computer memory drum about the
size of a baseball was developed by engineers at the
IBM Electronics Systems Center. It i~ seven times

smaller but holds four times more information than
existing memories of its kind.
It i~ designed to
store and then gi\·e information to computers that
guide missiles, rockets, or aircraft to their targets.
The 2 I /2 pound device is highly reliable because
it has only one moving part-a small cylinder on
which data is stored ma).!;netically.
IBM planned to consolidate most of the local
facilities of the Federal Systems Di\'ision into one
building at Gaithersburg, ~laryland. Ground \\·as
broken in 196.5 for a new, two-level building scheduled for completion in 1966.

&

KAISER AEROSPACE
ELECTH.O:\ICS COH.PORATIO:\

Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics Corporation had a
backlog of orders of $29, I 00,000 at December 31.
196.5, compared with $2-!,545,000 at the end of 1964.
The business of Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics
consists primarily of the production of solid fuel
rocket motor nozzles and aircraft structural components by the aerospace division and development
and manufacture of the Kaiser l,'LITE-PATH system
of navigational aids for airplane pilots by the electronics division.
At its San Leandro plant, the company is a leader
in the production of nozzles for major military missile
programs. Quality of the workmanship was attested
by the U. S. Air Force in November when it presented the San Leandro plant its Zero Defects
Achievement Award.
'
In 1965 volume production was started at the company's ultramodern 40,400-square-foot numerical
control plant for machining of large aircraft forgings
at San Leandro. Parts now being machined include
a number of complex components for such aircraft
as the General Dynamics F -111.
The rate of production of the airborne Kaiser
FLITE-PATH system and associated Kaiser Radar
Data Converter was more than doubled in 1965 at the
Palo Alto, California, plant. This all-weather svstem
,
which utilizes a TV-type display simulating real
world conditions for the pilot, is the only one of its
kind being produced in volume for the military.
While production is presently for the Grumman A-6A
airplane, the company is developing similar systems
for other military aircraft of the latest design and
several deliveries were made in 1965 of systems to
be used in the Navy's F-111B. In addition, a new
system designed at the company's Palo Alto plant
for use in light aircraft, both military and civilian,
is nearing the production stage.
Construction of a 72,000-square-foot building adja124 J
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duction, and continuing programs of education for
the public and the people in our industry."
Putting Mr. Piper' s words in to goals has led to
greatl y increased production space at both the Lock
Ha ven, Penns ylvania, and Ve ro Beach , Florida,
plants, a cooperative airport building program with
the U. S. Ja ycees, a .. Work and Fl y" program for
high school g raduates, increased ser vice training
here and abroad , and increased local and national
ad vertising directed at the non-fl ying public.
In 1965, Piper announced a $4.5-million capital
expenditures program which will double production
space at Vero Beach by mid-1966 and add 133,000
square feet of production space at Lock Haven.
Vero Beach is expected to reach 20 Cherokees a
day by late 1966 in the new spaces, more than
d ouble its eight-a-day average in 1965. New spaces
at Lock Haven will be used to produce the Navajo,
Piper' s entry into the medium twin field. This new
turbocharged, six-to-eight place executive aircraft
is expected to be marketed for less than $100,000.
Long an ad vocate of teaching people to fl y, ~vlr.
Piper established a "Work and Fl y" program for
selected high school graduates who do not have
finances to pay for flight training.
" This is not a give-away program, " Mr. Piper
says. A portion of production jobs have been rese~ved for this group and they have the opportunity
to learn to fl y in new Piper aircraft at greatly r~
duced rates. While thousands have learned to fl y. at
Piper over the years through this system, it was. the
first time the compan y had set up a specific program
for high school graduates.
Piper extended its emphasis on learning to fl y to
its national advertising in major consumer magazines
with its continued offer of a $5 Special Introductory Flight Lesson which it originated several years
ago. Plans were also made to extend this advertising to the dealer level through local newspapers in
1966.
With representation in 91 countries of the free
world, a stronger program was placed into effect for
export sales which now account for approximately
25 percent of Piper's total production. In recognition of Piper' s efforts and the amount of dollars
returned through mounting export sales, President
Johnson awarded the company the Presidential Export "E" Award in 1965.
Piper' s "Quality Dealer" program got into full
stride during 1965. This program is designed to
assist present dealers and to attract the best possible
new aircraft dealers to Piper and features backup
and information programs from the company in all
areas of a dealership.
Special sales training programs for dealers and

ce nt to th e company' s Palo Alto d e e lopm e nt laborato r v was start ed in 1965. This ne'' ls uildin g, schedul e-d fo r completion in 1966, is req uired for the expand ed e lec tro nics manufact uring ope rat ions.
In 1965, Kaise r- Cox Co rpora ti on was orga nized for
th e purpose of mark e tin g co mmunit y an te nn a te levisio n (CATV ) eq uipm e nt. The new co mpa ny, ow ned
eq u a ll y by Kaise r Ae rospace & E lec tro ni cs a nd Cox
Broadcas tin g Co rporati on , started ope ra ti ons on
No ve mbe r 1, 1965.
PIPER AIRCRAFT COHPOR.-\.TIO:\
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their personnel, as well as added service training,
were instituted.
In addition to its airframe, engine and systems
training programs, Piper began an Au to Pilot Specialists School and a program of certifying Piper autopilot centers as an added feature to its Certified
Service Centers which have been providing service
to customers for several years.

OF
Sl':\DSTRA:\0 CORPORA TIO:\
During HJ6.S, Sundstrand :\dation continued to
hold its commanding position in the Constant Speed
Drive industrv. The deH•Iopment by Sundstrand
of the Axiai Gear Differential/ Constant Speed
Drive (AGD/CSD)-first introduced in HJ6:3-represented a significant advancement over the hydraulic differential type CSD being oHcrcd until then. It
provides greater reliability. lighter weight. and
longer life for aircraft electrical systems.
AGO Constant Speed Dri,·es currently in production for military applications at Sundstrand :\ ,·iation
include those for the F-111. F--iB/C. the S:\ABJ-37.
the A-7 A, and the C-1-11. Commercial versions of
the AGO drive now on production contract include
the Boeing 737 and the Douglas DC-9 and DC-8 60
Series.
In order to respond to the demands of new product
development and the substantial increase in business
for existing lines, Sundstrand Aviation has recently
announced that a new engineering campus will be
built in Rockford, Illinois. This ultramodern multimillion dollar site will combine the research, den+
opment, engineering, sales, and administrative
functions of both Sundstrand Aviation in Rockford
and in Denver, Colorado. It is scheduled for completion in early 1967. Although the new buildin~
will house all engineering functions formerly conducted in Denver, the Colorado manufacturing plant
will continue to produce parts for the Aviation and
other Sundstrand Divisions.
Sundstrand' s long experience in hydraulics in reflected in the engine driven hydraulic pumps and
motors being offered for aircraft applications. Sundstrand Aviation hydraulic pumps have been selected
for the Lockheed SST and are being proposed for
a number of other new, or planned, planes.
A great deal of enthusiasm has been shown by
potential customers for the Hydrostatic Transmissions designed and developed by Sundstrand for both
on and off the road applications. Extensive testing is
being conducted in this product area and a wide
range of application is predicted. Testing of the
Sundstrand DMT has been conducted on both
track and wheel vehicles with remarkable success.
During 1965, Sundstrand Aviation also continued
development testing on the primary and secondary
power sources for the new Mark 48 torpedo. In
addition, work continued on the development of
miniature Missile Power Units (MPU) designed
to provide electrical power for brief time intervals on
various rockets.

A third service school was added to those in
operation at Lock Haven and Vera Beach. Piper's
wholly owned European subsidiary in Geneva,
Switzerland, Piper Aircraft International, now has a
service school which has now helped train service
personnel from most countries of Europe and Africa.
In addition, the school is open to Government officials and participation has been excellent.
There were otlier high points in 196.5 for Piper as
well as one low point.
A strike by production
workers in the fall idled the Lock Haven plant for
seven weeks and slowed production at Vero Beach.
Max Conrad, 61 year old trans-oceanic ferry pilot,
established a new world's non-stop distance record
of 7,868 miles with a Twin Comanche which he
landed at St. Petersburg, Florida, on December
26th after a .56.8 hour flight from Capetown, South
Africa.
In November, Piper delivered its 3000th Cherokee
and in December, its 4000th twin, an Aztec C
which went to Southern Newspapers in Montgomery, Alabama.
For the third year in a row, a Piper won the AllWomen's Transcontinental Air Race, more commonly known as the Powder Puff Derby, with
Cherokees placing first, second and third. Eight out
of the first ten places were taken by Pipers which
bettered the 1964 score of the first seven out of ten.
Pipers finished first, second and eighth in the
Women's International Air Race.
Jim Clark, winner of tne 1965 Indianapolis ".500,"
joined the ranks of well-known racing drivers who
fly their own Pipers.
Many flying clubs and major flying schools
switched to the Cherokee.
The peripatetic Mr. Piper practices what he
preaches about airport building. Not only does he
travel about 100,000 miles a year speaking to
groups interested in acquiring airports but he built
one on Mustang Island near Corpus Christi, Texas,
where he has an interest in a real estate development.
Working with the U. S. Jaycees, Mr. Piper has
helped promote a national program to interest communities in building airports, aerial marking and
flying clubs for Jaycees.
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Anothe r var ie ty of airborne de ice, an air data
computer with th e potential of dec reasing altitude
s paration and reducin g th e pilot's workload on comm er ia l je t ai rlin e rs, was introduced b) H oneywell's
Minn apo li s Ae rona uti ca l Oi ·ision. The division
old ev ra l of th e co mpact, modular compu te rs to
Ame ri can Airlin es for use aboard Boeing 727 jet
transports.
Enginee rs at th e M inneapo li s A r nautical Division designed a commercial d e ice called an RF
(for ra dio freque nc y) probe. Purpose of the portable,
se lf- co ntain ed troub le -shoo tin g in strum nt is to detect late nt d e fec ts in a ll t~ pes of e lectronic equipm e nt. The probe spots intermittent e lectronic faults
that c haracte ri sti ca ll y emi t RF energy.

H UG HES AlRCR \FT

Meanwhile, Earl y Bird' s older brothers, Syncom
2, launched July 1963, and Syncom 3, launched
August 1964, continued to operate over the Indian
Ocean and Pacific Ocean, respectively, compiling
new space communications records.
Earl. in 1965, both Syncoms were used b y the
Army Satellite Communications Agency (SATCOM ) to complete the world's longest telephone
call through space satellites-a 17,000-mile doublehop between New Jerse) and Ethiopia the long way
around the earth.
In March, Syncom 2, hovering over the Indian
O cea n, made more space history b y carrying the
'oices of Gemini 3 astronauts Virgil Grissom and
John Young to NASA space control centers in the
U.S. as their capsule orbited the world.

COMPA~Y

The success ful launch of th e Earl y Bird com munica ti o ns satellite April 6 m a rked the maj or news e en t
of th e year for Hughes Aircraft Com pan. ·, " hich
built th e synchronous satellite at its space sys te ms
division for th e Communications Satellite Corporation.
Earl y Bird , an advanced ve rsion of the previo usl y
successful Svncoms 2 and 3 achieved its diffi cult
"s tati o na ry". orbit 22 ,300 mil~s over the Atl antic at
the equator, started operating right on schedule and
continued to operate " loud and clea r" throug hout
the yea r without any faults or breakdowns.
When Comsat inaugurated commercial operati?ns between the U .S. and Europe in June, Early
Brrd provided 240 two-way te lephone channels 24
hours ?- day, linking 85 percent of the world's telephones.
Comsat Corporation asked approval of th e Federal
Communications Commission October 19 to bu y
four super Early Bird-type satellites from Hughes
for about $11,730,000, with an option for purchase
of additional satellites. The new Comsat satellites
would be larger, more powerful and more versatile
than the Early Bird in orbit. They will be used to
support the Apollo program of landing astronauts
on the moon as well as for other commercial se rvice.
All three U.S. television networks, Canada and
European TV nets used Early Bird for coverage of
news and special events, some in color. In October,
the satellite was used for two-way coverage of Pope
Paul's historic visit to the United States.
The Early Bird success stimulated ABC-TV and
CBS-TV to award Hughes feasibility study contracts regarding the use of proposed giant satellites
capable of carrying national TV programming to provide wider and better U.S . coverage.

'

Hughes Aircraft continued research on its T\VT, a Traveling Wave
Tub e (in jar) that amplifies space signals from a whisper to a shout.

Another far-reaching. experiment, started in 1964
and continued throughout 1965, used Syncom 3 for
two-way teletype transmission from Camp Roberts,
California to a Pan American aircraft flying the
Pacific, the first transmission of information via
sate llite to and from a commercial airplane. Syncom
3 did the trick from its roost over the intersection of
the equator and the International Dateline, where it
also had carried live te lecasts of the 1964 Tokyo
Olympics.
In January, Sen. J. William Fulbright (D. , Ark.)
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agreed that .. the laser has shown gn•at potential in
this feasibility program ami future systems probably
will include lasers... The system is lksigned to permit tactical aircraft pilots to attack ground targl'ts
from extn•mely low altitudl'S with great accuracy
and with no danger from blast to pilot or plane.
In September. the Army anltOIIIICl'd that it had
succl·ssfully fired the den•lopmental model of its
new supersonic antitank missile. the TO\\', scoring
center hits on tank-sized targets more than a mile
awav.
TO\\'. which stands for Tulw-launclwd.
Optically-tracked. \Vire-guided missile. is being
developed by Hughes at its Culver City. California.
headquarters facility under direction of the Army
ivlissile Command to provide a major boost in firepower for infantry units by combining a J)()Wl'rful
warhead with high accuracy at both close and long
ranges. In October, the Army awarded Hughes a
S-Ll/8.6.5.5 contract for research on the use of TO\\'
missiles on helicopters.

disclosed that Hughes Aircraft Company would
build a communications satellite earth station in
Arkansas and operate it as a space communications
research terminal.
During the year. ground was
broken and construction started on the ground station, which will include an 85-foot-dish antenna with
supporting buildings.
It will be financed and
operated by Hughes.
The company's space systems division continued
work on the Surveyor spacecraft which NASA
planned to launch in 1966 for a soft-landing on the
moon as a forerunner of the Apollo man-on-tlw
moon program. Under direction of NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Hughes was building seven
Surveyors designed to land gently on the moon and
send back information and television pictures to
make the eventual manned landing safer for the
astronauts.
Another Hughes contribution to the space age
came from the company's microwave tube division
which built a unique metal-and-ceramic traveling
wave tube (TWT) that was described by The New
York Times as the "critical component" in the transmitter of the Mariner 4 spacecraft as it sent back
photos of Mars last July. Other Hughes TWT's
had been used successfully aboard both Syncoms
and Early Bird and were scheduled for launch on
at least eight future space shots, including the
Apollo man-on-the-moon vehicle.
Hughes continued development of the Navy's
Phoenix missile system for the F-Ill B Navy interceptor. Early in 1965, the Phoenix successfully completed its first airborne test when an inert missile
with the same external configuration, weight and
center of gravity as a complete Phoenix was ejected
from an A3A launching aircraft and maintained a
correct, stable attitude during an unpowered descent
over the Pacific off Point Mugu, California. Hughes
is prime contractor to the Navy's Bureau of Weapons
for the entire Phoenix system, which consists of the
missile itself, an advanced radar and missile control system, and the missile-bomb launcher.

Early in the year, scientists at Hughes lksearch
Laboratories at 1\talibu. California. where the first
operating laser was developed in May. 1960,
achieved continuous operation of a ruby laser at
room temperature, a breakthrough that led a
Hughes executive to predict that communications
between satellite and satellite, distant space stations
and earth, and man-in-space and earth may someday
ride the narrow, concentrated light beams of lasers.
The company's research labs also were awarded a
$192,000 NASA contract to develop a device that
will sense the mass of an object at a distance by
detecting its gravitational field. The goal of the
16-month research program is to develop a small,
lightweight, rugged sensor that can be carried on
lunar orbiters to measure the mass distribution
of the moon and used on deep space probes to measure the mass of asteroids.
Hughes space systems division engineers made
rapid strides on water electrolysis rocket engines
for future communications satellites. The new control system, one of four company inventions that
possibly could save more than $2 billion for an
eventual global satellite communications network,
uses water for fuel and extends the possible control
life span for satellites from only a few years to as
much as 20 years.
At NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston, a special version of the Hughes automatic circuit tester called FACT (Flexible Automatic Circuit
Tester) was being used to simulate voltage outputs
and to validate wiring.
In February, Lawrence A. Hyland, Hughes Aircraft's vice president and general manager, an-

On a single day (May I), the Lockheed-built
USAF all-weather fighter interceptor YF-12A, which
carries the Hughes ASG-18 armament control system and the Hughes AIM-47 A missile, set seven
world flight records for speed and altitude at Edwards Air Force Base, California. The aircraft can
fly at more than 2,000 miles an hour and reach
altitudes of more than 70,000 feet.
The Hughes HS-100 Aided Visual Attack System,
a versatile airborne fire control system that includes
a laser ranger, underwent tests aboard F -4C Phantoms at Eglin AFB, Florida, where USAF pilots
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The lig ht obse rva tion helicopter (LOH ) was des ignated the YOH-6A b y th e Arm y. It is 400 p ounds
(30 percent ) lig hter than the competiti ve ship in the
fina l compe tition. Its e mpty we ig ht is 1,070 pounds
and it ca n lift a use ful load in excess of that thus becorning th e first lig ht he li co pte r to be a ble to lift
more th an its own we ig ht. The LOH , powe red b y a
250-horsepower Allison T-63 je t eng ine , achi eved an
unoffi cial world speed reco rd for li g ht he licopte rs of
170 miles a n hour; it crui ses a t 145 and it has a ttained a tru e air speed of more th a n 160 miles an
hour. The YOH-6 A has a susta ined rate of climb of
2,200 fee t a minute a t full g ross we ig ht and is capable of ho ering out of g round e ffect at 6,000 fee t o n
a 95-degree day.
Before winning the Arm y LOH co ntract, Hug hes
a nn ounced plans to produce a fi ve-seat lu xurv
"executi ve" ve rsion of the milita ry air he licopte-r
whi c11, th e compan y claimed , will provide " much
faster porta l-to-portal trave l" than a 200-mile -a nhour twin e ng ine a irpla ne.
In additi on the compa ny said it would marke t a
utilit y model of th e same executi ve aircra ft th at w ill
ca rry seve n in " work" co nditions. The " 500" executi ve model will sell for about $69,500 w hile its
"workh orse" twin sister would be priced at $65,000.
The differe nce in price be twee n th e co mme rcia l
" 500," the " 500" Utilit y a nd th e milita ry ve rsio ns
is chiefl y acco unted for by th e fact th a t th e milita ry
craft co ntracted for does not include the e ngine , th e
e lectronics or th e luxury interi or a nd o the r equipment on th e comm ercial mode l.
The "500" is regard ed by Hu g hes as " an e conomi c brea kthroug h in that a ny oth er comm erci a l
turbin e powe red helicopter pla nned or in production
costs 50 percent to 150 percent more per seat. "
Flig ht at 150 miles an hour within a 450-mile radius
direct tb heliports or landing points a top or adjace nt
to departure and destination is th e outstanding
feature of th e " 500" models.

nou nced S\\·eeping pro moti ons in the co mp any' s
e xec uti,·e a li g nm e nt .. to mee t more effec ti ve ly th e
re po nsib iliti es of m anag eme nt in a b usiness w hi ch
has g rea th· expa nd ed in scope, di ve r ifi ca ti on and
co rn p l e xit~ · in th e las t few yea rs.' ·
H yla nd appo inted Dr. Alle n E. Pu cke tt as executi,·e vice pres id e nt, sha rin g that ra nk with Roy E.
\ ·e nd a hl. Jo hn H. Ri c ha rdson was na med se ni or
vice pres ide nt a nd succeeded Dr. Pl.l cke tt as exec uti e
of th e aerospace g roup. C. H a rpe r Bru ba k r, xecuti ve of th e corn p a n~/ s g ro und sys te m g rou p in l· ulle rto n, Ca liforni a. a lso was promo ted to se ni or vice
pres id e nt.
Jo hn \ \i. Blac k, vice p resid e nt becam e a sista nt
aerospace g ro u p e.xecuti ve, succeeding Ri chard so n,
a nd na med as ne,,· vice pres ide nt we re vV illiam F.
E ic he r, Dr. F red P Adl e r, Dr. · ic ho las Ya ru , Dr.
Ma lco lm R. C urri e a nd Dr. George F. Smith .
Robe rt S. Killo ug h was a ppo inted sec re tary of th e
co mp a n y. La nce P. Jo hn so n was na med manage r of
the co mpa ny' s mi croe lec troni cs di vision a t Newport
Beac h in additi on to hi s ro les as ma nage r of th e
e lec tro ni c produ cts a nd indu stri a l s ~ s t e m s di vision.
During 1965 tota l co m pa n y e mpl oy m e nt a t a ll
di visio ns rose sli g htl y from a bo ut 24 ,000 to 25,300.
Som e of th e in crease re sulted fro m a ca mp a ig n to
re cruit 1,000 scie ntists a nd e ng inee rs durin g th e
ca le nd a r yea r for wo rk o n a wid e va ri e tv of space
a nd d e fe nse co ntracts in four ae ros pace g roup di visions.
The co mp a n~; s
g ross incom e exceeded
$400.000,000 for th e te nth co nsecuti ve yea r.
1

H UGHES TOOL COMPA:\Y
A IR C RA FT DI V I SION

The bigges t ne ws o f 1965 a t Hu g hes T ool Compa n y's Aircra ft Di visio n was th e awa rd of a
$14 ,966,964 Army co ntra ct to build 714 lig ht obse rva tion he li co p te rs durin g a three-vea r period.
Th e Hu g hes pac t e m e rged a fte r stiff compe tition
with Fairchild-Hille r Co rpo ration of Pa lo Alto,
Ca lifornia, to provid e a re lia ble , easil y maintain ~ ble
turbin e -powe red aircra ft . The Arm y required that it
b e ca pa ble of pe rformin g th e prim a ry ta ctical mission of visual obse rvation, ta rge t a cquisiti o n, ba ttl efi e ld re connaissance and command co ntro l.
The Hug hes Arm y he licopte r is basicall y a fourse ate r but is capable of tra nsportin g a fiv e-man fire
powe r team plus pilot. ,
Th e first a ircraft und e r th e contrac t, which was
expe cted e ve ntu a ll y to to tal a t least 4, 000 he licopte rs, was sc hedul ed for d e live ry in th e summe r of
1966. The Ar"rn y prog ram caused Hu g hes Tool Compa n y to doubl e its he licopte r work force.

Below, th e comm ercial version of Hu g hes Tool A i-rcraft Di vision's
O H-6!\, abo ve. The " 500" is a fi ve-place executi ve helicopter.
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Each Mark 4 gun system consists of three external
pods each of which contains a self-powered, twinbarreled 20 millimeter aerial cannon, the Mark ll
gun. Each pod is hung from the fuselage or wing of
an attack aircraft in the same manner as that employed for external fuel tanks and bombs.
Rate of pod fire, which is 4,200 rounds a minute,
allows the pilot of an attack jet aircraft to lay down
quickly and at high speeds a devastating concentration of firepower with a minimum of exposure time
to enemy fire. A standard system of three pods can
fire at a rate of 12,600 rounds a minute on a pinpoint target. The total projective energy is 5,000
horsepower per gun during firing.
The pod system is designed to be compatible with
a variety of Navy and Marine attack aircraft, and
the gun pod can be installed on a number of other
military aircraft. Quick installation or removal of
pods gives the military commander the option of
ordering an aircraft on an air-to-ground mission or
putting it up quickly on observation missions without
armament. Each gun pod can be attached to an aircraft in about three minutes, removed in just one
minute.
The Mark 4 gun system, with its Mark 11 gun
mounted in a supersonic gun pod, is reminiscent of
"Old West" small arms. It works on a revolver
principle, but its large single cylinder feeds two
barrels which fire simultaneously at 70 rounds a
second.

Early in 1965, Hughes' research "Hot Cycle" jet
helicopter made its first public flight at the Culver
City plant's airstrip.
One of the principal attributes of helicopters of
this jet propulsion type is the simplicity of the rotor
drive system which eliminates all heavy gear boxes
and complex mechanical drive components. The
mechanical simplicity and lightweight features permit it to lift loads more than twice its empty weight.
Present day helicopters have a useful load roughly
equal to their own empty weight.
The helicopter rotor is propelled by ducting the
high energy gasses from a turbojet engine to the
rotor tips where they are exhausted. Conventional
helicopters are powered by drive shafts similar to
those on automobiles which are much heavier than
the pneumatic system used on the Hot Cycle.
Obvious military uses will include highly versatile
and economical transports carrying heavy cargo or
passenger loads into areas now considered inaccessible to conventional aircraft. The helicopter's hovering ability and high speed of about 300 miles an
hour could be employed to advantage in antisubmarine warfare.
The Hot Cycle helicopter, or XV -9A, generally
resembles many other helicopters in outward appearance except for a jet housing on each side of the
fuselage, louvered openings at the tip ends of its
three rotor blades and the lack of a tail rotor, since
there is no shaft torque to counteract. The power
plant consists of two General Electric YT64 gas
generators. The rotor is 55 feet in diameter.
The test flights culminated more than four years
of development by Hughes. The feasibility of the
Hot Cycle rotor system was proven on the company's
whirl stand in 1962 under a program sponsored
jointly by the Army, Navy, Air Force and Hughes
Tool. Advanced ground tests were completed in
June, 1965.
The Hot Cycle system had its genesis in Hero's
turbine some 2,000 years ago in Alexandria. A gas
generator, consisting of a kettle of water heated by
a fire underneath produced gas (steam) which was
ducted into a sphere and out through two jets directed to produce rotation.
One of the most important military jobs undertaken
by Hughes Tool during the year ~as to arm the Navy
with its fastest gun system, the 20 millimeter Mark
4 Gun Pod with Mark 11 gun.
The firm received an initial contract to produce
for the Bureau of Naval Weapons $9,568,350 worth
of aerial gun systems, described as "the most versatile and advanced ever developed for the Navy."

ITT FEDERAL LABORATORIES
ITT Federal Laboratories, headquartered in
Nutley, New Jersey, is comprised of major technological centers encompassing avionics, communications (including space), aerospace and the physical
sciences. It provides to the military and industry a
"total service" capability in advanced research,
development, manufacture and service. The company is a major segment of the U. S. Defense-Space
Group of International Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation, a world leader in telecommunications
and electronics.
During 1965, ITTFL completed the transfer of its
complete aerospace capability to its San Fernando,
California, facility, combining the missiles and space
systems activity formerly at Nutley with the existing
California operations, with specializations in tracking
and instrumentation, satellite systems, reconnaissance, ranging instrumentation, missile systems,
space guidance and control, fuzing and electrooptical technology. This integration of aerospace
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activity within ITTFL and resultant combination of
technologies in common engineering areas places
ITIFL-San Fernando as a first-tier supplier of a
broad range of aerospace equipments and subsystems. Principal technical disciplines in the expanded
operation include aerospace systems (satellite, electronic and electro-optical), reconnaissance, electrooptics. astrionics, and tracking and instrumentation.
At year-end, the aerospace operations in California included 75,000 square feet devoted to research,
development and pilot-plant production. Adjacent
to this facility is another member of ITT's defensespace group, Industrial Products Division, with an
additional 75,000 square feet of manufacturing support.
Development activity at ITTFL-San Fernando
resulted in several significant achie,·ements for the
military and space agencies during the year. The
first group of a complement of ITT-developed star
trackers was provided to NASA for use in upcoming
lunar orbiting programs. The star tracker, which
responds only to the light from the star Canopus,
provides roll attitude reference data to control systems in the unmanned spacecraft to keep it positioned correctly for taking sharp, close-up photographs of the moon's surface during its entire flight.
Also developed for NASA was an optical tracking
and ranging system which will provide future orbiting space vehicles with the necessary angle, range
and rate information to accomplish space rendezvous
and docking operations. This development was a
direct contribution from advancements made in
electro-optics research during the past few years.
In the area of tracking and instrumentation,
ITTFL introduced an extremely accurate and stable
tracking and telemetry receiver for use on existing
and advanced space programs. The receiver provides automatic antenna following of telemetry and
beacon transmitter signals emanating from manned
or unmanned spacecraft. The receiver accommodates
voice, T.V. or data reception and performs a tracking
function as well. Also developed for the military
was a telemetry receiver capable of providin~ ground
stations with higher quality reception of voice, T.V.
and data signals from orbiting spacecraft and space
probes. The advanced signal combining techniques
employed in this highly sensitive receiver provide
the space agencies the opportunity to collect more
useful space data over a broader range of frequenCies and at greater distances in space.
A portable automatic calibration tracker, designated PACT, was developed and delivered to the
Goddard Space Flight Center. This unit provides
optical calibration for radar and deep-space tracking

antennas. After manual siting of the moving target
is accomplished, the ITT unit provides tracking data
for automatic positioning of the ground station
radar antenna.
Two other programs involving deliverable equipment centered around a space-borne transponder
and an infrared telescope. The coherent spaceborne transponder is to be employed in orbiting
spacecraft and space probes to provide both control
and data telemetry, as well as tracking information
to ground stations. This equipment forms an integral part of the U. S. Army's orbiting geodetic satellite manufactured in ITTFL/SF, which is providing
more accurate long-range mapping data than heretofore available. The infrared telescope-a 20-inch
telescope radiometer-was developed for NASA's
Langley Research Center. A significant characteristic of this unit is a set of multiple sensors which
allow alternate detection of a broad range of the
visible/infrared spectrum. This ITT unit, which
can provide a tracking function as well, finds application in such areas as determining the spectral
content of shock waves surrounding a re-entering
spacecraft.

KAMAN AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Production continued during 1965 on Kaman's
two major helicopter programs, the UH-2 Seasprite,
fleet utility helicopter for the Navy, and the HH-43
Huskie, utility/rescue helicopter for the Air Force.
Operating at Air Force bases in the United States
and overseas as well as with foreign governments,
the Huskie extended its reputation for outstanding
safety and its record of availability for the most
difficult missions. Making rescues of downed airmen in enemy-held territory in both North and
South Viet Nam, the Huskie has been credited with
more than 400 pickups.
The all-weather Seasprite made numerous rescues
at sea and demonstrated the importance of foulweather, nighttime, and extended range operations.
In the fall, the company tested a twin turbine version of the Seasprite and continued flight test of a
compound version of the UH-2.
The Nuclear Division made new and extensive
additions to both its staff and facilities. Production
of intercommunication equipment and instruments
continues from the Instruments Division. SEA (Science Engineering Associates) was successful in winning important new ocean engineering business and
anticipated further expansion of business.
AirKaman was highly successful in sales of the
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new Lear Jet for which it is distributor in eleven
Northeastern states. Sales of Beechcraft airplanes
for business and private use increased along with
service to general aviation and business as fixed
base operator at Bradley Field, Windsor Locks,
Connecticut. AirKaman established a new sales
organization and was opening sales offices for principal Eastern cities.
For the first six months of the year Kaman's
sales were $25,000,000 and employment stood at
2,500 at the end of the six month period.

Kollsman can increase its market position and
compete on a number of other air data computer
requirements expected to develop in the commercial
aviation area in the next five years.
In addition, the division was highly successful in
obtaining new orders for servo pneumatic altimeters
for commercial applications. This new development, which provides for an extremely accurate
altimetry measurement over a wide altitude range,
was being produced for American Airlines, TWA,
United Air Lines, Eastern, Avianca, National and the
Federal Aviation Agency. It was expected that in
1966 many other domestic and foreign carriers
would place large orders wilh Kollsman for this
altimeter.

KOLLSMAN INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
Developments in the highly competitive aerospace field during 1965 underscored Kollsman Instrument's strength in two significant areas: production performance and technical excellence. Proven
performance enabled the company to secure
substantial follow-on programs. Superior technical
resources led to successful bids on important new
programs and the development of a wide variety of
advanced aerospace products.
Activities of 1965 encompassed a broad range of
programs in avionics, space and advanced technology.

KOLLSMAN MOTOR CORPORATION

Kollsman Motor Corporation orders received in
1965 were the highest recorded since the subsidiary
was established in 1959. Many of these orders were
for advanced designs, requiring engineering and
tooling on multiyear procurements.
Follow-on production contracts received by the
subsidiary during the year were significant. Additional production contracts for instrumentation for
the TFX supersonic tactical fighter and the McDonnell" Phantom" aircraft were received late in 1965.

AVIONICS DIVISION

SPACE DIVISION

Overall business activity within the Avionics
Division in 1965 was an acknowledgment of the
company's position in the design and production
of airborne instrumentation.
Activity in the commercial jet aircraft market
was one of the primary reasons for strong business
levels. The two main airframe suppliers, Boeing
and Douglas, produced jet aircraft far in excess of
their earlier 1965 forecast. The continuing high
volume of airline business stimulated their buying
policies to the extent that they have purchased more
aircraft equipment than ever before.
The KIFIS system continued to be a very strong
seller with wide acceptance among airline and airframe customers. New equipment was also developed which provided opportunities for the Avionics
Division to capture a large market position in the
commercial jet business.
During 1965, the Avionics Division received
orders for new products in all areas of the division.
The most significant item among these was Boeing
Aircraft's decision to select Kollsman as the supplier
for the Air Data Computer on the 737 twin-engine
jet. Of special importance was the fact that this air
data computer program provided a means by which

In 1965, the Space Division realized one of its
primary management goals by substantially increasing its backlog and volume. Expectations of
the Apollo/Lunar Excursion Module program materialized with the receipt of a $43,000,000 contract
for the design and manufacture of Apollo/Lunar
Excursion Module Navigation Optical Subsystems.
This, coupled with the prior Apollo contracts,
brought the total Apollo/Lunar Excursion Module
contract to more than $50,000,000. During the
year, initial deliveries of the Apollo' Optical Subsystems, e.g., automatic tracking sextant, scanning
telescope and alignment optical telescope, were
made. In addition, initial delivery of associated
ground support equipment was accomplished.
Other NASA and Air Force contracts originating
in 1965 offered significant business potential. Included were the Space Sextants and Stadimeters
used on the Gemini flights; Sextant and Stadimeter
assist the astronaut in manually navigating his space
craft. These relatively inexpensive, lightweight,
high performance instruments are likely to become
standard equipment on future manned flights, particularly for abort operations where they can provide
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all necessary navigation information for safe return
to earth. The first successful operation of the sextant
was accomplished during the Gemini 4 flight in
June, 1965.
Extension of prior technology was also represented by receipt of a contract for the optical astronomy package for Apollo Extension Systems.
This is a study to investigate the feasibility and
merit of adapting the Goddard Experiment Package
into an optical astronomy unit for early missions on
the lunar surface. The lunar surface, due to the
absence of atmosphere, offers great potential for
astronomical observations.
The Lunar Sun·ev Viewfinder, another new NASA
study contract, en~bles the astronaut to observe
and study particular aspects of the lunar surface.
The system is directly applicable not only to the
Apollo Command Molule, but also to the Lunar
Excursion Module and other manned spacecraft.

development of new products and the application of
new technologies.
A new model of Kollsman' s data display system
was developed by the Corporate Technology Center
in 1965 and was received enthusiastically in both the
commercial and military markets. The new display
system, designated Delphic II, has as one of its major features the capability to provide four-color display from a single projector; four colors with one projector is an exclusive Kollsman capability. Commercial enthusiasm over this was evidenced by CBS'
selection of the Kollsman Delphic II display to provide a "scoop" in the graphic telecast of the Gemini
6 and 7 launches, rendezevous and splash down.
Also during the year the fifty projectors constituting
the Alaska Air Command Display System went operational at mid-year. In addition, Kollsman received a
contract from Link for the LEM Trainer Display
System.
Kollsman CTC broadened its activity in laser systems and an optical radar system for search and
detection was delivered to the Navy. Kollsman' s
previously successful weapon fire simulator was followed by the development of airborne weapon simulator capable of withstanding an aircraft environment. NASA's space exploration program received a
boost through the successful completion of the laser
beam pointing study which led directly to the optical
technology satellite study for NASA.

SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT DIVISIO!'II

The United States Air Force AN/USQ-28 Geodetic
and Photo Mapping System continued to contribute
to the growth of the Systems ~lanagement Division.
During 1965, the first three svstems were tested and
accepted by the Air Force. and were being installed in an RC-135A aircraft for flight testing.
The flight test program was scheduled for the early
part of 1966.
In addition to the systems capabilities and knowledge developed from the AN/USQ-28, the Systems
Management Division developed the Geocon IV
Mapping Camera Lens. This lens combines high
resolution and color correction necessary for reconnaissance with the distortion-free characteristics
demanded by aerial mapping. Its application beyond
the original system is far reaching, with operational
capability of such precision permitting its use in
photography by vehicles ranging from low flying
aircraft to future lunar and planetary explorations.
The skills developed by the Systems Management
Division allowed the company to gain a strong foothold in the field of intelligence and reconnaissance
and should permit continued growth of the Systems
Management Division. This was evidenced in the
last month of the year bv an award to the division
by the Army Eng.ineeri~g Research and Development laboratories for a study program for the Automation of Airborne Profile Recorder Data Reduction.

KOLLSMAN SEMICONDUCTOR ELEMENTS

Kollsman, with its continuing growth, has become
a leading independent supplier of crystal and fabricated silicon to the semiconductor industry. To meet
further increases in product demand, its production
capacity was gradually being supplemented. Equipment additions will not only improve the division's
competitive position, but will also further support
its already-recognized entrance into the epitaxial field.
KOLLSMAN SYSTEM-TECHNIK

A milestone in the German subsidiary's growth
in 1965 was the occupam.:y of the new 60,000 square
foot plant in Munich-Allach. The consolidation of
all company facilities under one roof resulted in
further rationalization of production, quality control
'and administration.
The company succeeded in becoming one of the
leading European manufacturers of aviation equipment. The sales and production program encompassed a wide range of airborne instruments, systems,
computers, recorders and components.
The company's 1965 products were to be found on
the equipment list of all major European commercial

CORPORATE TECHNOLOGY' CENTER

The company's research and engineering capabilities, reorganized in 1965 into the Corporate
Technology Center, made dynamic strides in the
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and military aircraft projects. NATO Airforces and
airframe manufacturers were entrusting to the
compan y the solution of future developments of
aviation systems and instruments.

The year 1965 was marked b y o ne mil es to ne aft e r
anoth e r for Lear Je t Corpo ra ti o n.
Followin g three initial d e li ve ri es to co rpo ra te
owne rs late in 1964, th e compan y' s produ cti o n lines
were re adi e d at th e outse t of the ne w yea r to ultimate ly comple te 10 Le ar Je t M od e l 23 aircraft pe r
month.
By Jun e this goal was reached a nd maintained ,
and at year- e nd som e 80 Le ar J e ts we re in co rpo ra te
service around th e world , m o re than a ny o th e r bu siness je t.
Kee ping pace with increasin g d e mand s for th e
eight-place , 570 mile -pe r-hour Lear Je t, a se co nd
major facilit y' expansion was comple te d in Ma y,
1965, brin g in g to ta l compan y fl oo r space in Wichita, Kansas, to approximatel y 250,000 square fee t.
Still another expansion program was launched late in
the year, adding 40,000 more square feet of plant
area.
Employment, which on January 1 stood at 1,291 ,
exceed e d 2 ,300 12 months late r, an increase of som e
1,000 persons.
On April 17, the first Lear Jet to fl y the Atlantic
Ocean landed in Frankfurt, West Ge rmany, completing what was described as a "perfect" crossing.
Lear Jet D-IHAQ cove red the 5,57'] miles from
Wichita in 10 hours and 17 minutes Hying time, an
average of 540 miles per hour at 41 ,000 feet altitud e .
More than 10 Lear J e ts flew transatlantic on delivery flights to European owners or in se rvice for
United States .ope rators conducting business abroad.
President William P. Lear, Sr., flew Lear Jet N803LJ
to Europe with six persons on board on an
August/September business and pleasure trip .
On May 21, Lear Jet N1965L was · flown from
Low Angeles to New York and back to Los Angeles
in a total of 10 hours and 22 minutes flying time,
establishing three world speed record s in the business jet category.
.
On October 12, two new Lear Jet aircraft were
formally announced: the Lear Liner Model 40 and
the Lear Jet Model24.
The Lear Liner, set to fly about mid-1967, will be
offered in two basic configurations, seating up to 28
passengers for commercial airlines~ and in a corpo"
rate version with a wide variety of seating arrangements.
Powered by twin fuselage-mounted Rolls-Royce
Spey Junior fanjet engines, the Lear Liner will have
a high cruising speed of 560 miles per hour at 45,000
feet flying altitude, and will operate from fields in
the 5,000-foot category.

KOLLSMAN INSTRUMENT LIMITED

The year was o ne of chan ge in the British aircraft
industry, with the cance llation of all the major military aircraft projects. Kollsman' s British subsidiary
overcame this economic letdown b y consolidating
its position, succeeding in fulfilling its program of
planned expansion , and by obtaining a larger proportion of available work.
During the. latter part of the year, Kollsman Instrument Limited received a major contract for the
development and supply of vital flight instruments
for the Concorde supersonic transport. The Concorde is a high performance supersonic transport
under joint manufacture by Sud Aviation and the
British Aircraft Corporation.
Earlier in the year, KIL had received contracts
for standby altimeters for the Concorde .
The British subsidiary was very active in development of new products. Significant among these was
the Crash Recorder Transducer, for both civil and
military application. KIL received the two largest
orders for these transducers to b e placed in the
United Kingdom.
Another product development which offered long
term potential was the MK-28 Counter Pointer
Altimeter. Early in the year, KIL received a development contract for the MK-28, a modified form
of the MC-3 Altimeter. It was the intention of the
British Government to apply this type of altimeter to
most of the United Kingdom military aircraft, and
production contracts were expected in 1966.

The Lear jet facility at Wichita , Kansas
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The Lear Jet Model 24, a growth version of the
23 which remained in active production,
was expected to receive FAA certification early in
1966-the first under new FAR 25 requirements,
which succeeded the old CAR 4b criteria.
By end of 1965 Lear Jets in corporate service had
accumulated well over 18,000 flying hours, eq_ual to
some 9,000,000 miles.
In other company activities, the firm's Industrial
Division in February was dissolved into two new
operating divisions-Avionics, which like the Aircraft Division, has headquarters in \Vichita, and
Stereo Division, with offices in Detroit, Michigan.
Producing a growing line of airborne electronics
equipment, not only for the Lear Jet but for the general aviation industry. the Avionics Division was
pioneering advanced navigation/ communications
equipment, including the Model FC-110 Automatic Flight Control System.
Stereo Division activities embraced manufacture
and marketing of eight-track stereophonic tape
player systems for automobiles, homes, boats, and
aircraft, as well as the compact cartridge units
accepted by this equipment.
The company late in 1965 announced still a fourth
operating division, the Actuator Division, with
headquarters in Cleveland. Ohio.
Total sales for the fiscal year 1966, ending April
30, were forecast at about $85,000,000.

duck. Lloyd G. Hallamore, president of the Electronic Instrumentation Division, assumed executive
responsibility for the Astronics Division, formerly
headed by Haiduck. During the fiscal year James
V. Bitner was named president of the Instrument
Division. He formerly served as executive vice president of this largest LSI division. David Gerstein,
who had served as executive vice president of the
Data and Controls Division, was named president
of the division.
Former Commander-in-Chief of the North American Air Defense Command, General John K. Gerhart
(USAF Ret.), joined the staff of LSI, serving as
assistant to the president. He is primarily responsible
for long range planning of new product development.
During the year, LSI continued its major program
of diversification and augmentation of product lines
within existing divisional operations. While this expansion was primarily in the consumer/commercial
market area, the company did enter the rapidly
expanding field of computer programming by establishing a new and completely independent organization called Information Systems Company.

~todel

ASTRONICS DIVISION

One month after its first public demonstration in
the United States, the LSI All-Weather Landing
System (AWLS) performed flawlessly during additional demonstration flights in January at Patterson
Field near Dayton, Ohio, and Dulles International
Airport at Washington, D.C. Conducted for more
than 200 high ranking military, government and
aviation officials, the flights displayed the LSI system's capability in aligning the Caravelle jetliner
with the runway, controlling its speed and attitude
during the landing approach and landing the aircraft without the pilot's touching the controls. A
total of 28 completely automatic landings were
made during the demonstrations. At year-end ninety
LSI automatic landing systems had been sold for
use by nine European airlines and Alitalia Airlines
was scheduled to place the system in late in 1965.
Delivery of the first production model of the
Astronics-developed dual automatic flight control
system for the Navy's new A-7 A aircraft was made in
mid-year. In addition to conforming to the program's low maintainability requirements, the light
attack aircraft's automatic flight control system includes control augmentation and dual transducer
stick steering. Designed for safety, as well as capability and maintainability, the system allows the pilot
to preflight the system in less than two minutes and

LEAR SIEGLER. Il'iC.
Maintaining its position among the leaders in
the aerospace industry, Lear Siegler, Inc. (LSI) continued its broad participation in almost all of the
major Department of Defense and NASA programs
involving aerospacecraft and missiles, as well as commercial airline markets. An excellent example of
LSI's strong position in the field of manned aircraft
was the fact that the company's aerospace operations
entered the new fiscal year on July 1, 1965, with the
highest backlog in its history.
Several realignments of executive talent occurred
during the past year. In the interest of obtaining
maximum and most effective use of the available
management team, these changes in responsibility
were promotions from within LSI, rather than the
addition of new personnel.
K. Robert Hahn, a corporate vice president and
former president of the Power Equipment Division,
joined the headquarters group, with responsibilities
for long range planning and supervision of certain
major LSI divisions. His position at the Power
Equipment Division was filled by Andrew F. Hai133
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receive an automatic "go, no go" indication during
flight.
Also in the field of automatic flight control systems,
Astronics continued production of AFCS units for
the Q2C target drone and DSN-50 ASW drone helicopter.
Programs completed or in progress at the end of
1965 at the division included: development of a fail
operational dual servo system, a wheel force sensor
research and development program for the USAF,
application of field effect transistors for use in automatic flight control systems, design and development of digital circuitry for autopilot applications
and the development of a squeeze bearing device
utilizing piezoelectric principles for advanced North
Seeking Gyro systems.

new underseas instrumentation device to the Naval
Electronics Laboratory. Called the Sonodiver, the
unit is designed to accurately measure ambient noise
and temperature to provide valuable information in
the little-known area of" inner space."

INSTRUMENT DIVISION

During 1965, the Instrument Division, largest of
LSI's aerospace divisions, placed increasing emphasis
upon the total systems approach while maintaining
its strong position in the aerospace market as a supplier of subsystems and components.
Marking a first in the aerospace industry was the
fabrication and testing of a truly low-cost inertial
guidance system for tactical missiles. The low-cost
system was achieved through the utilization of conventional ball bearing gyros with the latest state-ofthe-art electronic circuitry. Demonstrated at the
Holloman Air Force Base rocket sled test facility,
the system performed well within the accuracy requirements for currently planned tactical missiles.
Also related to the inertial guidance field was
LSI's development of a new suspension technique
for accelerometers and gyros called squeeze film
bearing. This frictionless, air suspension method
provides better than best evaluated inertial quality
accelerometers and the division obtained a contract
to further develop a gyro utilizing this technique.
One of the most interesting projects during the
year concerned the role of LSI in the Gemini program. Ten important LSI instruments, including
the pilot's primary flight director-attitude indicator,
performed perfectly during the history making
flights. This demonstrated performance contributed
to the award of a contract for the Lunar Exploratory
Module (LEM) Attitude Display System. Consisting of two Flight Director Indicators and a Gimbal
Angle Sequence Transformation Asse.mbly per vehicle, the system will incorporate such firsts as LSIdeveloped thin-film microcircuits, servoed dual
meters and electroluminescent lighting.
Pioneering efforts in the development of electroluminescent instrument lighting and display systems,
tl--.e division recorded two significant breakthroughs
with the development of a high-contrast lamp,
making electroluminescent displays readable in daylight; and a unique switching method for display of
digital inputs utilizing silicon controlled rectifiers.
Development of the Geocentric Vertical Reference,
designated GVR-10, was also completed and a production contract was received for this highly
accurate vertical gyro for use in aircraft terrain
avoidance, fire control and bombing systems.

DATA AND CONTROLS DIVISION

During the year the Data and Controls Division of
Lear Siegler, Inc., took a big step into the rapidly
expanding field of electronic information gathering
and processing with the development of its LSI-8000
Data Processing System. Recognition of this new
LSI capability came in the form of a contract from
the Army for data processing equipment to be installed at the White Sands Missile Range.
In aerospace systems work, R&D efforts were concentrated on development of specialized power conditioning equipment involving ultrahigh reliability,
high voltage techniques and high efficiency design.
As a result, the Data and Controls Division provided
the radiation hardened static inverter for the
SNAP-lOA. Placed in polar orbit on April 3 aboard
an Agena spacecraft, the LSI static inverter was
designed to function properly in space for a period of
three years without serious degradation of output,
voltage or frequency tolerance maintainability.
The division was also selected to provide the high
power static inverter and converter for the STAFF
(Stellar Acquisition Flight Feasibility) system. In
reality, the inverter/converter is a central power
conditioning system which supplies 400cps power to
the gyro wheel and multilevel DC power for various
torques. Although the first flight was terminated by
missile malfunction, the system provided sufficient
power for telemetry transmission even after the
Polaris A-1 has been destroyed and the system exposed to the salt water.
In addition to these power devices, the division
continued production in such areas as autopilot
systems, servo amplifiers for radar and antenna control systems and precision voltage radar power supplies. The division also delivered a revolutionary
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LASER SYSTEMS CENTER

space applications for a pulsed laser as a light source
and ranging device for use with its television cameras. Initial experiments performed in 1965 with
ultra short flashes from a green laser provided bv
LSI's Laser Systems Center and an Electronic I~
strumentation Division camera equipped with an
electronic shutter demonstrated the principle of
Range Selective Imaging. As a result, this technique
holds promise of extending vision during operations
in poor weather and underwater or where backlighting can improve target detection.

Laser hardware in 1965 was in an evolutionarv
period and several contracts in this fast changing
field led to interesting technical developments.
Flight-testing of a clear air turbulence detection system using LSI-developed laser transmitting and
receiving equipment was started during the year by
the Cniversity of Michigan. The hardware represented the first flying laser rangefinder or airborne
laser radar system. An improved \·ersion of the system was also delivered to the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration in mid-vear for extensive
flight tests and evaluation.
.
Although not an airborne application, the ability of
the laser to weld manv dissimilar metals and to
work in extremeh- small. areas is of great interest to
electronic and ~erospace industrie;. Several contracts were received for delivery of metalworking
systems. LSI developed and delivered a Q-switch
laser system which produces a gigawatt (1,000,000)
of pulsed peak power. Now in operation at a major
aerospace firm, the device incorporating uranyldoped glass Q-switch elements and resonant reflectors has a high degree of reliability.
In another aerospace related application, the
Laser Systems Center received a contract from the
Naval Ordnance Laboratory for a laser shadowgraph
system which will replace a conventional arc-gap or
spark illuminating device. The brightness and illuminating properties of the laser were expected to provide increases in the yield of data from ballistic
model flight test.
.

POWER EQUIPMENT DIVISION

LSI systems and components which produce or
harness power, whether it be electrical, hydraulic,
pneumatic or electromechanical, are manufactured
by the Power Equipment Division. While this equipment is for the most part in well-established product
areas, such as electric power and systems equipment
for the Series 60 DC-8 and fuel boost pumps, generators, starters and starter-generators for Army, Air
Force and Navy aircraft, the division was also
making significant contributions in 1965 to the
nation's missile and space programs. This participation in aerospace programs ranged from test point
couplings for the Apollo program to hydraulic power
packages for the Agena and studies to devise procedures to analyze all brushless type alternater designs and select the optimum configuration through
computer programming.
Major research and development projects undertaken by the division during the year resulted in
significant progress in over-all advancements in the
general field of power control equipment. A number
of improvements were incorporated in magnetic
particle clutch designs to extend reliability of these
units and in turn the servos and other equipment in
which they are used. A new concept in seals for
couplings used in systems handling liquid oxygen
and hydrogen will extend the applicability of couplings for spacecraft and ground support equipment.
Also, in what can be classified as a technical breakthrough, there was the development of a technique
whereby the output signal of a single AC generator
can be partially converted to an other than the base
generator frequency. This eliminates objectional
characteristics and makes it practical to operate
equipment requiring different frequencies from the
same power source.
Notable programs in progress at year-end at
the Power Equipment Division included newly developed DC starter-generators and static v~ltage
regulators for the Army OH-6A (LOH) helicopter;

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION DIVISION

For a number of years LSI's Electronic Instrumentation Division has been among the leaders in
the design and manufacture of video systems and
instrumentation and control systems for the country's aerospace programs. During the year the division's major projects included work on such programs as Saturn, Titan and Apollo.
In addition to major instrumentation and control
systems work for NASA's Marshall Space Flight
Center and the Mississippi Test Facility, the division received awards for several important video
systems installations. They included operational
television systems for two launch pads at Cape Kennedy, ground surveillance television systems for
the Mississippi Test Facility and Sky Screen Range
Safety television vans for the Atlantic Missile
Range.
The division achieved a technical breakthrough
during the year through exploration of military and
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the design and manufacture of a servo actuator for
NASA' s Multi-Mission Module; lube and scavenge pumps, also for the OH-6A ; and the design,
deve lopment and fabrication of a 22.5 kilowatt solid
state generator for NASA to be used with induction
brazing tools.

craft, missiles and land vehicles to super-powe r
transmitte rs , guidance and control syste ms, displa y
systems, power vibration equipment and hig h fid e lit y
speaker systems for the home or the concert hall.
LTV Aerospace's Vought Aeronautics Division
was selected to build the Navy's new light attack
aircraft, the A-7 A Corsair II, placing the compan y
in a leading position in the aircraft business with 2
major programs, the A-7 A and the tri-service
XC-142A vertical takeoff and landing transport
aircraft, the nation's largest V/ STOL in flight status.
In addition work continued on new flight vehicles
for the futu~e, including advanced V/ STOL designs.
In the space field a major program of the Astronautics Division was launch vehicles. These included
Scout, a low-cost, 4-stage rocket used by NASA and
the military services for a variety of space tasks.
First solid-fueled rocket to place payloads in orbit,
Scout used LTV -supplied launchers, blockhouse
equipment and other support items. The booster
was scheduled as launch vehicle for the Italian
Project San Marco, and it was used in British and
French experiments.
Ling-Temco-Vought met another engineering
challenge in the space field with the production of
its Modular Maneuvering Unit (MMU), a compact device which transports an astro~aut outside
the spacecraft and makes possible research toward
the assembly, repair and servicing of vehicles in
space. To be used by NASA and the Air Force, the
MMU will see service in a Gemini astronaut's
1966 walk in space. The program was expanded in
1965 under Air Force and company sponsorship.
Huge fuel and oxidizer containers for the first
stage of the massive Saturn rocket were being fabricated by LTV. Nine of these containers,. each more
than 62 feet long, provide 850,000 pounds of fuel
for Saturn's powerful first stage engines.
Among . 1965 study projects at L T~/ Aerospace
were orbital launch operations, advanced lunar
transportation systems, remote man-machine control
system evaluation investigation of space re~arr
techniques, solar flares, high temperature matenals
research, spacecraft attitude control work, advanced
instrumentation and display systems and advanced
military space systems such as anti-intercontinental
ballistic missile and satellite interception systems.
Engineering capability produced LTV's Manned
Aerospace Flight Simulator, used for study and
training by the nation's astronauts in both Gemini
and Apollo programs, and by the company for its
own space projects.
LTV's Military Electronics Division passed the
$25,ooo,ooo mark i
-, f - c · ·
,r h

LEAR SIEGLER SERVICE, INC.
(A Wholly Owned Subsidiary of LSI)

An increasingl y important LSI product in recent
years has been the manpower capability offered by
Lear Siegler Service, Inc. During 1965, LSSI maintained its position as one of the nation's leading
service organizations while at the same time expanding its operations into certain new activities which
will contribute to future growth.
For the fifth consecutive year, the LSI subsidiary
received a contract for aircraft and aerospace systems maintenance during fiscal 1966 at more than
45 U . S. Air Force installations throughout the world.
In addition to providing substantial cost savings,
the efficiency of this service system results in numerous other advantages to the Air Force. The savings
are accomplished by way of LSSI' s field team concept of taking skilled men to the operational site,
rather than the expensive process of moving the
work to the men .
A significant step toward further diversification
was taken by LSSI with the formation of a new organization, Information Syste ms Compan y. To provide a base for the new company, LSI acquired all
assets of Computermat, Inc., a subsidiary of the
Matrix Corporation.

LING-TEMCO-VOUGHT, INC.
Under "Project Redeployment" in January, 1965,
Ling-Temco-Vought consolidated 11 divisions into
3 subsidiaries : LTV Aerospace Corporation, LTV
E lectrosystems, Inc. , and Ling Altec, Inc. A further
reorganization in July absorbed the 3 remaining
divisions imto 2 of the subsidiaries-LTV Military
Electronics Division and LTV Continental Electronics Division into LTV Aerospace Corporation,
and L TV University Division into Ling Altec, Inc.
Outstanding for its variety of engineering and
scientific skills, Ling-Temco-Vought at year-end
numbered among its 17,000 employees more than
5 ,000 in the engineer-scie ntist-technical categories.
Acti vi ties at the giant Dallas-based electronic/ ae rospace com pany e xtend ed from oute r space to th e
ocean depth s and ran ged from space ve hicles, air-
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Minuteman intercontinental ballistic missile. The
division extended its controls work under a
82,000,000 contract to develop and produce fluid injection valves for the Titan III first stage rocket
engines.
The work of this division also included microcircuitry, laser technology, ground support and
checkout equipment, guidance systems, radar and
communications systems, antennas and other projects vital to the nation's space an,d defense programs.
The Display Systems Plant of Militarv Electronics
continued to supply to defense and space agency
establishments its Iconorama system which displays
up-to-the-minute data on the location of space vehicles and aircraft.
Engineers of the LTV Continental Eelectronics
Division maintained the company's lead in the fields
of super-power radar and radio transmission systems.
This division produced the Ballistic Missile Early
Warning System transmitters which keep constant
vigil against enemy attack: the world's most powerful radio installations at Cutler, Maine, which communicate at great distances with submarines under
the sea; the Voice of America's powerful transmitters penetrating Eastern Europe and Asia; and the
30,000,000-watt pencil beam radar systems operating
at White Sands.
Range Systems Division supplied target drones
and drone service to the Navy. The division completed negotiations for a 3-year contract expected to
exceed $2,500,000 in the first year for administration
and management services at NASA's new Merritt
Island launch area.
Operating units outside the Dallas area also made
substantial progress.
LTV Electrosystems, Inc., at Greenville, Texas,
developed, integrated and installed highly advanced
electronic systems for airborne applications. This
unit provides aircraft modifications and depot level
aircraft maintenance.
Michigan Division at Detroit continued its work
as prime contractor for the Army's new Lance battlefield missile. It has started development of the
new XM-561, a 6-wheeled, articulated vehicle
based on the company's Gama Goat, and capable of
traversing rough terrain heretofore impossible for
wheeled vehicles.
Kentron Hawaii, Ltd., an LTV Aerospace Corporation division based in Honolulu, operated tracking
stations for the nation's space programs.
LTV Ling Altec, Inc., at Anaheim, California,-continucu to engineer and manufacture powerful vibration and testing equipment for the nation's aerospace progmms. It also produced top quality high

fidelity electronics available, recording and studio
broadcast equipment, theater and concert hall
sound systems and specialized public address systems.
LTV University Division at Oklahoma City again
ranked as one of the major producers of loudspeakers and sound casting equipment in the nation.
A broad range of programs was undertaken at the
Research Center to keep Ling-Temco-Vought in
the forefront of the aerospace industry. Studies
range from closed ecological systems to propulsion
systems for tomorrow's interplanetary vehicles.
Aerospace work and research continued in such
areas as electronics, communications and controls,
propulsion techniques, micrometeoroid hazards,
gamma ray and X-radiation measurement, heat
resistant graphite and ceramic materials, fuel cells
and other energy sources, laset applications, acoustics and hypervelocity flight phenomena.

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Victory in the Air Force's highly significant C-5
heavy logistics system competition was a major
highlight in Lockheed's manned aircraft achievements in 1965, a year that also saw the diversified
company push ahead in fields of space, missiles,
propulsion, electronics, and ocean systems work.
In the year's first nine months, sales of $1.28 billion
were 9 percent above those reported for the same
1964 period.
The C-5 contract, first to be awarded under the
Department of Defense's new packaged procurement concept, called for creation and lifetime support of 58 of the 350-ton transports. The Air Force
also has options for additional quantities.
Lockheed's C-5A will be the world's largest airplane: 236 feet long, 62 feet 8 inches tall at the tail,
with a wing span of 222 feet 10.9 inches. Projected
payload is 265,000 pounds over transcontinental
distances or 100,000 pounds over 5,500 nautical
miles. Its four fanjet engines will have 40,000 pounds
of thrust each. Besides the 2,342 square foot cargo
compartment, it will have an upper deck that accommodates 95 persons, . including two six-man flight
crews. High flotation landing gear will permit operation from relatively short, semi-prepared landing
strips. First flight will be in 1968.
C-141 production was being built up as StarLifters began transoceanic MATS service on both
coasts, including regular cargo and personnel
schedules to Southeast Asia in support of American
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commitments in VietNam. The C-141 para-dropped
70,195 pounds, the heaviest parachute delivery a
single airplane has made in one flight, and became
the first jet transport to drop paratroopers.
C-130 deliveries passed the 850 mark, and a 29th
model-the HC-130H-joined the USAF Air Rescue
Service. Saudi Arabia became the 13th nation to
purchase the Hercules. More than 200 Hercules
helped airlift troops to the Dominican Republic.
They joined Lockheed-built StarLifters, P-2H Neptunes, P-3A Orions, EC-121 Constellations and
F-104 Starfighters in VietNam action.
'
Lockheed stepped up production of the JetStar
executive transport to meet increased demands and
proposed a 17 -passenger "station wagon" versi~n of
the 550-mile-per-hour craft.

Poseidon, a new fleet ballistic missile with double the
A3' s payload. The company fired its third 156-inch
solid propellant rocket motor, exerting 3,000,000
pounds of thrust, and tested a hot gas valve directional control system.
In electronics, Lockheed proposed a 3-D radar
design that would provide range, azimuth, and altitude information simultaneously using separate
radar beams, each with its own feed horn and receiver. Another electronics innovation was a patented optical correlator that stretches short radar
energy bursts into long pulses needed to reach distant targets, then compresses the return signals to
original form.
Expanding its oceanographic interest and capabilities, Lockheed opened a new marine laboratory
at San Diego, launched the world's largest high
speed hydrofoil-an ASW research tool-and began
building a research submarine that will carry a
7,000 pound payload, dive 6000 feet, and remain
underwater 12 hours. Manned by a crew of two,
the 50-ton deep submergence vessel will accommodate two additional observers. Lockheed delivered
to the Navy a computerized coordinated tactics
trainer that poses, and solves, problems for all elements involved in antisubmarine warfare exercises.
Other significant 1965 accomplishments included:
Regular weightless flight above 100,000 feet for
aerospace pilot trainees in NF-104 Starfighters
equipped with rocket boosters; completion of a new
bioastronautics manned environmental facility and
a new cryogenics test facility in California; start of
construction on a whirl tower at the Lockheed Rye
Canyon Research Laboratory to test rotor blades up
to IIO feet in diameter at tip speeds up to 500 miles
an hour; dedication of the Lockheed Georgia Research Laboratory; and start of construction of the
world's largest privately owned subsonic wind tunnel, also in Georgia.
Other accomplishments were lease of the deactivated Chennault AFB, Louisiana, as an aircraft
maintenance base, with subsequent USAF award to
maintain and modify F-101 interceptors; contracts to
install Lockheed advanced flight data recording systems on MATS C-133 transports and maintenance
data collection and analysis systems aboard Trans
World Airlines' DC-9 fleet; development of a new
waterjet propulsion system that could double the
speed of ocean vessels; and demonstration of a research craft with retractable skis that would permit
landing craft speeds of 70 miles per hour.
Lockheed started pilot production of metal and
oxide microparticles after a metallurgy breakthrough
that provides extremely fine powders applicable to

Another Lockheed airplane, the titanium YF-12A
interceptor, set 9 world speed and altitude records,
including straightaway speed of 2,062 miles per
hour, closed course speed of 1,688 miles per hour,
and a sustained altitude of 80,000 feet. Also of titanium, the SR-71 reconnaissance aircraft was scheduled to join the Strategic Air Command at Beale
AFB, California.
A completely different concept, the XH-5IA compound rigid rotor vehicle, set a new speed-altitude
record for rotary wing aircraft-263 miles per hour at
12,000 feet. Lockheed was one of two finalists in the
Army's advanced aerial fire support system competition with a proposal built around the rigid rotor's
built-in stability. Deliveries of P-3A antisubmarine
patrol planes to the Navy continued, and the propjet ~ub hunters received new electronic localizing
eqmpment. At year-end, air forces of 14 nations
operated about 2,000 Starfighters, many of them
manufactured under license at factories in Canada
Japan, Italy, Germany, Belgium, and Holland.
'
The Federal Aviation Agency awarded Lockheed
a e<_>ntract to proceed with Phase 11-C of the supersome transport program, continuing the airframe
colfolpetition with Boeing. The contract covered
dest~n ~efinement, prototype tooling development,
fabncahon of mockups and st rue t ura I e Iements
and proposals for a follow-up program to build and
test two preproduction aircraft.

I~ space work, Lockheed delivered Agena target
vehtcles to
. Cape
. . Kennedy for orb 1"t a 1 ren d ezvous
and dockmg mtsswns with NASA's Ge mmt
· · spacecraft. And an Agena D-Thor combination thrust the
secon? OGO satellite into polar orbit for new space
expenments.
As Polaris A3 production continued, Lockheed
completed the contract definition phase of the C3
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magnetic memor~' and switching devices, polishing
agents, bearings, alloys, and conductors.
The company completed for the State of California
a study on use of computers to handle, with the
systems approach, the growing flow of information
among government branches.
Among other highlights of 1965 were:
A successful bid to purchase Lockheed-operated
USAF nuclear laboratories in Georgia.
Company-funded construction of two Model 286
rigid rotor helicopters for FAA certification and military demonstrations.
Doubling to more than 800 the number of personnel supporting company activities at the NASA
Manned Spacecraft Center after award of a followon contract to supply Apollo engineering services,
and formation of Houston Aerospace Systems by
Lockheed Electronics Company.
Purchase by Continental Air Services, a Continental Airlines subsidiary, of two Lockheed L382B
propjet transports. Continental planned to operate
the commercial Hercules in Southeast Asia.
Addition of waterfront propert~· to Lockheed Shipbuilding and Construction Company for a new way
following $48 million Navy award for two more
landing platform docks.
Introduction of Lockwood, made by a process
that hardens, strengthens, and beautifies wood impregnated with plastic that is irradiated to change
the molecular structure.
Lockheed's board of directors in March elected
A. Carl Kotchian to the reestablished position of
executive vice president. M. Carl Haddon succeeded him as group vice president. In October,
Lloyd M. Bentsen, Jr., president of Lincoln Liberty
Life Insurance Company of Houston, became a
member of the board. He succeeded Harry L. Dunn,
who retired after 21 years as an active director,
but will continue to advise Lockheed as an honorary
director.
At year-end, Lockheed had about 78,000 employees at nine operating companies, associated
bases, and offices. Company facilities covered more
than 21,800,000 square feet of floor space in manufacturing plants, research centers, laboratories, test
sites, service bases, satellite tracking stations, offices,
affiliates and subsidiaries in 32 states, two outlying
U. S. ~erritories, three British colonies, and 26
nations throughout the world.

from under the ocean began sea tests in February.
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company was cooperating in this Bureau of Mines (Department of Interior) program with International Minerals &
Chemicals Corporation and Merritt-Chapman &
Scott Corporation. Each of the 3 companies was
providing funds, program leadership, engineering
manpower for research and development, scientific
knowledge and physical facilities for the project.
Ocean-floor deposits of phosphorite, black sands
and manganese are early targets of the program;
Lockheed was developing machinery and methods
for recovering these minerals from the continental
shelf. The first sea-going laboratory, originally a
freight boat provided by the Army, was followed
later in the year by a second operational research
craft, a converted Navy vessel. Both were based at
the Department of Interior's oceanographic facility
at Tiburon, California.
The project definition phase of a competitive
study for development and production of solid motors for the powerful Poseidon C3 missile was completed by Lockheed M&SC and was under evaluation by the Navy. The study, undertaken in March,
was awarded to Lockheed, with Hercules Powder
Company and Thiokol Chemical Company as associate subcontractors for the design, development
and prototype fabrication of the first stage motor.
Hercules will cooperate on the second stage motor
as well. Prime contractor for the Polaris missile
system, Lockheed managed development of the
highly successful Polaris AI, A2 and A3, which \viii
eventually equip 41 Fleet Ballistic Missile submarines. With a range of 2,500 nautical miles, the
A3, scheduled for 28 of the 41 submarines, completed its first full year of operation with the fleet.
Poseidon C3 will have double the payload of the
advanced A3. The Polaris submarines will require
only minor modification to carry the larger Poseidon
C3.
A software "model" of the battle tank of the
1970's was announced in March by Lockheed as
part of a 1965 study contract conducted for the Army
Materiel Command for a new tank concept. The
computer analysis of optimum tank design was
based on 3 major factors of firepower, mobility and
survivability with an overall guideline of cost effectiveness. Lockheed's Main Battle Tank study involved no hardware, but concentrated on design
and systems analysis with refinement of computer
simulation techniques in evaluating design.
A special research submarine which can take a
7,000-pound payload more than a mile beneath the
ocean's surface was under construction by April at

LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
The government's first vessel for research and
development of methods to recover mineral wealth
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of the information stored in the files of participating
computer centers.
Workhorse of the nation's space program, the
Lockheed Agena series of space vehicles played an
important role in the nation's space program, and
was scheduled to fulfill a great many unmanned space
requirements through 1970. Agena has an integral,
liquid-fueled rocket engine built by Bell Aerosystems Company, which propels the vehicle to orbital
speed and is capable of being restarted in space.
Agena was first to return capsules from space with
successful sea and midair recoveries, first to be
placed in the difficult polar orbit, first to attain a
nearly circular orbit, first to change and maintain its
attitude on orbit, and first to restart in space. Agena
was participating, or scheduled for participation in
such programs as Ranger, Mariner, Nimbus, Echo
II OAO OGO and Gemini.
'The Agena selected for the Gemini program is the
most advanced version of the series. Capable of
being maneuvered from the Gemini spacecraft or
from earth, the unmanned Agena satellite will be
mated with the Gemini in the rendezvous and docking maneuver. The Agena can be restarted after
docking is achieved, permitting the coupled Gemini
Agena to perform a variety of maneuvers.

Lockheed Sunnyvale. Capable of remammg submerged up to 12 hours and providing full life support for the 2-man crew for 48 hours, the Deep
Quest is a 50-ton versatile research test bed, destined
for a variety of missions to test components and materials needed for exploration and exploitation of
the untapped riches of the sea. Scheduled to be
operational in late 1966, Deep Quest will further
Lockheed's deep submergence research and development program and ocean mining efforts.
Developments and applications in the techniques
of powdered metallurgy for aerospace purposes
were revealed by Lockheed at the International
Powder Metallurgy conference in June. Not only
had new materials been utilized, but methods were
developed for reduction in powder particle size to
submicron dimensions, and new means devised for
compaction and consolidation of the powders. The
largest amount of metal powders in aerospace work
has been in high performance massive structural
components. Spectacular successes were cited in unusual materials such as silver-infiltrated tungsten,
used in power plant systems for rockets and missiles.
Lockspray-Gold, a process which keeps out infrared radiation and ultra violet, but still permits
visible light to penetrate, was announced in August
at Lockheed M & SC. A coating on the helmet of
Gemini IV astronaut Edward H. White protected
him from harmful radiation during his walk in
space. Later Gemini craft will have a coating of the
gold sprayed over the interior surface of the adapter
section; the spray helps keep the equipment at
operating temperatures. Lightweight "roll up" antennas on spacecraft were also coated with Lockspray-Gold, the electrical conductivity of the gold
resulting in excellent radio frequency radiation.

THE MARQUARDT CORPORATION
The Marquardt Corporation's activities during
1965 reflected the company's continuing objectives
in the advancement of airbreathing propulsion technology as well as its expansion of product and customer mix. A decade ago, Marquardt was almost
wholly recognized as a developer of ramjet propulsion systems; at the end of 1965 almost half of its
activity was represented by space-oriented equipment contracts. The latter programs included
rocketry, composite engines and hypersonic propulsion systems.
·
Marquardt's two major programs in the area of
advanced airbreathing propulsion related to research
and development of the Supersonic Combustion
Ramjet (Scramjet) and low altitude chemical propulsion systems for the Air Force.
In conjuction with its newly acquired subsidiary,
General Applied Science Laboratories, Marquardt
completed testing of a flight-weight Scramjet thrust
chamber. Effort continued in the areas of manufacturing and experimental hardware testing. The
Scram jet's thrust chamber design presents many
features which are new to ramjet technology, and
its long life expectancy represents a considerable

A Lockheed study undertaken for the State of
California blueprinted a statewide information system which, once fully operational, will save the
state and local governments as much as $400,000,000
a year. The program disclosed in September began
with development of a conceptual design by Lockheed's Research & Development Division, of organizing, simplifying and making readily accessible the
flood of information flowing between state, country,
city, industry, citizen and the federal government.
The Lockheed system provides for a federation of
state and local computer centers tied together by an
Information Central and operating within a framework of compatibility rules so they can work together yet retain local autonomy. Information
Central comprises a statewide data network and
switching facilities, plus a central electronic index
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\anced 19-inch ramj et aimed at ex tendin g the targe t
missile's range and altitude capabilities. A series of
flight eva luation tes ts of th e Redh ead-Roadrunn e r
during 1965 d e monstrated complete re liabilit~· in
the pe rformance of the Marquardt ramj ets and fu el
controls.
Marquardt's major efforts in space equ ipm en t
prog rams we re represe nted b y the compan y's d evelopme nt of the 100-pound thrust reacti on control
rocke t eng ines for NASA's Project Apollo Se rvice
Module, und er contract to the North Ame rican
Aviation's Space a nd Information Systems Di vision,
and d evelopme nt of the reaction control system for
the Apollo Lun a r Excursion Module (LE M),
und e r contract to Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation .
Developme nt on the se rvice module engines was
essentiall y completed, and preliminary fli g ht rating
testing . and production e ngine acceptance tes ting
were under way.
Successful tes ting of the LEM prope llant system
a nd thrust chamber asse mbl y in a configuration
geome tricall y similar to the LEM reaction control
flight system marked a major milepost in the LEM
program . Marquardt extended its reaction control
rocket a nd propellant systems testing capability with
the es ta blishment of new remote testing faciliti es at
Magic Mountain , a site approximatel y 30 miles
north of th e compan y' s Van Nuys plant.
At Magic Mountain, Marquardt was testing
reac tion control e ngin es, propellant systems, and
advanced high energy fuels , including fluorine
based prope llants. The combined Marquardt test
facilit y capability provides a broad range of tes ting
aerospace systems, components, and fuels from sea
level to above 185,000 feet .
Othe r space equipment activity at Marquardt
included production of a 100-pound thrust rocket
engine for velocity control g uidance of th e Lunar
Orbiter, under contract to the Boeing Company. The
initial engine, identical to the Apollo reaction control
engine, was d elive red for ground tes ting during th e
yea r. Marquardt was also conducting a study for
North American on advanced reaction control systems for the ex tended Apollo mission. Under a
NASA contract, the company was deve loping a space
powe r unit and a waste manage me nt system for
extended space missions and Lunar ex plorations.
The space power unit is a small reciproca ting engine
using h ypergolic fu els, which can provide effi cie nt
shaft power for elec trical, hydraulic and m echa nical
requireme nts in space ve hicles or lunar bases.
At Marquardt' s Pomona, California facilitv
which represents the compan y' s major activities it~

A rtist's conce ption of a tes t vehicle for th
ve loped by Marquardt .

advance over rege nerati ve ly cooled rocke t cha mb er
technol ogy.
The Scramj et re presents a re turn to th e class ic
simplicity of th e "flying sto ve pipe " Ma rqu a rdt' s
subsonic ramj et of 1945. The Scramj e t uses to full
advantage th e inh ere ntl y simple fix ed geo me tr y
d es ig n of th e ramj e t for hyperso ni c acce lerat-ion an d
cruise pe rformance. The e ng ine perform s most
e ffici en tl y a t fli g ht speeds exceeding Mach 6 and
altitudes above 50,000 fee t. Its range ca pability expands rapidl y as its speed increases . Pote nti al app lications for space, militarv, an d comm eri cal uses include h ype rsonic crui se aircraft, recove ra ble la un ch
vehicles, and de fens e and tacti ca l missile systems.
Combustion pe rforman ce of the Scramj e t, tes ted
at Cornell Aeronautical Laboratories a nd at th e
Marquardt Research Field Labora tory, disclosed
dramatic performance of the du al mode combustor.
A small scale e ngine was demonstra ted at the Gene ral Applied Science Labora tories in which thrust
was m easured successfull y.
Significant prog ress in superson ic combustion
technolog y resulted from the work sponsored by the
Air Force Aero Propulsion Labora torv with Marquardt-Van Nu ys, in conjunction with Gene ra l
Applied Science Labora tories and Navy-sponsored
efforts at th e Applied Ph ys ics Laboratory of Johns
Hopkins University. Marqua rdt 's 1965 effort was
directed d evelopme nt of a modular Scramje t fli g ht
test vehicle.
Other Marquardt activity in airbrea thin g propulsion technology included continu ed production of
the 16 1/ 2-inc h diam e te r ramj et engine for th e
Arm y Redhead-Roadrunner targe t missile. Und er
contract to th e Columbus Division of North American Aviati on, Marquardt was d es ign ing an ad-
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electronics, a complete air defense simulation svstem
was being produced for the Japanese Air Self Defense Force (JASDF) for use in conjunction with
Japan's BADGE network. Marquardt-Pomona also
provided the T-10 trainers and associated equipment
which simulate B-52 bomber navigation and bombing exercises for installation at Strategic Air Command and Air Training Command bases. The company's electronics operations were continuing
company-sponsored research toward diversifying applications of its multichannel memory (MCM)
technology. This technology, which is basic to the
land mass simulation portion of the T-10 trainer,
appears to have application in missile penetration
path analysis, site-selection for ground-to-air missiles,
and high-density storage of permanent data. Development also continued on VueMarq, a unique
wide-angle optical viewing device which has application to both training and operational equipment.

Principal activities of the Baltimore Division in
1965 centered about four major product lines:
Gemini launch vehicles, spacecraft, nuclear power
supplies and aircra.ft, the latter in three areas; modification, fabrication and new design.
By far the largest division program was production, assembly and test of the 90-foot modified Titan
II launch vehicles, under contract to the Air Force
System Command's Space Systems Division, for
NASA's two-man Gemini program.
With successful launch of the second and final unmanned rocket on January 19, the Gemini program
moved into high gear with five manned launches,
including the historic Gemini 7/6 rendezvous in
December.
The rocket for the GT-8 rendezvous and docking
mission completed its factory tests by mid-November. Vehicles for GT-9, 10 and 11 were in final
assembly or vertical test by year's end. The final
launch vehicle for the program, No. 12 was due to
begin final assembly in 1966.
Two other space programs were prominent in
Baltimore Division activities during 1965. One was
the country's first maneuverable reentry spacecraft,
the SV-50 "'PRIME" (Precision Recovery Including
Maneuvering Entry) lifting body program. Construction of four relatively small (6-1/2 by 4 feet)
flight vehicles was started, aiming for first flight late
in 1966 on the Western Test Range as part of the
Air Force's START (Spacecraft Technology and
Advanced Reentry Test) Program.
These lifting body vehicles, the result of six years
of Martin design and wind tunnel testing, will
demonstrate the maneuverability of lifting bodies
from hypersonic velocities on leaving orbit down
through Mach 2 speeds on recovery.
A larger manned version of the sv.::5 was being
considered by the Air Force to demonstrate maneuverability of such a craft from Mach 2 down to conventional landing speeds.
Another spacecraft area saw completion on conceptual design studies for NASA's Langley Research
Center of an interplanetary, or deep space, meteoroid detection satellite. The mission of such a craft
would take it out to the asteroid belt, 100,000,000
miles from the earth.
Nuclear activity of the Baltimore Division included
installation on June 21, 1965 of the first commercial
use of a SNAP (Systems for Nuclear Auxiliary Power)
radioisotopic generator in an offshore oil rig in the
Gulf of Mexico near Morgan City, Lousiana.

During 1965, Marquardt combined its advanced
research operations between its central research organization, ASTRO, and its subsidiary, General
Applied Science Laboratories. The new Science and
Technology Group is responsible for advanced research programs in such areas as supersonic combustion, aerothermodynamics, slurry fuels, advanced
airbreathing propulsion, electrical propulsion, facilities design, electronic instruments, hydro-acoustical
equipment, Doppler navigation, re-entry physics,
associative memory systems, weapons guidance
electronics, military training equipment, and special
purpose television devices.

~arquardt's Ogden, Utah, facilities successfully
achieved diversification from ramjet production to
the manufacture of specialized aerospace products.
The Ogden operation is associated with the production of components and subassemblies for such
programs as Polaris, NERV A, Phoenix, Titan, Poseidon, Gemini, Apollo, Phoebus Saturn F-4B and
F -4C aircraft , and man Y o th ers.' Ram]et
. ' engmes
.
for
the Redhead/Roadrunner were being produced at
this facility.
At year-end 1965, Marquardt employed approximately 2,500 pers~nnel: with operations at Van Nuys
and Pomona, Ca!Jforma·' Ogden , Utah·, anc
. I w estbury, New York; and
district
offices
in
Washinat
.
,.., on,
DC
. . ; Dayton, Ohw; Houston, Texas; and Huntsville, Alabama.
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components of th e A6 for Grumman , th e F-4 for
McDonnell, C-130 and C-141 for Lockh eed , th e
Chinoo k helicopte r for Boe ing Ve rtol and th e Iroquois, or U H-1 " Hu ey" helicopte r for Bell.
New des ign effort was concentrated on\ TOLand
STOL tactica l fi g hters , AS\iV and small ca rgo a ircraft.
Three se parate rea l-time, 7-da y fli g hts to th e
moon and back were simulated in Martin-Baltimore' s lunar missi on simulator. Pilots from th e Air
Force's Ae ros pace Resea rc h Pilot' s School at Ed wa rd s
AFB ·' fl ew" the missions as part of a NASA H ead quarters study of crew pe rform a nce and pilot
re Uability.
Three space qualified ze ro-reaction space powe r
too ls were d e li ve red to th e Air Force Aero Propulsion La boratory at W rig ht-Patte rson AFB, including
the first scheduled for actu al use in space aboard th e
Gemini 8 mission early in 1966.
U nd e r a NASA Manned Spacecraft C e nter contract, the di vision produced a complete toolbox including prototypes of power tools, d ead-bl ow ha mmer, automatic saws, restraining d evices and pe rsonnel ope rating work lig hts.
A 10-foot lunar rock coring drill also was d eveloped for NASA- Houston and was under eva luation
at yea r' s e nd .
Extensive reaea rch in ablative ree ntry mate rials,
HF antenna , fluidics , solar panel power distributi on
systems and processes for handling exo tic me tals
need ed for future flight reg imes was conducted bv
the di vision during the yea r.
One hi g hl y sophisticated project completed in
September and delivered to the Aeronautical Systems Di vision of the Air Force Svstems Command at
Wright-Patterson was a 1/ 3 scale model of a section
of an aerospacecraft. It invol ved development of
new techniques in the handling and forming of
seco nd generation columbium and other super alloy
metals. The work was clone under the Air Force's
ADCEP (Advanced Structural Concept and Evaluation Program).
During 1965, th e division received the Sm a ll
Business Administration 's Special Aerospace Award
for its critical parts subcontract program on th e
Gemini launch vehicle.
The Air Force's "Achi eve me nt Award" for significant contributions in reducin g costs through improved worker performa nce in the Martin originated Zero Defects program was prese nted to the
Baltimore Division.
Baltimore e mplo yees also we re hono red by the
Treasury Departm e nt for 96 pe r cent parti cipation
in the U. S. Savings Bo nd Prog ram , hig hes t percentage of participation in th e aerospace industry.

Mart-in ·s RIAS g ro up celebrated it.s lOth anni ue rsary with d edica tio n of its ne w labora to ry a t Relay . Ha ryland .

It was th e fifth pionee ring te rrestri al app lica tion
of a SNA P g e ne ra tor, all of th em design ed and built
b y Martin. The othe r four-a buo y, a lighth ouse,
a weather ba rge, a nd a n ocea n bottom naviga ti onal
beacon-began th e ir second yea r of operation.
Anothe r SNAP, powering an unmann ed weather
station at th e North Pole, comp le ted its ass igned
task and was re turned to Baltimore for refurbishment and possible ne w use . A seve nt h terrestrial
SNAP, powering a wea th er station at Min na Bluff
nea r th e South Pole, continued successfu l opera ti on.
Three Martin-built SNAP ge nerators co ntinu ed
furni shing e lectrica l powe r to orbitin g sa te llites of
the De partment of Defense, an d ...vo rk was started
und e r AEC contract on a pair of fue led gene rators
d esigned for NASA 's advanced N imbus-B weather
sate llite.
Martin Nuclear engineers also comple ted conceptual d esign of a Te rres trial Una tte nd ed Reactor
Powe r Sys te m (TURPS) for the Army. It would
combine some of the features of SNAP ge ne rators
(no movin g parts ) a nd th e la rge r reac tor power systems.
Delive ry of th e reactor containme nt vesse l and
outfitting of the world's first fl oating nucl ear power
station, th e MH-1A for th e Army, proceeded on
schedule .
More than 90 aircraft rolled throug h th e hanger
doors of Martin-Baltim ore's Aircraft Modification
Center during the year, including KC-135' s, B-57' s
in se veral configurations an d a n SP-5B Martin
Marlin Sea plane which had a je t installed in its tail
for Nav y eva lu ation.
Aircr~ft fabri ca tion work at Baltimore unde r subcontract to other airplane manufacture rs included
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of operating at extended range. Both are designed
to kill not onlv ICBM warheads, but also those of
submarine la~nched intermediate range ballistic
missiles. Sprint will significantly increase the capabilities of the Nike-X system by broadening its range
of operation. Intercepts will be possible not only at
long ranges but also at relatively short ranges. In
addition, through use of Sprint and new radars, the
Nike-X system will be able to engage numerous
targets simultaneously.
Components of the Sprint, including its motors
and its "pop-up" launching system, were successfully
tested. The missile configuration and body materials
were put through extensive testing. In addition,
models of the missile were placed in the searing
blast of rocket motors to simulate flight shock and
temperature.

ORLANDO DIVISION

Martin's Orlando Division continued its emphasis
and investment in programs and facilities aimed at
broadening its tactical missile, electronics and communications systems capabilities.
Major 1965 contracts included the Army's Pershing ballistic missile system; the Army's Sprint antimissile missile; Rada, telephone-type tactical radio
communications system; and the Bullpup air-tosurface missile.
More than $8 million was invested during 196365 in research facilities, including a new $2 million
guidance systems development laboratory scheduled
for completion in early 1966. Other research facilities
included a high-temperature high-velocity ablative
material test complex, which uses large solid-rocket
motors as a gas generator, and an extensive annament research and test center.
In research, areas of major interest during the year
included guidance and control, ablative and protective coatings, structures, materials, and payloads.
Extensive research went into lasers and their application, inertial reference systems, millimeter and
submillimeter. waves, fluidics, radar, communications, and advanced warhead fabrication.
Production continued during 1965 on the Army's
Pershing surface-to-surface ballistic missile system,
deployed in Europe with the U. S. Seventh Army
and with the Federal Republic of Germany within
the framework of NATO. All battalions originally
scheduled to be equipped with Pershing had been
activated by the end of the year.
A continuing series of annual practice test firings
from off-range sites in southeastern Utah into White
Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, began during
the year. These exercises, designed to maintain
troop proficiency in handling the 400-mile-range
Pershing missile, included firings by American and
German units from Europe as well as those headquartered in the U. S., since there are no range facilities in Europe to provide desired flight data.
Work began at Martin-Orlando early in the year
on an $18,615,000 Army contract for improved
Pershing ground support equipment. The work involved design, development, and fabrication of
prototypes of an improved programmer test station.
The Sprint missile, one of the major components
being developed for the Army's Nike-X missile defense system, was being developed by Martin's
Orlando Division as subcontractor to the Bell Telephone Laboratories. Sprint will be one of two interceptor missiles used in the Nike-X system. The other
is the long-range Zeus, which is nearly twice the
length of the Sprint, has three stages and is capable

Martin-Orlando was also developing an advanced
battlefield communications system that combines
the ease of dial telephone-type operation with the
mobility of the vehicular radio. The system, called
RADA (Random Access Discrete Address), would
handle voice, teletype, facsimile, and data transmission and reception within an Army combat division without the use of heavy, fixed switching centers
or vulnerable cabling.
The initial phase of the contract, underway at
year-end, called for demonstration of techniques to
be used in a RADA system. Later phases, to be
entered after the Army approves the techniques,
require feasibility demonstrations and fabrication of.
models of the basic equipment to be used in RADA.
All the capabilities of wired dial telephone systems, and more, are planned as integral to RADA.
It would provide for priority service among selected
subscribers, conference calls, and area warning.
Further, RADA would provide complete privacy
of communications between sender and receiver. It
is designed to be extremely portable, and adaptable
to all military vehicles. RADA would operate on
either vehicular battery power or internal battery
power.
RADA is a radio system in which simultaneous
transmissions can occur within a common frequency
band without mutual interference. This is because
the form of the transmission is such that it can be
directed exclusively to the receiver to whom it is
addressed. It uses pulse position modulation within
its assigned frequency band.
The subscriber set has the features of a portable
touch-tone telephone. This equipment automatically
selects an available frequency within the alloted
band and broadcasts the address of the called party.
If connection cannot be made because of the
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range of propagation phenomena, the user set automatically shifts to another frequency band and calls
a repeater unit to extend the search for the called
party. The process can be repeated through several
repeaters until the search has covered the entire division area. Computer techniques enable this process
to be carried out in a matter of seconds. Similar
random access techniques are being proposed to
provide the answers to communication problems
for other military services.
Research and development to advance the state
of the art in electronic air defense continued effort
at the Orlando Division.
~1artin developed and produced this nation's
first electronic fire distribution system for guided
missiles-the ~tissile i>.taster-installing lO of
them at major U. S. metropolitan centers. Before
the last Missile i\Iaster was in place. a smaller,
transistorized system performing many of the same
display, surveillance and data exchange functions
was already on the drawing board. The first of these
new systems, called BIRDiE (Battery Integration and
Radar Display Equipment) was installed in 1961
at Turner Air Force Base. near Albany. Georgia.
Nineteen were produced. including a training system
for the Armv Air Defense School at Fort Bliss, Texas.
As the S~)phistication of air defense technology
and packaging techniques advanced during the
past few vears svstem modifications were engineered
and intr.oduc~d· into both BIRDiE and Missile
Master. This work continued through 1965.
BIRDiE processes and distributes target information about manned aircraft to guided missile batteries and coordinates Nike Hercules and Nike
Ajax (and, with modifications. the low-altitude
Hawk) missile fire. It can be operated independently
in its own area or as part of an on'rall air defense
netowrk. Efficiencv of BIRDiE is underscored when
compared
statisticallv with
Missile
Master.
BIRDiE occupies 97 p~rcent less space. uses 95 percent less power, and requires 80 pl'rccnt fewer operating personnel.
The Bullpup air-to-surface missile. developed
and produced bv Martin Company, was operational
with Navv, tvtarine, and :\.ir Force squadrons
throughout the world. Three versions of Bullpup
were designed and built by the Orlando division:
A, B, and Nuclear Bull pup. Public announcements
by Department of Defense agencies indicate that
Bullpup was performing with great tactical success
in the VietNam action.
Martin-Orlando's 1965 Bull pup effort was centered on development and production of ground
handling equipment, aircraft-installed equipment,
aerospace ground equipment, and trainers.

DENVER DIVISION

Highlighting the Denver Division's accomplishments during 1965 were the successful Titan III
flights. Martin-Denver. is systems integrator for the
Air Force Titan III Standard Space Launch System
program. This division also builds the Titan III main
airframe.
Titan III-A, the three-stage version of the vehicle,
·flew twice from Cape Kennedy, and both flights
established new U. S. space records.
On February 11, a Titan III-A placed a payload
into an orbit ranging from 1,502 to 1,506 nautical
miles. It was the most circular orbit ever achieved;
eccentricity was only 0.0005.
The second Titan III-A flight, on May 6, also
was flawless. Transtage, the space propulsion vehicle
developed for Titan III, gave an unprecedented
demonstration of space maneuver capabilities,
including four in-space starts and stops.
Titan III-C, which flew its maiden mission from
Cape Kennedy on June 18, was the most powerful
U. S. rocket ever launched until that time. Its twinmotor solid propellant booster stage generated
2,400,000 pounds of thrust. Titan III-C was the first
U. S. booster to use true parallel staging, and the
first million-pound-class rocket to utilize all-storable
propellants. The rocket's second stage was the most
powerful ever ignited in space, and its 21,000-pound
payload (exclusive of vehicle proper) was the heaviest
ever orbited.
Earlier in the year, the Department of Defense
announced program go-ahead for Titan III-B, a twostage version for use with Agena, Centaur, Transtage
and other upper stages.
On August 25, President Johnson announced the
decision to proceed with the Air Force Manned
Orbiting Laboratory program and confirmed Titan
III as the MOL program booster.
While Titan III comprised most of the division's
business during 1965, the Titan II ICBM program
remained a major Martin Company product. Operational at 54 complexes in Arizona, Kansas and Arkansas, Titan II was employed successfully in crew
training launchings from Vandenberg AFB, California. Production of Titan II continued at l'vlartinDenvcr to replace missiles utilized in the Western
Test Bange operations.
Research programs were conducted in the areas
of high energy rate forming, propulsion and pressurization system development, zero-gravity phenomena in liquid fuels, liquid hydrogen and fluorine
applications, inertial controls development, space
rendezvous and docking, and acoustic environmen tal effects.
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square feet of space. About half of this space is devoted to laboratories; the remainder consists of
offices, seminar rooms, a library, and administrative
and shop areas. Dr. Homer E. Newell, NASA Associate Administrator, dedicated the facilities formally on July 22, 1965.
A month before the formal dedication, RIAS
hosted a two-day international symposium on the
environment-sensitive mechanical behavior of materials. Co-sponsored by the U. S. Army Research
Office at Durham and the Physical Metallurgy Committee of the AIME, the conference brought together some 100 metallurgists, ceramics scientists
and plastics specialists from United Kingdom, Canada, South Africa, and the United States. The conference centered on materials exposed to corrosive
atmospheres, vacuum, light, electricity and liquid
metals. Discussions following presentations of papers pointed up the complexity of problems facing
materials researchers and concluded in the realization that even the most promising new theories do
not fully explain the environment-related failure
mechanisms for all materials.
The RIAS materials group also began an expansion program to include studies of ceramics and
refractory metals. By alloying various ceramics, the
group sought new information that may lead to
controlling dislocations, the atom-sized defects that
eventually cause fracture.
The institute's physics department continued its
work in solid state physics, chemical physics and
space physics. New knowledge gained in solid
state research on a group of salts, called alkali
halides, shows promise for new light-seeking devices
and high-temperature rectifiers and has led to the
initiation of new studies of piezoelectric crystals.
Chemical physicists evolved new techniques for
predicting various characteristics of complex molecules and conducted theoretical studies toward developing equations for the flow of ionized solutions
through porous membranes.
'
The space physics section, investigating the properties of incoming primary cosmic radiation from
space, worked on the development of a balloon
experiment to measure the high-altitude charge
and energy spectrum of the medium and heavy
components of this radiation.
Bioscience research at RIAS encompassed photosynthesis and microbiology. The photosynthesis staff,
which examines the processes wherl'by living plants
convert sun light into energy, continued efforts to
isolate the light-sensitive chemicals involved in the
conversion and to determine the effects of light
intensity on plant growth.

The Canaveral Division, Martin Company's flight
test and launch operations arm, chalked up its !80th
countdown and launch since its establishment in
1958 with the successful launching of GT-5.
In 1965 the division moved from weapons systems development to space flight with two launching
programs: the modified Air Force Titan I I booster
for NASA's manned Gemini missions; and the Air
Force Titan III Standard Space Launch System,
most powerful space booster in the nation's inventory.
During the year, 7 Gemini-Titan II launch vehicles and 5 Air Force Titan III Standard Space
Launch vehicles were erected, checked out and
launched by Canaveral Division personnel.
The division also completed construction of a
sprawling spaceport for the Titan III, called the
Integrate-Transfer-Launch (ITL) facility. Consisting
of two launch stands, seven missile assemblv and
handling areas, and a unique 10.5-mile rai-lroad,
the $180 million ITL is designed to handle 30 or
more Titan III launchings annually.
With crews on the scene since 1951, Martin was
the oldest continuous aerospace tenant at the Cape.
Since 1951, the company has test flown eleven separate missile and space systems and activated eleven
launch facilities. The programs conducted by the
division since its inception include Matador,
Mace-B, Viking, Vanguard, Pershing and the Titan
family of vehicles-Titan I, Titan II, Gemini-Titan
II, Titan III-A, and Titan III-C.
RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDIES (RIAS)

The Research

Institute for Advanced Studies

c~nd~cts basic research in materials, physics, and

bi?Sci:nces. A division of Martin Company, RIAS
SCientists pursue fundamental research but they are
not required to appl Y th e1r
· mvestJgatwns
·
·
· ' to 1mme
·
d'lately marketable products. Results of RIAS research
are published
freely m
· th e 1ea d'mg scientific
.
. JOurnals
.
.
and. m symposium pa pers, Wit
. h'm t h e constraints of
national security.
In 1~65, ~IA·S· scientists published more than 100
papers m scientific journals and presented 110 papers
and lectures at professional meetings and
.
· · t h roug h out the world.
umverSities

Mar~in' s basic research center celebrated it's tenth
year With the dedication of its new $1 ,200 ,000 I·a b oratory facilities in Relay, Maryland, three miles
sou~hwest of Baltimore City. The new building,
set m 29 acn~s of· scPrlic countryside, provides 43,000
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Rl:\S microbiologists are studying chemisynthetic
bacteria, which may be useful in sustaining astronauts on extended space flights. and they are developing instruments for detecting life in space.
Approximately two-thirds of the 1965 work at
RIAS was carried out under basic research contracts with the :\ir Force, :\rmy, ~avy. NASA,
ARP:\, :\EC, :'-JIH and Department of Interior's
Office of Saline \Vater. The remaining support
came from ~v1artin Company.

a hatch in the spacecraft heat shield into the laboratory to perform predetermined experiments. At the
completion of their mission, the astronauts will
move back into Gemini B for the return trip to earth.
McDonnell has been working on Gemini B for
more than three years and has been under contract
with Space Systems Division of the Air Force for
more than a year. An additional contract for a
seven-month definition phase on Gemini B was received on September 1.
The other major line of business for McDonnellthe F-4 Phantom aircraft-reached a milestone on
July 7 when the 1,000th Phantom was delivered to
the armed services. Confidence by the military in
the Phantom was justified by its performance in
VietNam action. Reports from operational squadrons
revealed that the Phantom was doing a highly effective job as an interceptor with the Navy and Air
Force and as a fighter-bomber with the Marines
and Air Force. The year 1965 marked the deployment of Air Force F-4Cs to Alaska, Okinawa, the
Philippines, and Viet Nam, the first deliveries of
Air Force RF -4C and Marine Corps RF-4B reconnaissance Phantoms to operational squadrons, and
the first overseas deployments of the RF-4C to
France and the United Kingdom.
Increased funding for the Phantom was planned
under the fiscal1966 budget.

McDO:\':\'ELL AIRCR.-\.FT CORPORATIO:\'
McDonnell attained major milestones in its two
leading product lines during 1965.
In the Gemini spacecraft program, the three-orbit
flight of astronauts Virgil I. (Gus) Grissom and
John \V. Young on i\larch 23 made history as the
first mission on which a spacecraft "·as maneuvered
in orbit and piloted during reentry. Then came the
four-day mission of James A. \tcDivitt and Edward
H. \Vhite II on June 3-7, with its spectacular 21minute walk in space. The longest space flight on
record was achieved bv Astronauts Frank Borman
and James Lovell in D~cember for a full two weeks
in Gemini 7, and on December 15 Gemini 7 and
Gemini 6 successfullv made the first space rendezvous. These flights s~t the stage for e\·en more dramatic missions to follow in the Gemini series and
moved the nation's program for landing men on the
moon nearer to its goal.
The initial successes in the manned Gemini program were achieved after only two unmanned test
launches, attesting to both the soundness of design
and the reliabilitv of the spacecraft. Gemini was
designed as a work horse for space. It demonstrated
the capability of being launched on schedule with
less than the original estimated time between
launches and it proved an overall maturity of design
that has alreadv vielded much scientific data valuable to our nati~n~l space program.
Midway during the Gemini V flight, President
Johnson announced on August 25 that he had ordered
the Air Force to proceed immediately with the
development of a Manned Orbiting Laboratory
(MOL). This project was of great importance to
McDonnell in that MOL will consist of a Gemini
B spac<·craft which McDonnell will design and
build, and a pressured cylindrical laboratory about
the size of a small house trailer in which astronauts
mav stav aloft for a period of up to 30 days. The
spa~e pi.lots will n·nwin in the Gemini R until the
orbit is <•stablislwd. and they will then move throu~h

MENASCO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
During 1965 Menasco won a large portion of the
new landing gear market, made substantial development of its organization and acquired facilities to
enable the company to meet its program commitments and to earn a satisfactory return for its stockholders. The company's backlog, second highest in
its history, was excellent in terms of size, composition
and growth potential.
Menasco invested or committed, during fiscal
1965, more than $1,000,000 for new machinery and
equipment in continuation of a company program to
modernize its equipment, balance and enlarge its
capacity to take maximum advantage of market
opportunities. New construction included an addition to the Texas plant and new facilities added to
the Burbank complex.
Under 1965 contracts Menasco was participating
in the following program~: the Bell liH 1 B helicopter; Boeing Minuteman shock isolation; Boeing
707-120-320, 720 aircraft am! the CH-l6A helicopter;
Collins antenna systems for missik sites; Douglas
DC-8 and Saturn; General Dynamics-Grumman
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Another of the electronics firm's products, a contact analog display system, went into operation
during the year on Polaris submarines. Norden's
"Conalog" system provides a moving pictorial pathway for the helmsman, and shows on a 19-inch
screen information such as roll, pitch, heading,
speed, and surface and bottom positions. Conalog
also was chosen for use 011 11ew nuclear-powered
attack class submarines. Nordell designed similar
systems for fixed wi11g aircraft and helicopters.
A Norden simplified inertial guidance system
(SICS) performed perfectly during a Hight test
aboard a Sergeant missile in August. The test demonstrated the feasibility of low-cost guidance systems
for tactical missiles. SICS was designed, de\'eloped,
and built by Norden under contract to the Applied
Physics Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University,
which provided supervision and systems integrati'on
for the Navy Bureau of \Veapons.
Norden's system work was supported by a variety
of precision components for both in-house usc and
for sale to other avionics firms. The division was
producing high performance gyros for the inertial
sensor portion of the LEM backup guidance system.
The LEM gyros were being built in cooperation
with United Aircraft Corporate Systems Center,
developers of inertial sensor assemblies for the LEM
abort guidance system.
Norden continued production of. pressure ratio
indicating systems, which give a pilot of a jet aircraft climb and cruise power information and monitor jet engine performance during Hight. The devices are in use on F -111 aircraft, Mirage fighters,
B-58 bombers and Sud Super Caravelles.
Norden gas pressure systems are part of the navigation equipment of advanced Terrier and Tartar
supersonic missiles, the antiaircraft shields for Navy
carriers, cruisers, and frigates. These systems sense
changes in gas pressure and channel energy into
electrical output to guide the missiles.
The division at vear-end was one of the world's
leading produc~rs .of encoders, or analog-to-digital
converters. These devices, which translate Hight
data into the language of computers, were incorporated in major aircraft, weapons, missile and space
programs. Norden Gray code encoders positioned
the giant wings of Pegasus satellites which were
launched into space during the year to measure the
presence of meteoroids.
Norden continued work during 1965 on an Air
Force contract to devise new methods of employing
computers to speed the design and layout of microminiaturized integrated circuits. The project developed methods of analyzing new circuit designs by

F-IllA and F-lllB; General Dynamics Centaur;
Lockheed C-130, C-141, P3A and JetStar; McDonnell F-4K; North American Apollo; Northrop T-38;
Westinghouse MK-17 and MK-21 liquid spring.
During the year 1965, the company successfully
completed, within a constricted time frame, the
initial portion of its program to develop and manufacture shock isolators for the Minuteman Wing VI
launch control centers and launch control equipment buildings. The company established a major
new facility for the critical testing requirements of
these products.
New products were developed within the scope of
Menasco's capahility and experience. Some of these
included: an automatic mechanism for acquisition
and tie-down of shipborne helicopters; shock isolators suitable for railroad use; space docking mechanisms; and devices for underwater applications
under the company's pressure vessel work.

NORDE:\1 DIVISION OF U:'\IITED AIRCRAFT
CORPORATION
Design, development and production of advanced
airborne radar systems constituted the major activity
of United Aircraft's N arden Division during 196.5.
Principal product was search and track radar for
Grumman's A6A Intruder jet bomber. The carrierbased Intruder, whose mission is low-level penetration, entered squadron service in Viet Nam during
the year.
Using Norden radar, the Intruder's two-man
crew can seek out targets obscured by weather or
darkness. The pilots "see" targets and geographical
features by means of cockpit viewing screens which
provide a visual representation of the ground and
air below and in front of the aircraft. Accompanying
Norden computer equipment provides the crew with
continuous flight data. Norden also delivered to
the Navy ground test equipment to support its
radar systems.
An outgrowth of the A-6A radar was a terrainfollowing radar Norden began developing for use in
the Navy's integrated helicopter avionics system
(IHAS ). The new radar, lighter than its predecessor,
will automatically maintain a predetermined clear~nce altitude, or permit the helicopter to fly in the
nap of the earth," regardless of weather conditions.
l~s first applic_ation will be in the Marine Corps'
Sikorsky CH-.-J3A heavy assault helicopter. The
IHAS radar is adaptable to other types of helicopters,
as well as fixed-wing aircraft.
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computer programs, thus assuring the quality of
circuit performance prior to committing designs to
tooling.
:\orden stepped up its output of specialized microminiaturized circuitry during the year. The first
circuits de,·eloped by the master-dice, or breadboard. technique. were delivered to North American's :\utonetics Di,·ision for use in ships inertial
navigation equipment (SI:\S) for Polaris submarines.
The circuits, Inductosyn preamplifiers. were the
initial microminiaturization applications to SINS
equipment. Another Norden circuit, a sense amplifier. was fabricated to interrogate the high-speed
magnetic memory core of the :\polio moon vehicle's
guidance computer.

a variety of major products ranging from component
parts up to entire systems for accomplishing extensive defense or space missions. In aircraft, the XB-10
vehicle No. 1 was paced toward its design cruise
speed of Mach 3, or three times the speed of sound,
while vehicle No. 2 entered flight test. The XB-10
made longer sustained flights at supersonic speed than
any other knmvn aircraft and was providing the
nation with invaluable data on advanced flight. As
the only flying aircraft in the size and performance
class of the planned supersonic transport, it was
contributing vitally to this forthcoming advance in
civilian aeronautics.
Production continued on the Navy's most advanced tactical reconnaissance aircraft, the RA-5
Vigilante. It is operated in connection with the
Integrated Operations Intelligence Center System
(also manufactered by North American) for processing, storing. disseminating, and displaying intelligence data for command purposes on aircraft carriers.
The first prototype OV-10A light armed reconnaissance aircraft was completed and flown approximately 10 weeks ahead of the contract schedule.
This propeller-driven airplane was specially designed
for a large variety of close support missions and antiguerrilla operations.
tvlodification work continued on F-100 fighters
for United States and French air forces, and on a
large number of T-28's for improved counterinsurgency operations.
The first production T-28 twin jet trainer for the
Navy was completed and flown during the year.
The company was building horizontal stabilizers
for the Douglas DC-9 shorthaul commercial transport, and was performing certain tooling and engineering work for both the DC-8 and DC-9.
The T-39 military aircraft program was completed
in 1965 after delivery of 191 utility trainers to
the Air Force and Navy over a four-year period. In
addition, a substantial number of Sahreliner executive transports were sold to private companies and
other customers. The excellent flight record of the
aircraft during two years of commercial operations
enabled the company to double the airplane's warranty period from 12 to 24 months.

:\ORTH :\\I ERICA:\ .\ VL\TIO.'.". I.'."C.
The year 1965 saw the achie,·ernent of significant
technical advances in all the principal fields of company endeavor. The \.B-70 underwent numerous
flight tests that went far in proving out the sweeping aeronautical advances designed into it. The
OV -1 OA counterinsurgency aircraft was completed
and flown within a very demanding schedule. Both
the F-1 and J-2 rocket engines were test-fired for full
duration in the clusters of five that will be used in
the first and second stages of the Saturn \' lunarlaunch vehicle. The low-thrust space engines for
maneuvering the Gemini two-man capsule operated
successfully in orbital flights. The microminiaturized guidance and control system of the Minuteman
II ICBM performed flawlessly on all flights. In the
first space flight of a nuclear reactor, the SNAP lOA
operated in orbit for -t3 days. Flight testing of space
capsules was undertaken in preparation for the first
Apollo earth-orbital manned flight.
In preparing for new markets, as well as staying
abreast of current ones, North American devoted increasing effort to research.
The company's research and development study contracts continued
to grow in numher. At the same time, 1965 saw still
another increase in company-sponsored independent
research and development work.
North American operated in close teamwork with
thousands of subcontractors and suppliers. During the
year the company placed purchase orders with over
16,000 firms. in nearly all of the 50 states and in a
number of foreign countries.

ROCKET ENGINES

While continuing to provide the major portion of
the propulsion for U. S. space flights, North American was testing still more powerful engines for the
Apollo moon mission.
Production of Thor and Atlas engines for the

AIRCRAFT

North American was developing or manufacturing
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as we ll as gas generators for the Nav y's Tartar and
T erri e r missiles, a nd various ignite rs and turbin e
starte rs. A solid propellant motor was being d eve loped for th e Phoe nix missile, for use with th e Navy' s
new F -111 B fi ghte r aircraft.

ELECTHONICS

During th e yea r, the compan y's pos iti on in th e
field of microelectronics moved from the d esign and
experimentation phase into advanced testing a nd
production .
The guidance and control system for th e Minuteman II inte rcontin e ntal ballistic missile successfully
completed all its 13 flight tests. The first major use
of microe lectronics in an operat.ional system, this
equipm ent was being installed at Air Force bases.
Due in large part to the improved guidance and
control sys te m, Minuteman II' s greater accuracy,
payload , rang e, and re liability make it from four to
eight tim es more effective than Minuteman I. Production of this advanced sys tem was ex pected to
continue for some time.
In its work on the Minuteman I program , completed in 1965, North American me t or surpassed
contractual goals for accurac y, re liability, and
weight. In virtually all electronic components, a
100-to-1 re liabilit y improvement was achieved. To
further improve performance of Minute man II ,
the company was designing and d e veloping a postboost control system for directing the ree ntry vehicle
after burnout of the missile's engines.
Deliveries continued on the Ship's Inertial Navigation Systems for both the United States and· British
Polaris submarines. The Navy was also using company-built SINS in attack and guided missile submarines, range tracking ships, and aircraft carriers,
including the world'-s largest. North American was
studying a more advanced autonavigation system for
nuclear submarines that would be armed with the .
improved Poseidon missile.
The Air Force was evaluating North American's
N 16 all-microminiaturized autonavigator for possible use in various weapon systems.
The company's D26 series of computers entered
advanced development. This family of high-speed,
versatile data processing equipment was expected to
find application in high-performance defense and
space systems.
The XR45 multimode radar, first microminiaturized airborne radar system, completed initial flight
tests and provided improved performance for supersonic attack aircraft .

Apollo spacecraft gets "rock 'n roll" treatm ent on th e ··polarity
checker" at North American 's Space and Information Systems
Division.

space program continued and the advanced MA-5
Atlas engine system consistently launched successful
space flights without failure. These included the
Ranger photographic missions to the moon, the
Mariner probes to Venus and Mars, and the orbiting of the SNAP lOA reactor.
The H-1 , first engine designed especially for space
flight, performed well in 10 out of 10 Saturn I
launches, in which eight of the engines are clustered
in the first stage. Deliveries of a more powerful
version were scheduled to mid-1966.
The F-1, most powerful liquid-fuel engine known,
was successfully fired for full duration in the fiveunit cluster that will be used to launch the Apollo
lunar flights. These spectacular firings generated
7,500,000 pounds of thrust-the most ever produced
at one time.
Five J-2 rocket engines, using liquid hydrogen
fuel for improved performance, will be clustered to
propel the second stage of the Saturn V lunar launch
vehicle. During the year, the J -2 was cluster-fired
for full duration with a test S-II stage, under simulated space conditions. A single J -2 was also testfired under such co nditions with the Sa turn V upper
stage. Deliveries continued throughout th e year.
Low-thrust engines, designed and built by North
American for controlling and guiding manned spacecraft, were used on all the Gemini manned orbital
flights , and enabled the U.S. to achieve "firsts" in
sp~ ce ~aneuvering and rendezvous.
Companybuilt attrtude control engines operated perfectly in
four flights of the upper stage of the Titan II space
booster.
Production continued on solid-propellant motors
for the airborn e Sparrow, Shrike, and Sidewinder
missiles. The company was also producing launch
boosters for the Army's Redhead / Roadrunner target missile and for the Navy's KD2 U -1 targe t drone,
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emergency when the command module was pulled
to safet y. Structural testing was also advanced on
the service module housing most of the electronic
equipment for the mission, and on the adapter for
carrying the lunar excursion module, which will
take two of the astronauts to the surface of the moon
and back to the orbiting spacecraft.
Advanced testing was proceeding on Saturn V ' s
S- II second stage. A Aightwe ight version was delivered to NASA 's Mississippi T es t Facility for
combined testing of all subsystems.
The first Apollo manned space flight \\as scheduled for 1966.

In its 20th year of atomic work, North American
pro vided the first nucl ear reactor operated in space,
and co ntinu ed to pe rform resea rch and d evelopment
in advanced reactors for central pO\ er and water
d esa lination.
Launched into orbit April 3 th e company-built
SNAP lOA nuclear reactor me t all objectives during
its. 43 days of uninte rrupted fl awless pe rformance.
The test d e m ons trated that nuclear reactors can be
integ rated into typical spacec raft to provide
e lectrical power for observa tion a nd '' ea the r satellites, orbiting la boratori es, electri cal propulsion,
and earth communica ti on.
The expe rime nta l S AP 8 reactor, a n advanced
version of th e SNAP lOA, wa ope rated co ntinousl y
for 209 da ys, completing a long r run and d emonstrating be tte r ope ra tion a l re liab ility than an y other
known nucl ea r reactor of its type.
In th e field of central station power, th e compan ybuilt, organic-moderated reactor a t Piqua, Ohio,
perform ed exceptionall y we ll in its seco nd year of
commercial operation. The reactor proved highly
respons ive to increasing or d ecreasing power demands and pe rmitt ed continual reductions in operation cos ts.
During th e yea r North Ame rica n mad e progress
on two advanced reactor conce pts. One is a heavy
water-moderated, organic-cooled reactor (HWOCR )
being deve loped for th e AEC jointl y with Combustion Engineering, Inc. This type promises low fu e l
cycle costs and la rge capaci ti es up to 3,000 megawatts. The HWOCR is a lead ing candidate for ce ntral station powe r as well as for use in · large-scale
water desalination . Compone nt d evelopment work
continued in the program for an HWOCR in Spain.
The other advanced concept is th e sodium-cooled
fast breeder reactor which offers great potential
both for low ene rgy ~osts and im pro ved fuel utilizatton in the long range.

PROJECTS

The last of the low-altitude versions of the Redhead/ Roadrunner target missile under the initial
order from the Army were delivered for operational
use in the field. They will be used to simulate high
performance aircraft and missiles for target practice
b y Army Air Defense Command missile batteries.
Flight tests bega n on the Hornet advanced air-tosurface missile, which is guided to its target b y an
electro-optical sys tem. The company was also doing
research and deve lopment work for the Nav y on two
other proposed missiles using an electro-optical
guidance system : the Walleye glide bomb and the
Condor air-launch guided missile . .
- The company completed and successfully d e monstrated a pump for use in an artificial heart that
may be d eveloped under auspices of the National
H eart Institute. Eight pumps were delive red and
additional research ~as being performed on other
components.
The company continued to build large-scale,
ground-based antennas for satellite tracking and
other space requirements. Two 30-foot antennas
were delivered to Sylvania Electric and a 40-foot
unit was being built.

The ·· Hoverbuggy'' VTOL simulator was rolled Otlt at North
Am erican' s Los Angeles Division during 1965.

SPACE ACTIVITIES

North American ' s share of res ponsibility in the
Apollo program was on the schedule es tablished to
place Americans on the moon b y 1970, and successful equipment tes ts during th e year gave every
reason for confidence that th e target date would be
met.
T es t versions of the Apollo command module
were us ed successfully in three la unchings of the
Pegasus microme teoroid de tector, NASA's largest
instrumented satellite. The launch escape system
worked well in its tests, including one unplanned
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North American's extensive studies of life support
systems for bases or stations in space led to a contract with the U.S. Public H ealth Service for reclaiming sewage water and growing algae for animal
feed at a pilot plant in California.
Using advanced engineering and management
techniques, the company completed a blu e print for
a stud y of California's transportation requirem e nts
over the next 50 years.
At year-end, total employment at North American's divisions-Autonetics, Atomics International,
Columbus, Los Angeles, Rocke td yne, Scie nce C e nte r, Space and Information Syste ms-was approximate ly 100,000. Total floor area amounted to about
23,000,000 square feet.

ard F-5A that provides additional thru st, a short e r
runwa y roll , and g reate r climbing ca pabilit y. N ew
Ge neral Electric J85-15 jet e ngin es produce 4,300
pounds of thrust compared to 4,080 pounds for
earlier F-5 engines.
Northrop d e li ve red its 600th T-38 to th e Air Fo rce
Air Training Command in 1965. This airpla ne has
achieved important reducti o ns in ATC mainte nance costs . In one month , some 400 T-38' s we re
flown a record total of 24 ,669 hours a nd in so d oing
recorded a new mark of onl y 11.8 mainte na nce
man-h ours per flight hour. Both achi eve me nts
established new records for supersonic militar y aircraft.
The T-38 had bee n used as a space-flig ht readin ess
trainer for NASA astronauts since earl y 1964 . In
mid-1965, wh en a new group of scie ntist- astrona uts
was nam ed, th e Air Force announ ced th at four
selectees requiring flight training would rece ive
120 hours of training in T-38' s.
The German gove rnm e nt announced its inte nti on
to purchase a quantit y of T-38' s for use in tra inin g
German Air Force pilots in the· United States.
Northrop Norair continued to manufacture oute r
wings and aft fuselages for Boeing 707 and 720
series commercial airliners. This work was being
done under follow-on orders to a contract originally
award ed to Northrop by Boeing about te n years ago.
Anoth e r long and successful contract with Boeing
was completed earlier in 1965 wh e n Northrop d elivered the 820th aft fuselag e and outer wing se ts
for the C-135, KC-135, and RC-135 aircraft.

NORTHROP CORPORATION
World eve nts of 1965 confirm ed Northrop's often
stated view that the challe nge of limited or conventional warfare demands the use of advanced technolog ies normall y associated with space and missile
proj ects. Northrop has long devoted particular attention to the characteristics of limited war and hence
was able to meet many of th e tactical needs of that
type of conflict.
At the close of the year the world requirement for
the Northrop F-5 tactical fighte r appeared to be increasing. A squadron of 12 F-5A' s was d e ployed to
Viet Nam b y the U . S. Air Force for an extensive
series .of combat assignments. Obj ect of the mission
was to obtain information to be used in d e veloping
concepts, procedures, tactics, and techniques for the
emplo yment of the F-5 in combat, according to the
Department of Defense.
The supersonic fighter had also been chosen,
either through independent purchases or via the
U. S. Military Assistance Program (MAP), for use
in nine allied countries . Canada selected the F-5
afte r an exte nsive evaluation of 14 types of aircraft .
In Spain, Northrop signed a lice nse agree ment with
Construcciones Aeronauticas, S. A., for production
of F-5s for the Spanish Air Force . The first of 64
F-5' s scheduled for delivery to Norway during
1966-67 was flown in June.
The Department of Defense stated that the MAP
orde r will total about 700 aircraft. Nations announced as F-5 recipients included Iran, Korea,
Greece, the Philippines, Nationalist China, and
Turkey. Five other countries in Europe and the Far
East we re actively considering the F -5 at year e nd.
An improved ve rsion of th e F-5, d esignated th e
F5-15, evoked considerable inte rest within the U . S.
Air Force. Th e F5-15 is a m odifi cation of th e stand-

Plotting from a Northrop Vigicon information display projector
system make a weird pattern on th e wall.
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The experimental, wingless, ~vi2-F2 lifting body
research ,·ehicle was completed at :\orthrop Norair
under contract to NASA and delivered to the agency
in June. A second vehicle in the program, the
H~-l0, was near completion as the year ended. The
c<fnfiguration of the second vehicle was created at
NASA's Langley Research Center; the first at Ames.
Both will be employed in an extensi,·e flight test
program at Edwards AFB to gain knowledge in the
art of controlling future manned space vehicles in
the earth's atmosphere during the critical terminal
approach and landing phase.
During the year Northrop's Space Laboratories
(NSL) designed and delivered two earth-orbiting
satellites to the Air Force. These spacecraft, the
OV2-l and 0\'2-3, were launched as "bonus" payloads on USAF Titan IIIC boosters from Cape
Kennedy. NSL performed this work for the Air
Force Office of Aerospace Research.
Under contract to Rice l'niversity. Houston.
Texas, NSL designed and constructed a "preprototype" model of a 140-pound satellite for possible
future application to a NASA study of auroral radiation and other near-earth phenomena.
Continued NSL efforts in the area of life scienct>s
included activation of a "bioclean" room to support
investigations in microbiology, installation of a new
100-foot lunar gravity simulator that has provided
biomechanical and physiological data indicating the
best rates for man's future work on the moon, and
development of a space suit that provides protection
from the stresses of acceleration, thermal extremes,
and atmospheric decompression while permitting
man to perform useful tasks.
NSL support activities included technical assistance to the Army's NIKE-X project office; engineering and operational support to the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) on Rangers VII. VIII and IX
during their development and subsequent successful
TV coverage of the moon's surface; partial support
of JPL during the Mariner IV photographic mission
to Mars; engineering support on space programs at
NASA's Ames Research Center. and operation and
maintenance of a JPL propulsion test facility at the
Edwards Test Station.
Northrop Nortronics also played a part in 1965's
Ranger and Mariner successes. As on previous
Ranger moon shots, Nortronics provided the sun
and earth sensors, central computer and sequencer,
and other attitude control svstems and equipment
which guided Rangers VIII .and IX on their lunar
photo missions. Nortronics also assisted the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in developing the spacecraft
attitude control system which kept Mariner IV

steady on its course throughout its 350,000,000-mile
journev to !\-Iars.
Northrop Ventura space recovery and landing
systems have successfully returned to earth every
astronaut sent into space by the United States. This
effort included all of the Project Mercury flights
and all of the Project Gemini flights to date. Northrop systems were scheduled for use in the remaining
Gemini missions and work was going forward in
preparation for their use in the various missions of
the Apollo moon program.
In tests of the Apollo equipment, the Northrop
system provided successful escape from simulated
rocket failures on the launch pad, at 20 miles' altitude, and at very high altitude. In one case the
dummy "astronaut" escaped unscathed despite
actual total disintegration of the rocket.
Negotiations neared completion with the National
Aeronautics r.nd Space Administration in 1965 for
application of the Cloverleaf controllable gliding
parachute to the nation's space flight programs. The
Cloverleaf, conceived originally under an Air Force
precision aerial delivery program, demonstrated the
ability to glide nearly two feet horizontally for each
foot of vertical descent. It was expected to lead to
precision recovery of manned and unmanned space
vehicles on land instead of water.
Years of work in developing concepts for advanced
tactical missiles resulted in Northrop Norair' s selection by the Navy in 1965 to compete in the contract
definition phase of the Condor missile svstem.
Condor will be a short-range air-to-surface ~issile
carrying a high-explosive warhead.
An important new business opportunity was
created in June with Northrop's selection as prime
management and engineering support contractor
for the Navy's Deep Submergence Systems Project
(DSSP), a five-year multimillion-dollar program of
underwater research and development. As systems
engineering support contractor, Northrop Nortronics
will assist the Navy's Special Projects Office in the
management, integration, and coordination of all
phases of the deep submergence program. Nortronics will help establish criteria for the design of
all systems, train personnel, and analyze performance and missions.
Under another Navy contract, Northrop Ventura
started work on the development of· an interim
ASCAC (Anti-Submarine Contract Analysis Center)
system. The purpose of the center is to provide
rapid and accurate identification of contacts made by
anti-submarine surface ships and aircraft.
An important innovation in the shipping industry
was the development of automated, centralized ship
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faster, more accurate processing of target position
data for the Nike-Ajax antiaircraft missile.
In the growing field of information systems Northrop Nortronics developed several information display systems having a wide range of applications in
command and control. Known as Vigicon systems,
they comprise all the equipment necessary to assemble data (from many different types of communications sources), to process data (using converters,
analyzers, and computers), and to present it in various types of graphic display as rapidly as information is received.
Nortronics' Vigicon systems are capable of charting such events as the orbit of a spacecraft, the trajectory of a missile, the deployment of military
forces (including aircraft, ships, and troops), and the
path of a torpedo in the sea. The division installed
a large-screen, theater-type Vigicon system at
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center for analysis of
all future space missions, including those in Gemini
and Apollo programs.
Northrop, through the N ortronics Division's Precision Products Department (PPD ), located near
Boston, has acquired an estimated 30 percent of
the nation's competitive market for gyroscopes.
Business acquired by PPD in 1965 included an
emergency detection gyro package and basic sensor
for the automatic flight control system of NASA's
Saturn rocket booster; auxiliary gyros for the Minuteman II inertial guidance system, and an inertial
reference integrating gyro for the Polaris missile
inertial guidance platform.
PPD has also established itself as the leader in
the design and fabrication of precise gyro test equipment. Initially manufactured for the department's
own use and for the Navy, this and other test equipment are now being supplied to NASA and Air Force
facilities.
To keep pace with increasing Air Force and Army
armament and ·advanced weapon requirements,
Northr.op Nortronics expanded its ordnance facility
to include capability for design, development, and
fabrication. For the Air Force, ordnance engineers
are developing an advanced air-to-ground, rapidfiring weapon; a special-purpose rocket system
which can be launched laterally from high-performance aircraft, and special dispensing tanks to be
suspended from aircraft wings for a variety of missions.
At its Marine Equipment Department in Massachusetts, Nortronics produced M-6 helicopter armament systems for use in the Army's UH -1 B helicopters. The helicopter gunner uses a hand-directed
sight to pinpoint a target and, through a servo sys-

control systems which will help reduce costs of
ship construction and operation. Northrop Nortronics, at its Marine Equipment Department
(MED ), near Boston, is a pioneer in this burgeoning
technology. MED was awarded a contract for and
was designing and producing centralized marine
control and instrumentation equipment for six
Grace Line cargo ships.
Page Communications Engineers, Northrop's
worldwide communications subsidiary, received
renewal of several military contracts. Work included
operation and maintenance of the backbone of the
communications system in Southeast Asia, initially
designed and installed by Page for the United States
Department of Defense. In Viet Nam, for the U. S.
Army, Page was also performing around-the-clock
operation and maintenance of extensive Pagedesigned-and-installed communications systems linking major combat facilities. In Europe the company
furnished the Army with Page-designed test equipment used to monitor communication-system performance during operation.
In other military work Page was performing operation and maintenance services on a U. S. Air Force
microwave system in the United Kingdom. Similar
services are being supplied by the company on satellite tracking facilities in New York state and on
underseas cable terminals connecting key areas in
the Far East.
In the commercial field Page was awarded contracts to operate and maintain the commercial troposcatter telephone system it had installed in the Bahama Islands. For the Imperial Government of
Ethiopia, as part of a nationwide communications
updating and improvement program, Page was constructing three medium-wave radio broadcast stations
to operate in conjunction with existing broadcastcommunications facilities. Other commercial contracts were obtained for various communications
systems in Libya, Samoa, and Hawaii.
In the area of research and development, Page
designed and was testing a low-cost, high-performance. transportable satellite communications ground
termmal which is attracting national and interna~i~nal attention. The excellent performance capabilIties proved in the model are significant in view of
the worldwide market potential of the broad new
field of satellite communications.
Astra Technology Corporation, formerly a wholly
owned subsidiary of Page, became the Astra Technology Division of Page in 1965. The new division
located at Mountain View, California, received ~
contract from the Naval Ordnance Test Station to
furnish an integrated computing system that enables
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tern, directs the machine guns to fire on that target.
A multipurpose armament pod designed and
manufactured by Northrop ~orair was successfully
integrated into the air-to-ground tactical pilot
training programs of selected allied nations. The
company also fulfilled a contract to produce a
quantity of pods for U. S. Air Force evaluation.
On October I, 1965 Northrop acquired the Amcel
Propulsion Company of Ashe\·ille, ~orth Carolina,
from the Celanese Corporation of America. Now
known as Northrop Carolina, Inc., the company
develops and produces chemicals, explosives, ordnance, and rocket propulsion devices for the Department of Defense and NASA.
Northrop Ventura designed a new low-cost jetpowered target aircraft, the N\" -105. to fill the gap
between low speed and supersonic targets now in
service with the Armv' and Navv.
. l!sing off-the-shelf
components and techniques developed in earlier
Northrop programs, the NV-105 will be capable of
speeds up to 400 knots at altitudes from sea level
to 40,000 feet. Its purpose is to pro\·ide low-cost
realistic training for military gunnery and antiaircraft missile crews.
In the field of navigation and guidance systems,
engineers at Northrop Nortronies produced a compact .. suitcase navigator" -weighing less than 60
pounds-that comes close to providing instant navigation for high-performance military aircraft.
Modified versions of the Nortronics Mark IV
shipboard inertial navigation system (SINS) were
being installed aboard Air Force Eastern Test Range
tracking ships to assure precise stabilization of tracking radar. Although much smaller and lighter than
other operational SINS the advanced inertial systems have complete na~igational capability and will
serve as backup units to the primary systems.
The N ortronics Division's experience in stellarinertial navigation will also be applied to range ship
tracking during Apollo missions. Star trackers now
being developed for the National Range Division
will provide highly accurate celestial "fixes" which
will be used to monitor the accuracv of SINS systems
and to provide angle information .for calibration of
tracking radar.
During the year, successful ground-based demonstrations were made of Northrop Nortronics' automatic tracking subsystem to be used in the Airborne
Lightweight Optical Tracking System (ALOTS)
being developed for the Air Force. The purpose of
ALOTS is to provide high-altitude photo coverage
of launches from Cape Kennedy. In its first operational test, the system's optical sensor pinpointed the
launch and early flight phases of a Gemini manned
space mission with complete success.

Under a Bureau of Ships contract, Nortronics
began designing and producing digital checkout
systems for 26 new destroyer escort vessels intended
primarily for antisubmarine-warfare operation. Designated TEA~IS (Test Evaluation and Monitoring
Systems), Northrop's equipment will provide direct
operational monitoring of critical shipboard electronic systems, including long-range sonar, fire
control, navigation radar, and search radar.
TEAMS will be an advanced version of the Polaris
DA TICO system produced by Northrop and will
feature increased checkout" speed and even higher
reliability.

PACIFIC

AIR~IOTIVE CORPORATIO~

A rapid increase in Pacific Airmotive Corporation's participation in the general aviation field took
place during 1965. The company, already established
as the largest distributor of Cessna aircraft in the
world, acquired Business Aircraft Distributors in
Oakland, the Cessna wholesaler for northern California and western Nevada. Augmented by the
southern California and Baja California territories
of PAC's Airflite, Inc., subsidiary, the retail organization being serviced at year-end by Pacific Airmotive included 33 dealers.
A Cessna dealership was established at Palm
Springs Municipal Airport. The completion of a
new building in October provided Pacific Airmotive-Palm Springs, Inc-., with 30,000 square feet of
space, including a passenger terminal, pilot lounge,
flight school, maintenance hangar, aircraft parts
facility and Cessna aircraft display room.
With the purchase of the buildings and equipment of Aero Sales & Service, Pacific Airmotive
expanded its Air Oasis Cessna dealership facilities
on Fresno-Chandler Municipal Airport. Company
operated Cessna dealerships totaled six and, in addition to Palm Springs and Fresno, they were located
at San Diego, Riverside, Long Beach and Burbank.
As the exclusive conversion agency for the Allison-Convair modification program, Pacific Airmotive's Aircraft Division converted a total of 20
Convair aircraft to Allison turboprop power during
the year for corporate customers, airlines and the
Air Force. The performance of the converted aircraft for airline use proved highly successful.
The first Fan Jet Falcon to arrive in the United
States touched down at Burbank in June for interior
installation and other modifications by Pacific Airmotive Corporation. The company is the agent/distributor for the Fan Jet Falcon with Pan American
World Airways Business Jets Division, and was

-
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To service th e expanding aviati on ma rk et in th e
Southwest, two ne w warehou sing bran c hes we re
established. The new branches loca ted in Da llas,
Texas, and Phoe nix, Arizon a, were suppl ying loca l
inve ntories to airline and gene ral avia tion custome rs.
In March , und e r agreeme nt with The Fl ying
Tiger Line, parts provisioning was beg un to mee t
the mainte nance require me nts of th e ca rri er's Boeing
707 -320C freighte rs. A similar contract was si g ned
with Pacific Southwest Airlines for th e spare parts
support of its Boein g 727's a nd with th e West Ge rman Air Force to suppl y airfra me spares for its F-86
aircraft.

supplying technical assistance, service and spar parts
support .,to Falcon owners at th e compan y's Aircraft & Engineering Center on Lockheed Airport
and at its Westchester County Airport facilit y in
New York, where operations we re begun in Se pte mber. Orders were received for 57 Falcons and post
factory installations were in progress on se ve ra l of
the French-built jets.
The Avionics Departm ent at Pacific Airmoti ve' s
Aircraft & Engineering C e nter, offe ring a comple te
service to aircraft owners including electronic
engineering and installa tion capability, was enlarged
during the year by th e addition of the instrum e nt
repair shop that formerl y was located at the Oakland Branch.
Certifications of the PAC-designed windshield
rain repellent system for Convair 880/990, DC-8,
BAC-lli, Jetstar and Fan Jet Falcon aircraft we re
received during I965. The PAC system was also
certificated on the Gulfstream, Electra, Convair
240/ 340/ 440, Allison-Convair, DC-6 and DC-7.
Under license to The Boeing Compan y, Pacific
Airmotive is the only U.S. aircraft maintenance
company authorized to design, manufacture and
install the windshield rain repelle nt systems on
aircraft other than those of Boeing manufacture.
Airline fleets retra'fitted with the PAC rain repe lle nt
system during th e yea r included those ope rated by
1W A, Frontier, Braniff, KLM, Cathay Pacific
and TIA.
Pacific Airmotive reactivated its facility on Santa
Monica Airport to accommodate th e DC-6B cargo
conversion program initiated in March under license to Douglas Aircraft Company. The first group
of DC-6B' s were being modified to include a passenger-cargo convertible interior.
During I965, the company experienced a 35 percent increase over the previous year in total engine
overhaul volume. A contract signed with The Flying
Tiger Line provided for exclusive overhaul and re pair
of the carrier's Rolls-Royce Tyne turboprop engines
by PAC covering a period of five years. Overhaul
of R3350 engines reached record levels during the
year.

PHILCO CORPORATIONA Subsidiary of Ford Motor Compan y
AERON UTRONIC DI V ISION

Ae ronutronic Division of Philco Corporation, a
subsidiary of Ford Motor Compan y, e nd ed I965
with a new all-time high in backlog and looked forward to one of the most successful years in its 10year history.
The Newport Beach, California, aerospace firm
was engaged during the year in research, d e ve lopment, test and manufacture of weapon systems, includiog fuzes and see kers; re-e ntry systems, including pla netary landing capsules ancr pe ne tration
aids; reconnaissance and inte lligence syste ms, and
its associated radar; and antiw eapon syste ms .
Aeronutronic was established b y Ford Motor
Company in July, I956, when Ford formed Ae ronutronic Systems, Inc., a subsidiary. In Jul y, I959, it
was merged into Ford as Aeronutronic Division. On
July l, I963, Aeronutronic was merged into Philco
Corporation, adding the systems and resea.~ch capabilities of Aeronutronic to Philco and permitting
better coordination of Ford's over-all space and defense activities. Aer~nutronic is one of five Philco
d efe ns e, space and ·industrial electronics divisions.

The Phi/co Aeronutronic facility at Newport Beach, California.

New agreements were signed by Pacific Airmotive
to represe nt Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
(Aviation Products Division); General Electric Company (Ae rospace Motor & Generator Division and
Specialty Control Department); Gill Electric Manufacturing C orporation ; Ae ro Products Research,
Inc.; Zep Aero; Jeppese n & Company; and Airborne Manufacturing Company in the distribution
of their produ cts through the Aviation Products
Division's ne twork of II branches and sales offices.
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Principal components of Aeronutronic Division
are several program areas-which act as an extension
of the General t-.lanager' s office. They are: Tactical
\Veapon Systems Programs, Re-Entry and Space Systems Programs, and Reconnaissance and Electromechanical Programs.
Tactical \Veapon Systems Programs is responsible
for two major programs: The Shillelagh surfaceto-surface guided missile system, and Chaparral,
an adaptation of Philco' s Sidewinder air-to-air
missile system to an interim antiaircraft role for the
Army for forward battle areas. Shillelagh, Aeronutronic' s largest single program, is an extremely
accurate fully-guided tactical missile planned as the
main armament of the Sheridan armored reconnaissance airborne assault vehicle. Aeronutronic is
also adapting the weapon system to the iv160, the
principal U. S. tank. In 1965. Aeronutronic placed
Shillelagh in quantity production at a governmentowned, company-equipped plant in Lawndale,
California, near Los Angeles International Airport.
Chaparral is designed to defend against low-flying
aircraft. Earlier called Sidewinder SAM (for Surface-to-Air Missile), Chaparral consists of the
Sidewinder 1-C missiles mounted on a modified
machine gun mount, with the total svstem mounted
on the M548 vehicle for mobilitv.
.
Re-Entry and Space System~ Programs developed
and manufactured decoys that at year-end were
operationally deployed on U. S. ballistic missiles.
They are designed to confuse enemy missile defense. Under a multimillion dollar contract, Aeronutronic was conducting an Air Force program to
evaluate impact and radar fuze problems for advanced re-entry vehicles. In the fall of 1965, Aeronutronic was awarded a $30-million contract by
the Air Force Ballistic Systems Division to carry out
a program for expanding U. S. reentry systems
technology. In a re-entry measurements program
(RMP), Aeronutronic was developing and manufacturing a series of experimental payloads and a
standardized space vehicle or bus. The various experiments are being flown on the standard buses
down the Pacific Missile Range, lofted by Atlas
boosters launched at Vandenberg AFB.
In the area of space, Aeronutronic was studying
and establishing requirements and preliminary design for an Automated Biological Laboratory (ABL)
for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. ABL, as a part of Project Voyager, may be
landed on Mars to detect the presence or absence
of life there. Also for NASA, Aeronutronic was
developing a lunar penetrometer, which Apollo
astronauts would use for verifying final site selection
prior to setting down on the lunar surface.

Aeronutronic' s Reconnaissance and Electromechanical Programs conducts business in three general
areas: reconnaissance systems, drone radars, and
propulsion products. In the area of reconnaissance
photography, Aeronutronic was conducting an experimental program to determine practicality of
taking long-range photographs of areas at an oblique angle which would make possible aerial reconnaissance of areas without over-flight.
Aeronutronic was conducting a major propulsion
product program for the manufacture for Aerojet of
valves which, by emitting hot gases, prevent roll of
the second stage rocket engine of Minuteman II.
A strong supporting research capability was maintained by Aeronutronic.
The Applied Research
Laboratories conducted applied research in materials' structures and processing, solid-state physics,
radiation physics, gasdynamics and plasma physics, energy conversion, biosciences, data processing
and communications, and advanced weapons guidance systems.
Employment at Aeronutronic at year-end was
approximately 3, 700.
PNEUMO DYNAMICS CORPORATION
Commercial and military aerospace activities at
both the Cleveland Pneumatic Tool (CPT) subsidiary
and National Water Lift (NWL) Division of Pneuma
Dynamics Corporation were at considerably higher
levels in 1965 than in 1964, not only in terms of new
business, but also in follow-on orders from previous
contracts.
With the receipt of a contract late in the year to
supply a quantity of nose and main landing gears for
the new Douglas DC-9, Cleveland Pneumatic Tool
kept intact its record of supplying gears for every
model of the Douglas transport series since the
DC-4. In addition, CPT, which has supplied landing gears for all variations of the Boeing 707 transport, was selected to produce this equipment for the
new Boeing 737 twin-jet craft.
Among the smaller feeder-type transports and
executive-type aircraft, the subsidiary was producing
landing gears for the twin-engine Lear Jet and the
Grumman Gulfstream II.
National Water Lift was participating in the
Boeing 727 and Douglas DC-9 programs with its
flight control assemblies and was selected to design
and develop aileron and elevator primary flight control actuators for the Boeing 737.
In military aircraft, CPT was supplying landing
gears for the Lockheed C14IA Starlifter, the Grumman A-6A, EA-6A, and C-2A, the North American
T-2B and OV-IOA, and both Navy and Air Force
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aircraft with Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engine~. more
than doubling the previous peak of 227 in 196-l.
In the decade since the first U. S. commercial jetliners were ordered in October, 1955, more than
1,540 transports powered by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engines have been ordered by 80 airlines.
These represented 5,120 installed engines.
The 18,000-pound-thrust JT3D, the world's most
widelv used turbofan engine, is the powerplant for
most of the long-range Boeing 707 and Douglas
DC-8 transports. Another Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
turbofan, the company-financed JT8D with fulllength duct, also has found wide acceptance. It
powers short-to-medium-range aircraft such as the
three-engine Boeing 727, and the twin-engine
Boeing 737, Douglas DC-9, and Sud Aviation Super
Caravelle lOB and lOR.
Delta Air Lines received the first twin-engine
DC-9 September 18, prior to scheduled service in
December. The 737 rollout was scheduled for late
1966. Its JT8D engines had, by the end of 1965, accumulated over 2,700,000 hours in the 727' s and
Super Caravelles which began service early in 1964.
The JT8D was also being used under a Swedish
license program whereby Svenska Flygmotor is
developing an afterburner version for the SAAB
JA-37 Viggen supersonic multipurpose combat
aircraft.
The TF30, the world's first afterburning turbofan
and the powerplant for the revolutionary Air ForceNavy F-111 twin-engine supersonic fighter, successfully completed its military qualification test. This
test, the most grueling and demanding ever undergone by an aircraft engine, called for successful completion of two separate 150-hour tests, one of which
included 12 1/2 hours of full power operation at
Mach 1.2 speed at sea level. The TF30 is in the
20,000-pound-thrust class.
The variable sweep wing F-Ill built by General
Dynamics, with Grumman as the principal subcontractor, folded its wings in a flight test January 7.
The Air Force F-IllA aircraft, designed for Mach
2.5 speed, was flown at speeds beyond Mach 2
during the year. The F-lllB Navy version made its
first flight in May.
A non-afterburning version of the TF30 powers
the single-engine Navy A-7 A attack aircraft built
by Ling-Temco-Vought.
This Corsair II plane
flew for the first time September 27.
A basic version of the engine, begun as a company-financed project, was designated the JTFlO.
Under the French designation, TF106, this engine
was being developed in France by Societe Nationale d' Etude et de Construction de Moteurs d' Avia-

versions of the McDonnell F-4 series. CIT was
also fabricating wing flap tracks for the C-141A and
spare parts for at least 22 models of military aircraft. NWL was producing flight controls for the
Lockheed C-130 and C-141A and components for
various models of the General Electric ]79 jet engine.
Both organizations were actively engaged in· proposals in connection with the Lockheed C-5A, with
CIT vying for the landing gear system and NWL
for flight and engine controls.
A major development of 1965 was the contract to
retrofit all C-130 aircraft with Pneuma's System for
Take-off Weight (STOW), which measures the gross
weight and the center of gravity of the aircraft. It
was developed by NWL' s Instrumentation and
Control Operation.
NWL continued to supply valves and other components for the Gemini program, as it did previously
for the Mercury project. The division was participating in the Apollo, Surveyor, and Lunar Orbiter
programs and supplied two units for the Astronaut
Manuevering Unit. In addition, the Dual Axis Rate
Transducer (DART), which was developed by the
Instrumentation and Control Operation, was being
adapted for missile and space applications.
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool, with its in-house
capability for making both plastic and metal nozzle
components, has become a major supplier of nozzles
for the Minuteman II and Scout programs. CPT
also manufactures large fuel line components for
the Saturn Booster and structural rings ranging from
five to 17 feet feet in diameter for the Agena and
Apollo projects.
In the aerospace ground equipment area, CPT
continued to supply shock isolator systems for the
Minuteman program and large ventilation blast
valves for Minuteman launch sites.
During 1965, NWL completed construction of an
addition doubling its floor space and started construction at I&C which will triple its floor space.
The machinery modernization program which got
under way at CPT in 1964 reached a peak in 1965
wi~h the installation of several new profiling machmes and numerical control machine tools.

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

. Pratt & Whit ney A.Ircra ft · s 40t h anniversary year
m 1965 was a reco rd pen·00 f or commercial
. Jet
. air.
craft orders.
Domestic and foreign airlines ordered over 580
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in 1965. Lockheed is offering a commercial version
of the plane.
Government support ended for the JTF14 engine
design proposed for the new C-5A logistics transport
to be built by Lockheed, but the experimental program for this turbofan engine, formerl y designated
the STF200, continued during the year. The engine
had been run for the first time in April, l 964, as a
compan y- financed program.
Under a two- year Air Force contract, work began
on an advanced air-breathing engine for a demonstrator program as part of the exploration for an Advanced Manned Strategic Aircraft (AMSA). The
engine to be developed is the JTF16, a scaled-down
version of the JTF14.
In August, a contract extending through the
calendar year 1966 was entered into with the Federal
Aviation Age ncy. This contract called for the design,
fabrication and test of three experimental supersonic
tr~nspo~t de monstrator engines. Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft s entry in the SST engine competition is the
JTF17, a turbofan with duct heating.
. The SST development work, as well as the contmued deve lopment of the ]58 turbojet engine, was
conducted at the division 's Florida Research and
Deve lopment Center.
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engines continued to
demonstrate their stamina and dependability in a
wide variety of aircraft. The J57 powers the B-52
bomber, KC-135 tanker-transport and C-135A transport, all made by Boeing; the North American F-100,
McDonnell F-101, Convair F-102, LTV F-8 and
Douglas F-6 and A-3. The TF33 turbofan is the
engine for the Boeing C-l35B and B-52H missile
platform bomber.
The larger ]75 powers the Republic F-105 and the
Convair F-106. The J52 is the powerplant for the
Douglas A-4E, the Grumman A-6A, and the North _
American Hound Dog missile.
The small J60
(JT12) powers the North American T-39, known as
the Sabreliner commercially, the North American
T-2B, and the Lockheed C-140, commercially
known as the JetStar. A free turbine version of
the J60, the JFTD12, powers the Sikorsky S-64 Skycrane helicopter.
Reliable performance of the engines was reflected
in the lengthen ing times between overhaul (TBO ).
The JT4 commercial version of the ]75 reached a
TBO of 6,600 hours, the highest for an y engine
under FAA regulations; the JT3D turbofan
reached 6,100 hours by October and the JT8D
3,400 hours. All began with an 800-hour TBO. Total
military and commercial operating tim e of all the
divisio~' s jet e ngines exceeded 80,000,000 hours.

Pratt & Whitney personn el inspect a comple ted 38,000 pound
thrustj58 eng in e.

tion (SNECMA) for the Dassault Mirage III-V, a
supersonic vertical-lift tactical figher.
Development work continued on the J58 turboje t used in the twin-engin e, 2,000-mile-an-hour
Lockheed YF-12A advanced interceptor and SR-71
strategic reconnaissance aircraft. The J58, with
afterburner, is in the 30,000-pound-thrust class.
Preside nt Johnson first revealed th e existence of th e
Mach 3 YF-12A in 1964, describing it as the
world 's fastest operational aircraft.
Secretary of the Air Force Eugene M. Zuckert
commended Pratt & Whitne y Aircraft division of
United Aircraft for its role in establishing new aircraft speed and altitude records with the YF-12A
aircraft on May 1.
Two crewmen, Colonel Robert L. Stephens and
Lieutenant Colonel Daniel Andre, received the Air
Foundation's Thompson Trophy, one of aviation's
highes t honors, for having reached a straightaway
speed of 2,062 miles an hour at Edwards Air Force
Base, California, eclipsing a Soviet Union record of
1,665.8 miles an hour.
On the same day, the YF-12A set these records for:
speed over a closed circuit, 1,688 miles an hour;
speed over a 500-kilometer circuit, 1,642 miles
an hour; speed with 1,000 and 2,000 kilogram pa yloads, 1,688 miles an hour; and sustained altitude in
horizontal flight, 80,000 feet.
The Lockheed C-141 StarLifter, a logistics jet
transport powered by four TF33 (JT3D) engines,
each deve loping 21,500 pounds of thrust, became
operational in the Military Air Transport Service
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The total endurance test, including non-operating
periods of exposure to cold, high humidity and acceleration testing, lasted 1,700 hours.
Three units designed and developed by Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft, each producing between 563 and
1,420 watts, will be installed in the Apollo command
and service module.
A slightly modified model of the Apollo PC3A-2
was operated continuously in a vacuum chamber
for more than 1,500 hours at elevated electrical loads
required by some of the Air Force's contemplated
Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL) missions.
After a review of mission requirements, NASA
announced April 5 that the Apollo lunar excursion
module (LEM) being built by Grumman would
use batteries for on-board electrical power instead
of fuel cells, resulting in the end of development
work on the LEM fuel cell. LEM is the vehicle
intended to leave the Apollo spacecraft to land
men on the moon and then return the astronauts to
the mother ship for the return to earth.
The division also was working under gas industry
contracts to develop fuel cells that can use natural
gas and air and it had a contract with the Army Signal Corps to develop a portable unit that uses gasoline.
Additional non-aviation applications for jet engines were found by the division's Turbo- Power &
Marine department. This department has sold industrial and marine units totaling in excess of a million horsepower since the program began in 1960
with the successful application of a modified jet
engine to the natural gas transmission industry.
The world's largest gas turbine generating unit
driven by eight Pratt & Whitney Aircraft GG4 (]75)
engines began operating in November at the Public
Service Electric and Gas Company's installation at
Sewaren, New Jersey. The new generator, which
includes four Worthington Corporation free turbines, provides 121,000 kilowatts of electricity during
peak periods of electrical demand.
On September 7, the Navy's Military Sea Transportation Service (MSTS) awarded a seven-year
contract to American Export Isbrandtsen Lines and
the Sun Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company to
build and operate a 25-knot, "roll-on, roll-off" ship
powered by two Pratt & Whitney Aircraft FT4 (]75)
marine gas turbines, each developing 20,000 horsepower. This will be the first use of Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft aviation-type gas turbine engines as the primary source of power in a shipboard application.
The swigt, 672,foot-long ship, first of its kind, should
be operational late in 1967. She will have a cargo
capacity of 7,000 tons-for heavy tanks, cargo trucks,
trailers and other vehicles rolling on or off on their

The last production model of the J57, the famed
turbojet engine which brought supersonic flight to
military aircraft and the jet age to U. S. commercial
aviation, was shipped June 24. The J57, which won
the 1952 Collier Trophy, was the first engine to reach
10,000 pounds of thrust. The first ]57 was shipped
June 3, 1951, and installed on the first Boeing B-52
bomber. Full-scale production began in 1953 and
more than 21,000 were produced.
In the continuing effort to extend the life of its jet
engines, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's Advanced Material Research and Development Laboratory developed a new cast turbine material. Jet engine vanes
and blades of nickel-base alloys produced by the
new technique showed markedly improved ductility
and greater resistance to the effect of high temperatures, thus opening the way to even more powerful
and efficient engines in a supersonic age.
The 15,000-pound-thrust RLIO developed at the
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Florida Research and Development Center was the nation's first flight-proven
rocket engine using high-energy liquid hydrogen
for fuel. During the year it achieved a perfect flight
record in the Saturn I program, with 36 engines, six
per vehicle, operating flawlessly on the second
stage of the Saturn booster.
Twin RLIO' s also
powered the second stage of the Atlas-Centaur
booster on test flights in preparation for sending the
Surveyor spacecraft to the moon to gather information prior to manned exploration of the lunar
surface. A total of 44 RLIO engin'es had been fired
successfully in space by the end of 1965. Work on
an advanced RL10 continues under contract to
NASA.
The Florida Research and Development Center
won the annual Nelson P. Jackson 1965 Aerospace
Award for "demonstrating the technical feasibility
of liquid hydrogen as the next high energy fuel for
extending the horizon of space exploration.''
In another move to extend space exploration, the
division was delivering production fuel cell powerplants on a regular basis to the Space and Information Systems division of North American Aviation
principal contractor to the Manned Spacecraft Cen~
ter of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, for the Apollo spacecraft intended to land
Americans on the moon.
. The PC3A-2 fuel cell powerplant, which will proVIde on-board electrical power and drinking water
for the Apollo astronauts, successfully completed
the first phase of I·t s ngi
· ·d qua l"fi
.
.
I cation
test Including the 400 hours required for a two-week r~und
trip mission to the moon. Each unit generated more
than 360 kilowatt hours of energy during the tests.
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The small ST6 is the marine version of the PT6
turbine engine.
This FAA-certificated engine,
first operated in 1959, was in full production during
1965 by United Aircraft of Canada for more than
ten aircraft and helicopter programs, including the
hvin-engine Beech King Air. The PT6 turboprop
engine develops 578 equivalent shaft horsepower
and weighs 270 pounds; the turboshaft model develops 550 shaft horsepower and weighs 245 pounds.
On July 1, the Atomic Energy Commission announced that because of reduced budget authorization for the SNAP-50/SPUR program, the Government-owned
Connecticut
Advanced
Nuclear
Engineering Laboratory (CANEL), operated by
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft in Middletown, Connecticut, would be closed. Earlier, engineers completed
a year of successful test running of a molten lithium
lubricating bearing of the prototype size required in
development of a SNAP-50/SPUR nuclear space
powerplant. The engineers also had successfully
operated an engineering-sized lithium-columbium
alloy heat transfer system for 10,000 hours, or 14
months.
The system was run at 2,000 degrees
Fahrenheit and at a power level of 5,000 kilowatts,
an endurance test comparable to running a motor
car 500,000 miles without anv. maintenance whatever. Dr. Glenn T. Seaburg, chairman of the AEC,
commended Pratt & Whitney Aircraft for its outstanding contributions to AEC programs and assured
the company that the closing of CANEL in no way
reflected on management or technical performance.
The 1,200 employees at CANEL were reassigned
within the corporation.
Construction oegan during the year on new office
and factory buildings, adding nearly a million
square feet to the existing 4,800,000 square feet of
engineering, manufacturing and office space in East
·Hartford.
Employment at the end of 1965 was 45,000.

own wheels over access ramps-and an endurance
range of 6,000 miles at top speed.
The FT4 marine turbojet was developed jointly
by the division and the Navy's Bureau of Ships in
work begun in 1961. Extensive tests were conducted at the Naval Boiler and Turbine Laboratory
in Philadelphia and at the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
facilities in East Hartford, Connecticut.
The lightweight, compact marine powerplant
also has been chosen by the U. S. Coast Guard to
supply bobst power for its high endurance cutter,
the Hamilto11, under construction at Avondale
Shipyards in New Orleans. It will be the primary
powerplant for a deHavilland Royal Canadian Navy
hydrofoil. The gas generator portion of the FT4,
with power turbines furnished by Stal-Laval of
Sweden. will provide boost power for two Royal
Danish Navy frigates.
One FT12 (JT12) free turbine unit developing up
to 3,400 horsepower was being tested in a Navy
LCM-8 (Landing Craft, Mechanized).
Another
FT12 was providing power for a 53-foot experimental planing boat sponsored by United Aircraft to
serve as a test and development platform for gas
turbines, propellers, gears, controls, navigation
equipment and items manufactured by various
divisions of the corporation. Speeds of 55 miles an
hour were attained in preliminary tests.
There were at year-end more than 30 Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft turbopower and marine units in
operation to pump natural gas, provide peak electricity, and to extract helium. The Dow Chemical
Company also ordered three FT4' s for production
of both electric power and steam at its Pittsburg,
California, chemical complex. The installation there,
scheduled for mid-1966, will mark the first time
P&WA jet engines have been used for primary, or
base load, electrical power production.
Field service operating experience on the installed
units in industry and marine applications exceeded
210,000 hours at year-end.
The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft ST6, produced by
United Aircraft of Canada, has been operating in
the 33-foot, high speed Norwegian-built cabin
cruiser, Rimfakse, since 1963. It was selected in
1965 by the Royal Canadian Navy for use on its
newest hydrofoil vessel, along with an FT4. It was
evaluated by the U. S. Army in an amphibious
supply vehicle. The U. S. Navy Bureau of Ships
approved the ST6 after a 1,000-hour endurance test.
The approval marked the first time a gas turbine
engine of this power class, 445 shaft horsepower, met
such Bureau of Ships requirements. Navy diesel fuel
was used in the tests.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
DEFENSE ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

The Radio Corporation of America is one of the
world's most broadly based enterprises devoted entirely to electronics. RCA has pioneered in many
areas of electronics, communications, and space sciences, from microminiaturized electronic components
to enormous space surveillance systems. The Defense
Electronic Products activity is comprised of five separate divisions specializing in a variety of areas vital to
national defense and space technology.
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acquired air bases und e r combat conditions, te mporary re place m ent or supplement to a fix ed facilit v,
and tra inin g , a nd mobilit v exe rcises.
.
Th e AN / APN-155 Lo~v Leve l Altim e te r wa s d e ve lope d und e r contract for McDonnell Aircraft
Corporation and qualified for use in th e F4C hi g h
perf?rmance je t aircraft. It has been a hi g hly successful solid state equipm e nt whi c h was put into
production this yea r, and its exce ll e nt acceptance
has res ulte d in follow-on orders to th e original procure m e nt .
Th e Radio Corporation of America is curre ntl y co nductin g resea rch programs on lase r d ev ices at th e
Aerospace Sys te ms Diviswn. ASD p e rform ed a Lase r
Desi g n Concept Stud y for th e U. S. Navv. In this
stud y, a high-energy, short-pulse lase r s y~ te m emplo ying frustrate d total inte rn a l re fl e ction isolators
was inves ti ga ted . ASD was awarded a contract b y
the U . S. Army for the design, fabrication and testing of a quantit y of Lase r Range find e r sys te m s. Und e r contract to the Naval Air D evelopm e nt Center,
ASD is d eveloping for delive ry a Blu e-G ree n Las e r
Transce ive r Unit.
ASD is also doing development work for th e Air
Force on the AN/FSR-2 Optical Tracking System.

AEROSPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION

Aerospace Systems Division at Burlington, Massachusetts, through its diversified talents and compre hensive systems engineering capabilities, contributed significantly to the state of th e art during
1965 by means of Government and company-sponsored studies and field support of major aerospace
systems and reliable products.
RCA provided assistance on overall systems and
hardware engineering on the electronic subsystems
to support Grumman 's successful proposal for LEM
on the Apollo Program. At year-end, ASD was und e r
contract to Grumman to supply the Rend e zvous
Radar, Transponder and Landing Radar, togeth e r
with radar ground support equipment, for the LEM
vehicle. The Communications subsystem consists
of S-Band Steerable Antenna, Erectable Antenna,
Transceiver Assembly, Power Amplifier Asse mbl y,
and Duplexer Assembly, as well as a Premodulation
Processor Assembly, VHF Transceiver Asse mbly,
and Audio Center Asse mbly. RCA was also working
on a Grumman contract for the Attitude Translation
and Control Assembly (ATCA) and the Descent Engine Control Assembly (DECA). ATCA provid es th e
timing and sequencing signals for firing th e jets for
attitude and translation control as w e ll as th e automatic turn signals for th e g imballed descent engine.
DECA will control th e d escent engine of LEM
throughout the powe r d esce nt to the moon, turning
the engine on and off and controlling th e intensit y
and direction of its thrust. Its mission complete with
the touchdown on the moon , the DECA will be le ft
behind with th e re mainder of the LEM d esce nt
stage.
In 1965, ASD was under contract to the Army
Missile Command for the Land Combat Support
System (LCSS) program . This included all studies,
inve stigations, design, e ngineering fabrication , modifications , and test equipm e nt which will provide
compl e te mainte nance capability for th e TOW,
Lance and Shille lagh Missile Systems. D e pot Installation Maintenance Automatic Test Equipme nt
(DIMATE), dev e loped by RCA for the Army Electro~ics Command and installed at Tobyhanna, was
d esigned to d e te rmine the feasibility of automatic
test systems capable of " trouble-shooting" assemblies of Arm y e lectronic systems. It can reduce conventional testing tim e b y as much as 75 percent.
U nder Air Force contract, RCA/ ASD is developing
the AN/TSQ-47 system for the U . S. Air Force. The
~N/TSQ-47 is an Air Traffic Controi /Co mmunicat~ons System for use by the Air Force CommunicatiOns Service Mobile Squadrons to support advanced air bases m
· a tactJca
. 1 e mployment , n e wly

ASTRO-ELECTRONICS DIVISION

Astra-Electronics Division, near Princeton, New Jersey, has achieved a unique place in the fi e ld of spac~
science for th e design and fabrication of long-life unThe compact, 12-pound tap e recorder which records data aboard th e
Gemini spacecraft was built by RCA" s Co mmunications Systems Divi; ion.
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manned spacecraft. This division has become a
leader in the development of weather satellites, communications satellites, scientific satellites, lunar and
interplanetary spacecraft systems. AED has achieved
an enviable record of successful spacecraft such as
Relay I, Relay II, TIROS II. TIROS VI, TIROS VII
and TIROS \'III. Known as the RCA Space Center,
its environmental testing facilities rank among the
most extensive in the industry.
AED 1965 systems competence covered the design, fabrication, integration, and test of complete
spacecraft, such as TIROS and Relay, as well as major subsystems for spacecraft such as Ranger, Lunar
Orbiter, Nimbus, Apollo, OGO and others. Spacequalified and flight-proven subsystems designed and
built by the division encompassed power supplies.
communications, television, data storage, command
and control, and stabilization. In addition, AED designed and built complete ground stations and specialized ground-station subsystems.
A new experimental wheel-mode satellite. TIROS
IX, was launched early in 1965. In the wheel mode
the satellite "rolls" around its polar orbit pem1itting
complete coverage of the earth every day. TIROS X,
launched in mid-1965, was the first standard configuration TIROS sent into polar ocbit. In addition,
AED was a co-contractor for the Nimbus Advanced
Weather Satellite Program.
Ranger VIII and Ranger IX. launched in earlv
1965, were the second and third successful step.s
toward tl!e selection of a manned lunar landing
site. AED did the design, fabrication, and test of the
TV payload and ground equipment for these space
exploration efforts.

The AN/PRC-25 Tactical FM Radio Set, a most
sophisticated equipment, was being produced for
the U. S. Army as well as international customers.
It is a battery operated man-pack FM Receiver/
Transmitter which provides two-way voice communications over distances up to 10 miles. The equipment
is completely transistorized.
An advanced microelectronic radio set, AN/
PRC-62, was developed for the Army. This system is
a single sideband (SSB) radio set designed for use by
combat support units of company, battalion, brigade
and divisions. The basic radio set, capable of being
transported and operated by a single man, consists
of a receiver-transmitter unit with its lightweight
rechargeable battery power source, antenna and
handset.
Being built for the Navy was the AN/ARC-104
Microelectronics HF SSB Radio Set, a long range,
high frequency, single sideband communications
set. The design of this advanced integrated electronics set features maximum use of the most advanced microelectronic circuits and techni,ques.
CSD was awarded a $10 million contract in July,
1965, by The Boeing Company to supply electronic
operational equipment and maintenance ground
equipment for the modernization of Minuteman I
system to Minuteman II system.
Automatic Digital Network (AUTODIN), a vital
link in the U. S. Air Force worldwide logistics-data
communications network, is the world's largest and
most advanced operational data communications system. Under contract to Western Union, RCA designed, developed, produced, programmed, and installed the automatic digital message switching
and circuit-switching equipments and magnetic tape
subscriber terminals for AUTODIN/ComLogNet.
The 1965 AUTODIN contract represented the third
major enhancement and expansion of that network.

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS DIVISION

Communications Systems Division has its principal facilities located in Camden, New Jersey; New
York City; and Tucson, Arizona. Each of these comprehensive facilities consists of a complete engineering organization capable of effective project management and comprehensive systems and product engineering through all phases of design, development,
and manufacturing.
A major 1965 effort involved the AN /TRC-97, designed for the U. S. Marine Corps, a solid-state,
highly mobile radio relay terminal providing tunable microwave, diffraction, or tropospheric scatter
communications in the military hand of 4,400 to
5,000 megacycles. With minimal size, weight, and
power requirements, it delivers full duplex multichannel voice, data, or teletype communications
over paths ranging from 1 to 100 nautical miles.

MISSILE AND SURFACE RADAR DIVISION

The Missile and Surface Radar Division is located
on a 433-acre tract at Moorestown, New Jersey.
Here is where the highly advanced radar net,
BM EWS, was designed, developed and manufactured for installation at three widely separated sites
in the Western Hemisphere.
From the installation of the first precision monopulse tracking radar, the XN-1 at Patrick Air Force
Base in 1957, the Missile and Surface Radar Division has designed and produced a family of 70 such
radars of ever-increasing sophisticat~on and capability; they are installed at locations around the
globe, both on land and at sea. The standard RCA
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1 reduction in space, weight an d powe r req uirements ove r conventional circuitry. A continuing program of resea rch led to miniaturization of radar components and M &SRD also mad e substantial advances in phased array, radar tracking and techniques.
RCA also developed a high pe rformance tactical
radar, UPS-1, for use by the Marine Corps, Air
Force, Army and Navy. It is packaged in lightweight
units, suitable for transportation and operation in th e
assault phases of amphibious operations. RCA was
working during the year on contracts for this equipment for U. S. as well as foreign government requirements .
M &SRD was being funded for SAM-D, a largescale stud y and development program to formulate
advanced air defense systems for field armies of the
future.

The RCA Missile and Surface Rpdar Division outfitted and
managed the instrumented American Mariner for the Downrange
Antimissile Measurement Program.

WEST COAST DIVISION

AN/FPS-16, and its 'transportable version, the
AN/MPS-2Q, are precision C-Band Instrumentation Radars· procured through BuWeps for the Air
Force, Army, Navy and NASA, and are ideally suited
for assuring range safety and for tracking rockets,
missiles, nosecones, boosters, tankage assemblies, instrument packages, debris, earth orbiting satellites,
and space vehicles. The AN/FPQ-6 instrumentation
radar and its air transportable version, the AN/
TPQ-18, represent a major forward stride in the detection, acquisition and precise continuous measurement of the position of missiles and space vehicles in
flight. A major contract was awarded by NASA in
March of 1965 to RCA for AN/FPQ-6 radars.
RCA's successful implementation of TRADEX led
to the award of contracts on PRESS by Lincoln Laboratories . These contracts provided for the implementation of an airborne optics control system, consisting
of multiple station keeping and acquisition radars for
a remote South Pacific site, and a PRESS control center, comprising consoles, displays and switching.
Under the Apollo Reentry Ships Program,
M&SRD was developing the first precision tracking
radar to use integrated circuits for all tracking functions. This instrument is known as Compact AllPurpose Range Instrument "CAPRI."
The first major real-time ground support system
for space missions to use integrated circuits was to
be installed on the Eastern Test Range in 1966 by
M&SRD. The system will enable flight scientists
to select and call up various telemetry data from
space vehicles while they are in flight down the
~ast~rn Test Range. More than 30,000 integrated
ctrcmts are used in this equipment providing a 10 to

In September, 1965, RCA established a new West
Coast Division made up of the Van Nuys, California,
facilities and Aviation Equipment Department in
Los Angeles, California.
The West Coast Division received a contract from
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center for the production of a number of ground compu-ter systems to
be used for the checkout and launch of the Saturn
IB and Saturn V launch vehicles. Over $20,000,000
in contracts were awarded to WCD in 1965 by NASA
on this program. The Saturn V rocket is the launch
vehicle for the Apollo manned lunar mission. The
computer system includes the RCA 110A computer,
conventional input-output equipment, ~igital and
analog stimulus and measuring equipment, and highspeed data communications equipment.
WCD' s data handling capabilities included the
RCA llOA Computer, a general-purpose digital
computer capable of automatic monitoring and control. By virtue of its Series 4100 Real- Time Data Processor and Teletype Data Exchange, WCD is a
principal contributor to RCA's overall capability in
digital communications and message switching. The
RCA 4102 Data Processing System is a complete
transistorized general-purpose digital computer system economically providing excellent performance
in both data processing and real-time applications.
The problem of displaying computer data to personnel in easily understood, quickly assimilated form
has been the subject of intensive development by
West Coast Division engineers for many years.
Display technology has been advanced in such basic
products as Saturn data link and analog displays,
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Rome Air Development (RADC) displays, and i\lodels 6050/6051 \"ideo Data displays. Major emphasis has been in the command and control application
and management control application.
In the area of command and control application, \\'CD contributed complete display systems to
the NASA Saturn SI and SIB programs.
In addition to the significant amount of experience
gained by WCD in incorporating status-monitoring
and fault-location provisions in :\tlas and Talos
launch control and checkout equipment, the display
requirements met for the Ballistic i'vlissile Early
\Varning System (BMEWS) have advanced the
state-of-the-art.
RCA-WCD also gained considerable experience
in electronic warfare systems as they relate to hostile threats to ground-based. shipborne, airborne,
re-entrv and orbital militarv vehicles, and in electronic .countermeasures ted;niques and operational
equipment based upon the requirements of these vehiclt·s. This background included contracts with
three of the military services. Study programs in the
areas of satellite survivability and re-entry vehicle
penetration aids also resulted in valuable experience
in ad,·anced countermeasures techniques.
The Aviation Equipment Department is devoted
to the development, design and manufacture of electronic flight aids for aircraft. Its customers include
most of the free world's commercial airlines, feeder
airlines, business aircraft. and some military aircraft.
All products have FAA certification. They are flight
tested through long cycles of operation under actual
flight conditions, as well as being thoroughly laborato~· tested. Products include: Weather Radar Systems, Transponders, and Airborne Distance Measuring Equipment.

ROCKWELL-STA~DARD

in Aliquippa, Pennsylvania. Dealer franchises were
being offered to selected distributors of the twinengine Aero Commander line, but the new franchises were not intended to be limited to existing
Commander distributors.
Plans called for productioft of about 180 Aero
Commander-100' s in 1965, with production expanded in 1966 to a minimum of 500 aircraft.
The second of the single engine planes was developed and certified by Meyers Aircraft Company. A 4-place, low-wing craft with speeds above
200 miles per hour and range of more than 1,300
miles, it was designated Aero Commander-200.
Marketing headquarters for the 200 model \vere
located in Tecumseh, Michigan. At the end of
1965, Rockwell was producing 8 planes a month.
The company augmented production facilities for
the 100 and 200 with a new facilitv,
. in Albanv. ,
Georgia. The Albany plant was started in 1964 and
by mid-year 1965 was producing tail sections for
piston and propjet Aero Commanders.
Located
adjacent to the Albany Airport on 347 acres of land
known as Rockwell Industrial Park, the plant has
more than 200,000 square feet of floor space devoted
to the support of Rockwell-Standard aircraft production plants in Bethany, Oklahoma, and in Aliquippa and Tecumseh. The latter two facilities were
designated the Tecumseh and Aliquippa Divisions
of Aero Commander, Inc.
Aero Commander's 1965 line included the Aero
Commander B, the Grand Commander, the Pressurized Grand Commander, the propjet Turbo
Commander and the Jet Commander. The company
estimated 1965 production of about 45 Jet Commanders and 48-50 Turbo Commanders; 91 production positions had been assigned for the latter
plane.
In 1965, the company added another facility next
to Aero's existing sales/ service hangar at Bethanv.
The $500,000 facility has 34,440 square feet of flo~r
space and 77,000 square feet of ramp space. It was
to be used for expansion of customer service operations and production flight test.
In 1965, Rockwell-Standard announced its intention to expand further in the aviation field and predicted that Aero Commander sales would reach the
$100,000,000 level "in the very near future."

CORPORATION

AERO COMMANDER DIVISION

A highlight of th~ year for the Aero Commander
Division of Rockwell-Standard Corporation was its
entry into the single-engine aircraft field with two
models. First of the new aircraft, shown at a press
conference on July 12, was a 4-place, high-wing
craft designated the Aero Commander-100. The
plane, originally developed by the Volaircraft Corporation, grosses 2,250 pounds, has a maximum
cruising speed of 142 miles per hour and a range of
more than 600 statute miles.
The company announced that marketing headquarters for the Aero Commander-100 would be

ROHR CORPORATION
Growing volume of aircraft production accompanied by increasing product diversification and ad-
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Other Antenna Division projects included troposcatter antennas for communications between
ground stations, microwave relay antennas, groundmounted for shipboard radar antennas, steerable antennas for satellite communications, rotating radomes for optical telescopes and a 36-foot diameter
high precision radiotelescope and rotating radome.
In still another diversified area, Rohr' s Space Products Division participated in several large solid rocket
motor programs in the course of the year.
As a major subcontractor to the compani~s participating in Air Force Space Systems Division's Large
Solid Rocket Motor Feasibility Program, Rohr fabricated hardware for virtually all of the major test
firings.
Rohr built laminated, ablative nozzles of varying
sizes, and provided insulation and other major components used in the firings of 20 large solid propellant rocket motors without a failure of a Rohr component.
Rohr's primary 1965 customers in the space products field were the Lockheed Propulsion Company,
Thiokol Chemical Corporation and the United
Technology Center.
The Space Products Division also developed capability in fabrication of fiberglass structures, including filament would pressure vessels and a variety of
flat and contoured panels.
In order to cope with the size and varied configurations of solid rocket motor hardware, the Space
Products Division was equipped with some of the
largest special purpose turning machines, hydroclaves and handling equipment in the industry.
Development of this equipment was accomplished
largely in-plant, with new machine designs and adaptations accomplished by Rohr engineers. Similarly,
at the Chula Vista plant Rohr developed a number
of its own machines during the year, both special
milling machines and such equipment as a numerically controlled riveting machine. Control systems
also were developed by Rohr personnel to meet
specific conditions and requirements.

vances in manufacturing technology kept activity at
a high level at Rohr Corporation plants during 1965.
The company's utilization of numerically controlled equipment and conveyorized assembly operations grew substantially during the year, with consequent increases in production efficiency.
While the company's two divisions, Antenna and
Space Products, were active and successful in their
respective fields, the bulk of Rohr' s business volume
continued to result from subcontract production of
major structural assemblies for multi-engine aircraft. The company at year-end was participating in
every major, multi-engine transport aircraft program
in production, both military and civilian.
Turbine engine power plant assemblies, including
engine build-up and sheet metal components, remained a basic Rohr specialty. These were being
produced by Rohr for Boeing's 707, 720, 727 and
737 series of jetliners; Lockheed's C-130 and C-141
logistics transports, P-3A Navy patrol aircraft and
jetStar military-executive transport; Douglas' DC-8
and DC-9 jet airliners, and Grumman's Gulfstream
II business jet.
In addition to the power plant assemblies, Rohr' s
aircraft production included fuselage sections, stabilizers, elevators, thrust reversers, struts, ailerons, landing gear pods and doors, cargo doors, wing-to-body
fairings, flight and ground spoilers, wing joint fittings, and many other items.
Installation of a Propulsion Components Test Facility at the Chula Vista plant during the year allowed acceleration of the company's research programs aimed at meeting the requirements of the
next generation of turbine engines, particularly in
the area of thrust reversal equipment and other
"hot end" structures.
Increasing demand for adhesive bonded structures, both honeycomb sandwich and metal-to-metal,
led to expansion of bonding facilities at the Riverside
plant, including installation of a fifth production
autoclave with an inside working diameter of 15 feet
and a length of 35 feet. The second Rohr autoclave
of this size, the unit is capable of handling the extremely large assemblies associated with new and
anticipated aerospace programs.
Meanwhile, the Rohr Antenna Division completed the erection phase on its 210-foot diameter
tracking antenna at the Goldstone Deep Space Station in the Mojave Desert. Designed, fabricated
and erected by Rohr for NASA and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, this largest and most precise
antenna of its kind was scheduled to go into operation as a part of NASA's Deep Space Instrumentation Facility early in 1966.

RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY
Ryan Aeronautical Company's XV-5A lift-fan aircraft, its jet-powered Firebee target missile programs, space and earth electronics and a newly developed waterborne target system constituted the
San Diego firm's major areas of advance during
1965.
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The Ryan XV-5A compiled nearly 100 hours of
flight time at Edwards Air Force Base as the year
ended and Phase I I flight tests concluded.
Formal acceptance of the aircraft by the Army in
1anuary was followed by an expanded flight test program that was to include 250 flights, more than 90
vertical takeoffs and landings and 125 conversions
from conventional flight to VTOL or VTOL to conventional mode. The XV-5A was being developed
under contract to the Army Aviation Materiel
Laboratories, Ft. Eustis, Virginia.
Ryan's active interest in V/STOL concepts was
also represented in the tri-service XC-142A transport, built by the combined team of LTV-Hiller-Ryan.
The first two of five models built for Am1y, Navy and
Air Force use were delivered to Edwards Air Force
Base in mid-1965 for operational evaluation.
Firebee target missile programs continued to serve
as one of Ryan's primary production programs
through 1965. Built for use by all the services in
weapons system evaluation and ground-to-air and
air-to-air exercises, the jet-powered Firebee served
as the primary target vehicle for Springboard-65,
conducted in the Caribbean Sea during the first three
months of the year. Ryan provided contract field services at Roosevelt Roads, San 1uan, Puerto Rico, to
assume responsibility for operational maintenance
and control of Firebees.

the nine-day aerial weapons meet, which closed as
the most successful event of its kind ever held.
In August, the Navy Bureau of Weapons announced the award of a contract to Ryan to develop
a growth version Firebee, designated XBQM-34E,
whose capabilities will include supersonic regimes.
Wind tunnel testing and developmental advances
were experienced during 1965 with flight and
static test models scheduled for delivery in early
1967.
Shortened wings, longer, slimmer fuselage plus a
140-pound engine boost are supersonic features of the
Firebee II. The new breed Firebee will carry a jettisonable fuel pod which can be discarded in flight
following completion of subsonic missions. Assuming
its supersonic configuration, it will then offer speeds
up to 1,000 miles per hour.
Under areas related to Space Electronics, Ryan
continued intense work schedules during 1965
on development of its radar landing system for use
in the Lunar Excursion :rvtodule. Under contract to
Radio Corporation of America, the Ryan-built system will guide man's Apollo landing on the moon.
A prototype of this system was built and was being
flight tested in late 1965, with modifications and continued test work scheduled for the balance of the
year.
Ryan was also serving as prime subcontractor for
the system which will soft-land Surveyor on the
moon and, in addition to the landing radar systems,
was providing solar substructures for use as a space
vehicle component in collecting the sun's energy.
Ryan space altimeters for altitude measurements
continued at a strong pace during the year. Demonstrated capabilities of this sytem included the Mariner IV vehicle program in 1965 in which measurement accuracy of 100 feet in an altitude measurement of 310 miles was registered.
Ryan produced the first waterborne, remote-controlled target boat ever used by the Navy in early
1965, delivering a number of its Firefish systems to
units in the Atlantic and Pacific Fleets. Design and
production of Firefish came after Navy destroyers
were attacked by North Viet Nam PT-boats in the
Gulf of Tonkin. Remote-controlled, the Firefish target boats attain 30 knots and perform the full range
of evasive maneuvers which hostile craft might be
expected to use.

Army Air Defense Command programs at \Vhite
Sands and McGregor Firing Ranges in New Mexico continued to use the 600-mile-an-hour Firebee
targets throughout the year. The addition of Ryandeveloped Towhee aerial targets, used in conjunction
with Firebees, extended Ryan capabilities well beyond previous levels. Fitted onto the wing-tips of
Firebee vehicles at launch, the Towhee targets are
streamed out in flight and serve as primary targets
for Nike and Hawk missile crews.
Permanent launch and control facilities for Firebee
operations at McGregor Range were established in
conjunction with the Army's training programs there.
Within the area of Firebee activity, but reflecting
significant advance, was the evolution of Ryan's
multipurpose Firebee for the Army, designated the
MQM-34D. Offering weapons delivery, surveillance or target vehicle capabilities, the expanded application Firebee was given slightly extended wingspan and a thrust boost to accommodate a 1,000
pound payload capacity.
Firebee target missiles played the lead role in the
Air Defense Command's biennial William Tell Weapons Meet at Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida.
Fighter- Interceptor squadrons based throughout the
U. S., in Canada, Alaska and Europe competed in

SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT
Division of
United Aircraft Corporation
The start of full-scale production of the new Ma167
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Sikorsky's new Rotoprop, which can change spin axis in flight, serves as either a helicopter tail rotor (left) or as a push er
propeller for VTOL's (right).

rine Corps CH-53A heavy assault helicopter, further
proving of the S-64 Skycrane (including establishment of new world altitude records), and continued
delivery of SH-3A antisubmarine helicopters to the
Navy, CH-3C transports to the Air Force and
HH-52A search and rescue craft to the Coast Guard
were indicative of an active year for Sikorsky Aircraft and its products during 1965.
In addition, the United Aircraft Corporation Division revealed its revolutionary new Rotoprop tail
rotor-propeller, conducted significant flight operations with its S-61F compound helicopter, and became a finalist in the Army competition for a new
advanced aerial fire support system (AAFSS ).
Flight delivery of three S-61N' s to Greenland and
another to England brought to 20 the number of
twin-turbine aircraft of the type in commercial operation in this country and abroad. Continued production of the piston-powered S-58 transport, first
flown in 1954 and in operation during 1965 in more
than 30 countries, was guaranteed with receipt of
additional orders for delivery to Military Defense
Assistance Program countries.
In a move to increase its long-range search and
rescue capability while retiring some older fixedwing aircraft, the Coast Guard selected the S-61 R
in the configuration currently being delivered to the
Air Force as the CH-3C. With the Air Force, the
CH-3C had been delivered to six major commands.
Its missions included long range rescue, drone retrieval, space hardware and astronaut recovery at
the Cape Kennedy launch sites, mapping and personnel and cargo transportation.

After a year of intensive testing and naval preliminary evaluation at the Stratford plant, Sikorsky prepared CH-53As for demonstration at Naval
Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Maryland, at the
end of the year. In early 1966, Board of Inspection
and. Survey trials were to begin at Pa_tuxent River,
to be followed in the spring by the Fleet Introduction Program at Santa Ana, California.
As its proposal for the Army AAFSS, Sikorsky
chose a compound helicopter with a fixed wing and
a Rotoprop, a device designed to serve as a conventional antitorque tail rotor in the helicopter mode
and as a pusher propeller at high speed. The Rotaprop was proved successful during flight -tests conducted with an S-61 on which a test installation of
the device was used.
Configured as a test vehicle for a joint Army-Navy
Research and Development project, the compound
S-61 F was aided toward high speeds by addition of
two Pratt & Whitney J60 engines mounted outboard
of the fuselage. Before wings were installed, the
S-61 F reached 242 miles an hour, believed to be
the fastest a helicopter was ever flown without wings.
Wings were added later and the flight test program
continued .
Greenlandair, established to provide helicopter
passenger transportation among towns and settlements in Greenland on a year-round basis, began operation with its S-61N's in June, covering more than
2,000 miles of routes from its headquarters in Godthaab. In England, International Helicopters, Ltd.,
formed by British European Airways and Okanagan
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Helicopters to provide helicopter support for the
offshore oil exploration activities of Shell Exploration, Ltd., made ready to transport men from the
mainland to oil drilling rigs in the North Sea.
Concluding a two-year period of evaluation at
Fort Benning, Georgia and other areas of the South,
Army CH-54A Skycranes set three world altitude
records. The new records included: carrying 11,000
pounds to 21,250 feet; 4,400 pounds to 27,500 feet;
and 2,200 pounds to 29,300 feet. The CH-54A also
carried 90 persons, including 81 combat equipped
troops in a detachable van attached to the fuselage,
believed to be the largest number ever flown at once
in a helicopter. In Exercises Air Assault I and II,
Skvcranes carried loads including 20,000-pound
a~ored personnel carriers, 155 millimeter howitzers,
bridge sections, road graders and other heavy cargo.
In September, the first CH-54A's of the 478th Transportation Company, Heavy Lift, arrived for duty in
South Viet Nam. The company is a supporting unit
of the First Cavalry Division, Airmobile.

techniques necessary to produce advanced, lightweight, high strength sandwich-type structures for
operation under extremes of temperature and structural loads.
Other activity in specialized structures included
further work in the development of all-metal honeycomb for such uses as insulation, turbine blade tip
seals and structural applications. One of the most
interesting recent applications for all-metal honeycomb has been in energy absorption systems. With
a coefficient of restitution of nearly zero, the structure has the ability to absorb large shock loads and
can be used in aerospace applications where it is
desirable to soften impact.
Solar continued to be heavily involved in the
development and fabrication of propellant lines and
fuel pressurization subsystems for space boosters
and upper stage vehicles. Production continued at a
steady pace on boundary layer control systems for
the F4 Phantom II jet fighter. Solar also manufactured the air extraction system which is used for
pressurization, air conditioning and other purposes on
the B-70 triple sonic aircraft.
Volume production of the giant F-1 tube-and-shell
heat exchangers for the Saturn V /SIC booster led
Solar's heat exchanger activities. Other types either
in production or development stages included
plate and fin heat exchangers, space radiators and
cold plates Jar specialized aerospace applications.
Clean room facilities at Solar were upgraded to
include hydraulic level cleaning. They had previously been an approved source for pneumatic
cleaning of aerospace components and systems.
As one of the worlds largest subcontractors of jet
engine components, Solar was engaged in the fabrication of prototype components for advanced engines being developed by major aircraft engine
firms-including engines with a thrust-to-weight ratio in excess of 20-in addition to the manufacture
of components for current production engines.
Major emphasis was given to the development of
protective coatings for new refractory materials systems, and research is being conducted with beryllium-beryllium oxide, molybdenum-alumina and
tungsten-zirconia.
In the small gas turbine field, Solar received a development contract for a new gas turbine self-contained starter for aircraft jet engines and built prototypes for evaluation. The units are complete gas
turbine engines which mount directly on main propulsion engines for cranking. Weighing only 75
pounds and producing 140 horsepower, they operate
on fuel from the aircraft,· and offer starting at onehalf to one-eighth the cost of other types of starting
systems. The gas turbine starter can be used with

SOLAR
A Division of International Harvester Company
Pioneering work in the development and manufacture of advanced aerospace components and systems, the introduction of a new gas turbine selfcontained starter for jet propulsion engines plus the
development of a new gas turbine-powered ground
air conditioning system for business jets highlighted
recent activities at Solar.
Significant achievements were made in several
Solar manufacturing specialties such as electron
beam welding, high temperature brazing and diffusion bonding. Continued research into the problems
associated with forming and joining of materials such
as beryllium, tungsten and molybdenum and their
alloys made these materials available for use in
space and nuclear projects.
Solar's experience in the design and production of
lightweight, high strength structures led to several
spacecraft antenna fabrication contracts including
those for the Apollo and its Lunar Excursion Module. Many of the concepts employed in this work
were developed by Solar engineers. The small, extremely lightweight antennas were fabricated from
foil-gage metals such as Rene 41. To assemble the
antennas Solar developed miniature spot welders to
join each mode of the structure prior to brazing of
the entire unit. Continuing activity in thin foil technology included investigation of materials systems
and corollary development of forming and joining
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narrowed the competition down to three firms.
Sperry was selected as one of the compani es to continue its development work on this system which
will integrate navigation, communications and weapons delivery.
For helicopters, Sperry had underway an inte nsiv e
development program in the fi eld of vertical and
horizontal displa ys. This equipment has a potential
beyond the helicopter market and is applicable for
future vertical takeoff and landing aircraft as well.
Cockpit windshield displays which present the pilot
with all pertinent landing data including an outline
of the runway, airspeed, altitude and th e re lative
position of the aircraft were deve loped during th e
year and received extensive in-flight testing. Called
HUD (head-up display), the system was extremely
well received by military and commercial pilots
participating in the test program.
Sperry's Loran navigation systems continued in
production and development of the advanced
Loran-D for tactical use proceeded toward joint
Army-Air Force field tests scheduled for 1966. This
system will enable ground and air forces to operate
from the same exact position, thus enabling aircraft
to locate ground targets within yards.
. D~ring the year deliveries began of the first microcircmted production Loran-C to the Air Force. This
equipment, the AN/ARN-78 navigation rece iver, is
the first solid state airborne receiver to enter the Air

engines as the J57, J75, J79, TF30 and TF33.
During 1965, Solar announced a new integrated
auxiliary power and ground air conditioning system
for business jets and small commercial aircraft.
Powered by a Titan gas turbine, the new system provides up to 25 kilowatts of either A. C. or D. C. electrical power concurrently with up to four tons of air
conditioning or 100,000 BTU /hour of heating.
Various models of the system were purchased for installation in JetStar, Falcon, F-27 and FH-227 aircrq.ft. Increasing demand for the Titan turbine as a
helicopter auxiliary power unit resulted in increased
production during the year. The Titan gas turbine,
available in ratings of 80 to 105 horsepower is used
in every major U. S. military cargo helicopter program.
Use of 1,100 horsepower Saturn gas turbines in two
National Aeronautics and Space Administration installations increased Solar's involvement in the nation's space efforts. The world's first gas turbinepowered towboat will be used to move missile stage
and cryogenic tanker barges at NASA's Mississippi
Test Operations. Four Saturn gas turbine generator
sets will supply electrical power at an advanced
spacecraft tracking station in the Mojave Desert.
Solar gas turbine generator systems either in development or production stages have outputs of 10,
20/30, 45/60, 100/150, 200, and 750 kilowatts.

Engineers at Sperry Utah place test model of Mariner IV in device
to map craft's magnetic field.

SPERRY RAND CORPORATION
Major Sperry divisions of Sperry Rand throughout
the nation continued to develop and produce vital
aerospace systems for military and commercial use
during 1965.
On Long Island, the Sperry Gyroscope Company
Division, a pioneer in the design and development
of systems using microcircuits, was awarded several
significant contracts for equipment based on these
advanced design techniques.
One of these systems, the integrated light attack
avionics system (ILAAS ), was termed one of the
largest potential avionics contracts of the decade.
At the end of the year, Sperry was in contract negotiation for this system which will, for the first time,
link together navigation, flight control, communications, weapons delivery, and displays. First installation was scheduled for the Navy's A-7 attack aircraft
under development by LTV.
Design studies for a similar type of system for the
Gene ral Dynamics F-Ill, designated the Mark II
avionics, continued and at year-end the Air Force
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Gyroscope Ottawa, Ltd.; Sperry Gyroscope Company
of Canada,· Ltd.; and Sperry Europe Continental
Company.
Another significant step in the space effort was a
major NASA contract award which established the
Sperry Rand Space Support Division in Huntsville,
Alabama. This contract provided for support services which include evaluation and qualification
testing, pilot manufacturing, process evaluation,
facilities engineering, and design and evaluation of
guidance and control systems. Sperry constructed its
own facilities in Huntsville during the year to house
this operation.
The Sperry Phoenix Company Division in Phoenix,
Arizona, continued as a major aerospace contributor
in 1965 and construction was begun on a new facility
which would increase the size of the plant by 50 percent. Employment at Phoenix was expected to nearly
double during 1966.
Sperry Phoenix was manufacturing or developing
flight control systems for the Douglas DC-8 and
DC-9; Boeing 727 and 737; Lockheed JetStar and
C-130; Grumman A-6A and E-2, A0-1, and Gulfstream II; deHavilland CV-1; Fanjet Falcon;
Hawker Siddeley DH-125; HFB-320 Hansa; and Bell
UH-1B.
The division's compass systems were aboard the
Douglas DC-8 and DC-9; Boeing 707 and 727;
Lockheed C-130, C-141, JetStar, and F-104; General Dynamics F-1ll; Grumman OV-1 and Gulfstream I; Bell UH-1B; deHavilland DH-125; and
over 20 light business twin-engine aircraft.
In addition, Sperry Phoenix designed and developed integrated instruments for the Douglas
DC-8 and DC-9; Boeing 707; Grumman Gulfstream
I; and Lockheed JetStar; turbine vibration indicators for jet engines; re-entry vehicle autopilots; and
the emergency communications and homing beacons
used on the Gemini and Apollo space vehicles.
During the year United Air Lines became the first
U. S. carrier to fully qualify for new landing minimum which will reduce weather-caused delays and
cancellations. The qualification, made with equipment which includes the Sperry SP-30 automatic
pilot, permits jetliners to land with cloud ceilings
of 100 feet and forward visibility of one-quarter mile.
The Sperry Microwave Electronics Company Division in Gainesville, Florida, acquired significant contracts in the field of ground checkout equipment for
aircraft and missile systems during the year. Included was checkout equipment to test preflight
operational readiness of missile beacon transponders,
and flight line checkout equipment for the terrainfollowing radar of the Navy's. LTV A-7A. The clivi-

Force inventory. It has five times the reliability of
any comparable receiver, is less than one-third the
weight, and is less than one-third the size of comparable non-microcircuited systems.
In the commercial field, development continued on
the SG~-10 inertial navigation system which Pan
American Airways ordered for its jet fleet. This system
is a complex of sensors and an airborne computer
which enables the pilot to navigate without the help
of sources outside the aircraft. Late in the year, a
system was installed in a Boeing 707 as part of the
test program and it performed well on oversea flights.
SGN-10 systems were also ordered by Germany
and Great Britain for evaluation.
Among other airborne equipment in production
at vear-end were: airborne radars for the Douglas
C-i33, Lockheed C-130, Boeing KC-135 and a varietv of other aircraft and radar altimeters for numero~s aircraft including the Boeing B-52, Lockheed
C-130 and C-141.
For the space effort, NASA awarded Sperry a
significant contract during 1965 to provide engineering support services for the Goddard Space Flight
Center's Test and Evaluation Division. Sperry's responsibility includes the management programming
operation and maintenance of the data collection
and analysis system.
Also in the missile and space field, the Navy ordered from Sperry the first instrumentation radars to
use microcircuits. They will be used for precision
tracking of missiles and aircraft at the Pacific Missile Range.
Meanwhile, Sperry's space programs under way
at the Long Island facility continued in the development and production of critical navigational equipment for both the Apollo and LEM lunar vehicles,
the Lunar Orbiter, and space guidance systems. Several advanced study projects for the national space
program were also being conducted.
Sperry Gyroscope Company Division also continued to advance the state-of-the-art in laser and infrared technology in its Electro-Optics group; .manage the critical navigation system for the Navy s Polaris submarine program; moved into the field of
deep submergence with important contracts including one to give the bathyscaph Trieste extended
capabilities, and another for the design and construction of the instrument and control system for NR-1,
a nuclear powered, deep-diving research craft: and
continued to produce sophisticated radars for shipboard and ground use.
Sperry's international operations arc conducted by
Sperry Gyroscope Company, Ltd, London; Sperry
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part for its journey by being passenger aboard a
magnetically "dead" aluminum and plastic frame
produced by Sperry. Called the Magnetometer
Mapping Fixture, the device permitted precise
measurement of Mariner's own magnetic field before its historic flight.

sion was already producing similar checkout equipment for the Air Force's McDonnell RF -4C.
Sperry Semiconductor Division in Norwalk, Connecticut, continued as a major supplier of microcircuits to the electronics industry and during the
year completed the installation of a multimillion
dollar production facility to increase its output several fold.
Sperry Piedmont Company Division in Charlottesville, Virginia, while more widely known for its
efforts in the area of marine equipment, made further inroads into the space field during 1965 with
the completion of a major portion of the instrumentation for the Eastern Test Range at Patrick Air
Force Base, Florida. The Sperry Piedmont equipment is part of the Missile Control Center at the
Range.

For usc in Viet Nam, the Army \\'capons Command in October placed an order with Sperry Utah
for the production of more than 1,000 helicopter
machh1e-gun mounts. The mounts will permit the
addition of machine-gun fire power aboard the
UH-1D Iroquois and the CH-47 Chinook helicopters
for protection during troop carrier missions and the
evacuation of the wounded.
One of the unique products of 1965 was the
Army Tank Gunfire Simulator. Developed by the
Army's Tank-Automotive Center, the simulator is a
stainless-steel tube which clamps to the tank gunbarrel. A mixture of oxygen and propane injected
into the tube is ignited electrically to simulate the
explosion, muzzle-flash, and smokeplume of a live
round of ammunition. Sperry Utah will deliver more
than 400 of the simulators for use in training of Army
tank crews and supporting infantry.

At the Sperry Rand Research Center in Sudbury,
Massachusetts, solid state scientists developed the
application of a new insulating material to silicon
during the year. This process promises a greater production yield of more electrically stable microcircuits, and a corresponding slash in the size and cost
of microcircuited equipment such as air and spaceborne computers. In addition, atmospheric physicists have employed unique radiometric techniques
in studies aimed at development of advanced warning systems to detect clear air turbulence areas
ahead. In other areas display and computer scientists are working on new methods for transmitting
wide-band pictures over narrow-band voice channels.
Diversity of products for use in all parts of the
world and in space applications was "Progress Report
1965" from Sperry Utah. The year saw Sperryproduced Sergeant missiles continue to play an active
role in defense with U. S. Army forces in the U. S.,
in Europe, and in the Pacific area. Army's Sergeant,
in addition to its role in defense, carried a Navy experimental guidance system "piggyback" in tests at
White Sands Missile Range in the spring. In September, approximately 800 West German troops participated in firings of the Sergeant at the Outer
Hebrides Islands, Great Britain.

Scheduled to "go on the air" in 1966 was another
Sperry Utah product: the Operational Television
System for the manned spacecraft operations building at NASA's Kennedy Space Center at Merritt
Island, Florida. The new system comprises television
cameras, monitors, and remote control equipment
which will permit viewing of astronauts and their
spacecraft during simulated space flight training
operations.
Bearing a striking resemblance to missiles, the
main Sperry Utah product line was a 1965 newcomer to the company's production scene, the Air
Force's TDU-9/B Supersonic Tow Target. The
TDU-9/B is the latest member of the Air Force's
family of supersonic aerial targets used for weapon
system validation, combat aircrew training, and evaluation of air-to--air tactics. The 170-pound target is carried to the firing range clamped to a heavy
duty reel launcher that is externally mounted to a
supersonic fighter interceptor. In the intercept area,
the pilot plays-out the target on a steel "fish line"
which can be extended to any length up to nine
miles.

"SCAMP III'' markings seen earlier in the year on
rows of packing boxes on Sperry's shipping docks
were only a hint that a team of 30 Sperry engineers
and technicians and their families were going on a
year's temporary duty in Europe to work with U. S.
Army and West German troops updating Sperry
Utah-produced Sergeant missile systems deployed
with NATO forces there.

The 151-inch missile-shaped target simulates a
variety of targets electronically and reports to a
ground station "miss-distance" information of the
weapons fired, the Sidewinder, the Falcon, and the
Genie Rocket. Reel-in of the 170-pound target is
accomplished prior to landing the tow aircraft.

In 1965, the world had its first television report
from the vicinity of Mars. Jet Propulsion Laboratory's Mariner IV spacecraft had been prepared in
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second-by-second check on every aspect of Gemini
space flights.
In February, NASA placed an order for a
82,600,000 UNIVAC ll08 Computer which, when
delivered, will be the fastest and most powerful single system to be added to the space agency's complex
of large-scale scientific computers.
In July, orders for forty UNIVAC 1230 computers
(\'alue Sl3,400,000) were announced for NASA's
Apollo moon program.
The practice of pioneering new and unusual uses
for UNIVAC computers continued unabated in 1965.
Some of the standouts included: a computer program that enables the Canadian House of Parliament to automatically set type in French and English for its daily record of debates; a highly successful
5 month test conducted in conjunction with New York
City Police Department to apprehend drivers of
stolen cars with aid of a UNIVAC 490 Computer;
supplying the computing elements (UNIVAC 1218)
for Lincoln Laboratory's experimental portable satellite.
Sustaining an environment for growth by planning
and building for the future was a high-priority activity for UNIVAC in 1965. The division introduced
an impressive array of new products that will be the
mainstay of its business in the years ahead: the
UNIVAC 1001 Card Controller; the UNIVAC 1005
Data Processing System; the flexible and versatile
UNIVAC 490 Real-Time Modular Series; and the
"super computer," the UNIVAC ll08 II MultiProcessor System.
These systems as well as several significant advances in basic' research computer technology and
production techniques were providing UNIVAC
with prime resources for continued growth. Added
to these assets were a lengthening roster of major
operating installations and a record of demonstrated
leadership in all areas pertaining to the design and
application of electronic data processing systems.

A prototype model of the Sperry produced TDU9 'B was on display for the first time at William Tell
65, the USAF World-Wide Fighter Interceptor
\Veapons ~teet held at Tyndall Air Force Base,
Florida. The first production model of the TDU9/B was scheduled for completion in December,
1965.
The efforts of nearly 2.000 Sperry employees in the
Salt Lake and Clearfield Freeport Center plants
showed prominently in the hardware produced by
the company. But "Progress Report 65" included
advances in the "silent activities'' that support the
product show.
Since 1957 the compan~· has received six major
safety awards for man-hours worked without losttime accidents. Included in this record was a one
year-long stretch of nearly 8.000.000 man-hours, and
two others of more than 7.000,000 man-hours each.
In the year 1965, Sperry employees worked 2,200,000
man-hours without a lost-time accident.
The company's Value Engineering seminars continued to attract representatives of government, the
militarv services. and industry. i\1ore than 600 persons p;rticipated in the week-long Value Engineering sessions to find new ways of improving the product and reducing its cost. Application of advanced
Value Engineering and other cost savings techniques
at Sperry effected more than $2,300.000 defense contract cost reductions within a 6-month period.
In 1965. approximately 300 employees participated
in the company-sponsored, 100 percent tuition refund program. More than 2, 700 employees have
participated in this self-improvement program over
the last nine years.
The year 1965 prm·ed to be a year of growth and
achievement for Sperry's UNI\'AC Division.
UNIVAC's year of progress began in Januarv with
delivery of a $2,000,000 real-time reservations system to North~n·st Airlines and was climaxed in December by a $39,000,000 order from United Airlines.
for the design, assemblv and installation of a powerful real-time, on-line reservations. operations and
management data processing system.

THIOKOL CHEMICAL CORPORATIO.'I;

It was also a vear in which CNIVAC strengthened

Thiokol Chemical Corporation scored a number of
important achicvements in both solid and liquid
rocket engines during 1965.
In big boosters, Thiokol successfully fired, in February at Brunswick, Georgia. a 156-inch diameter
100-foot solid-fueled rocket engine. The largest mo~
tc~r fired to that time, it generated 3.000,000 pounds
of thrust during a 70 second burn time.
In other big booster developments, the largest
segmented fiberglass 156-inch motor case was sue-

its technologic;! position in the realm of space and
missile guidance:
In February, a UNIVAC Athena Computer at Vandenberg AFB, California, successfully completed its
lOOth guidance mission, logging over 14.000 hours of
faultless service.
Throughout the year, UNIVAC 49<l's in NASA
Manned Space Flight Center and UNIVAC 1218's
in tracking stations all over the world kept unerring
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In sounding rocke ts , Thiokol' s Astrome t Di vision
provided Nike-T oma hawks for th e probing of th e
atmosphere in shoots from Wa llops Island , Ft.
Churchill , Canada a nd Ba roto nga Island in th e South
Pacific.
Othe r milestones reached we re th e 30,000th rock et
firing at Elkton; the lO,OOOth motor for Nike-Hercules
d e livered b y Longhorn ; a nd productio n of th e
100,000,000th pound of PBAA prope llant.
In th e broad area of advance me nts in technolog y,
Thiokol demonstrated a restartable solid propellant
rocket motor, comprised of wafe rs of propella nt interspaced with th e rmal barrie rs; continu ed its d evelopme nt work on air-ducted rocke t motor eng ines;
conducted significant work in wid e temperature range
propellants; demonstrated new mastic insulation as
part of the 156-inch firing at Brunswick, Georgia ;
continued work on high energy propellants and air
launch propulsion studies; conducted acoustical laboratory studies for limited warfare; and completed a
study of seat catapult systems.

cessfully hydrotested at more than 1,000 pounds per
square inch internal pressure at Wasatch Di vision,
which also began the winding of anothe r 156-inch
plastic case slated for firing in earl y 1966.
In addition, the largest subme rged gimbaled nozzle e ver built was successfully fired during the static
firing of an Air Force Minute man first stage solid
propellant rocket test motor.
Steering systems for solid propellant rocke ts we re
demonstrated b y the successful static test firin g of a
rocket motor using a new submerged nozzl e e mploying chamber-bleed hot gas inj ection thru st vector
control (TVC). This achieve ment was m ad e possible
by the d e velopm e nt of a pintle valve th a t pe rmits
flow of secondary gases into the side of the submerged nozzle.
In October, Thiokol successfully test fired the 300th
Minuteman Stage I solid propellant motor as part
of a reliability improvement qualification program .
In the same month the Navy Special Proje cts section
awarded the first stage deve lopment of Poseidon to
the H e rcules- Thiokol team .
In space-solids developme nts, Thiokol' s Elkton Division completed qualification of the solid re tro motors for the Surveyor program . Elkton re tro rockets
also continued to re turn pa yloads from orbit in th e
Gemini and Discoverer programs. An advanced Surveyor main retro rocket, containing a new high ene rg y b e ryllium solid propellant, was also successfully
test fired. Othe r new prope llants, which demonstrated the potential of beryllium to delive r increased
ballistic performance, were also produced by Thiokol
in a compan y-funded facility at Wasatch and successfully fired in large motors as part of the Air Force
Adobe program.
Othe r achieve m e nts included comple tion of the
flight verification tests for the Castor II motor and
the first successful flight of Athena utilizing th e
Thiokol XM-33 rocke t engine.
In liquid engine achievem e nts for space , Thiokol' s
Reaction Moto rs Division completed qu alification
of the vernier e ngines for attitude control of Surveyor. Altitude simulation tests were also completed
on the OF2 engine at Arnold Engineering Developm ent C enter. RMD wound up the year b y receiving the developme nt, test and qualification contract
program for th e N ASA C-1 " common" e ngine.
Achie vements in the tactica l category we re mad e
in b oth the liquid and solid areas. Continu ed production of Bullpup B raised to nearly 40,000 th e
total of pre packaged liquid rocket e ng ines produced
by RMD. As fo r solids , Thi okol co ntinu ed its produc tio n of Minute man , Se rgea nt, Pe rshin g a nd Subroc m otors.

TRW INC.
TRW Inc. (formerl y Thompson Ramo Wooldridge
Inc. ) increased both it's pace and stature in its role
as a major contributor to the a ircraft, missile and
space fi elds in 1965 in th e areas of- systems e nginee ring and technical assistance of missile and
satellite programs, research and d e velopme nt of
subsyste ms and components, stud y contracts on a
varie ty of aerospace proj ects, and continuiog· production of components for mann ed aircraft e ngin e
programs.
TRW's Tapco plant built the nozzle for Aerojet-Generul' s 260-inch
rocket motor, successfully fired during· the year.
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total impulsive force ever achieved in a solid fuel
engine.
Another significant delivery scheduled for 1966 is
a 156-inch nozzle produced by a new TR\V-developed manufacturing process. Production continued
in 1965 in the area of nozzles and composite structures for the ~linuteman, Polaris, Titan III-C,
LEM, and S-IVB programs.
In support of a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft metallurgical den'lopment, TRW produced precision
castings ha\·ing a new grain structure that should
extend the life of jet engines and open the way to
more powerful and efficient engines for military and
commercial applications.
TRW received contracts from NASA's Lewis Research Center to develop improved high-temperature alloys for more efficient gas turbine engines; one
involving the production of cobalt-base alloys for
stator vanes and another for nickel-base allovs for
turbine buckets.
.
The Navy awarded TRW a contract to develop
the main gear box for its DASH helicopter. The
craft was scheduled for its first test flight in 1966, the
first flight application of TRW's new roller gear
drive.

A case in point was the TR\V Systems operation
(formerly Space Technology Laboratories). \Vhere
Systems was previously active only in missile and
space work. the 1965 range of interests of this group
expanded to encompass antisubmarine warfare,
scientific instruments, and systems engineering and
systems management of non-defense and non-space
projects.
Hand in hand with its o\·erall expansion program,
TR\V Systems initiated plans to add 500,000 square
feet of manufacturing and engineering facilities in
California, Texas and \Vashington, D. C. by the end
of 1966.
t\larincr IV's central computt:>r and sequencer,
built by TRW, helped the spacecraft sense its way
on its historic fly-by of t\lars. The company also
built the thermal control equipment which maintained temperatures inside the spacecraft within
limits tolerable to its electronics, and developed the
guidance equations for the lift-off phase of the
launch.
TR\V negotiated a contract with NASA for increased responsibilities for mission and trajectorv
analysis in the Apollo/Gemini space programs. I~
another area of the Apollo program. the company
began feasibility studies for an engine for controlling
the movements of man and machine while on the
surface of the moon.
The team of TRW, Douglas Aircraft and RCA was
one of three selected by Jet Propulsion Laboratory to
conduct studies on the \"oyager spacecraft, a large,
unmanned scientific payload to explore Mars. TR\V
also won a contract to study the feasibility of a
spacecraft to probe the planets Jupiter and Pluto.
A six months' study program was completed and
submitted to the Communications Satellite Corporation in which TRW proposed a commercial satellite
system that offered a gravity-stabilized design to
provide 100 percent communications service on
1,200 channels linking five continents. TRW zener
diodes, high-Q Varicaps and transistors were used
on Comsat's Early Bird Satellite, launched early in
the year.
The Titan 111-C Air Force booster \vhich made its
maiden flight in June was equipped with TRW's 120inch nozzles. TRW's largest product, a composite
plastic ablative nozzle measuring more than 15 feet
in diameter at its widest ends; standing 20 feet high,
and weighing over 17 tons, was completed and
shipped to Aero jet General's Dade County, Florida
facility. It was mated to Aerojet' s giant 260-inch
solid fuel engine and successfully static-test fired.
In 140 fiery seconds, the huge motor consumed over
1,600,000 pounds of propellant and generated
more than 3,000,000 pounds of thrust, the greatest

A 1965 award of considerable significance involved
the production of the complete propulsion system
for an advanced version of the Mark 46 antisubmarine killer torpedo. TRW is the principal subcontractor to Honeywell, Inc. for this torpedo,
which can be launched from air or surface craft,
dive to a preset depth, travel in wide circles and,
using sophisticated devices, seek out and destroy
enemy subs. The company also continued to maintain
its position as a major supplier of control rod
mechanisms for the Navy's nuclear submarine fleet.
Production of jet engine parts and fuel pumps
continued to be the production mainstay of TRW's
Equipment Group operation. Substantial demand
for components for commercial jetliners and increased procurement for military fighter aircraft
boosted the company's manufacturing schedules.
Important new aircraft pump orders in house included a contract from McDonnell Aircraft for
double-ender fuel booster pumps to be used on the
British version of the Phantom II multipurpose
fighter (F-4K) aud an order from Grumman for
plug-in booster pumps for the Gulfstream II executive aircraft.
H.ohr Aircraft placed a firm order with TR\V for
delivery of pneumatic actu_ators that are to be used
by Rohr to demonstrate performance of a movable
thrust nozzle on a VTOL aircraft. This represented
the. company's first sale of such actuator equipment,
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the know-how for which was licensed from the
Plessey Company in England.
Additional variety in new business came to TR\V
in the form of an order from Union Carbide Corporation for a roller drive speed increaser for use on a
medical centrifuge that ultimately will be used in
conducting virus disease research for the National
Institute of Health.
TRW's ordnance program continued to gather
momentum in accordance with the company's
long-range plans for that group. Award of an Army
contract to make 18,000 M-79 grenade launchers
combined with Browning sporting rifle production
to create the desired balance between military and
commercial work that has proved to be so beneficial
to the company in the past.

Standard, propellers, electronics, accessories for
spacecraft and aircraft, controls; Sikorsky Aircraft.
helicopters, flying cranes, and other advanced vertical-lift vehicles; Norden, guidance, navigation,
radar, and other electronic systems; United Technology Center, solid-propellant boosters and advanced space propulsion systems; Vector, telemetry;
United Aircraft Corporate Systems Center, systems
design and development.
United Aircraft Research Laboratories accelerated its materials research in advanced filaments
and composites under contracts with the Air Force,
Navy, NASA, and company sponsorship. It began
marketing high-strength, continuous boron filaments,
and it intensified its work on other promising fibers,
such as silicon carbide, preparing on a laboratory
scale fibers of high strength and stiffness.
A controlled solidification process patented by
United Aircraft for direct production of whiskers embedded in the matrix yielded a promising new
whisker-reinforced columbium alloy for high-temperature structural uses.
With Air Force support, the Research Laboratories
went to work on supersonic combustion ramjets as
part of its continuing interest in hypersonic airbreathing propulsion and rocket research.
From the labs' physics research came a significant
new technique for producing a very high-temperature plasma of extreme purity. It invo!ves the irradiation by a high-energy laser pulse of a single
solid particle suspended in a vacuum by electrostatic
fields. The development could result in important
new knowledge applicable to efforts to achieve controlled fusion.
United Aircraft stepped up its level of activity
substantially in 1965. In 1964, the last full year for
which figures were available, the corporation reported net income of $29,084,040 on sales of
$1,235,918,321, with unfilled orders totaling $1,200,000,000. For the first half of 1965, net income was
$21,152,649 on sales ~f $665,194,677. Approximately
70,000 persons were on the corporation's payroll as of
October31, 1965.

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATIO:\
United Aircraft Corporation strengthened its hand
in its traditional spheres of flight, made significant
advances in rocketry and space technology, and
continued to diversify into non-aeronautical lines
throughout 1965.
The corporation provided the power for front-line
military aircraft, achieved record sales of jet engines
to airlines, and began producing new helicopters.
In the space realm, it made important contributions
to preparations for the manned moon shot, and its
liquid-fueled rocket engines and solid-propellant
boosters delivered power for successful orbital flights
of NASA and Air Force rockets.
Meanwhile,
United Aircraft's research and development teams
pressed ahead with a broad range of forward programs on the frontiers of technology.
In May the corporation added its seventh operating unit with the formation of the Vector division.
Located in Trevose, Pennsylvania, Vector is a designer and manufacturer of telemetry equipment. It
had previously functioned as a department of the
Norden division since February, 1964, when United
Aircraft acquired the assets and business of the former Vector M~nufacturing Company.
During the year, United Aircraft enbarked on new
construction that will add more than 1,.500,000
square feet of floor space to facilities of Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft, Hamilton Standard, and Vector
divisions.
Because each division operates autonomously,
reports of the company's technical and manufacturing activities for the year are reported separately
under the names of the divisions. They are Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft, jet and rocket engines, military
and industrial powerplants, fuel cells; Hamilton

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATE
SYSTEMS CENTER
Division of United Aircraft Corporation
United Aircraft Corporate Systems Center moved
ahead on several technological fronts during the
year in its role of tying together the work of United
Aircraft's divisions in systems projects calling for
such a multipronged approach.
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The center was set up in 1961 to manage, develop, and produce complex space, missile, military,
and oth er syste ms and to se rve as the management
organization for major inte rdi' isional systems efforts in vo lving U nited Aircraft' s other divisions. It
also seeks to bring forth new products and subsystems not clea rl y falling within th e province of any
other di vision .
During the yea r, th e cente r carried out a number
of governm e nt- and corporate-funded stud y, design,
and d evelopm e nt projects in such spheres as space,
g uidance, weath e r, data processing, communication s, tra nsportation , and wea pons.
One example of th e interdi isional a pproach to
projects managed by Corporate Systems C e nte r was
a hi g h-speed ex pe rim e ntal planing boat launched
during 1965 in th e Gulf of 1exico.
nder the cente r's direction, the 53-foot vessel was built as a test
and d evelopme nt platform for gas turbines, propellers , gea rs , controls, na viga tional eq uipment, and
other products manufactured b y di visions of United
Aircraft. Pratt & Whitne;. Aircraft provided the
boat' s gas turbine drive, based on an aircraft-type
jet modified for ma rin e use. Hamilton Standard developed the titanium propelle r.

tailed concepts for high-speed, lightweight passenger trains designed around aerodynamic principles and powered b y aircraft-t ype turbine engines.

UNITED TECH NOLOGY CENTER
Division of United Aircraft Corporation
Fully successful first flights of the nation's most
powerful solid-propellant rocket in flight status and
of one of the highest performance small solid rockets
highlighted 1965 activities at United Technology
Center.
Pairs of the 1,200,000 pound thrust boosters which
UTC produces for the Air Force Titan III-C space
launch vehicle performed perfectl y in the Titan
111-C' s first two flight tests, June 18 and October 15,
The 86-foot tall, 250-ton
from Cape Kenned y.
boosters were produced in segments at UTC' s
'Coyote, California, Developme nt, Processing, and
Test C e nter and shipped to Cape Kenned y b y train.
Each of the big, steel-encased rockets contained
about 420,000 pounds of aluminized PBAN propellant and was equipped with a liquid injection
TVC syste m. They provided more than 2.5 million
pounds of thrust as the booste r stage of th e Titan
III-C.
As th e year ended, the compan y was studying
development of other 120-inch-diameter, solid
booster co nfigurations to provide smaller and greater
amounts of thrust for other possible versions of the
Titan III.
UTC' s FW-4S motor, deve loped and qualified in
less than a year as an improved fourth-stag e motor
for the Scout space launch ve hicle, proved its high
performance in flights aboard a Scout and a Thor.
The new motor, with a mass fraction believed to
be the highest of any operational solid rocket, can
increase th e Scout's polar orbit capability by about
25 percent.

Anothe r inte rdivisi onal project involving Corpora te Syste ms Cente r was th e Air Force's Titan
III-C rocke t, la un ched successfull y on its first
tes t fli g hts in 1965 . The rocke t's two solid-propellant booste rs, d eveloped by United T echnolog y
C ente r, are fast e ned to the liquid-fueled core vehicle b y attachme nt structures d esigned by Corporate Sys te ms C e nte r and built b y Sikorsky Aircraft.
Space and missile guidance re mained a prime area
of inte rest for th e Corporate Syste ms Ce nter, which
mad e progress during the vear in fulfillin g its most
significant contract : d esign a nd developme nt of the
in ertial sensor assemblies for the abort guidance
system of the Proj ect Apollo lunar excursion module.
The cente r received a co ntract for co ntinuance
of its work as svstems contractor for the Air Force
433L system, a program to mod ernize weather data
collection and forecasting in support of military
aviation. As part of this work, the cente r d eveloped
in 1965 an e lectronic digital-to-voice sys tem that
"talks" to pilots in a recorded hum a n vo ice to give
the m · weather information in fli g ht. The system
comprises film sound tracks on a rotating_ drum and a
light-and-photoce ll arrangement, controlled electronically, which picks out the proper combination
of words and phrases to reflect current wea the r conditions around an airfield.
The Corporate Syste ms C e nter also pre pared de-

T echnicians mate SECOR satelli te to UTC"s F\V-45 moto-r prior to
fi-rst flig ht tes t of the solid motor.
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Other 1965 highlights for the United Aircraft Corporation division included: continued development
and static test-firing of hybrid rocket engines; successful static firing of a new upper-stage, storable
liquid-propellant engine with the highest efficiency
of any known liquid rocket of comparable size; and
laboratory demonstration that hybrid rocket motors
can provide an efficient power source for tremendous
bursts of electricity by means of magnetohydrodynamics (MHO).
UTC, with headquarters in Sunnyvale, California, maintains facilities that include one of the
largest test stands in the nation for the static firing
of large solid rockets and a new large mixing station, put into operation in 1965, which increases the
company's solid-propellant production capacity to
about 6,000,000 pounds a month.

tion system was delivered to NASA for use in the
manned space flight program.
Production was
undertaken under a contract for 50,000 transistors
for use in relay equipment for communitv antenna
TV systems being installed throughout the ~ountry.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATIO:\
Westinghouse pushed to completion the Guantanamo Naval Base sea water conversion and electrical power plants early in 1965, well ahead of
schedule. Begun in 1964, this major undertaking
put into operation a sea water conversion plant
just 5 1/2 months after receipt of the Government
order. The first unit of the power plant provided
electricity less than 5 months later, in mid-December, 1964. A conversion plant at Point Lorna, California, was dismantled, transported and reassembled
at Guantanamo Bay. Two additional units designed
and constructed by Westinghouse were added; they
offered a total capacity of 2,250,000 gallons per day
of potable water produced by "flash evaporator"
technique. The Guantanamo installation was the
30th Westinghouse water conversion plant in operation or on order thro·ughout the world, with a total
daily production of 14,000,000 gallons of fresh water
for public water supplies, industrial and electric
power plants.
Pennsylvania's coal research board, sparked by the
Guantanamo achievement, contracted with Westinghouse engineers for a study to convert acid mine
waters into a major source of future public water
supplies.
Results of the research, announced in
August, detailed the feasibility of building a plant
which will produce 5,000,000 gallons of water daily,
plus electrical power as a by-product, for only 33.3
cents per 1,000 gallons. This cost compares favorably with suburban residential rates ranging from 43
cents to over $1 per l,OOO·gallons. The process is a
refinement of the desalination method in operation
at Guantanamo which not only converts sea water
into fresh water but generates electricity as well.
The study was the first phase of a 3-part research
program preceding construction of a field plant
capable of a 5,000,000 gallon daily production .
The new process, which uses coal as fuel, was financed solely by contributions from Pennsylvania's
coal industry. Second and third phases involved
construction of a small operating pilot plant in the
Westinghouse Laboratory at Lester, Pennsylvania,
and the 1966 construction of the first field plant m
Pennsylvania's coal region.
New laser technology studies were disclosed in

VECTOR
Division of United Aircraft Corporation
Vector became United Aircraft's seventh operating
division in May, 1965, and in September broke
ground for a new 185,000-square-foot plant adjacent
to its main facility in Trevose, Pennsylvania.
Vector, organized in 1956, designs and manufactures analog and digital telemetry systems. It became part of United Aircraft in 1964 when the
corporation acquired the assets and business of the
Vector Manufacturing Company. Before it became
a full division of United, it functioned as a department of the corporation's Norden division.
Vector produces telemetry equipment for use in
aircraft, missiles, satellites, manned spacecraft, and
missile test-range communication systems. It also
applies its telemetry capability to the medical field,
developing patent-monitoring systems that simultaneously check the heart, respiration, temperature,
and other physiological functions of patients undergoing intensive hospital care.
. The year saw Vector make significant progress in
Its transition from a producer of standard telemetry
co~ponents to a totally integrated producer of all
micr?~lectronic equipment and systems.
. Imt!al production of a radiation-hardened mis. Support
sile telemetry syst em for t h e 0 e fense Atomic
Agency established th e d"!VISion
· ·
as a primary source
of
such
systems
Th
1
.
fi
·
e nuc ear ra d"1at10n
levels specied for the system, which includes both airborne
transmitting
and groun d rece1vmg
· ·
.
eqmpment,
were
.
high~st under which electronic equipment has been
required to perform. A ground-based data acquisi178
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Janua ry and March b y Westinghouse De fens e and
Space C e nte r and Resea rch Laboratories.
Th e first was d eve lopm e nt of a sys te m with which
e ng in ee rs ca n va ry the tim e duration of a hi g h power
lase r' s pulse of li g ht. Th e sys tem, which produces
a nd can re pea t a smooth or ' · spi keless" pulse of
lig ht, promised to mak e possible in es tiga ti on of previously un ex plored a reas of las r techn ology. Concentrating o n th e pulsed laser \1\, es tinahouse e ng in ee rs used a rub y rod as li gh t ource in which
c hromium a toms we re excited or cha raed to a hi g h
e ne rgy leve l. \1\ he n th e laser was di sc ha rg d very
qui ckl y, th ese ato ms gave up th eir e nerg) , dropped
back to th e ir norm a l state a nd in d oing so, emitted
an inte nse pulse of lig ht, th e waves of whi ch we re a ll
in one direction. The capabilit! of iso la tina a sing le
pulse of a few billionths or se e ra! th ousa ndths of a
seco nd , and re pea tin g th e se lected pulse a t will,
mad e possible the exe rcise of m ore precise con trol in
a n expe rim e nt or a pplicatio n. Scie ntists he re tofore
we re limited to exp erim e nts of either short pulse or
long pulse laser bea ms, and th e y w re difficult to
duplicate. The va ri ab le pulse lase r sys te m paved
the wa y for ste p-b y-ste p studi es to achi eve a co mple te und e rstandin g o f such mecha ni sms in a wid e
range of pulse leve ls.
Th e March a nn o unce me nt revea led deve lopm e nt
by vVes tin g house research scie ntists of a new laser
mate rial th a t automati ca ll y ge ne ra tes ex tre mely
sha rp a nd powe rful indi vidu al pulses of laser
light. Kn own as g iant-sp ike ope ra ti on . it in creases
imme nsely th e pea k powe r of a lase r b am and is
use ful for suc h important lase r app lica tions as ran ging or distance measure me nt a nd reco nnaissa nce, or
rada r-like d e tection of obj ec ts at a dista nce. Gian tspike ope ra tion was achi eved by means of complicated op tical a pparatus p laced outside th e lase r
itse lf, appa ra tus necessa ry to fo rce the laser to e mit
one short, powerfu l laser pu lse, or spike. Othe rwise,
the pulse of light normall y em itted wo uld co ~ s is t of

a complex array of separate shorter pulses, occurring
at unpredictable instants, lengthe ning the overall
lase r bursts and lowering its average power level.
Using a new kind of glass laser material, the Westinghouse Research Laboratories were able to produce such giant spikes of energ y within th e lase r rod
itself. The material was a neod ymium glass with a
slight but critical modification: the addition of a
small amount of uran yl (a form of uranium ) ions
which, acting as a timer, eliminated th e random
spikes of light and induced one powerful burst.
California Institute of Technology contracted
with Westinghouse Sunn yvale, ea rl y in the yea r for
construction of th e first of several 130-foot radio
telescope dish antennas for the Owe ns Va lley Radio
Obse rva tory. The antennas, mobil e on wheels along
rails and capable of use in a va ri ety of patterns , are
large r than most reside ntial building lots . They will
make the Nav) sponsored observatory extremely
fl exible for studies rang ing from in ves tiga tions of
the surfaces, atmospheres and te mpera tures of th e
plane ts to th e size and shape of th e unive rse.
Among several Westinghouse developments in
radar durin g 1965, th e Navy de tail ed in January
operating capabilities of the side-looking airborne
AN / APD-7, d eplo yed aboard th e RA-5C Vigilante.
Ope rating from hig h or low altitud es, slicing
through darkest nig ht or heavies t cloud cove r and
photog rap hin g e nem y te rritory on eithe r side miles
awa y from th e fli g ht path of the plane, th e adva nced
AN / APD- 7 is the first truly operational version of
the side-looking radar. Part of th e Integrated Ope rational lnte lligenct: System, it makes a continuous
photographic record of land areas along th e flight
path with minimum likelihood of d e tection.
Westinghouse Aerospace Division announced in
Feb ruary that it had flight tested th e AN / AWG-10
multimission interceptor weapons control system.
This unique and versatile radar system features
improved ran ge and tracking ability, te rrain avoidance and m apping, and reduces both aircraft turnaround tim e a nd the number of ma inte nance personne l. The AN / AWG-10 Missile Co ntrol Svste m
was contracted b y the Bureau of Naval Weapo.ns for
~1 e stinghouse d esign , d evelopmen t, fab rica tion ,
integration a nd mainte nance.
The Na vy tackled th e proble m of radicall v reducing th e weig ht of heavy electronic equip~ e nt
with a mid- yea r co ntrac t for acti on b v th e surface
divi sion of W es tin g house Defe nse and Space Cen te r.
Test case for th e expe riment was the 3,000-pound
AN / UPS-1 radar with a 70 perce nt ~v e i g ht-re duction
pote ntial. W es tin g house affirm ed th e possibilitv of
realizing thi s revo lutionarv proj ec t bv aclv<:u~ ced
enginee ring and microe lec troni cs. N ot ~ nh will th e

Vv'esting house e ng inee rs make fi nal ch eck of a Ge mini rendezvous

radar.
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resulting radar be sharply reduced in volume, but it
will be more reliable and have a longer operating
life.
The Gemini Rendezvous Radar and Evaluation
Pod, companion units of a radar system developed by
Westinghouse Aerospace Division, joined NASA's
program in mid-1965. The system, tested by Gemini
5 and used to achieve the Gemini 7/6 rendezvous,
will aid an early 1966 Gemini mission in hunting.out,
rendezvous and docking with an unmanned Agena
rocket. It provides the astronauts with information
on the direction of the Agena, its distance from the
Gemini, and the speed at which it is moving toward
or away from the spacecraft. The rendezvous radar
and pod were contracted by McDonnell Aircraft
Corporation, prime contractor to NASA for the
Gemini spacecraft.
Among other Westinghouse projects in the space
program, the magnetic equipment department at
the Homewood plant in Pittsburgh constructed a
4-ton cryogenic "supermagnet" rated at about
500,000 times the average magnetic field strength
of the earth. It was to be used in studies at NASA's
Lewis Research Center. Scientists there expected to
reach the high magnetic rating by using liquid neon
to cool the magnet to 410 degrees below zero
Fahrenheit.
NASA awarded the aerospace division a contract
in April to produce one of the experimental packages
aboard a satellite that will help pave the way for
future unmanned orbital laboratories. Westinghouse
will provide the environmental measurement experiment package and build power supplies and a
telemetry encoder to relay its information back to
earth. The experiment will yield information on
solar cell damage, thermal coatings and the analysis
of energetic particle fluxes, essential for designing equipment and developing techniques for the
unmanned orbital laboratories.
A mobile ultrasonic cleaning system housed in a
.'30-foot trailer, for last-minute cleaning of space capsules, was scheduled to be rolled out on the Wallops
Island launch pad in 1966.

electric power systems was completed in July by
Westinghouse aerospace electrical division. Heretofore tested individually with scant attention to their
compatibility with each other and with the total system, various components and their effects on a complete system can be verified by the simulator. The
complete condition of the system is displayed on the
control console through lights and meters.
Westinghouse research engineers developed an
experimental system that recovers life-giving
oxygen from the waste products exhaled in breathing. The oxygen is generated by a fuel cell fed
water vapor and carbon dioxide. With the duration
of space missions increasing to more than a month,
the need for generating oxygen in flight from compounds and waste rather than carrying it along is of
growing significance.
One tiny electronic package developed for aerospace purposes by Westinghouse Defense and Space
Center may prove to be equally valuable for infantrymen, counterinsurgencY. forces, or airborne observers directing ground troops. The 5-inch command and control receiver was made to evaluate new
uses of molecular electronic components in aerospace equipment. Constructed almost entirely from
fingernail-sized electronic components provided by
the company's molecular electronics division, it
displays 8 tiny lights which can be illuminated in
various combinations to denote certain commands.
When radio silence is not necessary, the unit can receive voice commands as well. A leader would
control the lights by means of a transmitter.
To fulfill Department of Defense requirements
calling for multiple sources of integrated circuits for
major military electronics systems, Westinghouse
and Raytheon Company signed a dual-source agreement early in 1965. Integrated circuits, also called
molecular electronics, integrate into tiny solid blocks
of material the functions.ordinarily performed by an
entire assembly of electronic components. Under
the agreement, Raytheon became a second source
manufacturing and supplying a line of integrated
circuits made h"eretofore only by Westinghouse.
Westinghouse molecular electronics division furnished certain equipment and technological capability to insure exact electrical interchangeability.

The Westinghouse system, delivered in May, is
to play a critical role in NASA's series of experiments
to determine what happens to liquids in space, since
contamination of the capsule walls could change the
basic properties of the liquid and affect information
relayed to scientists back on earth. The 3 basic units
of the ultrasonic cleaning system include equipment
which cleans the capsule by use of sound waves, a
powerful sp'raying device and a dryer.

Westinghouse completed a major expansion program in March, doubling facilities at its nuclear
fuel fabrication plant at Cheswick, Pennsylvania.
The expansion was necessary to enable the company
to keep pace with the growing demand for commercial nuclear fuel for the increasing number of
generating stations throughout the world.

The first simulator capable of testing the compatibility of individual components in spacecraft
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1965 under Error Free Performance (EFP) program,
which shifts emphasis from eliminating defects in
equipment to eliminating the causes of defects. A
team of manufacturing and engineering experts investigate e\·ery defect reported to discover the cause
of the error. They can thus locate and correct
faulty equipment, working methods or other elements which contributed to the error.

i\tay contracts, totaling approximately S3-!,000,000 to power 26 ~avy ·destroyer-escort vessels. constituted one of the largest marine equipment orders
to an :\merican company since \\'orld \Var II. \\'estinghousc marine headquarters plant in Sunnyvale
was constructing all equipment except the generators, provided by its East Pittsburgh division. Deliveries, started late in 1965. were to continue
through 1961. Each ship will have a main propulsion steam turbine, reduction gear to drive it, and
the associated condenser and' air ejector: 3 /50kilowatt turbine-generator sets to supply electrical
needs; and -! forced draft blowers pouring air into 2
steam boilers. Construction of the ships was divided
between Todd Shipyards Corporation in Seattle and
its yard in San Pedro; Avondale Shipyards, Inc.,
New Orleans; and Lockheed Shipbuilding and Construction Company in Seattle.

Among international programs undertaken in
1965 was a Royal Australian Air Force contract for 2
radar systems to be produced in conjunction with
2 British firms. \Vestinghouse Defense and Space
Center was building the radar portions; Plessey
Radar Limited was prime contractor for the svstem
,·
and ~larconi Limited was to provide the computers.
Composed of an inflatable antenna and lightweight
electronic equipment, the entire radar can be
parachuted into inaccessible areas and set up in a
few hours. The new radar system will improve the
RAAF' s capability in obtaining early warning information, surveillance of aircraft movements and control of interception. At the same time , it will reduce the number of operational personnel required
by earlier systems.

A \Vestinghouse demonstration test for the :\ir
Force in late June proved that giant ballistic missiles can be ··cold eject launched" before firing. In
cold ejection, the first stage propulsion engine starts
up only after the missile has been popped out of its
silo in "peashooter" style. The ejection gas generated for cold launch by small solid propellant
rocket motors boosted the dummv missile about 150
feet aloft.
Engineers from the. missile launching
and handling department, Sunm·vale. demonstrated
the technique; technical directi~n for the program
was provided by the Air Force's Rocket Propulsion
Laboratory.

Under a technical exchange agreement with the
French Office of Undersea Research, the Westinghouse-constructed Deepstar-4000, first of a familv of
deep-diving submersibles, began testing in the -last
quarter of 1965. Designed by a French undersea
research group headed by Captain Jacques- Yves
Cousteau, the 9-ton Deepstar dives to a depth of
-!,000 feet for periods up to 2-! hours, travels under
its own battery power at underwater speeds up to 3
knots, and carries a crew of 3 men. Its hull, which
houses crew, operational equipment and instruments, was fabricated by the Westinghouse Marine
Division, Sunnyvale.
Surrounding the hull is a
hydrodynamicallyshaped fairing containing equipment for propulsion, lighting, controls, photography
and sample collection. Two Westinghouse electric
motors (one on each side of the hull) operate under
high pressure while flooded with fresh or salt water.
The deep sea research vehicle is a key element in the
world-wide diving service of \Vestinghouse Underseas Division's charter facilities program.

The development for the Navv of a small thermoelectric generator, capable of op~rating for a year untouched by human hands, was announced in July.
The 100-watt generator and associated equipment
were designed and later built by Westinghouse
aerospace electrical division, for use. unattended,
on a 40-foot buoy which will process oceanographic
and meterological information for oceanographers,
weather forecasters and the fishing industr~'·
A Westinghouse Defense and Space Center program that had saved the taxpayers thousands of dollars on manufacture of equipment for the government was disclosed at mid-vear. The surface division alone had accrued ~avings of more than
$192,000 under the program in the first 6 months of
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Who cares about reliability?
At General Electric more than 50% of our technical
people work on defense projects. Whether they are
building high performance jet engines for the McDonnell Phantom; defining man's capabilities in space
in the MOL Program; or manufacturing fire control
and guidance systems for Polaris; these people are
dedicated to building reliable products at minimum
cost.
Who cares about reliability? General Electric cares
995-04
because lives depend on it. Ours, too.

Progress Is Our Mosf lmporlt1nf Prot/u~;f

GENERALfj ELECTRIC

Sperry's Radar Navigation System •••
AN/APN-161 ... makes possible precision
cargo/troop airdrops without ground
aids. This system has successfully completed USAF Tactical Air Command
operational tests in a C-130. Employing
very high resolution Ka-band
(34,000 me) radar, the system uses small
tactical targets (bridges , buildings,
natural terrain) to upd ate present
position. Tracking cross-hairs can be

manually adjusted by the navigator for
correction of dead reckoning errors.
Corrections are automatically fed to the
pilot by a horizontal situation indicator.
" Distance to go" is monitored through
the run, and the "Green Light" comes
on automatically. The technique demonstrated by the Sperry AN / APN-161
subsystem is an answer to precision
low level airdrops.

RADIATION DIVISION, Sperry Gyroscope Company, Great Neck, New York

Official USAF photo

SP(RR~
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LESS THAN A DECADE AGO THE COSMOS BELONGED ONLY TO CHILDREN

A child is not fettered by the infmitc.
For even beyond forever lies discovery. Discovery that begins
when a mind asks "why?" . This basic probing. this "why?", repeated
time and again. has led man down incredible avenues of
adventure. And knowledge begets knowledge. with each new discovery
dovetailing and complimenting the last. Lockheed is a leader in
today's accelerated surge of progress. Tt has put wings on the fastest jet
plane in the vvorlcl. lt probes the universe. It explores phenomen;-~ at ocean depths.
It applies computers to myriad tasks on earth.
Today. as the men of Lockheed continue to barow in their basic
understanding and comma ncl of the esoteric mysteries of nJ tu re.
so too , grows all o f ma nkind. And the reason for growing is clear.
Tomorrow awaits.
lOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

FROM AERONUTR01VIC.

PRODUCTS FOR SPACE AND DEFENSE
Aeronutronic currently has 85 prime contracts with the Department of Defense and National
Aeronautics and Space A dministration. Among major programs are ...

A ero nutron ic' s sing le largest p rog ra m i s the d eve l·
opm e nt a nd manufacture of the U. S. Arm y surfa ce-to-surface g uid e d
mis si l e sys tem, Shillelagh. a bo ld n ew achieveme nt in weaponry for Arm y
armor u n its. Shill e l ag h i s a t ank- fir e d g u i ded mi ss il e th a t h a s a chiev e d
unprecedented rel ia b i liti es and accurac ie s during i t s deve lopment t es t
prog ram. Shillelagh is now in hi g h -v olume production.

CHAPARRAL
During 1965
pnme contract for deve lopm g the

Aeron utro nic was awarded a major
Ch a p a rr a l forward area interim air
defens e sys tem, a daptati o n of th e heat -seekin g Sidewinder air-to-air
guided missile to tnis ne w a nti- ai rc raft g round -to -a i r ro le . Chaparral is
completel y mobile , mounted on a full -tra cked m o difi e d Army cargo vehic le. It will b e u sed b y front -l ine f orces fo r· prot e c t ion aga inst low and
medium a ltitude enemy aircraft .

ABL

The answer to one of man's most intriguing questions, "Is there
life on Mars?" may one day be found through use of an automated bio logical l a bora tory ( ABL) which Aeronutronic is studying under contract
with the N a tional Aeronautics and Space Admini s tr a tion. ABL will be "
fully-automated and mini a turized biology laboratory. capable of perform ing a number of biological experiments in the surfa::e of Mars in a search
for life on that planet .

The Re -Entry Measurements Program ( RMP), a major U. S . Air
Force effort to extend U. S. re-entry technology, was awarded to Aero nutronic la te in 1965 , emphasizing the Newport Bea::h center's major role
as a d e·Je loper o: re- ent ry systerr.s for U .S. intercontinental balli st ic
missile s ( ICBM's ). Other major re-entr y programs include one to test
improved ICBM warhead fu zi ng and arming techniques, and another to
deve lop apparatus for " piggyback" carrying of additional payloads on
large space l a unch vehicles .

RADAR

Aeronutronic en-gineers are developing airborne radar systems that give unusually high resolution, permitting radar aerial reconnaissance of areas during all kinds of weather, day or night. The radars
are light weight and may be mounted in small, -front-line reconnaissance
aircraft. They offer the highest resolution per pound of any radars.

RESEARCH
As a n investment in future growtn ,
operates an Applied Resea rch L a bora tori es in support of

Aeronutronic
its technic a l
program s . With a staff of more than 200 , the la boratorie s conduct funda menta l i~vestig a tions into areas such ~a s materi a ls, chemistry , biosciences
a nd phySICS .

AERONUTRONIC
A DIVISION OF PHILCO CORPORATION/A SUBSIDIARY OF FORD MOTOR COMPANY
FORD ROAD/NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA

What
you can
expect from
General
Precision.

The most advanced aerospace
electronic technologies.
General Precision offers a primary source of experience for programs involving technological teamwork at the highest levels-from miniature space
age components to world-wide information systems.
Our total capability involves all phases of advanced
research, development and production to meet virtually any precision electronic requirement.
How do your present needs fit in with our ability to
serve you in these specialized areas?
• Navigation, guidance & control
• Simulation & training
• Weapons control
• Data processing
• Digital information systems, including
• Command and control, and
• Communications equipment
Some of the achievements and capabilities of our
three Groups ar~ shown here. For details on any part
of our work, wnte to General Precision Inc., Tarrytown, New York.

STELLAR INERTIAL GUIDAN.CE SYSTEM (STINGS)-This high-precisi on
guid.a nce system for missiles recently completed a successful series of
stellar acquisition feasibility flights (STAFF) for the U.S. Air Force. It
uses the stars to update the inertial guidance system. (Top)
MINIATURE DOPPLER RADAR NAVIGATION SYSTEM-For airborne nav i·
gation. Provides altitude and flight parameters with highest precision.
Perfect for all fixed-wing, helicopter and VTOL aircraft. (Middle)
PRECISION COMPONENTS-New gyroscopes under development promis
performance equal to conventional gyros priced 2 to 3 times higher. Wi ll
be used in low-cost inertial system now being developed. (Bottom)

AEROSPACE GROUP
A leading developer and manufacturer of aerospace
navigation, guidance and control systems, and
precision components.
NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE & CONTROL SYSTEMS
AIRBORNE NAVIGATION COMPUTERSDIGITAL, ANALOG & HYBRID
GYROSCOPES,PLATFORMS,ACCELEROMETERS,SERVOS
PACKAGED HYDRAULIC & ELECTROMECHANICAL
CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR AIRCRAFT & MISSILES
INFORMATION HANDLING & DATA DISPLAY SYSTEMS,
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION

COMMERCIAL AIRLINE SIMULATORS-The twin cockpits of this 707 jet
simulator can be driven si ng ly or simultaneously by a Link GP-4 highcapacity digital computer. One GP-4 can also drive two different aircr"aft simulators such as supersonic transport and DC-8-61. (Top}
APOLLO MISSION SIMULATORS-The primary trainin g systems for moon
astronauts, they will simulate the entire mission includin g launch, rend ez vous, docking, re-entry and earth landing. (Bottom}

WEAPON CONTROL SYSTEM FOR SUBROC- Librascope manufactures
computing and data display system for launching and directing flight
path of this advanced anti-submarine missile. (Top)
MASS MEMORY SYSTEM-Can store over 300 million bits of information.
Used in large data processing systems such as giant Librascope
AN / FYQ-11 in Air Force Command-and-Control Center at the Pentagon.
(Bottom}
·

LINK GROUP

LIBRASCOPE GROUP

Link is the pioneer and foremost producer of digit~l and
analog flight simulation systems. No other na"!le 1n. the
world is so well known in aircraft and space veh1cle Simulation and training.

Librascope is the recognized leader in anti-submarine
warfare weapon control systems. This Group has
advanced capability in digital computers and large-scale
data processing systems.

MILITARY & COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
AND SPACE VEHICLE SIMULATORS
VISUAL SYSTEMS
RADAR LAND MASS SIMULATORS
DATA STORAGE & RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS
EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE AND ACTUATING DEVICES

WEAPON CONTROL SYSTEMS
LARGE-SCALE DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS
MEMORY SYSTEMS, ENCODERS & OTHER DIGITAL
EQUIPMENT FOR COMPUTERS & DATA
PROCESSING SYSTEMS
PRECISION OPTICAL SYSTEMS

I'
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Research and development on aerospace systems of all types constituted the major portion of the funds
expended on all government R&D during the year, which amounted to $15.961 billion (fiscal year 1966).
Expenditures at approximately the same level were contemplated for fiscal 1967, with aerospace R&D
again accounting for most of the effort. The enormous range of government R&D projects precludes even
a catalog listing, but this section contains the research and development highlights of 1965 in those agencies primarily concerned with aerospace work. Additional detail on unclassified projects is supplied in the
resumes of the individual companies in the Aerospace Industry section, and in the Reference Section.

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSIO.:\
ln June, 1965, the Atomic Energy Commission realigned its organization to put all space related research and development under one director of a new
Division of Space Nuclear Svstems. The division has
two main elements: the Space Nuclear Propulsion
Office, the joint AEC-NASA office responsible for
space nuclear rockets and isotopic thrusters; and the
Space Electric Power Office, which directs nuclear
electric power and propulsion projects.
During 1965, AEC made substantial progress in
developing the technology for nuclear rocket propulsion systems for space missions. The second of the
series of NERVA experimental power reactorsNRX-A3-was successfully operated through three
power cycles in April and May.
In December, AEC completed plans for the first
NERV A Reactor/Engine System Test to obtain information applicable to an actual flight engine system. The NRX/EST comprises a flight-type reactor
mounted in an up-firing position on a test car modified to accommodate a close-coupled turbopump,
and a regeneratively cooled nozzle with a bleed port
through which hot gas is ducted to drive the turbine. The engine system test series was to be followed in 1966 by ground-based experimental engine tests in a down-firing test stand.
During 1965, a series of KIWI-sized but higher
powered reactors, designated Phoebus, were being
fabricated for ground testing. In June, the first of the
series of experiments was conducted with Phoebus
1A. The reactor was run at full power and temperature for about 10-1/2 minutes.
Work also progressed during 1965 on development of fuel elements, materials, hardware and facilities for a new, larger-diameter
and higher.
powered Phoebus 2.

.
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AEC continued its effort on development of isotopic thruster systems, low thrust rocket engines
using the thermal energy generated by isotope decay to heat hydrogen or other propellants to high
temperatures prior to explusion through a nozzle to
produce thrust.

.
R & D programs of the
Highlights of the maJor
.. ed in the resumes
Department of Defense are con_tam rh'ch follow. In
of the individual military services \\ 'Qo 000 000
addition, DOD was spending a_ImostJi:ec;ed bv t~:
exploratory development projects . Forem~st of
Advanced Research Projects Agency.d ·'th the d _
f d
ncerne \\ I
e
these projects was De en er, co h · . 1 knowledge
velopment of scientific and tee mea gainst b 1d .
f U S defenses a
a
needed for t h e esign
of u. S. ballistic
listie missiles and for assessment
t their targets
missile systems' abilities to penetfrat~i~g (fiscal vear)
About half of the $128,000,000 un
t · h
was to go into the study of missile re-e_n r~ p p enomena including full-scale experimen~ 1 t ~
cific. ARPA also continued its effort on b' rl?tJ.eCf eda,
d pa 1 1 v or edesigned to obtain an improve ca d
· d
d
tection of nuclear explosions, both un ergroun an

A historic step was the April 3 launch of Snapshot
1, involving a test of the SNAP-lOA reactor. The
500-watt reactor was started up after the spacecraft
was in stable orbit at 800 miles altitude, and it operated for 43 days, producing more than 500,000
watt-hours of electricity. Another SNAP lOA reactor
was put through ground test throughout most of the
year, operating under simulated space conditions.
By year-end, it had operated continuously for 343
days.

° · ·

?

Research with the SNAP-8 reactor continued in
1965. On April 15, the first experimental reactor
of the series completed its scheduled program and
was shut down. During this program, the reactor
operated at or above 400 thermal kilowatts and 1,300
degrees Fahrenheit coolant outlet temperature for
366 days. The SNAP-8 Developmental Reactor was
in fabrication during the year and was expected to be
in operation by the spring of 1966.

t

at high altitudes.

AIR FORCE
.
1965 t h e A'1r Force Systems Command,
Dunng
.
under the direction of Ge~eral B. A. Schnever,dco~tinued to advance aerospace technol?gy an Its
timely application to qualitatively supenor aerospace
. F ce Significant progress was
systems for th e A1r or ·
d I
achieved in aeronautical, ballistic, space ~n e ectronic activities with several programs bemg completed and others started.
.
.
The last of 800 Martin-built Mmuteman I
ICBMs became operational on June. 30 • as the
Ballistic Systems Division (BSD) officially turned
over a fifth wing to the Strategic Air Command
(SAC) at Warren AFB, Wyo.
.
.
the. Air Force had announced .1ts
A man th earI1er,
h
1
plans to eventua II y rep lace the Minuteman w1t
. more powerful Minuteman
II. At yearth e larger,
.. .
end BSD was directing this Mmuteman Force
· t'wn " w 1'th three squadrons of MinuteM a d, ermza
man 11 under construction at Grand Forks AFB,
North Dakota, and an additional squadron authorized at Malmstrom AFB, Montana. The larger
thrust of the new ICBM model will significantly increase its range over the 6,300 miles for Minuteman

In February, two SNAP-19 generators were delivered to NASA for tests based on Nimbus-B
weather satellite specifications. The 25-watt SNAP11 thermoelectric generator, originally developed for
the Surveyor program, was scheduled to start tests in
mid-1966. The SNAP 50/SPUR program to develop
a 300 to 1,000 kilowatt nuclear electric space power
plant was terminated in June.
AEC was working on two advanced space reactor
concepts. The Medium Power Reactor Experiment
was exploring the feasibility of a direct cycle, boiling
potassium, fast reactor to develop large amounts of
electrical power for space use. During 1965, mockup experiments were conducted to obtain data necessary for the design of the reactor and its facility.
The Advanced High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor, being developed for AEC by a contractor, was
aimed at developing and demonstrating refractory
metal reactor technology for use in an inert gascooled reactor system capable of generating electric
power in space.

I.

AEC continued its work with the USAF on the
Nuclear Detection Satellite program. In mid-July,
a third pair of AEC-instrumented NDS (Vela) were
launched in tandem by an Atlas-Agena booster.
At year-end, AEC was preparing instrumentation
incorporating a number of improvements based on
past experience, with a launch planned for 1966.

During the year, the USAF continued its effort on
the Advanced Ballistic Re-Entry System (ABRES),
identified as the Department of Defense program for
advanced re-entry techniques and devices. Through
ABRES, DOD intended to develop an understanding of re-entry phenomena and to establish the mili190

Th e Titan III-C, man-rated
launch vehicle with more
than 2,400,000 pounds of
liftoff thrust, made three
flights in 1965.

ABRES ve hicle, a research
tool in a· prog ram aim ed at.
d evelopm ent of more effecti ve ICBA•f nose cones, is
readied for laun ch aboard
A tlas.

tary worth and feasibilit y of advanced re-entry concepts . To carry out the flight test program, ABRES
employs the Atlas and Athena test vehicles. The
Athena missile, launch complex and instrumentation
tie-in between Green River, U tah , and the White
Sands Missile Range was in use throughout the
year.

Assembly Building (SMAB) will sharply reduce onpad time and allow for rapid follow-on launches.
An Air Force Atlas-Agena (General D ynamicsLockheed) space booster launched the third in a
series of twin nuclear detection satellites in the Vela
program for the DOD Advanced Research Projects
Agency on July 20. The satellites were launched
from Cape Kenned y into approximately 60,000 nautical-mile circular orbits ranging nearly 150 degrees
apart.
In April a cesium contact ion engine was teamed
with the Atomic Energy Commission' s SNAP-lOA
nuclear reactor power suppl y aboard an Air Force
Agena spacecraft launched over the Air Force \Vestern Test Range (AFWTR).
Looking toward the Juture, Systems Command
was working on a fourfold spacecraft research program to develop unmanned test vehicles capable of
maneuvering to a precision recovery site after reentering from orbit. The Spacecraft Technology and
Advanced Re-entry Tests (START) program includes
rocket-launched hypersonic· flight tests of unmanned
lifting body reentry vehicles and aircraft-dropped
transonic/ subsonic flight tests of a larger vehicle of
similar design.
.
On February 23, the fifth successful flight in the
Aerothermodynanic/elastic Structural Systems Environmental Test (ASSET) program was completed.
A total of six nonmaneuverable lifting bod y re-entry
vehicles, built by McDonnell Aircraft Corporation, were launched by Thor booste rs (SL V-2) over
the Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR) during
the program .
On August 25, President Lyndon B. Johnson directed the DOD to go ahead with a $1.5 billion de-

On September 15, th e Air Force announced the
awarding of a contract to d evelo p " Burn e r II," a
low-cost uppe r stage for placing small and me diumsize pa yloads in orbit. The solid stage will go atop
Thor standard launch vehicles and will be adaptable for use with Atlas and Titan boos te rs.
Sys tems Command· made notable contributions
toward the nation's space prog rams during 1965.
On Jun e 18, the first Titan III-C , built b y Martin
Company, was successfull y la unched from Cape
Kenned y to beco m e the Free World 's mightiest
space booste r launched to date . Six times more powe rful than th e Atlas which carri ed th e Mercury astronauts , Ti tal III-C deve lope d 2.4 million pounds
of liftoff thrust and placed a 21 ,000-pound payload
into a 100-mile circular orbit. Tow other launches,
on October 15 and December- 15, were successful
in the boost phase but faile d to achieve the desired
orbit. Space Systems D ivision (SS D) manages the
program to dev elop the Titan 111-C as the Air
Force's SLV -5 (Standard Launch Vehicle.)
The newly completed Tita n III Integ rate-Transfer-Launch (ITL) facility at Cape Kennedy was used
for the first time in the December launch . The ITL
facility will enable the Air Force to launch several
space missions in a minimum of time. Use of the
Vertical Integration Building (VIB) and Solid Motor
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operational all-jet cargo aircraft, the Lockheed C-1-!1
Starlifter, in early 1965.
Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara directed the Air Force on September 30 to proceed immediately to develop and produce a revolutionary
new transport-the C-5A. The gross weight of the
C-5A will be nearly 350 tons, twice that of our
largest military cargo plane. It will be able to carry
loads of a quarter million pounds 3,200 miles.
Lockheed was assigned prime contractor responsibility.
On a speed run at Edwards AFB, on May l,
1965, the Lockheed YF-12A long-range interceptor
claimed nine world records. It flew 2,070 miles per
hour over a straight course and reached an absolute
sustained altitude of 80,257 feet. The Federal Aeronautique lnternationale certified the records.
Captain Joe Engle flew more than 53 miles into
space on June 29 to join Lieutenant Colonels Robert
M. White and Robert Rushworth as Air Force X-15
pilots holding astronaut wings.
Systems Command was developing two aircraft,
the Vought-Hiller-Ryan XC-142A and the CurtissWright X-19A as part of a cooperative tri-service
program to produce a new family of experimental
vertical takeoff and landing aircraft. The XC-142A,
first vertical short takeoff and landing aircraft to be
flown and also the largest, made its first conversion
flight in January. Operational evaluation started
during the summer at Edwards AFB with two test
aircraft.
Electronic Systems Division turned over the first
Backup Interceptor Control (BUIC) facility at North
Truro, Massachusetts, to the Air Defense Command
on September 1. BUIC will take over in case SemiAutomatic Ground Environment (SAGE) direction
centers become inoperative.
Among 1965 · accomplishments of Research and
Technology Division's laboratories was the first successful demonstration of internal thrust from a supersonic combustion ramjet (Scramjet) engine. General
Schriever pointed out to the 4th Symposium on Advanced Propulsion Concepts in April that a research airplane capable of achieving orbital speeds
could result from this study. Scramjets differ from
conventional engines in that they have moving
parts only in the fuel feed system and produce thrust
by burning fuel in a supersonic air stream.
Since superior aerospace systems are dependent
upon strong, technically competent laboratories, Systems Command continued to place major emphasis
on further strengthening of its in-house laboratories.
For example, the Air Force Avionics Laboratory was
operating an "electronic shooting gallery," which

velopment of a Manned Orbiting Laboratory
(MOL) to find out how useful military man might
be in space. Six days later, General Schriever was
named to head the MOL program in addition to
his duties as Systems Command commander. Brigadier Generals Harry L. Evans and Russell A. Berg
were named vice director and deputy, respectively.
Later in the year, Douglas Aircraft Company and
General Electric Company were selected as principal
MOL contractors.
The Systems Command maintained its close support of National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) projects with Air Force facilities, hardware, and people employed in support of NASA
programs. On March 23, a modified Air Force Titan II space booster launched the first two-man
Gemini spacecraft into earth orbit. Later in the year,
Titan II boosters successfully launched four other
manned McDonnell-built Gemini spacecraft. Tracking of NASA space launches was assisted by the
National Range Division's (NRD) global tracking
facilities.
The command's continuing biomedical research
provided an essential element of support to the
national space program. For example, on October
4, the Aerospace Medical Division (AMD) began
the longest space cabin atmosphere experiment it
had ever conducted. Four volunteer air crewmen
spent 68 days in a space cabin simulator 30 feet long
and nine feet in diameter, breathing an atmosphere
of. 70 percent oxygen and 30 percent helium. The
quartet remained at a simulated 27,000-foot altitude
for eight weeks.
Several milestones were attained during the year
in the development of advanced aeronautical systems. The delta wing North American XB-70A flew
at triple sonic speed for the first time on October 14.
The six-engine jet's top speed was 2,000 miles per
hour at 70,000 feet, preliminary reports indicated.
On earlier flights, the XB-70 had weighed more than
500,000 pounds at take-off, which at that time made
it the heaviest aircraft ever to become airborne.
The General Dynamics F-111A demonstrated
swept wing and supersonic flight early in 1965. The
supersonic fighter was being developed under the
management of Aeronautical Systems Division for
both the Air Force and the Navy. The first official
flight test of the two-man F-111A was successfully
conducted at the Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, California on May 11. Testing was also
scheduled to be conducted at the Air Proving
Gr?u~d Center, Eglin AFB, Florida, on the fighter's
av10mcs and weapon delivery systems.
The first operational squadron of Military Air
Transport Service received the Air Force's newest
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pro\·ides a versatile test ground for airborne reconnaissance devices.

On Octooer 19, General Schriever named Brigadier General Henry B. Kucheman, Jr., deputy for
limited war with Aeronautical Systems Divisionfocal point for all Systems Command limited war
actions. It was one of three actions taken to provide
quick reaction to operational requirements from
Southeast Asia and other areas. General Kucheman
will have total accountability of Systems Command
research, development, test and evaluation in addition to an effective communications net tying together all of the command's divisions and centers
in responding to limited war needs.
The Air Force selected 17 contractors to receive
the first semiannual Achievement Awards approved
in its Industrial Zero DP.fects program with Major
General G. F. Keeling, Systems Command's deputy
chief of staff for Procurement and Production, making the first presentation on October 25.

The Air Force Aero-Propulsion Laboratory acquired a high vacuum test chamber that simulates
space environment and altitudes up to 990.000 feet.
It will be used to test liquid metal system components such as space radiators and solar reflectors.
The Aero-Propulsion Laboratory was testing a full
size, honeycomb structure for possible use in space.
A new facility at the Air Force Rocket Propulsion
Laboratory was enabling the Air Force to study the
adverse effects of space environment on rockets and
associated equipment.
In January, Sy·stems Command announced that a
lightweight "pulse motor" containing 40 solid propellant wafers performed perfectly in a demonstration for the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory.
The test represented a major ad\·ance in solid motor
thrust control technology, in that a lightweight solid
propellant motor, impulse-controllable on command, can give a high degree of mission flexibility.

ARMY

The Air Force Avionics Laboratory's Electro-Optical Surveillance Special Test Facility at Cloudcroft,
New i\'lexico, went into operation on February 19.
The facility operates the largest satellite tracking
electro-optical telescope in the United States.

A large part of the Army's 1965 research and development effort was concentrated on the versatile
helicopter, which was proving itself in operational
use in Viet Nam. Statistics gathered over 800,000
sorties indicated the probabilities that a helicopter
will be hit by ground fire only once in every 400
sorties, knocked down by ground fire once in
roughly 8,000 sorties, and totally lost only once in
over 16,000 sorties.
A significant step in Army helicopter development
came in May when a long competitive design competition ended with a contract award for production
of a new light observation helicopter. Hughes Tool
Company's aircraft division was selected to build the
OH-6A, a true forward area helicopter designed for
utmost mechanical simplicity and ease of maintenance. The OH-6A will perform the primary tactical
missions of visual observation, target acquisition,
battlefield reconnaissance and command/ control.
Turbine-powered, the OH-6A has a maximum speed
of 130 knots, climbs at 2,120 feet per minute, has a
service ceiling of 18,700 feet and a hover ceiling of
5,000 feet. With a range of 308 nautical miles, it
cmises at 120 knots. The Army expected to receive
production quantities of the helicopter by June, 1966.
Another milestone in the Army's new approach to
materiel development is the Advanced Aerial Fire
Support System (AAFSS ), in developmental status
during 1965. The AAFSS is an integral system which
combines an aerial vehicle, its weapons and ground
support equipment. The vehicle is a new compound
helicopter with cruise speeds of better than 200

The Air Force \Veapons Laboratory at Kirtland
AFB, New i\1exico, put into operation during the
year an ultra-high-speed scientific computer than
can add, subtract, and multiply 3.000,000 times a
second.
The formation in January of a new Air Force Contract ~,lanagement Division (AFCi\1 D) ranked
among the top management actions of the year. The
AFCtv1 D is responsible for DOD contract management activities in plants assigned to the Air Force
under the DOD National Plant Cognizance program. In coordinating military and civilian scientific
and iridustrial efforts of the U. S. toward the development of aerospace weapon systems. the Systems
Command directs.. the expenditure of about 31 percent of the Air Force budget. or about 6.1 cents of
each Federal tax dollar. The command administers
almost 47,000 contracts having a face value of about
$53.5 billion.
On September 17, the Air Force Systems Command· was awarded the General Thomas D. White
USAF Space Trophy for the "most outstanding
contribution to the nation's progress in aerospace
during 1964." Systems Command was cited for
"penetrating the frontiers of space and space technology through the successful development of reliable space launch boosters."
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tercepts; and for short range inte rcepts , the hi g hacceleration Sprint missil e. The cos t-plus-ince ntive
fe e contract funds were divided among several thousand firms in nearl y every state of the union which
furnish goods and services for the Nike-X d eve lopment program. Bell Systems Laboratories is responsible for the design and developm e nt of the system.
An advanced version of the Zeus antimissile missile was funded in September b y a $21,580,464 Army
development contract to Western Electric. The new
Zeus will have longer range than the earlier inte rceptor missile of the Nike-X syste m. Designated
OM 15X2, the extended-range Zeus will be similar
in configuration, but slightl y longer and heavier. It
will have 2 solid-propellant motors and carr y a nuclear warhead . Like the earlier Zeus, it will be
guided in flight by ground-based radars in conjunction with high-speed computers, and will have th e
capability of intercepting intercontinental and submarine-launched ballistic missile warheads outside
the earth's atmosphere. Douglas Aircraft Corporation, airframe subcontractor on the original Zeus
missile, will develop the improved version .
The Sprint missile was successfully test-fired in
guided flight during November, from an operationaltype underground cell. Sprint, short-range interceptor of the Nike-X missile system, was ejected from
its underground cell at the White Sands Missile
Range by a gas-driven piston, and the first stage
motor ignited after the missile was in the air. B<;>th
solid-propellant motors were fired during the test
and Sprint was directed in flight by ground-based
radars and computers, although not fired at an actual
target. It carried instrumentation instead of a warhead in the nose section. Sprint was the first Army
missile to use this "pop-up" launching technique. In

knots, more than 50 percent faster than any Army
operatjonal helicopter and twice as fast as the armed
helicopters deployed in Viet Nam. AAFSS will support troop-carrying helicopter formations and provide discrete suppressive fire in landing zones. In
combat, the 2-man crew of the AAFSS will employ
a variety of weapons: machine guns, grenades,
rockets and antitank missiles. The 1,500-pound
weapon load can be carried on missions involving a
radius of action of more than 100 nautical miles.
Far superior from systems analysis and cost effectiveness standpoints, the AAFSS was not scheduled to
reach Army inventory until after 1970, but it was
expected that initial hardware funding would be
included in the fiscal1967 budget.

Three years of research, development and test,
aided by significant advances of helicopter capabilities, resulted in a new concept of tactical mobility,
the Airmobile Division . Substituting air vehicles for
trucks, tanks and artillery, the unique unit has 434
aircraft, all but 6 of them helicopters, which can
transport at one time one-third of the division. The
1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile) can react immediately to threats over wide expanses and varied terri:iin. With speed, surprise and general effectiveness
previously unavailable, manpower and firepower
can be applied quickly in the most critical areas of
battle. Following a mid-year authorization, the division was formed from existing units and was proving its value in VietNam .
Nike-X missile defense system development and
testing continued with the awarding of a further
$221,216,696 contract to the Western Electric Company; prime contractor for the system. The contract,
announced in September, covered work on the system from October 1965, to the end of September
1966, and included testing of the Nike-X equipment at White Sands Missile Range and on the
Pacific island of Kwajalein. The Nike-X system is
being developed as a defense aginst intercontinental
ballistic missiles and submarine-launched missiles.
The only antimissile missile system in advanced development by the United States, it is a high priority
Department of Defense research and development
project. The system includes the Multifunction
Array Radar (MAR ) for target acquisition, discrimination, tracking and interceptor missile tracking; the
Missile Site Radar (MSR ) for target tracking and
missile tracking ; the Zeus missile for long range in-

The Army continued research on the ;, hot cycle'' pure jet helicopter. In flight status . was the Hugh~s XV-9A test bed, built for
Army Transportation Research Command.
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Two versions of a new Medium Antitank Weapon
(MA \V) were successfully fired at Redstone Arsenal
in June. Designed as a shoulder-fired missile system
for use against tanks and other armored vehicles, the
MAW will be light and portable enough to be
carried by one soldier. It is to be used by infantrymen at the platoon level as a defensive and assault
weapon. One version, the Directional Control Medium Antitank Weapon (DC-MAW), will feature a
self-contained guidance system which enables the
missile to fly along the line-of-sight established by
the gunner. The DC-l\•lAW is being developed by
the Research and Development Directorate of the
Army ~tissile Command at Redstone. Another concept of MA \:V, under development at McDonnell
Aircraft, uses fine connecting wires between the
launcher and the missile guidance system. One of
the 2 versions is to be selected by the Army for
further development. The Army Materiel Command has responsibility for management of the MAW
project.

the Nike-X system, the high-acceleration Sprint
would be used to intercept targets once they have
pt:'netrated the earth's atmosphere. The missile is
being den•loped by the Martin Company and by
Hercules Powder Company.
All test objectives were met by the Lance ballistic
missile in its first test firing. During ~·larch, Lance
was fired from a nontactical launcher by a crew
from Ling-Temco-Vought, prime contractor for the
missile. Lance is a mobile battlefield missile and
weapon system. \Vith its launcher, an essential feature of the system; and a self-propelled tracked vehicle, the entire unit is self-contained and self-sustaining. The lightweight launcher and missi_le can be
removed from the tracked vehicle and transported
by helicopter or dropped by parachute. For ground
mobilitv the missile mounted on the launcher. can
be mo,:~d into posi;ion or towed across country by
any available light vehicle.

Lane~ is designed to furnish fire support. nuclear or
conventional to infantrv armored and mechanized
divisions, co:nplementin·~ division tube artillery and
extending support capability. It will replace the
Honest John and Little John missiles. First Army
missile to use prepackaged, storable liquid propellants, it is designed for greater range and accuracy
than the weapons it will replace. First successful developmental firing of the LANCE from a tactical
version of its launcher, took place during july at
White Sands. Svstem development work continued
at the Michigan Army Missile Plant near Detroit.

Research and development of a self-propelled
HAWK missile system were under way in August
with the awarding of a $1,600,000 Army contract
to Raytheon Company. The Hawk (Homing-AllThe-Way-Killer) is to be deployed in forward combat areas. Mounted on an XM-548 full-tracked vehicle, the supersonic air-defense guided missile will
give the self-propelled Hawk platoon greater mobility and flexibility, and reduce the number of vehicles required by present Hawk units. A self-propelled Hawk platoon will include 3 self-propelled
launchers. each mounted with 3 missiles, and 2
ground support equipment items-a continuouswave acquisition radar for target interception and
high-power illuminator for target tracking and
illumination-both towed by the launchers. The
assault command console for fire control of the platoon can be carried on one of the launchers or
mounted on a trailer and towed by the third
launcher. A similar firing unit in the earlier Hawk
organization (with the same number of missiles on
the launcher as the new concept provides) requires
6 2-1/2-ton trucks. The missiles are transported on
pallets and placed on the launcher at the firing site.
Under the new concept, self-propelled Hawks will
carry ready-to-fire missiles right on the launcher.
HAWK is a 16-foot solid-propellant missile that can
search out and destroy high-performance aircraft or
air-breathing guided missiles from treetop level to
medium altitude.

Engineering and design for an adaptation of the
Shillelagh missile system were begun with a
$1,296,000 Mav contract to Philco's Aeronutronic
Division. The ;vstem, particularly effective at long
range, will repl;ce the present lOS-millimeter gun in
the M60 tank. Total amount of the cost-plus-incentive-fee contract \Vas $3,580,000, to be funded over a
2-year period. This will cover incorporation of the
Shillelagh missile subsystem components into the
tank, and procurement of components and missiles
for test and evaluation. The Shillelagh armament
system comprises a !52-millimeter gun/launcher,
gun mount, conventional gun-fired ammunition, the
Shillelagh missile, and necessary fire control elements. The svstem will go into production for the
General Sheridan tank. Application of Shillelagh to
the M60 tank will result in a new turret of reduced
silhouette, improved ballistic protection and a major
improvement in firepower. Turrets and guns removed from the M60 tanks will be retro-fitted with
Shillelagh and installed on M48 tanks to replace
the 90-millimeter gun.

a

Center hits were scored by TOW during September test firings. A developmental model of the
Army's newest antitank missile struck tank-sized tar195

ground vehicles. Data obtained from the September
firings will be used to refine the final design of th e
missile system. Prime contractor for TOW is Hugh es
Aircraft, with warhead d evelopm en t under th e Army
Munitions Command, Picatinny Arsenal , New
Jerse y.
The Chaparral air defense weapon system
achieved successful guided firings in October. Under
development at the China Lake Naval Ordnance
Test Station, Chaparral is designed to protect forward area Army forces against low altitude air attack. The weapons system incorporates a modifi ed
Army self-propelled vehicle (XM-548) as a mount
for launching the Navy-developed Sidewinder 1-C
missile, slightly modified for the surface-to-air application and using an infrared guidance sys tem. Cost
and development time are reduced to a minimum
by maximum use of existing missiles and "off-th eshelf" support equipment. The Arm y Missile Command at Redstone has technical direction of th e
program; Philco's Aeronutronic Division is responsible for the Chaparral system and for development
of the missile launcher turret. Prime contractor for
the missile is the China Lake Naval Ordnance Test
Station.
NAVY
A modified Army UH-JD, built by Bell, was equipped with two
free turbine engines for a flight program to test the concept of a
twin-turbine power plant in a medium-size helicopter.

One of the highlights of the 54th year of Naval
Aviation was completion of a design competition for
a new light attack Navy aircraft. A contract was
awarded to Ling-Temco-Vought for a new and improved version of the company's F-8E Crusader, designated A-7 A. The VAL was developed at the
Dallas plant to replace the smaller A-4E Skyhawk,
fleet attack bomber. Named Corsair II, the A-7 A has
a fixed wing and is subsonic, employing a modified
version of the Pratt & Whitney TF-30 engine without afterburner. Design improvements give it
doubled range and ~How substantially greater payloads. Longer range allows the plane greater time
on station in close support of troops. After conduct- ·
ing a study of the entire structure of its air-strike system, the Navy ordered development of the A-7 A.
In the face of an increasingly important limited war
role, the Navy required a more versatile aircraft with
greater nonnuclear capability. The Corsair II made
its first flight at the Ling-Temco-Vought plant in
September, 26 days ahead of schedule.
Development of the F-lllB multipurpose allweather fighter advanced during the year and in
May, the Navy version of the former TFX made its
first flight at the Grumman plant, Peconic River,
New York, successfully demonstrating variable wing

gets at a mile's distance during the test. The name
TOW is derived from its description-Tube
launched, Optically tracked, Wire guided. Under
development for attack of hard point targets such
as tanks and gun emplacements, TOW is guided in
flight by means of a 2-wire link between launcher
and missile. A major improvement of this weapon
over earlier antitank missiles is the simplified and
highly accurate aiming device. To fire at a stationary
object or moving target, the gunner simply aligns
the cross hairs of this telescopic sight on the target,
and launches the missile, which automatically flies
along his line of sight. With TOW, the gunner does
not have to estimate range to target, speed of target,
or angle between the course of the target and his
weapon. He needs only to keep the cross hairs of
his sight on the target while tracking it. Signals
transmitted through the 2-wire link automatically
correct the missile's course. TOW can be carried
by troops and fired from a simple lightweight
launche r mounted on a tripod or on a variety of
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s,,·eep a nd Jo,,· speed hand lin g capabilities. De·igned to fh· supe rso nic speed at sea Je, e l and to
i\ lach 2.5 a t a ltitud e. the F-lllB has a crew of 2
sea ted side-bv-s id e in a uniqu e protectiYe mod ul e.
Two Pratt & W hitne ,· TF-30 turbofan je t eng ines
\\'ith af te rburn e rs po\\'e r th e a l]-,,·ea th er fighter
from lo"' Je ,·e l to 60,000 fee t; on tran socea nic laps
" ·ith o ut refue lin g : and to a ny point in th e \\' oriel
within a clay. Specia l fea tures includ e th vari ab le
S\\'ee p \\'in g; m ax imum stru ctura l integ rity: hi g h
re liability : sa fe ty of ope ration: ase of mainte nance:
and minimum need of log isti c upport. Th e F-l.ll B
is d es igned to ea rn· both co nve ntional and nu clea r
\\' ea pons, in c ludin g th ·' la te t ai r-to-a ir and a ir-t ogro und missil es a nd roc ke ts. Its con ,·e n ti ona I 11 re
power is th a t of 5 Wor ld \,\ a r II Fh-ing l·ortresses.
Am e nab le to shor t run\\'a,·s of less than 3,000 fee t,
the plane ha s g re at ve rsa tilit y. It can perform such
comb at mi ss io ns as inte rdi ctio n of e nemy supply
lines ; c lose su pport of gro und forces ; co mbat patrol;
and nu c lea r strikes. The F-lll B outstrips th e best
opera ti ona l fighter of an~ · se rvice: it i faster a t a ny
a ltitud e: has m ore th a n twice th e ra nge; carri es
more th a n twi ce th e maximum pavload . It has
greate r e ffecti veness in " ·eapons d e li ve ry; be tte r
pe ne trab ilit v against sop hi sti ca ted e nemv d e fe nses;
sho rte r ta keoff and lan din g distances. Th e F- 111 B is
ab le to change th e sweep ~fi ts \\'ings in Aight from a
virtu a llv stra ig ht p os ition of 16 degrees, to a sharply
swept co nfiguration of 72 .5 d eg rees. or any a ng le
be tw ee n.

ti ve ness neve r be fore attained, with substa ntial increase in ran ge, payload , speed and accuracy. The
complete missi le unit, assembled in sections, can be
broken clown into its compon e nt m odules for easy
shipboard checkout and handlin g with minimum
m ainte nance problems. Built-in self-tes t fea tures
permit rapid sys te m tes ting and isola tio n of fault s
to re place modul es.
Hug hes Aircra ft Company is prime contractor to
the Navy for the Phoe nix Missile System as th e
long-range armam e nt of the F-lll B. Major subcontractors to Hug hes are Litton Systems, Inc. for th e
computer co ntrols and di splays, and Rocke tdyne for
the rocke t e ngine. The Phoe ni x successfully completed its first airborne tes t in 1965. An ine rt missile
with th e same ex te rnal co nfi g uration, weight a nd
ce nte r of g rav it y as th e complete Phoe nix \\'as
ejected from an A-3A Sky \ Varrior over the Nav y' s
Pacific Missile Range, It maintained a correct stable
attitude during an unpowe red d esce nt.
A new carrier-on-board delivery (COD ) aircra ft
b egan tes t Aights in 1965. The Grumman C-2A will
improve Aee t log isti cs b y fast er d e li ve ry of priority
aircraft parts, supplies and p ersonne l from shore
bases to ca rri e rs at sea. The longer range COD aircraft is th e first to be specially designed for hauling
je t engines and he licopte r rotor blades too costl v
and bulk y to be stocked at sea. The ~win-engin~
turbo-prop carries a maximum payload of 15,000
pounds of cargo or 40 passe nge rs. It can Ay 1,300
nautical mil es at speeds over 300 miles per hour with
a 5-ton load .
As part of a program for de ve lopme nt of an aircraft specifically d esigned for air support of counte rinsurge ncy and limited war ope ratio ns , th e Navy
selected North American Aviation to build the
OV-lOA (COIN ), airborne equi va len t of the jee p.
This aircraft. which mad e its first Aig ht in Jul y, can
perform peacetime emergency functi o ns including

Th e Phoe nix Missile vs te m , toge th er with its
lau nc h plane, co nstitut~s th e F-Ill B/ Phoe ni x
\'V eapnns Svste m. The Navv-de ve loped mi ss ile system co nsists of the mi ssile, XAL t -54A, the Advanced
Ra d a r and
Miss ile Co ntrol Sys te m ,
AN / A WG-9. a nd th e
i{issi le/ Bomb Lau nche r,
MAU-48A. 1VIa inta ining a ir supe rio rit v o e r beachhead la ndings, ove r th e Navy' s fleets, and in an tiai rwa rfa re. will be th e mission of th e P hoenix Missile
SYste m . It w ill have an a ll-\v -ather capa bilitv of
] ~ekin g onto a n e nem v ai rcraf t and laun chin g the
Phoen,ix ~li ss il e. whicl~ th en tak es o cr a nd inte rcep ts th e ta rge t.· Data from t he radar is processed by
a so lid-sta te .' hi gh-speed digital compu te r and clisplavecl to th e mi ssile co ntrol offic r o n a 10-inch
cathocle- rav tube and a 5-inch multimocl e storage
tube. The ~aclar an te nna , a plane r a rray re prese nting
a significa nt advance in antenna d es ign , is th e
la rg es t broad-band , ci rcular a nte nna eve r built and
has high a p erture e ffici e ncy affording increased
rad a r ran ge . The XA I M-54A is a lo ng- range, highp e rfo rman ce mi ssile with a solid propellant motor.
Missile d es ign inno va ti o ns provide a mi ssio n effec-

Th e tri-service X22A V / STOL craft b uil t by Bell A e ros yst em s
under Navy cog ni;:;ance , rolled o u t May 25.
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a far greater detection radius than any of its predecessors. The aerod ynamic design of the Rota-dome
furnishes enough lift to offset its own weight in
flight. A Nose-tow with which th e aircraft is
equipped fo r catapulting, simplifies its alignm e nt
on th e carrier' s CAT centerline, red ucin g th e manpowe r necessary on the flight d ec k. The E-2A is
equipped with an advanced d e tec tion and communications system, the Airborne Tactical Data
System (ATDS) which includ es a greatly impro ved
auto-detection radar, airborne computers, a m e mory and high speed data links. With its automatic
interce pt data link system, the E-2A can direct a
doze n fight e r aircraft to as many targets without
voice transmission or ex ternal assistance. This capability gives E-2 A the role of Combat Informati o n
Center for interce ptor aircraft, and allows th e carrier
task force to operate with minimum radio transmission.
Adaptation of the F-8 Crusade r as a bomber was
completed during the year and in Ma,· th e aircraft
pe rform ed for the first tim e as a bombe r in combat.
D e veloped as an all-weather fighter bv Chance
Vought Division of Ling-Temco-Vought, the aircraft is powered by the Pratt & Whitney J57-20
e ngine, has a large high-performance radar and an
autopilot . It was modified to carry 500-pound bombs
for 1965 combat missions.
Production and testing of th e advanced antisubmarin e torpedo Mark 46 we re accomplishe d in
196.3, incorporating several new design concepts for
improved speed , d e pth p e rformance and maneuverability. First Navy torpedo powered by a solid rocke tfueled hot gas propulsion system, the Mark 46 can
be laun ched by several means. It is th e first anti;;ubmarine warfare torpedo to be ejected from a fixed
wing aircraft at spee ds up to 400 knot~; it can a lso be
delivered to an attack area bv helicopter or surface
ship. Surface ship d e liverv mav be accomplished by
torpedo tubes, drone helicopter (DASH), or antisubmarine rocket (ASROC). The Mark 46 torpedo
has 4 major components-guidance and control
system , explosive system , propulsion svstem, accessory system-and incorporates a modular design
allowing replacement of one or more complete sections. vVithin a half-second of water entry, the propulsion svstem is activated by a sea water batterv
and the torpedo commences a clive to the preset
search depth. When search depth is reached, the
torpedo follows a programmed pattern, searching
for the targ e t by active ec ho ranging, or passive
li stening method. On locating the target, it begins
the pursuit and attack program until it clestrovs the
ta rge t. Should the target become lost, the torpedo
returns to a search program to relocate it. Th e engine

disaster relief, medical miSSions or riot control as
well as military missions covering light armed re~on
naissance, helicopter escort/attack, and support of
ground troops. With specifications calling for
weapon delivery, reconnaissance, and light transport, the counterinsurgency aircraft can operate
from rough clearings, primitive roads and waterways, as well as from prepared airfields and aircraft carriers. Powered b y turboprop engines, th e
OV-IOA can take off over a 50-foot obstacle in less
. than 800 feet with a 1,200 pound ordnance load and
3 hours of fuel; an ordnance load capacitv of 3,600
pounds can be employed where longer take-offs are
possible. Six passengers or 3,000 pounds of cargo
can be carried internally and airdropped. A maximum level flight speed of 275 knots is required for
helicopter escort duty, and minimum speed of less
than 100 knots is specified for jungle search missions.
A major advance' in the field of airborne early
warning aircraft, the Grumman E-2A reached test
flight stage in 1965. The E-2A has greater altitude,
speed and endurance capabilities than any plane of
its type in service with the fleet . The E-2A' s Rotadome contains fixed-stack antenna elements of an
entirely new type airborne early warning radar
which, with the plane' s altitude advantage, provides

jointly developed by NOTS and Aerojet-General the Mark 46
so lid rocket torp edo , show n h e re a/ward an unmann ed DASH
helicopter, was tested durin g the year.
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produces approximately -t horsepower per pound of
em.?;inc \\·eight, making the torpedo capable of m·ertaki ng the most el us in:• submarine target known.

\'TOL or STOL modes, with a :200 percent increase
in payload. For short takeoffs, it can clear a 50-foot
obstacle in a distance of 700 feet. For vertical
takeoff the ducted propellers are rotated to a vertical thrust position of 90 degrees and as altitude is
gained, the aircraft makes transition to forward
flight by gradually rotating the ducts to the horizontal thrust position. For vertical landing, the
ducts are rotated to vertical thrust position, the
plane hovers and descends. The \.-:2:2A is the first
\'TOL to incorporate a complete \·ariable stabilih·
and control system-the \'SS de\·eloped by Corneil
Aeronautical Laboratory-with computer-coupled
controls. The versatile VSS, combined with high
control power le\·els, enables research of the h~n
dling qualities of this type V/STOL, and by simulating a variety of other designs in this categorv.
permits a thorough investigation of flying ch;ra~~
teristics and flight control problems applicable to
other V/STOL aircraft. In addition to X-2:2:\
research missions, the Navy will study the suitability of this type aircraft for shipboard operations,
over-water missions, takeoffs and landings in confined areas with unprepared surfaces. \Vhen the
flight test program is completed in the summer of
1966, the X-22A \Viii be delivered to a tri-service
group at the Naval Air Test Center for flight and
mission evaluation by the Army, Navy and Air
Force.

De\·elopment of a new gravity bomb. the \Valleye,
continued in 196.5 at the :\a\·al Ordnance Test Station. China Lake, California. The Walleye is
guided by a TV system and manipulated onto target
by remote control. ~OTS was the only major contractor during 196.5. although minor components for
the weapon were contributed bv ci\·ilian subcontractors.
Development also continued on the Poseidon,
fourth of the family of submarine-launched Fleet
Ballistic l\ I issiles. Formerly known as the Polaris
B'3, the Poseidon will have approximately the range
of the Polaris A3-:2 ..SOO nautical miles-but it will
contain advances in accuracy and penetrabili tv.
The \.-:2:2:\ \' /STOL aircraft. den~ loped by Bell
Aerosystems as a combined Army. Navy and Air
Force research effort. was ul1\·eiled in l\lay and it
made its first flight in the fall. Designed and built
under a Nan·-administered contract. the aircraft will
be subject o.f an extensive research program to explore the mechanical and aerodynamic characteristics of the dual-tandem ducted-propeller V/STOL
concept, and to evaluate its military potential. The
compact X-:22A, with high thrust-to-weight ratio, is
the first of a pair developed by Bell. It combines
vertical takeoff and landing capability with forward
Hight at 300 miles per hour cruise speed; 325. top
speed. \Vith a crew of 2. the aircraft carries a payload of 1,500 pounds of research instrumentation (or
6 passengers). Its design includes 4 7 -foot propellers,
surrounded bv circular ducts mounted in a dualtandem arrangement on the fuselage. The ducts
serve as lifting surfaces during level flight and increase the static thrust of the propellers. They permit
the use of ele\·ons in the propeller slipstream; more
pmverful control during hovering and transition; a
smaller overall configuration; a11d increased safety.
Four T58-8D General Electric turboshaft engines,
each developing 1,250 shaft horsepower, are
mounted in pairs on both sides of the fuselage.
between the 2 aft ducts. A system of shafts and
gearboxes that transmits engine power to the propellers, is interconnected so that even a single engine can turn all 4 propellers. The \.-22A' s capabilities are based on a vertical takeoff requirement
using only 3 of its 4 engines. In conventional flight
the aircraft can cruise on 2 engines, conserving fuel.
A system of overrunning clutches allows the pilot
to shut down any 2 selected engines during flight.
Using all 4 engines, the plane can operate at full
maximum gross weight of 17,680 pounds in either

FEDERAL AVL\.TI0:\1 AGENCY
The program of the Federal Aviation Agency for
constructing and equipping new air route traffic
control centers within the contiguous 48 states was
completed late in June, 1965, with the opening of
the last center at Houston, Texas. The consolidation
program reduced to 21 the total number of air
route traffic control centers in the continental United
States, with overall savings estimated at better than
$100 million over a period of 16 vears. The centers
controlling all aircraft operating. instrument Aigh~
rules (IFR) between airports, and providing separation service so that each aircraft can fly in its own
reserved block of airspace, promote the safe and
efficient flow of air traffic. Since there are fewer
centers for pilots to deal with, there is a consequent
reduction in pilot-controller communications and
fewer "handoffs" between centers. Significantlv
expanded use of long-range radar helped~ make th~
consolidation possible-from -t long-range radars
available for such purposes in 1958, there were at
year-end 80 civil and jointly used civil-militarv
radars controlling en route traffic.
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Alpha-numeric generators were contracted for in
July, to be used in the nation ' s first complete semiautomatic air traffic control system , scheduled for
operation at the Jacksonville Center in late 1967.
The generator is a major link in FAA' s ultra-new
computer-driven air traffic control system there.
Coded information on aircraft identity, altitude in
100 foot increments, flight attitude, descending,
climbing or level, and other vital data for air traffic
controllers may appear, at the option of the controller, in the alpha-numeric tags.
Computer programming was ordered in July for
the nation's first 2 semiautomatic air traffic control
systems, scheduled for operation in 1967, one at
FAA's National Aviation Facilities Experimental
Center in Atlantic City, the other at the first field
site in Jacksonville. IBM programmers will prepare
the computers for taking over man y routin e, noncontrol functions of the air traffic control system,
heretofore performed manually. The compute rs will
also improve and expand radar displays of air
traffic for the controllers and increase their ability
to provide for greater safety and efficiency in the use
of the nation's airspace.

Ge ne ral William F . M cKee (USAF, R et.). left , is g ree ted by Pan
Am chairman juan T. Tripp e 011 arri val a/. th e helip ort atop th e Pan
Am Building. Ge ne ral McK ee b ecam e FAA ,\dministrator durin g

1965 .

of combustion experts that adoption of a single tvpe
of jet fuel by the enti.re airlin e industry would not
significantly improve the overall safety record of
commercial aviation.

To minimize possible adverse effects of turbul e nt
air on jet aircraft, the FAA revised je t flight procedures for rough air operations and established
special jet pilot training programs on turbulence
penetrations. In cooperation with industry, th e
agency explored and tested new methods and equipment for identifying, tracking and displaying turbulent air masses. Pilot performance and engineering
data under conditions of severe turbulence were obtained both in flight and in laboratory simulation
programs.

In July , after a period of study, FAA announced
that a 15 p e rcent increase in the effective landing
runway length was to be required beginning January
15, 1966, for airline turbojets when landing on a
runway forecast to be wet at the aircraft's estimated
time of arrival. An alternative, lesser increase requiring FAA approval was to be granted a particular
type and model aircraft, upon its demonstrated
capacity to land and stop on a wet runway in a
shorter distance, using operational landing technique, with worn tires and partial reve rse thrust.

Two research contracts were awarded in December
for obtaining in-flight data to aid pilots of sweptwing jets in dealing more effectively with atmospheric turbulence . One was for development of a
test program to gather highiy precise data on responses of pilot and aircraft to turbulence encountered in regular jet airline service; the other, for
conducting a meteorological study of clear air turbulence (CAT). Results of the second study will supplement findings gathered by airlines, in cooperation with FAA, to determine possible relationships
between in-flight temperature changes and CAT.
Data uncovered by the projects will determine
requirements for improving techniques and instrumentation to cope effectively with rough air conditions.

A test was conducted in the Boston area, beginning
late October, to determine the ·effectiveness of radar
pictures transmitted from the ground to a TV receiver in an airplane cockpit, as a m ea ns of sighting
and avoiding other aircraft, bad weather, and as a
navigational aid.
Fuel tanks of large transport aircraft can be
designed to reduce fire hazards associated with
crash landings, according to a study made under
FAA contract. Recommendations revealed early in
the year were that fuel containment principles be
considered during preliminary design of aircraft;
that crash load criteria be established; and that areas
of low damage probability be selected whenever
possible for placement of fuel tanks. Parts of an
aircraft which may be broken during a crash should
be designed so that they will not rupture fuel tanks,

Conclusions reached by the Coordinating Research
Council of New York confirmed to FAA the opinion
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and wing tips should be constructed to crush progressively under ground impact, rather than breaking off in large sections.

1965 developments in the supersonic transport
program began with an international meeting in
February of the French-Anglo-United States Supersonic Transport group, to consider airworthiness
objectives in certifying future commercial transports
of this category. Discussions at the meeting held by
FAA in Washington, cited atmospheric problems,
structures and sonic booms as they concern the
SST.

An 8-hour ban was proposed in i\ovember by FAA
against pilots operating aircraft after drinking. The
safety measure applied to other crewmembers as
well. Studies by the FAA Civil Aeromedical Research Institute leading to this proposal had focused
on human capabilities and limitations, changes in
decision-making ability, mental and muscular coordination caused by various amounts of drugs and
alcohol. Results of other tests by the Institute measuring psychological and physiological changes induced by fatigue will be used to develop scheduling
recommendations which minimize fatigue and contribute to air safety.

\Vork under design contracts was accelerated
during July, in accordance with President Johnson's
decision to move ahead with development of the
United States supersonic transport. The contracts
had been funded by congressional appropriation of
$60 million in the fiscal year 1965.
To implement the· design and test phase of the
program recommended by the President, 18-month
cost-sharing contracts were signed in August with 2
airframe and 2 engine manufacturers, participating
since July, 1964, in development of the SST. Boeing
and Lockheed are the airframe contractors; General
Electric and Pratt & \Vhitney, the engine contractors. Objectives for the 18-month period included
completion and optimization of airframe detailed
designs, engine prototype construction and operation, component development, and extensive testing
of both airframe and engine to enable the construction of sound pre-production prototypes. A $140,000,000 appropriation requested by the President,
was subsequently granted, to carry forward the 18month plan requiring $37,000,000 for each airframe
manufacturer, and $36,000,000 for each engine
contractor.

A test model of an all-weather. fully automatic
landing system. permitting an aircraft to touch down
on an airport under zero-zero weather conditions
was ordered by FAA in November. Besides increasing the safety of landings. the de,·ice will improve schedule reliability.
Plans were developed for a general aviation
maintenance difficulty reporting s~tem, similar to
the present airline reporting system. Following completion of a field prototype system for general aviation, discrepancy reports on specific aircraft or component systems will be funneled daily into Washington by FAA field personnel and tabulated by
automatic data processing equipment. alerting the
FAA and users to materiel defects and maintenance
system fiaws.
The first Federal regulations specifically governing
agricultural aircraft operations were devised to improve safety and to protect persons and property on
the ground. Effective January l. 1966, national
standards and requirements were established for
private and commercial agricultural operator certificates, operating rules, aircraft airworthiness, pilot
qualifications and record-keeping for the 2,500
operators engaged in agricultural fiying.
Advance notice was given by the FAA in May,
proposing airborne equipment requirements in the
next 10 years for planes flying under instrument
fiight rules or controlled visual rules in the national
airspace system. The equipment required for general
aviation operators would include 2-way radio, very
high frequency omnirange receivers together with
localizers, distance measuring equipment and radar
beacon transponders. The notice was designed to
give interested parties adequate time to plan individual needs and to cooperate with the agency in
developing effective regulations to promote safety in
air operations.

A 5-week assessment by an 82-member joint
government team began in mid-November, the
first formal, comprehensive analysis in a year, of
proposed airframe designs. Team members were
drawn from NASA, FAA, the Air Force and Navy.
Evaluation emphasis centered on operational performance consonant with a safe, economical aircraft, compatible to present airports, airline operating
requirements, engine noise and sonic boom criteria.
Among subjects of special research at FAA, an
extensive study of civil/military long-range radar
systems resulted in an agreement with the Department of Defense on selection of hard-core systems
to meet present and future needs. Plans were devised
to reduce the overall number of long-range radars
from 166 to a total of 145, through an expanded
joint-use program eliminating an average recurring
maintenance expense of at least $1,000,000 per
system.
A government task force was formed to guide the
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customers ach·ised of the loads along various airways
to and from airports. and guide implementation. of
airway planning standards to assure priority of
need.
A joint NASA and FAA coordinating board was
created in May for exchange of research and development information and planning related activities. FAA was chartered with responsibilities in
research and development for air traffic and safety
aids, aircraft development and service testing.
NASA was charged with conduct of scientific research programs, imprm·ement of air vehicles and
systems. and development of new concepts in aeronautics.
The Agency for International Development sponsored a 13-week International Air Systems Seminar
which began May 10 in Washington, with FAA
and industry cooperation. Attended by participants
from some 19 countries, the meeting dealt with airspace and national development of the market for
air transportation. Overall topic was air systems
planning and management, covering military, commercial and private air transportation.

development of V/STOL (Vertical/Short Takeoff
and Landing) aircraft for commercial inter-urban
and commuter transportation. FAA demonstrations
and studies of V/STOL aircraft and system requirements showed the feasibility of integrating V/STOL
aircraft into overall air traffic control flight patterns
and procedures, including instrument operations.
The task force will define the national program in
terms of development needs, priorities and timing;
identifv militarv V/STOL vehicles appropriate for
civil d~velopm~nt and use; and recommend means
of coordination and interchange of civil and military
research and development for achieving program
goals.
Sonic boom studies released by the FAA during
the year shed much new light on one of the most
difficult problems related to the supersonic transport program. The findings and conclusions in both
the Oklahoma City and New Mexico studies
indicated probable feasibility of operating a civil
supersonic transport aircraft at restricted boom levels
over populated areas, once public understanding
of the phenomenon has been reached. No conclusive
evidence was found that prohibits structurally tolerable operation of an SST over populated areas,
although further intensive research was recommended on the response of other types of structures
and conditions. In the intensive 6-month community
reaction studies at Oklahoma City, substantial
numbers of residents reported interference with
ordinary living activities and annoyance, but the
great majority felt they could learn to live \vith the
numbers (1,253) and kinds of booms experienced
during the course of the study. Acceptance fell, however, from 90 percent, interviewed during the first
weeks, to about 75 percent of a comparable sample
during the final weeks. Among the integral elements in this 5-volume study, boom overpressures
in various geographical locations were recorded and
analyzed and meteorological effects on boom levels
were evaluated. In structural response studies, many
buildings, including dwellings, were taken over in
different parts of boom areas and outside for engineering instrumentation and observation.

Automatic Terminal Information Service was operating at I3 of the nation's busiest airports by October.
Due to he extended to another .59 airports, the continuous ATIS broadcasts ease controller workload,
reduce radio frequency congestion and permit pilots
to obtain routine noncontrol information when
cockpit duties are least pressing.
Con tracts for construction of the first FAA standard design airport control towers were awarded
during the year, the contracts calling for 13 utility
steel towers at visual-flight-rules airports. Site studies
were conducted at 7 other airports which provide
radar as well as VFR air traffic service, fer later
construction of concrete shaft type standard design
towers.
The Federal Airport Program allocation for fiscal
1966 was $84,500,000 in matching funds, primarily
for improvement of 371 existing airports ($74, 700,000). Development was emphasized at airports used
by the airlines, general aviation, and commercial air
taxis, in order to relieve congestion at busy metropolitan facilities. The program provided $9,800,000
for construction of new airports.
A new 5-year National Airport Plan was issued in
December by FAA, to blueprint the future needs of
the nation for an adequate system of airports. New
landing facilities proposed in the plan included
airports, heliports and one seaplane base. Recommendations were based on a predicted rise in domestic air carrier service as well as in general aviation.

A national symposium on measures to alleviate
aircraft noise and related problems, was held in June
by the FAA. The agency sought to focus industry
attention on the social, political and economic problems of aircraft nuisance and public understanding
on the advances being made.
FAA analysis of peak dav instrument air traffic
revealed that the busiest sli~e of skv was between
4,000 and 4,999 feet. The facts, gathe;ed in a detailed
count of peak day traffic, keep the agency and its
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Completion of the Saturn I program marked the
first launch vehicle program in the space age that
was 100 percent successful: 10 launches, 10 successes.
First launch \·chicle of the Saturn I B series and the
first flight production Apollo spacecraft were delivered to Cape Kennedy and assembled on the
launch pad for a test scheduled for early 1966. At
White Sands, New l\lexico, the Apollo Launch
Escape System undenvent further testing during
1965; booster for these tests was the Little Joe II
launch vehicle. An early 1966 test was to complete
the series.

ISTH.-\. TIO~

\tanned Gemini miSSIOns. lin.> Ranger pictures
of the moon. ~lariner' s journey and close-ups of
~Iars combined to make 196.5 the outstanding
scientific year of the l'. S. space age. During the year
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
went to the launch pad :30 times and mack an 82
per cent success record. i\inety per cent of the
Agency's 85.17.5 billion budget paid some 20.000
prime contractors and subcontractors for the factory
and laboratory work of -100.000 people.

All 3 stages of the Saturn \' launch vehicle, largest
in the world, \\·ere successfully ~ound-tested during
the year. The 7.5-million-pound-thrust Saturn \',
365 feet long and \\·eighing m·er 6,000,000 pounds
at liftoff, is the rocket that will launch the moon
shot. The Apollo spacecraft consists of 3 unitsCommand !vlodule, Service Module and Lunar
Excursion l\lodule-plus adapter and the Launch
Escape System, to be used only in a launch emergency situation. Apollo was to enter the unmanned
phase of its flight program in 1966. with manned
missions scheduled for the first half of 1967. NASA's
Office of Manned Space Flight is program director
for Apollo, with the !\tanned Spacecraft Center at
Houston having responsibility for development of
the spacecraft modules, and Marshall Space Flight
Center at Huntsville, Alabama. in charge of the
launch vehicles. The Boeing Company is de\·eloping
the basic stage of Saturn V. North American Aviation
and Douglas Aircraft being responsible for the upper
stages. Prime spacecraft contractor is North American; Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation is
building the LEM.

Fin' history-making manned Gemini missions
followed Gemini 2's unmanned suborbital flight.
:\II of the Gemini spacecraft were launched by a
modified version of the :\ir Force Titan II intercontinental ballistic missile. Astronauts \'irgil Grissom
and John Young proved the spacecraft's maneuverability by changing Gemini :3's orbital altitude and
plane during 3 revolutions of the earth in ~larch.
Extravehicular activity was successfully achieved in
June by Astronaut Edward \Yhite. using a handcontrolled propulsion gun for his 21-minute, 17,500
mile-per-hour stroll during Gemini -t's 62 orbits.
Astronaut James McDh·itt was the other member of
the Gemini -t crew. In August. NASA launched the
Gemini 5 mission of Gordon Cooper and Charles
Conrad. an 8-day operation designed to demonstrate
man's ability to function in space for long periods.
A "first" of the flight was the use of fuel cells to
produce on-board electric power. a requirement for
future long-duration and moon missions. The 2week Gemini 7 flight of Frank Borman and James
Lovell in December. marked the United States'
thousandth manned space hour as well as the longest
single flight. Gemini 6. with Walter Schirra and
Thomas Stafford on board. blasted off 11 clays after
the launch of its companion craft and achieved with
Gemini 7. the first rendezvous in space. Photographed bv each other at rendezvous. Gemini 6 and
7 orbited .the earth side by side. Final goal of the
Gemini program was docking in space. a technique
essential for future Apollo moon missions. Linking
of a Gemini spacecraft with an orbiting Agena rocket
was sclwdulecl for early 1966. McDonnell Aircraft
Corporation is prime contractor for Gemini spacecraft, and Martin Company supplies Titan II
boosters.

In unmanned space exploration, 2 Ranger missions made the greatest single advance in lunar
knowledge since Galileo. Ranger VIII (Februarv
17-20) and Ranger IX (March 21-24) telecast mor~
than 14,000 close-ups, revealing lunar surface features
as small as 10 inches across. A 2-stage Atlas-Agena
rocket launched both Rangers, first into a 115-milc
altitude earth orbit, then at a speed of 24,500 miles
an hour, into a lunar trajectory. Ranger VIII swept
over the mountainous area near the center of the
Moon's visible face, then closed in on the Sea of
Tranquillity, revealing thousands of craters believed
caused by impact of large meteoroids and their
debris. The lunar plains of the Sea of Tranquillity
were judged to be sufficiently level for landing of the
Lunar Excursion Module. Despite absence of wind
and water there appeared to be significant erosion
on the lunar surface.

Preparations advanced during the year on Project
Apollo, third step of NASA's program, with the goal
of placing astronauts 011 the moon by the end of
1964.

Ranger IX made a more vertical desct:'nt on the
203

Artist's conception of the historic Gemini 7/ 6 rendezvous.

systems for sharper, detailed pictures . The cameras
turned on approximately 20 minutes before each
Ranger crashed on the moon, and took an aver-age
of 300 pictures pe r minute before impact. The
faceplat e of a vidicon tube be hind the shutter of
each camera was coated with a photo-conductive
material on which light and dark areas seen through
the shutter formed an image. A beam of electrons
scanned the image, differentiating between light and
dark areas by their differences in resistance, and as
the beam swept across the image, it was conv~rted
into an electrical signal that was amplified and
radioed to earth. Then, high-intensity light and
high-frequency electron beams erased the image on
the faceplate, . completing the whole process in a
fraction of a second. Huge 85-foot antennas at
Goldstone picked up and a~plifled the Ranger video
signals, which were also channeled to magnetic
tape recorders for later telecasts. On March .24,
the nation's television networks presented "live"
pictures from Ranger IX as it hurtled toward the
Crater Alphonsus. A system of sun and earth sensors,
gyroscopes, and nitrogen gas jets kept the Rangers
oriented in space, locking their solar panels on the
sun for power, and their high-gain antennas on the
earth for communication.
Mariner IV' s 228-day journey and closeup pictures of Mars on July 14 culminated an unprecedented exploratory mission of 325 million miles.

Crater Alphonsus with photographs showing strong
evidence of volcanic activity on the moon , long
believed to be a cold, dead body. In the center of
Alphonsus is a mountain peak which, according to
astronomers, appeared to give off gaseous emissions.
Certain smaller craters within Alphonsus, surrounded by dark "halos" (deposits of dark material
_on the lunar surface), which some scientists believe
erupted from the moon's interior through the craters, imply that the moon may not be dead. Crater
Alphonsus and the Sea of Tranquillity are pitted by
hundreds of craters. The" dimple" type craters indicate drainage of material from the moon's surface
to the caverns below; lines of such craters suggest
deep, l-ong subsurface canyons, hidden below a thin
surface layer. The gently rounded crater rims and
mountains may prove more suitable than the plains
or seas for spacecraft landing. U neroded by wind or
rain, this matter below the surface laver little
changed in the moon's lifetime, offers an oppo~tunit y
to study the matter of the solar system as it appeared
billions of years ago for clues to the moon's origin
and evolution. The Rangers' complex high-quality
system of television cameras and transmitters in
conjunction with the Goldstone (California) gro,und
rece iving station, made th e moon close -ups possible.
I n addition to associated transmitters and power supplies, each Ranger carried 6 television came ras-2
full-scan , shooting a large area , and 4 partial-scan
204
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miles. Although more moon-like than earth-like.
Mars has an atmosphere, and may therefore shed
much light on early periods of the earth's history.
Its ancient surface (2 to 5 billion years old) leads
scientists to believe that no atmosphere significantly
denser than the present very thin one has e,·er
existed, since severe erosion would have resulted.
The lack of internal aGtivity (which creates mounttains and continents) confirmed l\lariner' s magnetometer experiment, indicating absence of a significant
magnetic field. No proof or denial of the existence
of life on l\lars resulted from the experiments.
Mars may prove, however, to be the place in the
solar system best preserving clues to original organic development, and the i\lariner photos have
profoundly affected scientific views on the origin
and e\·olution of planetary bodies in the solar system.

\lariner I\', reporting back to earth on conditions
cncmtntcred throughout its flight path. observed
and measured aspects of the red planet from 5,700
miles distance. :\t encounter. the straight-line distance of Mariner from the earth was 134,000,000
miles. \\'eighing 57.5 pounds. and comprising some
1:38.000 indiddual parts. ~lariner IV proved the
accuracy and reliability of many vital componentsthe Atlas-:\gcna launch vehicle. the midcourse
motor. attitude controls. etc. In a flight path of
:325.000.000 miles, the miss from the aiming point
was only about I .000 miles. \\'ith one portion of the
spacecraft locked on the sun and another portion
locked on Canopus (selected for its brilliance and
location). ~lariner I\' was fixed in position for
cruise. On the first dav of flight l\Iariner IY detected
the shock wave produ~ed by~olar wind on the earth's
magnetic field, at a greater altitude than en·r before
observed. A trapped radiation detector on the spacecraft recorded the best measurement yet made on
the outer regions of the Van Allen belts. Setting
communications records every day. the spacecraft
finished transmitting data at a distance of 150,000,000 miles. First flight outside the earth's orbit away
from the sun, it marked the first use of the star
Canopus as a spacecraft attitude reference. Mariner
performed scientific measurements in interplanetary
space between the orbits of earth and Mars. and in
the vicinity of Mars; it also provided engineering
experience in operating spacecraft during long-duration missions aimed awav from the sun. It detected
10 solar flares, 8 of whicl~ were confirmed by ground
observation posts. Total hits of micrometeoroids
topped 190.

Final unmanned space project of the year, Pioneer
VI embarked on its mission December 16, to return
interplanetary data from space. Following a 40million-mile-wide path in the plane of the earth's
orbit, the spacecraft went into orbit around the sun.
First vehicle to attempt a radio propagation experiment in interplanetary space, Pioneer VI was also
the most magnetically ··clean" spacecraft in order to
allow its magnetometer experiments to function
without interference from the craft itself. \Veighing
140 pounds and carrying 35 pounds of instruments,
it has the highest data-return capability of any interplanetary spacecraft and can respond to 57 distinct
ground commands. Launched by the Thrust Augmented Delta, Pioneer \'I is a cylinder 35 inches
long and 37 inches in diameter. It was spin-stabilized at about 60 revolutions per minute in the plane
of earth's orbit to give the experiments a 360-degree
scan. The mission required the most ambitious
flight trajectory in the 5-year history of Delta
launchings. After 6 months of flight, the elliptical
orbit was expected to carry the spacecraft to within
77.000,000 miles of the Sun. The scientific experiments aboard Pioneer VI were designed to improve
knowledge of the magnetic fields of the sun; the
turbulent solar atmosphere, or solar "wind" stream
of charged particles; ,the physics of the sun itself;
the boundary region between the solar atmosphere
and interstellar space; and the basic interactions of
high-energy charged particles and magnetic fields.
Some 14 months of interplanetary measurements
had been recorded by previous NASA missions, but
since the characteristics of the sun change considerably over its 11-year cycle, much additional information is needed.

After passing Mars, the spacecraft flew behind
the planet for the occultation experiment. transmitting radio signals to earth through the planet'~
atmosphere. Changes in frequency and strength of
the signals helped determine the density and depth
of the Martian atmosphere, knowledge essential
for designing capsules to land on the planet. Th~
picture-taking experiment began at an altitude of
7,000 miles and lasted 25 minutes, each picture
covering an area 120 miles square and re,·ealing
prominent surface features as small as 2 miles across.
Between each picture transmission. the spacecraft
returned 90 minutes of detail on scientific experiments and engineering data. Mariner, sampling
only 1 percent of the planet's surface, demonstrated
that at least a part of Mars is covered with large
craters, a fact which leads to far-reaching fundamental inferences concerning the evolutionary history of the planet. The 70 craters shown on Mariner
photos 5 through 15 range in diameter from 3 to 75

The following major satellites ·were hurlt'd into
orbit during the year by NASA:
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TIROS IX, the new "cartwheel'' version of NASA's
weather satellites, was launched January 22, with
all weather data received by the Weather Bureau
and distributed to the worldwide meteorological
network. Its rolling attitude (10 revolutions per
minute) and sun-synchronous polar orbit enable
the satellite's 2 vidicon cameras, placed on opposite
sides, to cover the entire..earth daily. The 305-pound
Television Infrared Observation Satellite was
launched by a Delta rocket into a 100-minute orbit,
460 miles high.

sequent drain of power supply suffered by Pegasus
I. Early figures on Pegasus II meteoroid punctures
closely followed advance computations, marking
progress in capability of predicting the number and
size of meteoroid particles.
Pegasus I II, last of the series returning impact
data to evaluate the meteoroid hazard. was ejected
into circular orbit on July 30. Pegasus III incorporated 48 detachable subpanels on the wings.
which could easilv be unhooked at some future
data bv an astron;ut and carried back to earth. All
of the. Pegasus satellites, built by Fairchild Hiller,
were boosted into orbit by Saturn I.

TIROS X, funded by the Weather Bureau, was
launched July 2, ~o scan and photograph tropical
storm breeding areas. Similar to TIROS IX, it takes
over 400 pictures daily. The tenth consecutive successful weather satellite, its sun-synchronous, nearpolar orbit was the best achieved in the series and
almost perfect for space photography.

Early Bird I was launched April 6 for the Communications Satellite Corporation. Pioneer in a new
era of global communications, the commercial
satellite receives and transmits telephone calls.
high quality color and 2-way black and white television, photos, teletype, facsimile and data. The 85pound cylinder was launched by a Thrust Augmented Delta into elliptical earth orbit at 22,300
miles altitude. With a design life of 2-3 years, it is
equipped with 2 VHF telemetry transmitters, 2
encoders, 2 communications transponders, an orientation system and 2 microwave beacons. Power
is supplied by 6,000 solar cells and 21 nickel cadmium batteries. First step toward a worldwide network of satellites to provide new channels of communications to many nations, Early Bird ·I will be
followed by 4 larger satellites, 3 times more powerful, produced by Hughes Aircraft Company.
Scheduled for early 1966, the Tiros Operational
Satellite (TOS) System will provide continuous
global weather data on a daily basis. The cartwheel
satellite will transmit cloud picture coverage (by
Automatic Picture Transmission camera) directly to
the Weather Bureau which will operate the system
after NASA launches the satellite into polar orbit
at 750 nautkal miles altitude.
As part of a broader program of international
cooperation, NASA orbited the Canadian Alouette
II and the French FR-1 satellites during the year,
from the Western Test Range. Alouette was one
vehicle in a double launch that also orbited an
Explorer spacecraft.
Significant in the large research sounding rocket
program (48 successfully fired during the year) was
the expansion of geographical coverage. In addition
to Wallops Island, Fort Churchill on Hudson Bay,
and Ascension Island, rockets were fired from Point
Barrow Alaska for the first time, and an agreement
with B;azil m;de a station near Natal available for
1966 Nike Apache grenade experiments. A pitotstatic tube experiment was conducted during NASA's

OSO II, providing detailed information on solar
X rays, gamma rays and ultraviolet radiation, was
launched February 3, by a 3-stage Delta rocket.
The 545-pound satellite, heaviest ever orbited by
Delta, sent an average of 7 miles of tape-recorded
data daily to ground stations during its first month
of operation. Second in a series of 8 satellites for
extensive study of the sun, the Orbiting Solar
Observatory II conducted the most intensive investigations of that body ever undertaken.
Pegasus I, launched February 16, was the first of a
series of 3 satellites designed to gather data on
meteoroid frequency to determine the extent of
that hazard. Pegasus spacecraft, among the nation's
largest and heaviest, have sensor panels of 3 different thicknesses, permitting analysis of the various
sizes of meteoroids impacted. Wings, 96 by 14 feet,
present a 2,300-square-foot surface, instrumented to
detect collisions with meteoritic particles and provide necessary basic information for future spacecraft design. As the particles collide with the winged
surface, penetrations are registered in a magnetic
core memory and relayed to earth. Pegasus I
sweeps around the earth in elliptical orbit, 390 to
463 miles high, 31 degrees north and south of the
equator. In addition to impact information, data on
temperature, power levels and intensity of radiation
encountered, are transmitted to ground stations.
Pegasus II continued gathering data on meteoroid
flux in the near-earth environment after its launch
on May 25. The 1 1/2-ton improved version featured a new capacitor fusing arrangement, allowing
ground engineers to disconnect a single malfunctioning capacitor, leaving others working. This corrected hampering effects of short circuits and con206
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the re-entry pa yload back into the atmosphere at
37,232 feet per second, highest speed achieved b y a
man-made object in the atmosphere. The second
FIRE flight , complementing the earlier experiment,
defined more completel y the heating curve with
data to impro ve engineering applications for several
national programs ; it also confirmed findings and
analyses of ground experiments. Onboard experiments included measurements of radiation from a
hot gas cup with specially developed radiometers.
One of the 3 radiometers was designed to provide
information on the chemical composition of the
gases in th e radia nt region. Radio " blackout"
caused b y plasma sheath formation was studied with
careful measurement of variations in telemetrv
transmissions during the re-entry phase. The
minute flight followed a 5 ,000-mile ballistic trajectory from Cape Kennedy along the Eastern Test
Range, to re-entry at 27,000 miles per hour near
Ascension Island . Langley Research Center managed
Project· Fire, including General D ynamics' Atlas
launch vehicle, Ling-Temco-Vought's velocity package, Hercules Powder Company' s Antares II motor
and the re-entry package of Republic Aviation Division.
A Scout Evaluation Vehicle was launched in
August to demonstrate in-flig ht operation of a number of its improved features , developed over the
previous 18 months. Seventy-two feet long and
weighing 20 tons at lift-off, Scout is the nation's
only all-solid-propellant launch ve hicle with orbital
capability. By means of a new g uidance technique
known as yaw torquing, the launch vehicle proved
it can fly a " dog-l eg" course, achieving a higher
orbit inclination angle. New second and fourth-stage
rocket motors were incorporated : Castor IIA, with
58,000 pounds thrust and the FW-4 , producing
5,600 pounds. Improved spin motors stabilized
Scout's fourth stage. The air transportabilitv concept of a fully assembled vehicle was confirmed
when Scout was airlifted from Wallops Island after
assembl y, then re turned to the la un ch site, simulating a transcontinental trip. A Radio Attenuation
Meas urement expe riment addressed to th e problem of radio communications blackout was flown on
a Scout rocket in the spring, as part of Wallops
Island electronic resea rch on the problem.
Study of radio communications blackout a t Lang le v Research Center, under way earl y in the vea r
led to the findings that thi s considerable probl~m i~
influenced b y the shape of th e space ve hicle, choice
of signal freque ncy, static magne tic fields and the
atmosphe ric flow field. It was suggested th a t blackout can be overcome b y prope r d esign selec tion and
the addition of certain liquids to the fl ow fi e ld .

mobil e launch expedition off the ''est coast of
South America.
Direc tion of smaller rocket tec hnolog~ (30 to 60
kilomete r range) was tO\\ ard improvement in design
and d evelopment of roc ket motors, sensors, data
acquisition and data reduction systems. Of the
smaller Arcus, Loki type, 100 to 150 are fired annually for de elopment work itse lf. They are e mplo~ed
in support of other space tes ts a nd of the cooperative
m eteo rological sounding rocket network, with schedul es arranged to include as many of these functions
as possible .
Sounding rocke ts in ph ys ics a nd as tron omy applications numbe red 138 during 1965. Studies of th e
upper atmosphere included resea rch in stru cture a nd
composition of plane tar y a tmosp he res ; meas ure me nt
of particles a nd th e m ag ne ti c field structure; study
of D , E and F reg ions of th e ionosphere ; spec trahe liograph and coronagraph observations of the sun ;
optical gamma ra y and X-ray studies of ste llar objects.
Advanced research and tec hn ology saw developments in these NASA prog rams durin g 1965 :
FIRE II , the in-flight re-e ntry expe rime nt, gathered
further data durin g ex te nd ed measurin g of th e pe ri od
of high es t hea tin g. Laun ched May 22 by a thickskinned version of the Atlas-D booster, FIRE II included a velocity package powered by the solidpropellant Antares II rocke t m otor, designed to dri ve

si-

In D ecembe r, NASA took d eli very from Northrop Corpora tion of
th e H L-10 lifting body research craft.
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The Atlas Centaur (AC-6) August launch simulated a full-scale mission to determine Centaur's
capability to place a Surveyor model on course to
the moon. NASA plans to soft-land the Survevor to
conduct lunar surface studies preliminarv to m~nned
Apollo missions. The Deep Space Net. shows that
less than one-tenth of Survevor' s midcourse correction capability would-have been needed to put the
spacecraft on a final trajectory to the moon, a vast
improvement over any previous lunar or planetary
launch. With this fourth successful test Hight in the
series, Centaur was the nation's first launch vehicle
to qualify operationally an all-inertial guidance system for deep space application. The Honenvell svstem includes an airborne digital computer which
solves, on course, guidance equations for the system
to correct and control the vehicle in Hight. Following
separation from Centaur, while traveling 34,000 feet
per second, the 2,1 00-pound Survevor model continued in a highly elliptical earth ~rbit. The highenergy, liquid-propellant Centaur second stage
vehicle and its Atlas booster were built bv General
Dynamics' Convair Division.
.

sun, to permit study of the solar corona and solar
wind at high inclination angles and research on
comet disintegration. Sounding rockets contributed
to data gathered in both experiments.
The X-15 research plane, which has more than
doubled the limits of manned Hight in winged H'hicles, completed its 150th mission in September.
It measured boundary layer noise and aerodynamic
and structural loads on the horizontal tail surfaces.
The rocket-powered aircraft has Hown to the record
altitude of 67 miles at the record speed of 4,104
miles per hour. Destined for use in the Apollo spac('craft, the X-15' s horizon scanner implements research coupled with space launches. An ultraviolet
stellar photography experiment uses a prototype of
equipment in the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
satellite. External propellant tanks were added on
one ot the 3 aircraft in October, to carry anhydrous
ammonia and liquid oxygen. The added propellant
will increase engine burning time from 85 to 14.5
seconds, raising the speed to 5,000 miles per hour.
X-15 number 3 underwent modifications in November for installation of the "energy management"
system which automatically gives the pilot an upto-the-minute picture of his position in Hight, glide
capability, plus the distance and procedures to follow
for safe landing. Other advanced research projects
under way in this program are atmospheric density
measurements, meteorite collection, c_xhaust plume
characteristics, vapor-cycle cooling, and a supersonic
deceleration device.

NASA's Convair 990 chased the Mav 30 solar
eclipse across the South Pacific, giving s~ientists an
opportunity to observe the turbulent processes of the
solar atmosphere and the effect of an abrupt interruption of sunlight on earth's upper atmosphere and
the ionosphere. Flying at .'38,000 feet, 600 miles an
hour along the path of totality, the observers were
afforded 9 1/2 minutes of total eclipse, 4 minutes
more than ground observers. The research plane
took off from Hilo, Hawaii, and intercepted the path
of the eclipse at 131 degrees, 55 minutes west
longitude and 1 degree, .'37 minutes south latitude.
Data gathered by the scientists and equipment
aboard contribuled to studies of ionization and
excitation processes of the inner corona and furthered
cataloguing of coronal lines; study of coronal structures; and the process of resolving apparent disCTl'pancies between the rdative abundances of elements in the corona and the photosphere.

A Lockheed JetStar was modified by NASA in
1965 for use as a flight research vehicle with particular reference to the supersonic transport program.
Called the general-purpose airborne simulator, one
of its many applications is to simulate the Hight
responses and flight characteristics of supersonic
airfoils. NASA incorporated the Variable Stability
System (VSS) developed by Cornell Aeronautical
Laboralory, which has the capability of feeding in
the flight responses ·of the supersonic transport and
of other high performance aircraft. The JetStar was
selected for this research project because of its high
performance platform, with sufficient payload to
incorporate the VSS and other test equipment and
techniques.

The rl'search jet also tracked the Ikeva-Seki comet
over th<-· Pacific for 13 davs, beginning. late October.
To help remove some of the mvsterv about cometstheir mass structure, composition ~nd the effects of
interaction with the solar environment-the aircraft ca rne
· d ms
· t rumentahon
·
and a team of· scientists aloft each morning, to a point 400 miles north
of Hawaii. Spectral observations of the Ikeva-Seki' s
~oma and tail were made in ultraviolet . and infrared at 40,000 feet to provide information on thl'
comet's com~)osition and structure. Photographs
W(•re taken of tht• comet's tail in the vicinity of thl'

Flight models of the M2-F2 and HL-10 lifting
body wingless aircraft were delivered during the
year, and Hight tests were scheduled for 1966.
Flight testing will investigate man's ability to control the vehicle during low-speed operations and
landing. The lifting body program seeks to attain
maximum ratios of useful volume to surface area, to
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reduce structural weight
and problems of aerodv.
.
namic heating on re-entry of the earth's atmosphere.
The largest solid fuel rocket motor, in a September
test firing. ach-anced technology and demonstrated
feasibility of its use in future space launch applications. A .. half-length" model was tested; full length,
the :\.erojet General motor would develup 7,000,000
pounds of thrust. Eighty feet long. with 260-inch
diameter, it was made of special maraging steel
casing and contained 1.680.000 pounds of solid
propellant. cast in one piece. Thrust output was
3 ..500,000 pounds.

regime of flight. The contracts, amounting to 81.5
million, covered independent detailed studies of
advanced ramjet engine technology by the 3 companies, to define and develop a preliminary design
for the best possible ramjet engine to implement a
research flight program. Plans were to be submitted
as technical proposals for further work o~ the
project. Relative fuel economy at hypersonic speed
will make the ramjet engine useful for hypersonic
transports, boosters, and spacecraft flying within the
atmosphere. Liquid hydrogen fuel was specified
for operation at speeds between 2,000 to 5,000 miles
per hour. Specifications detailed a weight limitation
of 800 pounds and dimensions compatible with
mounting the engine underneath the aft fuselage
of the X-15, which will ultimately conduct flight
research.

NER\"A, first nuclear rocket engine system. underwent a Dect.•mber .. breadboard"' test. marking the
first workout for such an integrated system from
starting process into power phase. During the year,
specific impulse of more than 150 seconds was
achieved in the NRX-:\.3 reactor. with operating
times topping one hour. and more than 16 minutes
at full powt.•r condition achieved. Rapid startups
became a common feature of the nuclear rocket
program. Remaining tests in the scheduled NERVA
engine series and in the first phase of the advanced
Phoebus reactor program were to attain longer
operating times in reactor systems, with higher temperatures and power. The first SNAP 8 reactor, developed by the Atomic Energy Commission to provide 600 kilowatts for space power, was operated
over a continuous period of 209 days.

The Mission Control Center at Houston assumed
primary control of manned space flights, previously
directed from Cape Kennedy, beginning with the
Gemini -l mission in June.
Construction of NASA's moon-launch spaceport
continued on schedule at the Merritt Island Launch
Area, adjacent to Cape Kennedy. l\1ILA' s Vehicle
Assembly Building, the largest in the world, was to
be completed in 1966.
The Space Radiation Effects Laboratorv connected
with Langley Research Center, Virgini~. was dedicated in December. High energy corpuscular radiation will be simulated and its effects studied there,
in order to devise means of shielding spacecraft and
components against that hazard.
At the Life Sciences Research Laboratory, completed at Ames Research Center, California, late in
1965, a broad research program covering all facets
of space medicine and biotechnology was initiated.

Phase II of the hypersonic ramjet research program began in April with General Electric, t\larquardt, and Garrett Corporation's assignment to
develop 3 engine concepts and prepare preliminary
designs. The program seeks eventual construction of
a ramjet research engine to advance the technology
of air-breathing propulsion into the hypersonic
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Why Avco-powered helicopters keep
setting world records
Proudly won by the United States are
35 world records for helicopter
performance-flight "firsts" in speed
runs, time-to-climb, altitude, and other
essential measures of achievement. Of
these world record s, 31 were earned by
helicopters powered by A vco Lycoming
engines.
Why do so many record-breaking

helicopters use Lycoming engines? The
answer: A vco know-how- translated
into reliability in the air. Weigh just one
fact: The Avco Lycoming T53 is the
only aircraft turbine engine in its
horsepower class with over 2,000,000
hours of performance.
Most of these hours were actual work in
combat, rescue, and reconnaissance

~~CORPORATION

missions in the jungles of Vietnam.
Others were surveillance missions in
the South Pacific, and mapping and
other vital missions in the reaches of
Antarctica.
The proved dependability of A vco
Lycoming engines is one big reason why
they continue to power growing fleets
of aircraft.

Avc o CORP ORATION, 750 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.
A vco is a lead er in rese arch and d evelopment; production of executive aircraft engines, farm equipment , abrasives and other products;
television and r adio broadcasting; financial services; and space and defense production.

There are
no shortcuts
to dependability.

There are 70,000 people working at United
Aircraft Corporation. All of them believe in one
thing: making certain.
It started many years ago when our founders
made certain that air-cooled piston engines and
advanced propeller designs could give aircraft
higher performance capabilities.

Today, United Aircraft people are still making certain: In propulsion, control systems, vertical flight, electronics, guidance, and navigation.
Making certain means research, careful design, painstaking manufacture, thorough proving and testing. Even our newest employee soon
learns: There are no shortcuts to dependability.

U nited
~ Brc aft
EAST HAR TFORD, CONN. 06108

PR ATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT · HAMILTON STANDARD · SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT · NORDEN • UN ITED TECHN OLOGY CENTER· VECTOR · CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER • UNITED AIRCRAFT OF CANADA LI MITED

Rohr builds
Rohr today is by far the largest subcontractor to America 's aerospace
industry. Our Antenna and Space Products Divisions are strong and successful .. . currently producing large, precision products in those fields.

large assemblies
However, large complex components for aircraft are still our biggest
business . .. based on engineering and production advances developed
over 25 years in this specialty at Rohr.

for every major
In addition to complete engine pod assemblies, Rohr's current aircraft
production includes fuselage sections, stabilizers, elevators, thrust reversers, struts, ailerons, landing gear pods and doors, cargo doors, wingto-body fairings, flight and ground spoilers, wing joint fittings and others.

multi-engine aircraft
Rohr is building large assemblies for every major multi-engine aircraft in
production today . . . both military and civilian.

in production
For instance, we're producing complete engine pod assemblies for the
Boeing 707, 720, 727 and 737 series; the Lockheed C-130 and C-141
Logistics Transports, P-3A Navy Patrol Aircraft and JetStar, Military
Executive Transport; the Douglas DC-8 and DC-9 jet airliners; and Grumman's new Gulfstream Business Jet.

in America today
With the_ constant installation of numerically controlled equipment and
conveyonzed assembly operations, Rohr will continue to provide the
exp_e_n_ence, knowledge and
facilities to build major aircraft components better
faster, and at lower cost:
For full information, please
contact Marketing Manager,
Dept. 41, Rohr Corporation,
Chula Vista, California.
I~AIN
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If it's Beyond the
state of the art". ..
II

''Impossible" to
fabricate ...
Needed in volume
''Immediately" ...

Solar works wonders
with hard-to-work metals.
For nearly thirty years, Solar has specialized in high-alloy metals, metal
fabrication, forming, joining, machining and processing. A variety of
sophisticated aerospace products reflects Solar's continuing research and
development of new techniques in
alloys, structures and coatings.
As a result of basic research, Solar
produces products that require advanced structures or processes, some
of which may be considered beyond
the present state of the art. Typical
projects include: manufacture of prototype jet engine components and
space ducting assemblies, fabrication
of assemblies containing stainless-toaluminum joints on a production
basis, development work in joining
other metals, processes for machining
and joining large titanium pressure

vessels, development of corrugated
tungsten structures in foil gages and
tungsten cones for re-entry structures.
Solar also manufactures a variety
of lightweight, efficient heat exchangers for airborne applications, including space radiators and cold plates.
Jet engine components such as
frames, combustors, supports, shrouds
and tailpipes have been designed and
manufactured for every aircraft engine firm. Combustors, .for example,
are close tolerance assemblies made
up of many parts. Solar is able to
fabricate them in large quantities,
coat them with Solar's Solaramic®
coatings, and deliver them on
schedule.
ln addition to its leadership in advanced welcling and furnace brazing,
Solar anticipated the industry's needs
·'
'

for ultra-high temperature applications of such refractory ·metals as
tungsten, columbium, tantalum and
their all9ys. Special forming, machining, and joining techniques now make
these metals available for space and
nuclear projects.
· If you have a problem related to a
difficult-to-fabricate aerospace component, or require fast, reliable volume production in the field of metallurgy, write: Solar, Dept. 0-390, San
Diego, California 92112.

VsoLARU.
A Divisi on of Internation al H a rvester Compnny

Processing of space booster ducting in Solar's LOX cleaning room. 2. Solar-built nose cap of thorium oxide overlay reinforced with a tungsten matrix on a tungsten base. 3. Solar uses electron beam welding to join high alloy arid re fractory metal.s.
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INCREASED CAPACITY

THE AIRLINES

Assuming average utilization, the new fleet of 70-t
airplanes, when delivered, will be capable of providing 13 billion seat miles a year. By way of comparison, the U.S. airlines' fleet of 1,855 aircraft
offered 110 billion seat miles in 196-t, 85 per cent of
which represented jet and turboprop service.
As of September 30, 1965, the airlines were operating 670 pure jets, 272 turboprops, and 8 turbine
helicopters for a total of 950 turbine-powered aircraft. The airlines were also operating 93-t piston
aircraft, bringing the industry's total Aeet to 1,884
aircraft of all types.

The im·estment the LS. scheduled airlines are
making in ne,,- aircraft as part of the ne,,· transportation systt>m they are building stood at more than
8:3.1 billion at the beginning of the fourth quarter
of 196.'5.
This figure covered the cost of 10-t jet and turboprop planes on order for delivery during the period
196.'5-69. The airlines had taken deli,·en· of 101 of
this number at the end of September.
Cost of all flight equipment in sen·ice at the end
of 196-t was 8-1.5 billion. :\t year-end. commitments
already amounted to 8:2 per cent of that amount.
A survey made by the Air Transport Association
covering the first three quarters of 1965 showed the
following breakdown of deliveries scheduled for the
1965-69 period:
Jet and
Turboprops

Valued at

101

8655,700.000

On Order as of October L 1965 591
TOTAL
70-t

3.093.500.000
83.7-19.:200.000

Delivery
Delivery
Delivery
Delivery
Delivery

880.600,000
I ,:20 UiOO,OOO
1.033.900,000
531.900,000
101.:200.000
83,7-19.:200,000

Delivered January!September 30, 1965

in
in
in
in
in

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
TOTAL

161
:239
181
97
:20
70-t

PUBLIC DEMAND
Response of the shipping and traveling public to
improved and expanded airline sen·ice was registered during the first half of 1965, when the airlines,
both domestic and international, flew 4,-148, 3:2-!, 000
revenue ton miles of passenger and cargo traffic, as
compared with 3,705,655,000 revenue ton miles
during the same period of 1964. This represented a
gain of more than :20 per cent.
Reflecting the airline traffic increase was an improved earnings picture. Net profit for the consolidated industry for the first half of the year amounted
to nearly $139 million, compared with $79.4 million
in the same period of 196-t.
JET SERVICE TO
COMMUNITIES

S~IALLER

The part being played by the local service
carriers in the industry's new equipment program
marks a turning point in the history of this class of
carrier. The local service airlines ha\ e long been
plagued with obsolete and uneconomical equipment. The new jet and turboprop planes they have
on order promise the same high quality service to
hundreds of off-jet route communities as currentlv
provided larger cities by the trunk carriers.
.
As of September 30, 1965, the 13 local sen·ice
airlines had on order 42 pure jet and 36 new turboprop aircraft. In addition, 44 piston aircraft were
being converted to turboprop engines. These aircraft are valued at more than $245,000,000 or more
than three times the present net value of all the aircraft being used by the local service airlines in 1965.
The significance of jet service via local sen·ice
carriers is underscored by the fact that of the more
than 600 cities served by airlines in every state and
territory, 402 are served exclusively by the local service airlines.

This delivery schedule includes only orders placed
by the airlines at the time of the survev. ~lore
orders may be expected-particularly for d~livery in
the latter part of period.
TOWARDS AN ALL-TURBINE FLEET
Of the 70-t airplanes to be delivered in the last
half of the decade, 663 will be pure jet. -tO turboprops and one is a turbine-powered helicopter. Of
the 663 pure jets, 472 are designed to operate in
intermediate and short range sen·ices and will represent a major upgrading of the quality of service
to the smaller and intermediate sized cities of the
country.
In addition to the 704 new airplanes, the local
service airlines were planning to convert 60 piston
planes to turboprops at an estimated cost of $35
million. The industry also acquired delivery positions for 21 Concorde supersonic transports and 42
U.S. SST's for delivery in the 1970's.
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The growth of the local service airlines has been
spectacular. In 1954, they carried 2,500,000 passengers. In 1964, they carried more than 10,000,000.
In the first eight months of 1965, they carried approximately 8,000,000 passengers, for a gain of 16 ..5
per cent over the same 1964 period. It was expected
that the new flight equipment would attract passengers at an even faster rate in the next few years.

of flying time per day, a gain of nearly 40 percent
over the utilization of the standard, nonconvertible
all-cargo jets.

AIRLINES SUPPORT NEW POST OFFICE
PROGRAM TO EXPEDITE LETTER MAIL
The airlines strongly supported the Postmaster
General's plan, announced in 196.5, to deliver 9.5 per
cent of the nation's letter mail anywhere in the
country overnight by 1967.
The plan calls for
eliminating air mail as a separate classification and
moving mail by the fastest mode of transportation
available-air, rail, motor or water.
If such a program had been in effect in 1965, the
airlines would have provided overnight delivery to
about 7-1/2 billion letters a year, or two-and-a-half
times the 1965 volume of mail carried by air.
The airlines were well prepared to play their role
in the priority mail program because the more than
10,800 airline flights scheduled daily during 1965
represented an increase of 31 per cent over the
number of daily flights ten years ago, because cooperation with the Post Office in expanding the
practice of delivering truckloads of mail directly
to planeside was reducing ground handling time for
air mail by as much as 40 per cent at major cities;
and because accelerated interchange of air mail between flights at major cities was permitting the
interchange of as much as 32,000 pounds of air mail
between aircraft in as little as 45 minutes.
These and other improved air mail operations
resulted in the delivery of 71 billion pieces of mail
in 1964. Seventy-two billion pieces were projected for
1965 and 74 billion for 1966.

GROWING DEMAND FOR AIR FREIGHT
Air freight is the fastest growing service in the airline industry. The scheduled airlines had an average
annual growth rate of more than 15 per cent over
years 1961-1965, as measured in ton miles of service.
In 1964, air freight registered a gain of 26.9 per
cent over 1963 and for the first eight months of
1965 was up 33-1/2 per cent over the same period
in 1964.
To meet the growing demand of modern management for air freight, the scheduled airlines at yearend operated 53 jet airliners, each capable of hauling
up to 92,000 pounds, more than a threefold increase
in capacity and a near doubling of speed over the
DC-6A, for example.
Of this number, 29 were
used specifically for cargo operations. The remaining 24 were convertible, that is, they were built
with reinforced flooring, removable seats and
movable bulkheads and could be transformed from a
combination passenger-cargo jet airliner to an allcargp jet freighter in from two to three hours.
In addition, from 6,000 to 19,000 pounds of freight
can move in the cargo holds of each of the 10 800
airline passenger flights scheduled daily.
'
At the end of September, 1965, the airlines had
made commitments to buy an additional 44 jet aircraft capable of all-cargo services-12 to be used
strictly in all-cargo service and the remaining 32 to
serve as "quick change" aircraft capable of being
converted from passenger to all-cargo configuration. This represented an investment of $367,000,000
and an expansion of the 1965 long-range jet freighter
fleet by 83 per cent.
. The all-cargo and convertible jets are long-range
aircraft designed for transcontinental and international use. The new quick change (QC) plane will
be a short-to-intermediate-range aircraft extending
the advantages of jet freighter service to mediumsized cities throughout the country. And instead of
requiring from two to three hours for the changeover from passenger to all-cargo configuration (as in
the c~se of the present convertible jets), the QC
operahon will require only 30 minutes.
This means that, when in cargo service these aircraft will give the airlines an additional s'-1 /2 hours

EMPLOYMENT
Since the initiation of jet operations in 1958, the
airlines have created some 39,000 new jobs. During
the past decade, airline employment has increased
from 109,500 to 190,000 employees, with an annual
payroll of over one and one-half billion dollars.
While the jobs involved cover a wide range of skills,
of the total increase, aircraft and traffic service personnel numbered 51,800 a~ the end of 1964-an
increase of 14,600, or 39 per cent since 1958. This
category of employees includes those in jobs of a
semiskilled nature not requiring technical training
prior to employment. The indicated rate of increase
in new positions was expected to continue.
In addition to providing new job opportunities,
the industry has given top priority to training and
upgrading employees. The industry is spending well
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o e r 100 milli on dollars a year on in-service training
programs d es igned to upg rad e the skills and capaciti es of airline employees. This includes mechanic
appre nticeship programs, ma nagemen t development
for fo remen , stewardess instruction , customer service
trainin g, and flight personnel ·mprovement.

MORE OPPORT UN ITIES IN \JEW
The massi ve airline re-equipm e nt and ex pansion
program will provide te ns of thou sands of jobs in
the aircraft manufacturing industry and its suppliers
in eve ry state of the union. Airlines alone a re plannin g a net addition of 50,000 jobs during the d eli ve ry pe riod of these airplan es .
Looking furth e r into the future, as subsonic fli ght
m erges into supersonic fli g ht, new challenges in
naviga tion , meteoro log y, me tallurg y and the application of the multiple uses of compute rs will require th e ablest minds of our gene rati on.
It is estimated that th e SST "ould create some
40,000 new jobs in th e aircraft industry a.lone. It
would provide opportunities for hundreds of thousands of people in the supplier industries. Progress
in the design of the SST toda y shows that it would
be more than three times as productive for the airlines as today' s subsonic jets.
On the following pages are resumes of the 1965
activiti es of the member companies of Air Transport Association of America.

Air Ca nada ordered 16 n ew je tlin ers in 1965 to ·increase its fleet to
40 je ts br; 1967.

routes where the number of scheduled passenger
miles rose b y 36 per cent, followed b y a 32 per cent
growth on Atlantic routes for a total of 1,000,000,000
international passenger miles.
Traffic on North
American routes recorded a 17 per cent increase to
2,588,430,000 passenger miles.
Available seat miles on scheduled flights increased
by 15 per cent during 1965 to 5,372,994,000 while
ton miles available showed an 18 per cent rise to
843,507,000.
Air freight ton miles showed a spectacular 32
per cent increase to 54,519,000 over the year with air
express rising by 22 per cent to 5,368,000 and air
mail seven per cent to 16,950,000 ton miles.
Passenger load factor in 1965 was 66 per cent, up
three per cent from 1964.
The airline's change of name to Air Canada
from Trans-Canada Air Lines became official on
January I, 1965, and by the end of the year all of
the airline's DC-8 jetliners and most of its Vanguards
and Viscounts, as well as most printed items and
equipment carrying the compan y markings appeared
in the new colors with identifying symbol.
New grey-colored uniforms for the company's
male and female passenger agents were designed
and adopted by Air Canada during 1965 and were
worn for the first time b y employees early in 1966.
With the introduction of the 1965 summer
schedule in April, Air Canada inaugurated a new
daily nonstop service between Montreal and Paris,
the world 's two largest French-speaking cities. The
new flights, designated "Europe 870-Canada 871 "

AIR CANADA
Orders for 16 new jetliners, to be delivered in
1967, were placed by Air Canada in 1965. These
aircraft, valued at about $83,000,000, together
with eight others ordered by th e airline in 1963 and
1964 and scheduled for deli very in 1966, will increase Air Canada's fleet of pure je t aircraft to 40.
The $40,000,000 worth of aircraft scheduled for
delivery in 1966 will add 710 passe nge r seats to the
airline's North American and overseas services to
accommodate additional traffic . expected in the
coming years.
Included among the aircraft to be delivered in
1966 are two 139-passenger Douglas DC-8' s and
six 72-passenger Douglas DC-9 twin jets. Four extended versions of the DC-8 with a ca pacity for 196
passengers and 10 extended 94-passenger DC-9' s
will be delivered to the airline in 1967.
Air Canada carried 4,682,384 passengers on
scheduled flights during 1965, an increase of 14 per
cent over 1964 .
The most impressive increase was on southern
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continued on from Paris to provide daily service
between Canada and Dusseldorf, Germany. The
service proved so successful during the summer that
it was decided to continue the flights throughout the
winter months.
Air Canada acquired a new southern route towards
the end of the year when service was inaugurated
between Toronto and Freeport, Grand Bahama
Island, on a once-a-week basis, beginning on Dec.
13. The following day, on Dec. 14, the airline began
a once-a-week nonstop flight between Halifax and
Bermuda, providing the Maritimes with direct service to the Atlantic Island and convenient connections from there to the Caribbean.
In October, Air Canada announced it would
transfer its operations in Germany from Dusseldorf
to Frankfurt next April. The change from Dusseldorf, which the airline has served since 1952, is being made primarily to facilitate proposed nonstop
service between Germany and Canada. In line with
the growth in traffic between Europe and Canada,
Air Canada also announced it will open additional
sales offices in Germany and that it has appointed
sales representatives in Warsaw, Poland and Zagreb,
Yugoslavia.
In April, it was announced that Air Canada would
move into a new $20,000,000 passenger terminal at
New York's John F. Kennedy International Airport
in 1968. The carrier will share the majority of available space in the terminal with British Overseas
Airways Corporation, builders of the project.
·Air Canada became the first Canadian company to
present the design and concept of its Expo '67 pavilion when it unveiled plans for a $1,500,000 structure on June 10. The pavilion will portray the story
of aviation, while its unique helical design will seek
to capture the spirit of flight.

Canada, in addition to three-times-a-week cargo/
passenger service.
The airline also announced the introduction of
all-cargo DC-8 service between Montreal and Vancouver, providing for the carriage of twelve 7.000pouncl pallets in the cabin of the aircraft and an
aclclitionallO,OOO pounds in the cargo holds.
Effective November l, the airline introduced
throughout its Canadian system an integrated air/offline service for cargo shipments originating in
Canada and consigned to any point in the world.
The service includes surface transportation of goods
between airports and points away from main airline
terminals.
Following an International Air Transport Association traffic conference held in Bermuda in October,
Air Canada announced plans for the introduction of
new low trans-Atlantic fares in April, 1966. The
new fares provide for the reductions of up to 15 per
cent in round-trip economy excursion fares.

ALASKA AIRLINES
In 1965 Alaska Airlines recorded another peak
year, both in revenues and passenger volume, primarily clue to the Civil Aeronautics Board's realignment of jet routes to the nation's largest state. This
realignment brought Alaska's Golden Nugget jet into
direct competition in the fast growing SeattleAnchorage market. The route realignment further
strengthened Alaska Airlines' position as the only
carrier serving the state's two largest cities.
The new route was flown for the first time on
June 2, 1965, and the airline featured mid-afternoon
departures directly to Anchorage five days a week
thereafter. Due to the time differential, arrival in
Anchorage was at the same midafternoon time,
providing ample opportunity for a little early sightseeing and an early acquaintance with Alaskan
hospitality. The remaining two days a week evening
schedules were featured.
This combination of
schedules provided convenient connections from all
points in the nation to Alaska, and was partially
responsible for the tremendous surge in passenger
volumes experienced during the summer months.
Passenger revenues during August, for example,
only fell $150,000 short of equalling the August passenger revenues of the preceding two years.
There were several reasons for this unparalleled
increase. First was the convenience in scheduling,
both with respect to departure and arrival times and
with interline connections.
Especially packaged
vacations designed to acquaint the visitor with the
beauty and grandeur of the northern frontier at-

Queen Mother Elizabeth was carried aboard an
Air Canada aircraft for the second time when she
flew from London to Toronto on June 23. The
Queen Mother was in Toronto to present new
colors to the Toronto Scottish Regiment, of which
she is the Colonel-in-Chief.
The airline introduced more liberal free baggage
weight allowances on North American routes in
September. The new allowances permit both first
and economy class passengers to carry, free of
charge, the equivalent of one man's three-suiter,
one two-suiter and an overnight bag, provided the
latter can be carried into the cabin and stowed under
the passenger's seat.
With the winter schedule, the airline announced
it was doubling its winter service to the United Kingdom and Europe with 16 weekly return flights from
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tracted many new guests to Alaska. Finally, the
Visit CSA Program, a tariff designed and initiated by
Alaska Airlines to give greater opportunity and
incentive to the foreign visitor to .. See America,"
drew many foreign visitors. In 196:1 Alaska Airlines
carried only 300 tourists to Nome. An energetic
sales promotion and advertising program. which included the Visit USA concept, increased this figure
to over 1,400 in 1964. In 1965 the company carried
over 2,500 tourists to Nome during the summer season. In addition, over 450 passengers were unable
to include the Nome tour in their plans because of
the shortage of accommodations. This latter group
was primarily people who had sought to extend
their Alaska vacation with a visit to the gold fields of
Nome and had not made prior hotel reservations.
There were other changes in 1965. On ~lay 12,
Alaska Airlines completed a six month evaluation of
the new high performance jet aircraft by signing an
order for two Boeing 727C convertible jets for use
throughout the interior of the state. This first step
in Alaska's re-equipment program will bring jet
convenience and reliability to the historic Seward
Peninsula, and will mark the first commercial jet
service north of the Arctic Circle in the nation's history. These new jets, with their Gold Rush motif,
will retire Super Constellations presently serving
the routes north of Anchorage.
To complement the change in equipment and to
support the rapidly increasing tourist traffic to the
Nome-Kotzebue area, Alaska Airlines will add
another hotel in Nome. Completion was scheduled
in time for the peak of the 1966 summer tourist season. The combination of the outstanding success
enjoyed by the original Nugget Inn constructed in
1964, the need for additional facilities, and the promise of even greater future requirements, resulted
in the program for a new, enlarged Nugget Inn in
Nome.

Airport.
\\'hen completed, this will more than
double the area of the existing facilities. A new sales
office will open, serving the communities of Haines
and Port Chilkoot.
The first of a series of modifications to the Grumman fleet was the modifying of the window areas,
including enlarging passenger window, improved
cabin heat distribution, more effective sound-proofing. Provisions were being made for the addition of
these comfort features to the remainder of the fleet.
One Grumman aircraft was converted and equipped
with retractable wing tip floats.
A 1965 improvement was the start of conversion
of one Grumman aircraft to turboprop engines.
The installation will include two Pratt & Whitney
PT6-A6 turboprop engines with the design being
done by Strato Engineering Company, Inc. of Burbank, California. Fairey Canada Limited, Western
Division, of Victoria, British Columbia, was fabricating many of the components. The actual conversion will be done by Alaska Coastal-Ellis Airlines at
its maintenance facilities in Juneau, Alaska. Prop
jet engines will make the popular Grumman quieter,
smoother and about 30 miles per hour faster. One
plane will be converted and evaluated before converting all 15 Grummans.
The directors of Alaska Coastal- Ellis Airlines
also authorized negotiations for the purchase of suitable
modern
pressurized
aircraft
for
the
Juneau/Sitka/ Annette route to be purchased upon
completion of the Sitka airport. The airport was
scheduled for completion in the latter part of
1966. This was of particular significance since
Alaska Coastal-Ellis Airlines is an all amphibious
carrier, serving 65 points of which only five have
airports.
Among route changes the airline announced an
improved schedule in its operation between Prince
Rupert and Ketchikan. Arrangements were made
with United States and Canadian Customs so the
airline may operate nonstop between Annette
Island and Prince Rupert in both directions, thereby
providing convenient through-jet connections between the" South 48" and Prince Rupert.

ALASKA COASTAL-ELLIS AIRLINES
To meet growing demands and advance the Alaska
Coastal-Ellis Airlines' overall objective to improve
reliability of service, a fourth PBY Super Catalina
was purchased in 1965. The capability of the Super
Catalinas to be flown on instruments is a contributing factor to the increased completion of flights during the winter weather conditions. At year-end, the
airline's fleet consisted of the 4 PBY Super Catalinas,
15 G21A Grummans and 4 Cessna 185 float planes.
Among the capital improvement programs of the
company was the construction of additional hangar
and maintenance facilities at the Juneau Municipal

For the first nine months of 1965, Alaska CoastalEllis Airlines transported 116,196 passengers,
2,921,003 pounds of freight, 1,461,777 pounds of
mail, and operated 9,506,000 passenger miles. This
represented a substantial increase over 1964. Reasons for the rise were increased commercial accounts
coupled with growth of interest in Alaska as a vacation area.
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quire the IB~I System/:360 Model -!0 computer.
The company expected considerable saYings from
expanded computer usc, but even more prom1s111g
was the application of the Systcmf:360 to market
research and flight schedule planning.
Allegheny serves :38 airports in 12 r-.tiddle Atlan-.
tic and Eastern states. By the end of the year 31 of
these airports were receiving jet-prop service, many
for the first time.
During the year Allegheny replaced T\VA service
at Wilkes/Barre-Scranton and Williamsport on a
new route between Pittsburgh and Boston. bypassing New York City. The company also introduced the first daytime Cargoliner service to :'\lc,,·
York and Pittsburgh at these points.
Still pending at year-end was Allegheny's application to serve Norfolk and Newport News, Virginia.
on a new segment from Philadelphia, and its
application to replace United's north-south service
at Harrisburg, Williamsport and Elmira/Corning.
The Board set for hearing Allegheny's application
to renew its Boston-Washington Segment 8 route.
Applications for removal of restrictions on several
key short haul markets were to be considered in a
company proceeding.
Company officials saw sustained growth in all
areas for Allegheny and other regional airlines, predicting that expansion would most likely occur in the
form of relaxation by the Civil Aeronautics Board
of route restrictions together with through mergers and interchange operations between the regionals.

ALLEGHENY AIRLINES
For Allegheny Airlines the year 1965 was a year
of change. Early in the year President Leslie 0.
Barnes announced the company's plans for an all jetpowered fleet.
Transition to jet-power, which was expected to be
complete by 1967 or sooner, called for DC-9-30
"Vistajets" for the dense, highly competitive routes;
Convair 580 jet-prop "Vistacruisers" for both dense
competitive and noncompetitive markets; and F-27J
jet-prop "Vistaliners" for use in the small and intermediate markets.
This $50,000,000 shift to jet-power, which actually
began in June when the first Vistacruiser jet-props
were introduced, marked 1965 as Allegheny's year
of greatest challenge. To meet the challenge of
changing to three new types of aircraft, the company
invested more than 100,000 hours and $1,000,000 in
training during the year.
Allegheny also embarked on a multimillion dollar program to create an entirely "new look," on the
ground as well as in the air. Beginning with a completely new color scheme for the exterior of its aircraft and custom interiors for the new planes
joining its fleet, the program included redecorating
and expansion of passenger lounges a.nd other public
areas.
A "Best Foot Forward" campaign which got
under way at the start of the year concentrated
on improved customer service. Exapnded in-flight
services, new ramp service vehicles and air conditioners, new personnel uniforms and additional computerized reservations and flight information facilities were all aimed at providing passengers with fast,
comfortable air transportation-in an attractive
package.
Faced with the challenge of marketing its "new
look" and jet powered service, Allegheny earmarked
a $1,000,000 expenditure for advertising, sales promotion, publicity, and an employee incentive program.
The year of change and challenge also produced
new records for Allegheny. More than 1,455,000
passengers were boarded for a 15 per cent increase
over 1964.
Revenue passenger miles exceeded
287,000,000 and cargo ton miles increased 28 per
cent to nearly 5,000,000.
Looking to the future, anticipating even greater
challenges, Allegheny was installing IBM's most
advanced computer-the System/360.
The new
computer will provide an improved flow of information to management and will be used to forecast
requirements and program work.
Allegheny will be the first regional airline to ac-

ALOHA AIRLINES
Aloha Airlines planned to observe its 20th anniversary in 1966 by placing two BAC One-Elevens into
service between the islands of Hawaii. The planes,
ordered in 1965 will be called Alohajets.
The airline b'egan in 1946 with 14 employees. At
the end of 1965, it employed more than 500. The
line continued through 1965 a perfect safety record
of never a passenger or crew fatality.
Aloha grew out of a need for competitive air service in Hawaii and started up with a DC-3 equipped
with bucket seats. After weathering severe legal
storms and turbulence by those opposing its organization it received a temporary certificate as a
scheduled carrier in 1949. President Eisenhower
signed its permanent certificate July 20, 1956.
The airline marked an end of an era in January
1961 when it retired its five DC-3s and inaugurated
jetprop service between the islands with Fairchild
F-27s. So popular did the new planes become that
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With an average 31,601 passengers each day during the year (as compared with an average of
27,678 in 1964), American carried 11,534,000 passengers, a total of 9,243,115,000 revenue passenger
miles in 1965.
On the cargo side, American flew 254,251,551 ton
miles of freight, 38,026,366 ton miles of mail and
15,887,511 , ton miles of express. Of the total freight
volume, 47.5 percent was carried in the airline' s jet
freighters, 12.9 per cent in DC-7F all-cargo planes
and the remainder on other aircraft.
Revenues amounted to $612,435,000 and net
earnings were $39,658,000.
American' s rate of
return on investment in 1965 was 9.4 percent-a
figure still short of the average return of 10.25 which
the regulatory agency has said is a fair return for the
larger airlines.
In a . ~ajor effort to induce more people to enjoy
the advantages of modern jet travel and to help
promote the " Discover America" program, American
during the year compiled an impressive list of innovations that make travel easier and more attractive.
As the originator of the family fare plan (in 1948)
and the military half-fare plan (in 1963), American
filed a new family fare discount proposal with the
Civil Aeronautics Board . It was approved in June
and it reduced fares materially for family groups and
extended the days on which the low rates are available. (American carried its one-millionth military
half-fare passenger in June, 1965).

American Airlines during 1965 continued to
make jet travel more accessible and convenient for
all the cities it serves, introduced new programs to
stimulate pleasure and personal travel and exte nded its domestic lead in the freight field with
new services and facilities .
As additional Boeing 727 Astrojets were delivered
during the year, they were placed into service to
provide new and more frequent jet schedules over
many of American' s routes. The first of the airline' s
sleek new 400 Astrojets were received before the end
of the year to be introduced into ser ice e arly in
1966 and to prepare for American' s total con version
to an all jet-powered fleet by the end of 1966.
To expand jet service even further to meet the
needs of travelers and shippers throug h the end of
the decade, American announced in September of .
1965 that it had signed a letter of intent with the
Boeing Company to purchase 54 new jet aircraft27 passenger 707s, five jet freighters and 22 extended
versions of the 727.
As more jet aircraft went into service and as air
travel and air shipping grew during the year, C. R.
Smith, American ' s chairman of the board, noted
that the jet revolution is not ye t ten years old , ye t
" you have witnessed one of the great transportation
advances of all time. "
The jet revolution in domestic air transportation
started early in 1959, when American introduced its
first transcontinental jet service, Mr. Smith pointed
out.
"From the end of 1958 to the end of 1965, American Airlines spent more· than $750,000,000 for new
airplanes and equipment, an average of more than
$100,000,000 a year for seven consecutive years.
During the same seven years the total of Ame rican 's
net earnings was $142,000,000, " he said.
Jet service, he added , " is incomparably better
than the service preceding it.
Speed has been
doubled and travel times cut sharply. "
Such a
substantial improvement in the quality of a product
is usually accompanied by an increase in its price,
but that has not been tru e of air transportation, he
said .
" In January, 1959, when Am erican ' s first jet went
into service, the average ra te for American' s system
was 5. 92 cents for each passenger-mile. Seven years
later .. . the average rate was 5.89 cents. Whether
m e asured in terms of constant 1959 dollars or curre nt dollar values, th e ave rage rate is no higher,"
Mr. Smith said . He pre dicted that for 1966, with
ne w discount plans, th e average rate likely would be
lower.

SABRE equipment enables agents in the N ew York City reserv ations office of American Airlines to "talk" directly to the electronics
reservations center at Briarcliff Manor, N. Y. In secm;ds the
agent can reserve flight space or complete any particular action requ ested by the custom er.
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In an even more dramatic move, American in
December announced an American Youth Plan
through which young people the world over can
travel at one-half the regular jet coach fare when
seats are available at Aight departure time. This
plan has been eminently successful for American and
has been adopted by most of the other major airlines.
Recognizing that many travelers want to spend
time at their weekend or vacation destinations
leisurely exploring scenic and historic areas, American conceived an .. Autojet" plan that provides for
a combination of a speedy jet Right to destination
and a waiting rental car for the ground portion of the
holiday. In the spring of 1965, American signed
agreements with three national car rental firms that
enable travelers to rent the autos for only $99 a
week.
During the year also, the airline expanded its
"Astrocruiser" program which permits a group to
rent a mobile "home on wheels" for sightseeing
trips in the western part of the United States.
American was responsible for another convenience
for air travelers that became effective in 1965-a
liberalized baggage allowance system based on

number and size of bags rath e r than on weight.
The plan, also adopted by other airlines, has e liminated what had been for many travelers one of th e
most tedious and bothersome of rituals-th e airport
baggage weigh-in.
American also furth e r re fin ed
during the yea r its "express se rvice" which permits
passengers at many airports to check their bags a t
the airport terminal entrance and to proceed directl y
to a departure gate, by-passing the old time-consuming ticket counter procedure s.
Credit card sales of transportation on American
continued to grow.
Sales through arrangements
with American Express, Diners Club, Bank of America and Carte Blanche totalled more than
$25,000,000 at year's end.
And in October, American launched a milliondollar promotion of Arizona as a vacation destination. The program not only stimulated increased air
travel to that state, but its success set the stage for
other area promotions the airline is conducting in
1966.
American also continued to chalk up domestic industry freight records during the year. On September 9, for instance, the airline hauled 1,087,000 ton
miles of freight-the first million ton-mile clay in the
history of the domestic airline industry. Jet freighter
service was expanded to five more cities-Newark,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cincinnati and Dallas. A
new freight terminal was opened in Boston, -and construction was started on a new freight terminal at
Los Angeles. The latter, a modern and advanced
design, is expected to be the prototype for other new
freight terminals around the country.
American continued to recruit and train hundreds
of new pilots-men who had successfully met the
airline' s high professional standards. A second pilot
training school was opened in Chicago to augment
training facilities at Fort Worth, Tex. Hundreds of
new stewardesses completed intensive seven-week
training courses at American's unique Stewardess
College at Fort Worth. And in December, · the airline staged the air industry's first "recruitment
fair" for college students.
The "Jet Age Career
Exposition" was held during the holiday vacation
period in New York City.
Two new and important air route agreements
were negotiated by the United States during the
year, one with Japan and one with Canada. At year' s
end, these agreements were paving the way for
American to seek new routes across the Pacific that
would connect that fast-growing area with the
heartland U . S. cities it serves, and routes from
Toronto to Chicago and California that would be
logical extensions of its present New York- Toronto
Service.

American Airlines ticket agent issues cards to young people which
permit sale of jet coach tickets at half fare, to b e used on a standby
basis, for flights on major airline domestic routes .
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four-engine Vickers Viscounts were added to the
fl ee t in 1963. In 1965, Aloha operated four Viscounts
in addition to its F-27s.
Aloha enjo yed the best year in its history in 1964
and indications were that it will break more records
in 1965, although figures were not available. In 1964
it returned a profit of 19 per cent on its financial net
worth. Its total of 528,000 passengers carried represented a 22 per cent increase over the previous
year' s volum e. Although Aloha "as onl y able to
provide 39 p e r cent of the seats in the competiti ve
market, it enjo yed a 48 p e r cent participation.
In 1964 for the fourth consecutive year Aloha
achieve d th e highest average passenger load fa ctor
of an y scheduled airline in the United States-63.8
per cent.
An Aloha milestone was the construction of a
modern air-conditioned administration building
adjacent to its hangar and maintenance shops at
Honolulu International Airport. The new building
houses administrative personnel, and the reservations
and accounting departments. It is the onl y airlineowned administrative building in Hawaii.
Among Aloha' s innovations are self-service bag·
gage trucks which enable passengers to reclaim
baggage without time-consuming unloading ; selfservice luggage carts, which can be wheeled onto
baggage scales, furnished arriving and departing
passenge rs, and attractive ground hostesses in islandst yle dress assigned to the terminal to assist passe ngers with baggage and babies and to answer questions. A recently installed closed-television circuit
keeps· passengers informed of the airline' s arrivals
and departures through sets installed in the terminal
lobby.
The airline's 1965 terminals outside of Honolulu
were located at Hila, second largest city in the
islands, located on the largest island, Hawaii; at
Kailua in the Kana district on the western side of
the same island; at Kahului, Maui, where the line
in 1965 completed plans for its new office in a new
terminal building; the Hoolehua terminal on the
island of Molokai; and, on the island of Kauai,
the terminal at Lihue.

of F-27 propjets was expected to stimulate traffic n.ot
only on the jet runs, but on routes served exclusively
b y F-27's.
Early in 1965, Bonanza filed exhibits with the
Civil Aeronautics Board showing how subsidy payments could, in the opinion of officials of the airline,
be eliminated over a period of approximately four
years. Use of the DC-9' s and strengthening of the
Bonanza system were key points in the program submitted to the CAB.
To stimulate greater traffic between Las Vegas,
Nevada, and Los Angeles, Bonanza was leaning
heavil y on a "Megalopolis" approach . Passengers
may fl y to an y of three airports in the Greater Los
Angeles area from Las Vegas, reducing cross-town
travel time for those who live nearer one airport
than the others. Nonstop service to Santa Ana, one
of the Megalopolis airports, was instituted in 1965.
Bonanza" also filed with the CAB a "Visit USA"
tariff for 1966, to continue a program pioneered by
the regional carrier to make it possible for foreign
visitors to travel the country b y air at a minimal
cost. Initiation of the program earlier won the "President's E Award" for the airline.
Such promotional fares as those for youths, clergymen, and the popular "excursion fare" were continued by Bonanza, which standardized the r~u~d
trip return to seven days throughout the a1rhne
system except in Nevada, where state authorities
ordered a 10-day return period.
Headquartered in Las Vegas, Nevada, throughout
its 20- year-history-Bonanza observed its 20th _anniversary in December-the airline was in the midst
of moving as the year ended. The transfer was expected to be completed in about June.
F or · a num ber of reasons , the board of directors
voted in mid-1965 to remove Bonanza's office: and
personnel to Phoenix, Arizona. One of the pnmary .
reasons was to ac commodate further growth of the
Artist's con ception of Bonan za's n e-w headquarters and
maintenance fa cility at Sky Harbor Airport, Plw~nzx, Arzzona, to be
fully ocwpied by mzd-1966.

BONANZA AIR LINES
Bonanza Air Lines anticipated 170,000,000 revenue passenger miles in the record book by the end
of 1965, a six percent increase over 1964.
At the same time, Bonanza officials predicted a
greater hike in 1966, a total of 200,000,000 passenger
miles, or an increase of nearly 18 percent.
Introduction of DC-9 fanjets to augment a fleet
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cepted such packages at 18 other points throughout
the four-state' Bonanza Land' area.

airline not believed feasible at McCarran Field in
Las Vegas.
Work on a new $3,000,000 dollar office and maintenance complex was underway in Phoenix when
the first DC-9 was delivered to Bonanza by Douglas.
The fanjets were expected to go into service
March I, 1966, on major routes linking the cities of
Las Vegas, Los Angeles, Phoenix, Reno and Salt
Lake City.
Passenger boarding records were broken twice
in 1965, the last time in August with 60,979 hoardings reported. That was an increase of 100 percent
over the record month in 1961 , just four years earlier.
Other records set during 1965 included express,
freight, air mail and total cargo.
Bonanza officials said at the end of the third
quarter that the airline "may achieve the earnings
level of 1964" when earnings were 65 cents per
share, despite an equipment disadvantage on the
Las Vegas-Los Angeles route which began when a
competitor introduced pure jet equipment. Fanjet
service was expected to increase the share of the
market served by Bonanza. In addition, the new
aircraft should lower certain costs significantly,
Bonanza officers believed.
Bonanza stock was listed on the American and the
Pacific Coast stock exchanges in August.
Pending before the Civil Aeronautics Board near
the end of the year was Bonanza's application to link
Las Vegas to the Grand Canyon with direct service.
An examiner's decision to grant Bonanza the route
was reconsidered by the board, with oral arguments
in Washington late in the year.
Bonanza also was actively participating in the
"Service to Douglas" case dealing with service to the
southern Arizona city by way of Tucson from Phoenix.
Serving the four states of Arizona, California,
Nevada and Utah, Bonanza in November became
the first airline in the nation to apply to the CAB for
permission to carry free Christmas gifts destined for
distribution to U.S. servicemen in VietNam.
Another regional airline and a trunk carrier followed suit. After the Bonanza application-which
was granted in one day-the federal government
announced "Operation Christmas Star," a program
for overseas transportation of gifts for GI' s in the
Asian country.

Braniff s ne w look includes a completely red esign ed hostess wardrobe created by Italian maste r stylist Emilio Pu cci.

BRANIFF INTERNATIONAL
In 1965, Braniff International introduced a colorful new concept in air travel, "the end of the plain
plane."
"We are introducing color, flair and surprise to
air travel," Braniff President Harding L. Lawrence
said, "to reflect the improvements being made in our
basic service, but at the same time to take the monotonous sameness out of jet flight for the traveler."
At a November 6, 1965, press conference held at
Braniff's Dallas headquarters, Lawrence revealed an
airline splashed in a rainbow of colors and detailed
other accomplishments in the program he announced
only five months previously to position Braniff as a
leader in world air transport.
Jet planes with white wings and tails and each in
one of seven different solid fuselage colors-yellow,
orange, turquoise, dark blue, light blue, ochre and
beige ; seven different and colorful interiors; bri~ptly
and individually colored ground equipment; multicolored fashion collections for hostesses and new
attire for all other flight and ground personnel;
freshly designed ticket counters, offices and passenger lounges; and new in-flight services were some of
the major changes rapidly becoming evident.
Lawrence became president of the international
airline on April 5, 1965. In June he announced a

Bonanza and Pacific Airlines cooperatively carried
several tons of packages from Las Vegas and
Phoenix.
The Las Vegas campaign was originated by a
radio station there, while Bonanza representatives
helped organize a campaign in Phoenix, and ac222
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program to strengthen the company's route structure
over the long term, to prodde more service with the
present jet fleet, to achieve immediate operational
improvement in on-time performance and to make
Braniff really distinctive and different in its appearance as well as its service to customers.
He made these progress announcements:
-Braniff will be all jet-powered by February,
1967. Fourteen One-Il's, first of the short-range
jets, were placed in service during 1965 to join
Braniff's fleet of 12 large Boeing jets. Deliveries
begin in ~lay 1966 on an order for I2 Boeing 727
Quick Change jets and five Boeing 707-320C intercontinental jets.
-Financing for the 8160,000.000 investment in
the 1-l One-Il's and 17 new Bocings was completed
and loan agreements signed in October, with a
group of banks and insurance companies.
-Aircraft planning for the future now includes a
careful study of supersonic needs. Braniff has two
delivery positions for American-built 2,000 mile-perhour SST's.
-On January l, 1966, available seat miles or
passenger capacity on the Braniff system were 57
per cent greater than on January l, 1965. By July
1, 1966, available seat miles will be up another 20
per cent.
-Braniff extended its service to Acapulco via the
San Antonio gateway on December I, and increased
the Mexico service on January 2 to 12 weekly nonstop flights to Mexico City and I2 weekly flights
to Acapulco including seven nonstop flights.
-Braniff submitted a joint application with
Eastern Air Lines for authority to fly nonstop from
New York to major South American points in addition to the present service via Miami.

-Daily utilization of jets was raised from 8 hours
per day in May to IO I/2 hours per day in October which meant more schedules for the communities Braniff serves as well as lower costs per
mile. The goal was to achieve II hours daily utilization by year end.
-New innovations for customer convenience
such as prewritten "Fastpack" tickets and a permanent "Fastcheck" baggage tag were introduced
so that the passenger may now bypass the ticket
counter entireh·.
-Delivery time of baggage to the pickup area
was down to a system average of 6.2 minutes for the
"last bag" by October, with even faster times being
sought.

CA:\"ADIAN PACIFIC AIR LINES. Lil\IITED
Inauguration of a Toronto-Montreal-AmsterdamRome flight on November 2, 1965, increased the unduplicated route mileage of Canadian Pacific Airlines
to 50,072 of which -13,186 were overseas routes.
By December, I965, all overseas route patterns
were being serviced by DC-8 jetliners. These patterns
included the polar route from Vancouver, Edmonton,
and Calgary to Amsterdam; the mid-Atlantic route
from Montreal to Santa Maria, Lisbon, Madrid
and Rome; Vancouver-Hawaii; Vancouver-TokyoHong Kong; the Latin American route from Vancouver, Calgary, Windsor, Toronto to Mexico City, Lima,
Santiago and Buenos Aires; and the Fiji, New Zealand
and Australia route earlier served by Britannia. In
addition a daily trans-Canada route of 2,450 miles
from Vancouver to Winnipeg, Toronto and Montreal
and return was being served by jet aircraft.
A
Northern British Columbia and Alberta domestic
route of 4,436 miles was served by DC-6B and DC-3
aircraft.
The fleet of six DC-8 jets was to be supplemented
with another on order for the spring of 1966, and later
by an additional three aircraft authorized in 1965 by
the board of directors of the parent company, Canadian Pacific. These will likely be one of the" stretched
out" versions of the DC-8.
A $1,500,000 DC-8 simulator was due for yearend installation at the Vancouver headquarters
where DC-6 and Britannia simulators were already
being operated. During 1965, senior administrative
and sales and traffic staff moved· from the Vancouver
airport to new office accommodations in downtown
Vancouver.

-The airline applied for authority to fly from
Miami nonstop to such points as Lima, Sao Paulo
and Buenos Aires in addition to its present service
through Panama.
-On-time performance, the percentage of flights
arriving within 15 minutes of schedule, improved
from 80.5 per cent in May to 84.2 per cent in
October. Braniff's goal was 85 per cent or better.
-Braniff was in the forefront of development to
reduce weather landing minimums, which also will
help improve on-time performance and schedule
reliability. Braniff probably will enter the Category
II phase (ceilings of 100 feet and quartermile visibility) in 1966 with the use of radio altimeters, and
"it is anticipated that Braniff will be among the
first world carriers to be certified for landings with
zero-zero visibility because all our new aircraft will
be delivered with full provision for these landings."
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Commercially, Continental, in the summer and fall
of 1965, operat~d ~bout 50 civilian charter flights
which took the firm s gold, black and white colors to
such countries as England, Ireland, France, Germany,
Holland, Denmark and Italy.
The Intercontinental Golden Jets which provided
these overseas services can carry 165 passengers or
90,000 pounds of cargo, or a mixture of both, on nonstop flights of 6,000 miles at cruising speeds of 600
miles an hour. While the aircraft are used primarily
overseas, the company also operates them from time
to time on scheduled domestic flights, including some
through El Paso.
Over 300 of Continental's 3,600 employees were engaged full time in planning, supporting or operating
overseas flights, while many other employees were devoting part of their time to the program.
Even though Continental was flying the jet charters
to Europe, Continental President Robert F. Six said
the company's primary orientation was towards the
Pacific.
"Today, the Pacific represents both a military and
commercial market," Six said. "But tomorrow it
will be a major business and vacation market for
Americans heading west and for people from the
western reaches of the Pacific heading east." At
year-end, Continental had an application before the
Civil Aeronautics Board for rights to flv between major cities in the U. S. and Pacific-Orient. destinations.
Meanwhile, Continental has expanded its overseas
interests on several other fronts through newly
formed subsidiary operations. On September 1, 1965,
Continental Air Services, a wholly owned subsidiary,
formed a Southeast Asia Division to perform general
aviation services throughout the Far East. By acquiring the assets of the air division. of Bird & Sons, a
San Francisco-based heavy construction company
operating in the Orient, and adding to these assets
with new equipment, the division began operations
with a total of 35 planes and about 500 full-time employees. The Southeast Asia division was operating
principally in Laos and Thailand, but it was anticipated that the subsidiary later would extend its operations elsewhere in Asia. Continental Air Services was
providing aviation ground and flying services overseas
for oil, construction and survey companies, and for
the U. S. Agency for International Development
(AID).
In another development, Continental Air Services
and the National General Corporation, operators of
a nationwide chain of movie theaters, formed a joint
undertaking to engage in the construction and operation of theaters around the world.
Former White House press secretary Pierre Salinger was named president of the new firm, Fox Over-

Most rou~es on Canadian Pacific Airlines' world
route pattern showed substantial traffic increases during 1965. In addition to the general economic prosperity, lower North Atlantic fares introduced in the
spring and the lowering of Canada/ Hawaii fares in
October contributed to the traffic increase.

CONTINENTAL AIRLINES
Continental Airlines, which was founded in El Paso,
Texas, with a three-plane fleet of single-engine Lockheed Vegas, was dispatching huge, $8,000,000 Intercontinental Golden Jets more than half-way around
the world during 1965, a symbol of its tremendous
growth since 1934.
Continental's widespread international operations
revolved around the company's Military Air Transport Services contract to operate between the West
Coast and various Far East points, as well as a busy
commercial charter business between the U. S. and
Europe.
The company's operations in 1965 were a far cry
from the original 520 mile route stretching from El
Paso to Pueblo, Colorado. By October 31, 1965,
Continental had flown about 655 ,000 ,000 revenue
passenger miles and 47,000,000 cargo ton miles overseas and these figures promised to grow even more
rapidly in the months ahead.
The airline's basic business was still scheduled air
transportation within the United States with key
routes running between Los Angeles, Denver, Kansas
City and Chicago, between Los Angeles, Phoenix, El
Paso and Houston, and throughout the Rocky Mountains, Midwest and Texas. Continental was flying
some 2,500,000 miles a month over these domestic
routes, primarily with pure jet aircraft. But the company's international business was also mushrooming
rapidly.
A~ year-end, Continental was operating four of the
Boe~ng 320C Intercontinental Golden Jets in overseas
service and two more were on order for delivery in
1966.

In 1965, Continental invested approximately
$40,000,000 ~n its overseas operations, or as much as
the company s total investment in the first 25 years of
its operation. The money was spent for the Boeing
320~' s already in service and for ground support
eqmpment, expanded maintenance facilities and
crew training.
~s one. of the Military Air Transport Service's
pnme contract carriers, Continental operated out of
Travis Air Force Base near San Francisco to Honolulu
Clark
Air Base in the Ph"l"
.
G uam, 0 k"Inawa,'
.
I Ippines,
Saigon, Bangkok, Taipei and Tokyo.
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seas Theaters, which will investigate motion picture
operations and possibilities in all areas of the world.
In addition , Salinger was appointed vice presidentinte rn a tional affairs of both Continental Airlines and
Continental Air Services, with assignments to h e lp
furth e r expand th e company' s inte rnation al activities.

stock split was voted b y the Board of Directors shortl y
after the new fiscal year's first quarter ended (September 30).
The DC-9 twinjet was received in early October,
some three months ahead of schedule and with the
first four aircraft service was begun to 20 cities in
December. Delta' s firm order for the DC-9 was for
30 aircraft, valued in excess of $100,000,000 with an
option for 12 more.
The DC-9 is the first American-built short-tomedium range jet to meet the requirements of the
small and intermediate sized cities where it had not
been economically feasible to schedule the larger
fo_ur-engine jets. Delta service was to be expanded
With the delivery of aircraft, the first 14 scheduled to
be op era r mg b Y October, 1966. Average trip length
for th e 1·111' t·Ia 1 service
· pattern was 251 miles well underh lf ' li
'
a t e average recorded by the Douglas DC-8' s
and Convair 880' s.
At
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DELTA AIR LI N ES
The yea r 1965 was one of continuing prog ress and
prospe rity for D e lta Air Lin es. A ca psule resume
showed: Delta' s first quarter billion dollar year in
sales ; a growth rate that for the m os t part exceeded
the industry average ; a 2-1 stock split, distributed on
D ece mber 13, th e fourth split b y D e lta in as m a n y
yea rs ; acceptance of the world ' s first Dou g las DC-9
fanjet and placing of the twinj e t in scheduled service
late in the year; th e addition of four Dou g las DC-8
fanjets to the fleet and the ordering of five more
DC-8' s for 1966 delivery, including three of the Super
Sixt y-One series with a passenger capacity in excess
of 200 ; completion of the transition to D e ltamatic,
the IBM-built electronic reservations system; upgrading of Caribbean service to 133-passenger DC-8 fanjets to meet continuing traffic growth ; opening of
sales offices in Japan and AustraHa, in addition to expanding coverage of Central and South America and
Europe; expansion of th e dail y interchange service
with Pan American to Europe , offering dail y se rvice
to London and Frankfurt ; and setting the trunkline
p ace b y being the first to offer a special "See The
U. S." fare to encourage foreign visitors.
For the fiscal yea r 1965, which end ed on June 30,
gross revenues rose to $257,000,000, a 15 per cent increase over the previous year. Freight reve nu es
showed a substantial gain of 31 per cent, reaching
$ll,616,000 with the rise due largel y to increased jet
utilization and expansion of services to California.
Net earnings were $23,000,000 or $7.22 p e r share,
up 47 per cent over th e previous fiscal yea r. The
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virtually unrestricted travel anywhere on the domestic system over a 30-day period. For 1966, it was
planned to lower the fare to $250 first class and $220
tourist.
Another popular fare that was continued during
1965 was the $325 Circle Fare, offering a Los AngelesNew York round trip via Jamaica and/or Puerto Rico
for only $35 more than a roundtrip tourist ticket to
New York. The price to or from San Francisco was
$350.
The interchange service with Pan American, begun
in mid-1964, was adjusted late in 1965 to operate
daily to London and continue to Frankfurt. Previously, the flight from New Orleans and Atlanta, via
Washington, operated to London five times weekly
and to Paris the other two days. Paris was deleted
with the commencement of daily service to London
and Frankfurt.
EASTERN AIRLINES
Eastern's lat est transport , th e Boe ing 727 ·· W hispe rje t. ··

Eastern Airlines in 1965 made significant progress
in profits and passenger volume. Profits were
$26,200,000 for the ten months ending October 31,
compared with a loss of $6,600,000 for the same
period in 1965. Revenues were up 24 per cent to
$421,800,000. Revenue passenger miles rose 25 per
cent to 6.6 billion and passengers carried increased
15 per cent to a record 12,200,000 for the 10-month
period. Available seat miles rose 21 per cent in the
same period to 11,600,000,000.
Freight ton miles flown increased 12 per cent to
6,100,000 in the first ten months, and express ton
miles flown rose 6 per cent to 802,000. Mail ton
miles flown rose nearly 20 per cent to 2,100,000.
Fourteen pure jet aircraft were delivered to Eastern
in the first 10 months of 1965. Seventy per cent of
available seat miles were provided by jets in 1965, up
from 60 per cent in 1964. Five Boeing 727 QC (Quick
Change) jets, 7 Douglas DC-8 Series 61, 27 advanced
model Douglas DC-9' s and 15 regular model DC-9' s
were ordered for purchase or lease. The 29 aircraft to
be purchased will cost an estimated $144,000,000 .
These orders in 1965 brought Eastern's total jet aircraft orders to 67, in addition to the 69 pure jet aircraft which it already operates.
In order to improve its financial position and provide capital for equipment needs, Eastern, with its
creditor banks, replaced a $45,000,000 series of outstanding notes with a $50,000,000 revolving credit
loan available through 1968. It also filed for the registration of 375,000 new common shares.
Eastern applied to the Civil Aeronautics Board for
several new long-haul routes. One application called
for nonstop service to Hawaii from New York , Chi-

cago, St. Louis, Houston, and Dallas-Fort Worth, plus
other co-terminals on the Eastern system . In addition,
this application requested permission to provide nonstop service between Hawaii and Mexico Cit y,
service from Mexico City to New Zealand and Australia via Tahiti, and Australia to Hong Kong via
Djakarta, Singapore, Bangkok, Saigon and Manila.
Another application requested a·uthority for Eastern
to extend its flights south of Florida to Nassau and
Jamaica. Eastern pressed for a decision on its 1964
application for new routes between New Orleans and
Houston to Seattle, and St. Louis and Seattle via
major intermediate cities.
Eastern's New York-Mexico City route certificate
was renewed on a permanent basis and the company
was granted exception authority to increase frequency
on this route and to extend the route to include service to Acapulco. The CAB, in another decision,
reaffirmed Eastern's right to operate between Florida,
New Orleans and Dallas-Fort Worth .
Stockhold~rs of Eastern and Mackey Airli!les, Inc.,
approved a merger of the two carriers. If approved by
the CAB, the merger will extend many of Eastern's
present routes .to points in the Bahamas now served
by Mackey.
.
The Eastern Air Shuttle, an hourly, 'no-reservations,
no frills service linking Boston-New York-Washington celebrated its fourth anniversary in April, 1965.
By ~he end of 1965, the shuttle had carried 10,000,000
passengers between these three cities.
By October, Eastern had phased in its fleet of turboprop Electras, and all first sections of the shuttle were
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sen.·ed by this aircraft. They had previously been
sen.·ed by Super Constellations and Douglas DC-7B' s.
Flying time between the cities was cut one-half hour
on the faster, more comfortable Electra. Eastern
announced that by \-lay I. 1966. all first sections
would be served by Boeing 727 \\"hisperjets.
Eastern stepped up its New York-~liami service
by offering hourly on-the-hour flights southbound
and hourly on-the-half-hour flights northbound between the two cities. This increased Eastern's seating
capacity on this route by one-third. to 32,358 seats
per week.
An equipment pool was formed by Eastern and
Braniff \Vorld Airways to service an international interchange route between ~ew York and South
America. Through service on this route is provided
from ::\lew York via Miami to Panama City-Balboa.
Panama, Bogota, Colombia. Guayaquil, Ecuador,
and Lima, Peru.
Eastern announced that it will build, in conjunction with the 1\tassachusetts Port Authority, a new
$ll,OOO,OOO terminal at Boston's Logan International
Airport. The new terminal will initially increase
Eastern's capacity at Logan by 50 percent, later by
75 per cent. The terminal will be over 100,000 square
feet in size, with 12 gate positions expandable to 18.
The new Eastern terminal will have parking facilities
within the building. Eastern further increased its
facilities by opening off-line offices in Paris, Frankfurt,
Honolulu and Seattle during 1965.

While Frontier was increasing its turbine fleet, it
was retiring the time-tested workhorse, the DC-3.
At one time 27 of the DC-3' s carried Frontier's
colors. By the beginning of 1966, this fleet had been
reduced to 7 of the aircraft, which operated into the
smaller communities of Frontier's system where airport improvement had not provided runways long
enough to handle the larger Convair 580' s.
For the year ending December, 1965, compared
with the same period in 1961, Frontier had a 38 per
cent increase in revenue aircraft miles flown. At the
same time thc;re was a 105 per cent increase in ton
miles flown; a ll6 per cent increase in revenue
passenger miles and a 101 per cent increase in revenue passengers carried. In the comparison of cargo
carried, ton miles of U. S. mail was up 50 per
cent, ton miles of express up 64 per cent and ton air
freight up 109 per cent. In October, 1965, Frontier
reported 1,909,000 pounds of air freight, a new record
for the carrier and a first time that over 1,000,000
pounds was boarded into the cargo pits in a single
month.
While Frontier Airlines served approximately 30
per cent of the continental United States in its operations north and south between Canada and Mexico
and east and west between Kansas City-Omaha and
Phoenix-Salt Lake City, it had only 2 per cent of
the nation's population in the 60 cities strung out
along Frontier's 6,500 mile route system. To broaden
the base for greater air travel, the carrier initiated a
number of fare saving, passenger appealing tariffs
which attracted thousands of new users both in and
outside of Frontierland.

FRO.:\TIER AIRLINES
Frontier Airlines continued in 1965 to break all
company records for passengers, revenue passenger
miles, cargo and net profits.
During the first ten months ending October 31,
total revenues were $20,555,000 compared with
$18,509,000 reported for the same period of 1964.
Net profit, before special items for the first ten months
of 1965, amounted to $979,704, an increase of 25 per
cent over the $782,075 reported for the same period
in 1964.
Introduction of the turbine-powered, 52 passenger
Convair 580 aircraft on Frontier's system in June,
1963, contributed much to increased passenger
hoardings throughout the Frontier-served "Frontierland" in the Rocky Mountain West, Southwest and
Midwest. The 355 mile per hour Convair 580 proved
particularly attractive to both online and interline
passengers. Frontier had 13 of the 580' s operating
over the high country of the West at the end of 1965.
The carrier's three remaining Convair 340' s were to
be converted to 580' s in the early months of 1966.

The success of the company's Family Plan was
attested by its growth from 5,300 passengers who used
the Family Plan in the year 1961 compared with the
105,322 who traveled on the plan in 1965. This 1965
Family Plan travel was also a 33 per cent increase
over 1964 showings and added nearly $2,000,000 to
Frontier's passenger revenues for the year.
Making the most of the government-sponsored
"Visit USA" and "Discover America" programs fostered by the United States Travel Service, Frontier
combined the attractions of the Vacationland Fare
with nine attractive 3 to 5 day vacation packages to
such standout scenic attractions as the outstanding
national parks of Yellowstone, Grand Tetons, Grand
Canyon, Carlsbad Caverns, Mesa Verde, Canyonlands and such vacation attractions as the Black Hills,
the Santa Fe/Taos country of New Mexico and the
Mexican border cities of El Paso/Juarez. During the
winter months 30 of the maj<?r ski areas of the West
which are directly served by Frontier were also pro227
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During the Septembe r annual convention of th e
American Society of Travel Agents held in Hong
Kong , a beautiful color poster jointl y sponsored b y
Hawaiian Airlines and the Mauna Kea Beach Hotel ,
took" Bes t of Show" honors in th e poster contest.
Earl y in January, 1965, HAL preside nt Jack
Magoon was present at the roll-out of the first Douglas DC-9. Hawaiian was the fifth carrier to order the
beautiful twin jet aircraft and certification of the
short-range Douglas DC-9 late in '65 marked a giant
step forward in the progress of inter-island aviation.
Cargo operations in 1965 showed a marked increase,
with over 31 ,000,000 pounds carried during the yea r.
Greater cargo lift was also predicted for 1966 because part of the Super 600 fleet was scheduled for
utilization in cargo carriage. Revenue volume in 1965
was expected to exceed $12,000,000, a record for the
company.

moted along with their accessibility using the low
cost $100 Vacationland Fare. For its vacation program the carrier won the coveted trophy and plaqu e
of the National Association of Travel Organiza tion.
In keeping with its overall program for progress,
Frontier announced its plans for purchase of 600
mile per hour 103-passenger Boeing 727 jets. First
delivery of these tri-jets will be in August, 1966.
The first two jets will become operational the following October at which time a third 727 will be added.
These aircraft will be used over Frontier's high density passenger routes in Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Nebraska, W yo ming, Montana and Utah . In
the winter of 1966-67 two more tri-jets will join
Frontier's fleet. The airline also had an option of
five additional 727' s should the carrier be successful
in its extensive proposals in the pending Pacific
Northwest/ Southwest Area case.

LOS ANGELES AIRWAYS
The year 1965 marked a turning point in LAA' s
history of service to Southern California, for this was
its year of permanent certification. After 18 years of
operation under a temporary federal certificate, the
CAB on October 22, 1965, ordered· LAA' s Certificate
of Public Convenience and Necessity made permanent.
During 1965, LAA continued its remarkable record
of growth and achievement of industry " firsts ." Passenger traffic for the 10 months through October
totalled 209,481 persons carried, representing a 20
per cent increase over the like period in 1964. LAA

HAW AllAN AIRLINES
Hawaiian Airlines closed out 1965 having carried its
10,000,000th passenger and having traveled over
1-1 / 2 billion passenger miles in its 36 years of unparalleled service in th e Hawaiian Islands. Inaug urated
in November, 1929, as Inter-Island Airways, Hawaiian Airlines (its new name adopted in 1941 ) never
had a passenger or crew fatality.
Passenger statistics for 1965 showed a 20 per cent
increase or approximately 875,000 total passengers
carried in 1965.
In late 1965 the first of eight Super 600 Convairs
was placed in service. The 56-passenger aircraft,
powered by the Rolls-Royce Dart-10 turboprop engine, will provide greater dependability and faster
flight times between the growing neighbor island
tourist destinations . The Dart-10 engine is 50 percent more powerful than any other turboprop engine being flown in the Islands.
The Super 600 Convairs were scheduled to be
joined by two Douglas DC-9 fanjets early in 1966,
giving Hawaiian the largest turbine-powered fleet in
scheduled inter-island service.
Hawaiian in 1965 carried the majority lift to the
opening of the $20,000,000 Laurence Rockefeller resort, the Mauna Kea Beach Hotel on the island of
Hawaii. The hotel opened officially in late July,
1965, and the last few months of the year demonstrated the popularity of this neighbor island reso rt.
One extra flight dail y was added for the conve nience
of tourists, both local and mainland, and there were
plans for an additional service in 1966, putting the
Kamuela Airport, gateway to the hotel, only 25 je t
minutes away from Honolulu.

LAA
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took delivery of th e first of three Sikorsky S-61L
.. Copterlin ers. "
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expected to exceed the quarter million mark in passengers carried by the year's end. Express poundage
through October showed a 16...! per cent increase over
the I 964 period.

~1ohawk Airlines, the nation's largest regional
airline, in 1965 became the first regional airline to
introduce pure-jet service. On July 15, the first
scheduled commercial jet flights on the Mohawk
system took place as two of the carrier's new 69-passenger BAC One-Eleven fanjets transported passengers from ll tica and Syracuse to Kennedy International.

In ;\larch of 1965. L:\A became the first helicopter
carrier to receive authority to fly helicopters in
scheduled sen·ice under instrument flight rules. This
was a first step toward all-weather performance.
Sen·ice to \Vhittier was reinstated early in 1965,
after the completion in December, 1964. of a heliport
suitable for the current generation of turbine-powered
helicopters. In addition, L:\:\'s \"an :\luys heliport
was moved to a more central San Fernando Valley location at the Van Nuys Airport, where improved
station facilities supplanted the more limited services
offered at the former location.

~lohawk originally ordered four of the 550-mileper-hour English-built jets in July, 1962. Later orders
were placed for three additional One-Elevens with
options to purchase three more. By the end of 1965
five of the pure jets \vere operating on the :Mohawk
system. The One-Eleven is powered by two aftmounted Rolls-Royce Spey fanjet engines.

The BAC One-Elevens represented the first phase
of a complete re-equipment program being carried
out by .1\lohawk. In January, 1965, the airline's
president, Robert E. Peach, announced the purchase
of 18 Fairchild Hiller FH-22i turboprop aircraft to
replace its Convair 240' s. The $24,000,000 order was
the largest single new equipment purchase ever made
by a regional airline. The combined purchase of the
One-Elevens and FH-22i's represented an investment
of $50,000,000.

LAA' s fifth S-61 L helicopter was delivered in December of 1965. It was the first of three additional
aircraft planned for the 1966 through 1970 period.
This aircraft, equipped with updated engines of increased power, will boost L\A' s available seat miles
by over 25 per cent, because of substantial elimination of temperature accountability payload loss with
present powerplants. The balance of the fleet will
be retrofitted with the higher rated engines, virtually
solving ambient temperature problems, in the years
ahead.

The 18 FH-22i s were to be delivered during 1966
and early 196i. The twin-engine, 300-mile-per-hour
high-wing aircraft will seat 44 in the Mohawk configuration. The plane represents a major advancement of the Fairchild/Fokker F-2i, flying with 40
airlines throughout the world. As a second generation
aircraft, the FH-227 is backed by excellent records
of passenger acceptance and equipment reliability,
accumulated in 500,000,000 miles of F-27 operations. With additional purchases of these two types
of aircraft Mohawk expected to be operating an allturbine fleet by 1967.

In its order of October 22, the CAB approved
LAA' s proposed service between Los Angeles International Airport and the additional points of West
San Fernando Valley, Thousand Oaks, and Oxnard/
Ventura. These points were slated for inauguration
of service in the 1966-1969 period. Additional points
to which service was proposed under LAA' s 50-mile
radius exemption authority, are Downey, Pasadena,
Arcadia, Wilmington and Long Beach.
Preliminary plans were drafted during the year for
LAA' s participation in the .. Skybus" program, which
contemplates the use by LAA of a commercial version
of Sikorsky's Flying Crane to shuttle passengers between LAX and downtown Los Angeles in detachable
pods. The pods convert to ground vehicles after
landing.
This program, jointly funded by the
HH FA and the City of Los Angeles, seeks to determine the feasibility of direct lift aircraft in helping
to solve urban transportation problems.

The year 1965 marked the 20th anniversary of Mohawk. Its first flight was made from Ithaca to Teterboro, New Jersey, on April6, 1945, as the Airline Division of Robinson Aviation, Inc. During that first
year of operation the airline carried 900 passengers in
two single-engine Fairchild F -24's and two twin-engine Cessna T-50' s. One of the part-time pilots was an
ex-Navy flier and Cornell law student named Robert
E. Peach, who went on to become the company's
president. Onder his leadership the airline began its
rapid growth.

At the LAA annual stockholders meeting, held
October 22, company President C. M. Belinn announced the election of Corwin Denney, president
of Automation Industries, to the Board of Directors,
filling the vacancy left by Kenneth Dyal, who left
the hoard following his election to Congress.

The name was changed to Mohawk in 1952. By
then the dependable DC-3's were flying the routes
which had grown in include cities in eight Northeastern states. Mohawk was one of the early in229
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novators of a system-wide communications and reservations network. It was the first regional airline to
fly Convairs in 1955 and the first to order pure-jet
equipment, the One-Eleven.
During the first six months of 1965 Mohawk earned
a record profit of $1,436,688. This record topped the
$1,217,025 earned during the entire year of 1964, and
was more than two and one-half times the $539,367
earned during the first six months of 1964. For the
year 1965 Mohawk expected to earn a net profit of
about $2,000,000 and carry about 1,700,000 passengers.
Aside from the strong financial picture, Mohawk
continued in 1965 to bring forth new ideas. The airline was joined by ten others in developing an improved method for handling the exchange of information about the availability of seat space aboard
flights of other airlines. Following several years of
successful experimentation and study by a committee
of representatives of the eleven carriers an agreement
was signed which will have each airline use its data
processing equipment to store each other's interline
flight availability information.
New high-speed electronic equipment, which confirms reservations in one second or less, was installed
at the two central reservation offices in Svracuse
and New York City. The old method, by tel~phone,
averaged 34 seconds per confirmation.
Late in the year, the airline increased its free
baggage allowance from 40 to 50 pounds. At the
same time it was predicted that when the all-turbine
fleet goes into operation even more liberal baggage
allowances will be offered.

programs to the airlines of the world. In addition to
the training center, a motel and restaurant complex
arc planned to house the trainees. \Vith airlines in
the Philippines, Hawaii and tlw Ncar East showing
interest in the program, and with more and more of
the world's carriers equipping with turbine aircraft.
it was expected that the jet simulators may bring as
many as 50 trainees per day to the upstate New York
center.
There were these additional developments during
1965:
Robert E. Peach was named 1965 winner of the
Harry E Salzberg Memorial rvtedal which is awarded
annually by Syracuse University for outstanding
achievement in the field of transportation.
Mohawk again called on the Civil Aeronautics
Board to put a priority for consideration on its request
for service to Washington, D. C. from Albany via
White Plains. Mohawk filed its original application
for this route in June, 1960, and refiled in December,
1963. In addition, Westchester County in 1965 filed
a similar request. Mohawk proposed a full pattern of
Albany-White Plains-Washington service using pure
jet equipment with the schedule timed so as to provide needed commuter service in both directions.
By the end of the year Mohawk was serving 14
cities with its pure jet BAC One-Eleven. Boston,
Hartford, New York, Newark, White Plains, Burlington, Utica, Syracuse, Rochester, Buffalo, Binghamton,
Elmira, Pittsburgh and Cleveland were all on the jet
schedule with more to come. Throughout 1966, as
deliveries of the turboprop FH-227 begin, the intermediate points along the system will get turbineaircraft service.

Plans for a jet training center at Mohawk's headquarters at the Oneida County Airport, Utica, New
York, also were announced in 1965. For initial pilot
training and for refresher courses Mohawk purchased nearly $2,500,000 worth of flight simulators. One simulator will duplicate all flying characteristics and conditions of the BAC One-Eleven and
the other will do the same for FH-227 pilot training.
These new simulators will not only improve the level
of training for Mohawk pilots but will also cut in
half the training time required in actual aircraft, thus
freeing more aircraft for additional passenger service. Another first for Mohawk will be having two
cockpit simulators operated by one computer system.
The cockpits will be able to function singly or simultaneously.

NATIONAL AIRLINES
National Airlines completed conversion to an alljet fleet, effected additional fleet, service and schedule improvements and reported traffic gains well
above the industry average during 1965.
Between July 1 and November 30, the first five
months of the company's fiscal year, National had a
capacity increase of 32 percent and an identical
increase in passenger miles flown. Looking forward
to the end of the fiscal year in mid-1966, National
president L. B. Maytag, Jr., announced a total
gain in capacity of 25 percent because of the staged
introduction of new aircraft early in 1965. From
December I, 1964, through March, 1965, National
added 10 103-passenger jetliners to its fleet.
In each month of its fiscal year, National set a new
company record and looked for a continuation of
the trend in the remainder of the year, especially

The simulators will be housed in the new $1,200,000 jet training center to be built adjacent to the airline's corporate headquarters. Construction on the
new facility was scheduled to begin early in 1966.
When it is completed, Mohawk will offer jet training
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With ad\·ance bookings for winter tourist traffic
Pointing toward the. most successful season in
Florida's historv.
Preparing f~r additional traffic throughout the
calendar vear 1966 i\:.;.tional ordered 3 additional
Boeing 727' s for s~1mmer deli\·ery. The company
also took options on eight other 727' s and on a
DC-8-61 with a seating capacit~· of more than 200.
In addition to DC-8's and 727's. National was operating Lockheed Electras. a fleet offering flexibility in
long and intermediate haul scheduling for sen·ice to
the 40 cities in its route structure.
National continued to conduct its extensive and
specialized advertising and sales promotion programs and in 1965 inaugurated a new $6.000,000
advertising program centered around Florida. the
company's home base and hub of its route structure.
National was offering excursion round-trip fares
between California and Florida. comparable to the
air fare from California to Hawaii. historicallv the
first choice of vacation spots among Califor~ians.
This promotion was coupled with trips to the Caribbean, an area not served bv National but for which
the company had applicatio;s pending.
As a transcontinental carrier serving main Atlantic
Seaboard ports of entry for tr~n·elers from Europe
and South America, and Pacific ports of entr~· for
travelers from the Orient. National maintained
sales offices in these areas. National was attracting a
larger share of the continental travel of visitors
from these foreign areas. At the same time, the
company was delivering more and more American
travelers to these cities for foreign travel via the
international carriers.

The F-27 continued its excellent performance record and the NCA reached 5,200 hours between overhauls on the Rolls Royce turbine engines, the highest
for any twin engine transport.
The nonfatality
record continued unmarred although operations cover
some tough country and a good deal of NCA' s flying
is in single engine equipment. The company was
using two Grumman Mallards and five Pilatus Porters on its bush runs.
NCA' s fishing camps in and around the Katmai
National Monument were well filled during the season. The bus trip from NCA' s Brooks Lodge to the
"Valley of 10,000 Smokes" was also very popular in
1965. Many Europeans discovered in 1965 the hunting and fishing offered in Alaska. The Bristol Bay
salmon run was excellent in the 1965 season and produced heavy passenger traffic into this area during the
season.
With the increased interest being shown in Alaska
as a tourist mecca, and as a vast and increasing market offering great opportunities for resources development, Northern Consolidated looked with confidence
toward 1966.
NORTHWEST ORIENT AIRLINES
The chain reaction of profitable operations, expanded and improved jet schedules and increased
public use of air transportation made 1965 another
banner year for Northwest Orient Airlines.
Donald W. Nyrop, N\VA president, reported that
both revenues and earnings set records in 1965. Total
operating revenues for the year were estimated at
about $262,000,000, based upon January-November
actual results and projected revenues for December.
During 1964, previous record year for Northwest, the
airline reported net earnings of $26,785,523 on total
operating revenues of $211,610,431.
Northwest in the first 11 months of 1965 surpassed
the entire year of 1964 in both categories, with
$41,274,924 in net profit after taxes and all other
expenses, and $238,163,298 in total operating revenues. In January-November, 1964, NWA had net
earnings of $23,716,796 on $192,985,723 in operating
revenues.
During 1965, Northwest invested heavily in new
aircraft and ground equipment. It took delivery of
five 707 -320C, intercontinental-range Boeing fanjets
and 11 727 short-to-medium-range fanjets, worth a
total (with related spare parts) of $93,500,000.
The additional fanjet aircraft enabled Northwest to
inaugurate service on new routings, increase jet
flight frequency, upgrade flight equipment on existing
routes and completely phase out of passenger service
its last remaining piston-engined transports.

NORTHERN CONSOLIDATED AIRLINES, INC.
The year 1965 was a good one for Northern Consolidated Airlines. Traffic in all categories showed substantial increases with mail volume being the most
significant. All quarterly profit figures indicated a
strong financial position.
There was an important change in the operational
pattern with the opening of a new airport at St.
Mary's on the lower Yukon. This enabled NCA to
serve the lower Yukon and Bering Sea Coastal area
with the F-27, using the new airport plus Hooper
Bay and Meykoruk to reduce tlw length of bush
flights into the smaller communities to not over 60
miles. Until 1965, everything had to be transferred
at Bethel from F-27 to bush and some bush flights
were as much as 160 miles. The change resulted in
reduced fares and freight rates with much improved
mail service.
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Additional fanjet aircraft ordered for delivery in
1966, seven 320Cs and twelve 727s, at a total cost of
$110,500,000 (including spares) will enable Northwest
to begin to sell units of its jet-prop Electra fleet in
1966.
Northwest estimated that continuing growth in the
air travel and air cargo markets, together with increased service to be provided by NW A's new fanjet
aircraft to be delivered , would result in revenue increases of 18 to 20 percent for the airline in 1966.
All categories of Northwest's traffic grew during
1965. Northwest carried a total of 4 ,550,000 passengers in scheduled service in 1965 (December estimated), compared with 3,663,000 in 1964, an increase
of 24 percent. Scheduled revenue passenger-miles
flown totaled about 3,300,000,000, an increase of 24
percent from 1964's 2,669,000,000. Scheduled freight
and express ton-miles increased 48 percent, to
81,700,000 in 1965 from 55,100,000 in 1964. Mail
ton-miles totaled 49,800,000 in 1965, an increase of
30 percent over the 1964 total of 38,256,000.

On e of Northwest' s /965 re -equipm e nt mo ves was acquisition of 5
70 7-320C con ve rtible passe nge r/ cargo airlin e rs.

Northwest was planning further improvements in
service to the cities on its route structure with the
1966 addition of more jet airplanes.
During 1965, Northwest inaugurated service from
Philadelphia, on route segments to Detroit and Cleveland, with flights continuing west on NW A's routes
across the Northern states . Utilizing domestic route
authority achieved in 1964 between Cleveland and
Chicago, Northwest was able in 1965 to inaugurate
the first through-plane service from Washington,
D. C. , and Cleveland to the Orient.
Frequency on the airline's important trans-Pacific
route to the Orient was increased from 12 round trips
a week at the end of 1964 to 16 round trip, U. S.Orient flights at the end of 1965. New York is the
Eastern terminus of 13 of these round trips-all13 of
which operate nonstop in both directions between
Seattle-Tacoma and Tokyo-with Washington the
Eastern terminal on the three other flights.
Frequencies also were increased on Northwest's
route to Hawaii, and on Midwest-Florida and other
domestic flight segments.
Through upgrading of flight equipment on a number of routings, Northwest in 1965 extended fanjet
service to Winnipeg, Manitoba; Grand Forks, Fargo
and Bismarck, North Dakota; Billings and Great
Falls, Montana; Rochester, Minnesota; and Madison, Wisconsin .
Obsolete, piston-engined DC-6B transports were
phased completely out of service in June, 1965, and
sold. In October, Northwest's last piston-engined aircraft, DC-7Cs, were re moved from commercial passenge r. service and used only in cargo and charter
operations. Northwest in 1965 moved into an allturbine-powered operation in passenger servicefanjet 707-320s, 720Bs and 7'27s, with jet-prop Electras b e mg used on flights over shorter route segments.

OZARK AIR LINES
For Ozark Air Lines, 1965 was a year of decision.
Plans were announced which will modernize every
phase of the regional service carrier's operations,
from new aircraft to more deluxe customer service,
from modern maintenance to computerized reservations.
Modernization started in January when. Ozark
dedicated its new $3,200,000 office building and jet
maintenance base at the southwest corner of Lambert
Field, St. Louis. Later there came the announcement
that Ozark had ordered three, 78-passenger Douglas
DC-9 twin fanjet transports. In July, the Board of
Directors revealed plans to double the first DC-9 order by the spring of 1967.
With all-time company boarding records falling in
May, June, August and October, and load factors on
given days reaching 70 per cent, a further equipm~nt
solution had to be found. The DC-3, Queen of
Ozark's fleet for a dozen years, was being taxed too
heavily and even with Martin 404' s and Fairchild
F27' s to assist, profit margins were dropping too lo.w.
Complete re-equipment plans had to be made and
on November 3, President Thomas L. Grace announced that Ozark would purchase 21 new high
wing Fairchild Hiller FH-227' s, a 48-passenger, 300mile-per.-hour jet prop. With this order supplementing the DC-9 purchase, the airline's aircraft commitment climbed to more than $50,000,000. Under
the terms of the contract every Ozark DC-3, Martin
404 and Fairchild F -27 would be replaced by
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modern turbine-powered equipment by May, 1967.
The new aircraft would increase Ozark's available
seat miles by more than 90 per cent.

For Pacific, 1965 was a watershed year. Even as the
airline marked with satisfaction its first quarter century of service, it took some giant steps forward in
both internal operations and service capability.
Land was leased and architectural plans approved
for Pacific's new headquarters installation at San
Francisco International Airport. Occupancy of the
new general offices, hangars and maintenance base
was scheduled for late 1966.
The Marketing Department was completely reorganized during 1965, gaining greatly expanded responsibility and adding key personnel. Extensive programs, for implementation in 1966, were developed
in the areas of tour promotion, passenger service and
agency and interline relations.
\Vhile no new routes were acquired in 1965, service
was both increased and improved throughout Pacific's
system, highlighted by additional nonstops, greater
frequency, and continued conversion from Martin
404 equipment to Fairchild F-27 prop-jets. At yearend, Pacific offered over 180 flights daily to thirtyseven cities in California, Oregon and Nevada.
The highlight event of 1965 was Pacific's
$48,000,000 contract with Boeing for the purchase
and lease of twelve 727 and 737 pure jets. First deliveries were due in early summer, 1966. The planes
were slated for service on Pacific's most important
routes.

Inauguration of one-stop service to and from Milwaukee brought a large gain in traffic. The traveling
public quickly responded to this service by-passing
Chicago's busy 0' Hare Field. Within two months
average load factors on the north and southbound
flights had climbed to more than 70 per cent.
On the northbound evening flight from St. Louis
Ozark began serving light meals and offered complimentary beer in keeping with the .. Beer Capital"
motif.
Ozark's advertising budget climbed to more than
$500,000 as display bulletins on either side of Lambert Field gave travelers on Interstate 70 time of day
and a new" go-getter" message.
Central Reservations Office (CRO) personnel
trained ground hostesses at Peoria. Illinois. Ozark
began providing passengers at Lambert Field and
0' Hare Airport assistance even before they reached
Ozark ticket counters. CRO expanded to include
Ozark's 10 major cities.
Direct telephone lines
brought 67 per cent of the advance reservation sales
into Peoria where more than 110 reservationists provided round the clock service and answered as many
as 4,500 telephone calls daily.
In November it was announced that bv earlv 1966
Ozark would team with Eastern Airline~ in ~sing a
UNIVAC Real-Time computer to determine space not
only on Ozark flights, but on other airlines' flights
serving more than 90 per cent of the nation.

PANAGRA
(PAN AMERICAN-GRACE AIRWAYS)
Panagra (Pan American-Grace Airways) continued
to ·set high standards of successful operation in 1965.
Again it offered more flights and carried more people
than any of its numerous competitors on its routes
along the west coast of South America and across to
Buenos Aires. Its load factor was one of the highest
in the airline industry. It showed an increase of 10.2
per cent in passenger miles flown and a gain of 26.1
per cent in freight tonnage during the first three quarters of the year.
However, the year was most significant for moves
which Panagra made to play an even larger role in
U. S.-South America aviation. In petitions before the
Civil Aeronautics Board the airline pointed out that,
while it pioneered commercial flying in South America 37 years earlier and hung up an incomparable record of service to this area, Panagra was still forced to
operate with an antiquated route structure that dates
back to the early Thirties.
.
To correct this restriction the airline petitioned the
CAB for the right to bring its own planes, with its own

The company also initiated all-cargo operations to
nine of the major industrial cities served by Ozark.
The investing public took note of Ozark's "new
look." Common stock, which had been selling at
about $5 a share at the start of the year, climbed to
more than $9late in November. The number of stockholders increased more than 25 per cent over the same
period. The Board declared a four per cent stock dividend for the fifth straight year. After taxes, preliminary figures showed a net income of more than
$600,000.
Daily boarding records three times surpassed 5,000
passengers in the banner month of October when
Ozark flew 119,327 travelers. November marked
seven straight months with 100,000 or more passengers aboard the youngest of the regional service
carriers.
And on November 20, Ozark flew its
7,000,000th passenger after carrying 1,000,000 for
the first time during a calendar year. On September
24, the company celebrated its 15th anniversary.
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crews, to the U. S. gateway cities of Miami and New
York which in 1965 it served only through interchange
agreements with Pan Am and National. It asked also
for permission to carry domestic traffic between New
York and Miami, to extend its routes in the West to
Los Angeles and San Francisco, and to serve new
points in the Caribbean and South America, including
Nassau, Kingston, Montego Bay, Rio de Janeiro, Sao
Paulo, Asuncion, Guatemala and Bogota.
Panagra' s year showed evidence of the company's
health and growth.
Outstanding among the year's events was the purchase of $42,000,000 worth of ultra long-range intercontinental planes of the model 62 series DC-8' s from
Douglas Aircraft Company. These aircraft, capable of
nonstop flights from New York to Sao Paulo or
Buenos Aires, will be delivered in early 1967. One of
the six jets will be convertible to either all cargo or
combined cargo-passenger service .

munications facilities , such as single side-band radio
equipment in Lima and Buenos Aires, accounted for
expenditures of $49,000.
Equally significant as these gains in ph ysical equipment were organizational changes which gave Pa nagra increased independence from its parent companies. Originally organized and still owned jointly
by Pan American Airways and W. R. Grace and Co.,
Panagra used the Grace offices in South America as
its sales agencies there and headquartered its accounting department in the Grace offices in New York.
Early in 1965 the airline took over its own South
American sales and centered them in a chain of new
offices in principal cities which the line se rves. In
September the Panagra accounting department was
moved to the airline's own new headquarters offices
in the Chrysler Building in New York . Pan American
still handled ticketing for Panagra in 1965 in th e
United States, but Panagra had its own independe nt
sales organization.
In 1965 Panagra continued its long-time roie of
principal promoter of travel to South America, an activity in which it spent over $1,500,000 annually for
ten years.
In addition to a heavy schedule of advertising to
the general public and the travel trades, Panagra
played a major part within the framework of th e
South American Travel Organization in the compilation, publication and distribution of the second edition of the South America Travel Digest. This authoritative book, edited after exhaustive travel and
personal investigation by Charles and Babette Jacobs, was hailed by the travel press and travel
agents as the most complete and most up-to-date
guide for tourists to countries in the southern part
of the hemisphere.
The airline again played a dramatic part in disaster
relief to the countries it serves. In the spring, following severe earthquakes in Chile, a Panagra jet
made a special nonstop flight from Miami to Santiago
to speed 13,000 pounds of urgently needed medical
supplies to the victims. The DC-8 flew 4,161 miles
in 8 hours and 15 minutes on the first nonstop commercial flight ever made between the two cities.
More than 12,000 pounds of additional emergency
supplies were airlifted on later flights.
In August Chile was rocked again, this time by the
worst snow and rain storms within living memory.
Again Panagra donated its cargo space for the massive
transport of relief materials. When the call went out
for help in protecting the homeless against the cold
of the South American winter, President Andrew B.
Shea of Panagra stripped the airline's depots of blankets and shipped the entire supply to Santiago. The

During the year, Panagra made a series of mercy flight s to areas it
serves. First sttc h flight brought 13,000 pounds of supplies to Chile.

During the twelve-month period ending October 31,
196.5, Panagra invested over $689,000 in new facilities
and equipment. These capital expenditures included
well over $250,000 for a new building, offices and
furnishings in Lima, Peru, and a similar amount for
new offices, maintenance buildings and equipment in
Panagra's New York headquarters and stations down
the line from Panama to Buenos Aires. Added automotive and ramp equipment in five countries called
for outlays of $174,000. Additional advanced com234
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shipment was the first relief to arrive. Later flights
brought in tons of used fur coats. winter clothing and
medicines contributed by thP .-\merican Red Cross
and other charitable organizations.
In the field of voluntary public sen·ice the airline
again granted travel fellowships to a selected group of
South American graduate students to allow them to
continue their education in U. S. colleges and universities. Since the beginning of this program in cooperation with the Institute of International Education
in I931. Panagra has Hown -!16 of these young people
north in the summer and fall and provided them with
transportation home at the end of their studies.
Early in the year Panagra introduced a new low
excursion fare to Buenos Aires and lowered its firstclass fares between U. S. gateway cities and South
American points by as much as 30 per cent. The
first class fare from New York to Buenos Aires, for
example. came down from 81143 to 88-!0.
In the summer the airline introduced sharply
lowered tour basing fares from l'. S. cities to Lima.
For passengers on an advertised all-expense tour completed within 30 days, the saving on an economy
round trip from t-.1iami came to $102. and from New
York or Washington, to 892.
Lower year-round fares for students at or recent
graduates from colleges or universities were also put
into effect, representing savings of from 20 to 50 per
cent over regular excursion fares to key South American cities. For example. the student vacation rate
from New York to Lima came down from $520 to
83-!3.80.

number of turbojets scheduled for future delivery to
-!6, of which 12 were to enter service early in 1966.
New sen·ices introduced during the year added
several thousand miles to the company's worldwide
route structure. In July, Pan Am inaugurated U.S.Aag jet service to Prague, providing the first such
direct flights between the United States and Czechoslovakia. Three months later, an extension of existing
routes pioneered by Pan Am between the United
States and capitals of West Africa was introduced
across that continent. Pan Am at year-end was
providing scheduled passenger and cargo service
between the United States and East Africa, serving
the cities of Nairobi, Kenya, and Entebbe, Uganda.
New all-jet routes across the South Pacific were
inaugurated by Pan Am in November, almost 30
years to the day after the first transpacific flight by
the airline's China Clipper on November 22, 1935.
Jet service to New Zealand was inaugurated that
month from the U.S. \Vest Coast, both via Hawaii
and Tahiti, with one Hight a week continuing to
Sydney, Australia-the first U.S.-flag service across
the 1,300-mile-wide Tasman Sea.
Existing sen·ices were also increased during 1965,
providing greater capacity than in any previous year
on all major routes. During the peak summer season,
Pan Am scheduled 222 transatlantic flights each
week: by December, capacity between the U.S.
mainland and the Caribbean had been upped to 370
flights a week in both direction, and services between
the \Vest Coast and Hawaii were expanded to a total
of 130 flights weekly.
In addition to these increases, Pan Am continued
to seek to broaden markets for international passenger and cargo services. During the first weeks of the
year, the airline's traffic between the United States
and points in the Caribbean and Latin America
showed a substantial upswing; gains of as much as
40 per cent were attributed to the introduction on
January 1 of lower excursion fares to these destinations.
During the summer, Pan Am also introduced
special charter tariffs to enable greater numbers of
European vacationers to visit the United States.
These "Thrift-way to the U.S.A." fares, coupled
with the New York World's Fair and Pan Am's
worldwide promotional efforts, helped build westbound transatlantic traffic and contribute to alle,·iating the U.S. balance of payments deficit in the
tourism account.

PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS
Pan American Ainvays' 38th year of international
operations brought both continued growth and innovation. By any yardstick, the year 1965 was not
only the best in Pan Am history, but also reflected
the company's forward planning.
Worldwide passenger and cargo operations showed
vigorous growth, with revenue passenger miles up
9.3 percent over the previous year and cargo ton
miles ahead by 55.5 percent. The latter figure
represented the highest rate of gain in the company's
history. larger than that of the last five years combined.
During the year, the airline's jet fleet was increased to 86 aircraft. With expansions in Pan Am's
route structure and a high rate of growth in air
cargo especially, further additions were planned.
Orders placed during the year brought the total

Late in the year. Pan Am also launched a threeyear "See America-Sell American" program, designed to continue these efforts and bring about a
longer range solution to this problem.
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Cargo traffic gained at an unprecedented rate
during the year, with Pan Am passing both the
300,000,000 ton-mile and 400,000,000 ton-mile
marks in a single year and doubling its annual tonmile total in two years.
Jet freighter services were also increased during
1965, both to Europe and the Middle East and to
the Orient. All-cargo jet freighters were placed in
service for the first time in Latin America and
Round The World all-cargo service, introduced in
mid-year, was by year-end operating on schedule
following conclusion of new agreements between the
United States and Japanese governments.
As in passenger operations, Pan Am undertook
parallel efforts to revise cargo tariffs downward
during the year. Lower rates were introduced between the Americas and the Far East and a number
of transatlantic rate reductions helped bring new
business to the industry.
.
Pan Am's response to requirements of the United
States Defense Department also increased substantially during the year. Additional flights were scheduled between the West Coast and Viet Nam and in
December alone a special airlift carried an additional
200 tons of Christmas parcels to U.S. forces in
Southeast Asia. At the same time, on the other side
of the world, Pan Am Clippers airlifted 2,571 refugees from Cuba to Miami in less than three weeks.
Other Pan Am activities in 1965 covered a wide
range of endeavors. Scheduled helicopter service
between the Pan Am Building in Manhattan and
Kennedy International Airport was inaugurated
during Christmas week, meeting with immediate
acceptance by the traveling public. The flights,
which cut travel time between the city and airport
to seven minutes, drew from business and government leaders citations for progressive development
for both Pan Am and New York Airways.
In August, Pan Am announced the creation of a
new division and the signing of a 30-year agreement
with the Port of New York Authority for the operation and administration of Teterboro Airport. When
it comes under Pan Am management in 1966, Teterboro will serve as a base for the company's Business
Jets Division, a New Jersey helicopter terminal and
an expanded general aviation facility, particularly
for executive aircraft being more and more widely
used by business and industry.

Also, construction work was started on a new air
cargo terminal at New York's Kennedy International
Airport which was scheduled to open in 1966. Capable of handling 10 times Pan Am's present cargo
volume through the aerial port, the $8,000,000 structure, situated on a 20-acre site, will be the largest,
most modern such facility in the world.
Progress in other areas was equally striking. Advancement of satellite communications techniques
through tests with Syncom lll and Early Bird kept
the airline leading in such research, while installation
of inertial navigation systems in the Pan Am jet
fleet commenced. Other new equipment was acquired which will substantially improve operating
efficiency under adverse weather conditions, enabling landings and take-offs to be made at lower
minimums than ever before possible.
The company continued to lend its technical
.. know-how" to the national carriers of developing
nations under the auspices of the Agency for International Development. To technical assistance programs underway in Iran and Afghanistan, Pan Am
added a similar project in Guinea.
Despite a 10-day pilot strike in April, high rates of
gain in all operations offset that interruption of
services. By year's end, Pan Am's growth during
1965 had established new records and commitments
for the future anticipated no let-up in every facet
of Pan Am's activities.

PIEDMONT AVIATION, INC.
For its twenty-fifth year of service Piedmont Aviation celebrated 1965 as the most successful year in
its history.
The second cash dividend of lO cents per share was
announced in March. The first one had been declared
in October of 1964, making Piedmont the first publically owned local airline ever to disburse a cash dividend. The Board of Directors announced intentions
of considering this practice on a semi-annual basis,
and in October, 1965, a third dividend of 10 cents per
share was declared.
During the year, Piedmont Airlines purchased four
Martin 404 aircraft, bringing its total fleet to 35, 27
Martin 404 Pacemakers and 8 F-27 prop-jet Pacemakers.
Piedmont's all air-conditioned, all pressurized, radar equipped fleet serves a nine state area
and the District of Columbia. In 1965, new transponder units and DME equipment, as required by the
FAA, were installed on all the planes.
In July Piedmont Airlines again received from
the National Safety Council an Award of Merit for
its flight safety record of the previous year. Pied-

Ad,vances were made in· development of the company s facilities to meet future needs. Typical of
these was the dedication in November of the world's
largest international stewardess college in Miami,
geared to train from 850 to 1,000 students a year for
service on Pan Am's worldwide Jet Clipper routes.
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mont"s safety record was among the best in the industry.
An application by Piedmont for authorization to
provide service between Roanoke. Yirginia and New
York City was filed with the Civil Aeronautics Board
in August. Piedmont was investigating the possibility
of offering jet service to many cities on its system. A
number of different short haul jets were being studied
with an eye to Piedmont's particular needs. The company was anticipating a definite selection by early
1966.
As the months of 1965 flew by Piedmont made
passenger, pound and revenue records that were frequently supplanted 30 days later. For the first nine
months of 1965, the number of passengers boarded
was up 19 percent over the same period in 1964, to
936,68-t. As of November 4, 1965. the total boarding
figures for the entire previous year had been exceeded
by 2,387. Freight poundage figures compiled in September had increased 37 percent over that same nine
month period of 1964. Freight revenue increased
32.4 percent while passenger 111revenue increased
20.3 percent in that length of time. With 40,924
scheduled miles per day shown for October, 1965,
Piedmont saw an increase of 5,296 over the figures
for the preceding year.

to be delivered in mid-1967. The TTA purchase
marked the biggest order for the twin jet airplane
received by Douglas from a regional airline.
Revolutionary was the word for another announcement made by TTA in November. Receiving approval by the Civil Aeronautics Board was TT A's First
Rider Tariff providing for round trip travel between
any two points on the airline's route system for only
$25. Travelers will have to sign an affidavit stating
they have never flown before to take advantage of the
new fare.
Also in November TT A introduced a new concept
in hostess uniforms. They no longer look like uniforms and come in one of four shades, Chinese blue,
avocado green, tangerine, or hot pink. TTA hostesses
choose the two colors most flattering to them.
In traffic figures for the first nine months of 1965,
TTA carried 674,005 passengers, compared to 517,362
during the similar period last year.
Revenue passenger miles totaled 153,269,264 for
the first nine months compared with ll5,497,612 for
the same period in 1964. Load factor on TT A flights
was 40.51 per cent compared with 37.24 percent in
1964.
TT:\ set its sights on an even brighter future. TTA
expected to become an international airline in early
1966 when service was scheduled to begin from the
Texas Valley to Monterrey, Tampico, and Vera
Cruz, Mexico. The routes were included in the bilateral agreement between the governments of the
U. S. and Mexico and at year-end the case was pending before the CAB.
In other route cases before the CAB, TT A applied
for extensive routes to the Pacific Northwest in the
Pacific Northwest/Southwest case. TT A proposed
giving local service to intermediate sized cities in the
case.

TRANS-TEXAS AIRWAYS
The eighteenth anniversary year of Trans-Texas
Airways, 1965, was the greatest in the history of the
regional airline which serves New Mexico. Texas,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi and Tennessee.
During 1965, TT A was in the midst of a great reequipment program. Aiming at being completely jet
powered by the end of 1967, TTA commenced installation of the Rolls-Royce Dart RdlOA prop-jet engines
on its Convair 240s. The new airplane, to begin
service in 1966, is called the Convair Silver Cloud
600. It features an increased speed of over 50 miles
per hour, a greater schedule reliability. a smoother,
quieter ride and complete air conditioning inAight
and on the ground.
On NovemberS, TTA announced plans to purchase
a special convertible passenger-cargo version of the
short-to-medium range pure-jet Douglas DC-9. On
that date TT A signed a letter of intent to buy 7
DC-9s, with an option for another 8. Five of the first
7 airplanes will be capable of operating in all passenger, all-cargo, or mixed passenger/ cargo configuration. The total order including exercise of the option
represents an investment of about $51,000,000. Deliveries of the first DC-9s are set for September and
October of 1966, with the balance of the initial order

TRANS WORLD AIRLINES
During 1965 Trans World Airlines rounded out its
fifth year under the new management team headed by
President Charles C. Tillinghast, Jr., a period in
which TWA achieved what its officials termed "the
most dramatic comeback in air transport history."
The airline's turnaround represented a swing from
a net loss of $14,700,000 in 1961 to a substantial net
profit, undetermined at year-end, in 1965.
In 1962, TWA suffered a net loss of $5,700,000 after
taxes on gross revenues of $403,000,000. Traffic totaled 5.68 billion revenue passenger miles. But early
in 1963 the new management's rebuilding efforts began to pay off. Boeing StarStrearn fanjets were joining TWA's fleet in growing numbers, permitting the
airline to add new services on many routes. Traffic re237
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availability of travel to holders of general credit cards
was also widened. The company offers credit-purchase privileges to the holders of American Express,
Diners Club, Carte Blanche, and BankAmericard
credit cards. Initial response to the credit-card tie-ins
was most encouraging, and TvV A marketing officials
were convinced these plans offered a strong sales tool
in the development of new business.
In April, TWA announced a new and greatly improved fly-drive plan in cooperation with the Avis,
Hertz, and National rent-a-car companies. This arrangement permits travelers to pick up a rental car
at any city on TWA's domestic system, drive it for
seven days, and leave it at the same or any other TWA
city for only $99.
On June 3 TWA put into effect its Family-Style
Fare plan, offering much larger reductions than previous family fares. U J)der this plan the head of the
family pays full coach fare, the spouse or first accompanying child under 22 years of age pays two-thirds
fare, and all other children between two and 21 pay
one-third. Thus a family of three travels for the
equivalent of two full fares, and a family of six for
the equivalent of three fares.
In August TWA instituted a liberalized free baggage allowance on domestic flights. This allowance
permits each passenger to carry aboa~d his underseat
baggage and check two additional bags, regardless of
weight. By eliminating excess-baggage payments,
except for suitcases larger than the specified size,
the new plan effectively reduces the cost of flying for
many travelers.
As attention continued to focus more closely on the
U. S. balance of payments problem and the expenditures by U. S. tourists overseas, TWA stepped up its
efforts to attract visitors from other countries to the
United States.
In July TWA established a lower charter rate of
only $3.40 per air(!raft mile for its jet equipment on
charters originating in and returning to countries
overseas. This meant that a London-New York round
trip would cost each member of a chartering group
only $162.
For individual travelers from abroad who want to
see all of the United States, TWA announced in
October a special Visit USA fare. Effective January
1, 1966, the new fare permits foreign nationals living
100 miles or more outside the 48 continental states
to make a complete circuit of TWA's domestic system
within a 90-day period for only $220 in coach class.
TWA implemented extensive route and service expansion during 1965, increasing its service in terms of
available seat-miles. In January, a New York-Phoenix nonstop jet roundtrip was inaugurated, featuring

sponded dramatically. Month after month, TWA
showed traffic growth rates substantially ahead of its
major competitors, reaching 7.02 billion revenue passenger miles for the year. Final 1963 figures showed
revenues of $476,000,000 and profits of $19,800,000
after taxes. This upward swing continued throughout
1964 and 1965.
TWA's 1965 traffic volume amounted to 9,544,700
passengers boarded, an increase of 18 per cent over
1964, and 10.18 billion passenger miles, an 18.6 per
cent increase. TWA's cargo traffic climbed sharply,
too. In 1962 the airline carried 159,200,000 tonmiles of cargo. This figure increased to 187,800,000
ton-miles in 1963, and in 1964, with the new Boeing
707 CargoJets in full transcontinental and transatlantic operation, TWA carried 234,100,000 ton-miles.
During 1965, this mark was again outstripped, with
a total of 309,479,000 ton-miles carried.
The first of TWA's Boeing 727s entered service in
June, 1964, and the airline's jet fleet (Boeing 707s,
Boeing 727s and Convair 880s) passed the 100 mark
in November, 1964. In January, 1965, TWA ordered
12 four-engine Boeing fanjets, 8 of them the Intercontinental model.
In September the company
placed still another order, this time for 23 jets. Of
these, four will be 707-331B Intercontinentals, three
will be 707-331C CargoJets, nine will be 707-131B
domestic units, and six will be 727 QC "QuickChange" aircraft. The Quick-Change 727s can be
converted rapidly from passenger to cargo configuration, or any combination of the two. They will replace
TWA's last piston-powered freighter aircraft. According to year-end orders, the TWA jet fleet will
reach the 171 mark in 1967.
In addition, TWA placed orders for 16 supersonic
transports (SSTs). TWA, in October, 1963, was the
first to place a deposit for U.S.-built SSTs and
subsequently increased its order to 10. The airline
also ordered six of the British-French Concordes.
Early in 1966, TWA was to begin receiving its
Douglas DC-9 twin-jets.
Scheduled service with
this short-haul aircraft was to start Februarv 15. TWA
purchased 20 DC-9s, which will enable .the airline
to retire its piston-engine Constellations and become
the first major all-jet airline, probably by the end of
1966.
TWA's expansion and improvement of ground facilities kept pace with the growth of its fleet. During
1965, the airline added new facilities or major renovations at six passenger terminals, 10 cargo terminals,
and 33 city ticket offices.
TWA took significant steps during 1965 to enlarge
the mass appeal of air travel from a financial standpoint. Some fare reductions were offered, and the
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full-screen feature movies as on transcontinental nonstop flights. In April, TW :\ began through-plane international flights at Oklahoma City and also returned to Algiers after an absence of three and onehalf years.
LJ tcr in the spring TWA began its first throughjet international service at Philadelphia. Late in June,
the airline entered the New York-Cincinnati nonstop market, and in September nonstop jets were
offered for the first time between Kansas City and
San Francisco. In December, TWA began the first
nonstop jet service by any airline between St. Louis
and Phoenix.
During 1965, T\VA agreed to supply financial assistance to New York Airways and to San Francisco
and Oakland Helicopter Airlines. The two helicopter lines operate from TWA's gates at John F.
Kennedy International Airport in New York and at
San Francisco International Airport. offering added
convenience for passengers headed toward other airports or surburban areas.
TvV A's major domestic route aspirations during
1965 were contained in the Pacific Northwest/Southwest Service investigation. The airline was seeking
a route from St. Louis and Kansas City through Denver to Salt Lake City, Portland. and Seattle. This
route case involved the last major areas of the nation
that do not already have single-carrier service.
Overseas, TWA in 1965 announced major plans for
route expansion during the coming year. The airline
intended to resume service beyond Bombay to Bangkok and Manila in 1966.
In June, TWA applied to the Civil Aeronautics
Board for routes to Nairobi, Entebbe, and Dar-Es-Salaam in East Africa. The CAB granted its approval in
late August, and negotiations with the governments of
Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania were started in order
to obtain operating rights.

In June, 1965, the company gave added tangible
expression to its traditional support of world trade
expansion by launching MarketAir, a new marketing
program designed to help smaller firms develop their
export/import potential. MarketAir supplies these
companies with a monthly newsletter on international economic conditions and business opportunities
abroad. Through MarketAir, companies can obtain
market research in depth, temporary overseas staff
assistance, and financing assistance.

l'l\ITED AIR

LI~ES

United Air Lines in 1965 set new records in almost
every category of its operations, carrying 17,300,000
passengers and a\·eraging in excess of 1 billion passenger miles per month for the year.
Highlight of the year was the airline's announcement of the purchase/lease/option of 144 new jet
aircraft at a cost of $750,000,000 and the move toward
an all jet status by the end of 1969. It was the
largest aircraft acquisition in commercial aviation
history.
Included in the giant order were seven Douglas
DC-8-61 jets, largest in the world and measuring 36
feet longer than United's standard DC-8s. These
planes will be used by United in its Hawaiian service
and will carry at least 200 passengers.
The order also covered the purchase/lease of 30
Boeing 72/QC jets, convertible tri-engine aircraft
that will be capable of carrying passengers during
daylight hours and cargo in night operations. Use of
palletized seating permits the plane to be stripped
for cargo use in less than 30 minutes. These planes,
15 of which were to be delivered in 1966, will bring
cargo service to many cities not pre\·iously getting
jet freighter service and will gh·e United the largest
domestic jet freighter fleet.
Reduced family fares introduced by United in
June, 1965, helped stimulate a 150 percent increase
in family travel during the peak summer vacation
period and increased the size of the family flying
from 2.3 to 3, indicating that considerable new business was achieved \vith this new family fare structure.
Initiated during 1965 was a liberalized baggage
plan waiving the need for passengers to weigh baggage at check-in if it met size allowances. Lifting of
the former 40-pound restriction helped speed checkin services and permitted the traveler to carry more
luggage on business or vacatiori trips. A survey indicated the average air traveler was still carrying the
same amount of luggage, but that he was adding only

At the peak of the 1965 summer transatlantic travel
season, TWA offered a record 196 flights per week.
A total of 27,832 seats were available weekly.
TWA applied the electronic miracle of modern
computer technology to flight planning on transatlantic routes. Weather information along the \vay is fed
into a computer, which makes its calculations and
then produces a set of alternative flight paths to be followed. The computer may .. fly" across the Atlantic
as many as 10,000 times in the course of deciding
which route to follow.
On February 5, 1966, TWA planned to observe the
20th anniversary of its first transatlantic service. On
that date in 1946, the carrier inaugurated the first
scheduled service by any airline between Ne\v York
and Paris, using the then-new L-49 Constellations.
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about 1 pound above that carried prior to the new
allowances. The nation's carriers in introducing the
new luggage plan lost about $17,000,000 in excess
baggage revenue.

''Not only our company hut the airlines in general will place I 96.5 on the hooks as their most successful year," it was announced bv \Villiarn A.
Patterson, United's chairman of the ho~trd ... Hevenue
passenger miles flown by the domestic trunklines
should show an increase of approximately 16 percent over 196-!."
United also set world records in express and domestic trunkline mail carriage with gains of 1:3 per
cent and 1:3 ..5 per cent respectively. An l'xpanded
fleet of five DC-HF Jet Freighters contributed to a
27 per cent increase in cargo ton miles (mail, express and freight).
Jet aircraft accounted for three-fourths of the
2-!1,000,000 plane miles flown by the airline in the
year. Two DC-HFs, six DC-8s and 22 Boeing 727s
were added to the company's fleet, which at year
end consisted of 1-!7 jets and 135 propeller airplanes.
The company expected to become "all jet" by the
end of 1969 as delivery is completed on additional
727s and the new twin engine Boeing 737 jets.
In 1966 alone, United was scheduled to take delivery on an additional 45 jet aircraft, including two
DC-8-61s, three DC-8Fs, four regular DC-8s, 15
Boeing 727QC (quick change) passenger/cargo jets,
and 21 standard Boeing 727s.
Patterson forecast 1966 gains of 21. percent in
United's revenue passenger miles and 44 percent in
cargo ton miles. The last includes an increase of 57
percent in freight ton miles, reflecting the additional
727QCs and DC-8Fs.

Credit card sales continued to climb in 196.'5 and
United was honoring more credit cards than anv
other airline. Sales in 196.5 exceeded $2.5,000,000
with travel agents handling about 10 percent of the
total sales. In addition to American Express, Carte
Blanche, Diner's Club, Bank of America, Bank of
Hawaii, Citizens & Southern Bank (Atlanta), United
also honored cards from the Mellon National Bank
& Trust Company (Pittsburgh), which was added
late in 1965.
United continued fog seeding operations on an
expanded scale in 196.'5 with successful dispersal at
such airports as Salt Lake Citv Seattle Portland
Boise, Pendleton, Medford, Sp;>kane ancl Reno.
this operation a small plane takes off into the fog
and begins to drop dry ice pellets into the supercooled fog. A chemical reaction causes the moisture
to change to fine snow crystals thereby releasing
the fog and bringing visibility up to airline operating
standards.

II;

United, under the direction of W. B. Beckwith,
chief meteorologist for the airline, spearheaded fog
seeding developments during 1963-65 and won the
cooperation of airport managers in the above named
cities in the continuing war against weather.
Air travel as a personal gift was given new emphasis by United in 1965 when it launched a gift
card program with travel agents in cooperation with
one of the nation's largest greeting card companies.
Specta
. I card s, destgned
·
for every occasion and containing a pocket for an airline ticket, are made available by the travel agents and United in the program.
The gift of travel found wide acceptance with travel
age~ts and was particularly popular during the
Chnstmas season, United sales experts reported.

WESTERN AIR LINES
Western Air Lines in 1965 experienced a year of
exceptional progress. The Los Angeles-based trunkline increased its Boeing 720B fanjet fleet to 18 aircraft, with four more on order. Profits were characterized by a leveling off during the first half of the year
following 1964's record highs, but turned upwards
towards the end of 1965.
Serving 12 Western states, Canada and Mexico,
Western added Acapulco-another long-haul routeto its system. The company continued its long battle
for a route to Hawaii from California. The Civil Aeronautics Board terminated the Transpacific Route Case
without permitting Western to implement Hawaii
awards originally granted the company in 1960.
Western then took the case to the U. S. Court of Appeals.
The Civil Aeronautics Board began another important route case during the year-the Pacific Northwest-Southwest Service investigation-in which
Western was an applicant. The case was instigated

A_ new plan was launched late in the year with
Hohday Inns , a "M ee t - 0 - M atlc
· , program· wherebv
sales 1 ~eetings and conventions will be arranged
by
. Iu d'mg
. U mted or .through anv. Holidav. I nn, me
atr :ran~portatlOn, reservations, meeting rooms, and
audw-vtsual aids with a single telephone call. The
program. emplovs
.
. use of both U m't e d' s I nstamatlc
reservatlO_ns system and the Holiday Inn "Holidex"
computenzed reservations systems which li k th
640 Holiday Inns in .')00 cities.
n
e
Compared with world traffic records United
esta?lished a year ago, the new highs represented
an mcr~ase of 18 percent in passengers and 22.5
percent m revenue passenger miles.
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tweeri Los Angeles and San Francisco/ Oakland on
April 1 at the low fare of $13.50. The new commuter
service replaced the compan y's DC-6B econom y
Thriftair service; it was aimed at recapturing much
of the traffic lost on this highly competitive route
with the introduction to competitive commuter service of jet aircraft in October, 1964.
On Jul y 1, 1965, the Fanjet Commuter was extended to Las Vegas from both Los Angeles and San
Francisco with outstanding success. \Vestern expected
continued growth in 1966.

GENERAL AVIATION
In the first nine months of 1965, the dollar value of
new airplanes produced for the general aviation fleet
passed the twelve month total of 1964, which had been
a record year for the industry. By the end of October
the number of airplanes sold had also surpassed the
total for 1964.
Total production for the year was m·ore than
11 ,000 airplanes. Retail value of the new airplanes
exceeded $350,000,000. While production of new aircraft surged, utilization of the entire fleet of more
than 90,000 planes grew in corresponding leaps as
every segment of this part of the nation' s air transportation system ·flew more hours and miles and attracted new users.
In the first six months more than 39,000 new student pilot permits were issued. Historically, the last
six months of the year shows a marked increase in
license issuances, indicating that more than 100,000
new pilots began their training during 1965.
Nearl y 7 out of 10 takeoffs and landings at the 284
airports where the Federal Aviation Agency maintains control towers were made by general aviation
airplanes. These flights averaged one movement
every one and a half seconds, day and night, every
dav of the year. The figures reflect operations at
oniy about 3 percent of the nation's airports.
The year marked a recognition for the capabilities
of th ~ general aviation airplane. Greater emphasis was
placed on producing a wide variety of aircraft to
meet the increasing number of missions for private
air travel.
Manufacturers introduced dozens of new models
in all classes of airplanes from trainers to pure jet business transports. Supercharged engines were used in
the light twins in increasing numbers and offered
in single-engine models. Greater carrying capacity
also was evident in new models introduced. Singleengine airplanes grew to five and six seats in a wider
vari e ty of mod e ls ; two-place traine rs and pe rsonal
airplanes were featured with optional seats to conve rt
the capacity to four.

A Vles te m inn ovation was free use of dictat ing m achines to business m e n flyin g Fanjet Co mmu ter Service .

to determine the air service needs betwee n the
Northwest and major citi es in th e Southwest and
Midwest. The case was expected to take as much as
three years before final res olution.
Other route applications b y th e compan y were also
pending, including service to Va ncou ver, B. C. , Toronto and Montreal.
In August, Western placed a $70,000,000 orderbiggest in the company' s 40- year history-for 16
Boeing 737 twinjet aircraft, \.vith options on nine
more, and two 720Bs. Scheduled for deli very in
1968 and 1969, the twinj e ts will re place the company's fleet of 12 Lockheed Electras.
Earnings for the first 10 months of the yea r reached
$10,537,000 or $2.45 a share, down from th e previous
year's $11,520,000, or $2 .68 a share. Profits were up
in October, however, reaching a record $841,000,
or 19 cents a share, for the month, a 4.5 perce nt increase over the previous October high of $805,000,
or 18 cents a share, earned in 1964.
Air cargo increased to record highs, and was carried on all flights throughout the system.
For the 15th consecutive year, Western's shareholders received cash dividends in 1965. Dividend
payments were 20 cents a share on the 4,292,190
shares outstanding.
Among the new services introduced during the
year, Western began the Fanjet Commuter flights be241
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cording to studies which reflect the types of businesses
now operating them. This segment of the market is
growing at the rate of two and a half per cent a year.
Air taxi Hying increased more than :32 per cent a year
for the past five years concluding with 1965.
Increasing in this rapid fashion, general aviation
was facing serious problems which the industry was
acting upon. One of most concern remained the
airport problem. The lack of proper landing facilities
was posing immediate and long-range difficulties for
communities to receive the benefits of air travel.
\Vhile more airports in more places were sorely
needed, ample parking places for based and transient
aircraft at existing airports was becoming an acute
problem in major congested areas.
Many communities were including the "industrial airpark" in their local planning. By locating airstrips adjacent to industrial development land the
need for nearby aviation facilities is met for business
while providing increased landing facilities for personnel and cargo flights. An airport in the industrial
complex usually is easier to maintain and improve
because of zoning regulations already in effect.
To meet the future needs of flight by general aviation aircraft, manufacturers invested millions of dollars in new plants, new tooling, new marketing
methods and new designs.
Educational institutions also moved more heavily
into the aviation field. Curricula based on the aeronautical sciences appeared in many areas and flight
training as a credited course was placed in a number
of high schools.

Business twins expanded in configurations and
powerplants. The turbine powered airplane-both
turboprop and pure jet-gained momentum with
more than 175 delivered and a substantial backlog
of orders to cause increased production schedules by
all major manufacturers.
Industry observers credited many factors for the
accelerated growth pattern. Increased emphasis on
pilot training, improved marketing techniques and
equipment with the capability to meet the travel
need were but a few of the industry's efforts contributing to the upswing. Coupled with them were
economic and social factors.
Decentralization of
business and industry plus more demands on individuals' time make the luxury of long, leisurely business trips impractical for businessmen. As the nation
and the world turned more and more to air travel,
general aviation moved to fill the gap that exists in
the finest scheduled service.
Scheduled air service, constantly improving and increasing, by necessity is concentrated in the larger
metropolitan centers.
Some 45 percent of all
scheduled service in the United States during 1965
was concentrated at only ten major cities. Ninety per
cent of the airline passengers are enplaned at only
90 cities. For the vast areas not served and to those
served with lower frequency of schedules, general
aviation provided both direct and connecting service.
Much of the 196.5 general aviation activity at major
terminals was for the purpose of connecting passengers with scheduled carriers. Morristown, New Jersey, for instance, demonstrated how the general
aviation airplane was providing a smaller community
with an air link to the jet capitals of the world. One
air taxi operator at this airport flew more than 38
flights a day to three major airline terminals serving
New York City.
Transportation of personnel and cargo represented
only a part of the service of the general aviation airplane. More than 5 out of 6 tillable acres were
treated with millions of pounds of chemicals for improved agriculture.
Law enforcement agencies,
power and pipeline inspectors, forest fire fighters, fish
spotters, and sport parachute jumpers, all took to the
skies to follow their pursuits in general aviation aircraft.

HELICOPTERS
In combat and on the home front, 1965 marked a
year of achievement for rotary-wing aircraft. The
versatile helicopter proved again and again its
unique capabilities.
For example, in Viet Nam, as a troop transport,
an armed escort and for rescues, the helicopter daily
performed its missions under fire and penetrated
areas inaccessible to any other type vehicle.
Recognition of the helicopter's multimission capabilities was made with the formation of the Army's
First Cavalrv (Airmobile) Division. The division is
trained and equipped to be completely air tram-portable. The Army reported that the armed helicopter
was well established in the Army's arsenal of
weapons. The helicopter's outstanding record in
Viet Nam demonstrated the survivability of the helicopter in a combat environment.
Statistics based on 800,000 Viet Nam combat missions record that a helicopter was hit by ground fire

As dynamic as general aviation was in the year 1965,
it penetrated only a portion of the activities that are
anticipated. Although there were at year-end more
than 3.5,000 airplanes operated for business transportation, this was only about one-tenth of the immediate potential measured by market studies. At
least 390,000 businesses have the need for and the
ability to buy and operate their own aircraft, ac242
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til .

were actiue in flood rescue operations during Hurr-icane Betsy.

requirements through 1970. In accordance with one
of the Board's recommendations, during the summer
of 1965, announcement was made of the Army's
award for the Light Observation Helicopter (LOH).
This turbine powered helicopter will replace the
Army' s training helicopters and airplanes and will
ultimatel y be available for the civilian market.
The Army also announced the decision to proceed
to production on the Advanced Aerial Fire Support
System (AA FSS ).
The 1965 Hurricane Betsy gave the helicopter
another apportunity to prove itself. In the New
Orleans area alone, the Coast Guard, Nav y, Marine
and Army helicopters rescued 2,229 flood victims.
Again, no other vehicle could have so performed.
On the battlefield, medical aid is swiftly airborne to the combat casualty; at home, the highway
accident victim may wait hours for the ambulance
and needed first aid.
In recognition of this need, to provide the fast
first aid to the highway accidents that kill more than
38,000 citizens annually-the Vertical Lift Aircraft
Council of Aerospace Industries Association initiated
a program to assist in the establishment of hospital
heliports. Based · on a 1965 Council survey, there
were then 34 hospital heliports in the country. By
year's end, the total was over 50.
To support this hospital heliport program and to
assist in the establishment of needed city-center and
suburban heliports, the Council prepa red a fi ve
minute color, public service .film, "W hen Minutes
Really Count." Film prints, together with reprints
of The Mad ern Hospital magazine article " Helicopters Expand Hospital Service Area" are available for
showing before civic groups.

once in 400 combat sorties, dm' ned onl y once in
about 8,000 sorties and lost to g round fire beyo nd
repair only once in about 16,000 sorties.
By mid-1965, the Arm y had approximatel y 500
helicopters in Viet N am. By yea r' s end that total
was more than doubled. The Arm y train ed helicopte r pilots at the rate of 96 a m onth in 1965 , and the
monthl y output was slated to be_ increased to 290.
In addition to its accepted proven role of resc uing
casualities on the battle fi eld, the new Fl ying
Crane heav y lift helicopter was adding still a noth er
capability to the rescue rol e. In a pe riod of less than
three months, more than 50 downed aircraft were
picked up and airlifted b y the fl ying crane to maintenance bases. It is safe to estimate th a t the rescue
of these aircraft has saved millions of taxpa yers'
dollars. Without this modern method, the time required to resupply and maintain the combat aircraft inventory would escalate costs and dela y for
replacement would lessen combat strength ._
One of the four flying Cranes in service in Viet
Nam was equipped as a command headq uarters,
another as a battle field first aid station. The combat
use of these heavy lift helicopters serves as a proving
ground for similar use in civil iife, in disasters and
in the removal of crashed automobiles from the
highways and freeways to avoid traffic pileups.
The Marine Corps in Viet Nam was using helicopters as close support vehicles, performing the
Marines' concept of vertical envelopment, a concept that encompasses battlefield surveillance, troop
carrying and armed helicopters in close battlefield
support.
In 1962, the Howze Board was formed by th e
Secretary of Defense to plan for the Army's aviation
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In further recognition of the need to improve
highway safety, the Department of Commerce
planned an operational test to develop a helicopter
ambulance concept for both rural and urban areas.
The Council was asked to cooperate on this Government project.
In 1963, at the invitation of the Administrator of
the Federal Aviation Agency, the Council made a
Presentation "Government-Industry Relations in
The Field of Vertical Lift Aircraft." Tangible results
can be acknowledged for the major recommendations proposed by the Council at that time, notably
reinstatement of the annual review of FAA regulations covering rotorcraft and establishment of the
government's Inter-Agency V/STOL Task Force.
At its September 1965 meeting, the Council
determined to prepare a follow-on presentation to
define the economies of VTO L systems and to recommend that a national policy for VTOL research
and development be established. This presentation,
scheduled for completion in the spring of 1966, is
designed to show further the role of vertical riser
aircraft as part of the transportation requirement
in the Northeast Corridor.
The 1965 Directory of Helicopter Operators (commercial, executive, government and helicopter flight
schools in the U.S . and Canada) listed 860 opera-tors operating 2,053 helicopters. These totals represented an increase of 21 percent in the number of
operators and 16 percent in the number of helicopters as compared with the 1964 totals. The number of helicopter flight schools increased from 121 in
1964 to 156 in 1965.
In response to numerous requests, the Council
compiled and published the 1965 Directory of For-

eign Helicopter Operators (military, civil government, commercial). This unique publication lists 544
operators in 81 countries operating 4,116 helicopters.
The Council's annual Directory of Heliports/ Helistops in the U.S., Canada and Puerto Rico pointed
to the need for more municipally owned heliports
located in city centers to permit the use of the helicopter as a short-haul VTOL type transport. For
example, of the 1,000 helicopter landing facilities
listed in the 1964 Directory 579, or more than half,
were privately owned and operated.
Notable during 1965 was the active interest and
support of the larger trunk airlines in the operation
of the scheduled helicopter airlines. The three
scheduled helicopter carriers-Los Angeles Airways,
Inc., San Francisco-Oakland Helicopter Airlines,
Inc. and New York Airways, Inc.-were reporting
increased passenger leads as a result. With the closing of Chicago' s Midway Airport, Chicago Helicopter Airways cancelled scheduled service. However, with the announced service of the small jets.
to be permitted at Washington's National Airport,
some aviation experts predicted that Midway would
reopen and scheduled helicopter service would
again be required to serve the Chicago area.
A milestone in helicopter transport history was
established on December 22, 1965 when New York
Airways, Inc., inaugurated scheduled service between the Pan Am Building rooftop heliport in
mid-Manhattan and the three ~rea airportsNewark, LaGuardia and Kennedy International
Passenger acceptance of the new service was excellent; year-end figures from New York Airways
revealed that approximately 2,000 people a day we~e
"going all the way by air."

This engine can
lift 22 times
its own weight
'·

Allison's 610 Series Lift engines provide a thrust/weight
ratio in the range of 22:1. Over four times that of current
production engines.
They're built to give tomorrow's jet aircraft vertical takeoff and landing capabilities. No runways needed.
Key factor in VTOL engine development: compact, lightweight, highly efficient engine components.
For example, you can lift the combustor with one hand.
Yet it has four times the heat release of combustors
in conventional engines.
Each compressor blade raises pressure 50% more
than blades in use today.
Turbine cooling techniques are more advanced.
Higher inlet temperatures. Greater power. Lower blade
temperatures.

Even while the 610 is in test, Allison engineers are coming up with new, more efficient Lift and Lift/cruise engines.
Forecast: thrust/weight ratios of 30:1 and beyond.
Advanced lightweight technology is another demonstration of Allison's broad capabilities in research, engineering
and production. Capabilities that help keep defense, aerospace and nuclear projects on target.
Zero defects . . . a way of life at

Allison~

·The Energy Conversion Division of General Motors, Indianapolis, Ind.

LOOK WHAT'S HAPPENED TO
MARQUARDT'S ''FLYING STOVEPIPE''

SCRAMJET OPENS NEW ERA FOR AIRBREATHING PROPULSION
FIRST, THE SUBSONIC RAMJET: Marquardt produced
America's first operational subsonic ramjet in 1945. A
clean and simple aerodynamic tube, it was aptly described as a "flying stovepipe."
THEN, THE SUPERSONIC RAMJET: To achieve supersonic
capabilities, the ramjet engine became necessarily more
complex. Diffusers, sensors, inlets, controls , grids, flame
holders, exit nozzles- each representing a significant
development- served to improve the efficiency and
quality of internal air flow, compression, combustion,
and thrust. This engine today powers the Bomarc interceptor missile. The supersonic ramjet engine, which has
~o rotating parts in its operating cycle, remained a relatively simple airbreathing propulsion system- but it no
longer resembled the old "flying stovepipe."
AND NOW, SCRAMJET: Today, airbreathing technology
has ent~red the era of SCRAMJET- a propulsion syst~m usu_1g to full advantage the ramjet's inherently
s~rnple fixed geometry design for hypersonic acceleration and cruise performance- a return to the classic
simplicity of the "flying stovepipe."
THE SC~AMJET MISSION: SCRAMJET, the supersonic
c~mbustwn ramjet engine, performs most efficiently at
fhg~t speed~ above Mach 6; its range capability expands
r~p1dly as 1ts speed incre ases . Potential new applicatwns for both space and military miss-ions are under
study. These include : hypersonic cruise aircraft recoverable launch vehicles, and defense missile sy~tems.
OT HER AEROSPACE OPERATIONS: In addition to the
Scramjet program, Marquardt is engaged in many other
aerospace res e arch, development, and production
activities: Deve l o pment and production of precision cont rol rocke ts for the Project Apollo Service Module, the

Lunar Excursion Module, and the Lunar Orbiter. Development of low-altitude short range missile propulsion
systems, advanced hypersonic propulsion research, Redhead-Roadrunner advanced target missile engine development, electronics, materials, fuels technology, specialized manufacturing, and advanced testing.

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH: In fundamental research, Marquardt's Science and Technology Group is
engaged in programs related to advanced airbreathing
and rocket propulsion, composite propulsion systems, reentry physics, deep submergence systems, underwater
navigation systems, electro-optics, waste management,
saline water conversion, and other creative aerospace
research projects under contract to the · government
agencies and industry as well as part of company-sponsored research efforts.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES- Van Nuys, California
PRODUCT OPERATION GROUP- Van Nuys, California & Ogden , Utah
POMONA ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT - Pomona , California
SCIENC E & TECHNOLOGY GROUP : ASTRO- Van Nuys, California
Subsidiary: GENERAL APPLIED SCIENCE LABORATORIES, INC.,
Westbury, New York
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Check the comoanv with apast,
a present, and afuture.
. . . in satellites and spacecraft

... in communications

... in l-asers and electro-optics
r--------------------------------- ~

... in guidance and control

... in radar and space tracking

RCA, in the forefront of Aerospace, offers an
extremely broad systems approach to today's newest problems. The same broadness also means a
wide variety of directions for career growth.
Scientists and engineers are invited to contact
RCA Defense Electronic Products, Camden,
New Jersey 08102.

..

The Most Trusted Name
in Electronics

is smallest Boeing jetliner, yet
has cabin as wide and roomy as biggest
Boeing Intercontinental. The 737 will operate with ease from smaller airports, carry
up to 113 passengers at 580 mph. 737s
have already been ordered by Braathens
(Norway) , Irish, Lufthansa, Mexicana,
Northern Consolidated, Pacific, Piedmont, United, Western, Wien Air Alaska.

NEW 737

MINUTEMAN

is the U.S. Air For ce's
solid-fuel ICBM. Compact, quick-firing
Minuteman missiles are stored in blastresistant underground silo s ready for
launching. Boeing is weapon system integrator, responsible for missile assembly,
test, launch control, ground support, and
weapon system assembly at launch sites.

SPACE RESEARCH

Boeing/Vertol helicopters are in service with U.S. Army, Marine
Corps and Navy. Sea Knight assault helicoper (top), can carry up to 25 fully
equipped combat troops. Chinook (bottom), deployed to Viet N am with l st Cavalry Division (Airmobile), is U. S. Army's
s tandard m e dium a ss ault h eli copt e r .

is camera-carrying
spacecraft which NASA will laun ch into
lunar orbit thi s year. Boeing-built Orbiter will photograph and tran smit to
earth pictures of large areas of moon to
help select landing spot for astronaut .

TWIN TURBINE

at Boeing covers
wide spe trum of activities, from space
environm ent simulation, space medicine
and life support systems to orbital vehicles. Picture shows space rendezvous and
docking simulator in new Boeing Space
Center. Lunar landings, launches and
re-entries are also simulated in Center.

LUNAR ORBITER

BOEING

shown in artist's
concept, will be free world's largest ro ket,
standing some 350 feet hi gh. Saturn will
power orbital and deep space fli ghts.
Boeing holds NASA contract to develop,
build and support the te tin g of th e S- IC
first- stage boo ~ter, developin g thrust equal
to a pproximately 160 million hor sepower.
ADVANCED SATURN,

REFERENCE SECTION
Introduction
The following pages, designed for reference use, contain specifications, performance, and other data on well over 500
products of the aerospace industry. In
addition to the primary products-aircraft, engines, missiles, spacecraft and
launch vehicles-the Aerospace Yearbook includes for the first time a special
section on systems. The term system here
denotes the major ground-based and airborne equipments other than the primary
products; manufacture of units like these
constitutes an important part of the workload of the aerospace industry. For easier
reference, missiles and spacecraft are
organized by functional groups. All other
products are arranged in alphabetical
order by name of the manufacturing company. For specific listings consult the
index. The term prime contractor as used
throughout this section refers to the
builder of the product listed, regardless
of whether it is a primary product or a
subsystem.
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AERO COMMANDER-100

AERO COMMANDER-200

Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division, Rockwell Standard Corporation

Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division , Rockwell Standard Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The Aero Commander-100 is a four-place , all metal,
high wing tricycle geared monoplane equipped with
a L ycoming 0-320-A 150 horsepower engine and a
Sensenich M74DM-60V metal propeller. The aircraft has a 44 gallon fuel capacity. The -100 is certified under Civil Air Regulations Part 3 for normal
category aircraft.

The Aero Commander-200 is a four-passenger monoplane all metal, low wing cantilever design with a
retractable tricycle landing gear. The aircr~ft is
equipped with a Continental 6-cy,linder opposed
10-520-A, 285 horsepower Continental engine and a
McCauley constant speed metal propeller. The
Commander 200 has an 82-gallon fuel capacity including auxiliary fuel of 40 gallons in outer wing

Specifications

panel tanks.

Span 35 feet; length 22 feet 6 inches · height 9 fee t
4 inches; empty weight 1,280 pounds;' useful weight
~70 pounds; gross weight 2,250 pounds; wing loadmg 12.2 pounds per square foot; power loading 14.7
pounds per horsepower.

Specifications
Span 30 feet 6 inches; length 24 feef 4 inches; height
7 feet 4 inches; einpty weight 1,940 pounds; useful
weight 1,060 pounds; gross weight 3,000 pounds;
baggage capacity 200 pounds; wing loading 18.75
pounds per square foot ; power loading 10.5 pounds
horsepower.

Performance
Take-off distance 750 feet; landing distance 390 feet ·
rate of. climb 850 fee t per mmute;
·
maximum speed'
14
2
b mtles per hour; cruise speed 128 miles per hour ·
a solute range 650 st a t u te m1.1es; service ceiling'
13,000 feet.

Performance
Take-off distance over 50-foot obstacle 1,500 feet;
landing distance over 50-foot obstacle 1,150· feet;
rate of climb 1,450 feet per minute; optimum cruise
speed 218 miles per hour ; range 1,380 statute miles;
landing speed 55 miles per hour (full flaps); service
ceiling 18,500 feet.
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JET COMMANDER

GRAND COMMANDER

Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division Rock'
well Standard Corporation

Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division, Rockwell Standard Corporation

Remarks

Specifications

The Jet Commander is an executive jet capable ot
carrying 7 passengers and 735 pounds of baggage
on a trip of 1,150 miles at speeds above 500 miles
per hour.

Span 49 feet 6 inches; length 41 feet 3.25 inches;
height 14 feet 6 inches; tread 12 feet ll inches;
maximum take-off weight 8,500 pounds ; empty
weight 5,200 pounds; useful load 3,300 pounds;
maximum fuel capacity 223 gallons.

Specifications
Performance

Wing span 43 feet 3. 7 inches; length 50 feet 11
inches; height 15 feet 10 inches; empty weight 7,240
pounds; gross weight 16,000 pounds; wing loading
53 pounds square feet; power loading 2.8 pounds per
pound of thrust; engines two GE CJ-610- 1 rated at
2,850 pounds thrust at sea level; fuel capacity (JP-4)
990 gallons; cabin capacity 6-8; cabin pressure at
sea level up to 20,000 feet, 7,000 feet at 30,000 feet ;
useful load 8, 760 pounds.

Cruise speed, 70 percent power, 10,000 feet, 240
miles per hour; take-off distance over 50-foot obstacle, 1,560 feet; landing distance over 50-foot obstacle, 1,450 feet; cruising range with 30-minute fuel
reserve, 1,310 statute miles; service ceiling 28,500
feet.
Note:

Performance
Maximum speed 568 miles per hour at 35,000 feet;
cruise speed 503 miles per hour at 35,000 feet; approach speed at 14,000 pounds, 100 knots; rate of
climb 6,000 feet per minute; service ceiling 40,000
feet; range with 45 minute reserve 1.325 statute
miles.
.
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The airplane is also available as the Pressurized Grand Commander which has identical specifications and performance with
these exceptions: Empty weight 5,600
pounds; useful load 2,900 pounds.

AIRCRAFT

BEECHCRAFT MUSKETEER SPORT III,
CUSTOM III AND SUPER III

TURBO COMMANDER
Prime Contractor: Aero Commander Division, Rockwell Standard Corporation

Beech Aircraft Corporation

Specifications

Remarks

Span 49 feet 6 inches; length 41 feet 3.25 inches;
height 14 feet 6 inches; tread 12 feet 11 inches ;
maximum take-off weight 8,500 pounds; empty
weight 5 ,100 pounds ; useful load 3,400 pounds ; maximum fuel capacity 282 gallons.

The Musketeer, Beechcraft' s popular line of sport
and training airplanes, has been expanded to three
models-the Sport Ill , Custom II , and the Super III.
The new, two-place Musketeer Sport III is powered
by a 150 horsepower Lycoming engine and comes
equipped with the same standard items as the other
Musketeers, including dual controls. The Musketeer Custom III performs with a 165 horsepower
Continental fuel injection engine and can accomodate four people with an increased, 50-pound , useful
load.

Performance
Cruise speed at 16,500 feet, 285 miles per hour;
take-off distance over 50-foot obstacle, 2,000 feet;
landing distance over 50-foot obstacle, 1,900 feet
(with propeller reversal 1,200 feet); cruising range
with 45-minute reserve, 1,100 statute miles ; service
ceiling 30,000 feet .

Specifications
Span 32 feet 9 inches; le ngth 25 feet ; height 8 feet
3 inches; gross weight (Sport) 2,030 pounds, (Custom) 2,400 pounds, (Super) 2,550 pounds; power
plant (Sport) 150 horsepower Lycoming 0-320, (Custom) 165 horsepower Continental I0-346 A, (Super)
200 horsepower Lycoming I0-360.
Performance
Cruising speed (Sport) 131, (Custom) 137, (Super)
146 miles per hour at 75% power at 7,000 feet;
cruise range, same conditions, (Sport) 800 miles,
(Custom) 778 miles (Super) 678 miles ; rate of climb,
(Sport) 840, (Custom) 725, (Super) 805 feet per
~inute; service ceiling (Sport) 14,200, (Custom)
11 ,870, (Supe r) 14 ,500 feet.
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BEECHCRAFT C33 AND C33A DEBONAIR

BEECHCRAFT V35 AND V35TC BONANZA

Beech Aircraft Corporation

Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The Beechcraft C33 Debonair is a tough and rugged
airplane with speed and range, capable of fl ying at a
top speed of 195 mph. It has a non-stop range of
over a thousand miles. The Beechcraft C33A Debonair has all the regular Debonair features plus new
performance from a 285 horsepower Continental
engine. Estimated top speed of the C33A is 209
miles per hour, with 202 miles per hour cruise speed
at 75 percent power at 6,500 feet.

Since the first Beechcraft Bonanza was delivered in
1947, it has proved an outstanding business airplane.
The newest model of the Bonanza incorporates many
·
fl ymg
· . The
refinements for pleasure and busmess
· d by its fresh
new V35 Bonanza w1.11 b e recogmze
air scoop just forward of the familiar V tail. A onepiece, tinted windshield now gives an unobstructed
view of the sky ahead. Pushing the Bonanza to even
faster speeds and greater heights will be the compact
light-weight AiResearch TEO 659 turbine in thhe
model in t e
turbocharged V35TC Bonanza, a new
d
_
estimate
top
h
C
as an
Bonanza line. The V35T
speed of 245 miles per hour-.

Specifications (C33)
Span 32 feet 10 inches ; length 25 feet 6 inches·
height 8 feet 3 inches ; gross weight 3,050 pounds;
useful load 1,270 pounds; engine 225 horsepower Continental I0-470K.

Specifications (V35)
6 feet 4 1/ 2
Span 33 feet 5 I / 2 inches; lengt h 2
weight
.
/ 2 . hes. gross
inches; height 6 feet 6 I
me '
d . engine
3,400 pounds; useful load 1,4 85 poun s,
285 horsepower-Continental I0-S 20B.

Performance
Cruising speed 185 miles per hour; cruise range 595
miles standard, 1,075 miles with optional 80 gallon
tanks; rate of climb 930 feet per minute; service
ceiling 17,800 feet.

Performance

539
hour· cruise range
.
Cruising speed 203 mJles per. h ' tional 80 gallon
.
.
d 989 ·Jes wit op
miles standar ,
mJ
f t er minute; serviCe
tanks · rate of climb 1,1 36 ee p
'
ceiling 17,500 feet.
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BEECH CRAFT D95A TRAVEL AIR

BEECHCRAFT B55 AND C55 BARON

Beech Aircraft Corporation

Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remark-S

Remarks

Beechcraft' s line of rugged, high-performance, light
twins includes the highly efficient D95A Travel Air,
which retains its classic airframe configuration. The
quiet, dependable D95A Travel Air seats five persons
in comfort and has room for 670 pounds of luggage
in two compartments. Powered by two 180 horsepower Lycoming fuel injection engines, the Travel
Air cruises at 200 miles per hour and is capable of
210 miles per hour at full speed. An expanded
list of standard equipment items includes a onepiece windshield which offers greater visibility forward and a new fresh air system.

lnproved performance and an upgrading of standard
equipment distinguish Beechcraft' s B55 Baron, an
airplane that retains its overall configuration but
offers a 100-pound total increase in useful load. The
B55 Baron is an easy-to-Ay, four- to six-place ship.
Short field performance has been appreciably upgraded in the latest model, which requires a total
distance of only 1,370 feet over a 50-foot obstacle.
Powerful new engines, increased speed, boosted
useful load capacity, and improved performance
mark Beech craft's new C55 Baron (in photo). The
C55 Baron is driven by new 285-hp Continental
10-520-C engines, providing _ a top speed of 242
miles per hour.

Specifications
Span 37 feet 10 inches; length 25 feet 11 inches;
height 9 feet 6 inches; gross weight 4,200 pounds;
useful load 1,645 pounds; engines 2 Lycoming
I0-360-B1B, 180 horsepower each.

Specifications (B55)
Span 37 feet 10 in-c hes; length 27 feet 3 inches;
height 9 feet 7 inches; gross weight 5,100 pounds;
useful load 2,075 pounds; engines 2 260 horsepower Lycoming 10-470-L.

Performance
Cruising speed 65% power 195 miles per hour,
7.5% power 200 miles per hour; cruising range at
112 gallons and 65% power 1,035 miles; 2 engine
rate of climb 1,250 feet per minute; absolute ceiling
19,700 feet.

Performance
Cruising speed 225 miles per hour; crmsmg range,
45% power, 142 gallons, 1,225 miles; rate of climb
2 engines 1,670 feet per minute; absolute ceiling
21,000 feet.
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BEECHCRAIT QUEEN AIR 65

BEECHCRAIT QUEEN AIR 88

Beech Aircraft Corporation

Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

An established high-performance, medium twinengine business airplane, the Beechcraft Queen Air
65 brings to light twin bu yers such comfort features as built-in steps; center aisle that permits
passengers to move about in fli ght · three individual
compartments that insure privacy for crew and passengers and provide a restroom ; an optional fourplace couch; and many other features. Retaining its
original configuration: the latest Queen Air 65 is
powered by two supercharged, fuel injection engines.

Offering a combination of pressurization, supercharged engines and all-weather instrumentation in
a new market price category, the Beechcraft Queen
Air 88 has cabin pressurization identical to that in
the turbine-powered Beechcraft King Air. It creates
in the Model 88, 8,000-foot cabin comfort for passengers at a 16,500-foot altitude. Standard equipment on the Model 88 includes complete cabin
pressurization, the required avionics and associated
systems which give the Beechcraft transport allweather capability, air conditioning, super soundproofing, de-icing and anti-icing equipment, and
oxygen system .

Specifications
Span 45 feet 10 1/ 2 inches ; length 33 feet 4 inches ;
height 14 feet 2 inches ; gross weight 7,700 pounds ;
useful load 3,005 pounds; engines 2 340 horsepower
Lycoming IGS0-480-AIE6.

Specifications
Span 50 feet 3 inches; length 35 feet 6 inches; height
14 feet 2 1/ 2 inches; gross weight 8,800 pounds;
useful load 2, 780 pounds; engines 2 380 horsepower
Lycoming IGS0~540-AID.

Performance
Cruising speed 214 miles per hour; cruise range
760 miles standard, 1,035 miles with optional 230
gallon tanks; rate of climb at gross weight 1,300
feet per minute; service ceiling 31 ,300 feet.

Performance
Cruising speed 70% power at 15,000 feet 221 miles
per hour; cruising range at 65% power at 17,000
feet 1,270 miles; rate of climb 2 engines 8,800
pounds 1,275 feet per minute; service ceiling 26,800
feet.
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BEECHCRAFT SUPER H18

BEECHCRAFT KING AIR

Beech Aircraft Corporation

Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
The Beechcraft King Air is a turbine-powered, pressurized business transport designed to provide the
most realistic and practical combination of size,
performance, comfort, reliability and economy for
modern executive mobility. It is fully equipped for
all-weather operation, and its rugged desig"n makes
it possible to utilize virtuall y an y airfield. With twin
Pratt & Whitney turbine powerplants developing
550 shaft horsepower each, the King Air cruises at
270 miles per hour, can fly to a service ceiling of
31,300 feet, and is capable of flying almost 1,500
non-stop miles at maximum cruise power. Unprecedented customer acceptance of the King Air has
dictated an increased production schedule of over
100 a year, and indications are that another substantial production increase is being considered .

Since its introduction in 1937, the Beechcraft
Model 18 has had an outstanding record as an executive, twin-engine airplane. Powered by reliabl e
Pratt & Whitney Wasp Jr. 450 horsepowe r engines,
the current Super H18 offers fuel injection, providing even greater reliability and smoother performance. Other engineering refinements on the Super
H18 include fully enclosed landing gear; smaller
. wheels, which lower the nose for better visibility
forward and reduce the weight; light-weight propellers ; new feathering accumulaters; new bladdertype fuel tank arrangements; new main landing
gear; and automatic oil coolers. Super H18' s performance has been boosted to 220 mile-per-hour cruise
at 66 percent power, range boosted to 1,530 miles.
Specifications

Specifications

Span 49 feet 8 inches; length 35 feet 2 1/ 2 inches;
height 9 feet 4 inches; gross weight 9,900 pounds;
useful weight 4,220 pounds; engines 2 450 horsepower Pratt & Whitney Wasp.

Span 45 feet 10 1/ 2 inches; length 35 feet 6 inches;
height 14 feet 8 inches; gross weight 9,300 pounds;
engines 2 500 shaft horsepower Pratt 2 Whitney
PT6A-6 free turbines.

Performance
Performance

Cruising speed at 300 horsepower per engine 220
miles per hour; cruising range 1,530 miles ; rate of
climb 2 engines 9,900 pounds 1,400 feet per minute;
se rvice ceiling 2 engines 9,400 pounds 21,400 feet.

Cruising speed maximum cruise power 269 miles
per hour; cruising range at 20,000 feet 1,495 miles;
rate of climb 2 engines 9,300 pounds L900 feet per
minute; service ceiling 2 engines 9,300 pounds
27,400 feet.
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AIRCRAFT

BEECHCRAFT MODEL 45 !IENTOR

T -42A INSTRUMENT TRAINER

Beech Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

Late in 1948, following a first flight on December
2, Beech Aircraft announced a new primary and
basic-advanced trainer, the Beechcraft Model 45
Mentor, a single-engine, two-place airplane. As the
Model 45 Mentor, designated T-34A by the Air
Force and T-34B (photo) b y th e Navy joined the
services, it gained universal acceptance as a highl y
successful postwar trainer. Eleven na tions operated
or still operate the versatile aircraft for pilot training
and special missions, including Chile, Venezuela,
Argentina, Columbia, El Salvador, Japan, Mexico,
the Philippines, Spain and Turkey. The Mentor
also has been manufactured in Japan and Argen tina
under license from Beechcraft.

The T-42A is the military counterpart of the Beechcraft Model B55 Baron and will be utilized as a
fixed-wing twin-engine instrument trainer by the
Army Aviation School Instrument Training Division
at Fort Rucker, Alabama. Secondary mission of the
aircraft will be the twin-engine transition of singleengine rated aviators.
Specifications
Wing span, 37.9 feet; length, 27.3 feet; height, 9.6
feet; gross weight, 5,100 pounds; empty weight,
2,995 pounds; engines, two Continental 6-cylinder,
10-470-L, fuel injection engines rated at 260 horsepower; constant speed full feathering propellers;
dual instrumented for student training and equipped
for all-weather flying. Cabin is arranged for 3 students and an instructor and has a range of 5 hours.

Specifications
Span 32 feet 10 inches ; length 25 fee t 11 inches;
height 9 feet 7 inches ; em pty weight (T-34A) 2,174
pounds; empty weight (T-34B ) 2,228 pounds ; engine one 225 horsepowe r Continental 0-470-13; retractable tricycle landing gear (same as for Bonanza); tandem cockpits under continuous canopy.

Performance
High speed at sea level, 205 knots; cruise speed, at
65 percent, 195 knots; rate of climb, 1, 730 feet per
minute; service ceiling, 20,200 feet; absolute ceiling,
21,400 feet; range, 50 percent power, 10,500 feet,
1,065 nautical miles.

Performance (T34A)
Maximum speed. 189 miles per hour; maximum
cruise speed 173 miles per hour ; service ceiling,
20,000 feet; maximum cruising range 737 miles.
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SK-I HYDROSKIMMER

SK-3 CARABAO

Prime Contractor: Textron' s Bell Aerosystems Compan y

Prime Contractor : Textron' s Be ll Aerosystems Company

Remarks

Remarks

The Hydroskimmer, designed and built by Bell
during 1962 and 1963, is the largest and most powerful air cushion vehicle ever constructed in the United
States. Built for the U .S. Navy as a research craft,
the H ydroskimmer has provided technical data on
·the design and performance of air cushion vehicles
during various test and evaluation programs over
the last three years. Research programs have been
conducted on Lake Erie at Buffalo, N.Y. and in
the Norfolk, Virginia, area. Military missions considered for Hydroskimmer-type craft include antisubmarine warfare, landing and patrol operations,
mine countermeasures, high-speed transport of personnel and cargo and rescue operations.

The SK-3 Carabao, designed and built b y Bell Aerosystems with company funds, is a rugged apd versatile air cushion· vehicle capable of performing a
variety of missions over land, water, ice, snow, mud
and marsh . The prototype vehicle began operational
testing in March, 1963. During late 1963 and 1964,
the Carabao completed a highly-successful series of
operational demonstrations in the marshes and shallow waters of Lake Okeechobee, Florida and on the
James and Potomac Rivers. In July 1964, the Carabao demonstrated the capability of the ACV concept
as a means of transport in polar regions during a
month-long evaluation program in Greeland. It is
presently being utilized as a training vehicle for
ACV operators.

Specifications
Specifications

Length 65 feet; width 27 feet; height 23.5 feet,
plus four foot flexible trunks; engines 4 Solar Saturn
marine gas turbines rated at 1080 horsepower each ;
gross weight 30 tons.

Length 18.7 feet; width 16 feet; height 10 feet;
normal gross weight 3,200 pounds; lift engine 125horsepower Franklin; propulsion, !50-horsepower
Lycoming ; Carabao has three circular plenum cells,
or air chambers, equally spaced around its center
lift fan .

Performance
Maximum speed 70 knots.

Performance
Speed 60 miles per hour; endurance 4 hours; obstacle
clearances 16 inch wall, 3 foot ditch, 10 foot hedge.
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SI<-5

X-22A V/STOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

Prime Contractor: Textron' s Bell Aerosystems Compan y

Prime Contractor: Textron' s Bell Aerosystems Compan y

Remarks

Remarks

The Bell SK-5 air cushion vehicle is an American
version of the SR. N5 Hovercraft produced in England b y Westland Aircraft Ltd. Bell Aerosystems has
a U.S. Navy contract to deliver three SK-5s, marking
the first U.S. military application of this new means
of transportation. In addition, two SK-5s, called JetSkimmers, are in scheduled passenger service in the
San Francisco-Oakland Bay area under the Mass
Transportation Demonstration Grant program.

The X-22A research aircraft was developed by Bell
Aerosystems as part of the Tri-Service V/ STOL program to explore the mechanical and aerod ynamic
characteristics and evaluate the military pote ntial of
this revolutionary concept of flight . Under a Navyadministered contract, Bell built two of these airplanes which make use of a dual-tandem, ductedpropeller configuration. An unique variable stability
and control system is combined with high control
power levels and a three-engine hovering capability
to provide an extremely versatile V/ STOL research
aircraft. First X-22A was rolled out May 25, 1965.
First flight was scheduled for fall , 1965.

Specifications
Length 39.2 feet; width 22.9 feet ; height 16.6 feet ;
gross weight 15,000 pounds ; engine one General
Electric LM100 marine gas turbine rated at 1000
shaft horsepower.

Specifications
Span 39.2 fe e t; length 39.6 feet ; heig ht 20.69 feet ;
VTOL gross weight 15,980 pounds (standard da y,
one engine out) ; engines 4 General Electric YT-5880 turboshaft (1,250 horsepower each).

Performance
Maximum speed 60 knots ; range 210 na utical miles;
obstacle clearances, solid wall 3.5 feet , earth mound
5 feet, vegetation 6 feet.

Performance
Speed 325 miles pe r ho1.,1r; endurance three hours;
range 480 nautical miles.
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X-14A VTOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

47G-4 TROOPER HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: Textron's Bell Aerosystems Company

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Remarks

Remarks

The X-14, designed and built by Bell under an Air
Force contract awarded in 1955, was the first VTOL
airplane to employ the jet vectored thrust principle.
The airplane was delivered to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Ames Research
Center at Moffett Field, Calif., in October 1959.
NASA replaced the original Armstrong-Siddeley Viper engines with General Electric J85 turbojets for
increased thrust and redesignated the airplane the
X-14A. Primary purpose of NASA's X-14A program
is to research and define the stability and control
system requirements for V/STOL aircraft. In addition, it has been used for test pilot familiarization
and to investigate and simulate the approach phase
of lunar landings for Project Apollo.

The 4 7G-4, first delivered in January 1964, is a
three-place utility helicopter. Currently in production in service use, it is the latest of the Bell
commercial line.
Specifications
Fuselage length 31.6 feet; overall length 43.2 feet;
main rotor diameter 37.1 feet; normal gross weight
2,950 pounds; empty weight 1,777 pounds; useful
load 1,173 pounds; engine Lycoming V0-540 220
horsepower.
Performance
Maximum speed 105 miles per hour; cruise speed
84-91 miles per hour; maximum range at 5,000 feet,
324 miles; rate of climb 600 feet per minute; hovering ceiling, ICE, 7,700 feet; service ceiling 17,500
feet.

Specifications
Span 34 feet; length 25 feet; tail height 8 feet;
gross weight 4,000 pounds.
Performance
Operational speed 160 knots; maximum speed 180
knots.
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AIRCRAFT

47G-3B-l HELICOPTER

47)-2A RANGER HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Compan y

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Remarks

Remarks

Newest of Bell's turbosupercharged models, the
47C-3B-l three-place utility helicopter was first delivered in January, 1963 and is still in production .

The versatile 4 7J -2A Ranger is quickly convertible
from a four-place executive transport to a rugged
cargo hauler. First delivered in January, 1964, it is
in service and in production.

Specifications

Specifications

Fuselage length 31.6 feet ; overall length 43.2 feet ;
main rotor diameter 37.1 feet ; normal gross weight
2,950 pounds ; empty weight 1 794 pounds; useful
load 1,156 pounds; engine Lycoming TV0-435
turbosupercharged, 220 horsepower.

Fuselage length 32.4 feet ; overall length 43.4 feet;
main rotor diameter 37.1 feet; normal gross weight
2,950 pounds; empty weight 1,833 pounds; useful
load 1,117 pounds; engine L ycoming V0-540 220
horsepower.

Performance
Performance

Maximum speed 105 miles per hour; cruise speed
83-93 miles per hour; maximum range at 5,000 feet,
315 miles; rate of climb 880 feet per minute ; hovering ceiling, ICE, 16,100; feet ; service ceiling 20,000
feet.

Maximum speed 105 miles per hour; cruise speed
~H-103 miles per hour; maximum range at 5,000

feet, 268 miles; rate of climb 870 feet per minute;
hovering ceiling, ICE, 15,100 feet ; service ceiling
17,600 feet.
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AIRCRAFT.

204B HELICOPTER

OH-13S SIOUX HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Remarks

Remarks

Largest of Bell's commercial line, the 10-place 204B
was first delivered in April, 1963. In service and in
production, it is a 10-place utility, executive and
cargo transport helicopter.

In service since September, 1963, the OH-13S i·s a
three-place Army observation helicopter.
Specifications
Fuselage length 32.6 feet; overall length 43.2 f~et;
main rotor diameter 37 feet; normal gross weight
2,850 pounds; empty weight 1,936 pounds; engine
Lycoming TV0-435-25 supercharged 260 horsepower.

Specifications
Fuselage length 44.65 feet; overall length 57 feet;
mai!l rotor diameter 48 feet; normal gross weight
8,500 pounds; empty weight 4,600 pounds; useful
load 3,900 pounds; engine Lycoming T5309 gas turbine 900 horsepower.

Performance
Maximum speed 105 miles per hour; cruise speed
83-93 miles per hour; normal range 324 miles; rate
of climb 1,190 feet per minute; hovering ceiling,
ICE, 18,000 feet, OCE, 18,000 feet; service ceiling
18,000 feet.

Performance
Maximum speed 138 miles per hour; cruise speed
124-138 miles per hour; maximum range at 5,000
feet, 330 miles; rate of climb 1,600 feet per minute;
hovering ceiling, ICE, 13,700 feet; service ceiling
15,800 feet.
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AIRCRAFT

TH-13T HELICOPTER

UH-IB IROQUOIS HELICOPTER

Prime C ontractor: Be ll H elicopter Com pa ny

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Compan y

Remarks

Remarks

The TH-13T is a basic instrument traineT fi rst deli vered to th e Arm y in December, 1964 . Still in production , it is a two-place d erivati ve of the Model 47.

The UH-1B is an Army utility helicopter which seats
up to nine. In service since, March, 1961 , it is still
in production. Ad vanced mod el, called Huey Cobra,
is unde r test.

Specifications
Specifications

Fuselage leng th 32.6 fee t; ove ra ll le ngth 43.2 feet;
m ain rotor di a m e ter 37 fee t; normal gross weight
2,950 pounds ; empty weight 2,057 pound s; engine
L ycoming TV0-435-25 superch arged 220 horsepower.

Fuselage le ngth 42.6 fee t ; overall le ngth 53 fee t;
main rotor di ameter 44 feet; normal gross weight
8,500 pounds ; empty weig ht 4, 519 pounds ; engine
Lycoming T53-L-ll 900 shaft horsepower.

Performance

Performance

Maximum speed 105 miles per hour ; cruise speed
83-93 miles per hour; normal ran ge 324 miles; rate
of climb 880 feet per minute; hovering ceili ng, ICE,
20,000 feet, OCE, 18,600 fee t; service ceiling 20,000
fe et.

Maximum speed 138 miles per hour; cruise speed
135 miles pe r hour; normal range 212 miles; rate of
climb 2,350 feet pe r minute ; hove rin g ceiling , ICE,
16,800 fee t, OCE, 12,700 feet ; se rvice ceiling 16,700
feet.
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AIRCRAFT

UH-ID IROQUOIS HELICOPTER

UH-IE IROQUOIS HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Prime Contractor : Bell Helicopter Company

Remarks

Remarks

The UH-ID is a tactical transport helicopter with a
capacity of 12-15 seats in service with the Army
since June, 1963.

The UH-IE, which can carry eight to 10 personnel,
is a Marine Corps utility/ observation helicopter in
service since March, 1964.

Specifications

Specifications

Fuselage length 44 .6 feet ; overall length 53.9 feet ;
main rotor diameter 48 feet ; normal gross weight
9,500 pounds; empty weight 4,717 pounds; engine
Lycoming T53-L-11 900 shaft horsepower.

Fuselage length 42.6 feet ; overall length 53 feet ;
main rotor diameter 44 feet; normal gross weight
8,500 pounds; empty weight 4,750 pounds; engine
Lycoming T53-L-ll 900 shaft horsepower.

Performance

Performance

Maximum speed 138 miles per hour; cruise speed
135 miles per hour; normal range 315 miles ; rate of
climb 2,350 feet per minute; hovering ceiling, ICE,
18,200 feet, OCE, 14,000 feet ; service ceiling 22,000
feet.

Maximum speed 138 miles per hour; cruise speed
135 miles per hour; normal range 212 miles ; rate of
climb 2,350 feet per minute ; hovering ceiling, ICE,
16,800 feet, OCE, 12,700 feet; service ceiling 16,700
feet.
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UH-1F IROQUOIS HELICOPTER

YUH-lB COMPOUND HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopte r Compan y

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Remarks

Remarks

The UH-1F is the Air Force ve rsion of the Model
204 series. In service since March, 1964, it seats
11 and is used as a missile site support vehicle.

The YUH-1B is an advanced research compound
helicopter equipped with Bell's new four-bladed
rigid rotor which makes possible speeds as high ~s
250 miles per hour in level flight. The YUH-1B IS
being developed by Bell under contract with the
Arm y Transportation Research Command; the fourbladed rotor system was developed independently
with company funds . The helicopter's normal po:ver
plant is a 1,100 horsepower Lycoming T53 .engme;
in addition the craft has stub wings protrudmg outward from' the cabin section and from the aft fuselage and two auxiliary Continental J69-T29 jet engine's. The YUH-1B has been flown a number of
times at speeds above 200 miles per hour.

Specifications
Fuselage length 44 .6 feet; overall length 57.1 feet;
main rotor diameter 48 feet ; normal gross weight
9,000 pounds ; empty weight 4,403 pounds ; engine
General Electric T58-3 1,039 shaft horsepower.
Performance
Maximum speed 138 miles per hour; cruise speed
135 miles per hour; rate of climb 2,350 feet per
minute ; normal range 392 miles ; hovering ceiling,
ICE, 18,700 feet , OGE, 15,200 feet ; service ceiling
22,000 feet.
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B-47E MEDIUM BOMBER

B-52H MISSILE PLATFORM BOMBER

Prime C ontractor : The Boeing Company

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Compan y

Remarks

Remarks

The B-4 7, first multi-jet airplane produced following
World War II,. was designed as a strategic weapon
system capable, with aerial refueling, of operating
over extended ra nges and is in service with th e
USAF' s Stategic Air Command . The first B-47 was
d elivered to SAC in October, 1951 , and the last one
in February, 1957. During the production period,
2,041 B-47s were produced , 1,390 of them at BoeingWichita and the remainder und e r license agreements
with two other aircraft firms . The bulk of the B-47s
produced were bomber ve rsions, of which the B-47E
was the last. Other configurations in which the Stratoj et was delivered included a variety of reconaissance versions designated RB-47E RB-47H and
RB-47K.
'
'

The B-52H, capable of intercontinental flight and
return to bases in the United States, is in service
with the USAF' s Strategic Air Command . In addition to its primary bomb load, the "H" carries two
GAM -77 Hound Dog missiles in underwing installations· the air-to-surface weapons can be released
hundreds of miles from their targets. Principal feature of the B-52H fuel system is the wing in which
integral tank construction of the entire wing forms
virtually one huge fuel tank. The "H" was the final
model of the B-52 Stratofortress series, 744 of which
were delivered to the Air Force. The last "H" was
delivered on October 26, 1962.
Specifications
Span 185 fee t ; le ng th 157 fee t 6.~ inches ; height
40 feet 8 inches; wing sweepback 35 d egrees; weight
488,000 pounds; e ngines 8 Pratt & Whitney TF-33
turbofan, 17,000 pounds thrust each; gear 8 main
wheels in tand e m, single outrigger near wing tip.

Specifications

Sp~n 116 ft ; sweepback 35 degrees ; length 107 feet ·
heJght 28 ft; weight 230,000 pounds ; engines 6 Gen~
e ra!
. . Electric J4 7 , 6 ,000 poun d s t h rust each plus provJ s~ons for water inj ection and for 33 ATO rocket
u m ts of. 1,000 pounds thrust each; gear dual main
~ heels m tandem with single outrigger aHached to
mboard e ngine pods.

Performance
Speed 650-plus miles per hour; unrefueled range
12,500-plus miles ; se rvice ceiling over 60,000 feet.

Performance

s~~d 600 miles pe r hour ; ran ge 3,000 miles ; se rvice
cedmg over 40,000 feet.
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BOEING 707-120 SERIES JETLINERS

BOEING 707-320 SERIES JETLINERS

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Compan y

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Compan y

Remarks

Remarks
Designed to serve very long-range rout~s of m~re
than 4,000 miles, the 707-320 Intercontmenta~ Je~
liner first went into service Oct. 26, 1959. First ig t
was January 11, 1959. It was supplanted later b y the
707-320B with a range of more than 6,000 miles
nonstop with a normal passenger load . The -~20B
(first fli ht January 31 , 1962, in serviCe Apnl. 4,
.g
1962 ) mcorporated
turb ofan en gines • new leadmg
.
d other aerod ynamic
..
. A
an d tradmg edge wmg- aps, an
d
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The Boeing 707-120 (maiden flight-Dec. 20, 1957)
was America's first jet airliner to go into service.
First commercial flight of this four-engined jetliner
was made by Pan American World Airwa ys on Oct.
26, 1958, from New York to Paris with 111 passengers. The turbojet airplane was developed from the
Boeing 707 sweptwing jet prototype, as was the
KC-135 tanker series for the USAF. The -120 gave
way later to the advanced 707-120B (first flight June
22, 1960; in service March 2, 1961), which incorporated turbofan engines of greater power, a redesigned wing, plus new control surfaces. The -120
was designed for transcontinental use but was capable of over-ocean ranges from the beginning. Sales
of this veteran model have been virtually eclipsed
by second and third generation jetliners.
Specifications

Specifications
feet 11 inches ;
152
b k 35 degrees ·
Span 145 feet 9 inches; length
height 42 feet 5 inches ; wing sweep ac
d'
000
weight 328 000 pounds for -320B, 332 •
podunf s
C
d 336 000 poun s or
'
for cargo version of -320 , an ·nes Pratt & Whitd th
t· t ·
passenger version of -320C; engi
ney JT3D-3 turbofans of 18,000 pou~ s f rus ' h n-l
·age umts our-w ee
cycle gear, main un d ercarn
,
.
k d 1 nose wheels ; pa) load 199
ogJe-type
true
s,
ua
b
0B and -320C in all-econom y, or
passengers for -32
96,800 pounds of cargo in -320C.

Span 130 feet 10 inches; length 144 feet 6 inches ;
height 42 feet; wing sweepback 35 degrees; weight
258,000 pounds; engines 4 Pratt & Whitney JT3C-6
turbojets of 13,000 pounds thrust (-120 model), and
JT3D-1 turbofans of 17,000 pounds thrust for -120B
model; tricycle gear with four-wheel bogie-type
truck main units and dual nose wheels; payload is
up to 179 passengers.

4

Performance
Performance
Speed more than 600 miles pe r ho.ur ; range more
than 6,000 miles; ceiling ove r 30,000 fee t.

Speed up to 600 miles per hour; range more than
3,000 miles; ceiling over 30,000 fee t.
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BOEING 720/720B JETLINER

BOEI N G 727 SHORT-TO-MEDIUM -RANGE
JETLINER

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Compan y

Prime Contractor : The Boeing Company

Remarks

Remarks

A lighter, faster and slightly smaller version of the
original Boeing 707 jetliner, the medium-range 720
first flew November 23, 1959, and went into service
in July, 1960. Less than one year late r, on October
6, 1960, a version with more powerful turbofan engines, the 720B, was introduced . The 720 differed
from the -120 in that it had a shorter bod y, lighter
structure, less fuel capacity, a redesigned inboard
wing and new full-span leading edge flaps. Maximum speed was raised and required field lengths
were shortened. The 720B turbofan engines gave
that version greater range and allowed it to operate
from still shorter runways. ·The " B" model went into
service March 12, 1961. Nearly 150 of the series
have been ordered by 16 airlines.

The 727, first American jet transport to depart f~o m
wing-mounted engine installation, has three ~ ngmes
grouped at the tail. It three-engine configuratiOn was
d esigned to give the best compromise be.tween fourengine power and reliability and twin-engine economy. In service since early 1964 it is desig ned specificall y for short-to-medium-range routes, a~ d has
takeoff performance superior to all je ts in its class.
Boeing offers five versions of this highly successful,
widely-sold airliner: the standard 727-100, the 20foot longer 727-200, plus the 727C (cargo/ convertible), 727QC (quick-change car~o/ convertible) and
the proposed 727M (military).
Specifications

Specifications

Span 108 fee t; length 133 fee t 2 inches (-200 is 153
fe e t 2 inches)· height 34 feet; wing sweepback ~2
. h, t 161 ,000 pounds (for other versions
d eg rees ; we1g
.
it is 170,000 pounds); engines 3 Pratt & Wh1tney
JT8D-1 turbofan, 14,000 pounds thrust each; gear
tricycle, dual-wheel units ; payload up to 131 passe ngers e conomy class, -200 payload up to 170 passengers economy class, QC payload up to 44 ,440
pounds.

Span 130 fe e t 10 inches ; length 136 feet 2 inches;
height 41 feet 6 inches ; sweepback 35 degrees ;
weight 230,000 pounds (720), 235,000 pounds
(720B); engines 4 Pratt & Whitney JT3C-7 turbojets of 12,000 pounds thrust for th e 720, JT3D-1
turbofans fo 17,000 pounds thrust or JT30-3 turbofans of 18,000 pounds thrust for the 720B; gear tricycle with four-wheel bogie-type truck main units,
dual nose wheels; payload up to 165 passengers.

Performance

Performance

Speed 600 miles per hour ; normal operating r~~g e
1,700 miles (-200 is 1,400 miles) ; operational cedmg
42,000 feet.

Speed up to 615 miles per hour ; range 3,300 miles;
ceiling over 30,000 feet.
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BOEING 737 SHORT RANGE JETLINER

THE' BOEING SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Compan y

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company

Re marks

Remarks

The 737 twin-jet is the smallest member of the Boeing jetliner famil y, with maxi mum gross taxi weight
of 97,800 pounds, compared to 161 ,000 pounds for
the three-engined 727. Contrarv to the current trend
iw twin-jet airliners toward ~ft-mounted engines,
~o_:ing placed the engines und e r the wings on the
131 for the following advantages: easier maintainability, reduction in structure weight, additional
passenger space in the cabin better balance characte ristics, simplified systems, more load ing fl exibilit y
and better aerodynamic e ffici e ncy. Two versions of
the 737 went into production du~ing the latter part
of 1965, the 737-100 and the six-foot-longer 737-200.
Designed for short ranges of from 50 to 1500 miles,
the 737 features the same wide bod y that distinguishes Boeing's other jet tran sports, making it the
only short-range je t in production offering sixabreast tourist class seating.

The Boeing proposal for a variable-sweep wing
supersonic transport is designed to cut current longrange commercial jet travel times by more than half
in carrying more than 200 passengers intercontinental distances at speeds of 1,800 miles an hour.
It differs from its competitors mainly in its wing
design. The Boeing SST' s wings will make it capable
of matching the low-speed performance of presentday jetliners as well as cruise at nearly three times
the speed of sound. To do this, the wings are designed to be swept back from a 20 degree position
for takeoff and landing to 72 degrees for efficient
supersonic flight. Boeing SST studies, begun as a
compan y-funded project in 1958, are continuing in
a cost-sharing competition sponsored by the U.S.
Federal Aviation Agency.
Specifications

Specifications

Wing span (20 degree sweep) 169 feet 3 inches, (72
degree sweep) 98 feet 5 inches; length, 271 feet;
height, 45 feet 3 inches; weight (intercontinental
version) 500,000 pounds, (transcontinental version)
425,000 pounds.

Span 93 feet ; length 94 feet (-200 is 100 feet) ;
height 37 feet ; wing sweepback 25 degrees; weight
97,800 pounds maximum gross taxi (both versions);
engines 2 Pratt & Whitney JT8D-7 turbofans of
14,000 pounds thrust each ; gear tricycle, dual-wheel
units; payload 29,256 pounds (structural limit) or up
to 100 passengers for -100, 27,806 pounds or up to
113 passengers for -200.

Performance
Speed, 1,800 miles per hour (Mach 2. 7); range
(with 215 passengers), 4,000 miles; cruising altitude,
60,000 to 70,000 feet.

Performance
Speed 550 to 600 miles per hour; normal operating
range up to 1,500 miles ; ceiling 35,000 fee t.
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KC/C-135 TANKER/TRANSPORT SERIES

CH-46A SEA KNIGHT HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company, Vertol
Division

Remarks

Remarks

Shortly after Boeing's privately-financed 707 prototype flew in July 1954, the USAF ordered a deriva- tive into limited production as the KC-135A jet
tanker. The tanker, incorporating a highly streamlined flying boom developed by Boeing, for the first
time allowed refueling of the USAF's jet bombers
and fighters at jet speeds and altitudes. By the time
the military production line phased out at Boeing at
the beginning of 1965, the company had delivered
732 tankers plus a number of transports, flying command posts or reconnaissance aircraft. A total of 820
KC / C-135s were built. The tankers and some transports all used water injection turbojet engines, while
a "B" model using turbofans was developed and put
into transport service by the USAF in 1961.

The CH-46A, a medium assault transport helicopter,
is in production for the Marine Corps and Sea
Knight units are in operational service wi.th Marine
Squadrons of both the Atlantic and ..Pacific Fleets.
The tandem-rotor helicopter, with all-weather and
shipboard capabilities, features a power blade folding system which enable the blades to be folded
automatically in winds up to 45 knots in ·Jess than
one minute.
Specifications
Fuselage length 44 feet 10 inches; maximum height
16 feet 11.6 inches; gross weight 19,000 pounds
(alternate gross 21,400 pounds); rotor diameter 50
feet; capacity 17 troops or 4,000 pounds cargo ;
engines 2 General Electric T58-8 1,250 shaft horsepower each.

Specifications
Span 130 feet 10 inches; length 136 feet 6 inches;
height 38 feet 5 inches (KC-135), 41 feet 8 inches
(C-135B); wing sweepback 35 degrees; weight
297,000 pounds (KC-135), 275,000 pounds (C-135B);
engines 4 Pratt & Whitney J-57 turbojet of 13,750
pounds thrust (KC-135 ), four P & W TF33- P-5 turbofans of 18,000 pounds thrust (C-135B); gear tricycle
four-wheel bogie-type trucks, dual nose wheels; payload 87 ,100 pounds (C-135B).

Performance
Maximum speed 168 miles per hour; cruise speed
150 miles per hour; radius 115-plus miles; rate of
climb 1,550 feet per minute.

Performance
Speed 600 miles per hour range over 3,000 miles
(tanker ) up to 7,000 miles (transport) ; ceiling 41,000
feet.
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CH-47 A CHINOOK HELICOPTER

107 TWI N -TURBI NE TRANSPORT
HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Compan y, Vertol
Division

Prime C ontractor : The Boeing Company, Vertol
Di visi o n

Remarks
R e marks

The CH-47 A in service and in quantity production,
is the Arm y' s standard " A" medium transport he licopter. The Chinook can transport several t ypes of
missile syste m s complete with launch crews, tube
type artillery weapons w ith crews, fu e l, g round vehicles, hi g h d ensity cargo and comma nd a nd control ce nters. An important missi on is a ir m oveme nt
of combat e lem e nts; th e Chinook ca n tra nsport a
full rifle platoon of 44 combat-equipped troop s.

The Boein g Vertol 107 is a multipurpose tra nsport
he lico pter d esig ned for military and comme rcial
users req uirin g hi g h pe rfo rma nce: hig h load ca paci ty
a nd opera tio na l econom y. It has bee n ord ered by
the U .S. M arine Co rps, the Roya l Ca nadia n Air
F orce a nd Arm y, a nd th e Ro ya l Swedish Air F orce
a nd Na vy. Comme rcia l ve rsio ns have bee n ord e red
b y Ne w York Airways, Kawasa ki Ai rcraft Compan y
o f Japan, and Pan Ame ri ca n Wo rld Airways.

Specifications

Spe cifications

Fuselage leng th 51 feet ; rotor diame te r (b o th) 59
feet 1.25 inches ; usable cabin volume 1,440 cubic
feet ; gross weight 33,000 pounds (alternate 38,550
pounds ); empt y weight 17,878 pounds ; payload
10,366 pounds ; eng ines 2 L ycoming T55-L-7 2 ,200
shaft horsepower.

Fuselage length 44 fee t 7 inches; g ross we ig ht 19,000
p ound s; rotor dia m e te r 50 fee t ; ca pacity (comme rcial) 25 passe nge rs; e ngin es 2 Ge nera l Elec tric T58
turbines or 2 Bristol Sidde lev Gnomes.
P e rformance

Performance
Maximum speed 168 mil es pe r hour; crui se speed
150 miles p e r hour; ran ge m ore tha n 200 miles with
reserve; rate of climb 1,550 fee t per minute.

Miximum speed 145 knots ; cruise speed 130 kno ts;
radius 100 nautical miles; hove ring ceiling, OGE,
7, 750 feet ; se rvice ceiling 14,200 feet ; rate o f climb
1, 750 feet pe r minute.
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CH-113 RCAF HELICOPTER

UH-46A MEDIUM TRANSPORT HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company, Vertol
Division

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company, Vertol
Division

Remarks

Remarks

The. CH-113 is a twin-turbine, tandem rotor helicopter used as a medium transport and a search and
rescue craft by the Royal Canadian Air Force. It has
a crew of three plus space for as many as 25 combatequipped troops or 15 litter patients and two medical attendants.

The UH-46A is a twin-turbine, tandem-rotor helicopter, key to the U.S. Navy' s Vertical Replenishment program. Although its primary mission calls
for external loads, it can accomplish many missions
involving internal loads. The UH-46A has a 24 foot
2 inch cabin which features straight-in loading
through a hydraulically-operated rear ramp.

Specifications
Specifications

Fuselage length 44 feet 6.8 inches; rotor diameter
(bo.th) 50 feet; design gross weight 18,700 pounds
(alternate gross 21 ,400 pounds); empty weight
11 ,251 pounds; useful load 667 pounds; engines 2
General Electric T58-8 1,050 shaft horsepower.

Fuselage length 44 feet 10 inches; rotor diameter
50 feet; takeoff gross weight normal mission 19,431
pounds, overload gross weight 2l,400 pounds; empty
weight 12,571 pounds; payload 4,000 pounds (overload 5,934 pounds); engines 2 General Electric T58-8
1,050 shaft horsepower.

Performance

C~ise speed 130 knots ; maximum rate of climb,
1,<l70 feet per minute; service ceiling 15,600 feet
(at alternate gross 11 200 feet)· hovering ceiling
IG
'
'
'
E, 10,050 feet (at alternate gross 5,400 feet).
N ote :

Performance
Maximum speed, sea level, 134 knots; best range
cruise speed 130 knots; radius 100 nautical miles;
rate of climb 1,400 feet per minute, hovering ceiling,
OGE, 6,525 feet; service ceiling 14,790 feet.

With slight variations in specifications and
performance, this vehicle is used by the
Canadian Army as the CH-113A medium
transport, b y the Royal Swedish Air Force
as the HKP-4 search / rescue and logistics
helicopter, and b y the Royal Swedish Navy
as the HKP-4 antisubmarine warfare and
mine countermeasures he licopter .
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CESSNA MODEL 150

CESSNA 172

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Compan y

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Specifications (Standard and trainer Versions)

Specifications

Gross weight 1,600 pounds; emptv weight 9701,000 pounds; baggage 120 pounds; wing loading
10.2 pounds per square foot; power loading 16
pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 26 gallons,
with long range tanks 38 gallons ; wing span 32 feet
8 inches; length 23 feet ; height 8 feet 9 inches;
engine 4-cylinder 100 horsepower.

Wing span 36 feet 2 inches; wing area 174 square
feet; length 26 feet 6 inches; height (with depressed
nose strut) 8 feet 11 inches ; gross weight 2,300
pounds; empty weight (approximate) 1,255 pounds
baggage weight 120 pounds ; wing loading 13.2
pounds per square foot; power loading 15.9 pounds
per horsepower; fuel capacity 42 gallons; engine
Continental 0-300-C; propeller all-metal, fixed pitch
76-inch diameter.

Performance
Maximum speed 123 miles per hour; cruise speed,
75 percent power at 7,500 feet , 120 miles per hour;
range at cruise speed 480 mil es, with long range
tanks 745 miles; rate of climb at sea level 670 feet
per minute; service ceiling 12,650 fee t.
Note:

Performance
Top speed at sea level 138 miles per hour; cruise
speed 75 percent power at 7,000 feet 130 miles per
hour; cruise range 75 percent power at 7,000 feet
595 miles; optimum range at 10,000 feet 720 miles;
rate of climb at sea level 645 feet per minute; service
ceiling 13,100 feet; take-off run over 50-foot obstacle
1,525 feet; landing run over 50-foot obstacle 1,250
feet.

Model 150 is also available in commuter
version with slight variations in specifications and performance.
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CESSNA SKYHA WK

CESSNA 180

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Compan y

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Compan y

Specifications

Specifications

Wing span 36 feet 2 inches ; wing area 174 square
feet; length 26 feet 6 inches; height (with depressed
nose strut) 8 feet 11 inches; gross weight 2,300
pounds );
empty weight (approximate) 1,320
pound s; baggage weight 120 pounds ; wing loading
13.2 pounds per square foot; power loading 15.9
pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 42 gallons
engine Continental 0-300-D; propeller all-metal
fixed pitch diameter 76 inches.

Wing span 36 feet 2 inches; wing area 174 .square
feet; length 25 feet 6 inches; height 7 feet 6 mches;
gross weight 2,800 pounds; empty weight (approximate) 1,525 pounds; baggage capacity 350 pounds;
wing loading 16.1 pounds per ..square foot; power
loading 12.2 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity
65 gallons; engine 230 rated horsepower; propeller
constant speed 82 inches diameter.
Performance

Performance

Maximum speed at sea level 170 miles per hour;
cruise speed 75 percent power at 6,500 feet 162
miles per hour; cruise .range 75 percent power at
6,500 feet 695 miles per hour; optimum range at
10,000 feet 1,215 miles; rate of climb at sea level
1,090 feet per minute; service ceiling 19,600 feet;
take-off run over 50-foot obstacle 1,205 feet; landing
roll over 50 foot obstacle 1,365 feet.

Maximum speed at sea level 139 miles per hour;
cruise speed 75 percent power at 7,000 feet 131 miles
per hour; cruise range 75 perce nt powe r at 7,000
feet; optimum range at 10,000 feet 720 miles; rate
of climb at sea level 645 feet per minute· service
ceiling 13,100 feet; take-off run over 50 foot ,obstacle
1,525 feet ; landing run over 50 foot obstacle 1 250
feet .
'

Note:
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Model 180 also available as float plane and
amphibian.
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CESSNA 185

CESSNA MODEL 210 CENTURION

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Specifications

Remarks

Wing span 36 feet 2 inches; wing area 174 square
feet; length 25 feet 6 inches ; height 7 feet 7 inches;
gross weight 3,200 pounds; empty weight (approximate) 1,560 pounds ; baggage capacity 350 pounds ;
wing loading 18.4 pounds per square foot ; power
loading 12.3 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity
65 gallons; engine 6-cylinder fuel-injection ; propeller
constant speed diam e te r 88 inches.

The deluxe Model 210 Centurion brings man
luxury an~ comfort featu_res into the single-engin~
class of aucraft. These mclude specially trimmed
and sculptured interior appointments, leather bucket
seats, heavy foam-padded carpeting, walnut inlaid
seat backs and trim and optional center-aisle consoles
for storage.
Specifications

Performance

Span 36 feet 7 inches; le ngth 28 feet 2 inches; height
9 feet 9 inches; gross weight 3,100 pounds; empty
weight 1,860 pounds; useful load 1,240 pounds; wing
loading 17.7 pounds per square foot ; power loading
10.9 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 65 gallons
standard, 84 gallons optional ; engine 6-cylinde r
285 horsepower; propeller constant speed diame te r
82 inches.

Maximum speed at sea level 176 miles per hour;
cruise speed 75 per cent powe r at 7,000 feet 167
miles per hour; cruise ra nge 75 percent power at
7,000 feet 730 miles ; optimum range at 10,000 feet
945 miles; rate of climb at sea level 1,000 feet per
minute; service ceiling 17,300 feet ; take-off run ove r
50 foot obstacle 1,510 feet ; landing roll over 50 foot
obstacle 1,265 feet.

Performance
Top speed 199 miles per hour; cruise speed 75 pe rcent power a t 6,500 feet 191 miles pe r hour; range at
cruise speed 765 miles; maximum range with maximum fuel 1,305 miles; rate of climb at sea level
1,210 feet per minute; service ceiling 21 ,000 fee t.
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CESSNA SKYNIGHT

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Compan y

Specifications

Specifications (4,800 pound Skynight)

Gross weight 5,ioo pounds; empty weight 3,094
pounds ; baggage capacity 600 pounds; wing loading 29.1 pounds per square foot ; power loading 9 .8
pounds per horsepower ; fuel capacity 102 gallons;
engines 2 6-cylinder fuel-injection 10-470-U' s; propeller constant-speed full-feathering diameter 81
inches.

Wing span 36 feet 11 inches; wing area 175 square
feet; length 28.5 feet; height 10.3 feet ; weight 4,800
pounds ; empt y weight 3,260 pounds; baggage capacity 600 pounds ; wing loading_ 27.4 pounds per
square foot ; power loading 9.2 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 102 gallons; engines 2 Continental 6-cylinder fuel injection TSI0-470-D; propeller
constant-speed full-feathering.

Performance
Performance

Maximum speed at sea level 238 miles per hour;
maximum recommended cruise speed 75 percent
power at 6,500 feet 223 miles per hour; cruise range
780 miles; maximum range at 10,000 feet 980 miles;
rate of climb at sea le vel 1,590 fee t per minute (twin
e ngine ), 360 feet per minute (single engine) ; service
ceiling 20,300 feet (twin), 7,500 feet (single ); takeoff run at sea level over 50-foot obstacle 1,640 feet;
landing roll at sea level over 50-foot obstacle 1,540
feet.

Maximum speed at 16,000 feet 266 -miles per hour;
cruise speed 75 percent .power at 10,000 feet 224
miles per hour; maximum recommended cruise range
75 percent power at 19,500 feet 866 miles, 75 percent
power at 10,000 fee t 788 miles ; rate of climb at sea
level 2,050 feet per minute (twin engine), 510 feet
per minute (single engine); service ceiling 29,200
feet (twin), 18,450 feet (single); take-off run (maximum performance) over 50-foot obstacle 1,343 feet,
landing roll over 50-foot obstacle 1, 767 feet.
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CESSNA EXECUTIVE 411

CESSNA 182 AND SKYLANE

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Compan y

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Specifications

Specifications (182)

Wing span 39.86 feet; length 33.46 feet ; height 11.55
feet; gross weight 5,200 pounds ; engines 2 GTSI0520 6-cylinder fuel-injection with turbochargers, 340
rated horsepower; propellers 3-bladed 88-inch constant-speed full-feathering ; stall speed 84 miles per
hour; maximum landing weight 6,500 pounds;
empty weight 3,820 pounds; fuel capacity 170 gallons ; seating 6-8; baggage allowance 700 pounds;
wing loading 32.5 pounds per square foot; power
loading 9. 6 pounds per horsepower.

Wing span 36 feet 2 inches; wing area 174 square
feet; length 27 feet 3 inches; height 9 feet; gross
weight 2,800 pounds; empty weight (approximate )
1,550 pounds; baggage capacity 120 pounds; wing
loading 16.1 pounds per square foot; power loading
12.2 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 65 gallons; engine 6-cylinder 230 rated horsepowe r; propeller constant speed 82-inch diameter.
Performance (182)
Top speed at sea level 167 miles per hour; cruise
speed 75 percent power at 6,500 feet 159 miles per
hour; cruise range 75 percent power at 6,500 feet
685 miles ; optimum cruise range at 10,000 feet
905 miles; rate of climb at sea level 980 feet per
minute; service ceiling 18,900 feet ; take-off distance
over 50-foot obstacle 1,205 feet ; landing distance
over 50-foot obstacle 1,350 feet.

Performance
Maximum speed (16,000 feet ) 274 miles per hour;
cruise speed 75 percent power (20,000 feet) 254
miles per hour, (10,000 feet) 231 miles per hour;
normal cruise range 1,055 miles; maximum cruise
range at 10,000 feet 1,400 miles; rate of climb at sea
level (twin engine) 2,350 feet per minute, (single
engine) 605 feet per minute ; service ceiling (twin)
28,600 feet, (sing!e) 19,550 feet; take-off run over
50-foot obstacle 1,090 feet; landing run over 50-foot
obstacle 1,335 feet.

Note:
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Skyl~ne version also has gross weight of
2,800 pounds, but empty weight is 1,610
pounds; other specifications identical. Performance slightly higher than above for Skylane.
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CESSNA SUPER SKYLANE

SUPER SKYMASTER

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Specifications

Specifications

Wing span 36 feet 7 inches; wing area 175.5 square
feet; length 28 feet 4 inches; height (nose strut de-pressed) 9 feet 9 inches; gross weight 3,300 pounds;
empty weight (approximate) 1,790 pounds; fuel capacity standard 65 gallons optional 84 gallons; oil
capacity 12 quarts; wing loading 18.8 pounds per
square foot; power loading 11.6 pounds per horsepower; engine, 6-cylinder fuel injection 285 horsepower; propeller constant speed diameter 82 inches.

Wing span 38 feet; wing area 201 square· feet; length
29 feet 9 inches; height 9 feet 4 inches; gross weight
4,200 pounds; empty weight (approximate) 2,615
pounds; baggage allowable 365 pounds; wing loading 20.9 pounds per square foot; power .loading 10.0
pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 93 gallons;
engine 2 6-cylinder fuel-injection 10-360' s; propellers constant speed full-feathering diameter 76
inches.

Performance

Performance

Top speed at sea level 177 miles per hour; cruise
speed 75 percent power at 6,000 feet 166 miles per
hour; cruise range 63.5 gallons no reserve 4 hours at
165 miles per hour; optimum range at 10,000 feet
825 miles; rate of climb at sea level 1,075 feet per
minute; take-off run over a 50-foot obstacle 675 feet,
total distance 1,265 feet; landing run over 50-foot
obstacle 735 feet, total distance 1,340 feet.

Top speed at sea level 200 miles per hci'ur; cruise
speed 75 percent power at 5,500 feet 192 miles per
hour; normal range 75 percent power at 5,500 feet
765 miles optimum range at 10,000 feet 1,000 miles;
rate of climb at sea level 1,300 feet per minute (twin
engine); service ceiling 20,500 feet (twin engine);
take-off run over 50-foot obstacle 1.435 feet; l~nding
ground roll over 50-foot obstacle 1,465 feet.
-
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CESS N A SUPER SKYWAGO N

T-37B MILITARY TRAINER

Prime contractor : Cessna Aircraft Compan y

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Specifications (3,300-pound mod el).

Remarks

Wing span 36 feet 7 inches; wing area 175.5 square
fee t ; length 27 feet 9 inches ; height (nose strut d epressed ) 9 feet 9 inches ; gross weight 3,300 pounds;
config uration 6-place ; empty weight (approximate)
1, 780 pounds ; baggage ca pacit y 88 pounds; wing
loadin g 18.8 pounds per square foot ; power loading
11.6 pounds per horsepower; fu el capacity 65 gallons ; engine 6-cylinder fu e l injection ; prope ller constant-speed 82-inch diameter.

The Cessna T -37B twin-j e t intermediate trainer is in
use at Air Force training schools throughout the
United States: The aircraft features side-by-side seating of student and instructor. More than 800 were
built for the USAF and for air forces of other nations. The T-37C with tip tanks and armament provisions is being delivered to foreign countries under
the Military Assistance Program.
Specifications

Performance

Span 33 feet 10 inches ; length 29 feet 4 inches ;
height 9 feet 3 inches; empty weight 4,056 pounds;
wing loading 35.7 pounds per square foot ; power
loading 3.2 pounds per pound thrust; engines 2
Contine ntal J69-T25.

Maximum speed a t sea le ve l 177 miles per hour;
cruise speed 75 pe rcent power at 6,000 fee t 166 miles
per hour; cruise range 75 perce nt power at 6,000 feet
665 miles (optimum at 10,000 feet 825 miles); ra te of
climb at sea leve l 1,075 fee t pe r minute; service
ceiling 16,700 feet ; take-off run over 50-foot obstacle
1,265 fee t; landing run ove r 50-foot obstacle 1,340
feet.

Performance
Maximum speed 408 miles per hour; cruise speed
at normal rated · power 368 miles pe r hour; gross
weight landing speed 85 miles per hour; rate of
climb at sea level 3,200 feet per minute; service
ceiling 39,200 feet; range with maximum fuel 796
miles.
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12197 .

1

X-19 VTOL AIRCRAFT

A-3 SKYW ARRIOR

Prime Contractor: Curtiss-Wright Corporation

Prime Contractor: Douglas Aircraft Group, Long
Beach

Remarks
Remarks

A twin-engine intershafted tandem high-wing aircraft, the X-19 is being developed under USAF con- tract for tri-service evaluation as a VTOL airplane.
The flight system of the X-19 utilizes propeller radial
force for vertical take off and landing, combining the
versatility of the helicopter with the high speed of a
propjet aircraft. The plane can land vertically and it
has a speed range from zero at hover to over 400
miles per hour in level flight. During take-off and
landing, the propellers are tilted vertically so that
they operate in a horizontal plane. For forward ope ration, the propellers tilt to any selected position
between vertical and horizontal.

The A-3 Skywarrior is a long-range bomber designed to perform various missions at high or low
levels. Versions of the basic A-3 include the RA-3B
photo-reconnaissance aircraft, the T ~-3B bombertrainer and the EA-3B reconnaissance model. An inflight refueling system converts it to a high-speed
jet tanker. First A-3 flight was on October 28, 1952.
It is now the largest of the Navy' s carrier-based aircraft. Wings and vertical tail surface fold for convenience in carrier handling. The A-3 was phased out
of production in 1961.
Specifications

Specifications
Length 44 feet; width 34.5 feet over the propellers ;
six places; weight 13,000 pounds; useful load 5,705
pounds; engines 2 Lycoming T55-5 turboshaft.

Wing span 72 feet 6 inches; length 74 feet 8 inches;
height · 22 feet 9 inches. Normal gross weight
70,000 pounds ; engines 2 Pratt & Whitney }57; basic
crew of 3.

Performance

Performance

Speed zero to 400-plus miles per hour; rate of climb
3,250 feet per minute ; range 800-plus nautical miles.

Range more than 2,500 nautical miles. Other data
classified .
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AIRCRAFT

B-66 DESTROYER BOMBER

A-4E AND TA-4E SKYHAWK TRAINER-ATTACK
BOMBER
Prime Contractor: Douglas Aircraft Group, Long
Beach

Prime Contractor: Douglas Aircraft Group, Long
Beach
Remarks

Remarks

Several versions of the B-66 tactical bomber are in
service with the Air Force. Produced in bombing
and reconnaissance versions, the Destroyer performs
at stratospheric or minimum altitudes. The B-66 and
RB-66 were built at the Douglas Long Beach plant
and the RB-66C and WB66D were produced at the
Tulsa facilit y. The RB-66B is designed to be used
with a wide selection of bomb combinations including the H-bomb . The RB-66C is a special pu_rpose reconnaissance plane and ~he WB-?6D, last m
the series, is a weather reconnaissance aucraft. Special features include a pressurized air-conditioned
compartment, in-flight refueling system and thermal-cyclic de-icing system.

The 2-place T A-4E Sky hawk jet trainer is a modification of the single-seat A-4E attack bomber with the
addition of a 28-inch section for a second seat and
dual controls. Now in production for the Navy, it retains the A-4E capabilities with bombs, rockets,
missiles and guns. The T A-4E made its first flight
on June 30, 1965. Maximum range is about 2,000
miles and its endurance of more than 4 hours is
nearly double the flight time of previous jet trainers.
New safety features include the Navy-Douglas
ESCAPAC zero-level, zero-speed ejection seat system for both instructor and student. The trainer is
powered by a Pratt & Whitney J-52P-8A engine
which has lO percent greater thrust tha~ the A-4E
engine. The A-4E is produced and subassembled at
Long Beach and final assembly is at Palmdale, California. In photo T A-4E.

Specifications
Wing span 72 feet 6 inches; length 75 feet 2 inches;
height 23 feet 7 inches; gross weight 70,000-78,000
pounds. Engines 2 Allison J71 jets; crew of 3, RB66C, 4; armament 2 20-millimeter tail turret guns
electronically operated.

Specifications (T A-4E)
Wing span 27 feet 6 inches; length 42 feet lO inches;
height 15 . feet; empty weight 9,300 pounds ; loaded
weight 24,500 pounds; weapons weight 8,200
pounds; engine Pratt & Whitney J52.

Performance
Speed 600-700 miles per hour. Other data classified.

Performance
Range transcontinental; speed 600-700 mile per hour
class.
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C-124 GLOBEMASTER

C -133 HEAVY CARGO TRANSPORT

Prime Contractor: Douglas Aircraft Group, Long
Beach

Prime Contractor : Douglas Aircraft Group, Long
Beach
Remarks
The C-133A and C-133B are capable of transporting
any missile in the United States arsenal including
intercontinental ballistic missiles. They also can
carry virtually all Army field force equipment. Costl y
disassembly of large vehicles and equipment is unnecessary and vehicles are ready for use upon
arrival. Simultaneous front and rear loading is
afforded by 2 cargo entrances to the 13,000-cubicfoot capacity cabin pressurized to maintain a sea
level cabin altitude up to 16,000 feet and varying to
a 10,000-foot cabin altitude at 35,000 feet. First
C-133B flight was October 31, 1959. The C-133B,
developed for the . Military Airlift Command, was
built at the Douglas Long Beach Division.

Remarks
The C-124 Globemaster, first flown in November,
1949, has been daily flying supply lines reaching
practically around the world since May, 1950, when
it was first delivered to the Air Force. The C-124
can transport general cargo, 200 fully-equipped
troops or many categories of military vehicles
fully assembled. Special features include a clamshell nose door, self-contained ramp and an elevator
located amidships permitting loading and unloading
at both points. The last C-124 was delivered in
May, 1955.
Specifications

Specifications
Wing span 179 feet 7.86 inches; lengJ h 157 feet 6.44
inches; height 48 feet 9 inches;· empty weight
120,363 pounds; wing loading 107.0 pounds per
square foot; power loading 9. 75 pounds per shaft
horsepower; engines T34-P-9W, 5650 shaft horsepower normal rated; fuel capacity 18,112 gallons.

Wing span 174 feet 2 inches; length 130 feet; height
48 feet 3 inches; empty weight 101,052 pounds;
gross weight 185,000 pounds; alternate gross weight
194,500 pounds; wing loading 74 pounds per square
foot; power loading 12.2 pounds per brake horsepower; engine 4 Pratt & Whitney R-4360-63A; fuel
capacity 11,000 gallons; wing area 2,506 square
feet.

Performance
Maximum speed 312 knots at Military Power at
286,000 pounds gross weight at 8, 700 feet; cruise
speed 284 knots at approximately 90 percent normal
rated power at altitudes varying from 17,000 feet at
280,000 pounds to 35,000 feet at 130,000 pounds;
landing speed 117 knots at 250,500 pounds; rate of
climb 1,280 feet per minute; range with maximum
payload 1,973 nautical miles,

Performance
Maximum payload 70,000 pounds; 50,000 pound
payload can be delivered 1,000 miles and plane can
re turn to base without refueling.
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DC-7 COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT

DC-6 (C-118 LIFTMASTER)

Prime Contractor: Douglas Aircraft Group, Long

Prime Contractor: Douglas Aircraft Group, Long
Beach

Beach
Remarks
The DC-7 the most advanced piston-powered co~.
'
b ·t b D glas is in extenstve
,
merc1al transport u1 t Y ou
.
f the world First of the
use on long-range au·ways o
·
.
airliners with the speed and range to fly non-stop m
both directions between California and New York, it
also pioneered polar routes between the U. S. West
d between Europe and Asia.
.
C oas t an d E urope an
Three models were built, in approxtmately equal
36 culminating in the DCnum b ers for a total Of 3 ,
C. Dubbed the "Seven Seas" because of its ex7
tended range overwater capabilities, the DC-7C is
powered by four Wright R-3350 compound engines
giving it a maximum speed in excess of 400 mph. It
carries up to 9!;}. passengers and their baggage on
nonstop flights of 4,000 miles with ample fuel reserves. First DC-7 flight , December 20, 1955 ; certi-

Remarks
First of the modern, post-World War II airliners, the
propeller-driven DC-6 series and their militarv counterparts are still giving service through~~1t the
world . Powe red b y four Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
R-2800 engines, the DC-6 repeatedl y set commercial
records with its cruising speed of 315 miles an hour.
It also introduced new levels of comfort to air travel
with cabin pressurization and air conditioning. With
an overall fuselage length of 100 ft. 7 in., the DC-6
carries up to 74 passengers. After 174 were produced,
an enlarged version five feet longer to seat up to 102
was designed and designated the DC-6B. This design was the basis of the first commercial air
freighter, the DC-6A, and the military C-118 Liftmaster ordered by the Air Force and Navy for cargo,
troop transport and medical evacuation purposes.
More than 700 DC-6 aircraft of all types were
produced. First DC-6 flight was February 15, 1946;
first delivery was March 28, 1947.

fication ," May 15, 1956.
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DC-8 JET TRANSPORT

DC-9 JET TRANSPORT

Prime Contractor: Douglas Aircraft Group, Long
Beach

Prime Contractor: Douglas Aircraft Group, Long
Beach

Remarks

Remarks

Four basic models of the DC-8, including three new
extended fuselage Series 60 versions, are manufactured. Each is also made in a cargo or combination
cargo-passenger variation . Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
JT3D turbofan engines are used in all models. Series
50 DC-8 and DC-8F models are identical in dimensions to the original Model 10, but have increased
capacity to 189 passengers. Model 61, first of the
Series 60 versions, has a fuselage extension of 440
inches to a total of 187.4 feet and carries up to 251
passengers. Model 62, an ultra-long range transport,
seats up to 189 passengers in a fuselage extended 80
inches to 157.4 feet and has a six-foot increase in
wing span, increased fuel capacity and redesigned
engine pylons and ducted fan nacelles. Model 63
is a combination of the full fuselage extension of
Model 61 with the pylon and engine pod modifications of the Model 62. First DC-8 flight was May
30, 1958; first delivery in June, 1959; certification
August, 1959.

The short-ta-medium range DC-9 twin-jet transport
is produced in two versions-the Model 10 with a
fuselage 104.4 feet in length to accommodate up to
90 passengers, and Model 30 with an extension of
15 feet, seating as many as 115. Convertible passenger-cargo and executive models also are in production. All have Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT8D ducted
fanjet power plants, mounted on the aft fuselage.
All versions are designed to operate from relatively
short airfields. Wings of the larger Model 30 have
leading edge slats and triple-slotted flaps to increase
lift on takeoff. Features · such as a self-contained
boarding ramp and chest-level baggage compartment are of special value for service at airports of
limited facilities. First flight February 25, 1965;
first delivery September, 1965; certification, November, 1965.
Specifications
Span 87.4 feet; length 104.4 feet; height 27.4 feet;
wing area 925 square feet; crew 2 plus cabin attendants; engines 2 Pratt & Whitney JT8D-5 ducted fanjet 12,000 pounds thrust; maximum take-off weight
77,700 pounds.

Specifications

~p~n 142 feet 5 inches; length 150 feet 6 inches;
etght 42 feet 4 inches; wing area 2,773 square feet;
crew 3-5 plus cabin attendants· engines 4 Pratt &
W~itney }T3D-3 18,000 pounds' thrust; design gross
wetght 318,000 pounds.
Performance

Performance
Level flight speed 557 miles per hour; rate of climb
2,750 feet per minute; range at optimum cruise
speed 1,470 statute miles.

Level flight speed 579 miles per hour; rate of climb
2,380 feet per minute; maximum range 7 090 statute
miles.
'
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F-27J PROPJET TRANSPORT

FH-227 PROPJET TRANSPORT

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

Fairchild Hiller has built 120 F-27 airplanes that are
flown b y 11 airlines and man y corporations. This
aircraft, one of the most efficient and economical
twin-propjets in service, is now available in a new
more powerful version-the F-27J. It is pressurized
and completely air-conditioned on the ground as
well as in flight. Important features of the F-27 are
a highl y reliable completely pneumatic retractable
landing gear and braking system and fuel-carrying
wings that have never experienced algae corrosio.n.
The F-27 meets medium and short range requirements of regional airlines; offers 36, 40 or 44 passenger seating; operates from short runways and unimproved fields.

Fairchild Hiller has just introduced the FH-227, an
enlarged and improved version of the F-27. With a
6-foot longe r fuselage, the FH-227 was designed to
meet the requirements of short .haul airlines for additional capacity for both passen~ers a nd ca~go. A
second new freight area is offered m the aft sectiOn.
Specifications
Wing span 95 feet 2 inches; length 83 feet ; op~ra
. I we1g
· ht s.. 43 ,500 take-off, 43,000 landmg ;
twna
.
engme Ro II s R0 Yce Dart RDa 7/ .Mark 532-7 2,050·
.
h orsep ower ' fuel capacity 1, 364 or 2,063
maximum
I r Rotol 4-blade constant speed;
gallons ; propeI e
3~ 6
I.
square
.
4
5 uare feet ; aileron are.a
75
wmg area
q
f
t' I
'I
feet · total flap area 136.9 square eet ; ver Ica . tal
. ' d'
d
1 190 square feet; rudder area (aft of
.
I 'I
f
mclu mg orsa
3
.
.
)
3 square feet; honzonta ta1 sur aces
1
hmge me f t· eleva tor area (aft of hinge line) 34
172 square. ee ,
square feet.
0

Specifications
Wing span 95 feet 2 inches; length 77 feet 6 inches;
em pty weight 21,961 pounds; operational weights:
42,000 take-off, 40,000 la nding; engine Rolls-Royce
Dart RDa 7 / Ma rk 532-7 2,050 maximum horsepower; fuel capacity 1,364 or 2,063 gallons; prope ller Rotol 4-blade constant speed; wing a rea 754
square fee t.

Performance
.
d 300 miles per hour at 20,000 feet ; rate
Cruise spee
·
I
I
.
of climb 2 ,200 feet per minute at sea eve ; service
ceiling 32,700 feet.

Performance
Cruise speed 300 miles per hour at 20,000 fee t; ra te
of climb 2,200 feet per minute at sea level ; service
ceiling 32,700 feet.
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TURBO-PORTER

CONY AIR CHARGER

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation

Prime Contractor : Convair Division of General
Dynamics Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
Fairchild Hiller has started production of 100 units
of the Turbo- Porter high performance single-engine
turbine-powered STOL aircraft for both military and
commercial markets. A spectacular performer, it is
the first single-engine propjet airplane to be certified
in the United States. The Turbo-Porter is an allpurpose aircraft capable of operating from extremely
small unprepared fields . It features large double
doors installed on either or both sides, depending on
customer requirements. Interior configuration can be
changed by one man in a matter of seconds without
tools because of 4 "T" rails built into the floor to
receive passenger seats, cargo tie-down rings, or
stretchers. Arranged as a passenger aircraft, it can
transport 8 people including the pilot.

The Charger is a lightweight, two-pla~e, _twin-engine airplane with twin booms and a _high all movable horizontal tail. The constant-section short-span
wing has full-span flaps that are designe_d to be com1 t I immersed in the propeller slipstream for
pee y
d I d.
· I
maximum lift for short tak~offs an an mgs _m ess
than 500 feet. It is especially suitable for surveillance
and reconnaissance missions to support ground
forces . Charger made its first flight in N~vember,
1964 A 130 hour company-sponsored flight test
prog~am, during which the Charge~' s stability and
control, STOL performance and h1gh-spee? capabilities were demonstrated, was completed m early
August, 1965.

Specifications

Specifications

Wing span 50 feet; length 36 feet; empty weight
2,270 pounds; gross weight 4,850 pounds; useful
load 2,500 pounds ; wing area 310 square feet; 2
integral wing tanks have total capacity of 130 gallons.

Span 30 feet, 10 inches; height overall 13 feet, 8
inches ; Je·ngth 34 feet, 10 inches; powerplants. two
turboprop United Aircraft of Canada Ltd . YT74
engines with 650 shaft horsepower each, driving
three-bladed, counter-rotating Hamilton Standard
nine-foot propellers; empty weight 4,457 pounds.

Performance
Performance

Cruise speed 140 knots; range 550 nautical miles
plus 30-minute fuel reserve ; take-off run 360 feet at
maximum gross weight on standard day with no
wind; landing roll 180 feet (under same conditions);
service ceiling at maximum load 28,000 feet.

Short takeoffs and landings in less than 300 feet
and over 50 foot obstacle in less than 500 feet;
maximum speed 405 miles per hour; cruise speed
265 miles per hour; normal range 655 nautical miles.
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F-102A ALL-WEATHER I N TERCEPTOR

CONVAIR600
Prime Contractor: Co n vai r Di vision of General D ynamics Corporation

Prime Contractor : Convair Division of General D ynamics Corporation

Remarks
Convair 600 is the ge nera l d esig nation for a ConvairLiner 240 340 or 440 airframe modernized with
Rolls-Roy;e D a rt turboprop engines. To differentiate
among version s a 440 a irframe with Dart e ng ines is
d esig nated Con vair 600/ 440D. Among improved
performance features of the 600' s are a pa yload increase of up to 2,850 pounds a nd a cruising speed
increase of 50 miles an hour.

Remarks
The single-sea t F-102A, world's first supersonic allweather inte rceptor, is a prime air d e fense weapon
of the Air F orce in America, Europe and the Far
East. The F-102A carries Hughes Falcon missiles
and 2.75 inch foLding-fin rockets. The TF-102A combat proficiency trainer is similar to the F-102A except
for a wider nose section to accommodate pilot and
student in side-by-side seating. First fli g ht of the
YF-102 prototype was made Octobe r 23, 1953 at
Edwards AFB, Calif. First flight of the YF-102A was
on Decembe r 20, 1954. First delive ries to the Air
Force were m ade in June, 1955.

Specifications
600/240D: Wing span 91 fe e t 9 inches ; length 76
feet 11 inches ; height 26 feet 11 inches; passengers
40; 2 Rolls-Royce MK 542-4 turboprops with 3,025
shaft horsepower each ; 2 Dowty Rotol 4-bladed 156inch propellers; e mpty weig ht 28,250 pounds ; gross
weig ht 47,000 pounds. .
600/ 440D: Wing span 105 feet 4 inches ; length 81
feet 5 inches ; heig ht 18 feet 2 inches ; passe ngers 44;
2 Rolls-Rovce MK 542-4 turboprops with 3,025
shaft horse~owe r each; 2 Dowty Rotol 4-bladed 156inch propellers; em p ty we ig ht 30,540 pounds; gross.
weigh t 55,000 pounds.

Specifications
Span 38 fee t 1.6 inches, length 68 feet 5 inches ·
height 21 feet 2 .5 inches ; engine one Pratt & Whit:
ney }57-P-23 turbojet, with afterburner; 10,000
pounds thru st class.
Pedormance
Speed: supersonic; ceiling above 50,000 feet.

Performa nce
600/ 240 D : cruise speed 3 12 miles per hour at altitude of 10,000 feet at m axi mum cruise power; rate
of climb 1,600 fee t per minute ; service ceiling
24,000 feet ; maximum ra nge 2,280 miles.
600/ 4400: cruise speed 300 miles per hour at altitude of 10,000 feet at maximum cruise power; ra te of
climb 1,400 fee t pe r minute; service ceiling 22,500
fee t; m ax imum range 3,225 miles.
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F-106A ADVANCED ALL-WEATHER
INTERCEPTOR
Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General Dynamics Corporation

CONVAIR 880 AND 880-M
Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General Dynamics Corporation
Remarks
The basic Convair 880 was designed for operation
from runways of 5,000 to 8,000 feet and for favorable
operating costs on medium range up · to transcontinental flights. Its sister airliner, the Convair 880-M,
offers increased range, fuel capacity, operating
weights and shorter runway requirements. It has
wing leading edge slats, power boost rudder and
engines with increased thrust. Both Convair 880' s
can cruise at 615 miles an hour. In a first-class
4-abreast seating arrangement as used by initial
operators, the 880 carries 84 passengers. In 5-across
coach configuration, it will carry 110 persons.

Remarks
The single-seat F-l06A carries Hughes AIM-4F
and AIM-4G missiles and Douglas AIR-2A special
weapon equipped with a nuclear warhead. The
F-106B is the two-seat version of the F-l06A with
all-weather capabilities and carrying the same armament. First flight of the F-106A was made December
26, 1956, at Edwards Air Force Base, California.
First flight of the F-l06B was on April 9, 1958, at
the same base. First deliveries of the F-l06A to
operational Air Force North American Air Defense
Command squadrons were made in 1959.

a

Specifications
Wing span 120 feet; length 129 feet 4 inches; height
36 feet 4 inches; empty weight 84;300 pounds;
wing loading 92.95 per square foot; at maximum
880 take-off weight of 184,500 pounds ; engines 4
General Electric CJ-805-3 turbojets with 11,200
pounds thrust each, (880- M) 4 General Electric
CJ-805-3B turbojets with 11,650 pounds static thrust
each.

Specifications
Span 38 feet 1.6 inches; length 70 feet 9 inches;
height 20 feet 3.33 inches; engine 1 Pratt & Whitney
}75-17 with afterburner 15,000 pound thrust class;
wing area 631.23 square feet.
Performance

Performance
Maximum speed 615 miles per hour at maximum
cruise thrust at 22,500 feet; cruise speed 556 miles
per hour at Mach 0.84 at 35,000 feet; landing speed
145 miles per hour, 1.3 stall speed landing weight
121,000 pounds; rate of climb 3,565 feet per minute
at sea level; service ceiling 41,000 feet; cabin
altitude 8,000 feet at 41,000 feet airplane altitude;
range with maximum payload 3,200 statute miles.

Maximum speed 1,525 miles per hour ; landing
speed 167 miles per hour (other details classified).
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B-58 HUSTLER BOMBER

CONVAIR 990A

Prime Contractor: Fort Worth Division of General
D ynamics

Prime Contractor: Convair Divis ion of General Dynamics Corporation

Remarks
The B-5~ Hust~er is a supersonic Mach 2 strategic
bomber m serviCe with the Air Force Strategic Air
Command. It is this nation's first-and-onl y-bomber
to operate
at more than twice the speed of soun d .
, h
B-58 s ave been operational since 1960, and are now
used b y the 43rd Bomb Wing at Little Rock Air
Force Bas_e, A_rkansas, and the 305th Bomb Wing,
Bunker Hill Air Force Base, Indiana. Thev were d esigned and produced at the Fort Worth Division of
General Dynamics. First flight was November 11
1956. One hundred sixteen were produced: Air Fore~
crews flying B-58's set 19 world speed and altitude
records and won the Thompson Trophy, The Mackay Troph y twice, the Bleriot Trophy, and the Harm_on Trophy twice. The design uses the delta wing
pioneered by the Convair Division of General Dynamics.

Remarks
The Convair 990A is a medium-range jet airliner
with cruising speed and fuel capacity to fl y nonstop
transcontinental routes at near sonic speeds. The
speed of the Convair 990A is boosted b y 4 " speed
capsules" which resemble inverted canoe~ extending
b eyo nd the trailing edge of the swept wing. They
increase the airliner's speed by d ela ying formation of
shock waves of air which tend otherwise to cling to
the trailing edge of the wing and create drag. Some
of the Convair 990A' s fu el capacity comes from the
fact that these speed capsules a lso serve as fuel tanks . ..
Specifications ·
Wing span 120 feet ; length 139 feet 5 inches; height
39 feet 6 inches ; e mpt y weight 110,750 pounds;
wing loading 106 pounds per square foot at take-off
weigh t of 239,200 pounds; eng ines ·4 CJ-805-238
aft fan turbojets with 16,050 pounds static thrust
each ; fuel capacity 15,188 gallons; wing area 2,250
square feet.

Specifications
Span 56 feet 10 inches; length 96 feet 9 inches·
height 29 feet 11 inches; gross weight 160,000
pounds; engines four General Electric J79 turbojets
mounted in pods ; engine thrust each 15,600-pound
at takeoff with afterburners; landing gear tricycle
(dual-wheel nose gear, 8-wheel truck main g~ar);
wing area 1,542 square feet.

Performance
Cruising speed 621 miles per hour; landing speed
145 miles per hour, 1.3 stall speed landing weight
151 ,000 pounds ; rate of climb 3,250 fee t per minute
at sea level; service ceiling 41 ,000 feet; cabin altitude 8,000 feet at 41,000 feet airplane altitude;
range with maximum payload 4,050 miles.

Performance
Maximum speed over 1,300 miles an hour (Mach
2); service ceiling above 60,000 fee t; range intercontinental with refueling.
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F-111 VARIABLE-WING FIGHTER
Prime Contractor: Fort Worth Division of General
D ynamics
Principal Subcontractor : Grumman Aircraft En gineering Corporation
Remarks
The F-Ill supersonic fighter is the world's first production aircraft to use variable-sweep wings. The
first F-Ill contract covered the research, d eve lopment, test, and evaluation phase of the prog ram . It
included I8 aircraft designated F-ll1A's for the
U . S. Air Force and five aircraft designated F-IllB' s
for the U. S. Nav y. The first production program ,
announced b y the U. S. Department of Defe nse in
April, 1965, covered 431 aircraft. These are for th e
U . S. Air Force, U. S. Navy, and the Roya l Australian Air Force. The F-ll1A is a USAF Tactical Air
Command tactical fighter . The F-1llB, which operates from aircraft carrier decks, is a Navy air superiority fighter. The variable-sweep wing enables the
pilot to ex tend the wing outward (with a wingsweep
angle of onl y 16 degrees) to provide maximum lift
for short and quick takeoff (we ll und e r 3 ,000 fee t)
and to sweep the wings back to 72.5 degrees, or to
any angle between for hi g her speeds.
Specifications (F-lllA)
Span, wi ngs extended, 63 feet , wings full y swept, 32
feet; height 17 fee t ; leng th 73 feet; weight approxim ately 70,000 pounds; e ngines 2 Pratt & Whitney
TF-30 turbofans ; armament conventional a nd nuclear, including air-to-surface missiles and rockets.
Performance (F-IllA)
Speed, supersonic a t sea level, up to Mach 2.5 a t
60,000 fee t ; range, transocea nic without refu e ling,
in-flig ht refu eling capa bility; take-off and la nding
capability und er 3,000 fe e t .
Specifications (F-lllB)
Span , wings extended, 70 fee t, wings full y swept, 34
feet; height 16 fee t 8 inches ; le ngth 66 fe e t 9 inches;
engines 2 Pratt & Whitney TF-30 turbofans; a rmament co nve ntional a nd nuclear, including air-tosurface and air-to-air missiles (d esig ned to use Phoenix missile ).
Performance (F- lll B)
Speed , supersoni c a t sea le ve l, up to Mac h 2.5 at
60,000 feet ; range, tra nsocea nic without refu elin g,
in-flight refu eling capabi lit y.
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S-2A TRACKER

HU-16B ALBATROSS

Prime Co ntrac tor : Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corpora tion

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation

The S-2A was the earli est versio n of the Tracker
seri es. Prototype of the "A" first fl ew in Dece mber,
1952. The S-2A was replaced by th e S-2E, currently
in prod uction a t th e Grumm an Ai rcraft Engineering
Corp. This new version of th e Tracker is e mployed
by th e U. S. Navy in Vie tnam. The Tracker carries
out th e anti-submarine warfare hunter- kille r mission a nd carries a w ide var ie ty of arm ame nt a nd detecti on gear.

Remarks

Specifications

tion.

Span 69 fee t 8 inches; length 42 feet 3 inches ; height
16 feet 3 inches ; e ngines 2 W rig ht R-1820-82 of
1, 525 horsepower each .

Specifications

Grumman' s larges t amphibian, the Albatross, is used
b y the Air Force, Navy and Coast Guard as a general
utility aircraft, capable of performing as a hospital
plane or on air-sea rescue, cargo, transport or photographic duty. Most recent version is the HU-16B,
which has greater wingspan, larger vertical and horizontal tail surfaces, and greater range a nd } peed
than its predecessor, the H U- 16A. Both types a re
still in service but the plane is no longer in produc-

Span 96 feet 8 inches; length 61 fe~t 4 inches; height
25 feet 10 inches; engines 2 Wnght R-1820-76 of

Performance

1,425 horsepower each.

C lassified
Performance
· ·
d m. ilitary power at sea level
236
.
M aximim spee
mal
cruise
speed
207
miles
per
miles per h our; nor
hour.
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OV-1 MOHAWK

E-2A HAWKEYE

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

Designed to operate from small, unimproved fields,
the Mohawk is used by the Army for observation
work. Its bugeye canopy offers exceptional visibility
to its two-man crew. Featuring a 55-knot stall speed
and short take-off and landing capabilities like the
Army' s light single-engine aircraft, the Mohawk is
able to " live" with the field Army.

Hawkeye's improved radar, computers, and highspeed data relay system provide the Navy with an
excellent early warning and intercept-control capability. The coordinated effort of the Hawkeye' s crew
of five and this speedy information c~ollection, evaluation and relaying equipment is called ATDS (Airborne Tactical Data System). The system provides
fleet headquarters with the lead time necessary for
action in nullifying high-mach-number attacking aircraft. Hawkeye is able to remain airborne for prolonged periods.

Specifications
Span 42 feet; length 41 feet; height 12 feet 8 inches;
engines 2 Lycoming T53-L-3 each of 865 equivalent shaft horsepower.

Specifications

Performance

Span 80 feet 7 inches; length 56 feet 4 inches;
height 16 feet; engines 2 Allison T56-A8 rated at
4,050 horsepower.

Maximum speed 325 miles per hour; normal cruise
speed 207 miles per hour; landing speed 76 miles
per hour; service ceiling 33,000 feet; range with
maximum payload 774 miles.
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A-6A I NTR U DER

12E HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor : Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation

Prime Contractor: Hiller Aircraft Compan y, Subsidiary of Fairchild-Hiller Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The A-6A is a versaUi e, low-altitude jet attack aircra ft . ·with a ll-wea ther capabi lity, it can fly long
di stances to de li ver its nuclear punch or fl y close
support for tactical grou nd troops with conventiqnal
w ea pons. The plane has an integrated displa y system , which enab les the crew to "'see" targe ts or the
e nvironm e nt around the aircraft (by means of visual
displa ys presented on view ing screens) in the dark or
in obscuring weathe r.

The 12E is a 3-place craft which has been in civilian
service since 1959 and in Arm y use since 1962 as
the OH-23G. It is also in service with the Canadian
Arm y, the RCAF and the British Royal Navy.
Specifications
Main rotor diam e ter 35.4 feet ; tail rotor diame ter
5.5 fee t ; length 28.5 feet; height 9.3 feet ; empty
weight 1, 759 pounds; engine 1 Lycoming V0-540
305 horsepower.

Specifications
\

Performance

Span 53 fee t ; length 53 fee t 3 inches ; height 15
. feet 1 inch ; en gi nes 2 Pra tt & W hitne y J52 8,500
pounds thrust each.

Maximum speed 96 miles per hour · at sea level;
maximum rate of climb 2,030 feet p er minute; service ceiling 19,800 feet.

P erformance
C lassified .
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E4 HELICOPTER (OH-23F)

SL4 HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: Hiller Aircraft Company, Subsidiary of Fairchild-Hiller Corporation

Prime Contractor: Hiller Aircraft Company, Subsidiary of Fairchild-Hiller Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

Built to meet the Army's high-altitude, rugged te rrain requirements, the OH-23F is a four-place utility
helicopter. As a civilian craft, the E4, it is in wide
service in forestr y work, missile site construction
support, executive transportation and off-shore oil
rig supply.

Powered b y a superchared engine that automatically
maintains full power through 13,000 feet, the SL-4
has a service ceiling of almost 19,000 fee t at full
gross weight. It is a four-place craft,- sister ship to
the non ~s upercharged L-4.
Specifications

Specifications .

Main rotor diameter 35 feet; tail rotor diameter 5.5
feet; length 29.1 feet; height 9.5 feet ; empty weight
1,960 pounds; engine 1 Lycoming TI\:0-540-A2a
315 horsepower.

Main rotor diameter 35.4 feet; tail rotor diameter
5.5 feet; length 29.8 feet ; height 9.8 feet ; empty
weight 1,813 pounds; engine 1 Lycoming V0-540
305 horsepower.
Performance
Maximum speed 96 miles per hour at sea level ;
cruise speed 92 miles per hour; maximum rate of
climb 1,920 feet p er minute; service ceiling 19,300
feet; range with maximum load 225 miles.
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MODELS 200, 200 DELUXE 300 AN D 300 AG

TH-55A HELICOPTER TRAINER

Prime Contractor: Hughes Tool Company, Aircraft
Division

Prime Contractor: Hughes Tool Company, Aircraft
Division

Remarks

Remarks

The Model 200, with a design gross weight of 1,670
pounds and a speed of 86 miles per hour, offers an
economy of fuel cons umption of as little as 8 gallons per hour. The mod el is useful in such areas as
patrol of traffic and powerlines, aerial photograph y,
sport and transportation . T he 200 Deluxe has a
lu xury interior plus such fea tures as a fuel injection
engine, . specially designed instrument clusters, a
hig h capacity air cooler a nd an electric trim. The
Model 300 is a three-place craft offered with
optional equipment including floats , litters, cargo
racks and an externhl load sling. The Model 300
AG, designed for agricu ltural use, has a 35-foot
sp·ra y boom and sufficient power to carry 60 gallons
of spray. In photo, top helicopter is the Model 200
Deluxe; Mode l 300 is in center and 300 AG at bottom.

The TH-55A is a two-place primary helicopter
trainer in production for the Army. In 1965 Hughes
received a contract for 215 helicopters bringing the
total purchase to 235. The helicopter features low
maintenance, low operating cost and low initial
purchase price.
Specifications
Crew l; main rotor diameter 25.29 fee t ; length 28
feet 5 inches; height 8 feet 2 inches ; design gross
weight 1,600 pounds ; useful load 590 pounds ; engine
Lycoming H10-360-B1A 180 horsepower.
Performance
Maximum speed 75 knots ; endurance 2 1/ 2 hours
at 65 knots ; hovering ceiling, ICE, 6,400 feet ; hovering ceiling, OGE, 4,000 feet.
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OH-6A LIGHT OBSERVATION HELICOPTER

HH-43B, HH-43F RESCUE/UTILITY
HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: Hughes Tool Company, Aircraft
Division

Prime Contractor: Kaman Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

In 1965, the Army awarded Hughes an initial contr~ct for 714 OH-6A light observation helicopters,
With deliveries to start in the summer of 1966. Able
to lift a useful load greater than its empty weight,
the OH-6A is basically a four-place machine but
it is capable of carrying a five-man firepower 'team
plus pilot. Hughes is also building two commercial
versions of the craft, the Model 500 executive transport and the 500U utility helicopter; the former
carries five persons in addition to the pilot, the latter
seven.

The Kaman Huskie has a unique in~ermeshing rotor
system and servo-flap control system . In service with
the Air Rescue Service of the Air Force and foreign
governments around the world the Huskie has demonstrated an ability to perform in the jungles,
mountains and remote corners of the world previously inaccessible to aircraft. The Huskie has
established a record of safety and reliability far exceeding that of any military aircraft eve!' in service.
In over six years of service with ARS there has not
been a single fatality or major injury to pilot, copilot, crewman or passenger of a Huskie.

Specifications (OH-6A)

Specifications

Length 30.3 feet; height 8.2 feet ; main rotor diamete r

HH-43B powe red b y Lycoming T53-L-1B and HH43F by T53-L-llA. Two intermeshing, counterrotating two-bladed rotors, diam eter 47 feet; height
12.6 feet; empty weight 4469 (B model), 4620
(F mod el); gross weight: 5969 (B model), 6500 (F
model); maximum gross weight : 9150 (bo.tfi mo.dels).

26.~3 feet; empty weight 1,163 pounds; design gross
Weight 2,163 pounds; useful load 1,537 pounds at
ov~rload gross weight of 2,700 pounds; engine
Allison T63 250 shaft horsepower.
P erformance

Performance
Maximum speed 128 knots ; cruise speed 125 knots;
range 300-plus nautical miles ; rate of climb 2,120
feet per minute ; endurance more than 3. 7 hours.

Maximum speed : 120 miles per hour (both models);
cruise speed 110 miles per hour (both models); range
277 statute miles (B model), 504 statute miles (F
model) ; rate of climb: 2000 feet pe r minute (B
model), 1800 feet per minute (F model); hover
OGE: 18,000 feet (B model), 16,000 fe et (F model);
service ceiling : 25,000 feet (B model), 23,000 feet
(F model).
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UH-2A/ B UTILITY / RESCUE HELICOPTER

LA-4 AMPHIBIAN

Prime Contractor: Kaman Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Lake Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

This compact high-speed turbine-powered helicopter
is in production for the Nav v. The Seasprite carries
a complete complement of the latest navigational
and electronic flight aids including APN-130 Doppler, ASA-13A Air Mass Computer and a Kamandeveloped autostabilization system. With all-weather
instrumentation, retractable landing gear and water
alighting capabilities the Seasprite operates on a 24
hour basis and at lon g ranges compatible with today' s
around-the-clock dispersed-fleet ope rations. The
UH-2 is used for search, rescue, gunfire observation , reconnaissance, plane guard, courier, personnel
transfer, ship-to-ship resupply and tactical air controller operations1 The UH-2 was first flown in June,
1959, and there are now over 150 in service with the
flee t and at shore stations a round the world .

The Lake LA-4 is an all-metal mid-wing 4-passenger
amphibian aircraft. It has retractable tricycle gear
and large flaps, both actuated by an engine-driven
hydraulic system. This system is backed up for
emergency use by a manually-operated hand pump.
The aircraft is powered by the Lycoming 180 horsepower 0-360A1A used in pusher configuration and it
utilizes a Hartzell forged dural controllable constantspeed metal propeller. The aircraft is unusuall y
rugged and is capable of operating from short fields
and in extremely rough water conditions. This highperformance amphibian is enjoying a wide acceptance on the world market, several having been flown
to Europe and to Australia.
Specifications
Wing span 38 feet ; wing area 170 square feet ; wing
load 14.1 pounds per square foot ; length 24 feet 11
inches ; height 9 feet 4 inches ; gross weight 2,400
pounds ; empt y weight 1,555 pounds ; useful load 845
pounds.

Specifications
Length 52.5 feet ; height 13. 6 feet; empt y weight
6,100 pounds; gross weight 8, 637 ; overload gross
weight 10,200 pounds ; e ngine GE T58-8 with
1,250 shaft horsepower; single 4-blade main rotor 44
feet diamete r; 3-blade tail rotor 9.3 feet diameter.

Performance
Speed 132 miles per hour; stall speed 50 miles pe r
hour; take-off run 650 feet (land ), 1,125 fee t (water );
landing roll 475 feet (land), 600 fe e t (wate r ); rate
of climb 800 fee t per minute.

P erformance
Maximum speed 162 miles per hour; cruise speed
152 miles pe r hour ; normal range 671 miles; ferry
range 950 miles; rate of climb at sea level1,740 feet
per minute; hover, OGE, 5,100 feet; service ceiling
17,400.
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MODEL 23 BUSINESS JET AIRCRAFT

A-7 A CORSAIR II

Prime Contractor: Lear Jet Corporation

Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, A
Subsidiary of Ling- Temco-Vought, Inc.

Remarks
Remarks

Designed in Switzerland and brought to Wichita,
Kansas, for final engineering and manufacture in th e
Jail of 1962, the Lear Je t Model 23 was first flown
on O ctober 7, 1963. On July 31, 1964, Lear Jet received its Federal Aviation Agency T ype Certificate
and October 13, 1964, the first Lear Jet was d e livered
to a corporate owne r. By th e end of 1965 m ore than
80 Lear Jets were in service in the United States a nd
around the world. On May 21 , 1965, a Lear Jet was
flown from Los Angeles to New York and back in 10
hours 21 minutes flying time, establishing 3 world
speed records for business jets. Production rate is 10
units per month .

N ewest attack plane in the Navy's. arsenal is the
A-7 A Corsair II, d esigned to carry twice the bomb
load twice as fa r as an y other lig ht attack a ircraft in
that service. The Navy wanted a light a ttack aircraft
with more capability and versatility, ·built around an
existing Nav y airframe . The A-7 A outwardly resembles the F-8 Crusader fighte r series, although it
is a completely new aircraft, smaller a nd more
sturdily built to carry the heavy bomb · and rocke t
loads on attack and close air support missions. Factory-comple ted three weeks ahead of schedule,
the A-7 A mad e its first flight in October, 1965,
with approximate ly 185 production aircraft to be delivered in 1966. The A-7 A has a large r wing than the
F-8 without the variable incidence fea ture, a stubhie: and fatte r fuselage and is equipped with the
Pratt & Whitney TF30 engine. It can carry a wide
variety of born bs, rockets and missiles on two fuselage pylons and six wing store pylons.
. -

Specifications
Wing span 35.60 feet; length 43.23 fee t ; hei g ht
12.58 fee t; wing sweepback 13 d egrees ; gross weight
at take-off 12,500 pounds ; e ngine s 2 General Electric
CJ610-4 turbo-jet with 2,850 pounds of thrust each ;
pressurization differential 8.3 pounds per square
inch.

Specifications
Performance

Wingspan 38.7 feet; length 45.4 fee t ; he ight 16.2
feet ; engine Pratt & Whitney TF30.

Speed 570 miles per hour; stall speed (9,000 pounds)
96 miles per hour; maximum range 1,920 miles with
45 minutes fuel rese rve; cruising altitude 41 ,000
feet; serv ice ceiling 45,000 fee t ; rate of climb a t sea
level 6,900 feet per minute; take-off over 35-foot
obstacle (2 e ngines) 2,800 fee t; land over 50-foo t
obstacle (9,000 pounds) 2,850 fee t.

Performance
Subsonic.
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F-8 CRUSADER

XC-142A V/STOL

Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, A
Subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.

Prime Contractor: LTV Ae.r ospace Corporation, A
Subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
Associate Contractors: Hiller Aircraft and Rya n
Aeronautical Company.

Remarks
Eight versions of the famous F-8 Crusader Navy and
Marine Corps aircraft are in active service with
squadrons of those two services. A ninth , the latest
in the line, the F-SE(FN) fighter, is in operational
duty with hvo French Navy squadrons aboard the
ca rriers Clemencea u and Foch . The F-8A, F-8B,
F-BC, F-BD , and F-SE Crusaders are still on active
duty, as well as RF-8A photo reconnaissance versions and the new RF-SG modifications equipped
with . wing · pylons, ventral fins, a new navigational
system and improved camera stations. A TF-8A t\voseater trainer version is in service at NATC Patuxent
River, Md. Besides its two 20 millimeter cannon,
the latest F-8 fighters are equipped to carry Zuni,
Bullpup, or Sidewinder missiles, and up to two 2000pound bombs. Naval and Marine Reservists began
fl ying F-8A aircraft in 1964, and half a dozen
Reserve Air Stations have fighter squadrons
eq uipped with the ea rly version . LTV built 1259 of
the Crusader series.

Remarks
The world's largest V/ STOL aircraft, the tri-service
XC-142A is now undergoing operational flight testing at Edwards Air Force Base, California. Two of
the tilt-wing assault transports were delivered to
Edwards in July and August, 1965, where a 12-man
pilot team from the Air Force, Navy and Army began tests which will include high altitude, rough
terrain and aircraft carrier operations over an ISmonth period. Three other aircraft were built, two
being delivered to the armed services in December
and a fifth retained at the LTV plant for company
tests. Designed to operate from landing areas as
small as 350-feet square, the XC-142A will carry 32
fully-equipped combat troops or 8,000 pounds of
cargo. With its wing tilted straight up, its four T64
truboprop engines permit it to make vertical takeoffs, transition to level flight and fl y up to 430 miles
an hour. The XC-142A made its first flight September 29, 1964 ; its first hover flight Dece mbe r 29, 1964,
and first full transition flight on January 11, 1965.

Specifications
F-SE, span 35 feet 2 inches; length 54 feet 6 inches ;
he ight 15 fee t 9 inches ; engine, Pratt & Whitney
J57-P20. Other versions equipped with P-4, P-12,
P-16 and P-20A.

Specifications:
Wingspan 67 fee t 7 inches; le ngth 58 fee t; heig ht
26 feet ; engines 4 General Electric T64-6 ; propelle rs,
15.5-foot Hamilton Standard fiberglass.

Performance

Performance:

Near Mach 2.

Speed zero to 430 miles an hour.
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F-104G SUPER STARFIGHTER

P2V -7 NEPTUNE

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Remarks

Remarks

Lockheed-California Company's F-104 prototype
made its initial flight in February, 1954. In January
of 1958, the multi-mission fighter-interceptor went
into service with the USAF. Starfighters are serving
with the USAF's Tactical Air Command and the
Air Defense Command. The aviation industry's
largest international production program has provided more than 2,000 Super Starfighters for the air
arms of 14 free world nations-Germany, Canada,
Belgium, The Netherlands, Italy, Japan, Norway,
Turkey, Greece, Nationalist China, Pakistan, Denmark, Spain and the United States.

The P2V Neptune made its first flight in May, 1945
and today-more than 20 years later-it is ably performing its antisubmarine patrol mission for the U.S.
Navy and for other free world nations. Steady refinements and new additions kep.t the P2V modern
and up-to-date through seven models. Although the
P2V is gradually being replaced in the Navy by
Lockheed's P-3A Orion, the P2V still bears the insignia of seven other nations, including The Netherlands, France, Canada, Australia, Brazil, Japan and
Argentina.
Specifications

Specifications

Span 103 feet; length 91 feet 5 inches; height 29
feet 4 inches; gross weight 72,000 pounds; engines
2 Wright R3350-32 turbo compounds.

· Span 21 feet 11 inches; length 54 feet 9 inches;
height 13 feet 6 inches; gross weight 28,800 pounds;
engine General Electric ]79 16,000 pounds thrust
with afterburner.

Performance
Speed 300 miles per hour; altitude 22,000 feet.

Performance
Speed Mach 2 plus; altitude above 100,000 feet.
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P-3 ORION

SR-71 LONG RANGE STRATEGIC
RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company
Remarks
Remarks

The P-3 Orion is an advanced, long-range, antisubmarine patrol aircraft which has been .in service
with the Navy since August, 1962. The Orion carries
the latest, most efficient ASW equipment and has
sufficient space, weight and power reserve to incorporate ASW systems of the future.

Few details have been disclosed of the SR-71 Air
Force strategic reconnaissance aircraft, which made
its first flight on December 22, 1964 . One of the
highest-performance planes ever to enter service,
the SR-71 is capable of flying at more than three
times the speed of sound at altitudes above 80,000
feet; on its initial flight it reached 45,000 feet and
topped 1,000 miles per hour. The plane is powe red by
two Pratt & Whitney }58 engines. In late 1965, the
aircraft were assigned to the Strategic Air Command
at Beale AFB, California.

Specifications
Span 99 feet 8 inches ; le ngth 116 feet 10 inches;
he ight 33 feet 9 inches; g ross weight 127,200 pounds ;
engines 4 Allison T56-14 4,591 shaft horsepower
each .
Performance
Speed 413 kno ts ; altitude above 30,000 feet.
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YF-12A ADVANCED INTERCEPTOR

T -33A JET TRAINER

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Remarks

Specifications
Span 38 feet 10 1/2 inches; length 37 feet 8 1/2
inches; height 11 feet 8 1/3 inches; empty weight
8,084 pounds; gross weight 14,442 pounds; useful
load 6,358 pounds; wing loading 60.8 pounds per
square foot ; power loading 3.3 poun9,s per square
foot; fuel capacity 683 gallons; gear tricycle, fully
retractable ; engine Allison J33-23-400C5 turbojet
4,600 pounds thrust.

Companion plane to the SR-71, the YF -12A, formerly designated A-11, is an advanced interceptor
for use by the Air Force. It is an all-weather fighter
- arid it is equipped with an automatic navigation
system. Powered by two Pratt & Whitney J58 engines, it has a speed capability of more than 2,000
miles per hour and a ceiling in excess of 70,000 feet.
It has an ASG-18 fire control system developed by
Hughes Aircraft Corporation and it is equipped with
the Hughes AIM-47 A air-to-air guided missile.
Other details classified.

Performance
Maximum speed 580 miles per hour; stall speed
117 miles per hour; rate of climb 5,525 feet per
minute; service ceiling 40,000 feet; range 1,345
miles.
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XH-51A HELICOPTER

WV-2 Al~D RC-121 EARLY WARNING
AIRCRAFT
Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Compan y

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company
Remarks

Remarks

The XH-51A is a two-place helicopter developed b y
Lockheed-California in Burbank under a joint Arm yNavy contract as a research vehicle for high performance rotary wing aircraft. First flight was
announced in November, 1962. In October, 1964,
the XH-51A reached a 200-mile per hour speedhighest known for any pure helicopter under 10,000
pounds. The four-blade XH-51A has the Lockheeddeveloped rigid-rotor system that gives the vehicle
"hands off" stability. It has retractable landing gear.

Derivatives of the Lockheed Constellation series,
the WV-2 (Navy) and RC-121 (Air Force) are radarequipped flying sentinels for long distance early
warning missions. Carrying six tons of electronic
equipmen t to high altitudes, the planes were designed as aerial sentries, locating sneak raiders at intercep tion points far away from the nation's borders.
High fuel capacity and operational economy of the
Wright turbo-compound engines give the airplane
an extremely long on-station time. Wing tip fu el
tanks extend distance of scouting missions. The
WV -2 is an enlarg~~ version of the WV -1 which was
the initial picket plane in Navy service.

Specifications
Fuselage length 32 feet; height 9 feet; main rotor
blade diameter 35 feet; normal gross weight 4,000
pounds; engine one Pratt & Whitney PT-6B-6 turboshaft produced by United Aircraft of Canada, Ltd.

Specifications
Span 123 feet ; length 116 feet ; height 24 feet 10
inches. WV -1 same span, length 94 feet 4 inches,
height 23 feet 9 inches.

Performance
Speed 175-plus miles per hour; cruise speed at sea
level160 miles per hour; still air range 240 miles.

Performance
Endurance of approximately 18 hours.
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XH-51A COMPOUND ROTORCRAFT

XH-51N RESEARCH HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Remarks

Remarks

The XH-51A compound is a four-blade aircraft converted from a ··pure" XH-51A helicopter in 1964
with the addition of stub wings and an auxiliary jet
engine (mounted on left wing) under an Armysponsored program. In May 1965, the four-blade
XH-51A compound reached 272 miles per hour. The
speed was achieved during a Lockheed flight program conducted for the Army Aviation Materiel
Laboratories. Incorporated in the vehicle is the
Lockheed-developed rigid-rotor system and retractable landing gear.

The XH-51 N helicopter was built for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. It was delivered in December, 1965, to NASA's Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va., where it is being
used for advanced flight researc'h in the rotary wing
aircraft field. It can carry five persons. The XH-51N
h~s the Lockheed-developed rigid-rotor system and
retractable landing gear.
Specifications
Fuselage length 33 feet; rotor bl_ade diameter 35
feet; weight 4000 pounds; engine 1 Pratt & Whitney
PT-6B-9 turboshaft produced by United Aircraft of
Canada, Ltd.

Specifications
Fuselage length 32 feet; maximum height 9 feet;
main rotor blade diameter 35 feet; normal gross
weight 4500 pounds; engines 1 Pratt & Whitney
P~-6B-6 turboshaft and 1 Pratt & Whitney J60-P-2;
wmg span 17 feet.

Performance
Speed 174 miles per hour; range 225 mil~ s.

Performance
Maximum speed 272 miles per hour; maximum rate
of climb 3000 feet per minute.
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MODEL 286 UTILITY HELICOPTER

U-2

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Compan y

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Remarks

Remarks

The five-place Model 286 helicopter made its first
flight June 30, 1965, at th e Lockheed plant in Burbank, Calif. It has a wide range potential for
transport, rescue, and various military missions. As a
light antisubmarine helicopter, it would be capable
of rapid-action response from various Navy attack
vessels. The similar Lockheed-built Army-Navy
XH-51A has made landings on and take-offs from the
deck of a moving destro yer at sea. The four-blade
Model 286 has the Lockheed-developed rigid·.t rotor
system and is equipped with retractable landing
gear.

The U-2, originally proposed as an independent
Lockheed project in 1954, has been in service with
the Air Force and other government agencies since
Then. The planes furnish weather, fall-out, radiation
and photographic data from length y flights at sustained high altitudes. A recent assignment has been
investigation of HI-CAT (high altitude clear air
turbulence) above 55,000 feet. Specifications and
performance data are classified.

Specifications
Leng th 32 feet; rotor blade diameter 35 feet ; weight
4,700 pounds; engine 1 Pratt & Whitney PT6B-9
turboshaft produced by Un ited Aircraft of Canada.
L td.
Performance
Design speed 176 miles per hour; estimated range
225-plus miles.
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C-130A HERCULES TRANSPORT

C-130B HERCULES TRANSPORT

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company

Remarks

Remarks

The C-130A is the first of 30 versions of the Hercules
series aircraft and was designed for the Air Force's
Tactical Air Command . More than 200 of thi s
model Hercules are in use throughout the world today by the USAF. Prototypes flew in 1954 and the
first production models became operational with the
Tactical Air Command in 1956. In addition to performing tactical and logistics missions, it was apparent that the C-130A was also suitable for other
specialized missions . C-130A aircraft can be operated with or without 2 450-gallon pylon-mounted
exte rnal fuel tanks.

The C-130B model of the Hercules. series is similar
in external appearance to the C-130A but includes
several major modifications which give it greater
capabilities. The "B" model incorporates more fuel
capacity, higher powered engin~s and greater
structural strength than the C-130A. These improvements permit operation at higher gross weights and
result in better payload-range performance than
the C-130A. Almost 200 of the C-130B model aircraft are in operational use with the Air Force, Navy,
and Coast Guard. Additional numbers are in service
with several foreign countries. More than 100
C-130B' s have augmented the combaf transport arm
of the Tactical Air Command.

Specifications
Wing span 132.6 fee t ; fuselage length 97 .7 feet ;
he ight of tail 38.4 feet; propeller diameter 15 feet ·
cargo compartment length 41 feet 4 inches; carg~
compartment height 108 inches; cargo compartment
width 120 inches; cargo volume including ramp
4,300 cubic feet; maximum gross weight 124,200
pounds; personnel capacity 3-4 crew, 92 ground
troops, 64 paratroops, 74 litters ; engines 4 Allison
T56-A-1A or T56-A-9 rated at 3,750 shaft horsepower.

Specifications
Wing span 132.6 feet; fuselage length 97.7 feet;
height of tail 38.4 fee t; propeller diameter 13.5 feet;
cargo compartment dimensions: length 41 feet 4
inches height 108 inches width 120 inches ; cargo
volume including ramp 4,300 cubic feet ; maximum
gross weight 135,000 pounds ; crew of 4; fuel capacity 6,960 gallons; engines 4 Allison T56-A-7 rated
at 4050 shaft horsepower.

Performance
Maximum cruise speed at 100,000 pound s gross
weight 318 knots ; maximum payload 36,000 pounds ;
range with maximum payload approximately 1,700
nautical miles; take-off run at maximum gross weight
2,530 feet; landing ground run at 100,000 pounds
gross weight 1,550 feet.

Performance
Maximum payload 35,600 pounds; take-off run at
maximum gross weight 3,000 feet; landing ground
run at 120,000 pounds gross weight 2,000 feet ; 4blade Hamilton Standard propellers.
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HC-130H HERCULES EXTENDED RANGE
SEARCH, RESCUE AND RECOVERY

C-130E HERCULES TRANSPORT
Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company
Remarks

AIRPLANE
Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company
Remarks
The Lockheed HC-130H Hercules, the newest member of the Hercules family, is one of the few military
systems designed specifically for extended range
search and rescue operations. The primary mission
of the HC-130H is to search for, locate and retrieve
personnel and / or material from any surface, under
any circumstances in support of Air Force operations. A unique nose mounted recovery system is
employed in air-to-ground recoveries and provides
the capability of making repeated ground pick-ups
of up to 500 pounds. The HC-130H enters operational service with the Air Rescue Service early in
1966. It incorporates the Allison T56-A-15 engine
which provides improved hot day, climb and altitude performance and improved fuel specifics. The
engine is rated at 4,200 shaft horsepower. Normal
crew for the HC-130H is ten . .
Specifications
Wing span 132.6 feet; overall length 98.8 feet;
height 38 feet' (approximate); maximum fuel
capacity including pylon tanks 13,280 gallons; maximum take-off weight 175,000 pounds; design takeoff weight 155,000 pounds.
Performance
Range at maximum fuel capacity over 4,500 nautical
miles; maximum cruise speed 320 knots ; take-off
run at 155,000 pounds gross take-off weight 3,600
feet; take-off run at 175,000 pounds gross take-off
weight 4,900 feet.

The C-l30E is an advanced version of the C-130A
and C-130B embodying various structural and syste m modifications. Maximum payload has been increased to 45,000 pounds and this weight can be
carried more than 2,200 nautical miles. Using an
overload take-off weight, the payload can be carried
over 3,100 nautical miles. The C-130E is designed
for the optional use of externally mounted wing fuel
tanks. The use of these external tanks gives this
model Hercules true transocean capability. Increased structural strength permits the " E" to
operate from unprepared airfields-at equiva,Jent
gross weights · and payloads-with a greater degree
of safety than the C-130A and C-130B. More than
250 of the C-130E models are being produced for
the Air Force, the Navy and foreign countries.
Specifications
Wing span 132.6 feet ; overall length 97.7 feet;
height 38 feet; cargo Aoor height above ground 41
inches; maximum payload 45,000 pounds; maximum
overload take-off weight 175,000 pounds; maximum
take-off weight 155,000 pounds ; fuel capacity 9,680
gaUons; engines 4 Allison T56-A-7 turboprop 4,050
shaft horsepower each.
Performance
Range with maximum payload approximately 2,200
nautical miles; high speed cruise 315 knots; take-off
run at 155,000 gross weight 4,200 feet; landing
ground run at design weight 2,200 feet; propellers
Hamilton 4 blades 13.5 feet diameter, full reversing
capability.
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C-141 STAR LIFTER CARGO-TROOP CARRIER

LOCKHEED 382B HERCULES COMMERCIAL
AffiFREIGHTER
Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company
Remarks
The Lockheed 382B Hercules is the fully certificated commercial airfreighter version of the C-130
-Hercules which is used by the air forces of twelve
nations. Powered by four propjet engines, the L382B
will carry a 50,000 pound payload nonstop over
2,000 statute miles. At maximum landing weight of
130,000 pounds, normal landing distance is 4, 750
feet, further reduced with reversers. Fully pressurized and air conditioned, the L382 is an uncompromised airfreighter designed for either on-line
sche?uled cargo service, or for the delivery of large
o~tsize cargo into remote construction, mining or
?Il drilling sites. The clear-cube cargo compartment
IS over 40 feet long, 10 fee t wide and nine feet high ·
more than adequate to handle a standard vantainer:
The 9 by 10 foot rear door opening makes loading
of objects this size easily accomplished.

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Compan y
Remarks
The C-141 StarLifter, fanjet cargo-troop carrier
which can cross any ocean nonstop, is in service with
the Air Force's Military Airlift Command . It will
airlift 68,480 pound payload 4,226 miles nonstop, or
31,840 pounds 6,154 miles nonstop. Ft;<rry range is
6813 miles. It will transport the Minuteman missile.
It will transport 154 troops or 123 paratroopers or
80 litters with 8 attendants. The StarLifter began
squadron duty in 1965, and is flying supplies to Viet
Nam. It received its FAA certificate as a commercial
freighter in January, 1965, and it is first fanjet from
which troops have jumped. Truckbed level, straight
in loading, which takes advantage of mechanized
loading systems, in a feature.
Specifications
Wing span 160 feet; ·length 145 feet ; height 39.3
feet; wing sweepback 25 degrees; take-off weight
316,100 pounds; engines 4 Pratt & Whitney TF-33P-7 fanjets 21,000 pounds thrust each; dual wheel
nose landing gear; 4-wheel bogie main landing
gear; cargo compartment 81 feet long (including
ramp) 9.1 feet high, 10.25 feet wide.

Specifications:
Wing span 132.6 feet; length 97.7 feet; height 38
feet ; cargo floor above ground 3.4 feet; maximum
payload 50,000 pounds; engines Allison 501-D22
turboprop 4,050 shaft horsepower each; maximum
tak~-off weight 155,000 pounds ; maximum landing
weight 130,000 pounds; normal crew 3.
Performance
Range with maximum payload 2,000 statute miles ·
ra~ge ~ith 30,000 pounds payload 3,100 statut~
m iles; high speed cruise 305 knots; propellers Hamilton. Standard 54H60-91 ; clear cube volume 4,200
cubic feet; bulk loaded volume 5,020 cubic feet.

Performance
Speed 550 miles per hour; ferry range 6,813 miles;
maximum payload range 4,226 miles; cargo compartment and flight station pressurized for 8,000foot cabin altitude at 40,000 feet, or sea level cabin
up to 21,000 feet.
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C-140 JETSTAR EXEC UTI\ E AND MILITARY
JET TRA NSPORT

XV-4A HUMMI NGBIRD

Prime C ontra ctor : Lockheed-Georgia Compa ny

Remarks
The X\ -4A Hummingbird is a vertical take-off and
la nding (VTOL ), two-place, mid-wing monoplane.
It resembles most closel y a compact, twin-engine
je t observation aircraft in configuration. The Hummingbird achieves vertical fli g ht b y di verting the
hig h velocity jets from both engines through a se ries
of nozzles and ducts into mixing chambers in the
center of the fuselage and the nce d ownwards toward the ground. Bombay-type doors in the top a nd
bottom of the fusela ge are ope ned to expose the
mixing chambers and the nozzles. The high velocity
and low pressure of exhau st gases from both e ng ines
induce free air from the outside, resulting in a thru st
greater than that of the basic engines, with no increase in fu e l consumption. In actual practice, vertical fli ght, hover, tra nsition and horizol)tal fli g ht
take place in this manner : With the dive rter valves
positioned to cause the engines' exhaust to flow
throug h the mixin g chamber and with the doors
open, the throttles are advanced and the plane ri ses
verticall y, small je ts in the wing tips, nose and ta il
are used to correct roll , pitch and yaw ; the nose
and tail " reaction" controls are fed with e ng ine exhaust. Afte r attaining the d esired he ig ht ove r
adj ace nt obstacles, the tra nsition to fonvard fli g ht is
accomplished by tilting the nose down to provide a
horizontal thru st compone nt from the ejectors , a nd
the a irplane begins to accele rate ho rizonta lly.
Spe cifications
Leng th 32 fee t; wingspread 25 fee t ; 2 Pra tt & Whitney JT-12 turboje t e ng ines ; 8,300 pounds thru st
with a norma l sta ti c thru st of 6,600 pounds.

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Compan y

Remark s
The Je tStar is a 575-mph , four e ngine, multi-mission
tra n sp o rt, stressing re liabilit) a nd safe ty with double
and tripl e backup syste ms, th e onl y four-e ngine
executi ve jet, a nd th e onl y one eq uipped with thru st
reverse rs. Je tStars are in use around the world;
fl yin g fi ve chie fs of state a nd o th er hi g h gove rnm e nt
offici a ls, as we ll as the executi ves of more th a n 50 of
the wo rld ' s top corporations. Beca use of this prove n
experie nce and reli abilit y, it has bee n selected for
use in the Presidential je t fle e t. Air F orce Communica tion s Service and Military Airlift Command ope ra te C-140A and VC-140B Je tStars. Famed fl yer
Jacqu e line Cochran set 69 wo rld aviation records
during one tra nsoceanic fli g ht in a Je tS tar. The co mpact je tliner seats 10 passenge rs and a crew of two.
It is also availabl e in a 19-place military ve rsion ,·
and this ve rsion can be quickl y trans form ed to a
cargo-p e rsonne l transport with a 3,500-pound co mbined payload , or to a hospital pla ne.
·
Specifications
Span 54 fee t 5 inches; leng th 60 fee t 5 inches;
he ight 20 fe e t 5 inches; win g sweepback 30 deg rees
with 25 p e rcent chord ; weig ht 41,500 po unds ; e ngines 4 Pratt & Whitney JT 12A-6A, 3,000 pounds
thrust e ach; gear twin wheel, tricycle-t ype hydraulicall y re tractable.
P erformance
Speed 575 miles per hour; unre fuel ed range 2,250
statute miles ; certificated a ltitude 43,000 feet.
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MARTIN 2-0-2 AIRLINER

MARTIN 4-0-4 AIRLINER

Prime Contractor: Martin Company, Baltimore

Prime Contractor : Martin Company, Baltimore

Remarks

Remarks

Forty-one Martin 2-0-2' s were produced between
1947 and 1950. The 2-0-2 featured a number of
safety, ease of maintenance and design advances
stemming from aircraft development during World
War II .

The 4-0-4 is an improved version of the earlier
Martin 2-0-2 . It has a crew of three and carries
40 passengers. Tricycle landing gear and 32-footwide, retractable passenger steps facilitate ground
operations. One hundred and three 4-0-4' s were
built betwee n 1951 and 1952.

Specifications
Specifications

Length 71 feet 4 inches ; span 93 feet 3. 75 inches;
height 28 feet 5-3/8 inches; gross weight 38,000
pounds; engines 2 Pratt & Whitney R-2800.

Length 74 feet 7 inches; height 28 feet 5-3/8 inches;
span 93 feet 3-3/8 inches; fuel capacity 1,350 gallons; weight at take-off 44,900 pounds (maximum),
landing 43,000 pounds, operating empty 30,701
pounds, design useful load 15,774 pounds; engines
2 Pratt and Whitney R-2800 CB16.

Performance
Maximum range with reserve and 6,013 pound payload, 1,435 miles; 40 passengers maximum; maximum payload 9,013 pounds; high speed in level
flight 312 miles per hour at 11,400 feet altitude;
cruising speed 282 miles per hour at 10,000 feet with
weight of 36,000 pounds; service ceiling 28,700 feet .

Performance
Range 925-miles with 40 passengers and baggage ·
plus 1,000 pounds cargo (total of 8,800 pounds);
2,525 miles maximum engineering range with full
fuel, 10,000 feet altitude and 5,694 pound payload;
312 mile per hour level flight high speed at 14,500
feet; 280 mile per hour cruising speed at 18,000 feet;
1,250 feet per minute maximum rate of climb at
sea level, maximum take-off gross weight; 29,000 feet
service ceiling with engines at normal rated power
and 40,000 pounds gross weight.
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SP-5B MARLIN PATROL SEAPLANE

B-57 BOMBER

Prime Contractor: Martin Company, Baltimore

Prime Contractor: Martin Company, Baltimore

Remark

Remarks

The SP-5B was designed for a crew of eight for antisubmarine warfare missions. The low bow chine
(lower than on the P5M-1) permits higher gross
take-off weights and lessens the possibility of spray
damage to surfaces and propellers, while the long
hull afterbody provides increased control during
rough-water landings and take-offs. The high Tshaped tail reduces structural weight and aerodynamic drag and eliminates spray damage to horizontal tail surfaces. Hydroflaps on both sides of the
hull afterbody act as a brake when opened together,
or as a rudder when operated separately. First flight
August 1953 and first delivery June 23, 1954. Martin delivered 117 aircraft to the Navy between 1953
and 1960.

The B-57 A, B and C are designed to destroy surface
military targets during tactical operations. Speed
brakes on either side of the fuselage permit steep
dives and additional control during low altitude
operations and landing approaches. Tactical versions carry a pilot and radar operator-navigatorbombardier and can operate from most fighter strips,
including sod fields ; turns can be made within the
boundaries of average airports ; and starting cartridges eliminate the need for ground equipment
or outside power. The RB-57 and RB-57D are reconnaissance versions and the " E" model is a towtarget version. Martin built 403 planes between
1953 and 1959.
Specifications

Specifications

Span 64 feet (RB-57D span 82 feet); length : 65.5
feet; height : 15 feet; gross takeoff weight 50,000
pounds; tricycle gear; powered by 2 Curtiss-Wright
J-65 jet engines, each with 7,200 pounds thrust;
tactical versions have rotary bomb doors, p ylon
weapons mounts under the wings and four 20 millimeter cannons or eight .50 calibre machine guns
fire from the leading edges of the wings.

Length 101.8 feet; overall height 33 feet; hull width
10 feet; span 118 feet; gross weight 76,635; p_owered
by two Wright R-3350-32W A engines.
Performance
Range 1, 790 nautical miles; maximum speed 250
miles per hour.

Performance
Speed over 600 miles per hour; range more than
2,000 miles; service ceiling over 45,000 fee t.
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F-4B PHANTOM AIR SUPERIORITY
FIGHTER
Prime Contractor:
tion

one of the free world's fastest operational ·fighters,
the Phantom is also the "slowesf' and can be flown
with minimum level flight speeds in the vicinity of
125-130 miles per hour. The F-4B Phantom holds
eight tim e-to-climb world records including climbing to 12,000 mete rs (39,370 feet) in 1 minute, 17
seconds.

McDonnell Aircraft Corpora-

Remarks
The F-4B Phantom is the fastest, highest-flying and
longest-ranged U.S. Navy fighter. The two-place,
twin-jet all-weather F-4B is in volume production for
the U.S. Navy and M arine Corps. The Phantom,
with Navy and Marine pilots, established 15 world
speed , altitude, and time-to-climb records. The
Phantom has the greatest firepower of any Nav y
fighter. The crew consists of a pilot and a radar inte rcept officer. The plane is equipped with detection
and tracking systems which make it capable of destroying supersonic as well as subsonic enemy aircraft by day or night in any weather. Although it is

Specifications
Length 58 feet; span 38 1/ 2 feet; wing sweep back
45 degrees ; horizontal stabilizer slopes downward
at 23 degrees; boundary layer control ; engines 2
GE J-79-8, 17,000 pounds thrust each.
Performance
Speed 1,600 plus miles per hour; service ceiling
over 60,000 feet; has been flown to altitudes over
100,000 fee t.
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F-4C PHANTOM FIGHTER-BOMBER

RF-4B PHANTOM RECONNAISSANCE

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Aircraft Corporation

FIGHTER

Remarks

Remarks

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Aircraft Corporation

The F -4C, the Air Force's newest, fastest and
highest-flying fighter-bomber aircraft, is in service
with the Tactical Air Command and with Air Force
units in Europe and the Far East. First flight of the
F-4C was made on Ma y 27, 1963, less than 14
months after contractual go-ahead from the Air
Force. The Air Force has ordered more than 1 000
Phantoms and this will be augm e nted. Basic a:mament of the F-4C is four all-weather, radar-guided
Sparrow III air-to-air missiles carried semi-recessed
und e r the fuselage; two additional Sparrows or four
infrared-guided Sidewinder missiles may also be
carried on wing stations. About eight tons of miscellaneous external payload (conventional or nuclea r
bombs, fuel tanks, rockets, mines, guns, etc. ) can be
carried on five stations beneath the wings and fus elage.

The RF-4B is a tactical all-weather multi-sensor reconnai~sance aircraft that utilizes the same basic
configuration and engines as the fighter and attack
versions of the Phantom. McDonnell has designed
and is building the RF-4B to increase the reconnaissance capability of the Marine Corps. The basic
changes in the RF-4B from the RF-4C reconnaissance version are: (I) the RF-4B is carrier-suitable,
,including the smaller wheels used on the Navy version ; (2) the RF-4B has flight controls in the cockpit
only, unlike the RF-4C which has dual controls. The
RF-4B has in-flight rotatable camera mounts in two
camera stations. Cameras in the Air Force version
can only be repositioned on the ground. The RFAB
has no armament capability.
Specifications
Length 63 feet; span 38 1/2 feet; wing sweepback
45 degrees; engines 2 J-79-GE 8, 17,000 pounds
thrust each.

Specifications
Length 58 feet; span 38 1/ 2 feet; wing sweepback
45 d eg rees; engines 2 GE J-79-15 engines, 17,000
pounds thrust each.

Performance
Speed 1,600 plus miles per hour; ferry range 2,000
miles; forward looking radar utilizing its terrain following or terrain avoidance mod e, pe rmits operation at very low altitude over varying terrains.

Performance
Speed 1,600 plus miles per hour; ferr y range 2,000
miles; airborne in less than 3,000 feet, lands in even
less distance.
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F-lOlB VOODOO INTERCEPTOR

RF-4C PHANTOM RECONNAISSANCE
AIRCRAFT

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
The F-l01B has the greatest combination "of speed
and long-range of any operational interceptor in the
Air Defense Command. It is equipped with Genie
rockets possessing a nuclear capability. In addition,
it carries conventional rockets and Falcon· missiles.
The F-l01B is a two-place interceptor; the second
crewman is a radar operator. The F-101B operates
under all-weather conditions to execute two primary
missions: the identification of unknown aircraft and
then destruction if they are hostile. There are 15
squadrons of the F-101B Voodoo currently in service with the Air Defense Command and. three
squadrons now in the inventory of the Royal Canadian Air Force.

The RF-4C Phantom is a high-performance fightertype a)rcraft with an effective, tactical all-weather
multi-sensor reconnaissance capability. The Air
Force RF-4C incorporates optical, infra-red and
electronic sensors necessary to perform reconnaissance missions, day or night, in any kind of weather.
Its optical system includes cameras of various focal
lengths and operational modes, an integrated sensor
control system, automatic in-flight film process and
film ejection from the low altitude panoramic camera
station. By adding an HF communications transceiver to the electronics system, voice communication
is possible between the aircraft and its home base
anywhere within the performance envelope of the
Phantom . In addition the RF-4C has forward looking radar for ground mapping and low-level penetration ; side-looking radar; an infra-red reconnaissance system (IRRS ); and an inerted navigation set.

Specifications
Length 67 1/ 2 feet; span 40 feet; height 18 feet;
wing and stabilizer swept back at angle of 35 degrees; engines 2 Pratt and Whitney J-57.

Specifications
Length 63 feet; span 38 1/ 2 feet; retains air-toground nuclear attack capability of other Phantom
versions; no conventional weapons; engines 2 GE
J-79-15 engines. Basically same aircraft as F-4C in
service with Air Force. Main difference lies in nose
section which contains the cameras and other detection equipment.

Performance
Speed 1,200 plus miles per hour; range 2,000 plus
miles ; service ceiling 55,000 plus feet.

Perfo rmance
Speed 1,600-plus mph ; ferry range 2,000 miles;
service ceiling above 60,000 fee t.
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188E STOL TRANSPORT

MOONEY MARK 21

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Mooney Aircraft, Inc.

Remarks

Remarks

The 188E is designed to carry an eight-ton payload
575 miles, land safel y with less than 500-foot ground
roll on a 1000-foot unprepared surface and return
to its base with pa yload, without refueling . Flight
safety for short field operations and maneuverability
at low speed is provided through cross-shaft interconnection of the four engines. The 188E can make
steep turns and gear-down landing approaches at
airspeeds as low as 50 knots. The Breguet-designed
aircraft will be built to U.S. military standards by
McDonnell with U.S. tooling; material and equipment with the technical assistance of Breguet.

The 4 ~ place retractable gear Mark 21 features
positive control for '\vings level' ' flight attitude.
Its 4-cviinder 180 horsepower engine uses 91 / 98
octane. fuel. The fuel is contained in two integral
sealed tanks. A full trim tail gives maximum stabillty at low speeds and minimum drag at high speeds.
Cabin construction features a welded chrome-mol y
steel tube frame structure. Electric or manual gear
retraction system is available.
Sp~cifications

Span 35 feet; length 23 feet 2 inches; height 8 feet
4 1/2 inches; gross weight 2,575 pounds3 empty
weight 1,525 pounds; useful load 1,050 pounds;
baggage 120 pounds; wing loading 15.4 pounds p~r
square foot; power loading l4.3 pounds per horsepower; wing area 167 square feet; tread 9 feet 3 / 4
inches; engine 1 Lycoming 0-360-180 horsepower;
propeller 74 inches constant speed; fuel capacity
52 gallons.

Specificatiqns
Length 77 feet; span 77 feet; height 31 feet; gross
weight 58,400 pounds; payload for 575-mile radius
missions 8 tons; troop capacity 55.
Performance
Cruise speed 250 knots; ferry range 3,500 plus
miles.

Performance
Maximum level speed 185 miles per hour; maximum
cruising speed at 79 percent power 182 at 7,500 feet;
stall speed 57 miles per hour; rate of climb 1,010
feet per minute; maximum range 1,031 miles; service ceiling 17,200 feet.
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MOONEY SUPER 21

MOONEY MARK 22 MUSTANG

Prime Contractor : Mooney Aircraft, Inc.

Prime Contractor : Mooney Aircraft, Inc.

Remarks

Remarks
The Mark 22 Mustang is an advanced single engine business aircraft with pressurized cabin ~eating
4-5. It was designed as a high performance auplane
capable of going anywhere, an ytime, at a practical
price. With an operational ceiling of 24,000 feet ,
the Mustang will fly above virtually any en route
weather. The 310 horsepower engine is turbocharged. The Mark 22 will fly at speeds up to 250

The Moone y Super 21 has all the features of the
Mark 21 plus a 200 horsepower engine . This 4- cylinder engine has fuel injection and ram air power
boost. The power boost adds 10 to 12 additional
horsepower at altitude. The Super 21 average d 20.9
miles per gallon in the Mooney / Mobil coast-tocoast mileage flight.
Specifications

miles per hour.

Span 35 feet; length 23 feet 2 inches; height 8 feet
4 1/ 2 inches; gross weight 2,575 pounds; empty
weight 1,560 pounds; useful load 1,015 pounds;
baggage 120 pounds; wing loading 15.4 pounds per
square foot; power loading 12.9 pounds per horsepower; wing area 167 square feet; tread 9 feet 3/4
inches ; engine 1 Lycoming 10-360-200 horsepower;
propeller 74 inches constant speed; fuel capacity 52
gallons.

Specifications
Span 35 feet; length 26 feet 11 inches; h"eight 9 feet
4 1/2 inches; gross weight -3,680 pounds; useful
load 1,370 pounds; engine 1 Lycoming TI0-541-AIA;
fuel100 gallons.
Performance
Maximum level speed 250 miles per hou r ; maximum recommended cruise 230 miles per hour; stall
speed under 70 miles per hour; gross weight rate of
climb at sea level 1,100 feet per minute; take-off
over 50-foot obstacle 1,800 feet ; maximum certificated operational ceiling 24,000 feet; maximum
range over 1,100 statute miles.

Performance
Maximum level speed 197 miles per hour; maximum cruising speed at 75 percent power 187 miles
per hour at 7,500 feet; stall speed 57 miles per hour·
rate of c_limb 1,120 feet per minute; maximum rang~
1 ,02 4 miles; service ceiling 18,800 feet.
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MOONEY MASTER

XB-70A RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

Prime Contractor: Mooney Aircraft, Inc.

Prime Contractor: North American Aviation, Inc.
Associate Contractor: General Electric Corporation

Remarks
Remarks
The XB-70A is a high-speed, high altitude six-jet aircraft currently being flown in research programs at
Edwards AFB, California. Originally conceived as an
intercontinental bomber, its development began in
1956 following a two-company study competition. In
1963, the decision was made to produce only hvo
aircraft, both to be used onl y for research programs.
The first XB-70A was rolled out on May 11 , 1964
and made its first flight on September 21 of that year.
The second aircraft was completed on May 29, 1965
and made its maiden flight on July 17. On October
14, the No. 1 airplane first reached its design goals of
Mach 3 (2000 mph) at 70,000 feet. Approximately
70 percent of the aircraft structure is stainl~ss steel
honeycomb, and the entire forward section is made
of titanium. The aircraft also makes extensive use of
H -11 tool steel. Its design features -include a canard
on the forward fus elage, wing tips that fold downward during high speed flight to increase directional
stability, and use of the "compression lift" principle
which enables the aircraft to " ride" its own shock
waves at high Mach numbers.

The Moone y Master is a 4-place fixed gear aircraft engine~red for conversion to retractable gear.
It was designed as a practical solution to the need
for an airplane which can bridge the gap between
the training period requirements of the beginning
pilot and those of the pilot who needs the high performance of retractable gear. It is powered with a
4-cylinder, 180 horsepower engine and is available
with either a fixed· pitch or constant speed propeller.
Specifications
Span 35 feet; length 23 feet 2 inches; height 8 feet
4 1/ 2 inches, gross weight 2,575 pounds, empty
weight 1,475 pounds; useful load 1,100 pounds;
baggage 120 pounds ; wing loading 15.4 pounds per
square foot ; power loading 14 .3 pounds per horsepower; wing area 167 square feet ; engine 1 Lycoming 0-360-180 horse power; fuel capacity 52 gallons.
Performance
Maximum level speed 147 miles per hour at sea
level ; cruise speed at 75 percent power 139 miles per
hour at 9,600 feet; stall speed 57 miles per hour;
rate of climb 740 feet per minute ; maximum range,
776 miles; service ceiling 13,600 feet .

Specifications
Span 105 feet; length 185 feet; height 30 fe et;
weight over 450,000 pounds ; engines six General
Electric YJ-93 in 30,000-pound thrust class ; crew
pilot and co-pilot; fuel JP-6.
Performance
Speed 2,000 miles per hour; altitude 70,000 fee t.
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T -39 SABRE LINER

X-15 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

Prime Contractor: North American Aviation, Inc.

Prime Contractor: North American Aviation, Inc.

Remarks

Remarks
The X-15 is a special purpose research airplane
whose initial development was funded jointly by
the Air Force, Nav y and th e National Aeronat:tics
and Space Administration. Three aircraft were built
and the first to Ay took to the air on Jun~ 8, 1959. In
the course of its long career, the X-15 has made a great
man y contributions to research, particularly in the
hypersonic area, and it has attained speeds of Mach
6 and altidues above 350,000 feet. Currently the No.
1 plane is exploring atmospheric density and collecting micrometeorites and is used for a study of the
solar spectrum. It is scheduled to contin~e operations into early 1968. No. 2 aircraft is employed in
a program of ultraviolet photograph y of stars at
very high altitudes. Later, it will be modified as a
ramjet test bed and will be used in a new program
to explor~ the still untouched Aight regime of Mach
6-8. Under current schedules it will continue operations into 1969. No. 3 will be used in experiments
with supersonic deceleration devices, ultraviolet exhaust plume characteristics and horizon definition,
with operations extending into mid-1968.

The T-39 Sabreliner was developed to meet USAF
requirements for a utilit y aircraft which could be
certificated b y th e FAA .under Part 4b. Following
- completion of a prototype in May, 1958, it was
placed in production for the Air Force in October of
that year. Delivery of the first aircraft was made in
October, 1960. Three models were manufactured for
military use : the T -39A, with a basic configuration
for four passengers and crew of two, and for use as a
trainer or utility aircraft; the T-39B, a radar navigation trainer for the Air Force and the T -39D a radar
navigation trainer for the Nav y. Since it w,as originall y d esigne d to meet transport aircraft requirements, the Sabreliner was able to meet business aircraft req uirements. It was placed on th e civilian
marke t in Octobe r, 1962 and since that tim e more
than 50 executive aircraft have bee n delivered .
Specifications
Span 44.5 fe e t ; leng th 44 fe e t; height 16 feet; maximum g ross ta ke -off weight 18,650 pounds ; capacity
s~ven passengers, two crew (business version); engmes two Pratt & Whitney JT 12A-6A turbojets
3,000 pound s thrust each; (military version Pratt &
Whitney J60-P-3A).
Performance

Sp~ed 500 mil ~s per hour plus ; range 1,900 miles;
a ltttud e 40,000 fee t, certifi ed to 45 ,000 fee t.
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OV-IOA LIGHT ARMED RECONNAISSANCE
AIRCRAFT

RA-5C ATTACK/TACTICAL
RECONNAISSANCE VEHICLE

Prime Contractor: North American Aviation (Columbus )

Prime Contractor: North American Aviation (Columbus)

Remarks

Remarks

The OV -lOA is th e first aircraft designed specifically
for counter-insurgency and limited war operation~.
It is intended for use b y the three military services
allied foreign countries and the Military Assistanc~
Program. Its mission capabilities include : observation and reconnaissance, helicopter escort, limited
ground attack, gunfire spotting, liaison, transport
and training. The LARA can operate from rough
clearings, waterways and primitive roads, as well
as prepared airfields and small carriers. The OV-IOA
fuselage is mounted below the wing, providing unobstructed visibility well ahead of the propellers
for pilot and observer. Cockpits are equipped with
~he North American L W3- B escape system, allowmg for ejection at zero airspeed and ground level.
The Ill-cubic-foot fuselage cargo compartment can
ca rry loads up to 3,200 pounds. Bombs, rocke ts and
napalm can be mounted on a fuselage sponson
which contains four fixed 7.62 millimeter machine
guns.

The · RA-SC is an all-weather, carrier-based reconnaissance aircraft, capable of delivering both conventional and nuclear weapons at high or low altitudes. It is the third model in the Vigilante series,
and has a top speed in the Mach 2 range. The
RA-SC incorporates design features which give it a
greater fuel capacity and improved slow-flight and
lateral control characteristics. Stores are carried in• ternally in a linear bomb ba y and delivery is by
rearward ejection out the tail section. The pilot and
reconnaissance/ attack navigator occupy tandem
cockpits. The Vigilante carries the latest reconnaissance equipment, including frame and panoramic
cameras, side-looking radar and passive electronic
countermeasures devices, in a detachable fuselage
pod. The aircraft and its equipment ~omprise one
half of the Navy's Integrated Operational Intelligence System, which is on most attack carriers.
Specifications

Specifications

Span 50 feet ; length 70 feet; height 20 feet; wing,
tail, nose hinged for folding aboard carrie r; gross
weight 42,132 pounds; engines 2 General Electric
]79-8 turbojets, 10,900 pounds thrust each, 17,000
pounds with afterburner; tricycle landing gea r.

Span 30 feet 3 inches; le ngth 40 feet ; height 15
feet ; gross weight 5,200 pounds; engines AiResearch
T76-G6 (le ft) and T76-G8 (right) 660 shaft horsepower each; tricycle or d e tachable float landing gear.
Performance

Performance

Speed 265 knots; range 1200 nautical miles; service
ceiling 25,000 -plus fee t.

Speed
miles.
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T -2A BASIC JET TRAINER

T-2B BASIC JET TRAINER

Prime Contractor: North American Aviation (Columbus)

Prime Contractor : North American Aviation (Columbus)

Remarks

Remarks

The T -2A Buckeye is the standard basic jet trainer
of the Navy, in wide use throughout the Naval Air
Basic Training Command . Designed to operate from
land and carrier bases, the T -2A is utilized to train
Navy and Marine Corps student pilots in aerial
gunnery, instrument fl ying, formation flying and
tactics, and carrier operations. The Buckeye has
stepped, tandem seating and a clamshell-type canopy
for maximum visibility and low-altitude ejection
provisions. It is equipped with the rocket-propelled
crew escape system manufactured by the Columbus
Division of North American, which is effective
throughout the trainer' s flight envelope.

An improved version of th e T-2A, .the T-2B Buckeye
entered production in 1965. It will be used as a land
or carrier-based trainer to instruct Nav y and Marine
Corps student pilots from first jet flight to the advanced training phase. The two=engine configuration provides the Buckeye with p e rformance and
safet y characteristics superior to the T -2A . Waistlevel engine compartments and equipment ba ys
afford ease of access for ground maintenance and
servicing. In addition to internal fuel storage, each
wing tip carries a hundred gallon fuel tank. Underwing stores stations permit the ··attachment of
various installations for gunnery practice, bombing
or targe t sleeve towing. The Buckeye's tandem cockpits are equipped with North American-designed
rocke t escape systems.

Specifications
Span 36 feet ; length 38 feet 8 inches; height 14 feet
9 inches; gross weight 6,893 pounds; e ngine Westinghouse J34D 3,400 pounds thrust; tricycle landing
gear.

Specifications
Span 37 feet 10 inches ; length 38 fee t 3 inches;
height 14 feet 9 inches ; gross weight 8,474 pounds;
engines 2 Pratt & Whitne y J60 turbojets 3,000
pounds thrust each; tricycle landiug gear.

Performance
Speed 426 knots ; range 790 nautical miles; service
ceiling 40,000-plus feet.

Performance
Spee d 460 knots; range 780 nautical miles; service
ceiling 42,000 fe e t.
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F -5 TACTICAL FIGHTER
Prime Contractor: Northrop
Northrop Corporation

T-38 TALON TRAINER
Norair,

Prime Contractor: Northrop · Norair, Division of
Northrop Corporation

Division of

Remarks

Remarks
A supersonic jet trainer, the T-38 is a twin-jet, low
wing monoplane with "coke bottle" fuselage. It is
· used as an advanced trainer by the Air Force and it
has been selected by NASA for astronaut space
flight readiness training.

The F-5 is a multipurpose, twin turbojet, supersonic
fighter chosen by the Department of Defense for
fighter aircraft replacement in selected allied nations
under the Military Assistance Program. In addition,
Spain has ordered 70 F -5A' s under a production
sharing agreement. Single seat F-5A fighters an·d
twin cockpit F-5B models are produced. Utilizing
the same basic design, the F-5B combines the combat capability of the F -5A with training capability.
The aircraft is intended for close support of troops, .
interception, attacks on communications and supply ·
lines and armed reconnaissance missions over enemy
territory. It can operate from short, semiprepared
or unprepared fields in forward battle areas.

Specifications
Span 25 feet 3 inches; length 42 feet 2 inches;
height 12 feet 11 inches; weight 11,550 pounds;
crew 2; engines two General Electric }85-5 turbojets;
two independent fuel supply systems, one for each
engine.
Performance
Speed Mach 1.2 (guaranteed), Mach 1.35 (highest
attained); range 980 nautical miles; rate of climb
over 30,000 feet per minute; ceiling 55,000 feet.

Specifications
Span 26 feet 7 inches with wing tip armament;
length 45 feet; height 13 feet 2 inches; weight
12,920 pounds with full internal fuel; external lead
6,200 pounds of air-to-air and air-to-ground weapons,
reconnaissance and surveillance equipment and extra
fuel; engines two General Electric }85-13 turbojets
4,080 pounds thrust each.
Performance
Speed Mach 1.4-plus; altitude 52,000 feet; rate of
climb more than 28,000 feet per minute; range more
than 1,500 nautical miles with external tanks, tactical
mission radius up to 760 nautical miles.
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PIPER PA-25 PAWNEE " B"

X-21A LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL
AIRCRAFT

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Northrop Norair, A Division of
Northrop Corporation

Remarks
The Pawnee was specifically ·designed for the safe,
efficient, economical dispersal of liquid and solid
agricultural chemicals, insecticides and salt; and for
ease of maintenance under field conditions. The
Pawnee was first introduced- in 1959; the present
horsepower Pawnee "B" is equipped with a Lycoming 0-540-B2B5 235 horsepower engine. In worldwide use it has earned the universal respect of agoperators and their customers-'-farmers, municipalities and highway departments-and of ag-pilots
for its handling ease and its unique "safety capsule"
cockpit.

Remarks
The two X-21A' s were formerly WB-66D weather
observation planes; they were modified for a USAF
investigation of Laminar Flow Control by the addition of larger wings. Two Laminar Flow Control
pumping pods are installed in the former engine
positions on the wings of the aircraft. This system,
developed by AiResearch Manufacturing Division
of The Garrett Corporation, uses turbine-driven
compressors to draw air from the upper and lower
surfaces of each wing. In each pod, a low pressure
compressor pulls upper wing air from the leading
edge to about the rear spar. This air is fed to a high
pressure compressor which also sucks the remainder
of the upper wing air plus under wing air. All "inhaled'' air is then discharged from the rear of the
two pods. The displaced engines are mounted on the
rear fuselage.

Specifications
Wing span 36.2 feet; length 24.7 feet; height 7.2
· feet; gross weight 2,900 pounds; empty weight
sprayer 1,488 pounds, duster 1,479 pounds; wing
area 183 square feet; fuel capacity .42 gallons; allmetal McCauley propeller with 84-inch diameter.
Performance

Specifications

Top speed llO miles per hour for duster, ll7 for
sprayer; cruise speed at 75 percent power 100 miles
per hour for duster, 105 for sprayer; stall speed 61
miles per hour; take-off run 956 feet for duster, 800
for sprayer; landing roll 850 feet; rate of climb at sea
level, duster 500 feet per minute, sprayer 630 feet
per minute; cruising range at 75 percent power,
duster 285 miles, sprayer 300 miles.

Span 93 .5 feet; wing area 1,250 square feet; aspect
ratio 7.0; overall length 75.5 feet; gross weight
~,000 pounds; metering holes 815,338 per airplane;
tnbutary ducts 67,944 per airplane; engines 2 General Electric }79-13 9,400 pounds thrust each.
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PIPER CHEROKEE 140

PIPER CHEROKEE "C"

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation
Remarks

Remarks

The Cherokee "C'' is the latest version of the Cherokee line of 4-place fixed-gear aircraft which was
originally introduced in 1961. The Cherokee "C"
is available in a choice of 3 engines: Lycoming
0-320-E2A . (150 horsepower), Lycoming 0-320-D2A
(160 horsepower) or the Lycoming 0-360-A3A (180
horsepower).

The Cherokee 140 is a 2-4 place fixed-gear
sport/ trainer powered b y a Lycoming 0-320-E2A
150 horse power engine. Since its introduction in
1963 the Cherokee 140 has become one of the most
popular aircraft for the fixed-base operator, flying
clubs, flight schools, as well as for private indivi'duals.
Its low wing design with low center of gravity,
coupled with the 10-foot wide landing gear, has
made the Cherokee 140 an extremely forgiving airplane for student work and has permitted flight operations in wind conditions heretofore considered
too risky for student solo operations.

Specifications
Wing span 30 feet; length 23.5 feet; height 7.3 feet ;
gross weight 2,150 pounds (150), 2,200 (160), 2,400
(180); empty weight 1,210 pounds (150), 1,215 (160),
1,230 (180); wing area 160 square feet; wing loading
13.4 pounds per square foot (150), 13.8 (160), 15.0
(180); power loading 14.3 pounds per horsepower
(150), 13.8 (160), 13.3 (180); fuel capacity 50 gallons; propeller all-metal fixed-pitch Sensenich with
74-inch diameter for the 150 and 160, and 76-inch
diameter for the 180.

Specifications
Wing span 30 feet ; length 23.3 feet ; height 7.3 feet;
gross weight 2,150 pounds; empty weight 1,201
pounds; wing area 160 square feet; wing loading
13.4 pounds per square foot; power loading 14.3
pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 50 gallons;
propeller all-metal fixed pitch Sensenich with 74inch diamete r.

Performance
Top speed 144 miles per hour (150), 146 (160), 152
(180); cmise speed at 75 percent power 135 miles per
hour (150), 137 (160), 143 (180); stalling speed 54
miles per hour (150), 55 (160), 57 (180); take-off
run 780 feet (150), 740 (160), 720 (180); landing
roll 535 feet (150), 550 (160), 600 (180); rate of
climb at sea level 690 feet per minute (150), 730
(160), 750 (180); service ceiling 14,900 feet (150),
15,800 (160), 16,400 (180); cruise range at 75 percent
power 725 miles (150), 735 (160), 725 (180).

. Performance
Top speed 142 miles pe r hour ; cruise speed, 75 percent power, 133 miles per hour; stall speed 54 miles
per hour; take-off run 800 feet; landing roll 535
feet; rate of climb 600 feet per minute; service
ceiling 14,300 feet; cruising range 725 miles.
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PIPER CHEROKEE 235

PIPER CHEROKEE 6

Prime Contractor : Piper Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The Cherokee 235 can carry 4 passengers, 200
pounds of luggage, 84 gallons of fuel and still have
weight left over. With its Lycoming 0-540-B2B5
235 horsepower engine and its modern low wing
design, the Cherokee 235 can operate out of even
the shortest fields, and then cruise at 155 miles per
hour for a range of over 900 miles. The new "midmodel" Cherokee 235 incorporates many new improvements, such as "shock-mounted" cowling, Dynafocal engine mounting, increased soundproofing
and a new even larger instrument panel that will
accommodate even the most professional type of
equipment.

The all new Cherokee 6 is ideal for family flying,
business travel, farm and ranch, charter, air taxi, or
cargo. With its Lycoming 0-540-E4B5 260 horsepower engine, the Cherokee 6 cruises at 158 miles
per hour and can carry 6 passengers, 200 pounds of
. luggage and a full fuel load of 84 gallons. In just
seconds without tools, the rear and middle seats slip
out of sockets converting the Cherokee 6 into a
half-ton cargo carrier or ambulance. In fact, as much
as 1,338 pounds of cargo can be carried with pilot
and full main tanks.

Specifications

Wing span 32.8 feet; length 27.7 feet; height 7.9
. feet; gross weight 3,400 pounds; empty weight
1,640 poum:ls; wing area 174.5 sq·uare feet; wing
loading 19.5 pounds per square foot; power loading
13.1 pounds per horsepower; fuel capaCity 84 gallons; propeller either fixed-pitch metal McCauley
or Hartzell constant speed with 82-inch diameter.

Specifications

Wing span 32 feet; length 23.5 feet; height 7.1
feet; gross weight 2,900 pounds; empty weight 1,410
pounds; wing area 170 square feet; wing loading 17
pounds per square foot; power loading 12.4 pounds
per horsepower; fuel capacity 84 gallons; propeller
either McCauley metal fixed-pitch or Hartzell constant speed, both with 80-inch diameter.

Performance
Top speed 166 miles per hour; cruise speed at 75
percent power 158 miles per hour; stall speed 63
miles per hour; take-off run 740 feet; landing roll
630 feet; rate of climb at sea level 850 feet per minute; service ceiling 14,500 feet; cruise range at 75
percent power 950 miles.

Performance
Top speed 166 miles per hour: cruise speed at 75 percent power 156 miles per hour; stall speed 60 miles
per hour; take-off run 800 feet; landing roll 680
feet: rate _o! climb at sea level 825 feet per minute ;
service ce1hng 14,500 feet; cruising range at 75 percen t power 935 miles.
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PIPER COMANCHE B
Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

PIPER PA-18 SU PER CUB
Prime Contra ctor : Piper Aircra ft Corporation

Remarks

Rema rks

The Comanche B is the latest version of the proven
Comanche line of airplanes. The new Comanche B
has a longer cabin that seats up to 6 people, more
luxurious styling, and has a maximum gross weight
of 3,100 pounds. P_owere~ b y either a L ycoming
0-540-E carbur~t~r I~ductwn engine or a L ycoming
10-540-D fuel 111Jechon engine, the Comanche B
cruises at over 180 miles per hour and has a range
of 1,100 miles at 75 percent power.

The PA-18 Super Cub re fl ects the sound aerod yn amic desi g n proven and re fined in more than
2~ , 000 plane s of thi s basic mod e l produced b y Piper
Aircraft since its introdu ction in 1937. The Super
Cub is p ow e red b y a L ycoming 0-320 15Q. horse
powe r eng ine and hold s the world' s altitude record
for piston powere d lig ht aircra ft b y attaining 30,203
feet. The Super Cub is certifi ed on floats and skis
and is used throu g hout th e world for pleasure,
training, patrol, surve y, a gricultural and general
utilit y work.
"'

Specifications
Wing span 35.98 feet; length 25.29 feet; height
7.47 feet; gross weight for take-off 3,100 pounds;
gross weight for landing 2,945 pounds; empt y weight
1,728 pounds ; wing area 178 square feet; w ing
loading 17.42 pounds per square foot ; power loading
ll .92 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacit y 90 gallons; p_ropeller Hartzell constant speed with 77 -inch
diameter.

Specifications
Wing span 35.3 fee t; length 22 .5 feet; height 6.7
feet; .gross weight 1750 pounds; overload gross
weig ht 2070 pounds ; e mpty weight 930 pounds;
w ing a rea 178.5 squa re fee t ; wing loading 10.0
pounds pe r square foot; p ower loading 11.6 pounds
per horsepower ; fue l capacity 36 gallons, prope ller
all-m e tal Sensenich with 74-inch diameter.

Performance
Top speed 194 miles per hour; cruise speed at 75
percent power 182 · miles per hour; stall spee d 66
miles per hour; take-off run 760 fee t ; landing roll
655 feet; rate of climb at se a level 1,370 feet p e r
minute; service ce iling 20,000 feet ; cruising ran ge at
75 percent powe r 1,108 miles.

P erformance
Top speed 130 mile s p e r hour; cruise speed at 75
percent power 115 mile s per hour; stall speed 43
mile s per hour; take-off run 200 feet; landing roll
350 fe et; rate of climb at sea level 960 feet per minute; service ceiling 19,000 feet; cruising range at 75
percent power 460 miles.
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PIPER TWIN COMANCHE B

PIPER APACHE 235

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

A longer cabin that seats 6 passe nge rs , new luxurious styling, and even quieter operation are added
to the alread y proven design of the Twin Comanche
- to make the Twin Comanche B. Powered by 2 Lycoming 10~320-B fuel injection engines dev eloping
160 horsepower each, the Twin Comanche B cruises
at over 190 miles pe r hour at 75 p e rce nt power. If
even b e tter performance is desired for high altitude,
the Turbo Twin Comanche B can cruise at 24,000
feet at 223 miles per hour at 75 p e rce nt power. It
holds the light twin nonstop distance record .

The Apache 235 is the latest version o f the original
Piper Apache first introduced in 1954. The Apache
235 is a 4-5 passenger twin-engine airplane powered
b y 2 L yco ming 0-540-B1A5 engi nes. Advanced aerod ynamic design incorporating a swept tail and allmoving stabilator is transl a ted into exceptional efficiency, stability and flying ease. The distinctiv e
Apache wing gives not only high speeds but at
maximum gross weight stalls at only 62 miles per
hour, allowing the use of even the shortes t and
roughest of fields. With its standard 144 gallons
fuel capacit y and its more than a ton of useful
load, the Apache 235 can carry 5 passengers and
full luggage 1,185 miles nonstop.

Specifications
Wing span 35.98 fe e t; length 25.2 fe e t; he ight 8.2
feet; gross weight 3,600 pounds (3, 725 pounds for
the Turbo) ; e mpt y weight 2,210 pounds (2,408
pounds for the Turbo); wing area 178 square feet ;
powe r loading 11.3 pounds per horsepowe r; fuel
capacity 90 gallons; propeller Hartzell constant
speed full-feathering with 72-inch diame ter.

Specifications
Wing span 37 fee t; length 27.6 feet ~ h ~ ight 10 .~
feet; gross weight 4,800 pounds; e mpt y weight 2,7~o
pounds; wing area 207 square feet ; fuel - capacity
144 gallons; propeller Hartzell constant speed fullfeathering with 74 inch diameter.

Performance
Top speed 205 miles per hour (240 for Turbo) ; cruise
speed at 75 percent powe r 194 mil es per hour (223
for Turbo); take-off run 950 fee t; landing roll 700
feet ; rate of climb at sea leve l 1,460 fee t per minute
(1,350 at 10,000 feet for Turbo); service ceiling
18,600 feet (Turbo ceiling is 30,000-plus fee t); single
e ngine ceilin g 7,100 feet (19 ,000 fee t for Turbo);
cruising range at 75 perce nt power 1,270 miles
(1,425 miles for Turbo).

Performance
Top speed 202 mil es per hour; cruise speed at 75
percent powe r 191 miles per hour; take -off run 830
feet ; landing roll 880 feet; ra te of climb at sea l~ve l
1,450 fee t p e r minute; service ceiling 17,200 ~ ~e t ;
absolute single e ng ine ceiling 6,600 fee t ; cruiSing
range at 75 p e rcen t power 980 miles.
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PIPER AZTEC "C" AND TURBO AZTEC "C"

PIPER PA-31 NAVAJO

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The Aztec "C'' is powered by 2 Lycoming fuelinjection I0-540-C4B5 engines developing 250 horsepower each. It cruises at 206 miles per hour at its
maximum gross weight of 5,200 pounds and will
travel nonstop well over 1,000 miles. For even better
high altitude performance the Turbo Aztec ''C" is
equipped with 2 L ycoming full y modified I0-540J4A5 engines which increase cruise speed to 236
miles per hour at 24 ,000 and give the Turbo Aztec
"C" a ceiling of over 30,000 feet.

Piper Aircraft has announced a new medium twinengine aircraft designated the PA-31 Navajo. The
Navajo has been under development for the past
three years and is scheduled for production during
6scal1966. Currently flying in prototype, the Navajo
is powered by two Lycoming TI0-540-A1A 310
horsepower engines and has a top speed of over
260 miles per hour. The Navajo, with walk-around
cabin, is designed to give maximum room and comfort for passengers. Six and eight place seating as
well as executive interiors will be available. Entry is
by air-stair door at the left rear of the fuselage. Luggage arrangements are similar to those in the Aztec,
with one compartment in the nose section and a
second behind the passenger section.

Specifications

1.

Wing span 37 feet ; length 30.2 feet ; height 10.3
feet; gross weight 5,200 pounds ; empty weight 2,933
pounds (3,023 pounds for the Turbo Aztec); wing
area 207.56 square feet; fuel capacity 144 gallons;
propellers Hartzell constant speed full-feathering
with 77 inch diameter.
Performance
Top speed 216 miles per hour (256 for Turbo);
cruise speed at 75 percent power 206 miles per hour
(Turbo · 236 at 24,000 feet) ; stall speed 68 miles
per hour; take-off run 820 fee t ; landing roll 860
feet; rate of climb at sea level 1,490 feet per minute
(Turbo rate of climb at 10,000 feet 1,390 feet per
minute); service ceiling 19,800 (absolute ceiling for
Turbo plus 30,000 feet); cruise range at 75 percent
power 1,055 miles (1 ,135 for Turbo); single engine
ceiling 6,400 feet (18,500 for Turbo).
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F-84F THUNDERSTREAK FIGHTER BOMBER

F-105 THUNDERCHIEF FIGHTER BOMBER

Prime Contractor: RAC Corporation

Prime Contractor: RAC Corporation

Remarks
Remarks

The F-84F single-engine, single seat Thunderstreak,
afterunner of the famed F84 Thunderjet of the Korean War, is an atomic bomb carrier. It first flew in
- Jt,.me 1950 with a J-35 engine which was changed in
the spring of 1951 to a J-65 turbo-jet engine producing 7200 pounds of thru st, making it capable of
Mach 1 speeds with a service ceiling of 45,000 fee t.
Volume production bega n in 1953 and the plane
was put into service with USAF fighting units in
1954. With an overall length of 43-feet and span of
33-feet, its wings and tail are swept back at an angle
of 40 degrees. In addition to its normal armament of
six .50 calibre machine guns, the F-84F can carry
more than 6000 pounds of rockets, bombs and other
weapons. Its normal range of 2,500 miles is ex tended
to limitless capability with in-flight refueling provisions. At prese nt, about 400 are in service with th e
Air National Guard and there are about 1,100 in
service with air forces of the NATO Alliance . While
the F-84F Thunderstrea k' s primary mission is that
of a fi g hter-bombe r, its high performance and versatility make it a highly desirable plane for other
missions.

The F-105 Thunderchief is a Mach 2, multi-purpose, all-wea ther fighter-bomber capable of deliver:ng conventional, as well as nuclear and thermonuclear weapons. There are two mode ls-the singleseat F-1050 and the two-place F-105f. The F-105
is in service with e ight Air Force wings in the U.S.,
Europe, · and the Far East. Its speed, maneuverability, and aerial firepower qualify it for use in counterair, close support or interdiction roles in either
limited or general war situations. The F-105 enables
its pilot to perform a round-trip, low-or-high level
bombing mission in any weather, day-or-night, over
any terrain , without ever seeing the ground. The
F-105 has b een the "work horse" in North Viet Nam
for strikes on heavil y defended ground targets and
has demonstrated a ruggedness equal to the Republic P-47 "Jug" of World War II. Its Vulcan 20 millimeter cannon has been particularly effective on all
targets.
Specifications
Span 34 fee t 11 inches; length (F-1050) 64 feet 3
inches, (F-105) 69 feet 7 inches; height (F-10"s0)
19 feet 8 inches, (F-105F) 20 feet 2 inches ; engine
Pratt & Whitney ]75, 26,500 pounds thrust with
water injection and afterburner. Conventional ordnance load over 12,000 pounds.

Specifications
Span 33 feet ; wing sweep 40 d egrees ; empty we ig ht
14,000 pounds; power J65 turbo-jet 7220 pound s
thrust ; tricycle gear.
Per fo rmance

S ~ed M~ch 1, unre fu e led range 2,500 nautical

Performance

md es, se rvice ceiling 45 ,000 fee t.

Speed Mach 2 ; altitude ceiling 50,000-plus fee t.
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XV-5A V/STOL VERTIFAN

XV-8A FLEEP

Prim e Contractors: Ryan Aeronautical Company and
General Electric Compan y

Prime Contractor : Ryan AeronauticafCompany
Remarks

Remarks

A manned flexible wing aerial utility vehicle, the
XY-8A Fleep is being developed b y Rvan unde r
contract with the Arm y Aviation Materi~l Laboratories. The XY-8A is the first manned flight ve hicle
using wings of flexible material attached to a keel
and leading edge members which form a Y-shaped,
kite-like surface supporting the fuselage suspended
be low the wing. It is capable of transporting cargo
and personnel in and out of rugged , unimproved
areas where conventional airstrips are not available.
The Fleep completed its initial flight tes t program at
the Arm y' s Yuma Test Station and advanced tests
and evaluation were in progress late in 1965.

A coope rative project of Ryan and General Electric,
the XV -.SA is an Arm y research aircra ft , a Y/ STOL
craft of the fan-in-wing vari e ty capable of a speed
ra nge from ze ro to more than 400 kn ots . The je tp ow e red plane gets its vertical lift from downward
thrust produced b y two fi ve-foo t diam e te r fans subm e rge d in the wings. The fan s are powe red b y the
ex haust from hvo General Electric J85 e ngines. The
XY-5A mad e its first fli g ht o n May 25, 1964 and
the first complete transition from ve rti cal to forward
flight and vertical landing on Nove mber 17, 1964.
The plane completed its Phase II evaluati on late in
1965.

Specifications
Specifications

Span 33.4 feet ; length 26 feet ; wing area 450 square
feet ; empty weight 1,(}29 pounds; gross weight 2,359
pounds ; pa yload 1,000 pounds ; engine 1 Continental pusher 210 horsepower.

Span 29.83 feet ; le ngth 44.52 fee t; heig ht 14.75
fee t ; tread 8.39 feet ; desi g n gross weig ht 9,200
pounds ; engines 2 Gene ral Electri c J85 ; maximum
YTOL useful load 4,419 pounds.

Performance
Performance

Maximum speed 70 knots ; cruise speed 48 knots ;
stall speed 35 knots ; take-off distance at maximum
g ross weight 253 fee t; take-off dista nce at 1,300
pounds gross weight 80 fee t; range 115 miles.

Maximum horizontal speed at sea level 475 knots
(Ma c h . 72); transition speed up to 105 knots; stalling speed, flaps down 82 knots ; maximum rate of
climb 9,500 feet pe r minute; altitude 40,000 fee t;
fe rr y range 650 nautical miles.
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S-58 TRANSPORT HELICOPTER

SH-3A ANTISUBMARINE HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft

Remarks

Remarks
The SH-3A has a flying boat hull and twin gas turbine engines and is being produced for the U.S. and
Canadian navies as well as the Japanese Defense
Forces as an antisubmarine warfare weapons system . The SH-3A established a world heJicopter speed
record of 210.6 miles an hour, becoming the first
helicopter ever to exceed 200 mph in a sanctioned
speed test. On March 6, 1965, an SH-3A established a distance record of 2,116 miles when it was
flown from an aircraft carrier near San Diego, Calif.
to a carrier at Jacksonville, Fla. The event was the
first nonstop coast to coast helicopter flight. The
SH -3A gives the Navy a helicopter that can both
search out and destroy enemy submarines; it was
flown publicly for the first time March 24, 1959.
The SH ~3A is in the weight class of a medium transport helicopter and can alight on and take off from
water in an emergency. It also has the capability to
take off, land or fl y on a single engine at low gross
weights, and it is the first helicopter produced under
the Navy' s weapons system concept.

The S-58 is an all-purpose transport flown by the
_ U.S . ~avy, Marine Corps, Army, many foreign
countnes, and domestic and foreign commercial
operators. More than 1, 750 S-58' s have been manufa~tured . The S-58 has a seating capacity of crew
(pilot and co-pilot), 12-18 passengers or eight litters
or a net payload of 4,000 pounds for a distance of
100. miles. It has an alternate cargo capacity of 405
cubic feet. A 5,000 pound capacity automatic touchdown release cargo sling to carry external loads and a
~-pound capacity hydraulically-operated utility
hmst are provided as desired. Automatic stabilization
equi_pment is installed on Navy, Marine, and Army
versiOns of the aircraft and has been certified by the
FAA- for use on commercial S-58s. Four-bladed main
rotor and four bladed tail rotor are all metal. The
first flight took place March 8, 1954.
Specifications
Empty weight 7,900 pounds; normal gross weight
13,000 pounds; useful load 5 100 pounds· engine
Wright R-1820 1,525 horsepow~r.
'

Specifications
Empty weight 11,419 pounds; normal gross weight
18,044 pounds; useful load 6,625 pounds ; engines
2 Ge neral Electric T58-8 1,250 shaft horsepower
each .

Performance
Maximum speed 122 mi·1 es per h our ; service ceiling
9,500 fee t ; range 247 miles.

Performance
Maximum speed 162 miles per hour; service ceiling
14,700 feet ; range 540 miles.
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S-61 N HELICOPTER AIRLINER

S-61R TRANSPORT HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: Sikorskv Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft

Remarks

Remarks

The S-61 N is the amphibious version of the first
helicopter ever designed specifically for airline use
and to airline standards. It carries from 25 to 28
passengers depending on the seating arrangement.
The aircraft is powered b y twin gas turbine engines
and can continue flight to normal landing areas with
one engine inoperative. The S-61L land version has
been flown in scheduled passenger service by Los
Angeles Airways since earl y 1962. S-61Ns have been
delivered to Ansett-ANA, British European Airways,
Greenlandair, Nishi Nihon and Pakistan International Airlines for scheduled passenger service in
their respective countries as well as San FranciscoOakland Airlines in this country. First flight of an
S-61 passenger liner took place December 6, 1960.
Basically, the S-61L and N use the major mechanical
components of the twin-turbine SH-3A helicopter,
w hich is produced by Sikorsky as an antisubmarine
warfare weapons system for the U.S. Navy.

The S-61R was chosen by the Air Force as its long
range rotary wing support system for cargo and
personnel transportation duties with various USAF
commands. Sister ship of the speed record-breaking
Navy SH-3A, the S-61R is designated CH-3C b y the
Air Force. The S-61R FAA type certificate was presented coincidentally with the delive ry of the first
CH-3C to an operational AF squadron in December,
1963. Twin gas turbine engines provide power. The
cargo door and ramp to the rear of the cabin permit
rapid loading and unloading. A watertight boat hull
and large sponsons provide water alighting capability. The CH-3C performs a variety of missions with
six major USAF commands. These missions include
assault airlift support, overwate r drone retrieval,
support of remote missile and radar sites, logistics
supply, personnel rescue, recovery of space personnel
and hardware, advanced pilot training; and geodetic
survey in mountains and deserts.

Specifications

Specifications

Empty weight 11 ,732 pounds ; normal gross weight
19,000 pdunds; useful load 7,268 pounds; engines 2
General Electric CT58-110-11,250 horsepower each.

Empty weight 11 ,500 pounds; normal gross weight
19,500 pounds ; useful load 8,000 pounds ; engines 2
General Electric T58-110-11 ,250 horse power each.

Performance

Performance

Maximum speed 149 miles per hour; service ceiling
11 ,500 feet; range 276 miles.

Maximum speed 165 miles per hour; service ceiling
11 ,700 feet ; range 500 miles.
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S-62 SEARCH & RESCUE HELICOPTER

S-64 SKYCRANE

Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft

Remarks

Remarks

The single-turbine S-62, the first amphibious helicopter built with a flying boat-type hull, is used by
the Coast Guard as its search and rescue helicopter.
The S-62 was the first American turbine-powered
helicopter to be certified by the Federal Aviation
Agency for commercial operations. The FAA certificate permits it to carry a pilot, a co-pilot, and 11
passengers. It can operate from land, water, ice,
snow, swamp, mud or almost any other surface. The
first flight took place May 22, 1958. Besides its
Coast Guard application, the S-62 is used in airline and industrial operations. It is especially useful
to the oil industry in supplying offshore drilling
platforms.

The first flight of the twin-turbine-powered Sikorsky
S-64 Skycrane, a universal transport vehicle with
both military and industrial potential, took place
May 9, 1962. The S-64 carries a 10-ton payload.
First deliveries of the S-64 weFe made to the West
German Ministry of Defense. Delivery of six was
made to the U .S. Army in 1964. The S-64 is designed
to carry its cargoes externally. It has a rear-facing
pilot's seat to provide a clear view of the cargo
during pick-ups or deliveries. By means of a hoist it
can pick up or deposit loads without landing. A
lightweight van, capable of carryiog artillery pieces,
six jeeps or other vehicles, can· be attached to the
Skycrane fuselage.

Specifications

Specifications

Empty weight 4,857 pounds; normal gross weight
8,100 pounds; useful load 3,243 pounds; engine
General Electric T58-8 1,250 horsepower.

Empty weight 17,240 pounds; normal gross weight
38,000 pounds; useful load 20,760 po_unds; engines
2 Pratt & Whitney JFTD-12A 4,050 horsepower
each.

Performance

Performance

Maximum speed 110 miles per hour; service ceiling
10,200 feet ; range 449 miles.

Maximum speed 124 miles per hour; service ceiling
10,500 feet; range 172 miles.
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CH-53A HEAVY ASSAULT TRANSPORT

SA-26T CORPORATE AIRCRAFT

Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Swearingen Aircraft

Remarks

Remarks

The Sikorsky S-65A was designed for the Marine
Corps as a heavy assault transport with a payload
capacity of four tons. A normal gross weight of
33,484 pounds makes it the largest transport helicopter produced in the free world. Designated CH-53A
by the Marine Corps, the helicopter has a threeman crew and seats for 38 troops or four medical
attendants plus litters for 24 patients. First flight took
place October 14, 1964.

The SA-26T or Merlin II is a 7-9 place pressurized
twin-engine airplane designed for corporate use. It
has a cylindrical fuselage with a pressure differential
of 5.5 pounds per square inch. The SA-26T is powered by 2 United Aircraft of Canada Ltd., Pratt &
Whitney PT6A-20 free turbine engines equipped
with propeller reversing features and rated at 550
maximum continuous shaft horsepower. The SA-26
made its initial flight on April12, 1965.

Specifications

Specifications

Empty weight 20,950 pounds; normal gross weight
33,484 pounds; useful load 12,534 pounds; engines
. 2 General Electric T64-6 turboshaft.

Span 45 feet 10 1/2 inches; length 37 feet 6 7/ 8
inches; height 14 feet 5 5/8 inches; cabin dimen- ·sions: length 128 inches, width 62 inches, height
59 inches; fuel capacity 400 gallons; designed gross
weight 9,000 pounds; empty weight 5,495 pounds;
designed landing weight 8,050 pounds.

Performance
Cruising speed 172 miles per hour; service ceiling
16,700 feet; range 282 miles.

Performance
Speed at 18,000 feet 280 miles per hour; range at
18,000 feet 1,340 miles; at 25,000 feet 1, 700 miles;
rate of climb at sea level 1,950 feet per minute;
service ceiling 30,000 single engine ceiling 12,000
feet; stall speed 87 miles per hour.
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WREN-460 STOL AIRPLANE
Prime Contractor: Wren Aircraft Corporation
Remarks
The Wren 360 is a 4-place high wing single engine
airplane which derives its STOL and slow speed
abilities through aerodynamic devices. New Cessna
182 airframes are utilized in the manufacture of th e
Wren for economy and to assure the user of parts
and service availability in most of the free world .
The Wren 460 is capable of sustained patrol for up
to l l 3 / 4 hours at speeds of 45 to 60 miles per hour
using less than 35 percent power while maintaining a
level flight attitude and maneuverability through
the use of slow speed control devices. The prototype
Wren 460 first flew in January, 1963, and FAA
certification was received June, 1964.
Specifications
All-metal high wing fixed gear; span 36 feet 6 inches;
length 27 feet 4 inches; height 8 feet 9 inches; empty
weight 1,698 pounds; useful load 1,202 pounds;
gross weight 2,800 pounds; fuel capacity 65-84
gallons.
Performance
Maximum speed 160 miles per hour; cruise speed
75 percent power at 6,500 151 miles per hour; takeoff and landing speed 35 miles per hour; rate of
climb at sea level 1,080 feet per minute; service
ceiling 19,200 fee t ; cruise range 872 miles; maximum range 1,150 miles; take-off to clear 50-foot
obstacle 605 feet ; landing to clear 50-foot obstacle
612 fe e t.
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MDiUTEMAN ICBM
Weapo n System Integ ra tor: The Boe ing Company;
technica l direc tion by TRW Space Technology Labora to ri es.
Assoc iate Contractors: Thiokol Chemical Corporati on , first stage e ng ine ; Ae roj e t-Genera l Corporation,
second-stage eng ine; H e rcules Powder Company,
third-stage eng ine; Autonetics Di vision of North
American Aviation , gu id ance and con trol system ;
AVCO or General Electric Company, re-en try vehicl es; Sylvania Electronics, ground communications.
Remarks
Minuteman is an inte rcontin e ntal ballistic missile
ope rated b y the USAF's Strategic Air Command.
Eight hundred Minuteman missiles are on strategic
alert at four 150-missile wings and a fifth wing with
200 missiles. An advanced ve rsion, the Minuteman
II , is b e ing d eplo yed in 150 und erg rou nd sites near
Grand Forks Air Force Base, North Da kota , and will
b e d e ployed in 50 sites in Montana. Starting in
1966, the 800 operational missiles will be replaced
by Minuteman II. Minuteman is a three-stage,
solid-fuel missile which ca n be launched from blas tproo f unde rground launch fac ilities w ithin seconds
afte r a command is received. Multiple-channel
communications connect an und erg round launch
control center, manned b y two SAC officers, with 10
launch facilities. Minuteman II has a larger second
stage e ngin e, improved g uidance system , greater
range and pa yload capabilities, more fl ex ible targe ting and increased survi vability. Minuteman carries
a nuclea r warhead. In photo, Minuteman II .
Specifications
Minuteman I (WS-133A)
Model LGM-30A 54 feet, Model LGM -30B 55.9 .
feet; \:veig ht approximately 65,000 pounds; diameter,
approximate ly 6 feet at first stage interstage.
Minuteman II (WS-133B)
Length, 59.8 fee t; weight approximately 70,000
p ounds .
P e rformance
Minute man 1-range more than 6,300 nautica l
miles ; speed more than 15,000 miles per hour.
Minutema n ll-range more than 7,000 nautica l
miles; speed more th an 15,000 miles per hour.
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TIT AN II ICBM
Program Manageme nt : Ballistic Systems Division,
Air Force Systems Command.
Prime Contractor: Martin Company, systems integration, base integration, airframe.
Associate Contractors: Aeroje t-Gene ral Corporation,
(propulsion); AC Spark Plug Division, General
Motors, (guidance ); GE Missile and Space Vehicle Division, (re-entry division); TRW Space Technology Laboratories, (technical direction).
Remarks
Titan II is an intercontinental ballistic missile operated by the USAF's Stategic Air Command. In 1965
SAC had 54 operational missiles at 3 bases. Largest
of the U.S. ICBM's, Titan II is equipped with
sophisticated penetration aids . It is a 2-stage weapon
with 430,000 pounds of rocket thrust in its basic
stage and 100,000 pounds in the upper stage. Both
stages burn storable liquid propellants (nitrogen
tetroxide and a 50/ 50 mixture of · hydrazine and
unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine). Titan II carries
a nuclear warhead and is inertially guiqed. Earlier
Titan I ICBM was phased out of service during
1965.
Specifications
Length 103 feet; diameter 10 feet; weight 330,000
pounds.
Performance
Range 6,300 nautical miles with Mark VI re-entry
vehicle.
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ATLAS ICBM (SERIES D , E , Al'ID F)
Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General
D ynamics Corporation.
Associate Contractors: Rocke tdyne Division of
North American Aviation, Inc. , engines ; General
Electric, Burroughs Corp., and American Bosch
Arma, guidance; General Electric, and Avco Corp.,
re-entry systems.
Remarks
Deve loped as the free world's first intercontinental
ballistic missile, Atlas served as the backbone of the
nation' s deterrent force during the late 1950' s and
earl y 1960' s. Installed at launch sites across the
nation under the Air Force policy of concurrence,
Atlas missiles and their launch sites were produced
in three basic versions, the Series D, Series E , and
Series F. Series D missiles were emplaced in " soft,"
above-ground launch sites. Series E missiles were
installed in above-ground "coffin" launch facilities
providing greater protection from enemy attack than
the Series D e mplacements ; Series F missiles served
as deterre nts in underground " silo" launch sites,
fully hardened against all but a direct hit. Series D
missiles used engines producing 360,000 pounds
thrust w ith radio-inertial guidance systems . Series
E and Series F missiles employed uprated engines
capa ble of 390,000 pounds thrust, and used allinertial guidance systems.
Atlas ICBM ' s in test
flights placed re-entry vehicles more than 9,000 miles
from th e launch site, though originally designed for
ranges of approximately 6,000 miles. Phased out of
the nation ' s d e terrent arsenal during 1965, Atlas missiles are c urrently being considered for flights in the
Air Force ABRES (Advanced Ballistic Re-Entry Syste m s) program a nd the N ike-Targe t program .
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MISSILES
POLARIS/POSEIDON FLEET BALLISTIC
MISSILES
Prime Contractor: Lockheed Missiles & Space
Company
Associate Contractors : Aerojet-General Corporation
and Hercules Powder Company (power plants) ;
General Electric Company and Hughes Aircraft
Company (guidance and fire control ); No rtronics
Division of Northrop Corporation (nose cone).
PERSHI NG SURFACE-TO-SURFACE WEAPO N
SYSTEM

Remarks
Now in full production at Lockheed , the third generation Polaris A3 be came operational with the Nav y
in September, 1964. It was prece ded into service b y
the A1 version , which had a range of 1,200 nautical
miles, and th e A2, with 1,500 nautical mile s range.
While A2 was an outgrowth of A1, the A3 is a 90
percent new missile . Among many innovations was a
switch from the " champagne bottle" shape of the
earlier missiles to a simple, bullet-shaped configuration . The A3, with a range of 2 ,500 nautical miles,
will arm 28 of the planned 41 Polaris submarines;
the remaini·ng 13 will carry the A2 weapon . The A1,
operational since November, 1960, is being retired
from flee t duty but will find utility as a booster in
developing and testing missile and spa ce program s;
its first such assignment was 1965 employment in a
test prog ram aimed at USAF development of a new
stellar inertial guidance system. All three versions
of the Polaris are two-stage, solid propellant, inertiall y guided ballistic missiles which can be fired
from submerged or surfaced submarines, from surface ships or from land bases. In earl y development
is a new, follow-on Fleet Ballistic Missile designated Poseidon C3 and designed to be "eight
times as effective as the A3." Poseidon will have
range comparable to that of the A3 but twice the
payload .

Prime Contractor: Martin Compan y, Orlando
Remarks
Pershing is a two-stage, surface -to-surface ballistic
missile which is now operational with Arm y artill e ry
battalions. It was deplo yed with th e U.S. Seventh
Arm y in Europe in earl y 1964. Pe rshing has th e
longest range and greatest firepower of all weapon s
in the Arm y's arsenal. Four tracked vehicl es carry
the firing equipment to the firing position in the
ground-mobile mode. The system can also be airlifted b y cargo aircraft and helicopte r. The missil e
is transported in a horizontal position o n its uniqu e
erector-launcher, which contains its own launch
pad and leveling jacks and raises the missile to vertical firing position at the launch site.
Specifications
Length 34 1/ 2 feet; diameter 3.3 feet; weight approximately 10,000 pounds; speed supersonic; trajectory ballistic; propulsion two-stage, solid propellant;
guidance inertial; warhead nuclear.
Performance
Range 100-400 nautical miles.
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MISSILES

SERGEANT SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE

CORPORAL SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE

Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation , Sperry
Utah Compan y Division

Prime Contractor: Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Deve lopment): Firestone Tire and Rubber Company; and
Gilfillan, Incorporated (M anu facture)

Remarks

Remarks

The Sergeant is reliable, mobil e, simple to operate
and, with its ease of maintenance and deg ree of
immunity to countermeasures, represents an Army
weapon system comparable in general fi eld worthiness to the shorter-range unguid ed rocke ts . Sergeant
has been purchased and depl oyed in the Federal
Republic of German y with U. S. and German troops.
Status : Operational

The first Army ballistic missile, the Corporal was
in operational service in the United States and in
I;:urope for more than a decade until 1965, when it
was phased out.
Specifications
Length 45 feet ; weight 11 ,000 pounds.

Specifications

Per·f ormance

Le ngth 35 feet; diameter 31 inches; weight 10,000
pounds.

Range 75 nautical miles ; conventional or nuclear
warhead.
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MISSILES

MAC E SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE

REDSTONE SURF ACE-TO-SURF ACE MISSILE
Prime Contractor:
Division

Chrysler Corporation

Missile

Prime C ontractor: Ma rtin Compan y
Associate Contractors : Allison Divi sion of Gen e ral
Motors Corporation , (eng ine); Thiokol Chemica l
Corporation , (booste r) ; Good yea r Aircraft C orporation, (ATRAN guidance) (A version ); AC Spark
Plug Division , Ge neral Motors Corpora ti on, (inte rial guidance ) (B version ).

Remarks
The first ballistic missile to be deplo yed overseas,
Redstone is no longer being built as a weapon system but it has research utility. The Arm y Missile
Command, under sponsorship of the Defense D epartment's Advanced Research Projects Agency, has
contracted the Chrysler Missile Division for the
modification and launch of several Redstone missiles
in connection with Project DEFENDER. The missiles
will be launched from the Pacific Missile Range.
Redstone was selected b ecause of its proven re·
liability, availability, mobility and flexibilit y which
permits adaptation to the mission with minimum
cost and reaction time . Several other program s
utilizing Redstones for new missions are being
considered .
Specifications
Length 69 feet; diameter 70 inches; weight 60,970
pounds.
Performance
Range 200 nautical miles ; 75,000 pounds thrust.

Remarks
An improved version of Matador first launched in
1959, Mace is an all-weather g uided missile incorporating enough innovations to justify its classification as an entirel y new weapon system . Mace
TM-76A is fired from a tru ck-drawn ze ro-len g th
launcher; Mace TM-76B, from hardened underground bases.
Specifications
Swept-wing missile ; length 44 feet ; span 23 feet ;
di ameter 54 inches ; guidance Mace . A self-contain ed ATRAN (Automatic Terrain Radar and Navigator) map-matching system; guidance Mace B allinertial ; warhead nuclear or conventional ; powe r
Allison J33 jet engine, booster Thiokol motor.
Performance
Speed over 650 miles per hour, supersonic in terminal dives; range over 650 miles (Mace A), over
1,200 nautical miles (Mace B) ; thrust 5,200 pounds
(engine ), 100,000 pounds (booste r ).

MISSILES

LANCE SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE
Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, A
Subsidiary 'of Ling-Temco- ·ought, Inc.
Associate Contractors : American Bosch Arma Corporation , (g yroscope); Systron-Donner Corporation,
(guidance components) ; North American Aviation,
Rocketd yne Division, (propulsion ); \• 'hittaker Controls and Guidance, (g yroscope) ; F .M.C. Corporation , (vehicles); Hawker Siddeley, (lightweight
launcher).
Remarks
Lance is a surface-to-surface ballistic missile designed by the Army to provide greater fire support
to Arm y field divisions. It is destined to replace
LaCrosse, Honest John and possibly the Little John .
It would complement division tube artillery and
extend the division commander' s capability for nuclear and non-nuclear supporting fire. Lance is built
at the Army's Michigan Ordnance Missile
Plant near Detroit by the LTV Michigan Division
as prime contractor. It is the first Arm y missile to use
packaged storable liquid propellants. Major components of the missile include a warhead section, a
guidance package, fuel tankage and an engine. Major ground support equipment includes a self-propelled launcher, a fully mobile lightweight launcher,
the transporter-loader, and the prefire tester and
fire pack. Prime mover is the M-113-Al tracked
vehicle with modified hull. Guidance is a simplified
inertial unit developed in the Arm y Missile Command's Guidance and Control Laboratory.

·•'

REGULUS I SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE
Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, A
Subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
Remarks
One of .the earliest operational missiles, Regulus I is
still in Navy service aboard a number of Navy submarines. The Navy has made nearly 1,000 launches
of Regulus I in the .past decade.
Specifications
Length 34 feet; engine Allison J33 turbojet plus
solid boost rocket.
Performance
Speed subsonic; range 500 nautical miles ; conventional or atomic warhead.

MISSILES

SHILLELAGH SURF ACE-TO-SURF ACE
MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Aeronutronic Division, Philco
Corporation, A Subsidiary of Ford Motor Company

LITTLE JOHN SURF ACE-TO-SURF ACE
ROCKET
Prime Contractor: Electronics and Space Division,
Emerson Electric

Remarks
The tank-fired Shillelagh surface-to-surface guided
missile system is to be the main armament of the
Army General Sheridan armored reconnaissance airborne assault vehicle. It is designed for use against
hard-point targets, such as armored vehicles or pillboxes, where high accuracy and first-round "kill"
probability are important. Shillelagh is also being
adapted to the Army's new compact turret for retrofitting M-60 Main Battle Tanks. Launched from
a combination gun/launcher (closed breech),
Shillelagh has completed a highly successful development test program at White Sands Missile Range,
N . M. , in which Army gunners literally punched
bulls' -eyes out of both moving and stationary targets
at maximum range. A command guided missile,
Shillelagh is handled in the field with the ease of a
conventional round of ammunition. Aeronutronic
is now beginning the Shillelagh industrial program
at an Army missile plant in Lawndale, Calif., where
the weapon system will be mass produced. Performance and specifications are not yet releasable.

Remarks
Little John is a surface-to-surface rocket, designed
for support of airborne operations. The Little John
is propelled by a single-stage, solid propellant
engine. It is unguided. Payload c~pabilities of the
Little John include either nuclear or high-explosive
warheads. The Little John attains a top speed in the
supersonic range. Originally designed to supplement
medium and heavy artillery in airborne divisions,
the Little John is now scheduled to be replaced by
the Lance.
Specifications
Length 14.5 feet; diameter 12.4 inches; weight 800
pounds.
Performance
Range more than 10 miles; speed supersonic.
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MISSILES

TOW ANTITANK MISSILE

HONEST JOHN SURFACE-TO-SURFACE
ROCKET
Prime Contractor: Electronics and Space Division,
Emerson Electric
Remarks
Honest John is a surface-to-surface rocket propelled
b y a single-stage, solid propellant engine, with spin
stabilization provided by small spin rockets. U nguided, it attains a top speed of Mach 1.7. The
Honest John is capable of carrying either a nuclear
or high-explosive warhead. The current status of the
Honest John is operational. Arm y inventory requirem ents will be filled shortl y. It is scheduled to be replaced by the Lance.
Specifications
Length 24.8 feet, diameter 30 inches; weight 4,500
pounds.
Performance
Range 12 miles; maximum speed Mach 1. 7.

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company
Associate Contractor: Army Munitions Command,
Picatinny Arsenal (warhead development).
Remarks
TOW is the first supersonic missile guided in flight
b y means of a two-wire link between launcher and
missile. It gets its name from the description : Tubelaunched, Optically-tracked, Wire-Guided. A major
improvement of this weapon over earlier antitank
missiles is the simplified and highl y accurate aiming
device. To fire at a stationary object or a moving
target, the gunner simply aligns the crosshairs of his
telescopic sight on the target and then launches the
missile, which automatically flies along his line of
sight. With TOW, the gunner does not have to estimate range to the target, speed of the target of angle
between target course and his weapon. If he keeps
the crosshairs centered, signals transmitted through
the two-wire link automatically correct the missile' s
course. TOW can be carried by troops and fired
from a simple lightweight launcher mounted on a
tripod. It can also be mounted on a variety of ground
vehicles, including the Mll3 armored personnel
carrier. TOW is in development status and developmental models have been successfully test fired.

MISSILES
MAW (MEDIUM ANTITANK WEAPON)

SUBROC ANTISUBMARI N E MISSILE

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Good year Aerospace Corporation
Subcontractors : Librascope Division, Gene ral Precision, Inc., fire control system ; Aerospace Systems
Division, General Precision, Inc. , major portion of
guidance system ; AiResearch Division , The Garrett
Corporation, auxiliary power system; Th~okol Chemical Corporation, manufacture and loading of propellant.

Remarks
McDonnell and the Army Missile Command are
taking separate approaches to development of a
new Medium Antitank/assault Weapon light
enough to be carried by a single soldier. The weapon
will be used by infantry troops at the platoon level
against tanks and armored vehicles.

Remarks
Subroc, an underwater-to-air-to-underwater antisubmarine missile, has been developed by Goodyear
Aerospace Corporation for the Bureau of Naval
Weapons under technical direction of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oaks, Md. It is being
manufactured in production quantities as a submarine-launched, rocket-propelled, inertially-guided
nuclear depth bomb for destruction of hostile underwater craft. Using solid fuel propellant, its range is
greater than any other ASW weapon except aircraft. The missile is launched horizontally from
standard submarine tubes, and conventional launch
methods are employed. The submarine can be
moving and need not be pointed at ·the target. Utilizing a digital computer for target motion analysis,
the fire control system can solve many problems
simultaneously. This system can handle other submarine-launched weapons in addition to Subroc.
In 1965, operational test firings of the Subroc were
conducted successfully from the USS Plunger in
the mid-Pacific.

DAVY CROCKETT CLOSE SUPPORT MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Army Weapons Command (InHouse)
Remarks
A small Army battlefield missile, Davy Crockett is a
short range weapon for support of ground troops. It is
fired from a bazooka-type launcher carried by two
men or mounted on a vehicle.

LACROSSE CLOSE SUPPORT MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Martin Company, Orlando
Remarks
A close support weapon in service for several years,
Lacrosse carries either conventional or nuclear warheads for a range of about 20 miles. It is 19.2 feet
long and 20.5 inches in diameter; power is a single
Thiokol rocket. Lacrosse is launched from a tube
and track assembly mounted on a standard truck.
It is guided by an external command system which
employs a forward observation station.

Specifications
Weight approximately 4,000 pounds; length and diameter classified.
Performance
Classified.
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MISSILES
MARK 46 ANTISUBMARINE TORPEDO
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation
Associate Contractors: Bendix Corporation (guidance
and control system); Clevite Corporation (engine).
Remarks
The Navy' s Mark 46 is a solid rocke t propellant
driven , high speed, dee p running, passive/ active
acoustic homing antisubmarine torp edo. It is designed to seek, acquire, pursue and destro y conventional and nuclear submarines. The Mark 46 can be
launched from aircraft, th e torpe do tubes of antisubmarin e vessels, from conventional or drone helicopte rs or b y ASROC (antisubmarine rocket). The
Mark 46 is now in production at Aerojet' s Vo n
Karman Center, Azusa, Calif.
Specifications
Approximate dimensions: Length 101 inches ; diameter 12 3 /4 inches ; weight 570 pounds.

ALFA SURFACE-TO-UNDERWATER WEAPON
Prime Contractor: U.S. Navy
Associate Contractors: Avco Corporation (frame);
Nav y Propellant Plant (propulsion).
Remarks

ASTOR MARK 45 GUIDED TORPEDO
Prime Contractor: Westinghouse Electric Corporation

The Alfa is a surface-to-underwater high explosive
depth charge used in antisubmarine warfare. In operational status, it is deployed aboard destroyers and
cruisers. Alfa is being replaced by the ASROC ASW
system.

Remarks
Specifications

The Astor Mark 45 is a wire-guided torpedo carried
b y Navy submarines for use against enemy submarines. It is in operational status.

Weight 500 pounds; propulsion solid rocket; guidance free flight.

Specifications

Performance

L e ng~h

Range 1,000 yards.

20 feet; weight 2,000-plus pounds.

MISSILES

SPRINT ANTI-MISSILE MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Martin Company, Orlando (under contract to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.)
Remarks

ASROC / TERRIER
Prime Contractors : Honeywell Inc. (ASROC) and
General Dynamics (Terrier)
Remarks
The ASROC / Terrier system is a new concept in
shipboard weaponry. It combines the ASROC (antisubmarine rocket) and Terrier supersonic guided missile weapons system in an advanced ASROC / Terrier
. combination aboard a new class of ship. The AS ROC
. has been modified so that it can be fired from a
Terrier launcher on the forward deck of the ship.
Two Terrier or two ASROC missiles can be alternately mounted on the launcher and fired in rapid
succession, although one cannot be on the launcher
with the other at the same time. Combining the
systems leads to several advantages, including reduced manpower requirements, greater missile storage capacity and less topside weight and deck area.
The first of the new class of ships to be equipped
with the system is the USS Belknap (DLG-26).

The Sprint missile is one of the major components
being developed for the Army's N ike-X missile defense system. Its mission is to intercept ICBM warheads, or the warheads of medium range missiles
which might be launched from submarines, after
they have entered the earth's atmosphere. Reaction
time is a major consideration, since these missiles
approach the earth at velocities over 17,000 mph.
Sprint's time of flight-from launch to interceptwill be only a matter of seconds . Sprint is designed
to be "popped" from its launch cell rather than
flown out under its own power. A gas generator
placed under the missile will eject it like a dart from
a blowgun. The Sprint booster will ignite after the
missile is above ground. At the same time, the missile will pitch over on a trajectory that will take it to
the vicinity of the computer-calculated intercept
point Fine adjustments will be made in flight via
radar signals from the ground.
Specifications
Length 27 feet; diameter 4.5 feet at base; configuration cone shaped; propulsion two-stage, solid propellant; guidance command via ground radar; warhead
nuclear; type surface-to-air interceptor.
Performance
Speed hypersonic; other details classified.

MISSILES

NIKE HERCULES AIR DEFENSE MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Western Electric Company
Remarks

NIKE ZEUS ANTIMISSILE MISSILE

Nike Hercules is the U. S. primary high altitude air
defense weapon in operational status. The missile has
proven successful against high performance aircraft
at a variety of altitudes. It has also successfully intercepted short range ballistic missiles and other N ike
Hercules missiles in tests. Ground equipment includes a low power acquisition radar, a high power
acquisition radar, a target tracking radar, a missile
tracking radar, electronic and data processing equipment and remote controlled launchers. The system
is co~tinually being modified to meet new threats
and to incorporate advances in missile technology.

Prime Contractors : \\' estern Electric Compan y (for
complete Nike X ground and flight system); Douglas
Aircraft Compan y (for Nike Zeus flight system ).
Remarks
In advanced development, Nike Zeus is one of the
two missile components of the Nike X antimissile
missile system, which also includes a battery of
tracking radars and computers on the ground . Zeus
complements the Sprint missile to provide the system
with a wide variety of intercept ranges and altitudes,
Zeus being the long-range member of the missile
team.

Specifications

Three stages, all solid propelled ; overall le ngth 48
feet ; basic stage thrust 450,000 pounds .

Length 41 feet· diameter 31 1/ 2 inches; weight
10,000 pounds 'a t launch ; propulsi.on system two
. prope II ant; comma nd gmdance·' convenstage so I1d
tiona) or nuclear warhead.

Performance

Performance

Has successfully intercepted both ICBM nose cones
and satellites.

han 75 nautical miles;
Speed supersonic; range more t
ceiling in excess of 150,000 feet.

Specifications
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MISSILES

TARTAR SHIPBOARD ANTIAIRCRAFT
HAWK ANTI-AIRCRAFT MISSILE

MISSILE

Prime Contractor: Ra ytheon Compan y
Associate Contractors: Aerojet-General Corporation
(propulsion); Northrop Corporation (launcher/
loader/ carrier).

Prime Contractor: Pomona Division of Ge ne ral D ynamics Corporation
Associate Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation
(propulsion).

Remarks

Remarks

Hawk is a surface-to-air anti-aircraft missile in operational service with the Army and the Marine Corps.
In addition, Hawk is deployed overseas in Europe,
Panama and the Far East, and is being produced by
five nations for their own use. Hawk employs a radar
homing system. It is effective from targets rangjng
from tree-top level to about 50,000 feet. Hawk is
now employed in South Viet Nam. Although designed primarily as an anti-aircraft missile, Hawk
has had successful intercepts of tactical missiles such
as Honest John , Little John and Corporal. For additional performance against tactical ballistic missiles,
Raytheon is developing an advanced ATBM / Hawk.

Tartar is a hi g h-pe rformance guided missile that arms
23 destroyers and three cruisers of the U.S. fleet. In
addition, Tartar serves four other navies of the free
world-France, Ital y, Japan and Australia. In a minimum of space, the missile contains a complex homing system, a dual-thrust rocket motor and a new
type auxiliary powe r supply. Tartar's semi-active
homing guidance system is made up of seve ral inte rrelated units so constructed to form the basic airframe of the missile. Each unit houses a major part
of the homing and control system. The auxiliary
power supply uses the hot gases from. solid grain
fuel to generate its own electrical and hydraulic
power.

Specifications
Specifications

Weight 1275 pounds; solid propellant; high explosive
warheads.

Length 15 feet; diameter I foot; weight 1500 pounds.

Performance

Performance

Speed supersonic.

Range over 10 miles; speed supersonic.
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MISSILES

ADVA NCED TERRIER SHIPBOARD
ANTIAIRCRAFT MISSILE
Prim e Contractor : Pomona Di vision of General D ynamics Corporation
Associate Contractor: He rcules Powder/ Allegheny
(propulsion).
Remarks
The Advanced Terrier guided missile is fulfilling its
d esig n role as a major element in the Navy' s missile
arsenal. This surface-to-air antiaircraft weapon alread y arms 28 of the 39 warships that eventually
will carry Terrie r. Terri er is powered b y two stages
of solid fuel rocke ts. The first stage, a separate
booste r rocket, supplies hi g h thru st for a short period
to launch and accelerate the missile to supersonic
speeds. At booster burnout, th e empty booster case
falls away and the seco~d stage rocket ignites. The
second stage, the sustamer, is part of the missile
proper and maintains the velocity required to match
an y evasive maneuver the targe t aircraft might take.
The missile arms three conve ntional earne
· rs, fi ve
cruisers, and three nuclear-powe red warships.
Specifications
Length 27 feet (with booster); diameter I foot·
weight 2600 pounds.
'
Performance
Range, over 10 miles; speed supersonic.

TALOS SHIPBOARD MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Bendix Mishawaka Division, The
Bendix Corporation.
Associate Contractors: McDonnell Aircraft Corporation (airframe); Sperry Gyroscope Company (guidance).
Remarks
Talos is a supersonic surface-to-air missile designed
to provide the Navy with a system of long-range,
high-fire power defense against air attack. It also has
a surface-to-surface capability. It is a two-stage
weapon with a solid-fuel rocket booster and the missile is powered by a 40,000 horsepower ramjet engine .. It is operational with the Navy's fleet of missile
cruisers which includes the USS Galveston, USS
Little Rock, USS Oklahoma City, USS Albany, USS
Columbus and the first nuclear-powered cruiser USS
Long Beach.
Specifications
: Length 20 feet; diameter 30 inches; weight over
3000 pounds; booster 10 feet long.
Performance
Range over 65 nauticaJ miles; speed classified.

MISSILES
BOMARC B INTERCEPTOR
Prime C o ntractor: The Boe in g C ompan y
Subcontractors: The Marquardt Corporation (ramjet engines); Thiokol Chemical Corporation (booste r
rocket); Westinghouse Electric Corporation (guidance).
Remarks
Bomarc B is a surface-to-air inte rceptor missile operated by the USAF' s Air Defense Command and
the Royal Canadian -Air Force . In 1965 there were
eight operational bases equippe d with from 28 to 56
launch-shelters. Bomarc B incorporate s a solid-fue l
rocket engine developin g some 50,000 pounds of
thrust. This engine launches the missile in a vertical
position . Just prior to boost burnout at approximatel y
30,000 feet altitude Bomarc' s two flight-sustaining
ramjet engines take over propulsion . Unlike other
types of air defense missiles Bomarc is guid ed from
the ground to the immediate target area via radio
signals. The missile's own targe t seeker pinpoints
the ene my aircraft, locks on and detonates its warhead on the closest point of pass or on impact. The
missile has a nuclear warhead. Bomarc B bases are
located at Kincheloe AFB, Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan; Duluth AFB, Minnesota; Niagara Falls, New
York; McGuire AFB, New Jersey; Otis AFB, Massachusetts; Langley AFB, Virginia and Canadian
sites at North Bay, Ontario and La Macaza, Quebec.

RED EYE SURF ACE-TO-AIR MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Pomona Division of General Dynamics
Associate Contractor: Atlantic Research Corporation
(propulsion).
Remarks
Redeye, the world's smallest guided missile, is designed to be carried into combat on a soldier's back
and fired from his shoulder. Its infrared sensor is
mounted in the nose of the solid propelled missile,
which is fin stabilized and aerodynamically controlled in flight. Redeye, now in production, will for
the first time give the infantryman effective antiaircraft defense against low-flying enemy aircraft. Target detection and tracking are accomplished visually
by the gunner. When the aircraft is within the range
of the missile and the infrared seeker has locked on
the target, a simple squeeze of the trigger fires the
missile.

Specifications
Wing span 18 feet 2 inches; overall length 45 feet;
height 10 feet 2 inches; fuselage diameter 35 inches;
width of the horizontal tailplane 10 feet 6inches.

Specifications
Length 4 feet; diameter 3 inches; weight 28 pounds.

Performance
Range well over 400 nautical miles; kill capability
from sea level to altitudes above 70,000 feet; speed
approximately Mach 2.5.

Performance
Classified.

..,
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MISSILES
STANDARD SHIPBOARD MISSILE
Prime Contractors: Pomona Division of General D ynamics Corporation (guidance, control and airfram~ )
and The Johns Hopkins University Applied Ph ysics
Laboratory.
Remarks

Prime Contractor : Ae ronu tron ic Division, Philco
Corporation , A Subsidiary of Ford Motor Company

The Standard Missile program implements the
Navy' s concept of a standardized shipboard missile
system for defense of the fleet against surface and
aerial threats. Primary objectives in attaining the
performance improvements are maximum reliabilit y
and ove rall eco nom y, all to be achieved with simplifi ed logistics and compatibility with existing Terrier/ Tartar handling and shipboard weapon system s.
There are two versions of Standard Missile: extended range (ER) and medium range (M R ). The
principal difference betwee n the two is in the propulsion systems. ER has a separable booster while
MR has an integral dual-thrust rocket motor. Advanced solid-state electronics and state-of-the-art
miniaturization techniques have afforded space savings for functional growth potential without compromising external dime nsions of this a ll-electric
missile. The weapon is in development status.

Remarks

Specifications

Now in d e ve lop m e nt, Cha parral uses the Sidewinder
1C gu ided missile in a multiple mount on a ve hicle
chassis to provide maximum mobility for a n air defense of Arm y divisi o ns on th e ba ttle fi e ld . The Nav yd eveloped Sidewinder uses a n infrared g uidan ce
syste m a nd is curre ntl y used b y the Navy, Marines
and Air Force as an air-to-air missile. Adap ta tion of
the existing Sidewinder and standa rd Arm y vehicle
to fo rward area air defen se role is d es ig ned to avoid
cos tl y and time -co n suming d evelopme nt wo rk.

Length 27 feet (ER) and 15 feet (MR); diamete r
1 foot.

CHAPARRAL AIR DEFE NSE GUIDED
MISSILE SYSTEM

Performance
Speed, supersonic; range, classified .

ANTI-SATELLITE WEAPONS
Prime Contractors: The Boeing Company (Air Force
Program); Douglas Aircraft Company (Army Program)
Remarks

•

\'

The Departme nt of Defense is deve loping two typ es
of weapons designed to d estro y hostile space satellites. Both are in operational status but advanced
development continues. Test firings are conducted
at Johnston Island in the Pacific and inte rcepts have .
been made at distances of " hundre ds of miles. "
The Air Force and the Army are d eveloping separate
weapons based on existing mi ssiles. The Air Force
system consists of a Thor-Agena combination with a
terminal stage; the Arm y e mploys a Nike-Ze u s with
a terminal stage. Othe r d e tails a re classifie d .

•

\.
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MISSILES

ADM-20C QUAIL
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Aircraft Corporation
Associate Contractor: General Electric (Lynn) (propulsion system).

Prime Contractor: Texas Instruments Incorporated
(Responsible for engineering and manufacturing support and production. Shrike was developed by the
U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake,
California.)
Associate Contractor: Rocketdyne, A Division of
North American Aviation (propulsion).

Remarks
ADM-20C Quail is a decoy missile used by the B-52
as a penetration aid during strategic bombing missions. Carried in "Quick Load" clip-in packages,
Quail degrades hostile air defense system~ by its
ability to simulate the flight and radar stgnature
characteristics of the parent aircraft. Powered by the
J85(GE) turbojet engine, the mi~siles a_re guided ~y a
pre-programmed autopilot. Quatl was mtegrated mto
the SAC inventory in 1961 , declared combat read y,
and is standing strategic alert with the B-52.

Remarks

Specifications

SHRIKE MISSILE

Shrike is an air-launch missile of the Bureau of
Naval Weapons, used primarily as a penetration aid.
It provides a new attack capability against heavily
defended tactical targets through its anti-radiation
. homing capability.

Length 13 feet; span 5 1/2 feet; wei?ht 1200 pounds.
Performance
Same operating envelope as the B-52
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MISSILES

BULLPUP A (AGM 12-B) , BULLPUP B (AGM
12-C) AND NUCLEAR BULLPUP (AGM 12-D)
MISSILES
Prime Contractor: Martin Company, Orlando
HOU N D DOG (AGM-28) MISSILE
Prime Contractor: North American AviatJ·on , I nc.,
Space and Information Systems Divis ion
Principal Subcontractors : Pratt & \Nhitney Aircraft
(J-52 turboj e t engines); Autonetics Di vision of North
American Aviation (guidance and controls).
Remarks
The AGM-28 Hound Dog (formerl) GAM-77) is a
B-52- launched air-to-surface strategic missile operated by the USAF Strategic Air Command. Nearl y
30 SAC bases throughout the Un ited States are
equipped with the double-sonic missile. The B-52
carries two inertiall y guided Hound Dogs-one under each wing. Capable of carrying a nuclear payload, the Hound Dog can be used as a penetration
aid for the bombers, or can be directed to strike at
primary targets. The Hound Dog engines, using the
same fuel as the mother bomber, can be used to supple ment the thrust of the B-52.
Specifications
Length 43 feet; fuselage diameter 30 inches ; weight
approximately 5 tous.
Performance
Range 700-plus miles ; speed over Mach 2.

Remarks
Extremely accurate and reliable, the Bullpup is
launched more than two miles away from surface
targets such as airfield installations, trains or truck
convoys, tanks, bridges, etc. Tracking flares in the
tail enable the pilot to " follow" the missile while
sending commands for changes in direction. Bullpup
reaches speeds near Mach 2. Martin-Orlando design and production reliability permit missile to be
handled as a " round of ammunition" with no prefiring checkout required. Very little ground support
required. Can be loaded on aircraft read y for firing
in about five minutes using only normal bomb-handling equipment or special ground handling equipment now in production at Orlando. In photo, BullPllP B.
Specifications
Bullpup A: length 11 feet; diameter 1 foot; weight
571 pounds including warhead. Bullpup B: length
13.6 feet; weight 1785 pounds. Nuclear Bullpup:
classified. Bullpup A: 250-pound conventional warhe;id. Bullpup B: larger conventional warhead. Nuclear Bullpup: Nuclear warhead. Bullpup A range
3-6 miles. Bullpup B range more than 6 miles. Nuclear Bullpup range classified. Propulsion pre-packaged liquid rocket; guidance radio command, controlled by pilot.

MISSILES
CONDOR Affi-TO-SURF ACE MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Naval Ordnance Test Station
Remarks
Condor is the name assigned a new air-to-surface
missile designed for use with the Navy F-lllB and
A-6 aircraft. It is in developmental status and all
details are classified.
WALLEYE GUIDED BOMB
Prime Contractor: Naval Ordnance Test Station
Remarks
A guided bomb with a range of several miles, Walle ye weighs approximately 1,000 pounds. It is
equipped with movable fins for television guidance
by the pilot.

ZUNI AIR-TO-SURFACE MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Naval Ordnance Test Station

WASP ROCKET

Remarks

Prime Contractor: Electronics and Space Division,
Emerson Electric

One of the earlier Navy mi .siles, Zuni is used on
fighter and attack aircraft as a ground strafing
weapon. It is an unguided rocket, five inches in
diamete r, with a range of about five miles. It warhead is a conventional high explosive charge.

Remarks
The WASP is a 40 millimeter, unguid ~d , spin-stabilized, zero-launch rocket. It carries an anti-personnel
high-explosive warhead. The WASP can be launched
in a variety of ways; including light-weight, highlymobile, jeep-mounted or even backpack-carried
launchers. Another type of launcher is a component
part of a helicopter armament system, aimed and
fired by the pilot. The WASP is being _developed
under an Army contract. Additional details are classified.

HORNET AIR-TO-SURF ACE MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Columbus Division, North American Aviation
Remarks
Hornet is a proposed system developed by Columbus
Division and funded through evaluation tests by the
Air Force. It is an air-lauuched, electro-optically
guided antitank missile.
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MISSILES

SIDEWINDER 1-C AIR-TO-AIR MISSILE
Prime Contractors: Philco Corporation, A Subsidiary
of Ford Motor Company, and Raytheon Compan y
Associate Contractors : Rocketdyne, A Division of
North American Aviation (propulsion) and General
Electric Company (guidance)

SPARROW AIR-TO-AIR MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Ray theon Compan y
Associate Contractor: Rocketd yne , A Division of
North American Aviation (propulsion ).

Remarks

Sparrow is an air-to-air guided missile carried into
use b y F4B and F4C Phantom je t interceptors. It is
curre ntl y in operation with Navy, Marine Corps
and Air Force and is being d e ployed in Viet Nam.
Guidance for th e Sparrow is CWFM homing syste m.

Sidewinder 1-C is a second generation version of
the Navy's air-to-air missile. A simple aluminum
tube powered by a Rocketdyne Mark 36 solid rocket
motor, Sidewinder 1-C is a rugged, inexpensive missile used on fighter aircraft by both the Air Force
and the Navy. The first guided missile to destroy
enemy aircraft in combat, it has interchangeable
infrared and radar heads.

Specifications

Specifications

Weight 400 pounds; length 12 fee t; diameter 8
inches .

Length 9 feet ; diameter 5 inches ; warhead conventionaL

Performance

Performance

Can d es tro y targets at any angle. Speed supersonic.

Speed Mach 2 .5.

Remarks
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MISSILES

FALCON AIR-TO-AIR MISSILES

PHOENIX AIR-TO-AIR MISSILE

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company
Associate Contractors: Thiokol Chemical Corporation and Lockheed Propulsion Company (propulsion).

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company
Associate Contractors: Litton Systems (computer,
controls and displays); Rocketdyne, A Division of
North American Aviation (motor).

Remarks
Remarks

Among the smallest missiles in service, the Air
Force' s Falcon family consists of several different
types of air-to-air missiles which are guided either
by radar or by a heat-seeking (infrared) homing device. Among the later versions are the AIM-26,
which has a nuclear warhead, and the AIM-47,
which arms the YF-12A interceptor. Several othe r
versions are operational on F-101, F-102 and F-106
aircraft. All of the weapons are solid propelled and
supersonic.

The Navy' s Phoenix missile -system is designed for
capabilities exceeding those of any operational air-toair weapon. The system consists of the missile itself,
designate d
XAIM-54A ;
an
advanced
AN/ A WG-9 radar and missile control system ; and the
MAU-48A missile / bomb launcher. Under development for use in the F-Ill B aircraft, the missile is a
long range , high performan ~e, solid propelled
weapon.
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MISSILES

GENIE AIR-TO-AIR ROCKET
Prime Contractor: Douglas Missile & Space Systems
Division
Major Subcontractor: Aerojet General Corporation
Remarks
The AIR-2A Genie is an air-to-air rocket with a
solid-propellant motor capable of carrying a nuclear
warhead. Douglas builds the Genie weapon system
for the USAF's Air Defense Command. It is carried
on the F-101B Voodoo and the F-106 Delta Dart.
Specifications
Length 9 feet; width 1 foot 5 inches; weight 830
pounds.

...

Performance
Classified.
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DRONES

MQM-42A GUIDED TARGET MISSILE

REGULUS I AND II DRONES

Prime Contractors: North American Aviation, CG' !
lumbus Division, airframe and guidance/ control;
Rocketd yne, A Division of North American Aviation,
booster rocket
Associate Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation,
ramjet engine

Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, A
Subsidiary of Ling- Temco-Vought, Inc.
Remarks
Both Regulus I and II drones are in active service
with the Navy. Regulus I, known in drone version as
the KDU-1 and BQM-6C, is a 34-foot air-breathing
vehicle with J-33 jet engine. R ~gulus II, known as
the KD2U-1 and MQM-15A as a drone , was designed to carry atomic warheads at Mach 2 speed
from submarines and missile ships. Powered by a
J79 General Electric jet engine, it ha-s a 1 ,000-mile
range. With the success of the Polaris submarine
missile, Regulus II was relegated to drone operations,
mostly in the Pacific at Pt. Mugu, California. It is
54 feet long. Both Reguluses are launched with jetassist bottles to achieve flying speed. Both have versions equipped with landing gear so that they can
be landed on air strips and reused as target drones.

Remarks
The MQM-42A Redhead / Roadrunner was developed for the Army Missile Command as a low unitcost, dual-purpose target missile capable of operation
at up to twice the speed of sound and at very low
and high altitudes. It is used primaril y for realistic
training of crews of the Hawk-t ype of anti-air warfare batteries of the Arm y Air Defense System . The
Redhead / Roadrunner is capable of simulating the
speeds and flight patterns of a wide variet y of attack
missiles and high-performance aircraft. Launch and
flight are controlJed electronically from a ground
control station. Power is provided by a solid propellant booster which drops away after burnout, and inflight propulsion is furnished by a top-mounted ramjet engine. The missile body contains two Luneberg
passive augmentation lenses to enhance tracking by
ground radars throughout the mission profile. Recovery is effected by activation of a parachute / retrorocket system housed in the rear equipment section .
Specifications
Length 24 .8 fee t ; diamete r 12 inches; gross weight
861 pounds
Performance
Speed Mach 0 .9-2.1 ; service ceiling 60,000 fee t.
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DH-2C DRONE HELICOPTER

MODEL 1025 TARGET DRONE
(MQM-39A, MQM61-A)

Prime Contractor: Del Mar Engineering Laboratories

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The Del Mar Whirlymite Drone Helicopter is a
small, lightweight, pilotless aircraft specifically developed to meet military requirements. It is presently in service with the Army as a target drone, but
it is readily adaptable for numerous other purposessuch as surveillance platforms, critical cargo carriers,
decoys, and aerial weapons delivery vehicles. The
target drone helicopter is silhouetted to an exact
7/ 16th scale of the Army's UH-1B helicopter. The
purpose of the DH-2C is to assist the Army in learning more about the combat development of helicop~ "
ters and anti-helicopter weaponry in combat situations.

A target missile system designed principally for
programs involving developmental and evaluation
testing and personnel training of surface-to-air
and/ or air-to-air weapon systems. The system features make it ideal as a realistic threat simulation for
radar guided weapons. Infrared augmentation can
be provided to make it compatible with heat seeking
type weapons. Some of the weapon systems the
Beech Model 1025 target has been successfully used
with are the Hawk, Sparrow, Terrier, Tartar, Sidewinder, Nike-Hercules, Nike-Ajax and Redeye. Jf
desired, the Model 1025 may be used as a tug for
towing banner type targets for gunnery practice.

Specifications

Specifications

Length 16 feet 8 inches; height 7 feet; main rotor
diameter 16 feet; weight 560 pounds; engine 1 AiResearch GTP 30-91 gas turbine 85 shaft horsepower.

Span 155 inches; length 181 inches; diameter 17 3 / 4
inches; weight 664 pounds; engine McCulloug·h
turbosupercharged ·125 horsepower with Beech constant speed propeller.

Performance
Performance

Speed 85 miles per hour; range 90 miles; ceiling
13,000 feet.

Maximum speed 305 knots; service ceiling 40,000
feet; endurance 82 minutes on station.
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AQM-37A TARGET DRONE

MODEL 1025-TJ TURBOJET TARGET
MISSILE

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
This supersonic missile target simulates enemy threat
systems for air-to-air and surface-to-air missile evaluation and training. The target provides active or
passive radar area augmentation for simulating threat
systems by means of an optical Luneberg lens or
traveling wave tube installatiorL A chemical flare is
provided for missions which require infrared augmentation. Two miss-distance indication systems
are also available. The target is normally air
launched, but does have surface launch capability
from shipboard or land-based launcher systems.
The target's universal launch capability and high
performance uniquely suit it to a !lumber of tactical
and support missions. The target utilizes a liquid hipropellant rocket engine. The engine is a prepackaged system consisting of a booster and sustainer
thrust chamber; an orifice selector valve for propellant flow control· fuel oxidizer, and nitrogen tankage; regulato~ a~d st~rt valves; and the necessary
interconnecting structure and plumbing.

Remarks
A new target missile system, that provides "out of
sight" target for surface-to-air and air-to-air weapons
systems. It is a remote-controlled, recoverable target
missile, capable of speeds in excess of 400 knots for
a duration of over 90 minutes. It was designed for
such weapons systems as the Hawk, Nike, Mauler
and Redeye. This drone is the turbojet version of
both the standard MQM-39A and MQM-61A
target drones.
Specifications
Wing span, 142.8 inches; length, 204 inches; diameter, 17.75 inches; weight, 999 pounds without
launch booster; engine one Continental 321-2 turbojet.
Performance
Maximum speed Mach .8; service ceiling, in excess
of 40,000 feet; endurance, in excess of one hour.

Specifications
Span, 39 inches; length, 161 inches; diameter, 13
inches; weight, 560 pounds; frame, swept delta
wings with canard controls, cylindrical centerbody
and a tangent ogive nose; engine, one Rocketdyne
liquid-propellant engine with 630 pounds thrust.
Performance
Maximum speed Mach 2; service ceiling, 70,000
feet.
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NV-105 TARGET DRONE

NV-101 AUTOGYRO DRONE AIRCRAFT

Prime Contractor: Northrop C orporation

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

A new low-cost target drone aircraft, the NV-105
was designed for Arm y and Nav y use to fill the gap
between low speed and supersonic targets now in
service. The small jet-powered aircraft provides realistic training to increase proficiency of military
gunnery and antiaircraft missile crews and is suitable for exercising a wide range of operational mi~
si les. F ea turing ease of handling and high reliability, the NV -105 was brought from design to construction in less than 4 months. The rapid evolution of
the new recoverable drone has been facilitated b y
incorporation of many components already in oper~ ~
tion . Using radio control and tracking sys tems, it
will be capable of fl ying both visual and out-of-sight
missions . The Lunebe rg le ns passive radar augmenter providing radar cross-section of an actual aircraft increases th e realism of training for gun and
miss ile crews.

Designed to fulfill a variety of essential mrsswns,
particularly in limited war situations, the NV-101
is an autogyro drone aircraft. Low cost, with
speed / range adapted to surveillance, it simulates a
helicopter for target purposes, functions as a communications relay and can deliver supplies b y remote control to front line troops fighting in jungle
or rugged terrain. Radio control can be passed from
one ground station to another.
Specifications
Length 12 feet 4 inches ; height 3 feet 9 inches ;
rotor diameter 24 feet; guidance radio control, visual and radar; power plant McCullough 0-100-l
2-cycle 72 horsepower; preflight rotor spinup b y
compressed air or propellant charge.
Performance
Speed 20-160 miles per hour; rate of climb 1,700
feet per minute; servi_ce ceiling 14,000 feet ; jump
take-off zero velocity; landing speed virtually zero
(flareout); endurance more than 60 minutes at full
throttle, over 3 hours at reduced power setting.

Specifications
W ing span 52 inches; weight 218 pounds empty,
335 pounds full y fueled for flight; launch standard
ze ro-length from g round or shipboard; guidance
radio control; power plant 30-pound-weight 100pound-thrust turboj e t Williams engine.
Performance
Speed to 400 knots; service ceiling 25,000 fee t; endurance 0.5-1.5 hours.
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DRONES

MQM-57 A SURVEILLANCE DRONE

RP 76-4 ROCKETT ARGET AIRCRAFT

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

Developed for the Army Signal Corps by the Northrop Ventura Division, the propeller-driven MQM57A has been operational since I959. The small
mobile radio-controlled aircraft travels with Army
field units by truck and trailer including ground
launcher, tracking and other equipment. It can be
set up and launched quickly in rough terrain from a
camouflaged position and flown by remote control
over enemy installations to provide field commanders
with rapid photo reconnaissance. After the aircraft's
camera has exposed its film by radio command over
the target, it is flown back and recovered by parachute. The camera is removed, the film processed
and prints delivered within minutes without risking
a pilot and man-carrying aircraft. The MQM-57 A
provides greater surveillance flexibility than ever before to combat units. Sensory equipment other than
aerial camera is optional.

An advanced version of the AQM-38B under evaluation by the armed services and NATO, the RP-76-4
was developed by Northrop Ventura as a versatile
air-launched target to operate at speeds to Mach 2
and above and at altitudes from sea level to 80,000
feet. The drone simulates a large enemy bomber
when equipped with a special radar reflectivity device. As with the AQM-38B, this advanced drone is
provided as a complete target service package in
which the drones, their launch planes, tracking, control equipment and personnel are provided under a
single contract with mobility for operation virtually
anywhere in the world. If the target drone is not
destroyed by missile fire, it may be recovered by
parachute for reuse. Missile crews tracking from
radar ground stations gain hours of economical
tracking experience without target destruction .
Specifications

Specifications

Span 4 feet 4 inches; length II feet; fuselage diameter I foot; guidance radio control from ground
station; launch from any standard fighter type aircraft; power plant solid propellant rocket.

Span 1I feet 6 inches; length I3 feet 5 inches; height
2 feet 7 inches; guidance radio control, visual and
radar; power plant 2-cycle 4-cylinder air-cooled
McCulloch engine.

Performance

Performance

Speed Mach 2.25; rate of climb 10,000 feet per
minute; ceiling 80,000 feet; duration 4 minutes powered, 30 minutes controlled glide.
~

Speed 184 miles per hour; endurance 40 minutes;
altitude 15,000 feet.
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DRONES

AQM-:38B TARGET AIRCRAFT

OQ-19 AERIAL TARGET

Prime Co ntractor: No rthrop Corporation

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

An adva nce d targe t for surface- to-air and a ir-to-air
weapon training and evaluation, th e A Q~vl-388 is a
comple-f e Right se rvice package. The dron e aircraft are suppli e d , mainta ined a nd operated (flown
and tracke d ) by No rthrop personnel allowing military mis sile crews a m a ximum a mount of operational
tra ining at minimum cost. The AQM-388 is a
simple low-cost li g htw e ig ht ta rge t launched from je t
fighter aircraft and radio-controll ed from th e g round .
Since 1960 it has been de plo yed against th e Nike
Ajax, H e rcules and Hawk missil es with high performa nce at high and low altitudes. Its solid-propellant
rocke t e ng ine is th e key structural component. Aluminum honeycomb wings, plas tic nose section and
aft fuselage are attached to th e steel engine case.
Luneberg le ns passive radar a ugm e nter provides
radar c ross-section of large aircraft. Provision is
made for proximit y or mi ss di stance scorer. Northrop Ventura RPTA-1 is the tracking aid system.
The integ ral Right control package including control
vanes , is located in th e nose section. Recovery after
Rig ht is by 2-stage parachutes.

The OQ-19 type radio-controlled aerial target is a
propeller-driven , all metal, high wing monoplane
used b y the Army, Air Force and Navy as a training
ta rge t for surface-to-air missiles. For man y vears it
has been the worldwide standard targe t - f~r antiaircraft weapon training. This drone's rugged construction and simplicity of maintenance permit multiple missions in rapid sequence. All versions are recoverable b y parachute.
Specifications
Span 11 feet 6 inches; length 13 feet 7 inches; height
2 feet 7 inches; launch rotary, zero-length or catapult (also fitt ed optionally for air launch ); powerplant 2-cycle 4-cylinder aircooled McCulloch e ngine.
Performance
Speed 175 knots ; rate of climb 3,060 feet pe r minute; ceiling 23,000 fee t; Right e nduran ce 60 minutes.

Specifications
Span 5 fee t ; le ngth 9 fe e t 8 inches; he ight 1 foot 6
in ches; fuselage 1 foot diam e ter ; guidance Northrop
Ventura autopilot with radio command override;
p owe rplant solid propellant rocke t.
Performance
Thrust 100 pounds.
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NV-104 ADVANCED SURVEILLANCE DRONE

RYAN FIREBEE JET TARGET DRONE

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation

(MQM-34D ARMY)- (BQM-34A NAVY, AIR
FORCE).

Remarks
Remarks

An improved version of the SD-1, the NV-104 is
capable of doubling the present surveillance drone's
performance while utilizing 98 percent of its existing
ground support equipment. It is being developed
under an independent compan y research program
for Arm y use. Equipped with still or motion picture
cameras, the NV-104 can be flown bv remote control over enemy terrain and returned . with vital intelligence information without risking a pilot' s life
or expensive man-carrying aircraft.

Ryan Firebee jet target drone has been modified for
multi-purpose use, featuring heefed-up payload
capability and Towbee targets that are streamed
astern Firebee during weapons exercises. Ryan has
delivered more than 2,500 Firebee targets to the
military services since 1947. The Firebee / Towbee
systems have been used extensively at White Sands
in support of research and development studies and
at McGregor for Hawk missile exercises.

Specifications

Specifications

Span 11 feet 2 inches ; length 14 feet 9 inches ; payload volume 5 cubic feet ; payload weight 150
p ounds ; guidance radio control, visual and radar;
P?we rplant 2.50 ho rse powe r T -63 Allison turbojet eng me.

Speed, 200-600 knots T AS; altitude, 50 to 60,000
feet; endurance, up to 100 minutes; range, more
than 1,200 kilometers; payload, up to 1,000 pounds;
reliability, ove r 7,500 flights; maintainability, highquality, inte rchangeable components ; mobility,
requires only standard military vehicles.

P erformance
Spee d 280 miles pe r hour; altitude 27,600 feet; enduran ce 210 miles or 4.5 minutes; rate of climb
3, 600 feet pe r minute.
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LAUNCH VEHICLES
SAT ' RN V
Contractors: Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA;
asse mbl y, NASA; systems engineering and integration , The Boe ing Compan y; S-IC stage, The Boeing
Co mpany ; S-II stage,
orth American Aviation
Space & Infom1ation Systems Di ision ; S-I\ B stage,
Douglas ilissile & Space Systems Di' ision ; propulsion , all stages, Rocke td yne Di vision of North
American Aviation.
Remarks

S-IC STAGE

The superbooste r which will send merican astronauts to the moon und e r NASA ' s Project Apollo/ Saturn \ is a three-s tage vehicle 36-! feet tall which is
capable of placin g a 240,000 pound pa) load in earth
orbit or se nding 90 ,000 pound s into a lunar trajectory. The fir st or basic stage, kn own as S-IC is 33 fee t
in di a mete r and 138 fee t long. Its key component
is th e mighty F-1 roc ke t e ng ine which d evelops
1,500 ,000 po unds of thru st in a singl chamber. Five
such e ngines. fu e led with ke rosene a nd liquid oxygen, g ive th e first stage a launch output of 7,500,000
pounds to start th e 6,400,000 pound ve hicle on its
journey. The lunar mission profile will begin with
launching of the Saturn V space vehicle at Cape
Ke nn edy, Florida. with the first stage reaching full
thrust three seconds after ignition. S-IC e ngine
cutoff occurs 150 seconds late r, placing about 700
tons of equipment towa rd a low-earth orbit 50 miles
d ow n range at an a ltitud e of app rox imate ! ~ 40 mil es
and at a velocity of about 6,000 miles an h.our. Aftei·
e ngin e cutoff, th e S-IC stage is je ttiso ned and th e
S-II stage takes ove r. NASA has co ntracted with The
Boe ing Company for th e assembling of eight flight
and two test first stage ve hicles. NASA has built two
~~~t and two flight stages at th e ivlarshall Space '
Ight Center from parts supplied b v Boeing. First
unmanned flights of the Saturn V are s~t for 1967.

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company
Remarks
The S-IC is the first stage booster for the Saturn V
launch vehicle. More than 7,500 Boeing employes
are working on this largest and most powerful
booster stage in the free world at six sites in the
United States. Most of the major subassembl y and
vertical assembl y tasks are accomplished at NASA' s
Michaud Operations plant in New Or-leans. Burning liquid oxygen and kerosene, the S-IC will propel
the three-stage Saturn V and the Apollo spacecraft
during the first two and a half minutes of flight. Initial stages produced were the S-IC-D (for " dynamic
test") and S-IC-F (for " facilities test"); both are
ground tes t versions. Flight vehicles are now in
production.
Specifications
Length 138.5 feet; diameter 33 feet.
Performance
Thrust 7,500,000 pounds produced by 5 Rocketdyne
F-1 engines; lunar voyage firing endurance 150 seconds.
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LAUNCH VEHICLES
S-11 STAGE
Prime Contractor: North American's Space and Information Systems Division
Major Subcontractors: Acoustica Associates. controllers; American Brake Shoe Company, hydraulic
pumps; Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation,
tape recorder; Electrada Corporation, test conductor
console; EJectroplex, Subsidiary Borg-Warner Corporation, logic modules, power supplies; Fairchild
Precision Metal Products, cryogenic lines; B. H.
Hadley, disconnects; W. 0. Leonard, Inc., vent
valves; Parker Aircraft Company, hydraulic systems;
Solar Division-International Harvester Corporation,
cryogenic lines.

S-IVB STAGE
Prime Contractor: Douglas Missile & · Space Systems Division
Remarks
The upper stage of the Saturn V launch vehicle, the
S-IVB fires on a lunar voyage after the S-II stage has
burned for about 10 minutes. It sends the Apollo
spacecraft into earth orbit, but, unlike the two lower
stages, does not fall back to earth; it remains with
the spacecraft for a later assignment, provision of
thrust for the final kick into lunar trajectory. The 72ton stage is fabricated of lightweight aluminum
except for" battleship" or ground test versions which
were made of heavy stainless steel. In addition to its
use as topmost stage of the Saturn V "stack," the
S-IVB is also used as the upper stage of the Saturn
IB vehicle. In the latter version the stage has a 22-foot
diameter, as compared with 33 feet in the Saturn V
application. Propellant capacity, however, is the
same for both versions. The earlier S-IV stage, powered by six Pratt & Whitney RLlO engines producing 90,000 pounds thrust, was used o~ Saturn I.

Remarks
The S-11 is the second stage of NASA's Apollo
launch vehicle-the giant Saturn V. Most powerful
hydrogen-fueled booster und_er production, the S-11
is destined for Apollo manned lunar missions and will
help power three Americans to the moon. The S-II
is being developed and manufactured at Seal Beach,
~alifornia, by North American's Space and Information ·Systems Division, Downey, California, under
the technical direction of NASA's Marshall Space
Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama. The S-11 is constructed primarily of an aluminum alloy (2014-T6
aluminum). With its five Rocketdyne J-2 engines of
2 00,000 pounds thrust each, the S-11 develops a
total thrust of one million pounds. The S-11 is powered by a combination of liquid hydrogen and liquid
oxygen propellants. The four outer engines gimbal.
The fifth engine, which is centered is fixed
Specifications
'
.

Specifications
Length 58 feet; diameter (Saturn V) 33 feet; engine
Rocketdyne J -2; propellants liquid oxygen/liquid
hydrogen; propellant capacity 230,000 pounds.

Height 81 l/2 feet; diameter 33 feet· weight 80 000
d
'
'
'
'
poun s empty and 1,025,000 pounds loaded.
Performance

Performance

Thrust (combined engines) 1,000,000 pounds.

Thrust 200,000 pounds.
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LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN I
Contractors : Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA,
systems, engineering and assembly; S-1 stage, Chrysler Corporation Space Division; S-IV stage, Douglas
Missile & Space Systems Division ; Apollo spacecraft, Space and Information Systems Division,
North American Aviation ; propulsion, S-1 stage,
Rocketd yne, A Division of North American Aviation ;
S-IV stage, Pratt & Whitney Division, United Aircraft Corporation.
Remarks
The successful launch of the Pegasus III Meteoroid
Detection Satellite on July 30, 1965 marked the tenth
and final flight of the Saturn I rocket. All ten flights
in the Saturn I series, beginning with SA-l on October 27, 1961 , were completely successful. The S-1
stages fired in the first eight flights were built b y
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center. The last
two S-I stages were provided b y Chrysler Corporation' s Space Division. In the first four flights, only
the S-I stage was live. SA-5, 6 & 7 involved flight
tests of both the S- I and S- IV stages. SA-9, 8 & 10
launched Pegasus Meteoroid Detection Satellites
into orbit.
Specifications
The Saturn 1 , without the boilerplate Apollo spacecraft, stands 162 feet high and weighs 1,016,000
pounds full y fueled . With Apollo spacecraft added,
the configuration has a height of 188 feet and weighs
about 1,300,000 pounds. The S-I stage is 80 feet
long, 20 1/ 2 feet in diame ter; S-IV is 40 feet long,
18 feet in diameter.

SATURNIB
Contractors: Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA,
e ng inee ring a nd systems assembl y· S-IB stage,
Chrysler Corporation Space Di vision ; S-I\ B stage,
D ou g las Missile & Space Di vision ; Apollo spacecraft, Space & Information Sys tems Division, North
American Aviation, Inc.; propulsion, S-IB & S-IVB
stages, Rocketd yne, A Division of North American
Aviation, Inc.
Remarks
The primary miSSion of the Saturn IB is to launch
the Apollo spacecraft into ea rth orbit for spacecraft
testing and astronaut training . Saturn IB will launch
incre asingl y complex versions of th e Apollo spacecraft
until the equipment and re nd ezvous and dockjng
techniques required for manned lunar landings are
p e rfected . The three stage Saturn IB is larger and
more powe rful than Saturn I . A major change is in
the S-IB first stage which has been redesigned b y
Chrys ler to eliminate 9 tons of weight. The first of
12 Saturn lB flight tests is scheduled for earl) 1966.
Specifications
Length 224 feet , with Apollo pa yload and escape
tower; weight, approximatel y 1,300,000 pounds.
S-IB stage is 80 fee t long, 21.4 fee t in diameter ;
S-IV stage is 60 feet long, 21.7 fee t in diameter.
Apollo spacecraft is 49 fe e t long, 12.8 fee t in diame ter. The escape tower is 33.3 feet long.
Performance
The S-IB stage is powe red b y eight Rocketd yne H-1
e ngine s, each of which produces 200,000 pounds of
thrust or a total of 1,600,000 pounds. The S-IV~ is
powered by a single Rocketd yne J-2 engine which
generates 200,000 pounds of thrust at altitude. A~x
iliary propulsion systems provide attitude _dunng
coast. Saturn IB is capable of placing appro~Imlltely
18 tons in earth orbit and 2 .5 ton s in lunar orbit.

Performance
The S-I stage is powered b y a cluster of eight Rocketd yne H-1 engines, each of which produces 188,000
pounds of thrust for a total of 1,500,000 pounds. The
S-IV stage has six RL-10 engines, each generating
15,000 pounds of thrust for a total of 90,000 pounds.
Saturn I is capable of placing 11 tons in earth orbit.
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LAUNCH VEHICLES
GEMINI-TITAN II LAUNCH VEHICLE
Prime Contractor: Martin Company, Baltimore
Associate Contractors: Aerojet-General Corporation
(propulsion) ; General Electric Company and Burroughs Corporation (g uidance )
Remarks
The Gemini- Titan II launch vehicle, a modified
Titan II ICBM, is a two-sta ge, liquid fueled rocket
powered by storable, h ypergoli c propellants. Firein-the-hole staging is employed, whereby the second
stage engine ignites be fo re separation from the first
stage is complete. A number of modifications were
made to man-rate the Titan II rock e t, including:
addition of a malfunction detection svstem · substitution of radio guidance for inertia l gui.dance,; addition
of instrumentation ; substitution of a new second
stage forward oxidizer skirt assemblv to mate th e
rocket with the Gemini spacecraft.
.

TITA N III
Prog ram Management: Space Systems Division ,
Air Force Systems C ommand.
Major Contractors: Martin Compa n y, Denver,
(systems integ ration , airframe, tli g ht test) ; Ae roj e tGeneral Corporation , (liquid propulsion); AC Spark
Plug Di vision, General Motors, (guidance); United
T ec hnology Center, (so lid pro pe llant boosters); The
Ralph M. Parsons Company, (launch facilities design and engineering); and Aerospace Corporation ,
(general systems e ngi nee ring).

Specifications
Length , minus the space craft, 90 fe e t ; diameter 10
feet ; weight fueled prior to liftoff 331,500 pounds;
- total weight of Aerozine 50 (fu e l) more than 105,000
pounds ; total weight of nitrogen tetroxide (oxidizer)
more than 198,000 pounds; Stage_ I eng in e AerojetGeneral YLR87-AJ-7 comprised of two independentl.y operating subassemblies mounted on a single
e ngme frame; Stage II engine Aerojet-General
YLR9!-AJ-7 similar to a single subassembly.

Remarks
Titan III is the nation 's heavy-dut y military space
booster. All prope llants are storable for long hold
and quick reaction capabilities. Becau se it utilizes
the building-block principle, its weight-lifting capabilities vary from 5,000 to 27,000 pounds into earth
orbit, and up to 5,000 on a lunar trajectory. The
largest version which has flown to date, Titan 111-C,
produced a liftoff thrust of 2.4 million pounds. Titan
III-C has been d es ignated th e Manned Orbiting
Laboratory booster.

Performance
Average weight of spacecraft orbited 7,500 pounds;
Stage I thrust 430,000 pounds ; Stage II thrust at altitude 100,000 pounds; Stage 1 burn about 2.5 min~tes ; Stage II burn about 3 minutes ; altitude at stagmg about 40 mil es; downrange distance at staging
about o~o m1·t es; a 1tJtude
·
at spacecratt· separation
about 90 miles; and downrange di stance at spacecraft separation about 450 miles.

Specifications
Titan III-C is 127 fee t tall with a standard payload
fairing; the MOL version will be about 145 feet
tall. Diame te r of a ll stages is 10 feet. Weight,
1,400,000 pounds.
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LAUNCH VEHICLES

ATLAS SLV-3
Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General D ynamics Corporation.
Associate Contractors: Rocketd yne, A Division of
North American Aviation, Inc.; General Electric
Compan y; Acoustica Corporation.
Remarks
An upra ted version of the reliable and versatile Atlas
space lau nch vehicl e, the Atlas SLV-3 is scheduled
for use as the booster for Lunar Orbiter, OAO (Orbiting Astronomical Observatory), OGO (Orbiting
Geoph ysical Observatory), PRIME, Gemini, and .
military spacecraft. The vehicle is standardized, providing standardized electronic system kits on a basic
airframe. Kits for guidance, telemetry, tracking, autopilot, and electrical systems are installed to tailor
each vehicle to its particular space mission and its
launch site. Required kits may be installed closer to
de li ve ry dates than ever before for greater flexibilit y
in scheduling launches. The Atlas SLV-3 is propelled
by the most powerful engines developed for the Atlas
program producing 390,000 pounds thrust. The vehicle stands 66 feet tall without adapter or pa yload ,
is 10 feet in diameter, and weighs more than 260,000
pounds fuel ed (without upper stage and / or pa yload ).
Guidance is radio-in ertial. La unch sites are available
at either the Eastern Test Range or the Western Test
Range. The Atlas SLV-3 can boost 4, 100-pound payloads from ETR without uppe r stages or payloads
up to 6,850 pounds using a n Agena upper stage
(from ETR). It can boost 1,150 pound pa yloads to
escape. Using a Centaur upper stage with the Atlas
SLV-3, 9,900-pound payloads are possible from ETR,
and 2,412 pound payloads to escape.

TITA N III TRA NSTAGE
Program Managem e nt : Space Sys te ms Division, Air
Force Systems Command .
Major Contractors : Martin Compan y, De nver,
(sys te m s integ ration and a irfra me ; Aeroj e t-Genera l
Corporation , (pro pulsion ); AC Spark Plug Division,
Ge ne ral Moto rs, (g uid a nce).
R e marks
Transtage currentl y is being used as a space " taxicab," d e li vering multiple pa yload s to multiple d estinations as needed . In addition , it will serve as a n
in-orbit pro pulsion package for the Air "Force
Mann ed Orbiting Laboratory.
Specifications
Transtage is 10 fee t in diamete r; with the standard
payload fairing utilized for unmanned missions" it is
33 feet long. Weight, fueled but no t including pa yload, is 28,000 pounds. It is capable of 10 or more
starts in space.
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LAUNCH VEHICLES
CENTAUR

Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General Dynamics Corporation.
Associate Contractors : Rocketd yne, A Division of
North American Aviation, Inc.; General Electric
Company; Acoustica Corporation.

Prime Contractor: Convair Di vision of General Dyanmics Corporation.
Associate Contractors : Pratt and \Vhitne y Division
of United Aircraft Corporation (ma in propulsion svstem) ; Hone ywe ll , Inc. (a ll -inertial guidance syste ~ );
Pesco Products Division of Borg Warner Corporation
and Genera l Electric Company (h ydroge n boost
pumps); Bell Aerospace, (hydroge n pe roxid e, ulla ge,
and attitude-control system ).

Remarks

Remarks

The SLV -3X is being developed to meet program requirements for launching increased payloads for th e
Surveyor program. Principal improvements over the
SLV-3 include engine uprating, weight reductions,
and systems modifications. Specific differences between the SLV-3X and tjle SLV-3 include : uprating
of booster engines from 330,000 to 340,000 pounds
thrust, sustainer · engine uprated from 57,000 to
65,000 pounds thrust, H-1 injectors substituted in
booster engines, new turbines in the sustainer engine, skin material strength increased to 220,000
pounds per square inch, and lengthening of the propellant tank allowing for 23,000 additional pounds of
propellant. Utilizing the improvements of the SLV-3,
the SLY -3X offers additional performance increases
for heavier pa yloads. SLV-3X is capable of boosting
6,150 pounds from ETR without upper stages, 8,600
pounds with an upper stage Agena, and 11 ,253
pounds with the high-energy upper stage Centaur.
With d evelopment of the SLV-3X now underwa y,
launch agencies can reduce orbital delivery costs of
payloads to less thaq $500 per pound. Several growth
versions of SLV-3X are currently being defined. One
is a direct-asce nt vehicle called SLV -3M X, capable
of inserting payloads of up to four tons into 100-nautical mil e orbits without an upper stage.

Now operational, Centaur is a hi g h- e ne rgy uppe r
stage currently using an Atlas first stage of simi lar
diameter and construction. Centaur' s primary mission is Surveyor, designed to soft-land instrum e nts
on the moon prior to manned la ndings. Centaur is a
high-specific impulse vehicle powe retl by two 15,000pound-thrust liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen e ngines. Centaur is 46 feet long with its nose fairin g,
and we ighs about 37,500 pounds at la unch. Centaur
weight in orbit is about 5,000 pounds. Atlas vehicles
used as the first stage e mplo y the 390,000 pound
thrust Rocke tdyne propulsion system. Centaur ta nk
structure, like At las, is fabricated from thin-gauge
stainless stee l. Centaur fea tures uniqu e je ttisonabl e
insulation to protect its pa yload , flight control equipment, and fu e l from aerodynamic forces during ascent through the atmosphere. Insulation is je ttison ed
allowing Centa ur to she d unnecessary weight earl y i~
flight-a conce pt that bu ys 14 pounds of pa yload
capability for every 15 pounds of disca rd ed insulation . Centaur is capable of boosting 2,500 pounds
to escape with an Atlas first stage, 3,200 pounds
using a Titan III-X first stage, and 10,400 pounds to
escape atop a Titan 111-C booster. Using a Saturn
IB in combination with Centaur, 13,500-pound pavloads can be boosted to escape ve locity.
•

SLV-3X

LAUNCH VEHICLES

DELTA
lMPRO\ ED THOR
Prime Co ntracto r : Doug las Miss ile & Space Syste m s Di vision
Associa te Con tracto rs: Roc ke td yne, A Di vision of
North Ame rica n Avia ti on {l iq uid propulsion ); Thioko l Chemical Corporation (solid propulsion); Weste rn Electric (g uid ance).
R e marks
The Improved Thor is the most rece nt of the Thor
fa mil y of launc h ve hicl es. \• ith th e phase-out in 1965
of th e stan d a rd Tho r, the Improved Thor becomes
the basic Tho r vehicle th a t can be used in combinati on with a va ri e t y of upper stages. Douglas builds
the Improved Thor for th e Air Force for use in milita ry space prog ram s. VVith its strap- on solid rockets,
the ve hicle is the direct res ult of Doug las' "building
block" philosophy, which seeks to steadily increase
the effectiveness of prove n, ex isting systems at
substantial savin gs to th e governm ent. The Improve d Thor is carrying o n in the tradition of th e
sta ndard Tho r .. \ Vorkhorse of the Space Age," which
demonstrated impress ive re liabilit y and versatility in
more th a n 200 firin gs.
Specifications
Length 59 1/ 2 feet ; diameter 14 feet 2 inches ; thrust,
330,000 pounds ; lift-off weight, 135,954 pounds;
propulsion, liquid fu e l (liquid oxygen a nd kerosene)
plus three solid m o tors.
·
Performance
Capability varies d epending upon upper stage and
payload used .

Prime Contractor : Doug las Missile & Space Systems
Division .
Associate Contractors: Aerojet General Corporation
(propulsion system, second stage); Rocketd yne, A
Division of North American Aviation (fi rst-stage propulsion ); Allegany Ballistics Laboratories (thirdstage propellant motor ); Western Electric (first and
second stage g uidance ).
Remarks
The De lta launch vehicle is an economical and extreme ly accurate three-stage vehicle used in launching spacecraft packages into space-probe and earthorbital missions. Its first stage is a modifi ed Thor
rocket. Its first two stages are liquid propellants; a
solid propellant is used in the third. With a reliability
record of more than 90 per cent, Delta has lifted the
majority of the nation' s scientific and communica tions satellites, including the Tiros, OSO , Explorer,
Telstar, Rela y and Syncom pa yloads. Improved
Delta, with larger second stage, was scheduled to go
into service late in 1965.
Specifications (DSV-3C model , the standard Delta )
Leng th 93 feet 2 inches; diame ter 8 fee t ; lift-off
·weight 114,000 pounds; thrust 172,000 pounds (first
stage), 7,575 pounds (second stage ); 6,100 pounds
(third stage). Improved Delta has 92-foot le ng th,
149,606-pound weight.
Performance
875-pound pa yload in a 500-nautical-mile circular
orbit; Improved Delta 1,100 pounds in 500-mile circular orbit, 220 pounds to escape.

LAUNCH VEHICLES

THRUST AUGMENTED DELTA
Prime Contractor: Douglas Missile & Space Systems Division
Associate Contractors: Aerojet-General Corporation
(second stage propulsion) ; Rocketdyne, A Division
of North American Aviation (first stage propulsion) ;
Thiokol Chemical Corporation (strap-on propulsion).
Remarks
The Thrust Augmented D e lta (TAD) ·was introduced
in 1964 as a more advanced, more powerful version
of the standard Delta. Its added performance is derived from three "strap-on " propellant rocket motors
that bring TAD's first-stag e lift-off thrust to 330,000
pounds-almost double the 172,000-pound-thrust
capability of the stand.ard Delta. Addition of the
solids enables TAD to boost heavier payloads higher
and farther. TAD has launched the Syncom C satellite that relayed on-the-spot television pictures of
the Ol ympic Games from Japan to the U.S. and the
Communication Sate llite Corporation's history-making Early Bird, first link in a proposed worldwide
communications network.
Specifications
Length 93 fe e t 2 inches; diameter (maximum including solid boosters ), 14 fe e t 2 inches ; lift-off weight
143,164 pounds; thrust 330,000 pounds (first stage),
7,.575 pounds (seco nd stage), 6, 100 pounds (third
stage).
Performance
1,000-pound payload in a 500-nautical-mile circular
orbit.

LITTLE J0 E II
Prime Contractor: .•Convair Division of General DYnamics Corporation
Remarks
The Little Joe II booster was d es igne d to la unch unmanned Apollo service and command modules into
suborbital traj ec tories up to 300,000 fee t altitude at
engine burnout. The most powe rful U. S. solid propellant rocket, Little Joe II weighs about 85 tons at
launch a nd stands 33 fee t high without payload.
Little Joe II can employ up to 7 Algol solid rocke t
motors in a variety of firing combinations, producing
approximately 850,000 pounds of thrust. Various
combinations of Algol and Recruit solid motors can
be used with different firing sequences to provide
optimum thrust for a variety of missions. Little Joe
II is capable of carrying a 20,000-pound payload to
900,000 feet altitude, and can boost an 80,000-pound
payload to lower test altitudes. The vehicle is extrem e ly uncomplicated . Its air-frame consists of an
aluminum cylindrical shell about 13 fe e t in diameter. Four swept back fins, each 50 square feet in
area, extend from the base of the vehicle for inflight stability. The fins have movabl e surfaces to
control the vehicle's flight attitude, with additional
hydrogen motors on each fin for suppleme ntal control. Completely successful in three operational
launches, Little Joe II flights for the Apollo program
are conducted at the _W hite Sands Missile Range,
New Mexico.

---.--,-----.----

LAUNCH VEHICLES
SCOUT
Prim e Co ntractor : LT\" Aeros pace Corporation, A
ub sidia ry of Ling-Temco-Voug ht, Inc.
Associa te Contractors: Ae roje t General (first stage);
Thiokol Chemical (seco nd stage ); H ercul es Powd er
Compa ny (third and fo urth stages ; Honeywell, Inc.
(g uid a nce).
R e marks
The Scout resea rch rocke t i a four-stage solidfueled rocke t developed by th e Na tiona l Aeronautics
and Space Administration to provide the . S. with
a small , re liabl e, fl exibl e a nd 10\ ·-cos t resea rch vehicl e fo r a va ri e t~ · of space exp lora ti on tas ks. The
first ·. S. solid-propellant rocke t capab le of placing
payloads in orbit, the multi-mi ss ion ve hicl e is curre ntly being la un c hed from NASA's \• ·allops Island
facility in Virginia, and by Air Force crews from
Point Argu e llo, California, on th Pacific Missile
Range. Scout was d esig ned to put a 150-pound satellite in a no minal 300-mile orbit or se nd a 50-pound
scie ntifi c package nearly 8, 500 miles in a probe shot.
First launching of Scout was at v\ allops on Jul y 1,
1960. N umerous foreign na ti ons, including Ita ly,
France and Great Britain ha e scientific payload
launches scheduled on Scout rocke ts.
Specifications
Scout le n g th is 72 feet , weight is 37,000 pounds.
First stage: Algol b y Ae roj et-Ge ne ral develops
100,000 pounds of thrust, fin stabili zed and controlle d in fli g ht b y jet va nes ; 30 fee t long. Seco nd
stage: Castor by Reds to ne Di vision of Thiokol Chemica l, d eve lops 60,000 pounds of thrust; 20 fee t long.
Third stage: Antares by All ega ny Ballistics Labora tory of Hercules Powde r Company develops 13,500
pounds of thrust ; 10 fee t long. Fourth stage: Altai.r. .
developed by Allegany Ballistics Laboratory of Hercul es Powde r Compan y develops 3,000 pounds of
thrust; 6 feet long .

AGE NA
Prime Contractor: Lockheed Missiles and Space
Compan y
Associate Contractors: Bell Aerosystems (primary and
secondary power plants ); Honeywe ll, Inc. (guidance).
Remarks
One of the real workhorses of U. S. space exploration , Agena is an upper stage which is also employed
as a spacecraft, the whole vehicle going into orbit.
Agena pla ys a key role in manned space flight ; it is
the target ve hicle for rendezvous and docking maneuvers in NASA's Gemini project. Agena has a
main rocket engine capable of multiple re-starts in
space; in the modified target vehicle version it also
has two secondary engines to provide small changes
in velocity and position in orbit. In the Gemini
Agena, a control system can handle 96 commands
from the astronauts or from ground stations. Agena
is used as an upper stage with the Thor, augmented
Thor and Atlas boosters ; it has played important
roles in such military and NASA programs as Discoverer, Samos, Mariner, OGO and Ranger and will
be used for launching the Orbiting Astronomical
Observatory. In photo, Gemini Standard Agena with
astronauts Schirra and Stafford.
Specifications
Length 19-40 feet depending on version, Gemini
version 25 feet; diameter 5 fee t; all-inertial guidance.
Performance
Thor/ Agena, 1,500-plus pounds ip. earth orbit ;
Atlas/ Agena, 5,000 pounds in 300-mile orbit.

SPACE

APOLLO

Houston, Texas. The Apollo spacecraft comprises
three separable major parts called "modules" which
are fastened together in tandem. North American's
Space Division is producing the Apollo spacecraft
Command and Service Modules. The Lunar Excursion Module is being built by Grumman Aircraft
Engineering Corporation. The Command Module is
the Apollo spacecraft's control center for the moon
flight. It provides combination living, working and
leisure time quarters for the three-man crew. The
command module consists of two shells-an inner
crew compartment and an outer heat shield. Ablative materials are applied to the outer structure after
it has been assembled and fit-checked to the crew
compartment.

Prime Contractor: North American's Space and Information Systems Division
Major Subcontractors: Aerojet General Corporation
(service module propulsion motor); Aeronca Manufacturing Company (honeycomb panels); Avco
Corporation (ablative heat shield); Beech Aircyaft
Corporation (super critical gas storage system); Bell
Aerosystems Company (positive expulsion tanks for
reaction control system); Beckman Instruments, Inc.,
(data acquisition equipment); Collins Radio Company (communications and data); Control Data Corporation (digital test c.ommand system); Dalmo Victor Company (main communications antenna systems); Electro-Optical Systems, Inc., (Micro Systems,
Inc. (Subsidiary) (temperature and pressure transducer instrumentation); Garrett Corporation, AiResearch Manufacturing Division (environmental control system); General Motors Corporation (fuel and
oxidizer tanks); General Precision, Inc., (mission
simulator trainer); General Time Corporation (central timing system); Giannini Controls (reaction control gaging system); Honeywell, Inc. (stabilization
and control); Lockheed Propulsion Company
(launch escape and pitch control motors); Micro
Systems, Inc., Electro-Optical Systems (pressure and
temperature transducers); Motorola, Inc., (up-data
link digital); The Marquardt Corporation, (reaction
control motors service module); Northrop Corporation Electronics (Astra Division) (television cameras);
Remanco, Inc., (rocket engine test set); Sciaky Bros.,
Inc., (tooling, welding and machinery); Simmonds
Precision Products (propellant gaging mixture ratio
control); Thiokol Chemical Corporation (escape system jettison motors); Transco Products, Inc., (telemetry antenna system); United Aircraft Corporation, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division, (fuel
cell); Westinghouse Electric, Aerospace Electrical
Division
(static
inverter
conversion
unit).
Remarks
Project Apollo is the United States' program to place
Americans on the moon for scientific exploration and
safe return to earth. The Apollo program is directed by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Technical management of Project
Apollo is under NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center,

Command Module Specifications
Shape, conical; height 12 feet; diameter (at the
base), 13 feet; launch weight 11,000 pounds (approx. ); outer structure: stainless steel honeycomb
bonded between aluminum alloy sheets; inner compartment: primarily aluminum honeycomb bonded
between aluminum alloy sheets; insulation: a twolayer microquartz fiber insulation separates the
walls of the inner and outer structures; environment: shirt-sleeve temperature of about 75 degrees, and 100 per cent oxygen; couches: aluminum
and titanium padded with plastic encased nylon
webbing.
The Service Module houses the main propulsion
motor and its propell~nts for return from the moon
and for midcourse corrections. It contains the electrical system, reaction control engines and part of
the environmental control system. Propellants and
various systems are housed in pie-shaped sections
surrounding the main engine. Attached to the command module during the flight to the moon, the service module is jettisoned prior to earth re-entry.
Service Module Specifications
Shape, cylindrical; height 22 feet (including engine);
diameter 13 feet; construction: mostly aluminum
alloy; the outside skin is honeycomb bonded between aluminum sheets; launch weight 50,000 pounds
(approx.).
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The Lunar Excursion Module permits t\vo astronauts to descend to the lunar surface and return to
rendezvous with the waiting Command and Service
Modules.

The Launch Escape System is located atop the
Apollo command module. Its purpose is safe recovery of the command module and its occupants
in the event of a catastrophic booster failure before
or during launch. In addition to the tower, the system has three prim~ry components: The launch
escape and pitch control motors and the tower jettison motor.

Lunar Excursion Module Specifications
Cab diameter 10 feet; length 19 feet; weight 15,000
pounds.
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GEMINI

MANNED ORBITING LABORATORY

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Aircraft Corporation

Major Contractors : Douglas Missile & Space Systems Division (spacecraft); General Electric Company (experiments integration).

Asso~iate Contractors: Honeywell, Inc. (guidance);
Westinghouse Electric Company (rendezvous radar);
International Business Machines (computer); AiResearch Division, The Garrett Corporation (environmental control system); Beech Aircraft Corporation
(propellant loading systems); Rocketdyne , A Division of North American Aviation (spacecraft propulsion) ; General Electric Compan y (fuel cell).

Remarks
The Manned Orbiting Laboratory is a project of
the Department of Defe nse, with program direction
being handled by the AiT Force, aimed at an investigation of the military utilit y of man in space.
The initial program contemplates six manned flights
starting in 1968. The spacecra~t consists of a modified Gemini capsule employed as a re-entry modul e
and a large cylindrical laboratory canister in which
two astronauts will operate in shirt-sleeve environment for periods up to 30 da ys. The canister will
be about 41 feet lqng and 10 feet in diameter; spacecraft we ight, including the modified Gemini, will be
on the order of 25,000 pounds. Orbits will be below 350 miles. The program was originally announced in 1963 but it was maintained in stud y
status until August 25, 1965, when formal development was initiated and the major contractors
named. The program got under way with about
$150,000,000 available in fiscal year 1966 funding.
Schedule calls for the first unmanned launch of a
Gemini / canister spacecraft in 1967.

Remarks
Gemini is a two-man spacecraft for use in a NASA
program for long-duration space physiological
studies and for development of rendezvous and
docking techniques. Gemini's environmental control system is capable of sustaining two astronauts
for two weeks ; electrical power is supplied by a combination of batteries and a fuel cell. McDonnell is
building 13 flight-rated spacecraft ; NASA's program calls for 12 flights (10 manned) into 1967.
The spacecraft has two se ctions, a re-entry module
housing the astronauts and an adapter section for
equipment. The re-entry module is ll feet tall, the
adapte r unit seven and a half feet tall. Spacecraft
launch weight is approximatel y 6,900 pounds. Onboard thruste rs permit maneuvering for rendezvous
and docking missions; on such missions Gemini
mate s with a 25-foot Agena target spacecraft.
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NL\1BUS

TffiOS

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company, Spacecraft Department
Associate Contractors: Radio Corporation of America
(cameras and solar power subsystems, data acquisition facility); Radiation, Inc. (PCM telemetry);
ITT (infrared radiometers) ; California Computer
(command and verification telemetry); Control Data
Corporation (data processing computer); Collins
Radio Company (antenna and receiving facilities).

Prime Contractor : Radio Corporation of America,
Astra-Electronics Division
Remarks
One of the most successful of all U.S . space programs, Tiros is a meteorological satellite designed to
provide weather forecasters with complete information on which to base predictions. Equipped with
TV cameras and infrared equipment, Tiros takes
photos of the earth's cloud cover and relays them to
earth stations for Weather Bureau analysis. There
were 10 successful launches through late 1965.
Newest version is the Tiros "wheel," which can be
maneuvered to roll in orbit like a drum rolling downhill; its two TV cameras are positioned radially so
that with each half turn of the wheel either camera_
will look down at earth.
Four more "wheel''
launches planned.

Remarks
Nimbus is a second-generation research and development meteorological satellite developed by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
Goddard Space Flight Center. The weather satellite
is capable of a wide range of geophysical, communications and scientific payloads. The windmillshaped spacecraft is approximatel y lO feet tall, 11
feet wide and weighs about 830 pounds. Nimbus I
w as the first earth-oriented weather satellite in .the
sense that its camera and radiometer systems always
p ointed toward the earth . Nimbus II, an advanced
version of the same spacecraft, is scheduled to be
launched in 1966. Nimbus III will include further
improvements, including a SNAP 19 RTG nuclear
power supply. All Nimbus spacecraft will be earthoriented and stabilized in all three axes. A Thor
Agena B was the launch vehicle for Nimbus I, which
was placed in polar orbit August 28, 1964. Nimbus
I provided both real time and readout telemetry
from its three Advanced Vidicon Camera Systems,
one Automatic Picture Transmission system and
infrared radiometer system for nighttime photographs.

Specifications
Diameter 42 inches;
pounds.
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weight approximately 300

EARLY BIRD

SYNCOM

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company

Remarks

Remarks

The world's first communications satellite Early
Bird was launched April 6, 1965 by the U .S. Communications Satellite Corporation as agent for a
world consortium of more than 40 participating nations. The satellite was injected into a synchronous
orbit 22,300 miles above the equator over the Atlantic Ocean. The 85-pound spacecraft has capacity
for 240 two-way telephone channels or simultaneo.u s
two-way television between Europe and North
America on a 24-hour basis. It can also handle teletype and facsimile at the same time it carries telephone conversations. Power is supplied by some
6,000 solar cells. The satellite is a later version of
the NASA-Hughes Syncom.

A second-generation active-repeater communications sateliite, Syncom is a synchronous orbiting
spacecraft, one whose orbital speed just matches
that of the earth' s rotation, so that the satellite remains in a fixed position with respect to a point on
earth. To achieve the proper velocity, the satellite
is sent into orbit at an altitude of 22,300 miles. From
that altitude, more than a third of the earth can be
"seen," so three such spacecraft can form a TVtelephone network providing 24-hour service. Syncom I, launched February I4, 1963, was unsuccessful. Syncom II, launchea July 26, 1963, was completely successful and.. was the first spacecraft to
achieve synchronous orbit. · Syncom III, launched
August 19, i964, was placed in stationary orbit over
the International Date Line and it relayed the
OlympicGames to the U .S. from Japan.
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RELAY

TELSTAR

Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of America

Prime Contractor: American Telephone and Telegraph Company, management by Bell Telephone
Laboratories

Remarks
Rela y is a communications satellite of the active-rep ea te r t ype, in which signals from one ground station are picked up and re-broadcast to another station by the satellite' s internal equipment. A NASA
proj ect, Rela y is a 172-pound, spin-stabilized spacecraft boosted b y a Delta launch vehicle. The first
Rela y satellite was launched Dece mber 13, 1962
and it re mained operational for more than two yea rs.
Rela y 22, launched January 21 , 1964, was used in
thousands of tests and experiments and in some 40
public demonstrations through September,)965.

Remarks
The first active-repeater communications satellite,
Telstar demonstrated the feasibility of transmitting
television images, telephone, telegraph and radio
messages on a global basis. Launched by a Delta
booster, Telstar first went into orbit on July 10,
1962. Telstar II was orbited on May 7, 1963. Both
satellites were highly successful. NASA provided
launch vehicles and tracking faciliti es on a reimbursable basi s.

MILITARY COMSAT
Prime Contractor: Philco Corporation; systems
engineering and technical direction by Aerospace
Corporation
Remarks
The Departme nt of De fe nse initiated , in 1964, a
developmental program for an interi m system of
communication satellites for purel y military use.
The system e nvisions 24 satellites operating in random orbit, each satellite weighing approximatel y
100 pounds. The comsats will orbit a t 18,300 miles;
they will be launched in three groups of eig ht by
the Titan 111-C booster. The system is to be operational in 1966. DOD is also conducting studies on
an Advanced Communications Satellite System.
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NAVIGATION SATELLITE (TRANSIT)

GEODETIC SECOR (SEQUENTIAL COLLATION OF RANGE) SATELLITE SURVEYOR

Prime Contractor: The Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory
Associate Contractors: Westinghouse Electric Company (shipboard navigation receivers)~ Martin Company (SNAP power generators).

Prime Contractor: Cubic Corporation
Associate Contractor: ITT Federal
(satellite vehicle)

Laboratories

Remarks
Remarks

Geodetic SECOR is an all-weather geodetic surveying system . It is capable of using the successive
positions of artificial satellites in space to determine
locations on the earth's surface with exactness over
long distances. The system consists of a satellite
and four ground stations, three at geographical
points whose coordinates have been surveyed
accurately and the fourth at an unknown location.
Radio waves are flashed from the ground stations to
the satellite and returned . Th_e position of the satellite at any time is fixed by the measured ranges
from the three kno~n stations. Using these precisely
established satellite positions as a base, ranges from
the satellite to the unknown station are used to
compute the position of the unknown station . Geodetic SECOR, for the first time, will allow continents
and islands to be brought within the same geodetic
global grid .

In July, 1964, the Navy put into operational service
a system of navigational satellites for precision position determination of Polaris missile submarines
and surface vessels. The system consists of four
satellites, each weighing less than 100 pounds, in
near-circular orbits at 600 miles altitude. The satellite, once known as Transit, is supplied with electrical power by a SNAP-9A nuclear generator. The
satellites are launched by the Scout booster.

Specifications
Each ground station is entirely portable and contains three units : a radio frequency shelter, a data
handling shelter and a storage shelter. Inside the
satellite, which is 20 inches in diameter, are a transponder or receiver-transmitter, a telemetry system
to measure temperatures and operating voltage and
power system comprised of solar panels and batteries.
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GEOS-A

NUCLEAR DETECTION SATELLITES (VELA)

Prime Contractor: The Johns Hopkins Universit)
Applied Ph ysics Laboratory

Prime Contractors : TRW Systems and Space Systems Division, Air Force Systems Commanci

Remarks

Remarks

The primar y objective of GEOS-A, is to provide
global geodetic measurements for determining the
positions of fiducial control points on the Earth tc
an accuracy of 10 meters in an Earth center of mas~
coordinate system , and to determine the structure of
the Earth's gravity field to five parts in 10 8 . Secondary objectives are to determine accurately the geometry of geodetic triangulation networks and the locations of isolated islands and to evaluate new highprecision satellite tracking techniques. GEOS ~A is
a 385-pound 32-inch top-shaped satellite; it is
launched by the improved Delta rocket. It has an
array of 5 geodetic systems-flashing light beacons,
radio doppler transmitters, a radio range system,
a combined range and range rate system, and a
laser reflector. Primary power for the instrumentation will be obtained from solar cells that cover most
of the exterior of the satellite. The program is directed by NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center.

The Nuclear Detection Satellites, also known as
Vela, are launched in pairs into high altitude orbits
to detect nuclear explosions in space. The project is
directed by the Adanced Research Projects Agency
of the Department of Defense; Aerospace Corporation has payload responsibility. A single satellite
weighs slightly less than 500 pounds and has 20
sides, or detection faces; orbital altitudes range upward from 50,000 miles. The first pair of satellites
was launched in October, 1963, the second in July,
1964. Three more dual-launches are contemplated
under the present program.

PAGEOS
Prime Contractor: G. T. Schjeldahl Company
Remarks
PAGEOS is a passive geodetic satellite of the inflatable type. Originally developed by NASA's Langley
Research Center, it is scheduled for 1966launch.
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGICAL SATELLITE

EXPLORER SERIES.

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Compan y

Program Direction : National Aeronautics and Space
Administration

Remarks
Remarks

The Advanced Technological Satellite is a spacecraft whose mission is to improve other satellites,
specifically to enhance the ability of existing and
future satellites to provide weather, and communications data and air/ sea navigation aids. Three types
of missions are planned for ATS : a 6,000-mile earth
orbit to experiment with the gravity gradient stabilization system; two synchronous (22,300-mile) orbits
for meteorological, communications and navigation
investigation; and two synchronous orbits using the
gravity gradient system to make engineering and
technological studies. The ATS is a barrel-shaped
spacecraft weighing about 700 pounds; those
equipped for gravity gradient experiments will carry
100-foot booms that can be extended like a tightrope walker' s balancing poles to stabilize the spacecraft. In the program, managed by NASA' s Goddard Space Flight Center, Hughes will build eight
spacecraft, five of which will be flight vehicles.

Explorer is not a specific spacecraft but a cod e name
given a series of scientific satellites of different configurations and with varying payloads and assignments. In photo is Explorer X_X VII , launched April
29, 1965, from NASA's Wallops Island, Virginia,
facility by a four-stage Scout booster. The primary
mission of this spacecraft was to provide radio doppler measurements for refining knowledge of the
size and shape of the earth. Secondary objectives
included study of the earth' s ionosphere through
worldwide radio measurements of the Faraday effect
and of doppler refraction. Explorer XXVIII, built by
The Johns Hopkins · University Applied Physics
Laboratory, weigh~ 126 pounds and is powered by
four solar blades. Latest member of the Explorer
· series is the Owl, to be built by Rice University's
Department of Space Science. · The Owl is designed
to extend studies of near-earth atmospheric phenomena, particularly auroral activity.
Rice will
build two spacecraft with first launch planned for
1967.
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ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH SATELLITES

BIOSATELLITE

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems

Prime Contractor: General Electric Compan y, Reentry Systems Department
Associa te Contractors: Garrett AiResearch (cryogenics system); Hamilton-Standard (gas management ); GE Direct Energ y Conversion Operation
(fuel cells).

Remarks
The Environmental Research · Satellites were especially d esigned for pigg yback launching from large
primary mission vehicles. Ranging in weight from
1.5 to 9 pounds, and carrying from 5 to 14 experim e nts, these ERS " hitch-hiker" spacecraft provide
a n inexpensive, flexible ve hicle capable of making
scientific and engineering measuremen ts in space.
A major role of the ERS sa tellites is to act as a test
bed to determin e the reliabilit y of unprove n components and subsystems destined for use in later
generations of spacecraft. A unique feature of tq~
system is its capability to function without a battery. The key to this advantage is the design which
permits solar cells, fastened to all exterior surfaces
.of the vehicle, to maintain constant exposure of
about 15 percent of the sun. T.he ERS is a tiny
satellite, measuring in one version only 6.5 inches
on a side and weighing 1.5 pounds; a larger version .
weighs 4.5 pounds. The Space Systems Division of
the Air Force Systems Command handles program
management.

Remarks
Biosatellite is the first U.S. spacecraft designed to
demonstrate the effects of prolonged space travel on
terrestrial life.
The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration's Ames Research Center has
selected General Electric to develop and build six
Biosatellite vehicles, with the first Right scheduled in
1966. The Biosatellite program is aimed at studying the effects of extended exposure to weightlessness and radiation on a variety of biological specimens ranging from tiny single cell organisms to
monke ys. Missions of three, 21 and . 30 days are
expected. All payloads will be recovered . Payload
weights will range from about 900 to 1,150 pounds
depending on the specific mission. An Improved
Delta DSV-3E booster will be the launch vehicle.
Rate gyros and cold gas jets will provide attitude
control in all three axes; telemetry will be real time
and tape recording readout ; power will be b y batteries and Gemini-type fuel cells ; an ablating heat
shield will protect the vehicle through re-entry,
with recovery planned by air snatch. Biosatellite
also has water recovery capability as backup.
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PEGASUS

OV-1 (AEROSPACE RESEARCH SATELLITE)

Prime Contractor: Space Systems Division, Fairchild
Hiller Corporation

Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General D ynamics Corporation
Associate Contractor: Allegany Ballistics Laboratorv
(propulsion system)

Remarks
The mission of Pegasus, the Meteoroid Technology
Satellite, is to define the magnitude and direction
of medium size meteoroid s in the near earth space
environment. Three Pegasus spacecraft are in varying orbits, 300 to 500 miles high, transmitting this
meteoroid detection information on a daily basis to
the FHC operated Satellite Control Center at
Cape Kennedy. The spacecraft weighs 3200 pounds,
with a deployed wing 96 feet long and 14 feet high.
Its 416 capacitor detectors of varying thickness provide over 2,000 square feet of area designed to
count meteoroid hits for at least one year in space.
It contains a solar cell powered battery power system, ~etection system, data processing and storage,
real hme and stored data transmission system, and
temperature sensing and control and attitude sensing systems.

Remarks
The OV -1, formerl y called SAT AR, was designed to
carry a variety of scientific experiments into orbit in
a special pod on the Atlas booste r when the lift
capability of the Atlas is not fully utilized by other
experiments, thus providing an economical satellite
with "bonus" experiments. The OV-1 has its own
propulsion system which is fired after the satellite
is ejected from the booster vehicle. The OV-1 remains inside the Atlas-retaiped structure during
the Atlas flight to protect it from aerodynamics
loading and heatin.g. The space vehicle coast.s for
about 8 minutes in space as preprogrammed attitude
control maneuvers are performed on command of
the propulsion module guidance system to position it
for firing of its solid-fueled rriotor. . ~V-1 can be
launched singly on the side of ~tlas or 111 dual pods
on the booster nose. Once in space, it can perform
near-circular or highly elliptical earth orbits, high
altitude probes or high velocity re-entry missions.
Each OV-1 can carry an 80-pound payload. Total
weight on the Atlas is 2,455 pounds for the dual
pod load. The satellite is 54.6 inches long and 27
inches in diameter. Contracting agency is the
USAF's Office of Aerospace Research.
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OV2 SATELLITE

SATELLITE 1963 38C

Prime Contractor: Northrop Space Laboratories

Prime Contractor: The Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory

Remarks
Remarks

Northrop Space Laboratories (NS L ) is currently deve loping low cost, near-earth space resea rch satellites for the USAF Office of Aerospace Resea rch.
On-board ex perim e ntation is provided b y Air Force
Cambridge Resea rch Laboratories (AFC RL), Air
Force Weapons Laboratory (AFW L), a nd A:i r Force
Space Systems Division, Aerospace Corporation
(SS D / Aerospace). Three of these satellites were designed, each having somewhat diverse applications.
The satellites are secondary pa yloads for Titan III-C
test fli g hts. The first satellite, OV2-1 failed tcr•orbit.
The O V2-2 was defined but subsequently cancelled
as a result of changes in the Titan III flight test
schedule. The OV2-3 was scheduled for launch in
the winter of 1965-66. The orbit for the OV2-3 will
be near synchronous a t 18,200 nautical miles or
true synchronous a t I 9,323 nautical ~ miles. The
lifetime of the satellite in orbit will be one ·year.
Northrop Space Laboratories designs, fabricates,
integrates, assembles, and tests these vehicles.
Most subsystem equipment used on these spacecraft has bee n demonstrated on previous programs
and is readily available for othe r experiment applications. The spacecraft is a rectangular box 23 b y 23
by 24 inches; it weighs 371.5 pounds and carries
129 pounds of scientific equipment. It is powered
by four solar paddles; span with paddles extended
is 12 feet.

The missions of Satellite 1963 38C are to measure
omnidirectional flux of protons and electrons at
various energy levels, radiation effects on transistors
and· the effectiveness of thermal coatings. The sa tel~
lite was launched together with a classified Department of Defense spacecraft on September 28, 1963.
Its orbit is apogee ll20 kilometers (609 nautical
miles ), perigee 1070 kilome ters (582 na utical miles),
inclina tion 88.9 degrees. The satellite weighs 137
pounds; its bod y is in the shape of an 18 inch x 10
inch octagonal prism. It is powered b y four solar
blades and transmits on 136, 162, and 324 mcs. The
spacecraft was built for the Bureau of Naval Weapons.
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SATELLITE 1964 83C
Prime Contractor: The Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory
Remarks
The primary missiOn of the research satellite 1964
83C is to map the Earth's magnetic field and the
celestial field in the ultraviolet region. The satellite
also contained experiments to demonstrate the operation of a new solar attitude detector and to determine the sublimation rates of a number of metallic
samples. The satellite was launched, together with
a classified Department of Defense spacecraft, on
December 12, 1964. Its orbit is apogee 1070 kilometers (582 nautical miles), perigee 1027 kilometers
(558 nautical miles), inclination 89.93 degrees.
The satellite weighs 172 pounds ; its body is a 36 inch
x 18 inch octagonal prism. It is powered by four
solar boxes, plus eight solar panels mounted on the
bod y, and transmits on 136, 162, and 324 mcs. The
spacecraft was built for the Bureau of Naval
Weapons.
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ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY
Prime Contractor: Ball Brothers Research Corporation
Remarks
The Orbiting Solar Observatory, developed for
NASA, is designed primarily -as a stabilized platform
for solar-oriented scientific instruments. Using the
gyroscopic properties of a spinning body for stability,
the lower "wheel" section spins at an almost con~tant rate of 30 revolutions per minute.
Instruments housed in this wheel scan the sun every 2
seconds. Continuously pointed, solar-oriented experiments are contained in the upper "sail' ' section
which is mounted on top of the wheel by a connecting shaft. Photoelectric solar sensors provide signals
to orient the wheel and the pointed experiments in
the sail. OSO' s are placed 300 .t o 350 nautical miles
above the earth, where they orbit approximately
every 96 minutes; spacecraft gross weight is 450620 pounds : Mission is to map the solar syste~ ~nd
to investigate various solar, coronal, and radiatiOn
activities. Of the 8 planned OSOs, two are presently
in orbit. o"s0-1 was launched March 7, 1962. Experimenters: Goddard Space Flight Center; University of Minnesota; University of Rochester; Ames
Research Center; University of California. OS011 was launched February 3, 1965. Experimenters:
Harvard College Observatory; Naval Resear~.h L~b
oratory; Goddard Space Flight Center; Umversity
of Minnesota· University of New Mexico; Ames
Research Cen,ter. OS0-111 did not achieve orbit.
OSO-IV is scheduled for 1966 launch.
Experimenters: Harvard College Observatory; Naval Research Laboratory; American Science and Engineering; University College, London; University of
Leicester; Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. A fifth
OSO is in hardware status.

ORBITING GEOPHYSI.C AL OBSERVATORY

ADVANCED ORBITING SOLAR
OBSERVATORY (AOSO)

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems

Prime Contractor: Republic Aviation Corporation
Associate Contractors: Hone ywe ll, Inc. (stabilization and control system) ; Texas Instruments (communications and data handli.ng subsystems).

Remarks
The Orbiting Geophysical Observatory is a large
standardized spacecraft capable of carrying up to 50
different scientific experiments yet utilizing the
identical structure and basic spacecraft systems
irrespective of mission. The program has two objectives: to conduct large numbers of experiments for
making scientific and technological measurements
within the earth' s atmosphere, the magnetosphere
and cislunar space for a better understanding of
earth / sun relationships and of earth itself; and to
design and develop a standard observatory-type
spacecraft of a basic system design that can be used
repeatedly for various missions. OGO has a main
body 6 feet long, 3 feet wide and 3 feet deep weighing 1,000 pounds. It has two solar· paddles each 6
feet wide and 7.5 feet long and six booms on which
experiments can be separated from possible electrical interference from the main bod y. With booms
extended, OGO has an overall length of 49 feet .
Power is supplied b y 32,000 solar cells. Two OGO' s
have been launched and four more are planned.

Remarks
The Mark II AOSO represents technical advances
orders of magnitude over presen t solar observatories.
Its pointing accuracy of 5 arc seconds, mission life
of one year, and pa yload capacity will substantially
increase its mission capability. The Mark II AOSO
spacecraft is designed to gather more than 60 million bits of solar radiation data during each two
The spacecraft will be launched b y the
orbits.
increase d lifting power of the Thrust Augmented
Thor Agena D (TAT).
Consequently, the Mark
II AOSO will weigh 1400 pounds, 500 pounds
heavier than the Mark I vehicle. An increase of
four additional solar paddles for a total of eight will
provide power supply growth capability. Lauoch
plans call for initial polar orbit in 1969 to provide
solar data useful to the Apollo mi ssion . Altitude will
b e approximately 330 miles. Four tracking stations
will monitor and control the spacecraft and retrieve
the data. The AOSO Mark II is d esigned so that
the front end of the spacecraft points continually
at the sun, and power is derived from solar cells
mounted on paddles. The solar arra y is fix ed after
erection, since the spacecraft is always solar oriented. These experiments will obtain data at wavelengths which are largely blocked b y the earth' s
atmosphere, and are expected to provide details on
the sun never before seen.
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ORBITING ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY

RANGER

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation
Associate Contractors : Westinghouse Electric Company (electronic components); General Electric
Company (stabilization and control); Kollsman Instrument Corporation (star trackers); International
Business Machines Corporation (data processer) ;
Hughes Aircraft Company and Avco Corporation
(communications equipment).

Prime Contractor: Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Associate Contractors: Lockheed Missiles and Space
Company (prime contractor to Lewis Research
Center for launch vehicle system); -Astro-Eiectronics
Division, Radio Corporation of America (television
system).
Remarks
Ranger is an unmanned, instrumented spacecraft
for use in the National Aeronautics and Space Administration program in developing a -space technology for transporting engineering and scientific
instruments to the moon and for obtaining high resolution pictures of the lunar surface which will be
of benefit both to the scientific program and the
manned lunar flight program . The spacecraft weighs
809 pounds, and in its flight deployed configuration
extends 15 feet across the solar panels and 10 1/ 4
feet from base to antenna top. On-board equipment
includes a central computer and · sequencer, command system, telemetry data encoder, attitude control, midcourse propulsion guidance system, solar
panels and batteries, high gain and omnidirectional
antennas, and a television system consisting of two
wide-angle a nd four narrow-angle cameras, camera
sequencers, vidio combiners, telemetry, transmitters
and power supplies. Four spacecraft have been
successfully launched by Atlas-Agena vehicles using
a parking orbit technique. Three successful flight
missions have been carried out resulting in over
17,000 high resolution pictures showing details of
surface craters as small as 2 1/ 2 feet in diameter.

Remarks
NASA's Orbiting Astronomical Observatory is a
large (3,600 pounds) earth-orbiting satellite capable
of lifting a number of telescopes above the earth's
atmosphere, which obscures cosmic radiations of
interest to astronomers. Solar paddles provide 350
watts of power for experiments and for stabilizati_o n. Launch vehicle is the Atlas-Agena D ; three
fhghts are planned, starting in 1966.
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SURVEYOR

LUNAR ORBITER

Prime Contractor: Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technolog y
Associate Contractors : Hughes Aircraft Compan y
(development and manufacture of spacecraft);
General Dynamics/ Astronautics (prime contractor to
Lewis Research Cente r for launch vehicle system).

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company
Major Subcontractors: Eastman Kodak (photographic subsystem ); Radio Corporation of America
(electrical power and communications equipment).
Remarks
Lunar Orbiters will take sharp, close-up pictures of
thousands of square miles of the moon and pinpoint
safe landing sites for Project Apollo astronauts.
Carrying a camera equipped with both a medium
and a high resolution lens, each 850-pound spacecraft will pass within 28 miles of the lunar surface
as it orbits the moon. The photos will be converted
automaticall y aboard the spacecraft into electrical
signals and transmitted to earth. On a typical mission, the high-resolution photos will give scientists a
detailed look at an area of the moon roughl y equal ·
to a continuous strip one mile wide extending from
Los Angeles to New York, and with enough clarity
to show objects a yard square. Each Orbiter also
will carry instruments to measure radiation near
the moon and to detect the· presence of micrometeoroids. Boeing will build eight Lunar Orbiters
for NASA, three of them for ground tests, five for
flight. The program calls for the first launch in 1966.
NASA's Langley Research Center is in charge of
systems manage ment. The program is under the
over-all direction of the Office of Space Science and
Applications, NASA.

Remarks
Surveyor is an unmanned, instrumented spacecraft
for use in the National Aeronautics and Space Administration program for conducting scientific exploration of the moon and for developing equipment and techniques for soft landing of scientific
payloads on the lunar surface. The initial test fligh~~
include a survey television system, touchdown instrumentation and diagnostic telemetry for the
recovery of engineering data during the launching,
in-flight and landing phases; subsequent missions
will carry scientific pa yloads consisting of two camera television, single-axis seismometer, alpha particle scattering, surface sampler and touchdown
d ynamics experiments to extend knowledge of the
lunar surface and to verify the suitability of sites for
the Apollo spacecraft landings. The initial Surveyors
weigh 2,150 pounds and carry up to 300 pounds of
instrumentation; later versions will weigh 2,500
pounds. First moon flights are scheduled for 1966;
the spacecraft will be injected into the lunar trajectory by Atlas-Centaur vehicles.
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PIONEER

MARINER-MARS

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems

Prime Contractor: Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Associate Contractors: Lockheed Missiles and Space
Company and General Dynami.cs/ Astronautics and
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company (prime contractors to Lewis Research Center for launch vehicle
systems. )

Remarks
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Remarks
Mariner-Mars is an unmanned, instrumented
spacecraft for use in the National Ae ronautics and
Space Administration program in conducting scientific observations of the planet Mars, for developing equipment and techniques for carrying out planetary explorations, and for making ~cientific measurements of the interplanetary environment. The spacecraft weighs 575 pounds and in its flight-deployed
configuration extends 22 feet across the solar panels
and stands 9 feet high from base to antenna tip. Onboard equipment includes a mid-course propulsion
guidance system , a central control and sequencer
system, solar panels and battery, attitude control
system utilizing sun and star sensors~ a digital telemetry system employing omnidirectional and high
gain antennas, a digital television system for taking
pictures of Mars and instruments for measurement
of the fields and particle environments in · interplanetary space and the vicinity of the planet. The
spacecraft was launched by an Atlas-Agena vehicle
system and passed within 6118 miles of Mars in
mid-July, 1965, following a 228-day flight. Closeup
pictures of the Martian surface were successfully
transmitted to earth over a distance of 150 million
miles.
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SV-5D PRIME (PRECISION RECOVERY
INCLUDING MANEUVERING ENTRY)

VOYAGER
Prime Contractor: Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology

Prime Contractor: Martin Company, Baltimore

Remarks

Remarks

Voyager is an instrumented space vehicle for use in
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration program in conducting experiments on the
surface of, and in orbit about, the planet Mars during
the 1971 , 1973, and subsequent opportunities in
order to obtain information on the existence and
nature of extraterrestrial life, the atmospheric, surface and body characteristics of the planet, and the
planetary environment. Two first Voyager space
vehicles are expected to be launched during the
1971 Mars opportunity. Each space vehicle will
probably consist of an orbiting flight spacecraft
carrying a capsule designed for landing on the
Martian surface. The spacecraft will also provide
the capsule with services such as power, timing and
sequencing, telemetry, and command during the
transit portion of the missions and may also serve
as a communications relay. The capsule will be designed for entry into the Martian atmosphere,
descent to the surface, impact survival, and surface
lifetimes of as much as six months and will contain
the power, guidance, control, communications, and
data handling systems necessary to complete its
miSSion. The space vehicles are expected to be
launched by vehicles of the Saturn class. In photo,
one concept of Voyager, which has not yet been
designed .

PRIME is a lifting body class vehicle, a wingless,
V-shaped spacecraft with a flat bottom, rounded top
and vertical tail fins. The PRIME vehicles will be
constructed using conventional aluminum aircraft
structure, covered with a Martin-developed, ablative heat shield material. Two movable flaps on
the underside of the tail will provide control in pitch
and roll axes during atmospheric flight, and reaction jets will be used in space. The vehicles are
being built for the Air Force for hypersonic, maneuvering flight tests over the Western Test Range following suborbital launches from Vandenberg AFB
by Atlas SLV-3 standard launch vehicles. Parachute
recovery of the PRIME spacecraft will begin once
they slow to approximately Mach 2. The spacecraft will be "snatched" in the air by a plane near
Kwajalein. PRlME is one portion of the broader
USAF program START, which includes about a
dozen separate areas of investigation and a number
of different types of vehicles.
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M2-F2 LIFTING BODY VEHICLE

ASSET

Prime Contractor: Northrop Norair, a Division of
Northrop Corporation

Prime Contractor:
tion

Remarks

Remarks

Not specifically a spacecraft, yet part of a space research program, the M2-F2 is an experimental,
wingless lifting body designed for flights within the
earth's atmosphere. From its flight test program
NASA hopes to gain vital information in the art of
controlling future manned spacecraft in the earth's
atmosphere, in the critical terminal approach and
landing phase. M2- F2 is 22 feet 2 inches long, 9
feet 7 inches wide and 8 feet 10 inches high. Maximum weight, including water ballast for tests, is
8,000 pounds. The vehicle is launched from a
modified B-52 at about 45,000 feet and Mach 0.8
speed, then it maneuvers and descends to a conveotio~al_ airplane-type landing.
Northrop N orair . is
bmldmg a second lifting body vehicle designated
H L-10. Where M2-F2 has a flat top, HL-10 has a
flat bottom, and the latter craft has three tail fins
instead of M2-F2' s two. M2-F2 was delivered to
NASA in June, 1965 and it started its flight tests late
in 1965. The HL-10 is scheduled for completion
and test in 1966.

ASSET is an acronym for Aerotherrnodynamic/ elastic Structural Systems Environmental Test, a nonorbital flight test program to investigate environmental effects on vehicles employing the lifting or
glide concept of re-entry from space., ~oncluded in
1965, its primary objectives were to venfy aerodynamic theories and investigate vibration conditions,
materials, design and structural concepts for use
in advanced hypersonic craft being contemplated by
the Air Force.
Fabricated of refractory metals
(molybdenum, colombium, graphite and zirconium
oxide) the vehicle was able to withstanq the extreme
tempe,rature conditions generated by air friction at
hypersonic velocities by radiating heat to the surrounding atmosphere. The flight program consisted
of 6 flights in which the delta-shaped ASSET payload (6 feet long, 5_:5 foot spa~, 1,100-1,200Tpounds)
was placed in the re-entry ghde path by hor and
Delta boosters. Separation velocities ra_n ged from
Mach 12 to 19 at altitudes up to 200,000 feet. Each
vehicle was heavily instrumented to provide aerodynamic and thennodynamic data, which was telemetered to ground stations of the Air Force Eastern
Test Range.
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FIRE RE-ENTRY SPACECRAFT

SCANNER

Prime Contractor: RAC Corporation

Prime Contractor: Honeywell, Inc.

Remarks

Remarks
Scanner is a spacecraft to be used in horizon definition experiments being directed by NASA' s Office of
. Advanced Research and Technology. It is being
built by Honeywell under a contract with the
Langley Research Center.
Electronic equipment
aboard the vehicle is d esigned to take readings of
the infrared radiation emitted from the earth's
atmosphere when viewing the horizon. Suborbital
launches to an altitud e of about 550 miles are
planned from NASA's Wallops Station, Wallops
Island, Virginia. Horizon definition and measurement are being studied because of their importance
to spacecraft stabilization and guidance techniques.

Project FIRE is a program of NASA' s Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia, designed to obtain critically needed information on the heat transfer, materials behavior and radio sig nal attenuation
of spacecraft re-entering the earth 's atmosphere at
hyperbolic (25,000 mile per hour ) velocities. Re··
public designed and built the 200 pound heavil y
instrumented prototype a nd hvo flight models both
of which were successfully launched some 5,000
miles downrange from Cape Kenned y on April 14,
1964, and May 22, 1965 b y Atlas D boosters. NASA ..
is presently evaluating the wealth of data (more
than 100,000 telemetered bits ) which has been reduced for anal ysis b y RAC.
Specifications
Re- e ntry velocity 37,000 fee t per second ; Re-entry
ve hicle heat shield diameter, 2 feet ; overall height,
1.5 fe e t ; weight, approximatel y 200 pounds ; hea t
shield construction : alternate la yers of me tallic and
oblating shields; instrumentation : therm ocouples to
m eas ure temperature throughout the flight, radiom e ters to measure radiation inte nsities of the plasma
sheath, and equipment to measure the onset and
decay of radio blackout.
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SPACE
RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPLORER
Prime Contractor: Goddard Space Flig ht C e nt er
Remarks
The Radio Astronom y Explorer, scheduled for fir st
launch in 1967, will investigate radio emissions in
space. To weigh about 275 pounds, the spacecraft
will have four ver y long (750 feet) extendable antennas. Goddard SFC will build two of th e spacecraft and an industrial firm will be selected to build
an additional four .
SYNCHRONOUS METEOROLOGICAL
SATELLITE
Prime Contractors: RAC Corporation , Hughes Aircraft Company, Radio Corporation of America
Astra-Electronics Division
Remarks
.
An synchronous or 24-hour satellite, the SMS IS
an advanced type of weather satellite, a follow-on
to Tiros and Nimbus. In 1965 the progra m was
still on a study basis; when hardware development
is approved NASA will select one of the.three stud y
contractors.
SMS booster ·will be either AtlasAgena or Atlas-Centaur.

LUNAR LANDING RESEARCH VEHICLE
(LLRV)
Prime Contractor: Textron's Bell Aerosystems Compan y
Remarks
A space trainer rather than a flyable spacecraft,
the Lunar Landing Research Vehicle was designed
and built by Bell Aerosystems for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
It is a
non-aerodynamic VTOL craft being flown at the
NASA Flight Research Center, Edwards, California,
to train astronauts in lunar landing techniques here
on earth. With this vehicle, a pilot can simulate in
earth environment, actual approach, hover and
touchdown procedures required on the moon. A
variable stability autopilot enables the pilot to
achieve the same reactions and sensations as if he
were operating in a lunar environment. The LLRV
is designed so various sections can be removed and
replaced by actual hardware of the Apollo Lunar
Excursion Module. Two LLRVs were delivered to
NAS A in mid-April, 1964. NASA Test Pilot Joseph
A. Walker made the first free flight at Edwards on
October 30, 1964.

SAM OS/ ALARM
Prime Contractor: Lockheed Missiles and Space
Company
Remarks
SAMOS is an acronym for Satellite and Missile
Observation System, a spacecraft for surveillan~e of
is contamed
enem y tern.t ory. SAMOS equipment
.
within an Agena spacecraft; the whole stage. goes
into orbit. The sy!;item is operational, but details are
classified . A companion program for development
of a system to d~tect enemy missile launches by
way; once called
. f rare d devi·ces is under
means o f m
.
MIDAS, it is now known as Alarm .
ECHO II
Prime Contractor: G. T. Schjeldahl Compau y

Specifications
H eight 10 feet, 6 inches ; four truss legs spread
13 feet, 4 inches; power plants single gimballed,
vertically-mounted General Electric CF700-2V
axial flow aft fan engine (4,200 pounds thrust),
eight 500-pound thru st h ydrogen peroxide lift
rocke ts, 16 reaction control hydrogen peroxide
rocke ts. Gross takeoff weight 3,710 pounds.

Remarks
A passive communications satellite which carries no
internal transmission equipment but relays signals b y
the "bounce" technique, Echo II is a 135-footdiameter rigidized sphere. The balloon is launched
in a compact package and inflated in space. Two
tracking beacons make up the spacecraft's e lectronic
payload .
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SYSTEMS

STAR TRACKER FOR ORBITING
ASTRONOMICAL LABORATORY
Prime Contractor: Eclipse-Pioneer Division, The
Bendix Corporation
Remarks
The Bendix Star Tracker has been contracted for use
on NASA's Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
(OAO) Spacecraft. Once the vehicle has been
launched into orbit, the Star Tracker will seek out
and "lock" onto an appointed star. It will continuously track the star as the spacecraft orbits the earth
and feed the vehicle's control system with signals
that represent the position and attitude of the vehicle in relation to the star. The control system uses
this information, on command, either to hold the
vehicle in a fixed attitude or to change its attitude,
as, for example, when a new sighting path for the
radiation detection equipment is desired. The Star
Tracker assembly consists of a telescope supported
by precision pitch and roll gimbals, each with± 60
degree authority. This telescope utilizes a refractive
optical system which focuses the star image on the
photo cathode of a photo multiplier tube. This phototube is electronically scanned and generates x and
y coordinate d-e error signals proportional to the
angle between the telescope boresight axis and the
star line. The telescope housing, support structure
and gimbals are precision machined parts that permit mechanical alignment of the optical axis to
within 5 arc seconds.

SNAP-8 NUCLEAR ELECTRICAL POWER
GENERATING SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation
Remarks
The SNAP-8 system, under development for NASA's
Lewis Research Center, converts nuclear reactor heat
into electrical power for large manned space stations, lunar bases and deep space probes of the future. The system is designed to generate 35 kilowatts and to operate unattended for 10,000 hours
(nearly 14 months). Photo shows conceptual use of
the SN AP-8 system on a Mars fly-by mission: •Heat
from a nuclear reactor (far left) is used to operate
conversion equipment (center) and generate enough
electricity to power the spacecraft for 14 months.
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SYSTEMS
STABILIZED PLATFORM SYSTEM FOR
SATURN ROCKET
Prime Contractor: Eclipse-Pioneer Division, The
Bendix Corporation
Remarks
The Saturn rocket's ST -124 stable platform, successfully used on Saturn I SA-5 through SA-10, is scheduled to steer Saturn IB and V vehicles in orbit. It
provides guidance and second stage cutoff information, and velocity and attitude control signals starting from about 16 seconds after ignition of the second stage engine. The Saturn stabilized platform
operates in conjunction with two other majo.r subsystems-a general-purpose digital guidance computer
and an analog control computer with associated sensors and actuators-to form the complete Saturn
guidance and control system. An on-board data
adapter handles interface requirements. The system
uses either three-gimbal or four-gimbal platforms,
dep.e nding upon the particular Saturn mission. The
spherical ST-124 platform measures 21 inches across,
and weighs about 110 pounds in a three-gimbal
configuration. Addition of a fourth gimbal adds another 15 pounds. The system requires peak power
of 200 watts de and normal running power of about
63 watts de and is designed to withstand thrust
levels in excess of 20 g' s. Mounted to the stable
inner element, or inertial gimbal, are three singledegree-of-freedom gyros, three pendulous-gyro-accelerometers, and two pre-flight leveling pendulums.
Gyros ~nd accelerometers are gas floated. The gyro
~heel IS supported in the beryllium cylinder, which,
m. turn, is supported by the hydrostatic gas-bearing,
With both radial and axial centering. All platform
structural members and most of its components are
ma.d e of b~ryllium, thereby affording considerable
weight savmg as well as greatly improved stability
over a wide range of temperatures.

INERTIAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM FOR
PERSHING MISSILE

-

Prime Contractor: Eclipse-Pioneer Division, The
Bendix Corporation
Remarks
The inertial guidance system for the Army's Pershing selective range artillery missile contains six gyros
which provide directional references for hitting a target the size of a football field from a distance of several hundred miles. The actual spinning parts of the
gyros are sealed-in miniature cylinders (two inches
long and one inch in diameter) which, in turn , are
"floated" in an outer cylinder, leaving an airspace
of just a few thousandths of an inch at all points.
Microscopic, bell-shaped air jets in the outer cylinder "float" the gyros on an air cushion-with no
metal-to-metal contacts except for pin-point electrical contacts at each end of the gyro cylinders. Co-ntours of gyro components are checked optically for
flatness to within 11.5 millionths of C!n inch. The selfcontained, jam-proof guidance system contains a
computer that "stores" target information, compares
it with flight attitude and acceleration data provided
by the gyro system, and aims the missile in flight. It
cuts off the rocket engine at the exact point, and the
missile becomes an atomic-age "howitzer shell" of
fantastic range. The precision of the system is
matched by its ability to perform in flight, and there
has never been a recorded· in-flight malfunction of
the guidance system.

SYSTEMS

PENDULOUS INTEGRATil'iG GYRO
ACCELEROMETER FOR MINUTEMAN
MISSILE

RANGE INDICATOR FOR LUNAR
EXCURSION MODULE

Prime Contractor: Eclipse-Pioneer Division, The
Bendix Corporation

Prime Contractor: Eclipse-Pioneer Division, The
Bendix Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
The Lunar Excursion Module (LEM) range indicator will provide LEM astronauts with altitude
and rate-of-altitude change information during descent from NASA's Apollo command and service
module to the lunar surface. During the return
ascent and rendezvous with Apollo spacecraft, it
will display distance between the two lunar orbiting
vehicles and the rate at which the distance closes.
The indicator features a pair of specially developed
digitized display tapes which cover a flight profile of
400 nautical miles. The front, or viewing side of the
spool wound tapes, displays altitude, range and rate
information to the astronauts in terms of miles, feet
and feet per second. The reverse side contains corresponding information in the form of digital code
by means of which the tapes are continuously programmed to the mission profile as the flight progresses. The four-pound indicator incorporates the
latest features of integrated micro-circuit design
and has an accuracy of better than one mile at its
maximum range and better than five feet during the
lunar landing maneuver.

The Bendix 16 PICA Pendulous Integrating Gyro
Accelerometers are the ke y acceleration-sensing elements in USAF' s improved Minuteman ICBM
guidance system. The 16 PICA provides the most accurate velocity-measuring device in existence, precisel y measuring accelerations in sensitivities as small
as mill-minus g to as large as 30 g' s. It is a sensitive,
liquid-floated , single-degree-of-freedom gyro instrument rugged enough to operate in vibrational and
thermal environments of an y application where precise velocity information is required. An outstanding
feature of the unit is the low threshold level of the
gimbal rotation, resulting from floating the g yro
gimbal in viscous fluid of the same density as the
average density of the gimbal and maintaining
proper gaps between rotating and stationary assemblies. The structural material is beryllium . The
weight is approximately one pound, 2 ounces; the
size is two and one-half inches in diameter by four
inches long. The size of a large percentage of the
miniature parts incorporated in the unit are precise
to within 50 millionths of an inch or better.
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SYSTEMS

GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEM RADAR
SIMULATOR STATIONS FOR NIKE
HERCULES MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Eclipse-Pioneer Division, The
Bendix Corporation
Remarks
Guided Missile System Radar Simulator Stations,
designated AN/ MPQ-Tl , suppl y simulated targets
and electronic counter measures (ECM) environment for Nike Hercules Radar Systems and are used
for the training of Army personnel assigJ;led to Nike
installations. The simulator equipment is· connected
to the Nike Hercules Radar System and may be used
either in the field or in a classroom situation for training purposes. Any conditions encountered in actual
operation are simulated. The simulator consists of
the Operators Console, ECM Cabinet, Chaff Cabinet, Power Supply Cabinet, Passive Interference
Generator Cabinet, and Auxiliary Cabinet, all installed in a semi-trailer. The Target Coordinate Generator in the Operators Console independently controls six targets variable in range, sp.eed, heading,
elevation, turn rate, climb rate, dive rate, target size
and target aspect. The Missile Motion Generator
in the console controls rate of fire, type of missile
(either Ajax or Hercules ), fire command, burst command, guidance command, launcher parallax, lethal
radius, missile beacon strength, and missile malfunctions. The ECM Cabinet supplies signals to
simulate all forms of electronic jamming to which
the Nike radars are likely to be exposed under actual
combat conditions. The Chaff Cabinet enables the
simulator operator to make fifteen chaff drops. He
may also make a corridor drop. The chaff is presented on any of the radars in a realistic manner. It
is normall y affected b y wind and time. The Power
Supply Cabinet regulates voltages for all systems in
the simulator.

1.
2.
3.
4.

PRECISION APPROACH AND LA NDING
SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Eclipse-PionePr Division , The
Bendix Corporation
Remarks
The Precision Approach and Landing System is the
first and, thus far, only automatic landing system to
receive U. S. Federal Aviation Agency approval to
permit large commercial jet aircraft to make full y
automatic landings in scheduled ·service. It is also
the first to receive FAA approval for use in Category
II conditions or weather affording onl y 100-foot ceilings and 1,300 feet forward visibility. A complete system for automatic landings is comprised of an improved autopilot coupler (which locks the aircraft's
autopilot to the instrument landing system beam at
the airport) and amplifier computer, two radio altimeters, dual flare computers, a standby g yro-horizon,
and improved yaw damper and a series of monitors
to check the operation of the autopilot and instruments. An automatic throttle control is optional. The
sensitivity of the auto-pilot coupler permits a longitudinal dispersion of only plus or minus 500 feet
from the intended touch-down point and a lateral
dispersion of plus or minus 50 feet from the beam.
The equipment also automatically compensates for
wind conditions. Each of two radio altimeters provides height-above-terrain signals for the autopilot
and the indicator on the pilot's panel. At an altitude
of 60 feet, the flare computer takes control of the airplane. Upon receiving the appropriate signals from
the altimeters it puts the airplane in the landing
· attitude and reduces its rate of descent to two feet
per second for the touchdown. The yaw damper and
new automatic throttle system also are tied into the
autopilot system to provide precise lateral and airspeed control. The operations of all of the system' s
components are constantly checked during the final
approach by a series of monitors. Should there be
any error, the monitor disconnects the autopilot.

A PPROAC H CONTROL PANEL
5 . AIRSPEED IND. (AUTOTHROTTLE CONTROl
APPROACH PRO G RESS DISPLAY
6. LOW RANG E RADIO ALTIMETER No .2
LO W RA NGE RADIO ALTIMETER No. 1
A UTO PILOT & AUTOTHROTTLE WARNING LI G HTS

SYSTEMS
MICROVISION
Prime Contractor: Eclipse-Pioneer Division, The
Be ndix Corporation
R e marks
Microvision , an all-weather landing aid that outlines an airport runwa y in a manner similar to the
way a pilot would see it in a normal clear-weather
night landing, has been contracted b y the Federal
Aviation Agency for installation at its research center
in Atlantic City, N. J. Microwave radio signalsb ea med to the plane from both sides of the landing
strip-puts an electronic image or "picture" of the
runwa y on a ::emi-transparent screen in the cockpit.
The pilot "sees" the runwa through his normal line
of vis ion from a distance of about ten miles with the
plane at an a ltitude of some 5,000 fee t. At a distance
of about seven miles from touchdown, the runway,
appearing as a pattern of separate beacons resembling runway lights, comes into focus on the screen
and becomes increasingly defined as the distance decreases. The system comprises a series of groundbased microwave beacon-transmitters, airborne direction finding equipment, and the head-up display.
The beacons, along each side of the runway, form a
pattern similar to runway lights. Each beacon transmits one-microsecond pulses approximately 400
times per second to small, fix ed, wide-a ngle microwave antennas installed in the aircraft nose. The airborne direction finding receiver determines the immediate angular position of all the b eaco ns with respect to the longitudinal and lateral axes of the aircraft, and simultaneously presen ts these positions,
in tru e perspective, on the aircraft' s head-up displa y.
The display consists of a cathode-ray tube, which
presents the processed beacon pulses as coordinated
images ; an optical system , which collimates the
images at infinity; and a combining mirror, which is
positioned in the pilot's line of sight.

VERTICAL SCALE FLIGHT INDICATORS
FOR F-Ill
Prime Contractor: Eclipse-Pioneer Division, The
Bendix Corporation
Remarks
Vertical Scale Flight Indicators for the F-Ill us.e
moving tapes, command indices and a common reference line to display vital flight parameters at a
glance. Familiarization time is quick and displays
during flight are rapidly and precisely interpreted
by the pilot. The indicators, which receive inputs
from a central data computer and a source of command data in the form of ~ynchro or potentiometer
signals, present information such as vertical speed,
mach number, indicated airspeed, and maximum
safe speed. Indicator tapes provide greatly improved
scale factors for better readability. Scale limits are
not restricted to 360 degrees, and yet require less
panel space and fewer components than round dial
indicators. The new reference-line concept of the
vertical scale instruments eliminates the often tedious and less accurate method of reading round dials
with pointers. Command information is se t either
manually or remotel y from a ground station via data
link. When all commands are executed , a continuous
horizontal bar appears across the indicator grouping, instantly showing the pilot that the aircraft is
correctly performing the necessary tasks.

SYSTEMS
ADC-600 AIR DATA COMPUTER FOR F-Ill

PB-60 AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM FOR C-I4I

Prime Contractor: Eclipse-Pioneer Division, The
Bendix Corporation

Prime Contractor: Eclipse-Pioneer Division, The
Bendix Corporation

Remarks
The ADC-600 Air Data Computer for the supersonic
F-Ill immediately and precisely converts information on the physical properties of the air through
which the plane is flying into data for operation of
such subsystems as autopilots, flight instruments,
and navigation systems. The highly refined, analog,
central air data computer exhibits controlled dynamic response, high accuracy, and static probe
error compensation capability in providing the F-Ill
aircraft systems with a wide range of information .
The basic computing mechanism and repeater modules provide shaft rotations for 88 electromechanical
devices such as conductive plastic potentiometers,
synchros, encoders, and switches. Shaft outputs include altitude, mach number, true airspeed, total
pressure, dynamic pressure, indicated air speed,
true temperature, pressure altitude, and angle-ofattack, all corrected for probe errors. Of 88 output
provisions,_ 66 are implemented and 22 are reserved
for growth potential. The unique design philosophy
applied to the ADC-600 makes the sensors and the
whole computer relatively immune to position and
acceleration errors. Consequently, the computer provides precision outputs of fine sensitivity, particularly required at high altitudes. The computer is
flexible in design, reliable, easily maintained, and
incorporates monitoring and self-test capabilities. It
achieves good balance between the weight and size
econom y of single packaging, on the one hand; and
the design flexibility of modular construction and
separate packaging·, on the other hand . The air
data system is the same-except for a few internal
differences due to mission requirements-on both
the USAF's F-IllA and USN's F-IllB.

Remarks
The PB-60 Automatic Flight Control System on the
C-I4I aircraft is the world's most advanced automatic flight control system for transport use. It
features a triple redundant yaw damper system
which is entirely fail operative. No single failure
can cause loss of control. By means of an electronic
voter circuit that uses majority logic, the performance of three separate yaw channel electronic circuits is continuously compared and the optimum circuit is automatically switched in as the working circuit. If a malfunction occurs in it, one of the two
remaining circuits automatically takes over. The
yaw damper system also has a self-checking feature
which continuously alerts the crew to its GO or NOGO condition. The PB-60 also allows the human
pilot to keep in the control loop when the autopilot
is engaged. In addition to the conventional pedestalmounted controller through which the _aircraft is
maneuvered when on autopilot, the human pilot has
the same type of maneuvering control in his control wheel. This control wheel steering enables the
pilot, at any time the autopilot is engaged, to maneuver his aircraft in conventional manne r but with
the advantage of stabilization from the autopilot
system. The system also employs solid state electronics in all control switching functions . Amohg its
more conventional functions, the automatic flight
control system will maintain the attitude, altitude
and heading of the aircraft and has the ability to
track automatically VOR, ILS, and glide slope beam
references. PB-60 Automatic Flight Control System
is also used on commercial aircraft
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SYSTEMS

BANC-660 NAVIGATION COMPUTER
SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Eclipse-Pioneer Division, The
Bendix Corporation
Remarks
The BANC-660 Navigation Computer System provides continuous automatic dead reckoning in latitude and longitude coordinates computes the precise great circle course and distance to either of two
destinations, and solves wind magnitude and direction , independent of ground-based aid s and free of
any outside interferences. Designated as AN / ASN-66
for military use , the system incorporates three computers-Present Position, Course and Distance,
and Wind Memory-in two compact units : the
Computer Amplifier and the Computer Control. The
units are completely modular and provide for integral self-testing. Electrical outputs of bearing,
distance, and ground track are compatible with
standard Bearing-Distance-Heading indicators or
Horizontal Situation Indicators. Twelve other outputs of navigational data are provided, in addition
to the displays of present position and computed
wind . The Wind Memory Computer Section provides for three modes of operation that are automatically actuated, as required: Doppler, Wind
Memory and Air Mass. The console-mounted computer control unit is divided into six sub-assemblies,
all mounted within a dust-tight cover. The modules
are easily removable from the chassis frame. The
compact computer amplifier unit houses six electromechanical modules, removable for easy servicing, and the system's electronic circuitry. The electronics include a plug-in power supply at the rear
wall of the amplifier unit, and the eight printed
circuit cards, also readily removable. All system
primary power is applied to the computer -amplifier.

WIND MEMORY COMPUTER
Prime Contractor: Eclipse-Pioneer Division, The
Bendix Corporation
Remarks
The Bendix Wind Memory Computer, Type BA WC
200, augments the navigational performance of automatic dead reckoning systems used with Doppler
radar. The computer compares ground speed and
drift angle from the Doppler radar with true airspeed from an air data computet or an airspeed
transmitter and with heading from a magnetic compass or a guidance system. The resulting computation is the vector difference-N-S and E-W wind
components-used as auxiliary outputs. The wina
memory computer continuously transmits ground
speed and ground track to the automatic dead reckoning computer, eliminating manually set wind
parameters. During periods of temporary Doppler
radar dropout, the wind memory computer stores
the last radar-derived computed wind vector components and combines them with current air-speed
and heading to compute outputs of ground speed
and ground track. In the event of Doppler radar
dropout for an extended period, the wind memory
computer retransmits the true airspeed and heading
information to the automatic dead reckoning computer for computation with wind direction and
wind velocity, which must then be set in manually,
to provide ground speed and ground track.

.....
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SYSTEMS

AN/GSM-133 PROGRAMMER COMPARATOR
Prime Contractor: Eclipse-Pioneer Division, The
Bendix Corporation
Remarks
The AN/ GSM-133 is an automatic, versatile, programmable testing system that will, for the first
time, provide consistent automatic checking of avionic systems for aircraft, missiles and space vehicles at all levels from factory and depot to flight
line and on-site maintenance. This second generation programmer-comparator incorporates micrologic techniques that reduce its size by 30 percent
and weight by 50 percent over current models. It
can be transported either by air or overland. The
system performs serial type evaluations on both analog and digital signals, utilizing integrated (micrologic) elements for all logic functions. It evaluates
voltage levels and measures time, events, frequencies, and resistances to high orders of accuracy and
it is compatible with testing requirements anticipated through 1975. The wide interfacing capability
of the set permits the direct coupling of alternate
programming sources, manual controls, displays,
· recorders, and measurement devices, as well as
providing all of the basic input/ output lines for
connections with computational devices in either
on-line or off-line configurations. The general purpose configuration of the set can be readily altered
for special applications. The set provides for a variety of multiple, independent, and simultaneous evaluations. This capability greatly enhances the versatility of the set and allows for combining continuous
monitoring techniques with sequential evaluations
of related parameters and for directly accommodating a variety of dynamic test procedures.

AN/FPS-85 SPACE TRACK RADAR SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Bendix
Radio Division
Remarks
This radar facility, located at the Eglin Air Force
Base, Florida, will become a major element of the
United States aerospace surveillance and warning
system. The building housing the space track radar
is 13 stories high and more than a city block long.
The radar system uses an electronic scanning technique called "phased array," a method of scanning
large volumes of space with radar beams without
any mechanical movement of the radar. Space track
radar has thousands of small individual receivers
and transmitters fixed in the face ..of the antenna
structure. Through the high speeds available with
electronic-rather than mechanical-beam steering,
it is possible to track many satellites up to altitudes
of several thousand miles in one "glance:" Design,
technical and contractual direction of the project is
by the Air Force Systems Command's Rome Air
Development Center. The developm~nt has been
under the sponsorship of the Electronic Systems
Division but will be operated by the Air Defense
Command .
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SYSTEMS

AN/MRC-98 TROPOSPHERIC SCATTER
COMMUNICATIO NS SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Bendix
Radio Division

SAVAC
Prime Contractor : Chrysler Corporation Missile Division

Remarks
This mobile air transportable communications system is used by the Air Force for long distance poi~t
to-point voice and teletype contact. The system is
composed of three 31-foot trailers plus tw~ multichannel microwave antennas having quadruple diversity capability. Bendix furnished complete systems to the armed forces in activities recentl y encountered in the Dominican Republic. Scatter communications technique is accomplished b) bouncing
radio waves off the troposphere and used where the
distances between sites are too great for line-of-sight
communications or where terrain conditions do not
permit the use of multiple station hops that are required in line-of-sight systems. Scatter propagation
reduces substantially the numbe r of rela y steps in a
communication network. During Project Watermark,
Bendix provided technical assistance to assure ·
prompt and proper erection of antennas as well as
final testing and checkout for the required reception
and transmissions, both at Ramey Air Force Base in
Puerto Rico and San Isidio, Santo Domingo.

Remarks
SAVAC is an electronic problem simulator being
used by the Air Force to simplify training of technical personnel who man the complex electronic
electric or mechanical circuitry used in today' s mis~
sile and fire control systems, radar equipment and
automated devices. SA VAC stands for Simulates
Anal yzes, Visualizes, Activated Circuitrv. A 35m~
slide projects circuit diagrams onto th~ screen of
SA VAC, which resembles a television set. Punch
cards, fed into the unit, are used to create malfunctions or problems in the projected circuit. The system allows students to work on malfunctioning ~ir
cuits and to learn intricacies of complex systems
without using the actual equipment which i~ often
expensive and highly sensitive. SAV AC units range
in size from a table model to a 78-inch high floor
demonstrator which can be used for group training.
Tfie units are assembled at Chrysler Missile Division' s Florida Operations Plant near Cape Ke nned y,
Florida.

SYSTEMS

GENERAL PURPOSE AUTOMATIC TEST
SYSTEM (GPATS)
Prim e Contractor: Electronics a nd Space Division,
Emerson Electric Company
Remarks
The General Purpose Automatic Test System
(GPATS) consists of a central programmer-controlle r
mated with any numbe r of selectable functional
building blocks (i.e. programmable stimulus generators, respo nse monitors, switching units, simulated
loads, and power supplies) which· can be inte rconnected in hundreds of differen t ways to pe rform d esired tes t programs on any given sys te m . A Universal
Decode r Memor y Unit (U DMU) is an integral
part of each building block to provide a com mon
interface and capability for standard decoding and
memory of programmed information. GPATS offers
the following overall benefits: reduced test equipment design cost, reduced test eq uipment hardware
cost, test uniformity, accuracy consistency, increased
reliability of tested unit, increased testing rate, improved use of skilled manpower, red uced operator
training, greater logistics control, - and . improved
physical fl exibility and utility. GPATS is being developed under USAF contract.

PYROLYTIC GRAPHITE ROCKET NOZZLES
Prime Contractor: Wright Aeronautical Divisio n,
Curtiss-Wright Corporation
Remarks
Under contract with the USAF Rocket Propulsion
Laboratory, Wright Aeronautical Division of CurtissWright Corporation is developing pyrolytic graphite
rocke t nozzles for use in space propulsion systems. A
testing program for high temperature nozzles is currently under way, its aim being to improve noneroding characteristics a nd the utilization of advanced high energy propellants. No d e tailed specifications are available.
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SYSTEMS
AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION
GROUND STATION
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Electronic Systems Division

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Electronic Systems Division

Remarks

Remarks

The Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) Ground
Station receives, records and provides terrestial pictures including the cloud cover as transmitted b y
Weather Satellites for interpre tation by meteorologists. More than 50 stations are now in service
throughout the world, reproducing weather pictures
sent b y the APT Systems aboard TIROS and NIMBUS satellites. A new improved system featuring
reduced size and proprietary photo~ecorder to produce actual 8 inch b y 8 inch photographs is under
development. The new WeatherPix APT Ground
Station comprises a pedestal-mounted antenna (in
photo), antenna control system, receiver and photographic facsimile displa y unit. In normal operation
mode, the directional ground antenna is oriented
to begin receiving when the satellite reaches a point
10 degrees above the station's horizon. Operating at
distances up to 150 feet from its associated equipments, the antenna can be rotated 270 degrees clockwise or counter-clockwise. The pedestal houses a
motor-driven azimuth positioner, and the console
mounts all operating controls for speed and direction of antenna rotation. The received signal is· fed
to a low-noise preamplifier and then through a coaxial cable to the receiver. Here the receiver amplifies
and demodulates the signal , extracting the AM subcarrier from the FM carrier and producing a ~400
cps output that carries video data to the photo .r~
corder. Using a line-by-line scan technique the
photo recorder reproduces the transmitted APT picture on photographic paper. A clear gray-shade print
is read y for use within 15 seconds after completion.

The Auxiliary Data Annotation Set provides missionpertinent data annotation capability to airborne reconnaissance photo cameras. Pertinent flight information, such as time, latitude, longitude, speed,
barometric and radar altitude, heading, pitch, roll,
drift, date, sortie number, detachment, radar mode,
correlation counter, sensor/ station identification, and
taking unit identification can automaticall y be
marked on the sensor film. The ADAS equipment is
adaptable by means of system component selection
to a particular aircraft installation and mission requirements, thus insuring high commonality for
reduced logistics support. The AN / ASQ-90 consists
of the Auxiliary Data Translator Unit, six Recording
Head Assemblies, a Time Insertion Unit, and a Test
Display Unit. The AN / ASQ-90 systems have been
installed on the RF-4B and RF-4C aircraft. A modified ADAS system configuration is used on the
McDonnell RF-101 aircraft, and consists of the
Auxiliary Data Translator Unit, and four Recording
Head Assemblies. Information is recorded on film by
means of a cathode ray tube contained in each Recording Head Assembly. The Auxiliary Data Translator Unit (ADTU) contains a logic module and a
power supply module. A Fixed Programmer Card
Assembly which provides a means of changing the
fixed data (date, sortie number, etc.), is inserted in
the ADTU just· prior to flight. An earlier alphanumeric ADAS system was designed for the
AN / USD-5 Reconnaissance Drone, AN / USQ-28
Mapping System, as well as RF-101 and RF-4C
aircraft applications.

AUXILIARY DATA ANNOTATION SET
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SYSTEMS

TEMPERATURE CONTROL SET MODELS
CTS25-l, CTS26-l , CTS27-l , AND CTS28-l
Prime Contractor: Fairchild
Stratos Division
Remarks

VAPOR CYCLE AIR CONDITIONERS FOR
GROUND SUPPORT
Prime Contractor:
Stratos Division

Fairchild

Hille r C orpora tion ,

A series of temperature control sets are used on th e
Series F-Ill aircraft to control the flow of air to
various systems of the aircraft in response to the
temperature requirements of the syste ms.
The
CTS25-l controls the cooling airflow into the aircraft
electronics ba y and has a temperature se t point of
150 ± 10 degrees F; the CTS26-l, which is a lowlimiting temperature control set, controls the flow
of refrigeration air to the aircraft cooling system
and has a temperature set point of 65 ± 5 degrees
F ; the CTS27-l controls the flow of air to the aircraft rain-removal and anti-icing system and has a
temperature set point of 390 ± tO degrees F; and
the CTS28-l controls th e flow of cooling air to th e
AMCS equipment and has a temperature set point
of 65 ± 5 degrees F. Each temperature control set
consists of a butterfly modulating valve assembly,
and a temperature sensor assembly. The temperature sensor, which is located at the point where
temperature control is required, sens ~s the temperature of the air and, as required, varies the pneumatic control pressure which · positions the modulating
valve butterfly. In photo, Model CTS28-l.

Hiller Corporation,

Remarks
A new line of air conditioners was developed for
ground support van and shelter use, designed to
meet the rigid requirements of the military services.
Eleve n different models were developed ranging in
capacity from 9000 to 60,000 BTU per hour, with
60-cycle and 400-cycle power options available on
all units. All models are of a compact, low-silhouette
design, completely self-contained, and readil y adaptable to an y installation requirement. Developed for
use in tactical and support organizations, the air
conditioners can meet the cooling, heating, and ventilation requirements of communications facilities,
field command posts, electronic equipment shelters,
medical facilities, field repair shops, photo processing
shelters, and others-in general, for any van or
shelter that requires a compact, lightweight, reliable,
high-performance air conditioner.
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SYSTEMS
AIR CONDITIONER MODEL VEA4-6
Prime Contractor:
Stratos Division

Fairchild

Hiller Corporation,

R e marks
Air Conditioner Model EA4-6 is a lightweight, air
transportable, vapor cycle air co nditioning package
specificall ~· de signed to provide conditioned air for a
guided missile system. The unit is present!~ being
used in other applications ha ing similar personnel
and eq uipment cooling and heating require ments.
After initial installation , th e unit is capable of an air
cooling load capacity of 50,000 BT per hour and a
heating capacity of 35,800 BT U pe r hour. It uses
Refri ge rant 12 for cooling and operates on 208-volt,
3-phase, 400-cycle power. The unit is winterized to
allow operation in ambient temperatures down to
-65 d eg rees F. It disch a rges conditioned air at a
flow rate of approximatel y 1100 cubic feet per minute at a temperature of 65 degrees F, automatically
controlled . The air conditioner consists of two equal
size enclosures that are easily interconnected and
can be operated remotel y from each other. The enclosures are of compact, sturdy construction and are
built to rigid military specifications and standards.
One enclosure, the Condenser Section, contains the
compressor, condenser fan, and high-pressure refrigerant controls. The other enclosure, the Evaporator Section, contains the evaporator, evaporator
fan, expansion valve, heaters, electrical controls,
and temperature controls. The y can be easily separated and interconnected through suitable refrigeraqt
and electrical lines for applications in which such ar- .
rangement is preferred. Functionally, the VEA4-6
consists of a cooling subsystem and a heating subsystem regulated b y either automatic or manual controls from an adjacent control panel.

VAPOR CYCLE REFRIGERATION SYSTEM
MODEL VEA6-1
Prime Contractor: Fairchild
Stratos Division

Hiller Corporation,

Remarks:
The Vapor Cycle Refrigeration System Model
VEA6-1 is used to cool, dehumidify, and recirculate
air used for cooling aircraft electronic equipment.
It is presently being used on Navy Model E2-A
aircraft. The VEA6-1 is the equivalent of a 5.4-ton
air conditioning system, and can absorb heat produced by the electronic equipment at a rate of
64,800 BTU per hour under maximum load conditions. The system uses Refrigerant 12 as the cooling medium. This refrigerant absorbs heat from
the electronic equipment cooling air flowing through
the condenser.
A manually controlled switch
places the system in operation when the aircraft is
on the ground with the engines operating. The system can be operated with the aircraft on the ground
and the engines shut down if an external source of
electrical power, hydraulic pressure, and cooling air
is available. When the aircraft is airborne, the system will automatically compensate for varying
flight conditions. It does not require engine bleed
air for operation.
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SYSTEMS
URINE DISPOSAL LOCK
Prime Contractor: Fairchild
Stratos Division

GROUND AIR CONDITIONER MODEL
GEA50-l (A/M32C-10)
Prime Contractor:
Stratos Division

Fairchild

Hiller

Corporation ,

Remarks
The Urine Disposal Lock (UDL) was designed for
the Apollo spacecraft to provide a means for storing
urine during the mission and permitting ejection of
the stored urine by the opening of a dump port to
space vacuum. The UDL is basicall y a spherical
vessel containing a butyl rubber bladder encompassing a liquid collection sponge to absorb and
retain the urine. The unit is extremely compact. It
has a 6-inch sphe rical diameter and the surface of
the unit is electro-polished to a surface finish with an
emissivity of 0.07. The unit weighs under 3 pounds,
and holds a total of 950 cc of urine. During use ,
gas and liquid urine flow into the vessel through an
inlet port at a pressure of 5 psia at a gas flow rate of
1.2 cfm at ambient temperature and a liquid flow
rate of 375 cc in 30 seconds. As the gas and liquid
flow into the UDL, the liquid is absorbed by the
sponge material contained within the rubber
bladder. The gas passes through the sponge material
and flows through a gas outlet _port. The internal
pressure of 5 psia keeps the system in equilibrium
so that there are no differential pressures creating
forces on the sponge. After the liquid waste has
been accumulated in the UDL, the unit can be evacuated by operation of a selector valve within the
vehicle that opens a dump port and closes the inlet
and gas outlet ports. The dump port is opened to
space vacuum , creating a pressure .d ifferential between this port and the vent port pressure. This
results in a compression or squeezing effect on
the rubber bladder which in turn squeezes the
sponge forcing the liquid out at an average rate of
375 cc in 15 seconds, . aided by the pressure differential.

Hiller Corporation,

Remarks
The Ground Air Conditioner Model GEA50-l
(A/ M32C-l0) is a mobile, compact unit that \vas
designed to deliver cooling or heating air to personnel, cargo, and electronic compartments in military
aircraft during ground servicing and checkout. The
conditioned discharge air is delivered directly into
the air-duct system of the aircraft at temperatures
ranging from 47 degrees F to 200 degrees F, discharge pressures to 3 psig, and airflow rates as high
as 50 pounds per minute. Discharge temperatures
are selectable through the entire operating range
and are regulated by a simple and reliable control
system, which maintains the selected temperature,
once established, independent of changes in delivery
flow rate and back pressure. The airflow rates can
be selected from 5% to 100% of full delivery load
and are automatically controlled. The unit is allpneumatic in operation and receives its sole source
of energy, turbine bleed air, from an external gas
turbine compressor. The GEA50-l consists of an
air-cycle machine, a heat exchanger, a moisture
separator, manually operated valves, ducting, undercarriage, and wheels. All the controls required to
regulate discharge airflow, temperature, and relief
pressure are mounted on the instrument panel, on
which are also mounted pneumatic gages to monitor
the performance of the unit. Two discharge ports in
the unit allow servicing of two aircraft simultaneously.
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SYSTEMS

AIR CONDITIONER MODEL VEA4-5
Prime Contractor:
Stratos Division

Fairchild Hiller Corporation,

Remarks
Air conditioner Model VEA4-5 is a lightweight, air
transportable, vapor cycle air conditioning package
specifically designed to provide conditioned air for
guided missile systems. The unit is presently being
used in the Pershing missile system, but can be
used in other applications having similar heating
and cooling requirements. After initial installation
in a trailer, the unit is capable of an air cooling load
capacity of 38,000 BTU per hour and a heating
capacity of 35,800 BTU per hour. It can operate in an
ambient temperature down to -65 degrees F. The
unit discharges conditioned air at a flow rate of 300
cubic feet per minute at a temperature of 59 degrees F, automatically controlled. The air conditioning unit consists of two equal size enclosures that
are easily interconnected and can be operated remotely from each other. The enclosures are of compact, sturdy construction and are built to rigid
military specifications and standards. One enclosure,
the Condenser Section, contains the compressor,
condenser fan, and high-pressure refrigerant controls. The other enclosure, the Evaporator Section,
contains the evaporator, evaporator fan, expansion
valve heaters electrical controls, and temperature
contr~ls. Th~y can be easily separated and interconnected through suitable refrigerant and electrical
lines for applications in which such arrangement is
preferred. Functionally, the VEA4-5 consists of a
cooling subsystem and a heating subsystem regulated by either automatic or manual controls from
an externally mounted control panel.

COLD GAS SUPPLY UNIT MODEL GTU-1
Prime Contractor:
Stratos Division

Fairchild

Hiller Corporation,

Remarks
The Cold Gas Supply Unit Model GTU-1 is capable
of evacuating tanks or pressure vessels to remove air,
moisture, and contaminants. The tanks can then be
charged with clean, dry Refrigerant 14 at pressures
higher than the normal bottle pressure. In addition
to the normal complement of pressure and temperature gages found on gas transfer units, the cold
gas supply unit is equipped with a moisture analyzer
for determining the moisture content of the refrigerant supply and the refrigerant charge. Provisjons
are also included for reading the temperature of the
tanks being charged. The unit contains a motor
driven compressor, a motor driven vacuum pump,
filters, compressor and refrigerant cooler, electrical
components, and the various valves, fittings , ~nd
· tube assemblies that make up the system. Also
enclosed in the unit is a rack that will accommodate
five 195-pound refrigerant storage bottles, each
containing 70 pounds of Refrigerant 14.
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SYSTEMS

TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM
MODEL CTS65-l
Prime Contractor:
Stratos Division
GROUND PRELAUNCH COOLING UNIT
MODELGLC-1

Fairchild

Hille r Corporation,

Remarks
The Temperature Control System Model CTS65-l
is used on the McDonnell RF-4C reconnaissance
aircraft to control the temperature of air used for
cooling electronic and photographic equipment.
Temperature control is accomplished b y mixing
the cold air output of the aircraft air cycle machin e
with a quantit y of engine bleed air. The unit consists of three independent" subsystems. Each subsystem (or circuit) has an independent source of hot
and cold air and a complete temperature control
system to provide cooling airflow in response to the
requirements, respectively, for electronic component
cooling, infrared equipment cooling, and photographic equipment cooling. Basically, the subsystems are identical with the exception of the temperature set point. Each cooling subsystem consists of a
temperature control valve, temperature sensors,
temperature anticipator, solenoid valve, and temperature switch . The electronic component cooling
subsystem is capable of maintaining either of two
temperature set points. When the aircraft is operating at altitudes below 25,000 feet, the temperature
set point is 85 ± 5 degrees F . Above 25,000 feet the
temperature set point is shifted to 40 ± 5 degrees F.
The infrared equipment cooling subsystem is capable
of maintaining a set point temperature of 95 ± 5
degrees F, and the photographic _equipment cooling
subsystem is capable of maintaining a set point
temperature of 75 ± 10 degrees F .

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation ,
Stratos Division
Remarks
The Ground Prelaunch Cooling Unit Model
GLC-1 is a trailer mounted unit which provides
ground support for the Gemini spacecraft during
ground tests and prior to launching.
A special
transport fluid is cooled~ pressurized, and circulated
by the mobile cooling unit. The unit is designed to
provide a flow of transport fluid from 0 .2 to 1.0
gallons per minute with a constant disch.arge temperature of -85 degrees F. Spacecraft flow requirements will vary with ambient temperatures. The
unit will provide sufficient cooling to absorb a spacecraft heat load of 5,000 to 14,000 BTU per hour.
For prelaunch operation, the transport fluid , MCS
198 coolant, flows through insulated flexible tubing
to the gantry and from the gantry through an
umbilical tube to the spacecraft, where the coolant
circulates through the spacecraft heat exchangers
to provide cooling for special purpose equipment.
The coolant returns through an umbilical tube to
the gantry, and from the gantry to the cooling unit.
During ground test procedures, the insulated fl ex ible
tubing is connected directly to the umbilical package. The cooling unit continually recools and recirculates th e fluid.

---------
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AlR CONDITIONER MODEL VEA4-3
Prime Contractor: F a irchild Hille r Corporation,
St ra tos Di visio n
R e marks
Ai r Conditione r Mod e l VEA4 -3 is a li g htwe ig ht,
a ir transportab le , va po r cycle a ir conditioning p ackage specifica ll y designed to prov ide contitioned air
fo r g uid ed missile g round support shelters. The unit
is prese ntl y being used in the H AWK missile
g ro und support system, but can a lso b e used in other
app li ca tio ns havi ng si milar person ne l and eq uipm e nt
cooling an d hea tin g require m e nts.
After initial
in sta ll a ti on in a trai le r or shelter, this unit is capable
of a n a ir cooling load capacit y of 50,000 BTU per
hour when using a 208-volt, 4-pole motor, 11 ,500
rpm , 13- hp mo tor compressor, and an air cooling
load capacity of 38,000 BTU p er hour when using
a 416-volt , 6-pole motor, 7500 rpm , 8-hp motor
compressor. The unit has a heating capacity of
35,800 BTU pe r hour (10.5 kilowatts ).
It discharges conditioned air a t a fl o,\· rate to 1300 cfm ,
within a tempe rature range from 60 d egrees F to
90 d eg rees F , automatically controlled . The air
conditioning unit consists of two equal size enclosures that are easil y interconnected and can be
ope rate d remotely from each other. The enclosures
are of compact, sturdy construction and are built to
rigid military specifications and standards.
One
enclosure, the Condenser Section, contains the
compressor, condenser fan , and high-pressure refrige rant controls. The other e nclosure, the Evaporator Section, contains the evaporator, evaporator
fan , expansion valve, heaters, electrical controls, and
tempe rature controls. The y can be easily separated
and interconnecte d through suitable refrigerant
and electrical lines for applications in which such
arrangement is prefe rred.

GEMI NI E NV lRO N ME NTAL CONTROL
SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: The Garrett Corporation, AiResearch Manufacturing Division.
Remarks
The e nvironmental control system (ECS) developed
and produced for the Gemini spacecraft, is designed to provide a safe and comfortable gaseous
atmosphere for two astronauts for duration up to
two weeks in earth orbit. The ECS provides the
astronauts with fresh oxygen and water; it removes
carbon dioxide, odors, wa_ste water and solids from
the gas stream, cools the gas and regulates the suit
and cabin pressure levels. The ECS also regulates
the flow of coolant required for equipment cooling.
Components providing these functions are located
in both the re-entry module and adapter sections of
the spacecraft. The Ge mini spacecraft is pressurized
with a pure oxyge n atmosphere at 5.5 pounds per
square inch .
Primary oxygen for breathing,
ventilation and pressurization is stored at cryogenic te mperatures and supercritical pressures. A
secondary (re-entry and emergency) supply is high
pressure gaseous oxygen.
Primary cooling is
accomplished b y means of a n intermediate heat
transport fluid which absorbs heat in heat exchangers
and dissipates this heat through a space radiator. A
water boiler cooling system is used in launch, re-entrx
and emergency phases. Though basically an auto=
matic system the ECS also includes manual overrides for controlling temperature and pressure.
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SYSTEMS

GEMINI FUEL CELLS
Prime Contractor: General Electric
Direct Energy Conversion Operation

Company,

Remarks
Two fuel cell batteries, each with a rated output of
1 kilowatt, power spacecraft equipment on the long
Gemini missions 5, and 7 through 12. Using hydrogen as fuel and oxygen as a reactant gas, the fuel
cells convert the chemical energy of the gases into
electricity, producing water at the rate of about one
pint per kilowatt hour, as a byproduct. Each fuel
cell battery weighs 68 pounds, is 25 inches long
and 12.5 inches in diameter. Total fuel cell system
weight, including gas supply, piping and accessory
equipment external to the fuel cells proper, is about
450 pounds . Each Gemini fuel cell battery contains
96 individual fuel cells, separated into three stacks
of 32 cells each. Each stack can be individually
controlled by the astronauts and can be turned on
and off, as needed. Current production Geminitype fuel cell batteries are designed to provide
power for the longest Gemini mission, 14 days, but
on test have run as long as 46 days. Advanced fuel
cells, now under development, are expected to extend fuel cell life expectancy four or five times.

GRAVITY GRADIENT SYSTEMS
.
Contractor : General
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aft
Department
Spacecr

Electric

Compan y,

Remarks
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SYSTEMS

MHD POWER GENERATION
PLASMA PROPULSION
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company, Space
Sciences Laboratory
Remarks
!he . GE. Space Sciences Laboratory has been con. uctmg Investigations into plasma propulsion. There
Is particular interest in electric thrusters as space
~ropulsion engines, and much of the work has
een conducted und e r contract to NASA's Lewis Rese~rch Center. The Repetitivel y Pulsed Plasma Acce erator (REPPAC) produces thrust b y electromagl7eticall y accelerating a low density gas. The
smak amount of propellant needed to produce thrust
I attl·
trnad es this a n attractive form of space ve h.ICe
u ek. control and propulsion.
The labo;~tory is
wor 1ng t
.
.
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Prime Contractor: General Electric Company, Space
Sciences Laboratory
Remarks
Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) power generation
is a process of extracting electrical power directly
from an ionized gas as .it moves through a magnetic
field.
In an MHD generator, a conducting gas
flows past a magnetic field, generating an electromagnetic force within the gas. The electrical
power is extracted from the flowing gas by electrodes. General Electric is investigating this concept
under a contract from NASA's Lewis Research Center. The reduced weight, high reliability and high
efficiency of the MHD concept make it a promising
source of space power. GE scientists have successfull y operated an MHD generator at 2,200 degrees Fahrenheit, which is considerably lower than
that used most frequently with other MHD techniques. As a result, the previously unsolved critical
problem of finding materials capable of reliably
containing the hot reactive gas for periods commensurate with those required for planetary space
flight have been virtually eliminated. In photo,
GE' s Gas-seeded MHD Blowdown Facility.

SYSTEMS

ACCEPTANCE CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
Prime Contractor: General
Apollo Support Department

Electric

Company,

Remarks
GE' s Apollo Support Department is building lO sets
of Acceptance Checkout Equipment-Spacecraft,
dubbed ACE S/ C, for the National Aerona.utics and
Space Administration.
Each ACE system is an
automated checkout and test system for the Apollo
spacecraft. The ACE system is basically a combination of 110 control, communications and display
consoles, power panels, patchboards and computers
functionally arranged in Control, Computer and
Terminal Facility rooms. ACE stations are or will
be installed at North American Aviation, Grumman
Aircraft Engineering Corporation, NASA's Manned
Spacecraft Center and NASA's Kennedy Space Center in the Merritt Island Launch Area. ACE systems can interrogate and test environmental control systems, fuel cell and associated cryogenic
reservoirs, power and sequential systems, stabilization and control, service module propulsion and
instrumentation and communications for the Apollo
Command, Service and Lunar Excursion Modules
to provide immediate evaluation of the spacecraft's
flight readiness. The GE Apollo Support Department also makes Electrical Support Equipment
(ESE) for checkout of the Saturn launch vehicles;
Launch Support Equipment, for checkout of launch
facilities; and related test, measurement and calibration equipment.

AN/ APN-153 DOPPLER NAVIGATION RADAR
Prime Contractor: GPL Division, Aerospace Group,
General Precision, Inc.
Remarks
The AN/ APN-153 Doppler Navigation Radar is a
velocity sensor giving extremely accurate aircraft
ground speed and drift angle. The system operates
in the Ke Band, occupies 1 cubic-foot of space and
weighs only 48 pounds. The equipment consists of
three units: Receiver- Transmitter, Control-Indicator and Antenna Assembly. Its flexible design provides both analog and digital outputs making it
universally compatible with all navi-gation computers
and · other aircraft equipment requiring velocity
and drift information. Its small size and low weight
permit the system to be installed in any aircraft. The
AN/ APN-153 System is currently operational, or due
to be installed in the following aircraft: E-2A, A-6A,
A-4E, P-3A, S-2E, RA-5C, C-130, C-131, C-123,
F-100, Mirage III, B-26, F-27 BAC-111, Comet
IV.
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SYSTEMS
VIDEO FILM CONVERTER
Prime Contractor: General Precision, Inc., Link
Group
Remarks
The Video Film Converter, capable of high density
recording, permanent storage and slow or fast readout of video data, can com ert time dependent
electrical analog or digital signals into space dependent photographic images. Three built-in modes of
operation are available. The analog recorder mode
record s analog picture video onto 35mm or 70mm
photographic film using left to right raster scanning. Geometric distortion is held to less than 0.2 %.
The analog read mod e scans 35 millimeter or 70
millimeter film in a horizontal motion using a beam
of light from the fl yin g spot scanner. A digital
record mode can b e employed to record picture data
consisting of discrete data points representing gray
levels of 64 different inte nsities. Utilization of the
digital read mod e affords vertical and horizontal
reading of data from photographic film , as the digital raste r seque nti a ll y moves an electron beam
across the face of th e fl ying spot scanner tube. Some
of the special fea tures of the device include the
capability to adjust lines p e r frame from 100 to
2500; a fl ying spot scanner capable of generating
spot size on the order of I mil (.001 in.), and the
scanning raster of the fl ying spot scanner tube
capable of being rota ted 180 deg rees in either
direction. Comple te ly tra nsistorized except for certain power supplies and the cathode ra y tube (CRT),
the system can also record film in a continuous sweep
motion, as opposed to th e usual discrete-step motion .
Already proven in reconstruction of pictures of the
lunar surface during the Ranger missions, the Video
Film Converter was selected for ground-data handling in support of the Mariner 4 exploration of
Mars.

C-141A AIRCRAFT FLIGHT SIMULATOR
Prime Contractor: General Precision, Inc., Link
Group
Remarks
The Link C-141A all-digital flight simulator, using
the Mark I digital computer, was designed for the
Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio. Its parallel-binary computer design functions in conjunction with peripheral analog
equipment to translate digital outputs into realistic
control, display, and environmental effects. Ease
of programming in communications and navigation,
a remote operator's station which allows a centralized station to handle more than one simulator , in
addition to microcircuitry and printed circuit boards
afford realism and fidelity in the simulator's performance. The cockpit mounted on the three-point
motion base has pilot, co-pilot, and flight engineer
training stations. The crew is exposed to such flight
conditions as engine noise, cockpit motion, wing
flap and wing spoiler effects, and tire and brake
screech. Navigation and communication characteristics of the simulator are electronically computed
and activated. Two air conditioning units are employed to absorb cockpit heat and computer enclosure heat. The C-14IA simulator uses a h ydraulic
control loading system designed expressly for digital flight simulators.
Its employment affords
realistic simulation of the static and dynamic force
characteristics of a single-channel control and loading system, in addition to greater simulation fidelity
of a booster system.

SYSTEMS
F -4 C FLIGHT TRAINER
Prime Contractor: General Precision, Inc., Link
Group.
Remarks
A new Link Weapons Systems Trainer completely
simulates the performance of the Air Force F-4C
all-weather, two-man, supersonic aircraft designed
for both high altitude interception and long-range
attack missions. The WST also provides simulation
of fire control, Electronic Counter Measure (ECM),
Electronic
Counter-Counter Measure (ECCM),
navigation and target seeking through the use of
radar land mass presentations, and bombing and
target intercept equipment duplication. The trainer' s
motion system simulates sensations of pitch, buffet,
rough air, and other effec;;ts encountered in maneuvering the F-4C. Engine and aerodynamic noise,
lighting effects associated with cloud cover, bomb
and rocket blast, and duplication of temperature
variations are included in the system providing
realism in the training mission. Simulated altitude
for the land mass display ranges from 500 feet to
over 80,000 feet through radar sweep ranges from 10
to 200 miles. Radar reflectivity and terrain information are duplicated b y simulated land mass returns
on operational radar scopes. This operation can
cover 1250 miles square and it re presents 29 different
contours in various reflectivity intensities of gray.
Training techniques are oriented toward developing
pilot familiarity with the tactical mission of the
F -4C. Later stages of instruction are geared to insure that pilots can check out an actual radar-tactics
mission from start to finish including the variables
of climb-out, winds at varying altitudes and radar
scope interpretation of navigation check points and
target locations.

AF37 A-T27 TRAINER
Prime Contractor: Ge neral Precision , Inc., Link
Group.
Remarks
The Space Flight Simulator d esigned b y Ge ne ral
Precision's Link Group for Edwards Air Force Base
duplicates motion, images and sounds of space flight .
The 15-ton, 32-foot high mechanism of steel girders,
optical, electrical, -recording and h ydraulic equipment provides realistic space flight conditions for
extraterrestrial training in the 2,800-pound steel
and fiberglass , single-place, roof hatch entrance
cockpit.
Vibrations, pitching, rolling, yawing,
launch and re-entry of a spacecraft in flight are
simulated by the 125 horsepower motion system,
while star fields, the earth and moon, and rendezvous
vehicle are presented in their proper perspectives b y
the 12 inch optical window display and high resolution TV systems. The more than 2,000-pound visual
system consists of highl y polished mirrors, lenses,
beam splitters and a closed circuit tele vision system .
Pilot activities are monitored by two-way radio and
the internal television system at a maste r central
station manned by instructors. Abort and emergency
conditions can be introduced into the mission at an y
time during the simulated flight . In addition, astronauts are confronted with recovery problems encountered during land and wat~r setdowns. Highspeed, high-capacity digital and analog computers
linked together to form a hybrid system perform
the length y and complex computations of sp~ce
flight simulation. The system includes the L.m k
Mark II digital computer (68 ,000 word capac1ty)
and two Electronic Associate PACE analog computers containing a total of 45 amplifiers. The most
in use, the
.
, presen tl y ..
a d vanced space simulator
T27' s basic design includes the flexibihty to keep
. ·spacecraft deve 1o pments.
pace WI'th a d vances 111

SYSTEMS
IBM DATA PROCESSOR AN D DATA
STORAGE FOR ORBITI NG ASTRONOMICAL
OBSERVATORY
Prime Contractor: International Business Machines
Corporation, Federal Sys tems Division (Grumman
Aircraft Engineering Corporation is satellite prime
contractor).

F-106/ MA-1 WEAPON SYSTEM
Prim e Co ntrac tor : Hug hes Aircra ft Company

Remarks
Remarks

The ad vanced IBM OAO data processor with its
associated memory is the central command post of
the 3600-pound scientific satellite. It will issue commands for satellite orientation, store instructions for
experiments radioed up from ground, issue com- .
mands for starting and stopping all experiments
store experimental data obtained b y scientific in~
struments and monitor the ph ysic;) condition of
the satellite. Over 200,000. bits of scientific information can be .s tored on board OAO in the very large
I.BM system s memory during the experiment portwn of each orbit. This information is stored in a
non-rotating, non-destructive, random access memory system. It contains two memory modules that
can operate in series or as two parallel redundant
memory d ystems. All experimental information
gathered b y OAO equipment, as well as sate llite
status data , can b e read out and radioed to the
ground in 7.5 seconds. Since data can be taken from
~he memory over and over without d es troying it as
m conventional systems, the m e mory can be read
out as man y as 80 tim es during the te n minutes the
satellite is in range of a ground station on each orbit.
By rep e tition, complete readout and verification of
the O AO ' s figure-facts can be enhanced.

The MA-l is a n e lectroni c naviga tion and armam e nt co ntro l sys te m de ve loped for the F-106 Conva ir De lta Da rt . It is th e Air Defe nse Command's
most a utom a ted e lectron ic s ~·s t e m for manned airc raft. With a di g ita l compute r ca pable of making
9,600 arithm e tica l calc ul a ti o n in one seco nd 6 250
d ecisio ns in o ne minute, the MA-l svstem co~p~1tes
SAGE target vec to ring inform a tion and actuall y
takes co ntrol of th e D e lta D a rt on a combat inte;cept . It fli es th e inte rce ptor to its target, pinpoints
the ta rget's p os ition, la un ches th e attack and brings
the interceptor back to base. Or given the projected path a nd speed of the targe t, th e MA-l system ca n prog ram th e F-106' s course to interce pt
without any furth e r direction from SAGE. The
MA-l sys te m we ig hs 2,460 pound s a nd takes up
43 cubic fee t of volume. Its fea tures include a high
capacity di gi ta l computer, a utoma ti c da ta link reception , and a uto m a ti c fli g ht co ntrol during navigation phases, durin g radar atta cks a nd during instrument la nding approaches. The system also has a
5-minute self-test prog ramm er. In photo, the 200
black boxes which m a ke up the M A-l system 'together with the armam e nt it con trols (four Falcon
missil es and one Ge ni e ). Hu g hes builds a similar
system (MG-10 ) for th e Convair F-'102 and an
MG-13 system for th e McDonnell F-101.

Specifications
Volume 4 .62 cubic fee t ; power 80 wa tts.

~··

'
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SYSTEMS

GUIDANCE COMPUTER FOR TITAN II
ICBM
Prime Contractor : International Business Machines Corporation, Federal Systems Division.
Associate Contractor: AC Spark Plug Division of
General Motors Corporation (Titan II inertial
guidance system prime).

GUIDA N CE COMPUTER FOR SATUR N I
Prime Contractor: Inte rn a tional Busin ess Machines
Corporation, Fed e ral Sys te ms Division.
Remarks

Remarks
The 90-pound IBM guidance computer-a version
of IBM 's ultrareliable ASC-15 space compute rssuccessfully guided Saturn I vehicles into near-perfect
orbits on all of the five flights steered b y an on-board
system. In this svste m, computer guidance information is stored on the surface of a thin-shelled magnetic drum memor y that spins 6,000 times a minute.
This data is read by tiny magnetic heads which float
on a layer of air 2 millionths of an .inch thick created
by the spinning drum. The heads take off guidance
data stored on the drum and then send it to the computer. The GSP-24 signal processor takes analog
signals, such as roll, pitch and yaw, from the instruments aboard Saturn and converts them to digital impulses the computer can process. The processor
carries the computer's guidance signals back to the
Saturn's rocket engines to change course.

The 90-pound IBM computer is the hub of the allinertial guidance system fhat keeps the now-deployed Titan II on course by comparing missile attitude and speed with a predetermined target trajectory. The courses to several targets can be stored in
the computer's memory for alternate selection at
launch time. The computer also performs a prelaunch checkout by monitoring Titan's continual
state of readiness in the silo. For high reliability,
the circuits have welded connections and are encapsulated into rugged modules. The memory is a
thin shell, light-weight magnetic drum th<t .stores
over 100,000 bits of information. This information
is transferred to and from the drum surface bv 82
self-adjusting read-write heads that float above. the
spinning drum on a cushion of air 1/10,000 of an
inch thick.

Specifications

Specifications

Volume 2 .5 cubic feet; storage capaci.ty 100,000 bits
of information.

Volume 2.75 cubic feet; power 150 watts.
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SYSTEMS

IGM GEMI N I G U IDA NCE COMPUTER
Prime Contractor : Inte rn a tional Business Machines
C orpora tion , Fed e ral Systems Di vision.

REAL-TIME COMPUTER COMPLEX SYSTEMS
(RTCC)
Prime Contractor: International Business Machines
Corporation, Federal System Division

Rem a rks
The 59-pound g uidance compute r on board the twom a n Ge mini spacecraft performs complex calculati ons to he lp the astron a uts g uid e and maneu ver the
cra ft. C omputer tasks a re to back-up th e groundbased radio la unch g uidan ce system in case of
failure, to he lp astrona uts adjust and refin e their
o rbit after Titan II second stage shut down, to compute navig ation and guida nce information and have
it di splayed to help as tron a uts re nd ezvous with
anoth e r orbiting ve hicle, and to cal culate and issue
commands to return th e spacecraft safely to earth
at a d e sired landing point. The computer makes
more than 7,000 calcula tion s a second and has a
ra ndom access, non-d estructive memory system
(approximate ly 4 b y 4 b y 7 inches) containing over
150,000 multi-aperture fe rrite cores tha t permit data
to be read out of memory without destroying the
core' s magnetic state. T o allow th e astronauts to
communicate with the compute r, the re are two cockpit units called the Ma nu al Da ta Insertion Unit (in
photo) and the Increm e ntal Velocity Indicator. With
these , the astronauts can e nter new information i ~·to
the system during flight to adjust th e spacecraft's
p osition and ve locity or to change the time that a
specific flight man e uve r should occur.
Specifications
Volume 1.35 cubic feet; power 95 watts ; storage
capa city over 159,000 bits of informa bon.
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Remarks
An integral part of ground support operations for
Gemini space flights and future Apollo flights is the
Real- Time Computer Complex at NASA's Manned
Spacecraft Center in Houston, Texas. Through
RTCC, IBM personnel are m eeting the long-term
computing needs of the Gemini / Apollo missions.
The y are manning and managing the real-time data
processing and computational support system for
the flights. Chief RTCC purpose is to suppl y NASA
night controllers with very powerful digital processing capabilities needed in controlling actual or simulated Gemini and Apollo flights. IBM is furnishing
hardware equipment, mission and mathematical
anal ysis, programming, equipment engineering
and program testing for the system. Equipment
selected includes five IBM 7094 Model II data
orocessors, magne tic card readers, magnetic tape
units, consoles and large-capacity computer memories. During the 1966 calendar year, new IBM
Syste m/ 360 systems will begin to be installed to
replace the 7094s. In the historic 14-da y Gemini
7/ 6 fli ght the IBM RTCC system s performed 850
billion calculations. The systems ha ve over 2.5 million words of data and programming in their memories. More than 550,000 program instructions were
writte n b y the IBM / NASA team at Houston. The
RTCC systems logged over 600 mission hours by
year e nd 1965.

SYSTEMS
GUIDANCE COMPUTER FOR NASA'S
SATURN IB/V

DEEP SPACE NETWORK
Prime Contractor: Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technolog y

Prime Contractor: International Buisness Machines
Corporation, Federal Systems Division.

Remarks

Remarks

The Deep Space Network (DSN) is a precisiOn
communication system which is designed to communicate with, and permit control of, _spacecraft
developed for deep space exploration. The DSN
consists of the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
(DSIF), the Space Flight Operations Facility
(SFOF), and the DSN Ground Communication System (GCS). The DSIF utilizes large antennas, lownoise phase-lock receiving systems, and high-power
transmitters located at stations positioned around the
Earth to track, command, and receive data from
deep space probes. DSIF stations are located near
Goldstone, California; Woomera and Canberra,
Australia; Johannesburg, South Africa ; Madrid,
Spain; and Cape Kennedy, Florida. The SFOF
is located at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, and utilizes operations control
consoles, status and operations displays, computers,
data processing equipment for analysis of spacecraft performance and space science experiments
and communication facilities to control space flight
operations. This control is accomplished by generating trajectories and orbits, and command and
control data, from tracking and telemetry data
received from the DSIF in near real-time. The
SFOF also reduces the telemetry, tracking, command and station performance data recorded by the
DSIF into engineering and scientific information for
analysis and use by the scientific experimenters and
spacecraft engineers. The DSN Ground Communication System consists of voice, normal and high
data rate teletype circuits between each station and
the SFOF, and a microwave link between the SFOF
and Goldstone. In . photo, the Goldstone antenna .

The flights of Saturn IB/ V launch vehicles are directed by an advanced IBM 77-pound computer
and a 176-pound data adapter. They ride near the
rocket's top in the Instrument Unit-a 3-foot-high,
22-foot-diameter ring (which IBM is integrating
under another contract). The digital computer which
has a design reliability of 99.8 percent uses a duplex
memory design and a triple modular redundancy
approach. Once the vehicle lifts off the pad, the
computer navigates and steers it. The data adapter
gathers signals from instruments such as accelerometers and rate gyros and routes them to and from
the computer. After the computer processes the data,
using information stored in its memory, it develops
steering signals and passes them on to the rest of
the system via the data adapter. After directing the
vehicle into earth-orbit, the computer checks out
the final propulsion stage, sends these test results
to the ground for analysis, calculates the lunar
transfer trajectory (if it is a lunar exploration mission ), and then restarts the S-IVB stage to send the
Apollo payload on its way to the moon. This general
purpose, serial, binary computer has a random access
magnetic core memory system which can be expanded to store 920,000 bits of information-twice
as_m_any as will be needed for the presently planned
mlsswns. The magnesium-lithium structure itself a
~ery ~ignifican~ metallurgy innovation, is v~ry light
m weight and It acts as its own "cold-plate" to carry
off damaging heat.
Specifications
Volume 2.2 cubic fee t; power 131 watts.
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SYSTEMS
VERTICAL SCALE E NGIN E I NSTRUME NT
SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Lear Siegler, Inc., Instrument
Division
Remarks
Currentl y in production for the Air Force C-141 , the
Vertica l Scale Engine Instrument Sys te m permits
the aircraft operator to make a rapid and accurate
evaluation of vital engine parameters. Parameters
for all four engines are shown on the indicator;
making any variation instantl y apparent. The four
bas ic indicators are engine pressure ratio, ex haust
gas temperature, turbine speed in rpm, and rate of
fuel flow . A converter completes the sys tem. Vertica l Scale Engine Instrument Sys tems can also be·
provided for two-engine, six-engine and eight-engine
aircraft, and are adaptable to measure other parameters such as nozzle position, fuel quantity, oil
pressure, oil temperature and torque. In the C-141
system , the engine pressure ratio indicator displays
engine thrust b y indicating ratio of turbin e outlet
pressure and compressor inlet pressure. The indicator scale range is 1.0 to 2.5 engine pressure ratio
units. Exhaust gas temperature indicator di splays
turbine discharge temperature with scale ra nges
from 0 degrees to 700 degrees Centigrade. Turbine
or compressor speed is indica ted b y the revolutions
per minute indicator in a scale range of 0 to 110 %
rpm (100% rpm is equal to 4,200 rpm ).
Fue l
flow is shown in pounds per hour per engine. Sca le
ranges are from 0 to 16,000 pounds per hour. The
converter, designed to accept signals from sensors
currently in use, is composed of 16 circuit boards
with each board containing the conversion e le men ts
and two amplifiers.
A failure in any e lectronic
channel can be repaired by quick re moval and replacement of the appropriate circuit board.

AN / USQ-28 AERIAL SURVEYI NG AND MAPPING SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Kollsman Instrume nt Corporation
Remarks
The AN / USQ-28 is th e first of a new class of advanced airborne e lectronic photograph y systems
that completely integrates aerial surveying and
photomapping techniqu es with computer control.
Made up of 12 subsystems integra ted to provide
the fast est and most accurate means eve r available
to obtain raw geodetic and photomapping data ,
the AN / USQ-28 is capable of mapping 30,000 to
40,000 square miles a da y and collect data about
where the photos were taken , from what altitude
and from what angle. The system , developed ·u r .d er
USAF direction, will be insta lled in a Boeing RC135A transport/ reconnaissance aircraft. Kollsman
delivered a protot ype system and three production
models in 1965.
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SYSTEMS
TACTICAL AIRCRAFT SYSTEM

GEOCENTRIC VERTICAL REFERE NCE
SYSTEM

Prime Contractor: Lear Siegler, Inc. , Instrument
Division

Prime Contractor: Lea r Siegler, Inc. , Instrume nt Division

Remarks
The Tactical Aircraft System provides all-attitude
roll and pitch information , all-attitude heading
information, pilot displa y of the roll , pitch and heading information and the mechanization required for
bomb delivery. Designed under a building block
concept, the Tactical Aircraft System has four separate self-contained component groups, each completel y independent of the circuitry and mechanization of the others. Depe nding on tactical requirements, the entire system or any combination of
attitude reference, heading reference, displa y or
bombing functions can be used . The Tactical Aircraft System is produced as the AN / AJB-7 Attitude
Reference and Bombing Computer Set for the F-4C
aircraft and is used in part or in whole on th e
F-105D/ F, F-106A/ B, A-4E, F-4B, and A-7A aircraft. The attitude reference group serves as a central gyroscopic reference subsystem with outputs for
all -aircraft systems requiring roll, pitch and azimuth
information .
An all-attitude gyroscope provid es
gyro-stabilized pitch and roll data referenced to th e
earth's gravitational field through use of liquid-leveltype gravity sensors. These sensors are disconn ected
during turns by a switching rate gyroscope. Azimuth
reference signal is obtained from a verticall y-s tabilized directional gyroscope in the three-axis unit.
The heading reference group has been design ed to
supply synchro outputs of heading and to provide
manual control of the heading subsystem. Heading
outputs can _be either magnetic or great circle with
magnetic north refe rence furnished by a magnetic
detector. The display group provides a visual cockpit displa y of aircraft roll, pitch and heading .

Remarks
A Geocentric Vertical Re ference Sys tem prov ides ve rticality data with less than 0 .5 degrees of error und e r
a wide range of flight conditions. Scheduled for use
in the Nav y's F-4J -and F-4K fighter bombers , th e
system supplies accurate, gyro-stabilized roll a nd
pitch synchro outputs during d ynamic conditions b y
compensating for acceleration errors which affect ordinary gravity-sensing erection sys tems. In addition ,
the system-designated GVR-10-provides outputs
of vertical acceleration, vertical velocit y and flight
path angl e. In flight tests, verticalit y errors of less
than 0.5 d eg rees we re obtained when th e pa te nted
GVR-10 system was used as compared with up to four
degrees error experienced with a con ventiona l vertical gyro system. The output accuracy for th e GVR-10
flight path angle is within three perce nt of the aircraft's flight path angle. The GVR-10 system consists
of two units, the LSI Model 7428A Geocentric Pendulum Reference and the LSI Model 6315A Geocentric Reference Computer. The Model 7428A is a
gyroscopic unit containing a vertical gyroscope and
a geocentric pendulum control in a redundant roll
gimbal. The geocentric pendulum control is stabilized in pitch by a pitch gimbal servoed to the vertical ·gyro. The geocentric pendulum control provides
the necessary erection signals to the vertical gyro
torquers to maintain the gyro at true vertical. A roll
and pitch stabilized vertical accelerometer, mounted
in the Model 7428A, provides a vertical acceleration
output which is available to other subsystems and is
also used in the Model 6315A for computation of
flight path angle .

.4/fTlTUDE REFERENC E AND BOMBING COMPliT'ER SET, MODE L 5l03b
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3804E CONTROLLER
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SYSTEMS

ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING UNIT
Prime Contractor: L T · Aerospace Corporation, A
Subsidiary of Ling- Temco-Vought, Inc.
Remarks
The Astronaut Maneuvering Unit is a back pack
designed to permit an astronaut to leave his orbiting
capsule and perform useful tasks in space. It will be
used in NASA's Gemini program as part of Air Force
Experiment D-12, a project to prepare the way for
man to assemble and service spacecraft in orbit,
transfer from vehicle to vehicle or move equipment.
The AMU equips the astronaut for space excursions
with a complete propulsion system for maneuvering,
an automatic stabilization system , a two-way communications system linking him to his parent craft
and ground stations, plus oxygen, pressure and temperature systems for survival in space. The !50pound pack has sufficient fuel and oxygen to permit
excursions of as long as 150 minutes outside . the
parent spacecraft. The astronaut controls his maneuvers in space by activating thrusters from controls on
arm rests. The pack has 12 reaction jets, four firing
forward , four downward, two up and two down. The
system is being tested under weightless conditiqi}s
·in flights on KC-135 aircraft flying ballistic trajectories to achieve up to 30 seconds of zero-gravity.
LTV is building a number of test units and three
flight models of the AMU for the Air Force.

SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR
Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, A
Subsidiarv of Ling- Temco-Vought, Inc.
Remarks
This cylindrical simulator, 12 feet in diameter and
11 feet deep, permits testing of space equipment
and vehicles at extreme heat and cold to simulate
actual space flight. It can simulate orbital altitude
up to 200 miles, space thermal radiation levels, solar
radiation, intensity and spectral distribution and orbital motion relative to the "sun" . Gemini and
Apollo astronauts' space suits have been tested in
this simulator under heat and cold conditions. Liquid nitrogen flowed through coils permits tests at as
low as minus 320 degrees Fahrenheit. Twenty
xenon-mercury high pressure lamps of 2500 watts
each permit solar simulation temperatures.

SYSTEMS

MANNED AEROSPACE FLIGHT SIMULATOR
Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, A
Subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
ALOTS AIRBORNE LIGHTWEIGHT OPTICAL

Remarks

TRACKING SYSTEM

The manned aerospace flight simulator enables an astronaut to make realistic orbital, lunar and interplanetary "flights, " view the movement of his vehicle
in "space" and experience problems and stresses
like those an actual space vehicle would encounterall while remaining safely on earth. Developed by
LTV, the simulator has been employed by a number
of U.S. astronauts to practice abort lunar landings
and other space missions. Together with its computer facility, the simulator represents a value of
more than $2,000,000. The simulator consists of a
single-place gondola with a complete set of working
controls, instruments and visual aids tied into a huge
bank of computers, making possible all types of aerospace missions. The simulator is mounted on a pivoted yoke permitting pitch, yaw and roll movements. Surrounding the gondola is a 20-foot fiberglass sphere on which projections of earth, lunar and
star field views can be seen . It can produce approximatel y 5 G' s for short duration in both pitch and
yaw. In roll it is limited to 15 G' s. The pilot is under
observation at all times b y closed circuit television
in the control room .

Prime Contractor: Nortronics Division of Northrop
Corporation
Aircraft Modification Subcontractor : Lockheed Aircraft Service Company
Remarks
Lockheed Aircraft Service Company in 1965 installed an advanced airborne optical tracking system
in a KC-1~5A aircraft to provide surveillance coverage of missile flights for the Air Force Eastern Test
Range. Designed to provide precision photographic
coverage of missiles during the eady launch, stage
separation and re-entry phases of flight, ALOTS will
be operated at an altitude of 40,000 feet to eliminate
interference from cloud cover and other atmospheric
conditions which frequently inhibit ground based
camera systems . The N ortronics-developed A LOTS
system can photograph and resolve a 12-foot target
at a distance of 200 miles. The heart q.f ALOTS , an
integrated automatic tracking and photographic system, was installed by LAS ·in an external pod and
mounted on the aircraft' scargo door (in photo).
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SYSTEMS

RADA (RANDOM ACCESS DISCRETE
ADDRESS)
Prime Contractor: Martin Company, Orlando.

LOCKHEED EJECT ABLE RECORDI N G
SYSTEM

Remarks

Prime Contractor: Lockh eed Aircraft Se rvice Comp any

In advanced status, RAD A is a project directe d toward phase development of a dial telephone system
w ith the mob ilit y of the vehicular radio in battlefield
communications. Under proje ct management of
Arm y Materiel Command, RADA is e nvisione d as
be ing able to handle voice, tele typ e, facsimile , and
data transmission within an Army combat division
without use of heavy, fix ed , switching centers or the
tim e-co nsuming and dangerous la ying of wire during ba ttle. RADA would provide for priority service among selected subscribers, conference- calls.
a nd area warning. It would provide complete pri ~
vacy of communication between sender a nd receiver. Intended to be extremel y portable and
adaptable to all military vehicles, RADA is a radio
syste m in which simultaneous transmissions could
occur within a common frequ e ncy band without
mutual interference. The subscriber set (photo ),
which has the features of a portable touch-tone telephone automatically selects an available frequenc y
within the allotted band and broadcasts the address
of the called party. Distant subscribers are reached
automatically through range extension units.

Remarks
L oc kh eed Aircraft Service Company was awa rd ed a
$4.5 milli o n contract in 1965 for installation of th e
L ockh eed Ejectable Reco rdin g Syste m in th e Military Air Transpo rt Service fl ee t of 42 C-133 aircraft.
The system re tains a 15-hour, con tinu ous record of
critical aircraft e ng ine and sys te m opera tion s. A
four-chann e l vo ice record e r a lso re tain s a 30-minute
close d loop tape record of all cockpit area and pilot
to crew conversation. A crash positio n indicator bea.con, a lso ho u sed in a sing le ai rborne recorder package, sig nals loca ti o n of the ai rcraft in eve nt of an
accide nt . The airborne recorder package slides into
the tail of th e C-133 transport aircraft as a small file
draw e r slid es into a filing cabine t. The recording ,
syste m will withstand fire a nd shock associa ted with
a land accident. In the event of acci d e nt over water,
it is automatically ejected from the ai rcraft upon
s ubm e rsion . The record e r package floats and its beacon se rves as a homing targe t for recovery.
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SYSTEMS
SNAP-19 RADIOISOTOPE THERMOELECTRIC
GENERATOR
Prime Contractor: Martin Company, Baltimore.

SNAP RADIOISOTOPE THERMOELECTRIC
GENERATOR
Prime Contractor: Martin Company. Ba ltimo re

Remarks

Remarks

Martin Company is developing SNAP-19 for th e
National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
Nimbus weather satellite program. As now planned ,
two SNAP-19 generators will supply part of the
e lectrical power to a Nimbus B weather satellite orbiting the earth (photo, gene rators on forward rim).
The bulk of the power will be supplied by solar cells.
Future Nimbus satellites may be powered solely by
nuclear energy. Early in 1965, Martin delive re d to
NASA the first pair of SNAP-19s for system qualification tests with a Nimbus B satellite mockup.
These generators were e lectrically-heated prototypes and contained no fuel. T-hey will be follow ed
b y a number of fueled units for further integration
tests and actual flight . Nimbus B will be NASA's
first satellite to use a nuclear power source. Martin
is working under direction of the Atomic Ene rgy
Commission.

The first use of nuclear powe r in space occu rred
June 29, 1961 when th e United States orbited Navy
experimental navigational satellite 4A with a small
radioisotope powe r supp1y on board (pho to, SNAP
is small white ball on bottom of satellite). The
grapefruit-sized ge nerator called SNAP (Sys tem s for
Nuclear Auxiliary Powe r) mark ed its fourth anniversary in space June 29, 1965, still functioning
aboard the satellite, which Navy officials said was
signalling loud, clear and regularl y to a string of
tracking stations around the world. The SNAP nuclear generator is supplementing solar power on th e
175-pound satellite, built b y The Johns Hopkins
University Applied Ph ysics Laboratory. The satellite beca me th e oldest operating U.S. satellite in
May, 1964, when signals of th e Vanguard I were
heard by tracking stations for th e last time.
Specifications

Specifications
Finned cylinder shape, l l inches high , 22 inches in
·diam e te r; fueled with plutonium-238 ; e lectri ca l output 30 watts (each generator ); design life 5 yea rs.

Elongated sphere shape about 5 inches in diam e te r
and 5 1/ 2 inc hes high; fueled with plutonium-238 ;
power output 2. 7 watts; generator's d es ig n life 5
yea rs.

Method of Operation

Method of Operation

The generator has no moving parts. Spontaneo us
decay of the plutonium-238 generates heat in th e
containment block surrounding it. The heat is transform ed directl y into electrical energy b y a series of
the rm oelectric elements grouped around the fu e l
core.

The generator has no moving parts. The spontaneous
deca y of the plutoniurri-238 generates heat in the:
containment block surrounding it. The heat is transformed directl y into electrical energ y b ~ a ser.ies of
thermoelectric elements grouped around the fuel
core.

SYSTEMS
LUNAR MISSION SIMULATOR
Prime Contractor: Martin Company, Baltimore
Remarks
SNAP-9A RADIOISOTOPE THERMOELECTRIC
GENERATOR
Prime Contractor : Martin Compan y, Baltimore
Remarks
Two SNAP-9A radioisotope thermoelectric generators are currently in orbit aboard 1 a y navigation
satellites (in photo, SNAP-9A is finned cylinder).
The first "proof-of-principle" generator, launched
in September, 1963, represented the first all-nuclear
power system to be used on a satellite. The second
nuclear-powered satellite, launched in December,
1963, is part of a three-sateWte navigational system
that enables fleet units to pinpoint their location
anywhere on earth . The satellite is the only one in
the system to be powered b y the atom. The other
two are powered b y solar cells. Atomic Energy Commission is cognizant agency.
Specifications
Finned cylinder shape, 20 inches in diameter, 9 1/ 2
inches high; fueled with plutonium-238; weight 27
pounds; electrical output 25 watts ; design life 5
years.
Method of Operation
The generator has no moving parts. The spontaneous
decay of the plutonium-238 generates heat in the
containment block surrounding it. The heat is transformed directly into electrical energy by a series of
thermoelectric elements grouped around the fuel
core.

The lunar mission simulator is designed to accurately
forecast pilot performance and reliability for Apollo
space missions and other missions of equal or longer
duration having similar tasks. Under a NASA study
contract, real-time, simulated flights are "flown" b y
three-man crews who are graduates of the Air Force' s
Aerospace Research Pilots School, Edwards AFB,
California. Each crew spends seven days on the
simulated round trip to the moon following five
weeks of classroom work, physical conditioning and
simulator training. The Apollo mission was chosen
for the studies because it represented a system aiready well defined and requiring a variety of tasks
to be performed by the pilots. Major elements of
the simulator include a full-scale Apollo spacecraft
and lunar excursion module (LEM ), incorporating
much the same configuration ·and instrumentation
of the spacecraft that will be used in the Apollo project. Adding realism to the simulator are visual outthe-window displays for the benefit of the space pilots, including a huge shell-like parabolic screen
measuring 24 feet in diameter. It envelops the
Apollo and LEM spacecraft in a field of some 2300
major stars and constellations projected on its surface. The screen also is used to project a view of the
moon' s surface in the lunar landing phase of the
missions. Included in the simulator complex is an
extensive group of analog computers, flight control
and monitoring decks, utilizing closed circuit TV
and other comml)nications equipment in the spacecraft. Data collection equipment provides a con-_
tinuous transmission of over 550 channels of flight
data, all of it used to help fly the missions and collect information on the pilot's performance.

SYSTEMS

HAYSTACK 120-FOOT MICROWAVE
ANTENNA SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: North American Aviation
BIRDiE (BATTERY INTEGRATION AND
RADAR DISPLAY EQUIPMENT)

Remarks

-

The Haystack is the first of a new generation of ultra-powerful antenna systems whose purpose is to
pioneer the development of techniques and equipment for high-capacity satellite relay systems for
worldwide communications. Built by North American for the Air Force Systems _Command, it is operated by scientists of MIT's Lincoln Laboratory at
a hilltop site near Tyngsboro, Massachusetts. The
680-ton apparatus is the most precise steerable instrument of its kind. Enclosed in a 150-foot high fiberglass and aluminum geodesic radome, the giant
antenna is a radio telescope of unprecedented high
resolution and sensitivity. It can also be used as a
very long range tracking and measuring radar, enabling scientists to accurately locate a pea-sized object a thousand miles out in space. Its 100,000 watt
transmitter can be used to communicate with space
probes at a distance of a hundred million miles.
The Haystack facility became operational in 1965.

Prime Contractor: Martin Company, Orlando
Remarks
BIRDiE is an electronic, semi-automatic air defense
coordination and fire distribution system which
~a.kes ~ptimum use of electronics with human supervtswn. 1m~osed at critical points. BIRDiE provides
e~ective au d~fense by automatic acceptance, generation, processmg and distribution of pertine nt target data for guided missiles. It can also monitor
and / or direct ~re ~nit activity and can even operate
autonomously tf htgher command inputs are interrupted . One of its features is that all functions of
s~rveillance, ~ritry, tracking, monitoring, and
f~tendl.y protection are combined into a single situation d1splay console. BIRDiE is transistorized and
transportable. The system can be tailored to meet
the size of the defense battery requirements.
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SYSTEMS
MINUTEMAN I (LGM-30B) GUIDANCE AND
CONTROL SYSTEM (AN-DJW-16)
Prime Contractor: Autonetics Division, North American Aviation
Remarks
As associate prime contractor for guidance and control (G&C) equipment for the solid-fueled Minuteman I ICBM, Autonetics designed, developed and
is producing virtually all this quick-reaction missile' s avionics and its supporting ground checkout
and alignment equipment. Minuteman I G&C features a degree of long-term reliabilit. once conside red impossible. Such reliabilit y was achieved
largel y b y a simplified , integrated avionic system, a
rigorous program of reliabilit y improvement of components and subsystems and adoption of new engineering techniques and production methods. Three
basic components of thi s missile' s N-10 all-inertial
guidance and flight control system are a gyrostabilized inertial platform, an air-bearing, magneticdisk memory type of solid-state digital computer
and electrohydraulically operated engine nozzle control units. The computer accepts information from
velocity meters during flight to generate missile
steering, staging and thrust-termination signals.
Stee ring signals move appropriate nozzles to direct
engine thrust and control the missile' s trajectory.
Such movable nozzles constituted a breakthrough in
automatic flight control of solid-fueled missiles.
Prior to flight, the computer functions as an integral
part of the ground checkout equipment, performing
regular checks on the missile' s readiness for , flight ,
including automatic calibration and alignment of. the
guidance system. Computer tie-in permits subsystems to perform multiple functions. This, in turn,
helps reduce the number and complexity of subsystems and ground support equipment, and also
results in a 31-second reaction time for an ICBM
originally specified to be launched in 60 seconds. ·

MINUTEMAN II (LGM-30F) GUIDANCE .AJ.~D
CONTROL SYSTEM (AN-DJW-26)
Prime Contractor: Autonetics Division, North American Aviation
Remarks
Microelectronics is the key to major technical improvements being incorporated in the Air Force' s
new Minuteman II ICBM. The new equipment
being furnished by the Autonetics Division, North
American Aviation, associate contractor for guidance, flight control and ground checkout equipment,
includes: an inertial guidance platform featuring use
of pendulous integrating gyro accelerometers and a
new gyrocompass azimuth assembly that provides
backup to the primary optical reference ; microelectronic airborne digital computer with expanded
memory capacity, functional capability, greater reliability and reduced size and weight; liquid injection for more efficient Stage II rocket motor flight
control. Most of the flight control electronics have
been incorporated into the "upstage" portion of the
system, housed in the lightweight magnesium/ cork
guidance body section. The " downstage" portion includes an angular accelerometer unit similar to that
in Minuteman I, Stage I and Ill nozzle control
units, two Stage II electro-hydraulic control units,
two Stage II electro-hydraulic control units, and all
electrical cabling. Key element in the missile' s Nl7
guidance system is the microelectronic computer that
accepts information from sensing instruments
mounted on the inertial platform and compares it
with previously-stored information. When course
and speed deviations are noted, the computer signals the flight control equipment, which then _directs
rocket engine thrust toward the proper traJectory.
In pre-flight operational deployment, the computer
performs regular checks and reports on missile flight
readiness; verifies all targeting, enabling and launch ·
commands· selects the commanded target, controls
launch ti~ing, and sequences the missile and
ground equipment to first-sta.ge ignition.

SYSTEMS
POLARIS SHIP'S INERTIAL NAVIGATION
SYSTEMS (SINS)
Prime Contractor: Autonetics Division ,North American Aviation
Remarks
REINS (RADAR EQUIPPED INERTIAL
NAVIGATION SYSTEM) AUTOMATIC
BOMBING NAVIGATION SYSTEM (AN-ASB-12)

Ship's Inertial Navigation Sys tems (SINS) enable
Navy Polaris submarines to navigate submerged for
long periods of time and to fix precisel y their missile-launching positions. This self-contained system
basically consists of a digital compute r, velocity m e ters and an inertial platform stabilized b y gyroscopes. Automatically and accurately, SINS sense a
ship's accelerations, measure them and pro~ide results in the form of continuously available position
information, heading and velocity. Auton e tics' first
production-model SINS were installed in 1959
aboard the George Washington, the nation 's first
Polaris submarine. Under subsequent contracts,
Autonetics became SINS supplier for the balance of
the Navy' s currently-programmed 41-ship Fleet
Ballistic Missile force and those being built in the
United Kingdom for the Royal Navy. As Polaris submarines return for overhaul , their earlv-model SINS
are being replaced with improved ~ersions. The
Navy's last 12 Polaris submarines and those for the
British Royal Nav y are each b e ing equipped with
two Mk-2 Mod-3 SINS . This mod e l includes an
additional gyro that monitors and corrects the drift
rates of other g yros to increase overall sys te m accuracy. Other versions of the Autonetics' SINS are
operational aboard U.S. Nav y attack submarines,
three attack carriers (USS Enterprise, USS Independe_n ce and USS Ranger) and two range tracking
ships-the USS Twin Falls Victory in the Eastern
T es t Range, and the USNS Range Tracke r in th e
Western Test Range.

Prime Contractor: Autonetics Division , North Am e rican Aviation
Remarks
The AN-ASB-12 REINS provides th e North American-built Navy Vigilante carrier-based attack
bombe r with precision guidance, all-weather te rrain
avoidance for low-altitud e missions, air-to-ground
ranging, and contour and ground mapping capabilities. REINS targe t identification and automatic navigation free the aircraft' s pilot and navigator-bombardier for concentration on the critical attack phases
of the mission . The system includes an inertial a utonavigator, digital computer, analog bombing computer, radar, television, wide-angle ·display proj ector and tie-in equipment. Eastman Kodak Company
and General Dynamics / Electronics, respectively,
produced and supplied the system ' s closed-loop TV
and radar. Other Autonetics' systems_integrated into
the Vigilante include automatic flight control electronics· and the shipboard automatic checkout equipment to monitor performance and perform preflight, line and shop maintenance. Released for design in 1959, the first REINS engineering model was
produced 14 months later. The first Navy squadrons
of REINS-equipped A-5 Vigilantes were operationally deployed in February, 1963.
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SYSTEMS

HOUND DOG GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
SYSTEMS
Prime Contractor: Autonencs Division, North American Aviation

F-105/Rl4A MULTIMODE, MO NOPULSE
RADAR
Prime Contractor: Autonetics Di vision, North American Aviation
Remarks
Under subcontract from Republic Aviation Division, the Autonetics Division of North American
Aviation, Inc. , has produced the Rl4 A multimode,
monopulse radar system now operationally deplo yed
in F-105 Thunderchie f fi g hter-bombers of the Air
Force's Tactical Air Command. Integrated with
missile-launching and air-data computers, bombing
and gun-firing systems, an optical sight and a stable
platform, the Rl4A rada r makes the F-105 one of
the most versatile of USAF aircraft. It pe rforms a ll
radar functions on both low and high level missions
and gives the F-105 capability for air-to-air search
and automatic tracking, ground mapping, terrain
avoidance, contour mapping a nd air-to-ground ranging. Autonetics has delive red almost 800 of these radar sys tems.

Remarks
Inertial guidance and Hight control systems produced
b y Autonetics Division automatically guide the airlaunched, operational Hound Dog air-to-ground
missile (AGM-28A/ B) on a pre-selected path to its
target, including evasive action en route. Basic mission of the Hound Dog is to increase the capabilities
of the Strategic Air Command's intercontinental
B-52 manned bomber. Launched from the high-flying B-52, the Hound Dog can fly low-level to escape
radar, or high up at supersonic speeds to avoid
ground fire . It can fl y a dog-leg evasive course to
confuse enemy defenses, then dive to its target to
explode at any programmed time. Finall y, the
Hound Dog cal! act as a front runner for the B-52
or deal its own blow on a primary target hundreds
of miles from its airborne launch point. Hound
Dog' s G&C system allows new cruise altitudes or new
targets to be programmed afte r the B-52 is airborne,
so that target, launch point, trajectory, flight pattern
or burst height can be changed as needed. Also,
the Hound Dog's guidance system can supplement
the B-52 bomber's navigation equipment.

SYSTEMS

MARINE STAR TRACKER
Prime Contractor: Northrop
Equipment Department

Nortronics'

Marine

Remarks
The Northrop Marine Star Tracker is a Vidicon type
tracker that will be installed as a component of
Sperry Ships Inertial Navigator/ Star Tracker systems
on Apollo range instrume ntation surface ships. The
tracker is designed to accept computer data on star
position, automatically acquire the star, lock on, and
track it until the computer has collected sufficient
track data, at which time a second star will be
designated. In a secondary mode, the Northrop star
tracker can also track an illuminated balloon, rece iving synchro deck train and e levation d a ta for acquisition. It offers accuracy to five arc seconds in the
automatic mode. The Northrop Marine Star
Tracker will provide ce lestial information to ~ermit
calculation of navigational position to an accuracy of
less than one-tenth of a mile on the surface of the
Earth. (Position-fixing to this accuracy is necessary
during the radar-tracking of the Apollo moon shot
so that the ve hicle traj ectory can be controlled precisel y and e nsure a successful mission.)

GEMINI PARACHUTE LANDING SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Ventura Division, Northrop Corporation
Remarks
Gemini astronauts are able to operate their own parachute landing sequence, where in the Mercur y
program parachute operation was automatic. The
astronauts deploy the 8.3-foot diameter drogue
parachute by mortar at 50,00_0 to 40,000 feet. At
10,600 feet, the drogue extracts an 18-foot Ringsail
pilot parachute. The pilot chute in turn pulls the
84-foot main parachute. For landing, spacecraft attitude is changed from the vertical· to a nose-high
35 degree attitude by releasing the single point
connection of the main parachute and allowing the
spacecraft load to transfer to a two-legged bridle.
Landing speed is about 30 feet per second. The main
chute weighs 107 poun·ds, the pilot chute 8 pounds.
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SYSTEMS

SATUR N GROUND COMPUTER SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of America,
Defens e Electronic Products, Van Nuys Facilit y
Remarks
The Saturn Ground Computer System is an on-line,
real time computer system utilized to perform automatic checkout and launch control functions for the
Saturn IB and Saturn V launch vehicles. The input/
output capabilities are tailored to NASA needs on the
Apollo program. The RCA llOA SGCS is very wellsuited to meet NASA requirements for increased automatic control, flexibilit y, checkout capacity, accuracy, speed and reliability. This computer system
is the first process control machine to offer a general
purpose organization featuring core m em ory and an
automatic priority interrupt system for efficient multi-programming. Unit consists of 19 to 20 cabinets
including the following sys tems or subsystems: data
link, discrete, interface to digital data acquisition
system, and analog system. The RCA sys tem is used
for checkouts in static captive firings , unit tests and
actual launch procedures. Twent y-four systems will
be placed in use for testing of individual instrumentation units or booster units and actual launch of
the Saturn IB or Saturn V. Systems are established in
the Launcher Control Center or th e Launcher Umbilical Transporter. The input data comes in analog
form and goes thru scaling, multiplexing and conversion to digital form when the computer operates
upon it. Output data is converted from digital back
to analog format with amplification and priority as~
signed.

APOLLO EARTH LA N DI NG SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Ve ntura Di vision , No rthrop Corporation
Remarks
New undergoing tes t, th e Apoll o la nding system consists of several parachutes : two 13-foot diameter
drog ue stabilization c hutes ; three Ringslot 7-foot
di am e te r pilot parachutes ; and three Ringsa il-type
m a in chutes eac h havin g a canop y diam e te r of 83
feet. Total weight of th e system is approximately 540
p ounds. An automatic system is provided to perform
the recove ry operation or can be initiated in its
various steps by an astronaut. At 25,000 fee t, a barom e tric press ure switch fires a charge to je ttison the
apex heat shield over the parachute compartment.
Two seconds later, the two drogue chutes are mortar deplo yed for stabilization a nd deceleration. At
about 10,000 feet , the three 7-foot pilot chutes are
. d eplo yed , also b y mortar, and each pulls out one of
the three main chutes. Landing speed is approxim a te ly 25 fee t pe r second.
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SYSTEMS
ELECTRONIC SWITCHING SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of America,
D efense Electronic Products, Van Nuys Facility
Remarks
An Electronic Switching System replaces electromechanical switching centers for communication
purposes 'Yith the use of the electronic computer.
This permits " on-line, real-time, full-time, " storage
and forward type message switching system, utilizing modern electronic components and computer
switching techniques to transmit a massive flow of
information between widely distributed geographical locations. There is a single switching center for
Ynited Air Lines that is supported by a communications network consisting of standard teletypewriter
circuits and machines to provide an accura te, re liable and efficient message switching system. The
system is "on-line" in the sense that messages from
field station, teletypewriter sending machines are
transmitted directly to the switching center. It is
" real-time" in that the switching center immediately
processes the received messages and performs required functions to forward them to addressed stations, and it is "full-time" in the sense that it operates 24 hours a day, 7 days per week. To accomplish
message switching, the computer routes and interpr~ts messages by electronically reading control
characters within the message. The arrangement of
m essages in comprehensive formats directs the electronic computer's handling of the message from inception to delivery. Basic features are automatic
time-sharing of all programmed switching functions ;
each function is performed by priority on a demand
basis ; automatic smoothing of traffic peaks without
compromising line utilization ; automatic initiation
of on-line selfcheck during low traffic periods. Basic
elements are : storage, concentrator, line counter, line
scanner, expandor, input/ output relays and processor interface.

RCA LEM SYSTEMS
Prime Contractor : Radio Corporation of Am e rica
Remarks
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Module, shown descending to the moon a_ter
separation from the Apollo spacecraft. RCA provides
the DECA (Descent Engine Control Assembl y)
·
. h regu 1ates t h e eng10e
w h IC
t h rus t ove r a wid e range
from a maximum of 10,500 pounds, the amount of
thrust and its direction determining the rate at
which LEM slows. De;ermination of which attitude control thrusters should be fired and for how
long is the job of another RCA system, . the ATCA
(Attitude and Translation Control Assembly. ) ATCA
. t h e ascent p h ase. RCA's Landing
a Iso operates 10
.
Radar for the LEM is designed to measure contmually the exact altitude and velocity relati ~e to the lunar surface, an invaluable sensory aid to the descending astronauts. RCA provides communi~ati?ns
equipment between the LEM, the earth momtonng
stations and the third astronaut in the Apollo; the
. a Iunar walkie-talkie
and
company .IS a Iso supp Iymg
..
a special lunar antenna for relaying teleVISIOl~ ~hotos
to earth. A major RCA assignment is the a -Important Rendezvous Radar, which enables the LEM
crew to rendezvous and dock with the Apo 11 0 for
the home trip.

SYSTEMS

AN/FPS-16 PRECISION INSTRUMENTATION
RADAR
Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of America,
Defense Electronic Products

AN / FPQ-6 TRACKING RADAR
Prim e Contractor: Radio Corporation of America,
D e fe nse Electronic Products
Remarks
Capable of pinpointing an object 32,000 miles away
within a few ya rds of its true p osi tion, the AN / FPQ6 is a tracking radar used in the U nited States'
global tracking network. Built b y RCA's Missile and
Surface Radar Division , the AN / FPQ-6 a nd its air
transportable version, AN / TPQ-18, are high accuracy, long range, amplitude comparison, monopulse,
C-band instrument radars. They supply accurate
spherical coordinate information on long range, high
velocity targets.

Remarks
First used in downrange missile tracking as early
as 1957, the AN / FPS-16 radar is part of the national
space tracking network. The AN / FPS-16 and its
air transportable version, AN / MPS-25, are C-band
radars that can acquire and automatically track passive or active targe ts with velocities up to 10,000
yards per seco nd . Equipped with a 12-foot dish antenna, the system provides range data to an accuracy
of 7 yards at 500 nautical miles. The radars also
provide a m ea ns of evaluating targe t performance
b y supplying precise target position information in
the form of digital, synchro and potentiometer data
to local or remote computers, visual displays, plotting boards and data recorders.

SYSTEMS

AN/TSQ-47 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of America,
Defense Electronics Products

AN/TRC-97 TROPOSPHERIC SCATTER RADIO
RELAY EQUIPMENT (NO. I SY-73E)

Remarks

Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of America ,
Defense Electronic Products

The AN / TSQ-47 is . a complete package including
te rminal area navigation, traffic control, instrument
landing and communication facilities, transportable
in three C-130's and put into operation within a
matter of a few hours. The system consists of six
units, each packaged in a separate shelter : the
AN / TPS-35 Surveillance Radar, which offers twodimensional coverage a t distances up to 275 miles;
the AN / TRN-17 T acan navigation station (built by
International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation); the AN / TPN-14 Precision Approach Radar ; the
AN / TSW -5 radar approach and traffic control center;
the AN / TSW-8 control tower for active runway and
VFR approach operations (in photo); and the AN/TSC-23 communications van, supplied by Adler Electronics. The system has been undergoing test at
Eglin AFB, Florida, and is slated for eventual use by
the Air Force Communications Service.

Remarks
The AN / TRC-97 is a solid state radio relay terminal
providing tumble microwave, diffraction or tropospheric scatter communications in the military b~nd
of 4,400 to 5,000 megacycles. With minimal size,
weight and power requirements, it delivers full d~
plex multichannel voice, data or teletype comm~m
cations over paths ranging from 1 to 100 nautical
miles. With power equipment.and antenna in a standard trailer, the entire AN / TRC-97, designed for
quick reaction tactical use, is readily transportable
by 3 / 4-ton truck or suitable aircraft, and it can be
set up and in operation within an hour after arrival
at site. The antenna system consists of two 8-foot
parabolic antennas, which can be set up and aligned
in less than 40 minutes. The equipment is made
by RCA' s Communications Systems Division.

SYSTEMS

MULTISYSTEM TEST EQUIPMENT
DIMATE

Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of America,
Defense Electronic Products

Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of America,
Defense Electronic Products

Remarks
The Multisystem Test Equipment, built by RCA's
Aerospace Systems Division, is designed to check out
and monitor the electronic assemblies of existing and
future Army missile systems. MTE contains mea~urement and stimuli subsystems controlled by a digItal computer. . All test programming information
and operator mstructions are stored on rna gne t"IC
tape. To test a particular assembly, the operator
connects it to MTE (photo) and leaves the rest to
the system. Test results, on a Go, No-Go basis 1
.
.
f
, pus
operator mstruchons or any needed adjustments
or repairs, are automatically printed out and displayed.
·

Remarks
DIMATE, developed for the Arm y Electronics Command and installed at the Tobyhanna Arm y Depot,
is an acronym for Depot Installed Maintenance
Automatic Test Equipment. Designed to check out
and fault-isolate communications equipment for
which the Electronics Command has maintenance
responsibility, DIMATE is computer-controlled,
operated by test programs on magnetic or perfo.~~ted
paper tape. The equipment racks contain the controls and display, stimulus, measurement switching
and power supply subsystems.
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SYSTEMS

PLASMA PINCH ENGINE
THERMIONIC DIODE

Prime Contractor: Republic Aviation Division, Fairchild Hiller Corporation

Prime Contractor: Republic Aviation Division, Fairchild Hiller Corporation

Remarks
Remarks

Republic's plasma pinch engine is an electric propulsion system designed to provide high specific impulse
low thrust for attitude control or propulsion of space
vehicles. Units in power ranges from 27 watts to 30
kilowatts have been developed. The 27 watt unit
(in photograph) produces 1/lO,OOOth of a pound of
thrust at one pulse per second. Its specific impulse is
approximately 1,000 seconds.
.

Externally fueled cylindrical cesium diode is capable
of producing electrical power in either a reactor or
a radioisotope heat source. Complete power systems
based upon this diode have low weight and volume.
They are well suited for long periods of unattended
service. The diode pictured has been operated at
one kilowatt.
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SYSTEMS

l\1ICRO-THRUST STAND
Prime Contractor: Republic Aviation Division, Fairchild Hiller Corporation
Remarks
Presentl y developed thrust stands have been built
with resolutions of a micropound (one-millionth of
a Pound) ranging up to one pound thrust steady
state. Stands have been designed to carry as much
as 200 pounds of thrustor and instrumentation mass;
these stands have provision for a large number of
instrumentation leads, power leads carrying several
hundred amperes and propellant and cooling
a stand with 1 millipound resolines . 1n a dd't'
1 wn,
lution and 0 .5 pound maximum thrust has been
built · h
bandwidth of 250 cycles per secWit a system
ond p
. .
rate measurements to be made
erm1thng accu
of thrust build-up and deca y of te:t engi~es. All
these t d f
built-in automatic levelhng and
s an s eature
. .
.
calibr t·
.
nt permitting remote cahbra.
h
.
a Ion eqUipme
hon in a vacuum chamber, ~nor to eadc tes~.
(Phot h
ering satelhte mounte on mio s ows maneuv
cro-thrust stand.)

MAGNETOMETER AND MAGNETIC
GRADIENT METER
Prime Contractor: Republic Aviation Division, Fairchild Hiller Corporation
Remarks
The Republic air-driven magnetometer is based
upon a single short-circuited rotating coil with no
wiping contacts. This results in low noise and
enables a very low level of magnetic field to be
sensed. The rotating coil has an AC circulating
current as a result of the presence of the field to be
measured. The resulting AC magnetic field links
a multi-turn stationary winding and yields an AC
, voltage proportional to the field to be measured.
Sensitivity is one micro-gauss. Dual units on the
same shaft have been used to read magnetic field
gradients (shown in photo).

SYSTEMS

MOBILE RADAR WEATHER SYSTEM
AN/TPS-41
Prime Contractor: Republic Aviation Division, Fairchild Hiller Corporation

SIFTER
Prime Contractor: Republic Aviation Division, Fairchild Hiller Corporation

Remarks
The Mobile Radar Weather System provides a completely automatic processing, reduction and display
system for rapid presentation of fresh meteorological data from a mobile position . Battle commanders
can locate and measure precipitation a-nd natural or
nuclear douds for tactical purposes at ranges up to
150 miles. The MWR display system consists of
three visual indicators-horizontal or vertical cross
section area of precipitation and echo return to measure precipitation rate. First system was delivered to
the Army Electronics Laboratories July, 1965. Total weight of this wheeled system is less ..than 3,500
pounds. The equipment has been designed so that
it can be set up in less than 20 minutes on a selfsupporting basis.

Remarks
The SIFTER is an automatic pre-flight tester for unattended checking of IFF operations. The aircraft
pilot responds to taped instructions which are prog rammed to the codes of the day. A Go or No-Go
decision can be immediately made. The system is
adaptable to all tactical and strategic operations as
we~l as to commercial airline checkout operations.
This portable equipment requires no special fixtures or power sources to operate unattended from a
site ~p to two miles from the calling aircraft. Four
functional sections are packaged as single unit: a
standard communications set, an IFF transponder,
a programmer and an antenna system.
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SYSTEMS
MICRO-VUE
Prime Contractor : Republic Aviation Division, Fairchild Hiller Corp.o ration
Remarks
The MICRO-VUE, developed b y Republic Aviation Division for commercial and military applications, stores, retrieves, and displays large quantities of text and picture information. It stores the
data on laminated photographic film chips, about
4 inches square, that hold 9800 frames (for example,
8 1/ 2 inch by 11 inch pages ) of technical data in a
99-b y-99 matrix. For information retrieva l, solid
state e lectronic digital loops provide random access
to an y fram e on the hi-density micro image chip. The
operator simply dials in the frame number, pushes a
button, and the frame is automaticall y found and
displa yed on a screen . The film chips on which the
hi-ratio reduction micro-photographic data are stored
are produced using readil y available equipment and
films. A page of information can be reduced to
l / 300th of ·its original size. Consequently, a single
chip can hold a 75-foot-by-75-foot city map or
chart of a utility distribution system . While the 4-by4 inch film chip for the standard MICRO-VUE
holds 9800 frames or the equivalent, the MICROVUE can be modified for even greater storage per
chip. Access to a particular frame is usuall y mad e
automatically, but the MICRO-VUE can b~ set up
for index ing with a thumbwheel. With an optional
slew switch, the operator can view a continuous
strip, constituting a 99-page foldout of such data as
wiring diagrams, logic flow diagrams, or wave form
patterns. Transfer from one point on the ma trix to
another typically takes a tenth of a second. Changing chips takes only a few minutes of even an inexperienced operator's time.

RADIATING FACILITY (RADFAC)
Prim e Contractor: Republic Aviation Di vision, Fairchild Hille r Corporation
Remarks
Republic has developed a radiating facilit y (RAD~
FAC ) that provides a quick , remote check of the
communication, identification, and na igation (CIN )
subsys tems carried by a majoritv of aircraft. The
RADFAC checks the CIN equip~ e nt of an aircraft
b y radiating programmed signals from its antenna to
the CIN equipment antennas located in the aircraft. One technician can dete rmine the proper operation of the aircraft equipment b y mere ly following taped operating instructi o ns tran smitted from
RADFAC and observing the instruments in the cockpit. These observations provide a confidence check
or, in the case of a malfunction , isola te the fault y
unit. The various radiation tests are conducted in
about 2.5 minutes. The taped voice instructions to
the te chnician are controlled by a mag netic-tape
prog rammer in the RADFAC equipment.
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SYSTEMS

METEOROLOGICAL DATA SYSTEM
Prime Contractor : Re public Aviation Division , Fairchild Hiller Corporation
Remarks

MAGNETRON TUNING SYSTEM

The Meteorological Data System d e veloped b y Republic Aviation Division is a light w e ig ht, tran sp ortable system designed for set-up and opera tion
within 30 minute s. Its primary function is to provide up-to-the-minute meteorological data to Arm y
artillery units b y sounding the atmosphere to an altitude of approximatel y 100,000 feet. It also supplies
meteorological information including nuclear fallout
and sound ranging to the Air Weather Se rvice and
NATO. The Republic Meteorological Data System
is mad e up of a Meteorological Data Sounding Set
- (AN / UMQ-7 ) and a Mobile Weather Radar (AN /
TPS-41 ). The Meteorological Data Sounding Se t
includes the Automatic Atmospheric Sounding Set
(AN / TMQ-19 ) and the Atmospheric Me teorolog ical Probes (AN / AMQ-22 a nd AN / AMQ-23) in addition to ancillary items such as the power generator,
h ydroge n generator and the balloon or rocket
launcher. The AN / TMQ-19 Automatic Atmospheric Sounding Set has the capability of accuratel y
tracking and re ce iving data transmitted from airborne balloon and rocket probes. The complete system is housed in a mobile type shelter suitable for
field operation. High accuracy and rapid data processing and reliability are the outstanding features
of this system. The first system was delivered to the
Arm y in Se ptember, 1965. It is 12 fee t long, 7 feet
wide and weighs 5,000 pounds with the shelter.

Prime C ontractor: Vicke rs Incorporated Di vision of
Sperry Rand Corporation
Remarks
The magne tron tuning sys tem is an e l ectr~_h ydraulic
control syste m that provides tuning capabut y to frequency-agile magnetron radar transmitte rs. !he syste m is comprised of a self-sufficie nt h ydraulic powe r
suppl y; electroh ydraulic, linea r servoactuators; a~d
electronic controls . The use of this system pe rmits
rapid change of transmitter frequ e ncy with both
manual and programmed commands. This, in turn ,
reduces susceptibility of the radar transmitter to
jamming. A linear output of up to ± .23~ inches _a t
a maximum rate of 10 cycles per second IS transmitted to the magnetron tubes._ Completel y portable,
the total weight of the system is 245 lbs. This is divided into five major self-contained assembli es . The
system will be integrated into th e TPS-34 rad a r syste m· the actuators m echanicall y coupled to the mag n etr~n tubes, hydraulic power suppl y and servo amplifier integrated i_nto the radar boom structure and
the electronic frequency prograf!lmer integrated into
the over-all radar control network. Design life of th e
magnetron tuning system is 2,000 hours. Vickers is
currentl y building three systems for the Sperry Gyroscope Company.

Meteorological Data Sounding Set
AN/ UMQ- 7 lllllililmil
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SYSTEMS

RADAR SIMULATOR
Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry
Microwave Electronics Company Division
Remarks

SGN-10 INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM

This new line of radar simulators is designed to test
pre-flight operational read iness of missile beacon
transponders, on th e range or in th e laboratory. A
full portable, battery operated instrument with a
tripod mounted 18 inches standard gain directional
antenna, the new simulator is lig ht weight and compact. The equipment can be conveniently transported and set upon the site in a matter of ~inutes .
The two units presentl y available are capable of inte rrogating conventional C- and S-band transponders at distances of up to several thousand yards.
Readout of the beacon reply is viewed on a S-inch
oscilloscope. In the field , the unit ma y be ope.tated
continuously for about an hour using its internal
rechargeable batte ry. For longer operating time, it
can be connected to a standard 12-volt vehicle battery or a conventional 115 VAC supply. Radar simulators were delivered in the summer of 1965 to White
Sands Missile Range, NASA Flight Resea rch Center
at Edwards AFB, California and the Sandia
Corporation at Albuquerque, New Mexico.
'-··

Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry
Gyroscope Company Division
Remarks
The Sperry SGN-10 is the first inertial navigation system for commercial airlines. It is an outgrowth of
such Sperry-designed navigation systems as those
that enable the Navy's submarines to navigate under
polar ice caps and those for the USAF's B-58 supersonic bomber. The SGN-10 is entirely independent
of external aids, such as radio or visual landmarks,
and will enable airlines to shorten the distance flown
between terminals, reduce operating costs, and increase safety. It will be particularly useful to airlines fl ying intercontinental routes and to supersonic transports. Delivery was begun in late 1965 to
Pan American World Airways of the SGN-10 for installation on its entire fleet of 707 jets. Two systems
have been purchased by Germany for testing b y
Deutsche Lufthansa A. G.

SYSTEMS

LORAN-D RADIO NAVIGATION SYSTEM

LORAN-C NAVIGATION SYSTEM

Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry
Gyroscope Company Division

Prime Contractor : Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry
Gyroscope Company Division

Remarks

Remarks

The Loran-D portable radio navigation system consists of navigation receivers for both ground and air
vehicles plus transportable ground stations which
broadcast position signals. It will enable these forces
to operate from the same, exact position information,
particularly important in a limited warfare operation
where battle lines are fluid and pinpoint navigation
is essential. Loran-D is an outgrowth of Loran-C,
which enables a navigator to determine his position
by timing the arrival of simultaneously broadcast signals from different transmitting stations. Loran-D
transmitters are air transportable and can be quickly
set up. Loran-D is on order for the U.S. Air Force.
It will also be used in a radar system being built for
the Canadian Navy.

Loran-C, like standard Loran, is a navigation system
which determines position by timing signals from
master and slave transmitters around the world. It is
more accurate than standard Loran, however, and its
100 kc frequency makes the signals usable over
land. The microcircuit Loran-C r~ceivers are three
times more reliable than conventional Loran-C receivers -and yet are smaller, require less power and
are simpler to operate. Prototype Loran-C receivers, developed under the sponsorship. of the Navy
Bureau of Weapons, were extensively flight tested by
the Air Force. The Air Force Aeronautical Systems
Division accepted delivery of a num?er of receivers
in April, 1965. The Air Force is planning to use the
precision navigator for Apollo recovery aircraft.

SYSTEMS

HEAD-UP ELECTRONIC WINDSHIELD
DISPLAY
Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry
Gyroscope Compan y Division
Remarks
The head-up electronic windshie ld display projects
an outline of the runwa y in colored lights and te~ls
the pilot where his aircraft is in relation to the runway. A red path marker symbol represents the airplane; bars of light form th e runwa y and the horizon.
The pilot stays on the proper path by maintaining
alignment with the runwav' s center line and keeping
the path marker aimed a't the end of the runway: ·
Sperry has been working on the concept since 1956
With military and compan y funds. Test versions have
bet>'l flown in several types of aircraft.

AN/FPQ/10 RADAR SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry
Gyroscope Company Division
Remarks
This radar is being developed for the Nav
. .
y as a general purpose preclSlon tracking radar to acquire and
track missiles and aircraft · The design , VI")) Incorpo·
rate solid state circuits throughout with th
.
.
,
e exceptiOn of. the rran3s5mitter, to provide high reliability.
Approximate Y
per cent of the circuits will be
microcircuited, making this radar a fi t ·
h"
field.
rs 111 t IS

SYSTEMS

ROLLER DRIVE AND ROLLER GEAR DRIVE
Prime Conctractor: TRW Systems, Accessories Division
Remarks
The TRW Roller Drive and Roller Gear Drive are
simple, bearingless, light-weight, high-speed ratio
planetary transmission systems which use roller friction to transmit torque quietl y with high efficiency,
without lubrication . Essentially, the drive consists of
a sun roller and clustered two-step planets, on each
of which is maintained a three-line preload in such a
manner that almost pure rolling is obtained between
all contacting elements. Unlike conventional transmission systems, all stages of the TRW drive are
placed in a single plane approximately the same
diameter and thickness of one stage of a multistage
planetary drive. Thus the savings in volume and
weight over conventional transmission systems is
represented in the roller drive by approximatel y
the number of stages eliminated. Bearings have
been eliminated from all but the output ring of planets, where they are required to resist output torque
reaction . Absence of bearings increases efficiency of
each step and eliminates a cause ·of failure. Contracts have been received by TRW from the government to develop roller drive transmission for Army
helicopters and marine silent power transmission
systems for the Navy. Other applications currently
under development by TRW include torque amplifier systems, high-speed centrifugal drives, aircraft
accessory drives and aircraft utility pneumatic actuator systems .

AIRPORT SURVEILLANCE RADAR
Prime Contractor: Texas Instruments Incorporated
Remarks
Texas Instruments Airport Surveillance Radar, designated ASR-4, ASR-5, ASR-6 and AN / FPN-47, is an
all-weather, long-range system used to control air
traffic in the vicinity of major metropolitan airports.
The ASR is a dual redundant system (except for antenna) and is designed to operate continuously 24
hours a day with a design life of 20 years. TI designed, developed, manufactured and installed
more than 125 systems at major domestic airports,
and Air Force bases and foreign airfields around the
world. Maximum range of the ASR-4 is 60 nautical
miles. It has MTI capability, automatic performance monitoring, and automatic fault protection .
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SYSTEMs

XC-142A PROPELLER SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Hamilton Standard Division of
United Aircraft Corporation
Remarks
X-22A PROPELLER SYSTEM

The XC-142A's four 15-1 / 2 foot main propellers and
single eight-foot tail propeller have lightweight
blades made out of fiberglass shell bonded to a steel,
load-carrying core. This design makes the propellers
25 per cent lighter than metal-bladed propellers of
the same size. Additional weight-savings are
achieved by integrating the propeller with the reduction gearing which is normally mounted on the
engine. The integral gear box propeller eliminates
duplicate shafting and reduces the weight and size
of many gear and propeller components. During
hover and transition between vertical to forward
flight, the pilot controls the XC-142A by varying the
pitch of the main propeller blades instead of wing
and tail ailerons. He does this by increasing the pitch
of the propellers on one side of the aircraft and decreasing pitch on the other side. The tail propeller
is also used for attitude control during hover and
flight transition. It is disengaged and braked in forward flight. Cross-shafting in the wing interconnects
the propellers, and clutch mechanisms are used to
transfer power of one turboprop powerplant to the
propeller of another engine which has been shut
down. Hamilton Standard is producing the propellers for Hiller Aircraft which is responsible for the
V/ STOL transport's power transmission system,
gearing, shafting and propellers, flaps and ailerons.

Prime Contractor: Hamilton Standard Division of
United Aircraft Corporation
Remarks
The X-22A aircraft has four propellers mounted in
ducts, two in the forward and two in the aft section
of the aircraft. The ducted propellers swing verticall y and horizontall y for vertical and forward flight.
To cut down on weight, the seven-foot diameter
propellers have fiberglass blades (a fiberglass sleeve
bonded to a steel, load-carrying core) and integral
gear boxes. The lightweight blade design alone
makes each X-22A propeller 25 per cent lighter than
metal-bladed propellers of comparable size. Further
weigh~ reduction is achieved b y attaching the gear
box directly to the propeller. An interconnected
shaft system transmits power from the four turboshaft engines mounted on a wing in the aircraft's
aft section. The right-hand propellers rotate clockwise, the left-hand propellers counterclockwise. A
master governor controls the rotational speed of the
propellers by automatically changing the blade an- ·
gles. Hamilton Standard manufactured the fiberglass-bladed, integral gear box propellers for Textron's Bell Aerosystems.
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SYSTEMS
LEM ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Hamilton Standard Di vision of
United Aircraft Corporation
Remarks

XB-70 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Hamilton Standard Division of
United Aircraft Corporation
Remarks
The XB-70' s environmental control system is designed to provide a shirt-sleeve environment for the
crew as the aircraft flies at subsonic and supersonic
speeds, including Mach 3 when skin temperatures
are more than 600 degrees Fahrenheit. The recirculating system cools, pressurizes, ventilates and controls the relative humidity inside the crew and elect
.
.
rome eqmpment compartments. It also supplies
~ooled air in the hollow space between the fuselage ' s
mner and outer walls. Compartment pressure is
regulated to an 8,000-foot altitude. The heart of the
system is a 33-ton capacity Freon refrigeration packa~e . A controlled airflow from the aircraft's jet engmes supplies makeup air for leakage in the air
supply used for ventilation and pressurization . Temperature 0f the engine bleed air is approximately 800
?egrees Fahrenheit before it enters the.system . Hamtlton Standard manufactured the environmental control system for North American Aviation.

The environmental control system for the lunar excursion module ( LEM) supplies oxygen, pressurization and ventilation for the cabin and space suits
worn by the two astronauts. It also removes carbon
dioxide, odors and other contaminants from the cabin
atmosphere. Thermal control includes th e te mperature of the ventilating gas for the cabin and
space suits, e lectronic equipment and warming cryogenic fluids . During normal operation, th e cabin
and space suits are maintained at 5 pounds pe r
square inch, permitting the crew to open the face
plates and remove their gloves. When the cabin is
depressurized, the astronauts seal their space suits
and pressure is reduced to 3 .5 pounds per square
inch . The pressurizing gas is 100 per cent oxygen.
The major portion of this oxygen is stored cryogenically, but the environmental control system also includes a small gaseous oxygen accumulator for highflow demands of short duration. Sufficient oxygen is
stored for six cabin repressurizations, two fills and
four refills of the oxygen tanks on the portable life
support system to be worn by the space-suited crew
when they explore the moon's surface, plus normal
crew consumption and vehicle and suit leakage. The
thermal control function employs an ethylene glycolwater mixture as a heat tran-sport fluid, circulated
through a closed loop. Waste heat from this loop is
rejected to a self-regulating porous plate sublimator
which discharges vapor to the va~uum of space . A
positive expulsion tank is used for storage of water
required for evaporation and for supplying the metabolic needs of the crew. The tank also stores sufficient water for two fills ana four refills of the life
support pack's wate r · tanks.

SYSTEMS

PORT ABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR
APOLLO SPACE SUIT
Prime Contractor: Hamilton Standard Division of
United Aircraft Corporation

LUNAR TELEVISION CAMERA
Prime Contractor: Westinghouse Electric Company,
Defense and Space Center

Remarks
The Portable Life SupportS) stem (PLSS) is designed
to be worn by space-suited astronauts when they explore the lunar surface. Weighing 60 pounds, it
will supply oxygen, pressurization and control the
temperature, relative humidity, carbon dioxide and
other contaminants of the ventilating gases in the
suit. The PLSS also recirculates and recools the
water that Rows through the tubing of the liquidcooling garment worn under the Apollo space suit.
This water removes the astronaut's body heat. The
life support pack will permit four-hour extravehicular expeditions. Its expendables can be recharged in
the lunar excursion module (LEM) for the pack' s
reuse. A two-way radio and telemetry unit provides
voice communications and the transmission of astronaut physiological and space suit data to the L'EM
or to the command module for relay to earth. Hamil ton Standard developed the PLSS for NASA's
Manned Spacecraft Center.

Remarks
The Westinghouse Aerospace Division is building a
molecular electronic lunar television camera to be
used by astronauts on the moon's surface (photo).
Thirteen of the cameras will be built under contract
to NASA, seven of them flight models which will be
used on Apollo missions. The scenes taken b y the
astronaut will be televised " live" over commercial
TV networks. Transmission from the moon will be
at 10 frames per second with 320 lines resolution ;
this signal will be converted to commercial frame
and scan rates at earth receiving stations. The camera
is designed to be completely automatic, maintenance-free and 99.9 per cent reliable for 14 days.
Weighing 5 1/ 2 pounds (without the lens), it operates on only six watts of power. It has a highly sensitive low-light-level Vidicon imaging tube and can be
used in almost total darkness.
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TITAN II FIRST STAGE ENGINE SYSTEM

TITAN II SECOND STAGE ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The liquid rocket engine system which boosts Gemini
astronauts into orbit is the simplest pump-fed propulsion system yet devised . The Titan II first stage
engine system is produced by Aerojet-General Corporation' s Liquid Rocket Operations. In combination with the second stage engine which ignites at
altitude and goes into orbit with the Gemini capsule,
the Aerojet engine system for Gemini contains only
111 moving parts, fewer than an automobile engine.
A feature of Aerojet' s propulsion system for the
Gemini launch vehicle is storable propellants ; the
fuel is a blend of hydrazine and UDMH (unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine) and the oxidizer is
nitrogen tetroxide. These hypergolic propellants require no ignition system since they ignite on contact; they are the key to the quick reaction time of
the Ge mini launch vehicle and the simplicity of its
engine system .

Like the lower stage Titan II propulsion system, the
second stage engine burns hypergolic propellants;
fuel is a combination of hydrazine and UDMH,
oxidizer is nitrogen tetroxide. In p_hoto, exhaust from
the single roll nozzle is shown at the right, and a
fuel " overboard" line, which discharges the small
amounts of fuel used to actuate various valves and
controls, is at the left. For flight, where the engine
will operate at high altitude, an ablative skirt is
added to the thrust chamber, extending the ratio
area from 31:1 to 45: l.
Performance
Thrust 100,000 pounds.

Performance
Thrust 430,000 pounds.
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NERV A (NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET
VEHICLE APPLICATION)

M-1 LIQUID HYDROGE N ROCKET ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation
Remarks
M-1 is a liquid hydrogen rocket engine which
planned for use as an upper-stage propulsion
for future space projects. The engine was in
early development stages whe n the program
canceled. The picture is an artist's conce pt.

Principal Subcontractor:
Company (nuclear reactor)

was
unit
the
was

Westinghouse

Electric

Remarks
NERV A is under development by Aerojet-General
Corporation for the Space Nuclear Propulsion Office
of the Atomic Energy Commission and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. America' s
first nuclear rocket propulsion system, the engine
uses liquid oxygen -423 degrees Fahrenheit which
is heated to thousands of degrees by a nuclear
reactor and exhausted as gas to provide thrust. The
operational NERV A will have a 5 billion watt reactor and will produce 250,000 pounds of thrust for
an upper-stage vehicle application.
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MINUTEMAN II SECOND STAGE ENGINE

APOLLO SERVICE MODULE ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The new second-stage solid-propellant rocket motor
for the Air Force Minuteman II ICBM is 50 percent more powerful than its predecessor, increasing
the missile range from Minuteman I' s 6,300 to
7,000 miles. The advanced motor is equipped with a
large single nozzle instead of the 4 smaller nozzles
that move in pairs on the other 2 stages to guide
the vehicle during flight. The new motor uses an
adva~ce~ thrust vector control system that injects
~old hqmd freon into the fast-moving hot gas stream
In the nozzle exit area to create a shock which turns
the missile to the desired heading.

The Apollo Service Module engine is one of the
newest manned space flight rocket engines. It may
be turned on or off at will, burn for long and short
durations, and it has no complicated pumps, cooling
systems or ignition devices. It provides propulsion
of the 3-man Apollo space capsule to and from the
moon, places the capsule in the correct moon orbit
and ejects it back into the correct re-entry window
for return to earth. In addition to power for emergencies, it provides rocket power to help hook up with
the lunar excursion module on the 2 astronauts' return from exploring the moon ' s surf~ce. A special
9-foot extension skirt of titanium and columbium
permits more effective utilization of rocket gases in
the vacuum of space. In photo, the first production
type . Service Module engine designed, developed
and produced at . Aerojet-General' s Liquid Rocket
Operations.
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LUNAR EXCURSION MODULE ASCENT
ENGINE

POLARIS MOTORS
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

Prime Contractor: Textron' s Bell Aerosystems Compan y

Remarks
In photo, the 2,000th solid propellant rocket motor
produced b y Aerojet-General for the Nav y' s Polaris
Fleet Ballistic Missile. While details of the power
plant are classified , the e ngine shown is designed
for use in the Polaris A-3, the 2,500 nautical mi.J.e
range model and the latest to go into service. Aerojet-General started production of Polaris motors in
1959. The compan y produced all of the first and
second stage motors for the 1,200 nautical mile
range A-1 version, the first stage units for the 1,500~ .
mile A-2, and is now producing the first stage engine
for the A-3.

Remarks
The ascent rocket engine will propel the Project
Apollo Lunar Excursion Module from launch on the
lunar surface into a trajectory leading to a rendezvous with the orbiting Command and Service modules. The engine is under test at Manned Spacecraft Center' s White Sands Operation.
Performance
Average thrust 3,500 pounds.
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AGENA ENGINE

HERCULES SOLID ROCKET SERIES

Prime Contractor: Textron's Bell Aerosystems Company

Prime Contractor: Hercules Powder Company
Remarks
Hercules Powder Company builds solid-propellant
rocket motors for the following missile systems:
Honest John, Little John, Minuteman , Polaris A2,
Polaris A3, Nike Ajax (booster), Poseidon, Sprint,
Hibex, Nike Hercules (booster), Talos (booster),
Terrier I, T e rrier II, Bullpup .and Sidewinder. In
addition, the company manufactures th ese motors:

Remarks
The Agena engine is a liquid hi-propellant system
used in a number of Air Force and NASA programs
including Ranger, Mariner, Nimbus, Echo, OGO,
POGO, AOSO and OAO. A multiple restart version
of the engine is used to propel the Agena target
vehicle for Project Gemini rendezvous missions.
In production at Bell Aerosystems since 1958, 7
years, the Agena engine orbited more than 80 percent of the Air Force and NASA satellites launched
through 1965 and placed approximately 60 percent
?f the free world's functional unmanned payloads
m space. Fired in space well over 200 times by the
end of 1965, the Agena engine has a reliability
record exceeding 99.3 percent.

X248 ALTAIR: Incorporated into Thor, Delta,
Scout, Argo and other programs, the
Altair was the first rocket to feature a
glass fiber filament-wound case structure.
Specifications
Length 58 indies; diameter 18 inches; weight
500 pounds.

Specifications

Performance

Length 7 feet; width 3 feet; weight 300 pounds.

Thrust 3,100 pounds; time 38 seconds. ·
Performance

ANT ARES: A scale-up of the X248 Altair built
specifically for Scout, Antares is also
used in several other space vehicles.
It has a mass fraction of 0.93.

Thrust 16,000 pounds average.

Specifications
Length 113 inches; diameter 30 inches; weight
2,285 pounds .
Performance
Thrust 14,000 pounds; time 36 seconds.
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HYDAC SOLID PROPELLANT SOUNDING
ROCKET MOTOR

RANGER RETRO:
This motor was designed to
lower the Ranger pa yload on
the moon at reduced impact
speeds ; it also places the twin
Nuclear Detection Satellites
into precise orbits.

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company
Remarks
The H ydac solid propellant motor is in wide operation as a single stage motor and in various second,
third and fourth stage configurations of the Terrier,
Honest John and Nike systems.

Specifications
Length 31 inches; diameter 18 inches ; weight
200 pounds.

Specifications

DEACON
Specifications

Length 145 inches; diameter 9 inches ; weight 563
pounds.

Length 9.7 feet; diameter 6.25 inches; weight
200 pounds.
Performance
Thrust 6,400 pounds; time 3.2 seconds.
X258 ADVANCED ALTAIR
Specifications
Length 58 inches; diameter 18 inches; weight "--;
500 pounds.
Performance
Thrust 5,000 pounds ; time 24 seconds.
X259 ADVANCED ANTARES
Specifications
Length 113 inches; diameter 30 inches; weight
2, 785 pounds.
Performance
Thrust 23,500 pounds; time 33 seconds.
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APOLLO LAUNCH ESCAPE MOTOR

LOCKHEED 156-INCH SOLID MOTOR

Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Compan y

Remarks

Remarks

The Apollo Launch Escape motor Subsystem consists
of 2 solid-propellant rocket motors designed to pull
the Apollo Command module away from the Saturn
booster in the event of malfunction during launch .
A solid-fuel motor (l) supplies the main impulse.
The escaping spacecraft is put into an arching trajectory by a smaller pitch control motor (2) mounted
in the forward section of the assembly.

Lockheed is building two versions of the 156-inch diameter solid rocket motor for feasibility demonstrations. Motor Number One has a thrust of 3 ,000,000
pounds; it is 75 feet long and carries 700,000 pounds
of high-performance rubber-based solid propellant.
It has a segmented steel case and a liquid injection
thrust vector system. Motor Number Two is 35
feet long with a monolithic steel case and carries
300,000 pounds of propellant. In photo, Motor
Number One, first fired in 1964.

Specifications
Length (1) 15 feet, (2) 2 feet; diameter (1) 26 inches,
(2) 9 inches; weight (1) 4, 700 pounds, (2) 50 pounds.
Performance
Thrust (1) 155,000 pounds, (2) 2,800 pounds.

,I
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MAL09

MA118

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

MA109 rocke t engines are be in g used for attitude
control in th e followin g NASA program s: Project
Apollo Service Module, Lun ar Excursi on Module
(each with 16 engines pe r m odule ) and Lunar Orbite r.

The MA118 rocket engine was developed for NASA
as an ullage and Delta-V rocket, originally for application on the Saturn IV-B vehicle.
Specifications
Length 38.7 inches; diameter 17 inches maximum ;
weight 70 pounds; propellants : oxidizer, nitrogen
tetroxide; fue l, a blend of nitrogen tetroxide and
UDMH; ablative chamber.

Specifications
Le ngth 13.4 inches ; diame te r 5.6 inches; weight 5 .4
pounds ; propellants : oxidizer, nitrogen te troxide;
fuel, a blend of nitroge n te troxid e and uns ymmetrical dimeth yl hydrazine ; radi a ti on-cooled chamber.

Performance
Thrust 1,750 pounds nominal vacuum.

Performance
Thrust 100 pounds nominal vacuum .

--~
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MAI24-XAA

MARK 2/3 TARTAR/TERRIER GAS
GENERATORS

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne, A Division of North
American Aviation, Inc.

Remarks
The MAI24-XAA engine was developed as a Delta-

Remarks

V and roll control rocket engine for NASA's Syncom

Mark II satellite.

The electrical and hydraulic system turbines in the
Tartar and Terrier surface-to-air missiles are powered
by 2 Rocketdyne solid propellant gas generators.
High operational reliability ha; been demonstrated
by the MK 2 gas generator and its twin unit
MK 3, developed for the Navy. Unique feature of
the generators is a boost disc of fast-burning propellant. Cemented to the starting end of the main
propellant, it provides the instantaneous burst of
power needed to start the hydraulic and electrical
system turbines. Both units use a clean burning extruded ammonium nitrate propellant. The propellant charge has been designed to achieve control of
the high boost pressure and its leveling off within 1
second of firing . The M K 2 unit boosts the electrical system on both Tartar and Terrier to rated
output in approximately .5 second ; the MK 3
boosts the hydraulic turbine to rated speed within
1 second.

Specifications
Length 5.2 inches ; diameter 3.95 inches; weight 1.27
pounds; propellants: oxidizer, MON-15 fuel monomethylhydrazine; chamber radiation-cooied.
Performance
Thrust 5 pounds nominal vacuum.
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MARK 36, MOD 2 SIDEWINDER ROCKET

SPARROW III ROCKET MOTOR

MOTOR

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne, A Division of North
American Aviation, Inc.

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne, A Division of North
American Av.iation, Inc.

Remarks
The solid propulsion system for Sparrow III, one of
the Navy's most advanced air-to-air missiles, has
been under development at Rocketdyne since early
1961. Development and qualification of the advanced
propulsion system were completed in 22 months;
successful flight tests were held 12 months after contract approval. Specifically designed to propel the
electronically-controlled Sparrow Ill 6-b, primary
armament .on the Navy's F4-B aircraft, the new
rocket motor increases the missile's operational
temperature range as well as its total power and
firing range. To qualify for supersonic missions, the
advanced motor completed test firings at temperatures from sub-zero to over 300 degrees Fahrenheit;
survived several days of continuous vibration;
passed drop tests from heights up . to 40 feet, and
special shock tests simulating aircraft carrier catapult and arrested landing conditions. The Sparrow
III motor is the first to combine a unique freestanding propellant charge (grain) with Flexadyne,
an improved solid propellant which increases performance and operating temperature range, and
resists cracking or tearing at extremel y low temperatures.

Remarks
Greater speed and range, plus improved operational
characteristics have marked the second generation
of Sidewinder with its advanced solid propulsion
system under development at Rocketdyne since 1963.
This Navy air-to-air missile mounted on F-8' s and
F -4B' s was designed to destroy high-performance
fighter aircraft and bombers. The rocket motor
measures 72 inches long, 5 inches in diamet~r, and
contains 60 pounds of improved Flexadyne propellant. Loaded with fuel, the motor was subjected to
extensive vibration, shock, drop tests simulating extremes of operational use, and temperature extremes. ranging from sub-zero to over 300 degrees
Fahrenheit. In over 200 firings during developme~t
and evaluation the motor showed 100 percent rebability. Sidewinder is the first guided missile~: to
destroy an enemy aircraft in actual combat ~durn.lg
the Quemoy crisis used by Chinese Natwnahst
forces) . Original versions developed by the Naval
Ordnance Test Station became operational in 1953.
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SHRIKE ROCKET MOTOR

ROCKETDYNE SOLID MOTORS

Prime_ Contractor: Rocketdyne, A Division of North
Amen can Aviation, Inc.

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne, A Division of North
American Aviation, Inc.

Remarks

Remarks
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Rocketdyne' s Solid Rocket Division at McGregor,
Texas, produces a number of motors for specialized
applications. Among them are the ullage motors for
the S-II second stage of the Saturn Y launch vehicle.
These motors, attached in clusters of eight around
the periphery of the interstage structure between the
first and second stages, provide artificial gravity by
momentarily accelerating the second stage fonvard
after first stage burnout. Each motor is 89 inches
long and 12.5 inches in diameter; it delivers 22,500
pounds of thrust for approxima!ely 4 seconds. Other
Rocketdyne solids include the Mark 47 for the
Phoenix missile, . the Redhead-Roadrunner launch
booster, the RS-B-105 booster for the MQM-15A
drone, the RS-B~202 zero launch booster for the
F-104G and turbine starters for the MA-3 and H-1
liquid ~ocket engines. In photo, solid propellant
samples undergo test at the division's research laboratory.
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H-1 ENGINE

J-2 ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Rocke td yne, A Division of North
American Aviation, Inc.

Prime Contractor : Rocketd yne, A Division of North
American Aviation, Inc.

Remarks

Remarks

A key engine in the U.S. national space program, the
H-1 in a cluster of eight units d evelops first stage
thrust of 1,600,000 pounds for the Saturn I and IB
vehicles. Regen e rative ly cooled, it burns a combination of RP-1 fue l and liquid oxygen oxidizer. Engines
are tested singly at Rocke td yne' s Propulsion Field
Laboratory in California and at the company's
Neosho, Missouri, plant prior to d e livery to NASA's
Marshall Space Flight Center and the Chrysler
assembly plant at Michaud, Louisiana.

Maximum envelope length 104 inches ; maximum
envelope diameter 46 inches at nozzle exit.

One of the major engines in NASA' s manned space
flight program is the J -2, which burns liquid h ydrogen fuel with a liquid oxygen oxidizer and is the
largest hydrogen-burning engine to reach test status
(in photo, J-2 production line at Rocketdyne' s Canoga Park, California, plant). The regenerativelycooled engine pla ys an important role in the nation 's
two largest launch vehicles: in Saturn IB it is used
singly as the propulsion unit for the S-IVB stage,
second stage of the vehicle; in Saturn V, it is employed in a 1,000,000-pound thrust cluster of five as
the second stage and in the S-IVB as the third stage,
which will send Apollo astronauts into a lunar trajectory. J-2 is being developed under the technical
direction of NASA' s Marshall Space Flight Center.

Performance

Specifications

Thrust 200,000 pounds.

Maximum envelope length 116 inches; maximum
enveloJ?e diameter 80 1/2 inches at nozzle exit.

Specifications

Performance
Thrust 200,000 pounds.
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F-1 ENGINE

ATLAS MA-5 SYSTEM

Prime_ Contractor: Rocketdyne, A Division of North
Amen can Aviation, Inc.

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne, A Division of North
American Aviation, Inc.

Remarks

Remarks
The MA-5 system is the propulsion package for the
SLY -3 launch vehicle. Generating 360,000 pounds
of thrust, it was used for all Mercury Atlas astronaut
launchings. In long-range missile tests the engine
hurled the Atlas as far as 9,000 miles from the
launching pad at Cape Kennedy. The primary engine units are composed of a twin-chambered
booster on each side and a sustainer ·in the center,
the complete Atlas intercontinental ballistic missile
propulsion system includes 2 small vernier or stabilizing engines mounted on the missil~ frame to prevent
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Specifications
Specifications

Maximum
.
enve l ope len th
.
lope diameter 12 feet t g
118 fe_et; maximum envea nozz e exit.

Length (booster package including 2 engines) 136
inches, sustainer 94.7 inches; diameter booster package 168 inches; fuel RP-1: oxidizer liquid oxygen.

Performance
Thrust 1 ' 500 ' 000 poun d s.

Performance
Thrust 389,000 pounds total, including: boosters
330,000, sustainer 57,000, 2 verniers 1,000 each;
cooling regenerative.
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THORMB-3

AR2-3

Prime Contractor: Rocke td yne, A Di vision of North
American Aviation, Inc.

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne, A Division of North
American Aviation, Inc.

Remarks

Remarks

MB-3 engines for the Thor booster are produced
for the Air Force b y Rocketd yne. A liquid-propellant
engine, the MB-3 features 2 small verniers (stabilizing engines) to prevent roll. More space vehicles
have been boosted b y Thor than b y an y other .Propulsion system .

A supplemental propulsion unit for manned aircraft, the AR2-3 provides extra thrust for the Lockheed NF-104A Starfighter to augment its turbojet
engines and enable it to attain altitudes up to
130,000 feet for aerospace training missions. The
liquid-propellant rocket engines boost thrust b y
more than 6,000 pounds.

Specifications
Specifications
Length 141 inches; diameter 66.7 inches; fuel RP-1;
oxidizer liquid oxygen.

Length 32 inches; diameter 15 inches; weight 235
pounds; fuel JP-4 or 5; oxidizer hydrogen peroxide.

Performance

Performance

Thrust 170,000 pounds.

Thrust throttlable from 50 percent to maximum of
6,600 pounds at 35,000 feet.
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P4-l DRONE ENGINE

SE-6 CONTROL THRUSTER

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne, A Division of North
American Aviation, Inc.

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne , A Division of North
American Aviation, Inc.

Remarks

Remarks

The P4-l storable liquid propellant powe rs Nav y
XKD2B and Air Force Q-12 target missiles produced by Beech Aircraft Corporation. It is a small
compact system having both sustainer and booste r
and producing over 600 pounds of thrust to powe r
the target missile to Mach 2 at 70,000 feet .

The SE-6, employed in multiple units, provides onboard propulsion for the Ge mini spacecraft. It is
part of the RCS (Re-entry Control System) for
Gemini , used for maneu vering during- re-entry
phase. RCS has two eight-engine systems, one of
which is redundant. It is positioned in the small end
of th e Gemini in front of the pilot's compartment.

Specifications

Specifications

Length 21 inches; diameter 6.6 inches ; fuel hydyn e
(MAF-4); oxidizer inhibited red fuming nitric acid.

Fuel monomethylhydrazine; oxidizer nitrogen__ tetroxide.

Performance

Performance

Thrust sustainer 106 pounds at 70,000 feet, booster
550 pounds at 25,000 feet.

Thrust 25 pounds pe r engine; cooling ablative.
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SE-7, SE-8, SE-9

RLIO ROCKET ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Rocke td yne, A Di vision of North
Ame rican Aviation, Inc.

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Remarks

Remarks

The RLIOA-3-1 was the world's first operational
liquid hydrogen rocket engine. It was developed for
NASA as powerpla nt for the Centaur and for the
Douglas S-IV stage of Saturn I. The latter, a developmental stage leading to larger hydroge n-powered
space vehicles, was phased out after 6 successful
flights. Centaur was designed to carry unmanned
scientific payloads to the moon, Mars and other
planets. An advanced model of the RLIO, the
·lOA-3-3, is under development for future Centaur
application on Saturn lB and Atlas boosters.

SE-7,-8,-9 are small liquid propellant thrusters
burning a combination of monometh ylhdrazine fuel
and nitrogen tetroxide oxidizer. SE-7 is used for
corrections of orbital attitude and mane uvering in
the Ge mini spacecraft; SE-8 for the attitude re-entry
control system in the Apollo command module;
SE-9 for attitude control of the Titan 111-C transtage.
The units are employed in multiples, 16 in the SE-7
system including 6 of 100 pounds thrust, 2 of 85
pounds and 8 of 25 pounds. SE-8 has two se ts of six
engines each, one set redundant, all engines 93
pounds thrust. SE-9 consists of two 3-engine modules
plus 2 single engines, with 4 of the engines producing 45 pounds thrust and the other four 25
pounds. In photo, a 3-engine module of the SE-9
system.

Specifications
Length 69 inches; diameter at exhaust nozzle 40
inches; weight (approximate) 292 pounds; expansion
ratio RL10A-3-1 40:1, lOA-3-3 57:1 ; . propellants
llq uid hydrogen and liquid oxyge n.
Performance
Thrust 15,000 pounds, throttling capability from 100
to 10 perce nt of rated thrust; specific impulse
lOA-3-1 433 seconds ; 10A-3-3 44 seconds.
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YLR99-RM-1 TURBOROCKET

TD-339 SURVEYOR VERNIER ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation

Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The YLR99-RM-1 throttlable turborocket engine
was developed by Thiokol Reaction Motors Division
to provide propulsion for the X-15 hypersonic
marined research aircraft. It fulfills the manned
safety requirements of MIL-E-5149 and incorporates extensive malfunction self-monitoring
features. The engine operates on liquid oxygen and
anhydrous ammonia fed into the thrust chamber by
a hydrogen peroxide-driven turbopump. Major
engine components are a thrust chamber, injector
gas generator, 2-stage igniter, turbopump and variable governor control, propellant control components, and electrical system .

Developed for the Surveyor soft luna r landing
vehicle, TD-339 vernier engines will provide power
for mid-course trajectory correction, final soft landing velocity and stability control. The ..TD-339 is a
small rege ne ratively-cooled liquid system· operating
on pressure-fed nitrogen tetroxide monomethylhydrazine propellants. Basic elements of the engine
are the thrust chamber and injector assembly, dual
propellant throttle valve and propellant shutoff
valve. A radiation-cooled molybdenum nozzle extension provides an 86:1 area ratio. Attitude and
stability control are achieved by diffe rential throttling of the respective engines (3 per spacecraft).

Specifications

Specifications

Length 82.03 inches; diameter 39.31 inches; weight
910.0 pounds ; operational life between overhauls
one hour.

Weight 5.9 pounds.

Performance

Thrust continuously throttlable for 30 to 104 pounds;
3 restarts capability.

Performance

Thrust continuously throttlable from 15,000 to
57,000 pounds (altitude) ; rated duration 180 seconds
at full thrust; total propellant flowrate 212.5
pound s per second .
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THIOKOL SOLID ROCKETS

C-1 MULTIPURPOSE ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corpora tion

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems

Remarks

Remarks

Thiokol manufactures a va ri ed line of solid rocket
motors over a wide thrust range. Its largest motors
are two varieties of 156-inch diameter, th e 156-1C-1
and the 156-2C-l. The form er has a maximum envelope leng th of 939 inches and a loaded weight of
777,000 pounds. The latte r has a max imum envelope
le ngth of 1,206.1 inches . Both motors burn aluminum-h ydrocarbon fuel and ammonium perchlorate
oxidizer. Thrust values are 1,400,000 pound s for th e
1C and 3,000,000 pounds for th e 2C. Other Thiokol
motors include the XM100 boos te r for th e Sergeant
missile (length 195.3 inches, diameter 32 inches,
weight 6,910 pounds ); th e M16E1 Matador
booster; the 34,000 pound thrust Recruit rocke t
(length 102.22 inches, diameter 9 inches~ we~ght
352 pounds); the M30 Nike-Hercules sustame r
(le ngth 174 inches, diame te r 28.44 inches, weight
2,660 pounds); the 64,000 pound thrust Caster rocket
(le ngth 244.12 inches, diam eter 40 inches, w ei ~ ht
8,746 pounds); the TX-33-36 Little Joe rocket, whiCh
produces 53,850 pounds thrust (length 237.44 inches,
diameter 31 inches, weight 8,796 pounds) ; the
200,000 pound thrust M-55 (TU-122 ) Minut~man
Stage 1/ Wing 1 motor and the M-55E1 Wmg 2
motor of unannounced thrust ; the XM-15
Be mare booster · the TX-135 Nike Zeus booster
(le ngth 203 inch~s, diameter 43.12 inches); the XM105 Pershing first stage motor (length 78.55 inches,
diameter 40 inches); th e XM-106 Pershing second
stage motor (length 63.28 inches, diamete r 40
inches) ; and motors for various other missiles.

Under contract to NASA, TRW Systems is engaged
in the competitive Phase I development of the
multipurpose liquid fuel C-1 engine. The engine
features the same basic single element concentric
injector successfully used. in the MIRA 150A.
Dribble volumes have been reduced to give short
reproducible pulses and a minimum impulse bit of 2
pound-seco nds. Ablatively cooled, the C-1 burns
nitrogen te troxide and monometh ylh yd razine.
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MIRA 180 SURVEYOR ENGINE

LUNAR EXCURSION MODULE DESCENT
ENGINE

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems
Remarks
Remarks

The MIRA 180 engine is the alternate landing and
midcourse guidance engine for the unmanned
NASA Surveyor spacecraft. It will feature a vastly
increased throttle range continuously variable between· 20 and 180 pounds of thrust, a 9 :1 ratio. The
present contract calls for integration of 3 MIRA
180' .
.
s mto a vernier propulsion system for maneuve r~~g and landing of the Surveyor. The MIRA engmes were developed under a TRW independent
research program; an engine similar to the 180 but
with greater thrust is being developed for use on the
Lunar Excursion Module of the Apollo.

TRW Systems is developing a LEM descen.t engine
under a parallel program for Grumman Aircraft
Engineering Corporation. The TRW engine concept uses a variable area, coaxial injector and cavitating venturi flow control valves to achieve a !fighly reliable and stable engine smoothly variable over a
range of 10 to 1 (the LEM descent engine is designed to land the module and its two astronauts on
the surface of the moon in the Apollo program).
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SNAPOODLE RADIOISOTOPE THRUSTER

TRW ION ENGINE

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems

Remarks

Remarks
One major effort of TRW Systems in its extensive research and development in the field of electric propulsion is a working ion engine, a cesium contact
thrust device. The engine operates b y feeding cesium
to a hot tungsten plate where it ionizes; the positive
ions l~ave .the hot plate and pass through a charged
electnc gnd. Accelerating the ions, the grid causes
them to exit through the nozzle at velocities of about
30 miles per second.

A radioisotope-fueled space engine capable of generating simultaneously thrust and usable electrical
power, the Snapoodle is a development of TRW
Systems in cooperation with the Air Force. It is a
self-contained unit using heat from a radioisotope
source for acceleration of gaseous hydrogen to create
thrust and to generate electricit) through a thermoelectric converter. Snapoodle' s primary propulsive
element is the Poodle thruster consisting mainly of a
pair of concentric cylinders with an overall diameter
of 4 inches, length 17 inches and weighing about 30
pounds. It generates about a quarter of a pound of
thrust-suitable for sustaining a spacecraft in a low
altitude orbit, transferring the vehicle from one orbit
to another, or for providing maneuverability. The
radioisotope is polonium-210, sealed within the core
cylinder of the thruster. As it decays, fast-moving
alpha particles are stopped b y the metal container
which becomes heated to temperatures in excess of
2,500 degrees Fahrenheit. Thermal ene rgy normally
radiated into space has been harnessed b y means of
a thermoelectric converter (which conve rts heat
directly into electricity). Some of the radiated heat
is thus converted into usable electrical power. The
Snapoodle can deliver 70 watts of electric power
while thrusting and a range of 200 to 250 watts with
no propellant flow . Record heats approaching 3,000
degrees Fahrenheit have been attained. In photo
Snapoodle (left) and Poodle (right).

"·'
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F720L8.0K ADVANCED UPPER-STAGE LIQUID
ENGINE

FW-4S UPPER-STAGE SOLID-PROPELLANT
ROCKET

Prime Contractor: United Technology Center

Prime Contractor: United Technology Center

Remarks

Remarks

The high performance, liquid fuel F720L8.0K was
developed for advanced upper-stage applications
requiring space life of about 30 days. Capable of
multiple restart, it features a silica phenolic combustion chamber and columbium alloy nozzle extension.

The FW-4S was developed under contract to Air
Force Space Systems Division as an improved fourthstage motor for the Scout vehicle and for other highperformance, upper-stage applications including
Thor/ Delta. Motor spins at 200 revolutions per
minute ·during firing. Case is of lightweight fiberglass-epoxy.

Specifications
Performance

Length 84 inches ; weight 180 pounds; nozzle expansion ratio 40 :1; propellant nitrogen tetroxide
and a 50/ 50 mixture of hydrazine and unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine; duty cycle about 500 seconds.

Thrust about 6,000 pounds.

Performance
Thrust about 8,000 pounds.
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UA 1205 SEGMENTED SOLID PROPELLANT
ROCKET
Prime Contractor: United T echn ology Center
Remarks
Two 1205' s make up the b ooste r stage of the Air
Force ' s Titan III-C. The first la rge segmented solidprope ll ant motors to demon stra te successful flight
p e rformance , th ey are attached o n opposite sides of
the vehicle's liquid-fuel core . Each motor consists of
5 center segments, 2 end elosures, nose fairing ,
nozzle, liquid injec tion T VC and thru st termination
and destruct system.
Specifications
Height 86 feet; diameter 120 inches ; weight 250
tons ; burn time about 115 seconds.
Performance
Peak thrust about 1.2 million pounds.
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Rl820-84 ENGINE (C9)

R3350-32W ENGINE (TC18)

Prime Contractor: Curtiss-Wright Corporation

Prime Contractor: Curtiss-Wright Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

A 9-cylinder single row radial reciprocating engine,
the C9 is manufactured for use in military H-34
series helicopters.

The TC18 is an 18-cylinder double row radial turbo
compound reciprocating engine use? by the military
services in P-2 and P-5 series aircraft.

Specifications

Specifications

Dry weight 1,427 pounds; length 52.0 inches; length
55.74 inches; fuel grade 115/ 145.

Dry weight 3,560 pounds; length 91.8 inches; diameter 56.59 inches; fuel grade 115/ 145.

Performance

Performance

Take-off power at sea levell,525 brake horsepower.

Take off power at sea level3,700 brake horsepower.
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R985 MILITARY-COMMERCIAL
RECIPROCATING ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Remarks

RC2-60 ROTATING COMBUSTIO N ENGINE

Like its famous predecessor, the Wasp, R985 Wasp
Junior is a 9-cylinder radial air-cooled piston engine
no longer in production but still in wide use. It
powers the Beech 18, the deHavilland Beaver, the
Sikorsky S-51 helicopter and other aircraft. A total
of 39,037 R985 ' s were built.

Prime Contractor~ Curtiss-Wrig ht Corporation
Remarks
This is one of the models developed b y Curtiss\Vright for automotive, aircraft, marine and industrial applications. Basic operation of the RC2-60
consists of 2 moving parts, th e rotor and crankshaft.
There are no reciprocating parts. The intake, compression , ignition, expansion and ex haust sequence
is practically continuous beca use this e ngine turns
with the rotor. Fue l enters through an intake port
on one side of the chamber and ex hausts through a
port on the opposite side of th e chamber eliminating
the use of valves, springs, tappets and camsh~fts.
Other models of the rotating combustion engme,
including air-cooled versions, are prese ntl y under
development for light pla ne applj cations.

~

Specifications
(Model A): Length 41.06 inches ; diameter 45.75
inches; compression ratio 5:1 ; dry weight 565
pounds. (Model B5): Length 42.43 inches ; diameter
46.10 inches; compression ratio 6 :1; dry weight 682
pounds.
Performance
Rating 300 brake horsepower (Model A); 450 brake
horsepower (Model B5).

I

'
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Rl830 RECIPROCATING ENGINE
Prime Contractor : Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Remarks
First installed in the famous Pan American Airways'
Martin China Clipper, i~ the early 1930's, the
Rl830 Twin Wasp is a 14-cylinder radial air-cooled
piston engine, now out of production but still in
service. A 1,000 horsepower engine was installed in
the Douglas DC-3 and the 1,200 horsepower version
eventually powered most of the DC-3' s. This engine,
also the powerplant for the Lockheed Lodestar and
other aircraft, was manufactured in greater numbers
than any other Pratt & Whitney model between
1932 and 1947.

R1340 RECIPROCATING ENGINE
Prime Contractor : Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Remarks
Still in use, the R1340 Wasp was produced in numerous configurations for 35 years-=-longer than any
other Pratt & Whitney engine. It powered man y
military and commercial airplanes in aviation's pioneering days. Among the planes still flying with
R1340 engines are the deHavilland Otter, the Grumman Mallard and various helicopt"e rs.

Specifications
Length 61.16 inches ; diameter 48.19 inches; bore
5.5 inches; stroke 5.5 inches; displacement 1,830
cubic inches; compression ration 6. 7:1; dry weight
1,467 pounds.

Specifications (Model A)
Length 42.63 inches; diameter 51.44; dry weight
745 pounds.

Performance

Performance

Rating 1,200 brake horsepower.

Rating 410 brake horsepower.
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R2000 RECIPROCATIN G E N GI NE
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Remarks

R2180 RECIPROCATING ENGINE

Out of production but still in use, the R2000 Twin
Wasp is a 14-cylinder radial air-cooled piston engine.
It powered the Douglas C-54 Skymaster, workhm:se
of World War II , the Berlin Airlift a nd the transPacific airlift supporting the Korean campaign. Presently in Viet Nam, it powers the Army's CX-2B or
deHavilland DHC-4 Caribou.

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Remarks
The R2180 Twin Wasp, 14-cylinder radial air-cooled
piston engine was developed after World War II but
had a short production life. It is used in the SAAB
Scandia transport.

Specifications (Model2SD13-G)

Specifications

Length 59.66 inches ; diamete r 49.10 inches; bore
5 . 75 inches; stroke 5.5 inches; displacement 2,004
cubic inches; compression ratio 6.5 :1; dry weight
1,605 pounds.

Length 76.20 inches; diameter 54 inches; bore 5. 75
inches; stroke 6 inches; displacement 2,181 cubic
inches; compression ratio 6.7:1; dry weight 1,870
pou11ds.

Performance

Performance

Rating 1,450 brake horsepower at 2,700 revolutions
per minute.

Rating 1,800 brake horsepower.
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R4360 MILITARY-COMMERCIAL
RECIPROCATING ENGINE
R2800 MILITARY-COMMERCIAL
RECIPROCATING ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Remarks
A 28-cylinder radial air-cooled piston engine, the
R4360 was the most powerful engine of its type produced. It was developed during World· War II and
still powers the Boeing C-97, Fairchild C-119, Douglas C-124 Globemaster transports and the Boeing
377 Stratoliner.

Remarks
Still in military and commercial service, the R2800
Double Wasp is an 18-cylinder radial air-cooled piston engine which powered many military aircraft in
World War II. Between 1939 and 1960, 125,443 of
these engines were manufactured .

Specifications (Model TSB3-6)
Specifications (CB16)

Length 96.50 inches; diameter 54 inches; bore 5. 75
inches; stroke 6 inches; displacement 4,363 cubic
inches; compression ratio 6. 7:1; dry weight 3,482
pounds.

Length 78.40 inches; diameter 52.80 inches; bore
5. 75 inches; stroke 6 inches ; displacement 2,804
cubic inches; compression ratio 6. 76:1; dry weight
2,350 pounds.

Performance
Performance

Rating 3,500 brake horsepower (with water injection).

Rating 2,500 brake horsepower.
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RJ-43-MA-3 MILITARY RAMJET

RJ-43-MA-11 MILITARY RAMJET

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

Developed for the Air Force, the RJ-43-MA-3 engine is a complete nacelle-type supersonic ramjet engine ·with a conical shock inlet. Cruise propulsion
for the currently operational Boeing Bomarc A interceptor missile is provided by 2 of these ramjet engines.

The RJ-43-MA-11, produced for the Air Force is a
complete nacelle-type supersonic ramjet engine, with
a high compression inlet spike. This engine (2 units )
provides the cruise propulsion source for the Boeing
Bomarc B interceptor missile.
Specifications

Specifications

Length 171.8 inches; diameter 28.1 inches; semiisentropic spike, external compression ram inlet;
weight 525 pounds; fuel JP-4.

Length 173.4 inches; diameter 28.1 inches · conieal
spike; external compression ram inlet ; weight 503
pounds; fuel80 / 87.

Performance

Performance

Cruise thrust 1,685 pounds net jet; maximum thrust
13,300 pounds.

Crurse thrust 1,650 pounds net jet; maximum thrust7,500 pounds net jet.
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MA74-ZAB RAMJET

MA150-XAA RAMJET

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation

Prime Contractor : The Marquardt Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

Developed for Army use, the MA 74-ZAB is a nacelle-type subsonic and supersonic ramjet engine
with normal shock inlet. It is the cruise propulsion
source for the North American Redhead/Roadrunner
target missile system for low altitude application.

The MA150-XAA is a nacelle-type subsonic and
supersonic ramjet engine with normal shock inle~.
It provides the cruise propulsion for the Army s
North American Advanced Redhead / Roadrunner target missile system for high an?· low altitude application.

Specifications
Specifications

Length 90.7 inches; diameter 16.5 inches; weight
110 pounds; fuel JP-4; convergent sonic exit.

Length 104.5 inches; diameter 19.0 inches; weight
165 pounds; fuel JP-4; convergent sonic exit.

Performance
Performance

Thrust 1,790 pounds net jet.

Thrust 2,300 pounds net jet at low altitude; 575
pounds net jet at high altitude.
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T53 TURBOSHAFT GAS TURBI N E E NGI NE
Prime Contractor: L ycoming Division, Avco Corporation
Remarks

T53 TURBOPROP GAS TURBINE E NGI NE

With over 1,500,000 hours of flight experience under
all environmental conditions, accumulating more
than 11 ,000 hours monthl y in Vie tn am alone, the
T53 turboshaft e ngine is the most experienced in its
class in the world. Configurations of this engine
powe r the Army's versatile Bell U H-1 " Huey"
tactical helicopter and the Air Force' s Kaman HH43B "Huskie" rescu e helicopte r, as well as the Canadair CL-84 tilt-wing V/ STOL aircraft under development. All T53' s are d esigned under a modular
construction concept which facilitates rapid simple
field maintenance.

Prime Contractor : L ycoming Di vision, Avco Corporation
Remarks
The latest version of the turboprop T53, designated
the L-7, powers the Army's twin engine Grumman
OV -1 " Mohawk" high speed observation aircraft
which has a capability for short field operation.
Growth versions of the engine are in advanced
development.
Specifications

Specifications
Length 48 inches; diam e ter 23 inches ; weight 496
pounds ; compressor stages 5 axial , 1 centrifugal,
pressure ratio 6 : 1; turbine stages 1, ax ial free turbine
combustor.

Length 59 inches; diameter 23 inches; weight 555
pounds; compressor stages 5 axial, 1 centrifugal,
pressure ratio 6:1; turbine stages 1, axial free turbine
compressor. (The advanced version has a 2-stage gas
producer and a 2-stage power turbine.)

Performance

Performance

Rating 1,100 shaft horsepowe r; specific fuel consumption .68 pounds per horsepower per hour.

Rating 1,100 shaft horsepower; specific fuel consumption .67 pounds per horsepower per hour.
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T55 TURBOSHAFT GAS TURBINE ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Lycoming Division, Avco Corporation
Remarks
The same design configuration philosophy as the
proven T53 was maintained in the T55, the higher
powered of Lycoming's 2 gas turbine engine families. Twin T55' s power the Army's Boeing-Vertol
CH-47 A "Chinook" medium transport helicopter
and the Curtiss-Wright X-19 tri-service VTOL aircraft. The L-7 version provides the highest powerto-weight ratio· in its class. Current development
will increase output of the basic engine to approximately 3,400 shaft horsepower. Another advanced
T55 development is the d esign of a 6:1 high bypass
ration turbofan in the 5,200-pound-thrust class for
subsonic long range mission applications.

T55 TURBOPROP GAS TURBINE ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Lycoming Division, Avco Corporation
Remarks
Among the turboprop T55-powered aircraft is the
North American YAT-28E, now being evaluated by
the Navy for trainer missions. Advanced-stage development will provide this engine with output in
the 3,400 shaft horsepower class.

Specifications
Length 44 inches; diameter 24 1/ 4 inches ; weight
580 pounds; compressor stages 7 axial, 1 centrifugal,
pressure ratio 6:1; turbine stages 2, axial free turbine
combustor.

Specifications

Performance

Performance

Rating 2,650 shaft horsepower; specific fuel consumption .61 pounds per horsepower per hour.

Rating 2,445 shaft horsepower; specific fuel consumption .62 pounds per horsepower per hour.

Length 62 inches; diameter 24 1/ 4 inches ; weight
795 pounds ; compressor stages 7 axial, 1 centrifugal,
pressure ratio 6:1; turbine stages 2, axial free turbine combustor.
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T50 MILITARY TURBO SHAFT
Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company
Remarks
Configurations of the T50 military turboshaft engine
powe r the Navy/ Gyrodyne QH-50 series drone antisubmarine helicopte rs.

}65-W-7 ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Curtiss-Wright Corporation
The J65-W-7, used by the military in the F / RF84F
aircraft, is a single spool axial flow compressor type
jet power plant.

Specifications (T50- B0-10)
L eng th 37.5 inches; diameter 22.5 inches; weight
244 pounds; compression ratio 5.74:1 ; axial flow
2-shaft engine; compressor 1 axial, 1 centrifugal;
turbine stages 2, 1 gas produce r, 1 power output

Specifications
Dry weight 2,795 pounds; length 115.0 inches; diameter 37.5 inches; type fuel JP-4.

Performance
Rating 330 shaft horsepower at 90 degrees Fahrenheit sea level (-10 model); 300 shaft horsepower at
60 degrees Fahrenheit sea level (-8A model).

Performance
Take-off power at sea level7,800 pounds thrust.

\
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}65-W-18 MODEL ENGINE

TJ60 GAS TURBINE ENGINE

Prime Contractor : Curtiss- Wright Corporation

Prime Contractor: Curtiss-Wright Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

A single spool, axial flow compressor type jet power
plant with afterburner, the ]65-W-18 powers the
F -11 series military aircraft.

Called the "building block" for a new generation of
jet engines to boost both range and p§yload of subsonic and supersonic aircraft, the TJ60 is a new experimental gas turbine engine under development for
the USAF's Aero Propulsion Laboratory. The basic
power plant can be adapted and used as a turbojet
or turbofan engine for cruise and lift applications.
Features of the new TJ60 concept to increase efficiency and performance are transpiration-cooled
turbine blades, a new compressor, a new combustor
and variable turbine stator blades.

Specifications
Length 181.0 inches; diameter 37.5 inches; weight
approximate dry 3,485 pounds; fuel JP-4.
Performance
Take-off rating at sea levell0,500 pounds thrust.
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T76 MILITARY TURBOPROP
Prime
Contractor: The Garrett Corporation,
AiResearch tvlanufacturing Di vis io n of Arizona
Remarks
The T 76 is a milita ry turb oprop e ngine in initia l
production a nd fli g ht tes ting for use on th e North
American O V- lO A (C OI N ) a ircraft. A commercial
version desi gna ted TPE-331 is being produced for
the Ae ro Commander-Turbo Commander, the
Mitsubishi MU-2 , Vo lpa r Beech 18 modification
a nd th e Fairchild Hille r Turbo-Porter. Among the
features of this engine are rapid thrust reverse;
counter-rotating props for dual engi ne installations ;
landin g and ta ke-off at constant e ngine speeds; and
immedia te respo nse to load requireme nts.

YJ93 MILITARY TURBOJET
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company
Remarks
The YJ93 is a Mach 3 engine designed to power the
Air Force XB-70 (North American Aviation) at a
speed of 2,000 miles per hour above 70,000 feet.

Specifications

Specifications

Le ngth 46 inches ; width 21.10 inches; hei g ht 24.7;
weight 286 pounds; compressor 2-stage centrifugal;
turbine 3-stage axial.

Length 237 inches; maximum diamete r 52 .5 inches ;
thrust to weight ratio above 5:1 ; turbine stages 2.
Performance

Performance

Thrust class (sea level static) 30,000; speed capability sustained Mach 3 .

Rating 660 shaft horsepowe r (T76) ; 605 shaft horsep owe r (comm e rcial version ).
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J85 MILITARY TURBOJET
Prime C ontrac tor: Ge ne ra l Electric Compan y
Remarks

}79 MILITARY TURBOJET

Powe rplant for hi g h pe rforman ce a ircra ft a nd air
breathing missil es, th e J85 turboj e t is avail able in
both afte rburning and non-afte rbu_rnin g confi g urations. It has th e high est powe r-to-we ig ht rati o of
an y production engine in its class in the free world.
This engine provid es powe r for Northrop's F -5 and
T-38A and Fiat's G91 Y. An adva nced ve rsi o n, with
5,000 pounds of thrust, is d e sign a t e~;I"" J 8 5 / J lA.

Prime Contractor: General Electric Compan y
Remarks
A military turbojet engine, the ]79 is widely used
on Air Force, Nav y and NATO aircraft-the Lockheed F-104, Convair B-58, North American RA-5C
and the McDonnell Pha ntom operational ]79-8
and }79-15 operational engines.

Specifications (J85-13)
Specifications
Length 208.69 inches ; diameter 39.6 inches; weight
3,800 pounds ; compressor stages 17; turbine stages 3.

Length 108.9 inches; flange diameter 21 inches;
weight 587 pounds ; thrust to weight ratio 6.95:1;
compressor stages 8; turbin e stages 2.

Performance

Performance

Thrust with afterburner 17,900 pounds.

Maximum thrust 4,080 pounds.
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CF700 COMMERCIAL T URBOFA N
Prime Contractor : General Electric Compan y
R e marks

CJ610 COMMERCIAL TURBOJET

An aft fan ve rsion of the J85/ CJ610 turboje t family,
the CF700 is now being produced in volume for
commercial aircraft. Applications include the Dassault Mystere 20/ Fan Je t 10 passe nge r business
je t a ircraft . It is a lso used in the Bell lunar landing
resea rch vehicle to eq ualize the forces of gra vit y and
rocke ts for p~lot control movemen ts.

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company
Remarks
The CJ610 is a derivative of the J85 turbojet and is
available in 2 configurations. Twin CJ610 e ngines
power the Aero Commander Jet 1121 , HFB 320
Hansa a nd th e Lear Jet business aircraft.

Specifications
Specifications (CJ610-l)
Le ng th 53.6 inches; fan di ame te r 33. 1 inches;
weight 710 pounds ; compressor stages 8, ax ial flow ;
turbine stages 2, axial flow.

Length 51.1 inches; flange diameter 17.7 inches;
weight 339 pounds; thrust to weight ratio 7.1 4 : 1;
compressor stages 8 ; turbine stages 2.

Performance
Performance
Take-off thrust 4,200 pound s; maximum co ntinuous
thrust 4,000 pound s.

Take-off thrust 2,850 pounds.
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T64 MILITARY TURBOSHAFT /TURBOPROP
Prime Contractor: Ge neral Electric Compan y
CT64 COMMERCIAL
DRIVE

Remarks

TURBOPROP/DIRECT

Configurations of the T64 commercial turboprop
and direct drive engines are in production and
certified for civil use. The CT64-410-l and CT648IO-l are turboprop engines and the CT64-610-l is
a direct drive powerplant.

The T64 is a free turbine power plant for helicopte r
and V/ STOL aircraft. The basic engine is designated T64-6. With a single reduction gearbox added
it is the T64-2. Addition of a plane tary reduction
gear creates the turboprop configuration with the
T64-4 two stage gearbox below the engine centerline and the T64-8 gearbox above th e engine
centerline. Military applications of the T64 include : deHavilland CV-7A, Sikorsky CH-53A,
Vought/ Hille r/ Rya n XC-142A ana Hughes XV-9A .

Specifications (CT64-810-l Turboprop)

Specifications (T64-8)

Length ll2.9 inches; maximum height 46 inches;
weight 1,167 pounds; compressor stages 14; turbine
stages 4.

Length 112.9 inches; maximum height 46 inches;
horsepower/weight ratio 2.45 :1; compressor stages
14; turbine stages 4; weight 1,161 pounds.

Performance

Performance

Maximum shaft horsepower 2,850.

Maximum equivalent shaft horsepower 2,850.

Prime Contractor: General Electric Compan y
Remarks
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T58 MILITARY TURBOSHAFT
The re are curre ntl y in production several configurations of the T58 turboshaft e ngine, powerplant for a
wid e va ri e ty of heli copters a nd \ TOL aircraft.
Applications include Sikorsky SH-3A, Kaman
UH-2A , Boeing-Ve rtol CH--t6A, Sikorsky HH-52A,
Sikorsky CH-3C , Be ll UH-1 F, Piasecki 16-1A,
Kaman U H-2 , Be ll 204-B a nd Be ll X-22A. The
CT58-ll0 configuration powers a va riet y of comm e rcial he licopte rs and production of th e higher
rated CT58-l40-1 is und er way.

X353-5B LIFT FAN SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: General Electric Compan y

Specifications

Remarks

Le ngth 59 inches; max imum width 18.8 inches;
weight 335 pounds; compressor stages 10; turbine
stages 3.

A convertible propulsion system, th e X353-5B is
designed to power highspeed Vertical Take-Off
and Landing aircraft. The fan system consists of 2
wing-mounted lift fans and a nose fan to control
pitch of the aircraft. The Lift Fans installed in the
XV-SA Arm y VTOL research aircraft treble the
gas generator thrust of the twin }85 power plants.

Performance
Rating 1,500 horse po,ve r (milita ry application);
ta ke-off horse powe r 1,250 (CT58-ll0), 1,400
(CT58-140).
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GEl MILITARY/COMMERCIAL TURBOJET
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company
Remarks

CJ805-3/-23 COMMERCIAL
TURBOJET/TURBOFAN

The CJ805-3 turbojet powers the Convair 880 transport in service with 10 airlines; the CJ805-23 aft-fan
version is in commercial service with 7 airlines
using the Convair 990 transport.

The GEl Building Block approach provide:; for one
gas generator as the basis of a famil y of advanced propulsion systems. Building Block components-turbofans, afterburners, thrust vectoring
devices-are added to the GEl gas generator to
provide performance and configurations tailored to
specific aircraft missions and designs. The GEl
features application versatility," time and cost
savings and hardware standardization.

Specifications

Specifications

CJ805-3 : length (with reverser) 181.93 inches; diameter 31.6 inches; weight 2,817 pounds; axial flow
jet; compressor stages 17 ; turbine stages 3. CJ80523: length 149.6 inches ; maximum fan diameter
53 .34 axial flow fan; weight 3,776 pounds; compressor stages 17; turbine stages 3/l.

The GEl compared with the eariier J47 engine represents a 51 per cent reduction in length, 79 per
cent reduction in volume plus reduced weight
and fuel consumption.

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company
Remarks

Performance
The GEl is in the same thrust class as the J47 (6,000
pounds) and has a versatility of thrust size spanning
a range of almost six times the basic gas generator
thrust.

Performance
CJ805-3: thrust 11 ,650 pounds.
CJ805-23: thrust 16,100 pounds.
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LM100 GAS TURBINE

GE4/J5 COMMERCIAL TURBOJET

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Prime Contractor: Ge neral Electric Compan y

Remarks
Derived from the T58 aircraft engine, the turboshaft
LMlOO is a jet engine for marine and industrial
uses, developing up to 3 horsepower per pound of
weight. It occupies less than 10 cubic feet and can
be installed in many places where a reciprocating
engine of comparable power would not fit. At sea
the LMlOO provides maneuvering and docking
power for the H . S. Denison hydrofoil ship of the
Maritime Administration and the H . S. Victoria
passenger h ydrofoil. Industrially, it drives a liquid
pump for oil well, fracturing treatment, provides
emergency generating power for a telephone compan y, and drives a gas pipeline compressor.

Remarks
The GE4 / J5 is a supersonic transport engine incorporating d esign features of the J79 and YJ93
engines and advanced technolog y. Full-scale engine tes ting will b egin in mid-1966.
Specifications (Preliminary)
Length 328 inches; maximum diam e ter 71 inches;
weight (for Mach 2.7 ) 8,100 pounds.
Performance
Thrust class 50,000 pounds.
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LM1500 GAS TURBINE
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company
LM175 GAS TURBINE

Remarks

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Available as a shaft power engine or a gas generator, th e LM 1500 is deriv ed from the ]79 aircraft
engine. It supplies main propulsio·n for the Maritime
Administration's 60-knot H.S. Denison hydrofoil,
powers a 300-ton Navy hyd rofoil ; provides launching
power when used as an aircraft catapult, boost
propulsion for Nav y patrol gun motorboats, and
reserve e lectrical power.

Remarks
A jet engine for emergency generator packages
developing 1,000 kilowatts of emergency power, th e
LM 175 is a 1, 750 horsepower class, lightweight
turboshaft engine suitable for marine and industrial
applications similar to those of the LM 100.
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501-Dl3D COMMERCIAL TURBOPROP
Prime Contractor:
Motors

Allison

Division

of General

250-Cl8 COMMERCIAL TURBOSHAFT
Prime Contractor:
Motors

Remarks

Allison

Division of General

The 501-D13D is the powerplant for the Convair
580 operating with 3 airlines, 13 corporations and
the Federal Aviation Agency. A similar engine
powe rs the Lockheed Electra.

Model 250 powers the Hiller FH-1100 and Hughes
500 light helicopters.

Specifications

Specifications

Length 145 inches ; width 30 inches; height 43
inches ; weight 1, 756 pounds ; compression ratio
9.25:1 ; compressor stages 14 ; turbine stages 4.

Length 40 inches; diameter 22 .5 inches; weight 136
pounds ; compression ratio 6.2 :1; compressor stages
6 axial, 1 centrifugal; turbine stages 4.

Performance

Performance

Rating 3 ,750 shaft horsepower.

Rating 317 shaft horsepower.

Remarks
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T63-A-5A MILITARY TURBOSHAFT

501-D22 COMMERCIAL TURBOPROP
Prime Contractor: Allison
Motors

Division

of

Prime Contractor:
Motors

General

Allison

Division

of General

Remarks

Remarks

The 501-D22 turboprop engine powers the Lockheed
382 B, commercial version of the military H e rcules.

The T63-A-5A powers
observation he licopter.

Specifications

Specifications

Length 146 inches ; width 27 inches; height 39
inches; weight 1,833 pounds ; compression ratio
9.65:1; compressor stages 14; turbine stages 4.

Length 40 inches; diameter 22.5 inches; weight 136
pounds; compression ratio 6.2:1; compressor stages
6 axial, 1 centrifugal; turbine stages 4.

Performance

Performance

Rating 4,050 shaft horsepower

Rating 317 shaft horsepower.
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T56-A-7 MILITARY TURBOPROP
Prime Contractor:
Motors

Allison

Division of General
T56-A-10W MILITARY TURBOPROP

Remarks

Prime Contractor: Allison
Motors

The T56-A-7 is a military engine operational in
various versions of the Lockheed C-130 Hercules
serving the Air Force, Coast Guard, Marine Corps,
Military Air Transport Service and the Navy, as
well as governments of 11 foreign nations. T56-A-8
is used in the Grumman E2A and C2A aircraft.

Division

of General

Remarks
The T56-A-10W is the powerplant of the Lockheed
P3A anti-submarine warfare plane in Navy service.
Specifications

Specifications

Length 147 inches ; width 27 inches; height 44
inches; weight 1,853 pounds; compression ratio
9.65 :1; compressor stages 14; turbine stages 4.

Length 146 inches ; width 27 inches ; height 39
inches; weight 1,833 pounds ; compression ratio
9.65:1 ; compressor stages 14; turbine stages 4.

Performance
Performance

Rating 4,050 shaft horsepower dry; 4,500 shaft horsepower augmented.

Rating 4,050 shaft horsepower.
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T56-A-15 MILITARY TURBOPROP
T56-A-14 MILITARY TURBOPROP
Prime Contractor:
Motors

Allison

Division

of

Prime Contractor:
Motors

General

Allison

Division

of General

Remarks
Remarks
The T56-A-14 is a follow-on military engine for
the Lockheed P3A anti-submarine warfare plane.

The T56-A-15 is in Air Force service as powerplant
for the Lockheed HC-130H search, rescue, recovery
aircraft.

Specifications

Specifications

Length 147 inches ; width 27 inches; height 44
inches; weight 1,895 pounds; compression ratio
9.65:1; compressor stages 14; turbine stages 4.

Length 146 inches ; width 27 inches; height 39
inches; weight 1,825 pounds; compression ratio
9.65:1 ; compressor stages 14; turbine stages 4.

Performance

Performance

Rating 4,910 shaft horsepower.

Rating 4,910 shaft ho~sepower.
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T78-A-2 REGENERATIVE MILITARY
TURBOPROP
Prime Contractor : Allison
Motors

T56-A-18 MILITARY TURBOPROP
Prime Contractor:
Motors

Allison

Division of General

Division of General
Remarks

Remarks
A growth version of the T56 e ngine, T56-A-18 is
being developed for Nav y use.

The first United States regenerative turboprop engine for Navy antisubmarine warfare applications,
T78-A-2 is in developmental status.

Specifications

Specifications

Length 115 inches; width 29 inches; height 45
inches; compressor ratio 9.65 :1; compressor stages
14; turbine stages 4 with air-cooled first and second
stage blades and vanes.

Length 160 inches ; maximum diameter at regenerator 35 inches; weight 1,565 pounds; compressor
stages 14 with variable geometry vanes ; turbine
stages 4.

Performance

Performance

Rating 5,000 shaft horsepower.

Rating 4,125 shaft horsepower.

...
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T34 MILITARY TURBOPROP

JFID12 COMMERCIAL TURBOSHAFT

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Remarks

Remarks

Development of the T34 (PT2) axial flow turboprop
engine began in 1945. The engine was put into
production in 1953. It powers the Douglas C-133
Cargomaster.

A turboshaft adaptation of the JT12 engine, the
JFTD12 has a 2-stage free turbine added in the
rear. Two of these engines power the Sikorsky S-64
Skycrane, an all-purpose heavy-li£t transport
helicopter.

Specifications
Specifications

Length 155.12 inches; diameter 34.06 inches; weight
2,870 pounds; compression ratio 6.25:1; axial flow,
single rotor; compressor stages 13; turbine stages
3.

Length 108 inches; diameter 21.9 inches ; weight
882 pounds; compression ratio 6.5:1; free turbine
drive; compressor stages 9; turbine stages 4.

Performance

Performance

Thrust 7,500 shaft horsepower wet, 6,500 dry.

Rating 4,050 shaft horse power.
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}48 MILITARY TURBOJET
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Remarks
In 1950 Pratt & Whitne y completely redesigned and
re-engineered the Rolls-Royce Tay engine, producing under license the most powerful jet powerplant d eveloped at that time. The engine is out of
production but still used in the Grumman F-9J and
F-9F Cougars. A total of 4,108 J48' s were built.

}58 MILITARY TURBOJET
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Remarks
The J58 powers the twin-engine Mach 3 Lockheed
YF-12A interceptor and the SR-71 strategic reconnaissance aircraft.

Specifications
Length 109.75 inches; diameter 50.50 inches; weight
2,080 pounds; compression ratio 3.5 :1; ce ntrifugalflow single rotor; compressor stages 1; turbine
stages 1.

Specifications
Classified.
Performance

Performance

Thrust in the 30,000-pound class.

Thrust 7,250 pounds.

..
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}75 MILITARY TURBOJET
}57 MILITARY TURBOJET

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Remarks

Remarks

Design work on the ]75 (JT4 commercial) began
in 1952. To design an engine with 50 per cent more
output but only slightly larger than the similar J57
(JT3) at the time, engineers took the advanced step
of increasing the hub to tip ratio. This essentially
reduced the diameter of the hub which reduced
weight and increased the airflow. The engine is
used in the Republic F-105 and GD/Convair F-106.
More than 1,500 engines were shipped between
April, 1957, and July, 1964 .

The }57 turbojet which put American military aircraft into supersonic flight was· produced from 1951
to 1965. Winner of the 1952 Collier Trophy, it was
also the first engine to reach 10,000 pounds of thrust.
Among the craft it powers are: the Boeing B-52
bomber, KC-135 tanker-transport and C-135A transport; the North American F-100, McDonnell F-101,
Convair F-102, Ling-Temco Vought F-S, Douglas
F-6 and A-3. Over 33,000,000 operating hours have
been accumulated by the more than 21,000 }57's
·produced.

Specifications
Length, ]75-P-17, 237 .6 inches; P-19W, 259.3
inches; diameter 43 inches; compression ratio 12:1;
axial flow, dual rotor; compressor stages 15; turbine stages 3; total weight, P-17, 5,875 pounds;
P-19W, 5,960 pounds.

Specifications (}57-P-43 WB)
Length 167.3 inches; diameter 38.9 inches, compression ratio 13; weight 3,870 pounds, axial flow,
dual rotor; compressor stages 16; turbine stages 3.

Performance
Performance

Thrust,
afterburning
P-17,
24,500
pounds;
afterburning plus water injection P-19W, 26,500
pounds.

Thrust 13,750 pounds; afterburning versions 18,000
pounds.
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JT3 COMMERCIAL TURBOJET
}52 MILITARY TURBOJET

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney.Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Pratt & \Vhitney Aircraft
Remarks
Remarks
Similar in design to the larger J57 and ]75, the J52
was introduced in 1957. Configurations of this
engine power the 'Douglas A-4E Sk) hawk and T A4E, the Grumman A-6A and the North American
Hound Dog missile.

On October 26, 1958, the JT3 Turbo Wasp ushered
in the American commercial jet age. A commercial
version of the J57, this engine was produced from
1958 to 1961. Configurations are in wide service
on the Boeing 707-120 and 720, and the Douglas
DC-8-10.

Specifications

Specifications (JT3C-6)

Length 116.9 inches; diameter 30.15 inches ; weight
(P-8A) 2,118 pounds; axial flow , dual rotor; compressor stages 12 ; turbine stages 2.

Length 128 inches; diameter 38.8 inches; weight
4,234 pounds ; compression ratio 13; axial flow, dual
rotor; compressor stages 16; turbine stages 3.

Performance

Performance

Thrust (P-8A) 9,300 pounds.

Thrust 13,500 pounds with water injection .

.,
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JT12/J60 TURBOJET
JT4 COMMERCIAL TURBOJET

Prime Contractor : Pratt & Whitn e y Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Remarks
Remarks

The JT12A-6A (military designation J60), smallest in
the compan y' s jet engine famil y, powers the 4engine Lockheed JetStar and twin-engine North
American Sabreliner business aircraft. J60 al so
powers the XV-4A VTOL.

A larger, advanced configura tion of th e JT3, the
JT4 (military version ]75 ) is used in the long-distance
Boeing 707-320 and Douglas DC-8-20, -30 airliners.
Built betwee n 1959 and 1961 , it attain ed the longest
tim e be twee n overhaul (TBO ) eve r a uth orized an y
e ngin e by the Federal Av iation Agency-6,400 hours.

Specifications (JT -12)

Length 144.1 inches; diameter 43 inches; weight
5,050 pounds ; compression ratio 12; axial flow , dual
rotor; compressor stages 15 ; turbine stages 3.

Le ngth 78 inches; diameter 21.9 i'nche s; we ight 448
pounds ; compression ratio 6.5 :1; axial flow, single
rotor; compressor stages 9; turbine stages 2. ]60
same except for length : 77.9 inches in P-3-5 versions,
70.6 inches in P-6, -4.

Performance

Performance

Thrust 16,800 pounds.

Thrust 3,000 pounds, either version.

Specifications (JT 4A -9)
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JT3D COMMERCIAL TURBOFA N
JT8D COMMERCIAL TURBOFAN

Prim e Contractor: Pratt & Whitne y Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney
Remarks
Remarks

The world ' s most widel) used turbofan engine, winner of speed and endurance records, the JT3D
evolved from the J57. It features improved thrust
ratings and lower fuel consumption. Configurations
of this engine power the Boeing 707-120B, 720B,
707-320B and C; the Douglas DC-8-50, DC-8-60,
and DC-8F. The most advanced mod el is scheduled
as powerplant for Lockheed 's projected L-300B,
commercial version of the C-141 military transport.

The company-financed JT8D . was designed and developed from the outset for application to short and
medium range aircraft. Approximatel y a year and a
half after entering commercial service, it reached a
time between overhaul (TBO) of 3,200 hours. The
JT8D turbofan engine powers the Boeing 727 and
737, the twin-engine Douglas DC-9 and the Sud
Aviation Super Caravelle lOB and lOR.

Specifications (JT3D-3, -3B)

Specifications

Length 134.4 inches; diam e te r 53 inches; weight
4,190 pounds ; compression ratio 13 ; axial flow, dual
rotor ; compressor stages (including fan ) 15; turbine
stages 4.

Length 119.8 inches; diameter 44 inches ; weight
3,096 pounds; compression ratio 16:1; axial flow ,
dual rotor; compressor stages including fan 13;
turbine stages 4; full-length fan duct.

Performance

Performance

Thrust 18,000 pounds.

Thrust 14,000 pounds.
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TF33 MILITARY TURBOFAN
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Remarks
Configurations of the TF33- P-3 . (JT3D-1 in the
commercial version) power the Boeing B-52H missile platform bomber, the C-135B and KC-135B, as
well as the Lockheed C-141A.

TF30 MILITARY TURBOFAN
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Remarks

Specifications (TF33-P-3)

The 20,000-pound-thrust TF30 was the first afterburning turbofan engine to complete an official 150hour qualification testing. Configurations of this
engine power the twin-engine General Dynamics
F-1llA variable sweep wing supersonic fighter developed for the Air Force, and the Navy F-1llB produced by Grumman . A non-afterburning version is
the powerplant for Ling-Temco-Vought's new light
attack Navy craft. Specifications are classified .

Length 136.3 inches; diameter 53 inches ; weight
3,900 pounds; compression ratio 13 : 1; axial flow,
dual rotor; compressor stages (including fan) 15;
turbine stages 4.
Performance
Thrust 17,000 pounds . .

I
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S-140 GAS TURBI N E
Prime Contractor: Solar, A Di vision of International
Harvester Compan y
Remarks

T62T GAS TURBINE ENGINE

The Solar S-140 GTSS is a lightweight free-turbine
t ype direct drive starter which mounts directl y on
aircraft main propulsion engines and operates on
the sam e fuel as the aircraft. Developed by Solar
und e r contract to the Navy Bureau of Weapons, it
provides safe, reliable starts and eliminates the inherent inefficiencies of transferring starting to the
main engines through pneumatic, hydraulic or electric means. Use of the GTSS will give the pilot
complete cockpit control of main engine starting
and eliminate the ground support equipment normally required for this purpose. The GTSS is
capable of sta rting all major aircraft e ngines within
25 to 35 seconds.

Prime Contractor: Solar, A Division of International
Harvester Compan y
Remarks
Used as the auxiliary power unit in every major
American military cargo helicopter program, the
T62T Titan is an extremely rugged and compact
gas turbine engine. The Titan turbine auxiliary
power unit provides the power necessary to start
main engines and operate all hydraulic and electrical systems, allowing aircraft operation completely
independent of ground support equipment. Operating on a wide variety of liquid petroleum fuels,
the engine starts quickl y under extreme environmental conditions ranging from - 65 Fahrenheit to 130
Fahrenheit.

Specifications
Length 21 inches ; nominal diameter 9 inch~s ;
wei~ht 75 pounds ; 2 shaft ; radial flow gas producer

Specifications

turbme and single stage axial flow power turbine;
minimum overhaul life of 1,200 starts plus 1,000
hours of main engine overrunning.

Length 26 inches; diameter 12.5 inches; weight 70
pounds; radial flow; electric or hydraulic starting.

Performance

Performance

Rating 140 horsepower.

Rating 80 to 105 horsepower.

..
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SOUNDING ROCKETS
Listed under system contractor: manufacturer's nomenclature,
type, stages and thrust, launch weight and overall length, performance, remarks and using organizations.
(Co urteS IJ Missiles b Rockets maga:::in e)

ARGO B-9
Two-stage solid research rock et, 1st-Hercules M-5
Nike (48,700-lb. thrust), 2nd-Thiokol Yardbird
TE-289 (17,100-lb. thrust) ; weight 1,800 lbs.; leng th
24ft.; 100-lb. payload to altitude of 130 n. mi .; und er
development ; AF
Nike- Tomahawk

ARGO B-11
Boosted two-stage solid resea rch rocket, lstThiokol Castor TX-33 w / two Thiokol Recruit
TE-29' s (122,000-lb. total thrust), 2nd-Hercules
X-259 (21,350-lb. thrust); weight 13,200 lbs.; le ngth
34 ft.; 1,000-lb. payload to altitude of 450 n. mi;
under development; NASA

AEROLAB DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
ARGO A-2 (PERCHERON)
Boosted single-stage solid research rocket, Thiokol
Castor TX-33 with two Thiokol Recruit TE-29' s
(122,000-lb. total thrust); weight 10,000 lbs.; length
21 ft. ; 500-lb. payload to altutide of 200 n. mi. ; first
stage Shotput; NASA

ARGO B-13
Two-stage solid sounding rocket, 1st-Hercules
M-5 Nike (48,700-lb . thrust), 2nd-Thiokol Apache
TE-307 (5,000-lb. thrust); wei g ht 1,600 lbs.; length
27 ft .; 60-lb. payload to altitude of 135 n. mi. ; operational ; NASA

ARGO A-3
Single-stage solid research rocket Hercules M -6
Honest John (86,000-lb. thrust); w~ight 5,910 lbs.;
length 21ft. ; 2,000-lb. payload to altitude of 10 n. mi .;
used in Goodyear/ USAF-ASD ballute tests; AF

ARGO B-21
Boosted two-stage solid research rocket, 1stThiokol Castor TX-33 w/two Thiokol Recruit TE29' s (122,000-lb. total thrust), 2nd-Thiokol Subroc
TX-261 (57,000-lb. thrust); weight 13,000 lbs.; length
42 ft .; 1,300-lb. payload to altitude of 250 n. mi.;
under development (in-house)
.

ARGO B-1
Two-stage solid sounding rocket, 1st-Hercules M-5
Nike (48,700-lb. thrust), 2nd-Thiokol Cajun TE-82
{9,600-lb. thrust); weight 1,540 lbs. ; le ngth, 23 ft.;
50-lb. payload to altitude of 100 n. mi. ; NASA, AF

ARGO B-23
Two-stage solid sounding rocket, 1st-Hercules
M-5 Nike (48,700-lb. thrust), 2nd-United Tech.
Ctr. FW-3 (6,000-lb. thrust); weight 2,160 lbs,
length 22 ft .; 100-lb. payload to altitude of 360 n.
mi.; under development; Navy

ARGO B-7
Two-stage solid research rocket, 1st-Hercules M-6
Honest John (86,000-lb. thrust) ; 2nd-Hercules M-5
Nike (48, 700-lb. thrust); weight 5,900 lbs.; length 31
ft. ; 400-lb . payload to altitude of 40 n. mi.; used in
Good year/ USAF-ASD ballute tests; AF

ARGO C-23
Three-stage solid sounding or research rocket,- lstThiokol TX-33 with two Thlokol TX-77's (147,000lb. total thrust), 2nd-Thiokol TX-261 (57,000-lb.
thrust), 3rd-Thiokol TX-306 (llKS-13430); weight
14,300 Jbs.; length 41.3 ft.; 150-lb. payload to altitude of 2,000 n. mi., Mach 21; in development for
AF

ARGO B-8
Two-stage solid research rocket, 1st and 2nd-Hercules M-5 Nike (48,700-lb. thrust each); weight
28,000 lbs.; le ngth 27 ft.; 400-lb . payload to altitude
of 30 n. mi .; used in Goodyear/ USAF-ASD ballute
tests ; AF
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.-\.RGO D-4 (JAVEL!:\)

weight 65 lbs.; length 6.6-9.1 ft.; 12-lb. payload to
altitude of 40 mi.; all services and NASA

Four-stage solid research rocket, 1st-Hercules M-6
Honest John (86,000-lb. thrust), 2nd & 3rd-Hercules t\1-5 Nike (48,700-lb. thrust each), 4th-Hercules X-248 (3.000-lb. thrust); weight 7,-!00 lbs.;
length 48.7 ft.; 100-lb. payload to altitude of 550
n. mi.; NASA, AF

ARCAS, BOOSTED
Two-stage solid sounding rocket, 1st-ARC IKS2200, 2nd-ARC Areas 29KS-336; weight 100 lbs.;
length 10.5 ft.; 12-lb. payload to altitude of 50 mi.; all
services, NASA, Canada, Sweden

ARGO D-8 (JOUR:\EYMA:\ A)

ARCHER

Four-stage solid research rocket: 1st-Thiokol
XM-20 w/two Thiokol
L5KS-3500 Recruits
(121.000-lb. total thrust). 2nd & 3rd-Lockheed
Lance (47,000-lb. thrust each). 4th-Hercules X-248
(3,000-lb. thrust); weight 14,000 lbs.: length 62.0 ft.;
135-lb. payload to altitude of 1.260 n. mi.; l\lach 24;
holds record for highest altitude (1,269 n. mi.) for
recovered payload; NASA

Single-stage solid sounding rocket, ARC 35KS-1375;
weight 330 lbs, length 12.8 ft.; 40-lb. payload to
altitude of 90 mi.; all services and NASA
ATHE.NA
Two three or four-stage research rocket, lstThio,kol Ca~tor TX-33 w/ two Thiokol Recruit TE29' s (122,000 lb. total thrust), 2nd-either H:rcules
X-259 (19,000-lb. thrust) or Thiokol TX-261_ (::>7,000lb. thrust) depending on trajectory reqmrements,
3rd-Aerojet 30KS-8000, 4th-Hercules BE-3;
r • ht 16 000 lbs .. length 50 ft.; 50 to 300-lb. payload
"e•g
,
,
.
to altitude of 200-500-mi.; four-stage versiOn WI
employ two stages going up, fin stabilized, and two
stages d own, WI'th guidance in 3rd stage; pre-selected
e· h
angle-of-attack control 0 degrees ::1:: 5 degrees; Ig t
.
• ~
· . re-entrv- velocities from 16,000
d 1stance
~ 1 1 n. m1.,
to 23,000 fps; for advanced reentry research and
plasma-sheath studies; AF, ARPA

ARGO E-5 (JASO:'\)
Five-stage solid sounding rocket, 1st-Hercules M-6
Honest John (86,000-lb. thrust). 2nd & 3rd-Hercules M-5 Nike (48,700-lb. thrust each), 4th-Thiokol
TX-77 (46,000-lb. thrust). 5th-Thiokol T-55
(4,650-lb. thrust); weight 7,250 lbs.; length 56.5 ft.;
50-lb. payload to altitude of 500 n. mi.; Mach 12.5;
AF

-n

TRAILBLAZER I
Six-stage (incl. three downward-thrust packaged in
reverse in 3rd stage) solid research rocket, 1st-Hercules M-6 Honest John (86,000-lb. thrust), 2nd-Hercules M-5 Nike (48,700-lb. thrust), 3rd-either Lockheed Lance (47,000-lb. thrust) or Thiokol TX-77
(46,000-lb. thrust), 4th-Thiokol T-40, 5th-Thiokol
T-55 (4,650-lb. thrust), 6th-NASA/Langley 5-in.
spherical motor; weight 7,500 lbs.; length 56 ft.; three
stages up to altitude of 200 n. mi.; three stages down
attain 24,000 fps (a" gun-fired" pellet fired dowmvard
has reached 35,000 fps); NASA

HONEST JOHN-NIKE-NIKE
T hree-stage so I1'd sounding rocket, 1st-Hercules
M-6 Honest John (86,000-lb. thrust), 2nd ~nd 3rdHercules M-S Nike (48, 700-lb. thrust); weight 6,500
lbs.; length 47 ft.; 250-lb. payload to altitude of 135
mi.; Army, AF, NASA
HYDRA-IRIS
T wo-s tage so11-d sounding rocket,, 1st-threelbclustered
total
A _. t Sparrow 1.8-KS-7800 s (22,400- .
era Je
. h 1 3~0 lb
thrust), 2nd-ARC 52KS-4375; w~Ig t , <>
s.;
length 24 ft.; 100-lb. payload to altitude of 200 mi.;
Navy

AMERICAN MACHI:\TE
AND FOUNDRY COMPANY
PURR KEE, ADVANCED
Two-stage sounding rocket, 1st-Hercules M-5 Nike
(48,700-lb. thrust), 2nd-Hercules X-200 (6,400-lb.
thrust); length 6ft.; in development for Navy

IRIS
Single-stage solid sounding ro~ket, ARC 52KS-4375;
weight 1,350 lbs.; length 24 ft.; 100-lb. payload to
altitude of 200 mi.; all services and NASA
METROC

ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORP. (ARC)

Single-stage solid sounding rocket, ARC l6KS-l40;
weight 15 lbs.; length 4.6 ft.; 2-lb. payload to altitude
of20 mi.; all services and NASA

ARC AS
Single-stage solid sounding rocket, ARC 29KS-336;
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METROC, BOOSTED

HERCULES POWDEH CO.

Two-stage solid sounding rocket, 1st-ARC Metroc
16KS-140, 2nd-2.75 FFAR (Navy rocket, 720-lb.
thrust); weight 26lbs.; length 8.8 ft.; 2-lb. payload to
altitude of 52 mi.; all services and NASA

DEACON (POGO-HI)
Single-stage Hercules X-220 solid motor (6, 100-lb.
thrust); weight 155 lbs.; length 9.2 ft.; payload weight
vs. altitude varies with each program; Army, Navy,
NASA, ARPA

NIKE-APACHE
Two-stage solid sounding rocket, 1st-Hercules M-5
Nike (48,700-lb. thrust), 2nd-Thiokol Apache
TE-307 (5,900-lb. thrust); weight 1,550 lbs.; length
23 ft.; 50-lb. payload to altitude of 130 mi.; all services and NASA

LANGLEY RESEAHCH CENTER, NASA
METEOR SIMULATION VEHICLE (1)
(Modified Trailblazer I I); Six-stage solid research
rocket; 1st-Thiokol Castor TX-33 w/two Thiokol
Recruit TE-29' s (122,000-lb. total thrust), 2ndLockheed Lance (47,000-lb. thrust), 3rd-Hercules
Altair X-248 (3,000-lb. thrust), 4th-NASA Cygnus15 (3,200-lb.-thrust, 15-in.-dia. spherical), 5thNASA Cygnus-5 (550-lb.-thrust, 5-in.-dia. spherical),
6th-Army Ballistics Research Lab. shaped-charge
accelerator and re-entry pellet; ARC spin-stabilized
velocity package contains last four stages; 13,500 lbs.,
51.5 ft.; two stages up to 300 km altitude, remaining
stages packaged in reverse to achieve 20 km-sec.
re-entry velocity, 15 deg. off vertical at 75-km altitude; NASA

NIKE-ARCHER
Two-stage solid sounding rocket, 1st-Hercules M-5
Nike (48,700-lb. thrust), 2nd-ARC Archer 35KS1375; weight 1,650 lbs.; length 25ft.; 40-lb. payload
to altitude of 230 mi.; all services and NASA
NIKE-CAJUN
Two-stage solid sounding rocket, 1st-Hercules M-5
Nike (48,700-lb. thrust), 2nd-Thiokol Cajun TE-82
(9,600-lb. thrust); weight 1,550 lbs.; length 23 ft.;
50-lb. payload to altitude of 100 mi.; all services and
NASA
SIDEWINDER-HV ARCAS

METEOR SIMULATION VEHICLE (2)

Two-stage solid sounding rocket, 1st-Naval Propellant Plant Si'tlewinder 1A, 2nd-ARC high-velocity
Areas 29KS-336; weight 168 lbs.; length 13.8 ft.; 12lb. payload to altitude of 81 mi.; all services

(Modified Nike-Cajun); Four~stage solid research
rocket; 1st-Hercules Nike (53,000-lb.-thrust),
2nd-Thiokol Cajun TE-82 (8,600-lb.-thrust), 3rdNASA Cygnus-5 (550-lb.-thrust, 5-in.-dia. spherical), 4th-Army Ballistics Lab. shaped-charge accelerator and re-entry pellet; Zimmey Corp. spinstabilized velocity package which contains two sets of
the 3rd and 4th stages mounted in reverse; 1,575-lbs.,
27.5 ft.; two stages up to 120-km. altitude, two
separate re-entries of different pellet materials each
with 11 km/ sec. re-entry velocity, 15 degrees off vertical at 75-km altitude; NASA

SPARROW-HV ARCAS
Two-stage sounding rocket, 1st-Aerojet Sparrow
1, 2nd-ARC high-velocity Areas 29KS-336;
weight 206 lbs.; length 13 ft.; 12-lb. payload to altitude of 100 mi.; all services
SWIK
Two-stage solid research rocket, 1st-Thiokol Castor
TX.-33 (55,000-lb. thrust) 2nd-Hercules X-254
(14,100-lb. thrust); weight 13,200 lbs.; length 35ft.;
300-lb. payload to altitude of 675 mi.; Army, AF

NAVY MISSILE CENTER,
POINT MUGU, CALIF.

TRAILBLAZER II
SPAROAIR

Four-stage solid research rocket, 1st-Thiokol Castor TX-33 with two Thiokol Recruit TE-29' s
(122,000-lb. total thrust), 2nd-Lockheed Lance
(47,000-lb. thrust), 3rd-Hercules Altair X-248
(.'3,000-lb, thrust), 4th-ARC/NASA 15-in. spherical
(.5,000-lb. thrust); weight 13,344 lbs.; length 50 ft.;
two stages up, two stages downward to achieve reentry velocity of 22,000 fps; NASA, Army, AF

Air-launched two-stage research rocket for use on
F3B or F6B jet aircraft; Mach 0.8 at 32,000 ft., 1st
and 2nd-Aerojet Sparrow 11 1' s; 35-lb. payload to
altitude of 65 n. mi.; used in Projects Tee Pee, Jane,
and Night Owl for plasma generation, infrared and
ultraviolet research, respectively; Navy, Army, General Motors Corp.
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SOUNDING ROCKETS
KISHA-JUDI

:\AVAL ORDI\A:\CE TEST STATION (NOTS,
CHI:\A LAKE. CALIF.)

Two-stage solid sounding rocket; lst-RPI 4.4KS4800 Kisha-1, 2nd-RPI 1.9KS-2100 Judi-III; weight,
221 Jbs.; length, 14 ft.; 16-lb. payload to altitude of
480,000 ft.; Sandia Corp.

HOVERI.:\G ROCKET SYSTEM
Two-stage research rocket, 1st-Thiokol Pershing
TX-175 2nd stage, 2nd-NOTS to develop 19 x 3-ft.dia. liquid engine (8,000-lb. thrust); weight, 700-lbs.;
length, 27 ft.; recoverable payload to altitude of
65,000-50,000 ft.; 2nd stage carries command guidance, capable of stabilized 120-30 sec. hovering; two
vehicles in development for upper-atmosphere research measurements and possibly surveillance use;
Defense Atomic Support Agency

ORIOLE
Single-stage RPI 5.5KS-6100 Kiva-1 solid motor;
weight 236 lbs.; length 13.6 f~.; 10-lb. payload t~
473,000 ft. (Dart with 81.5 cu. m. payload volume),
all services
PHOENIX-I
Two-stage solid sounding rocket; lst-~PI 5.5.KS6100 Kiva-1, 2nd-RPI 3.0KS-4000 Hopl-ll;. weight
320 lbs.; length 18ft.; 10-lb. payload to altitude of

ROCKETDYNE DIV., NORTH AMERICAN
AVIATION, 11\C.
AEOLUS 1-90

225 mi.; all services

Single-stage solid sounding rocket (315-lb. thrust);
weight, 41 lbs.; length, 4.25 ft.; 6-lb. payload to altitude of 90,000 ft.; launched from 5-in. gun or reinforced plastic shipping container; Navy

RAVEN

. I
RPI 8 "'KS-1800 solid motor; weight
Smg e-stage
.o:>
l d to altitude of
100 lbs · length 10.8 ft.; 10-lb. pay oa
I . I
.,
I
t f meteoro oglca
250.000 ft.; under deve opmen or
use by all services and NASA

AEOLUS 1-200
Single-stage solid sounding rocket (500-lb. thrust);
weight, 69.6 lbs.; length, 7.39 ft.; 6-8 lb. payload to
altitude of 200,000 ft.; Navy

SIDEWINDER-RAVEN
.
k t· 1st-Naval PropelTwo-stage solid soun d mg roc e ,
I 8 5KS-1800;
!ant Plant Sidewinder lA, 2nd-RP I. d t It'
weight 20S lbs.; length 17 ft.; 20-lb. pay oa o a Itude of 400,000 ft.; all services

ROCKET POWER. INC. (RPI)
HOPI CHAFF DART
Single-stage RPI 3.0KS-4000 Hopi-It solid motor;
weight, 93 lbs.; length, 11 ft.; 11.5-lb. payload to
altitude of 300,000 ft.; NASA

THUNDERBIRD
-4800 solid motor; weight
Single-stage RPI 1f5 K535 lb pavload to altitude of
445lbs.; length 16 t.; - · f~rNavv
620,000 ft.; under development
.

JUDI BALLOON DART

SANDIA CORP.

Single-stage RPI 1. 9KS-2100 Judi- I solid motor;
weight, 33.7 lbs.; length, 9ft.; 10-lb. pavload (std. AF
Mylar Robin Sphere) to 200,000 ft.; all services and
foreign governments

NITEHAWK9
d'
rocket 1st-Hercules
Two-stage solid sounh mg) 2 d~ Thiokol TE-416
M-5 Nike (48,700-lb. t rust' n .
.
.d
000-lb thrust); 9-m.-dla. payloa
To~aha,4v0k 60(IO!b, pavl~ad to 200 mi. altitude; Mach
sectwn· · ·
8.5; At~mic Energy Commission

JUDI CHAFF (OR PARACHUTE) DART
Single-stage RPI 1.9KS-2100 Judi-1 solid motor;
weight, 30.3 lbs.; length, 8.6 ft.; 10-lb. payload to
altitude of 240,000 ft.; all services, NASA and foreign
governments

SPACE-GENERAL CORP.
AEROBE£ 100
.
Boosted single-stage sounding rocket; sustamerliquid IRFNA & JP-4 engine (2,600-lb. ~hr.ust for 4~
c) booster-Aerojet 2.5-KS-18,000 sohd motor,
::elg,ht 1,470 lbs.; length 25.75 ft.; 70-lb. payload. to
altitude of 80 mi.; tower-launched; max. acceleratwn
15.2 g; NASA, AF

JUDI INSTRUMENTED DART
Single-stage RPI 1.9KS-2100 Judi-1 solid motor;
weight, 33.7 lbs.; length, 9 ft.; 10-lb. payload to
altitude of 220,000 ft.; all services and foreign governments
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SOUNDING ROCKETS
AEROBEE 150 & 150A

THIOKOL CHEMICAL CORP.,

Boosted single-stage sounding rocket; sustainerliquid IRFNA and aniline-furfuryl-alcohol mixture
engine (4, 100-lb. thrust for 51.8 se~. ), booster-Aerojet 2.5KS-18,000 solid motor; weight (150), 1,943 lbs.;
length (150), 29.67 ft.; weight (150A), 1,941 lbs.;
length, (150A), 30 ft.; 150-lb. payload to altitude
of 152 mi.; max. acceleration 10.3 g; tower-launched;
150 version has 3 fins, 1.50A has 4 fins; altitude control
and recovery systems available in both vehicles;
NASA, AF, Navy, Kitt Peak Observatory

ADVANCED TERRIER-TOMAHAWK
Two-stage solid sounding rocket, 1st-Hercules BT-3
Advanced Terrier ( 17,000-lb. thrust), 2nd-Thiokol
TE-416 Tomahawk (10,000-lb. thrust); weight 2,820
Ihs.; length 29.8 ft.; 200-lb. (12-in. clia.) payload to
altitude of 18.5 mi. or 7E>-lb. (9-in. dia.) payload to
altitude of 350 mi.; in development

AEROBEE 300 & 300A

NIKE-APACI-IE

Two-stage sounding rocket; 1st-Aerobee 1.50 or
150A, 2nd-solid Aerojet Sparrow l.8KS-7800;
weight 2,103lbs.; length (300), 33.00 ft., (300A), 33.30
ft.; 35-lb. payload to altitude of 300 mi.; max. acceleration 63.8 g; 300A has 4 fins; NASA, AF

Two-stage solid sounding rocket, 1st-Hercules, M-5
Nike (48,700-lb. thrust), 2nd-Thiokol Apache
TE-307 (.5,900-lb. thrust), weight 1,9.50 lbs.; length
23ft.; 50-lb. payload to altitude of 130 mi.; all services and NASA

ASTRO-MET DIV.

AEROBEE 350

NIKE-TOMAHAWK

Design goal 150-lb. payload to altitude of nearly 300
mi.; under development for NASA

Two-stage solid sounding rocket, 1st-Hercules M-5
Nike (48, 700-lb. thrust), 2nd-Thiokol TE-416 Tomahawk (10,000-lb. thrust); weight 1,977 lbs.; length
29.7 ft.; 125-lb. payload to altitude of 200 mi.; all
services and NASA

ASTROBEE 200
Two-stage solid sounding rock
Nike (48,700-lb. thrust) 2 d et, 1st-:-Hercules M-5
weight 2,601 lbs.; length' 26 ~ 2-;-Aero]et 30KS-8000;
altitude of 170 mi. rna
· It.; 150-lb. payload to
x. acceerar
18
.,
launched; NASA, AF
Ion .9 g; boom-

TOMAHAWK
Single-stage solid sounding rocket, Thiokol TE-416
Tomahawk (10,000-lb. thrust); ~eight 575lbs.; length
16.25 ft.; 45-lb. payload to altitude of 100 mi.; fin
stabilized; all services and NASA

ASTROBEE 250
Single-stage solid sounding
k
roc et· Ae . t 2
5 I ,000, optional auxiliaries-two , . role . 8KSh Th10kol l.5KS35,000; weight 10 358 lbs . I
,
·' engt ·'34 17 f
1,000-lb. payload to altitudes b t
·
t.; 400max acceleration 13 g; boom-! e wehen 190-120 mi.;
aunc ed; NASA , AF ,
N avy

TOMAHAWK DART
Single-stage solid sounding rocket; Thiokol TE-416
Tomahawk (10,000 lb. thrust); weight 677lbs., length
19.25 ft.; 125-lb. payload to 60 mi. altitude; all services and NASA

ASTROBEE 1500
Two-stage solid sounding rocket 1st-A .
57,000 with two Thiokoll.5Ks-3 5 000 ero1et 28KS' 2 nd-Aerojet
30KS-8000· weight 11 493 lb . I '
'
'
s., ength 34 17 f
lb. payload to altitude of 1,300 . .
·
t.; 130tion 37 g; boom-launched; und;Id ma,x. acceleraNASA
AF
S d.
r eve opment for
an Ia (replacement f
,
'
Journeymen A)
or NASA
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How Solar
gas turbines
eliminate
ground support
equipment
Low cost main engine starting,
auxiliary power and air conditioning on the ground are provided by Solar turbines for both
military and commercial aircraft
T~e extremely rugged and compact

Tltan® gas turbine engine is used as

~he auxiliary power unit in every ma-

JOr U.S. military cargo helicopter program, including the CH-46A CH-47A
C~-3C, CH-53A, and CH-S4A. Th~
Tztan turbine APU provides the
power necessary to start main engines . and operate all hydraulic and
electncal systems, thus allowing aircraft operation completely independe~t of grou?d support equipment. The
Tztan turbme operates on a wide variety of !iquid petroleum fuels, and
starts qUickly under extreme environmental conditions ranging from -65F
to 130F. The engine is certified by the
Federal Aviation Agency for use as
an essential power APU.
Commercial aircraft and business
jets, including the F-27 FH-227 Falcon and Jet Star, are u~ing a lo~ cost
integrated auxiliary power and air
conditioning system composed of a
Solar Titan gas turbine engine and a
Stratos vapor cycle cooling system.
The compact assembly produces D.C.
or A.C. electrical power concurrently
with cabin cooling or heating. The
system is designed to pull down a
heat-soaked environment to a comfort level within minutes under extreme ambient conditions. On the
F-27 and FH-227, the unit also pro-

vides power for system checkout and
main engine starting on the ground.
The Solar Gas Turbine Self-Contained Starter ( GTSS) is a light
weight, free-turbine type direct drive
starter which mounts on aircraft main
propulsion engines, and operates on
the same fuel as the aircraft. It is conservatively estimated that the Solar
GTSS will reduce aircraft turbine en-

Solar Titan gas turbine now used
in alz' major U. S. military helicopters

gine starting from one-half to o_neeighth the cost of other systems now
available. A complete gas turbine engine in itself, the starter provides safe,
reliable starts and eliminates the inherent inefficiencies of transferring
starting energy to the main engines
through pneumatic, hydraulic or electric means. Use of the GTSS will give
the pilot complete cockpit control of
main engine starting, and eliminates
the ground support equipment normally required for this purpose. The
GTSS is capable of starting all major
aircraft jet engines within 25 to 35
seconds, including the J-57, J-75,
J-79, TF-30 and TF-33.

Solar GTSS cuts jet engine costper-start in half.

Solar gas turbine-driven electrical
power generation systems now in production provide a wide range of continuous duty or standby electrical
power from 20 kw to 750 kw. The
family of gas turbine generator sets
inCludes the Saturn® gas turbine 750
kw generator. set, the T -350 gas turbine 200 kw generator set and the
Titan gas turbine generator set with
outputs of 20 kw o:r 30 kw. All Solar
generator sets are compact and light
weight, and are completely factory
packaged. They are designed for low
cost and ease of installation, maintenance and operation, and can be supplied as completely mobile units if
desired.
For further information on Solar
gas turbines and their many costsaving applications in the aircraft
field, write: Solar, Department 0-391,
San Diego, California 92112.

VsoLARO.
A Division of Intern ational H arvester Compan y

Aero commander means businessl
Any way you read it, that's what we mean . The initial Aero Commander concept was that of a twin engine
airplane designed , engineered and built to meet business transportation requirements. And we built an aircraft business on that premise.
The same concept, at the outset, was applied to the Jet Commander. Today the -Jet Commander is big business. Because it's lower priced and operates at less cost than any other business jet in the world that's FAAcertified to commercial jetliner standards of safety and reliability .
When we added our single engine models we meant business. The Aero Commander 200 is- by any comparison - the finest, most sophisticated 4 -place, single engine aircraft in production today. And - by any
comparison - the Aero Commander 100 is the lowest priced, full size 4-place, all -.rTietal airplane in production
anywhere. Both are designed to meet specific requirements of business and professional people who free
themselves from the restrictions of surface and scheduled transportation.
And now we're serving the business of agriculture with the biggest, safest and most efficient Ag-plane in the
business. The Snow Commander S-20 covers more acres faster at less cost than any other aerial applicator .
Compare the entire line- or each model -with that of any other airframe manufacturer in the world. And any
way you read it, Aero Commander means business! Come fly with us and see for yourself.

JET COMMANDER, pure jet twin, 525 mph cruise, pressurized, air
conditioned, 2 pilots, 4-7 passengers , 16,800 lbs. gross, $595,000
FAF Bethany • TURBO COMMANDER, prop-jet twin, 285 mph cruise,
pressurized, air conditioned, 2 pilots, 4-8 passengers, 8,500 lbs .
gross, $299,950 FAF Bethany • GRAND COMMANDER, twin 380
hp piston engines, 230 mph cruise, 5-11 places, 8,500 lbs. gross,
$146,900 . .. with pressurization, air conditioning, $199,950 FAF
Bethany • AERO COMMANDER 500U, twin 290 hp piston engines,
218 mph cruise, 4-7 places, 6 ,750 lbs . gross, $94,500 FAF Bethany
• AERO COMMANDER 200, 285 hp, 210 mph cruise, 4 places, 3,·000
lbs . gross , $29,500 FAF Albany • AERO COMMANDER 100, 150 hp,
128 mph cruise, 4 places, 2,250 ibs . gross, $8,500 FAF Albany •
SNOW COMMANDER S-2D, 600 hp, working speeds 85-110 mph,
6,000 lbs. gross, $26,330 FAF Olney .

PRODUCTS OF ROCKWELL-STANDARD CORPORATION
AERO COMMANDER DIVISIONS, ROCKWELL-STANDARD CORP.
ALBANY, GEORGIA: BETHANY, OKLAHOMA: OLNEY. TEXAS

THE SNOW COMMANDER

The fastest objects flying in the atmosphere overcome
violent extremes of pressure, temperature and. dynamic
forces with new materials developed by ·M artin. Future
progress in space and defense depends on understanding and creating new materials. Materials development
is a major strength in Martin's total systems capability.

Creative engineering at Martin makes things happen.

MARTIN COMPANY
A DIVISION OF MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION
BALTIMORE . ORLANDO. DENVER. CANAV ERAL

is taking half-mile wide pictures of the ocean bottom with sound?
is developing the first nuclear rocket reactor for space?
is the country s leading designer and manufacturer of airborne fire control radar?
is building the world's first space radar for rendezvous missions?
is manufacturing electrical systems for today's most advanced aircraft?
is working on a worldwide super communications system?
is designing the nuclear reactors, turbines and generators for our fleet?
has a tiny TV camera for use on the moon

You can be
sure if it's
Westinghouse

j
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A TOMIC , DE FENSE A ND SPAC E GROUP

~~Advanced

technology is the cornerstone of our business.""

J. D. Wright, Chairman

TRW stands for growth through technology. You will
find evidence of it in your car, in your TV, on the last jet
you took- and in a satellite orbiting around the sun.
TRW's contribution to the aerospace industry places it
into the pioneering class of companies that actually helped
launch the space age. Almost 90% of U.S. spacecraft
owe some or all of their success to TRW. Applications
of our technology range from microminiature diodes and
communications satellites to giant rocket nozzles and
jet engine components.
TRW is 50,000 people who specialize in turning advanced
concepts into practical products and services for aerospace,
automotive, electronic and industrial customers.
TRW INC.- headquarters in Cleveland, operations in 170
other locations throughout the world.

TRW

Formerly Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc,

THE PATTERN OF GROWTH AT FAIRCHILD HILLER

Look to Fairchild Hiller and our seven divisions, where contributions to the national purpose are so diversifi ~~ their only
common denominator is technical excellence.
Today, we are sharply accelerating our planned program of
growth. Focal point: the new Sherman Fairchild Technology
Center (above), now taking shape in suburban ~ashington,
D .C. at Germantown, Md.
At this complex of laboratory and administrative facilities, we
will originate new concepts, new approaches, new applications
of i'!genuity for tomorrow's products and technologies.

{f!}
FAIRCHILD HILLER
CoRPORATION
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From Kitty Hawk to Cape Kennedy. • •
In 146 Dramatic Full-Color Paintings

THE FIRST PICTORIAL HISTORY
IN ART OF THE U.S. AIR FORCE
This unique new volume presents
the whole incredible panorama of
aer_ospace history in America, set
ag~~st a stunning background of 146
offlci:U U. S. Air Force paintings in
~a~zhng color. Years in the making,
It IS .a monumental, authoritative
class1c, developed with the unqualified cooperation of the u. S. Air
Force.

AN ACTION-FILLED,
UNFORGETTABLE SAGA
THE U.S. AIR FORCE IN ART will
keep you spellbound as it graphically, dramatically, and colorfully
reveal.s the crucial turning points in
the h1story of aviation which, so
often, transformed the history of
the United States and the world!
From th~ frustrating battle fought
by the au-borne pioneers for government recognition of the tiny air
arm with the giant potential ... to
the dismal failure of the infant Air
Force's first combat air operatio n
in Mexico ... the magnificent climb
to devastating air power in World
War II . .. the "wild blue yonder
boys" who set and broke records,
carried the mail, performed daredevil stunts before the bedazzled
eyes of the Twenties, and gloriously
defended our country wherever the
need arose ... it's all here, and
much more.

AVIATION'S IMMORTALS
Here too are the heroes - Foulois,
Dargue,
r.hilrt

Eaker,

nnoo a rlo

Whitehead,
110...,]1 ,...,........,

Fair-

D~ ~,.. L..,._Il

Luke, "Rick" Rickenbacker and his
26 World War I kills, flamboyant
Billy Mitchell, Doolittle, Arnold,
Spaatz, LeMay, Vandenberg, Twining, White, and many others who
put the goal of man's domination
of the skies at the very core of
their lives. And the airplanes ...
the Loening COA-l, Fokker TriMotor Curtiss JN-4D "Jenny," British DeHavilland-4, Handley Page
0/ 400, P-47, P-58, the heavy bombers
from the ill-fated Model 299 to the
B-29 Superfortress which carried so
many gallant fliers to glory.

A MAGNIFICENT GIFT

• LAVISHLY ILLUSTRATED with
the cream of the priceless Air Force
Art Collection - 146 breath-taking
full color paintings chosen from
over 2,500 canvasses-and reproduced here for the first time anywhere.
• DELUXE ART BOOK FORMAT.
270 large 8 112" x 11" pages of art
paper and exquisite calor fidelity.

SIX DECADES OF AIR FORCE
HISTORY IN FULL COLOR
This handsome volume is a veritable
Metropolitan Museum of official
Air Force paintings. In glorious, lifelike color they recapture the epic
moments of Air Force achievements
. .. the fledgling trials of 1907 ... the
dog fights of World War I ... Doolittle on his momentous raid over
Tokyo ... the fateful missions over

Hiroshima ... up through the dramatic and tragic moment of President Johnson's somber inauguration
on Air Force One and beyond, to
the incredible manned and un. manned scientific probes of the
skies. These vibrant canvasses--the
works of 79 great world renowned
illustrators-will show you the thrills
of aviation as you have never seen
them.
The former Chief of the Army Air
Corps, Major General Benjamin Foulois
- a man who made much of the history
shown here - says:
This book presents a new and
exciting view of a great saga.
The crisp text provides an effective backdrop for the excellent
art and the expressive brushes
of the artists lend an added
dimension of depth . I think that
this unique volume will bring to
its reader a greater appreciation
of what the Air Force is and
what it means to the nation.

THE U.S. AIR FORCE IN ART is
an extraordinary volume of such
unsurpassed btiauty, such vivid,
authoritative and exciting Americana, with such remarkable, exciting
paintings, it will be enthusiastically
welcomed - not only by airmen and
ex-airmen, but by all who respond
with pride to the valor, the courage
and thrilling adventure of man's
push toward the heavens.

THE PERFECT GIFT
FOR EVERYONE IN THE
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

• SUPERBLY WRITTEN after years
of painstaking res earch by a renowned historian and scholar and
former airman.
'

Just imagine the pleasure that all personnel in the aerospace industry
would derive from a gift of this unique book. Your company, personnel,
customers and suppliers will be proud to own THE U.S. AIR FORCE: A
PICTORIAL HISTORY IN ART.

• FULLY AUTHENTICATED. The
encyclopedic coverage of Air Force
facts, figures, dates, people and
places was reviewed by the Office
of Information, Dept . of the Air
Force, to make this the unchallenged

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE TO AEROSPACE COMPANIES
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CHRONOLOGIES of 1962-1964
Highlights of the years in which the Aerospace Year Book was not published are included here.
e0ctober3
Walter M. Schirra, Jr., completes six-orbit flight in MercuryAtlas8.

1962
JA:\"UARY
•January 27
The 500 mile-per-hour. six-place executive aircraft, Jet Commander. built by Aero Commander, Inc.. makes its first Hight.

•October 18
Ranger V is launched and later passes within 450 miles of the
moon without a mid-course correction, although it fails to receive
solar power and transmits no useful data.

FEBRUARY
eFebruary 8
Tiros I\' meteorological satellite is launched.

e0ctober27
Explorer XV scientific satellite investigates the artificial radiation
belt created by the July 9 high altitude nuclear explosion over
the Pacific.

eFebruarv 20
In the ~lercury-Atlas 6 spacecraft, John H. Glenn, Jr., becomes
the first American to orbit the earth, completing three orbits at an
altitude of 100/163 miles.

NOVEMBER
•November 27
Boeing 727, 70-to-114 passenger, 600 mile-per-hour jetliner is
unveiled.

MARCH
el\larch 7
NASA's 440-pound OSO {Orbiting Solar Observatory) is launched
into a 344/370 mile orbit to study ultra-violet, gamma, and X-ray
radiations from the sun.

DECEMBER
•DecemberS
Bell Model 206 helicopter, prototype of the Army's OH-4A
Light Observation Helicopter, begins ground and Hight tests.

APRIL
•April26
Ranger IV lunar research vehicle impacts the moon after a 64hour flight. but cameras and instrumentation failed to function.

•December 14
Mariner II reports important scientific data on Venus as it passes
within 21,000 miles of that planet on its 109-day space voyage.

MAY
e.Mav9
Sikorsky S-64 Skycrane helicopter. capable of lifting loads up to
10 tons, takes to the air for the first time.

1963
FEBRUARY

e.May 24
M. Scott Carpenter flies Mercury-Atlas 7 mission.

eFebruary9
Pratt & Whitney's JT-8D turbofan engine reaches flight status in
the Boeing 727.

JUNE
•June 19
Tiros V meteorological satellite is launched.

•February 14
Syncom I communications satellite is launched and achieves synchronous orbit, but loses communication.

JULY
APRIL

•July 10
Telstar I, the world's first commercial communications satellite,
is launched into orbit to carry out telephone and television experiments between the U.S. and Europe.

eApril2
Explorer 17 satellite, a 400-pound stainless steel Hying laboratory
equipped with eight primary detectors for direct measurement of
the structure of the earth's upper atmosphere, begins its voyage.

•July 18
Cessna executive twin Model411 completes its first Hight.

eApril18
Northrop's X-21A laminar How control demonstration aircraft,
with air-inhaling wings to reduce drag and powered by General
Electric }79 engines, begins series of flight tests.

SEPTEMBER
•September 18
Tiros VI is launched for further meteorological exploration.

MAY

OCTOBER

eMay7
Telstar 2 active-repeater communications satellite is sent into
orbit and successfully handles radio, TV, telephone and facsimile transmissions.

e0ctobcr2
Explorer XIV scientific satellite is launched to study radiation.
solar particles and solar winds, and magnetic winds.
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•October :31
Army's Hiller OH-23G observation helicopter reaches speed of
123.77 miles-per-hour, a new rotorcraft record.

eMay 15
L. Gordon Cooper, Jr., begins Mercury-Atlas 9 space flight,
which is to last 34 hours and 20 minutes. Mission highly successful from the standpoint of landing and insertion into orbit.

1\0VEMBER

JUNE

e:\'ovember 7
Northrop Corporation's three-parachute Iandin)! S\'Stt•m for the
Apollo command capsule is tested sueccssfully at \\'bite Sands.

•June 10
The two-seat Republic F-105F, designed as a mission trainer as
well as a combat fighter-bomber, takes to the air for the first time.

•November 20
Lockheed XV-4A Hummingbird makes its first transition fli),!ht.

•June 19
Tiros 7 meteorological satellite is launched and is as highly successful as its predecessors in gathering cloud cover data for the
U.S. Weather Bureau.

•November 27
Centaur two-stage booster test flight marks major step in development of large launch vehicles and first test flight usc of liquid hydrogen as a rocket fuel.

JULY
•July 20
United Technology Center successfully tests 120-inch-diameter,
1,000,000-pound thrust, strap-on solid rocket for the Titan 111-C
launch vehicle.

•November 27
Explorer 18 satellite. compact physics laboratory designed to
measure magnetic fields, cosmic rays. and solar winds in interplanetary space, is launched successfully.

•July 26
Syncom II communications satellite is launched, achieves synchronous position over Brazil, and conducts a number of successful experiments.

DECEMBER
•December 5
Navv's Transit satellite, designed as a navigation aid for Polariscarr~ing submarines, is sent into orbit for the sixth time.

AUGUST
•December 5
USAF ~v1ajor Hobert A. Hushworth tops Mach 6 for the first
time Hying NASA/USAFX-1.5.

•August 15
Northrop Norair' s 1,000 mile-per-hour twin-jet F-5A, which can
operate as an interceptor, fighter-bomber or reconnaissance
plane, makes its first flight.

eDcccmber 17
Initial test flight is conducted of C-141 StarLiftcr, a fan-jet powered cargo/personnel transport built by Lockheed-Georgia Com-

•August 22
North American-built NASA/USAF X-1.5 is flown to a record altitude for winged craft of 354,200 feet.

pany.
Pratt & Whitney's TF33 turbofan engine reaches flight status in
the Lockheed C-141 StarLifter transport.

•August 28
Little Joe II, booster for the sub-orbital phase of the Apollo test
program, makes its first test Hight at White Sands Missile Range.

•December 19
Explorer 19 satellite is launched into orbit to perform experiments in air density measurement.

SEPTEMBER
•September 18
Nonorbiting test of ASSET re-entry vehicle is conducted from
Cape Kennedy.

•December 21
Tiros 8 successfully launched on weather reporting mission.

OCTOBER

1964

eOctober 16
Air Force's B-58, built by Fort Worth Division of General Dynamics Corporation, sets world performance record by making
t~e longest supersonic flight in history, from Tokyo to London in
eight hours and 35 minutes at an average speed of 1,092 miles
per hour.

JANUARY
•January 11
.
Greb 5 piggyback radiation measuring satellite is launched mto a
500/600 mile orbit.

•October 25
Titan II launch vehicle is formally accepted by NASA and scheduled to boost first unmanned Gemini capsule in 1964. Powered
by hypergolic fuels-those which ignite on contact-it permits
shorter count-down time than earlier launch vehicles.

•January 21
Relay 2 active repeater communications satellite is sent into its
1300/4600 mile orbit to conduct intercontinental microwave experiments between the U. S., United Kingdom, Brazil. France,
Germany, and Japan.

eOctober 26
Rocketdyne Division of North American Aviation delivers the
first production model of the 1,.500,000-pound thrust F-1 engine,
which is to power the first stage of the Saturn V booster.

•January 25
Echo 2, the balloon-type passive communications satellite, the
first cooperative experiment of the U. S. and the Soviet Union,
is launched into a 622/833 mile orbit.
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SEPTEMBER

•January 29
Saturn I super-booster, complete with a live upper sta~te. is successfully launchl•d for the first time, lifting a weight of 37,700
pounds-the heaviest wei~tht sent into orbit during the first seven
years of manned space research.

•September I
First test launch of the Titan III-A is conducted.
•September 4
OGO (Orbiting Geophysical Observatory), an unmanned spacecraft weighing over half a ton and capable of carrying as many
as 20 experiments covering such subjects as radio propagation,
astronomy, magnetic fields, atmospheric measurement and energetic particles, is launched into its highly eccentric orbit with
an apogee of 93,000 miles and a perigee of only 176 miles.

APRIL
eApril S
First of two unmanned fli~thts for the Gemini program, the GT-1
boilerplate Gemini is launched into a 99/204 mile orbit.

•September 29
The X-I42, a tri-service V/STOL transport designed to carry 32
combat troops over an operational radius of 230 to 470 miles,
makes its first flight as a result of a joint project of LTV, Hiller
Aircraft, and Ryan Aeronautical Co.

MAY
e:\lay 25
General Electric-Ryan X\"-5A Army \"TOL makes its first com•entional fli)!ht.

OCTOBER

JULY

•October I4
The Sikorsky S-65A (CH-53A) helicopter, designed for heavy assault transport use by the Marine Corps, makes its first flight.

•July 1
Curtiss-Wright X-19 tri-service VTOL. which features four tilting, interconnected propellers on two short wings and is designed
for a speed range from 0 to 400 miles per hour, completes its
first test flight.

•October 28
Suborbital flight of re-entry vehicle for ASSET, a program designed to test various materials at high-speed re-entry into the
atmosphere, is launched.

•July I7
TRS-6 (Tetrahedral Research Satellite), a 4 1/2-pound spacecraft designed to measure the intensity of charged particles in a
large portion of the magnetosphere, is sent into a highly elliptic-al orbit of 120 to 65,000 miles after going aloft as a piggyback
passenger on the Atlas-Agena D which launched the two NOS
satellites.

NOVEMBER
•November I7
General Electric-Rvan XV-SA Armv VTOL makes its first complete transition fro~ vertical to forn;ard flight.
•November 28
Mariner 4 is sent into proper trajectory on a 350,000,000 mile
flight, passing within 6,000 miles of Mars and sending back to
earth 21 close-up photos of that planet.

•July I7
Two 20-sided. 500-pound Nuclear Detection Satellites (third and
fourth of a series of 10), dcsi~tned to aid in enforcing the atomic
test ban by detecting atomic explosions in space, are launched
into high altitude orbits (58,000 to 70,000 miles).

DECEMBER
•Julv28
R~nger 7 is launched from Cape Kennedy and sends back to
earth the first close-up photos of the moon's surface before impacting the moon 68 hours and 35 minutes later.

•December II
Centaur 4 (consisting of an Atlas D lower stage with 360,000
pounds thrust and an upper stage composed of two liquid hydrogen engines producing 30,000 pounds thrust) is launched,
achieves its test objectives, and is scheduled for operational use
in 1965.

AUGUST
•August I9
Syncom 3 synchronous comsat is launched and 10 days later is
directed into orbit over the International Date Line, where it
relays to the U. S. live television of the Olympic Games in Japan.

•December 12
In a 130-second static test, the Thiokol 156-inch solid rocket
motor featuring a gimbaled nozzle generates almost I,500,000
pounds thrust.

•August 28
Nimbus weather satellite is launched to photograph cloud cover
on its near-polar circular orbit, where its cameras are to return
about 1,000 photos daily.

•December 31
The Turbo Commander, a turboprop aircraft built bv Aero Commander, Inc., with cruising speed of 280 miles per .hour, makes
its first flight.
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Polaris Ship's Inertial Navigation Systems
(SINS), 432
Portable Life Support System for Apollo
Space Suit, 451
Poseidon, 14
Pratt & \Vhitney Aircraft, Division of
United Aircraft Corporation, 25, 29,
158-161, 467, 475-478, 498-504
J48 Military Turbojet, 499
J52 Military Turbojet, 501

J57 r-.tilitary Turbojet, 500
J58 ~lilitary Turbojet, 25, 499
J75 Military Turbojet, 500
JFTD12 Commercial Turboshaft,
498
JT3 Commercial Turbojet, 501
JT3D Commercial Turbofan, 25, 503
JT4 Commercial Turbojet, 502
JT8D Commercial Turbofan, 25, 503
JT12/J60 Turbojet, 502
Pratt & \\'hitney Fud Cell, 29
R98.5 l\lilitary-Commercial Reciprocating Engine, 475
R 1340 Reciprocating Engine, 476
R1830 Heciprocating Engine, 476
R2000 Heciprocating Engine, 477
R2180 Hcciprocating Engine, 477
R2800 t-.lilitarv-Commercial Reciprocating Engi~e, 478
l\4360 Military-Commercial Reciprocating Engine, 478
RL10 Hocket Engine, 467
T34 Military Turboprop, 498
TF30 Military Turbofan, 504
TF30P-1, 25
TF33 Military Turbofan, 504
Precision Approach and Landing System,
400
PRI~IE SV -5D (Precision Recovery Indueling Maneuvering Entry), 393
Purr Kee, Advanced, 507
Pyrolytic Graphite Rocket Nozzles, 406

Q
Quail (ADt-.!-20C), 354

Rendezvous Radar, 28
Hepublic Aviation Division, Fairchild
Hiller Corporation 330, 440-444
F -84F Thunderstreak Fighter
Bomber, 330
F-105 Thunderchid Fighter
Bomber, 330
Hockctdvne A Division of North American Avia~ion, Inc., 27, 149-152, 460467, 509
AR2-3, 465
Atlas ~IA-5 System, 464

F-1, 464
H-1 Engine, 463
J-2 Engine, 26, 463
Mark 2/3 Tartar/Terrier Gas Generators, 460
t-.lark 36, t-.lod 2 Sidewinder Rocket
t-.lotor, 461
P4-1 Drone Engine, 466
Rocketdvne Gemini Thruster, 27
Rocketd;•ne Solid t-.lotors, 462
SE-6 Control Thruster, 466
SE-7, SE-8, SE-9, 467
Shrike Rocket Motor, 462
Sparrow Ill Rocket Motor, 461
Thor :MB-3, 465
Rocket Power, Inc. ( RPI)' 509
Rockwell-Standard Corporation, 20, 164165, 252-254
Rohr Corporation, 165-166
Holler Drh·e and Roller Gear Drive, 448
RP 76 _4 Rocket Target Aircraft, 364
Ryan Aeronautical Company, 166-167,
331
Fircbcc, 366
XV-SA V/STOL Vertifan, 331
XV-SA Fleep, 331

R
HADA (Random Access Discrete
Address), 427
Radar Simulator, 445
Radiating Facility ( RADF AC), 443
Hadio Astronomy Explorer, 396
Radio Corporation of America, 161-164,
435-439
Range Indicator for Lunar Excursion
Module, 399
Ranger, 5, 390
Raven, 509
RCA Recorder, 28
Real-Time Computer Complex Systems
(RTCC), 421
Hedstone Surface-to-Surface Missile, 342
Hegulus I and II Drones, 360
Hcgulus I Surface-to-Surface Missile, 343
HEINS (Hadar Equipped Inertial Navigation System) Automatic Bombing
Navigatio.n System (AN-ASB-12), 432
Belay, 381
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s
S-Il Stage, 368
S-IVB Stage, 368
SAM-D, 14
SAM OS/ Alarm, 396
Sandia Corp., 509
Satellite 1963 38C, 387
Satellite 1964 83C, 388
435
d Computer Svstem,
Saturn Grotln
•
•
Saturn I, 11, 369
Saturn IB, 13, 369
Saturn V, 13
SAVAC, 405
Scanner, 395
Scout, 375
SECOR, 9
Sergeant Smface-to-Surfacc l\tissile, 341
~GN-10 Inertial Navigation System, 445

Shillelagh Surface-to-Surface Missile, 344
Shrike Missile, 354
Sidewinder-HV Areas, 508
Sidewinder 1-C Air-to-Air Missile, 357
Sidewinder-Raven, 509
SIFTER, 442
Sikorsky Aircraft, Division of United Aircraft Corporation, 21-22, 167-169, 332335
CH-53A Heavy Assault Transport,
21,335
S-58 Transport Helicopter, 332
S-61N Helicopter Airliner, 333
S-61R Transport Helicopter, 333
S-62 Search & Rescue Helicopter,
334
S-64 Skycrane, 22, 334
SH-3A Antisubmarine Helicopter,
332
SLV-3X, 372
SNAP-8 Nuclear Electrical Power Generating System, 397
SNAP-9A Radioisotope Thermoelectric
Generator, 429
SNAP-19 Radioisotope Thermoelectric
Generator, 428
SNAP Radioisotope Thermoelectric
Generator, 428
Snapshot, 8
Solar, A Division of International
Harvester Company, 169-170, 505
S-140 Gas Turbine Self-Contained
Starter, 505
T62T Gas Turbine Engine, 505
Space Environment Simulator, 425
Space-General Corp., 509-510
Sparoair, 508
Sparrow Air-to-Air Missile, 357
Sparrow-HV Areas, 508
Sperry Rand Corporation, 170-173
444-447
,
Sprint Anti-Missile, 14, 348
SRAM, 13
Stabilized Platform System for Saturn
Rocket, 398
Standard Shipboard Missile, 15, 353
Star Tracker for Orbiting Astronomical
Laboratory, 397
Subroc Antisubmarine Missile, 346
Sundstrand Aviation Division of Sundstrand Corp., 124 L
Surveyor, 391
Swearingen Aircraft, 335
SA-26T Corporate Aircraft , 335
Swik, 508
Synchronous Meteorological Satellite, 396
Syncom, 380

T
Tactical Aircraft System, 424

Talos Shipboard Missile, 351
Tartar Shipboard Antiaircraft Missile, 350
T elstar, 381
Temperature Control Set Models
CTS25-1, CT826-1, CTS27-1, and
CTS28-1, 408
Temperature Control System Model
CTS65-1, 412
Texas Instruments Incorporated, 448
Thern1ionic Diode, 440
Thiokol Chemical Corporation, 173-17 4,
468-469, 510
TD-339 Surveyor Vernier Engine,
468
Thiokol Solid Rockets, 469
YLR99-RM-1 Pioneer Turborocket,
468
Thrust Augmented Delta, 374
Thunderbird, 509
Tiros, 6, 379
Titan II ICBM , 10, 338
Titan III, 370
Titan III-C, 10, 370
Titan III Transtage, 371
Tomahawk, 510
Tomahawk Dart, 510
TOW Antitank Missile, 345
Trailblazer I, 507
Trailblazer II, 508
Trans-Texas Airways, 237
Trans World Airlines, 237-239
TRW Inc. , 174-176, 448,469-471
C-1 Multipurpose Engine, 469
Ion Engine, 471
Lunar Excursion Module Descent
Engine, 470
MIRA 180 Surveyor Engine, 470
Snapoodle Radioisotope Thruster,
471

u
United Aircraft Corporate Systems Center, Division of United Aircraft Corporation, 176-177
United Aircraft Corporation, 21-22, 25,
26, 29, 120-122, 148-149, 158-181,
167-169, 176-178, 332-335, 449-451 ,
467, 472-478, 498-504
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, 25, 29,
158-161,467, 475-478,498-504
Hamilton Standard, 120-122, 449-451
Sikorsky Aircraft, 21 -22, 167-169,
332-33.5
Norden, 148-149
United Technology Center, 26,
177-179, 472-473
Vector, 178
United Aircraft Corporate Systems
Center, 17o-1 77
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United Aircraft Resea rch Laboratories,
176
United Air Lines, 239-240
United Technology Center, Division of
United Aircraft Corporation, 26, 177178, 472-473
F720L8.0K Advanced Upper-Stage
Liquid Engine, 472
FW-4S Upper-Stage Solid-Propellant
Rocket, 472
120-Inch Solid Hocket, 26
UA 1205 Segmented Solid Propellant
Rocket, 473
Urine Disposal Lock, 410
USAF Parasail, 30

v
Vapor Cycle Ajr Conditioners for Ground
Support, 408
Vapor Cycle Refrigeration System Model
VEA6-1, 409
Vector, Division of United Aircraft Corporation, 178
Vertical Scale Engine Instrument System,
423
Vertical Scale Flight Indicators for F-111,
401
Vickers Incorporated, Division of Sperry
Rand Corporation, 444
Video Film Converter, 417
Voyager, 9, 393

w
Walleye Guided Bomb, 356
Washington-New York Record, 33
WASP Rocl:et, 356
Western Air Lines, 240-241
Westinghouse Ele.c tric Corporation,
178-181, 451
vVestinghouse Oxygen Maker, 30
Wind Memory Computer, 403
W oriel records, 34
Wren Aircraft Corporation, 336
Wren-460 STOL Airplane, 336
Wright Aeronautical Division, CurtissWright Corporation, 406
Wright Brothers Memorial Trophy, 37

X
X-22A Propeller System, 449
XB-70 Environmental Control System,
450
XC-142A Propeller System, 449

z
Zuni Air-to-Surface Missile, 356

